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In preparing this volume on " Cattle," the author has often had reason to

deplore the want of materials, and which he has been enabled to obtain

only by correspondence with competent individuals, and the personal in»

spection of the present state of cattle, in the greater part of the British

empire. To those noblemen and agriculturists from whom he derived

information, the more highly estimated by him, because most readily and
courteously granted, he begs to return his warmest thanks. His obliga-

tion to Mr. Berry, for the admirable history of the Short-Horns, will not

be soon forgotten.

He has endeavoured to lay before the public an accurate and faithful

account of the cattle of Great Britain and Ireland. He does not expect
to please every one who reads his work or who has contributed towards it

;

for long experience has taught him that, although there is some excellence

peculiar to each breed, there is none exempt from defect ; and the honest

statement of this defect will not satisfy the partisan of any one breed, or

or of any variety of that breed. He has passed lightly over the subject of

the general management of cattle, in order to avoid trenching on the work
on " British Husbandry," now publishing under the superintendence of
the Society.

The diseases of cattle was a favourite topic with the writer, but here, too

he painfully felt the deficiency of materials for a treatise worthy of such a

subject. One branch of veterinary science has rapidly advanced. The dis-

eases of the horse are better understood and better treated ; but, owino- to

the absence of efficient instruction concerning' the diseases of cattle in the

principal veterinary school, and the incomprehensible supineness of agri-

cultural societies, and agriculturists generally, cattle have been too much
left to the tender mercies of those who are utterly ignorant of their struc-

ture, the true nature of their diseases, the scientific treatment of them, and
even the very first principles of medicine.

With the few practitioners scattered through the country, who had praise-

worthily devoted themselves to the study of the maladies of cattle the

author entered into correspondence ; and he derived from them a hberal

assistance which does honour to the profession whose character they are
estabHshing.
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To many of the contributors to that valuable periodical, « The Veterina-
rian,'^ he is under considerable obhVation, which has been duly and
gratefully acknowledged. He has likewise had recourse to various forei-n
authorities

;
for, although far behind us in the cultivation of the breed'of

cattle, many continental writers, and continental agriculturists generally
have set us a laudable example of attention to the diseases of these
animals.

The author ventures to hope that the information derived from these
sources, as well as from his own practice, may have enabled him to lay
before his readers a treatise on « Cattle" not altogether unsatisfactory

;

and that, particularly with regard to the maladies of the ox, so often grossly
misunderstood and shamefully treated, he may have succeeded in kying
down some principles which will guide the farmer and the practitioner
through many a case heretofore perplexing and almost uniformly fatal. At
all events, he will have laid the foundation for a better work, when com-
mon sense, and a regard to the best interests of husbandry, shall have
induced agriculturists to encourage, or rather to demand a higher degree
of general education in veterinary practitioners, and shall have founded,
south of the Tweed, those schools for professional instruction in
branch of the veterinary art which have been successfully established, and
are honourably considered on the continent.

every

Nassau Street, Middlesex Hospital,

W. YOUATT

LoTidon,
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iu the paunch— concretions in ditto—distention of the rumen from food— ditto from
gas—hoove—the stomach-pump—the chloride of lime—loss of cud—poisoiis—yew-
corrosive sublimate—diseases of the reticulum—diseases of the manyfolds— clew-
bound — fardel-bound—malformation of manyplus—diseases of the fourth stomach
vomiting.

Chapteu XIII.—the anatomy AND DISEASES OF THE SPLEEN,
LIVER, AND PANCREAS. . .457

Anatomy and function of the spleen—inflammation of it—enlargement—The liver
inflammation of it—hsemorrhage—^jaundice or yellows—The pancreas.
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Ip this volume of ' The Farmer's Series' is devoted to the history,
general management, and medical treatment of an animal less connected
with our commerce and our pleasure, and less endowed with intellio-ence
and courag-e, and many a noble quality, than ' the horse,' we shall yet find

Z.iCi^ "" r •''^''^

":°r
^^<^"tified with our agricultural prosperity, and

vi 1 ^v r" 1 M^""^ '^I'^^'y
continuance of life. If an ox is not indi-

^ h L f

^^^"""^!^^ ^ ^f^' y^\' i" the aggregate, cattle constitute amuch greater proportion of the wealth of the country ; for although Great
Britam contams a million and a half of horses, she has to boast of more
tlian eight millions of cattle, unrivalled in the world.
One hundred and sixty thousand head of cattle are annually sold in

bmithfield alone, without including calves, or the dead-viarket—ihe car-
casses sent up from various parts of the country. If we reckon this to be a

l'«nn?>nn l\^
''^"'^ slaughtered in the United Kingdom, it follows that

l,bUO,000 cattle are sent to the butcher every year ; and, averagino- the life
of he ox or the cow at five years, the value of British cattle, estimated at10/ n..v.o.^ ™,n i..„..^. n,: ,.

1,200,000 sheep, 36.000
10/. per head, will be eighty millions sterling. .,....,... .,,,p, ,„,,,^^
pigs, and 18,000 calves, are also sent to Smithfield in the course of a
year, and if we reckon these to be a tenth of the whole number, and
allow only two years as the average duration of the lives of sheep
and mo-R. and value the calves at 21. lOs. each, the nie-s at 2/., andP'gs,
the sheep at IZ. 10s., we shall arrive at the uu.uuonai sum or nearly
torty millions

; so that we may safely compute the actual value of cattle,
sheen and swinp fn \\o noo,.l-.r ion .^:ii:,..,„ „4.„..i!

pigs

additional sum of nearly

sheep and swine, to be nearly 120 millions sterling.
Although much has been done by agricultural societies to improve the-

breed and the general treatment of these animals, and much valuable in-
struction is to be found scattered in many a volume, no one has yet at-
tempted to collect these fragments of ' useful knowledge,' and to add to'
them his own experience

; and in one very important part of our subject.,
there has been the most unaccountable neglect, for there is scarcely im
the English language a work on

dl, - o o -- the preservation of the health,
tne prevention and cure of the diseases, of cattle and sheep, on whichany dependence can be placed. Although a tenth part of the sheepand Iambs die annually of disease (more than four millions perished by

of th°*
alone in the winter of 1829—30), and at least a fifteenth part

red wtr^'^i
^'^"'^ '^'^ destroyed by inflammatory fever and milk-fever^

tpn ^\v' ^°^.^ ^""^ diarrhoea
; and the country incurs a loss of nearly

:ten millions of pounds annually, the agriculturist knows not where to*go lor intorraation on the nature and the cure of the maladies of whieb
B
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they di and is either drlveii to confide in the boasted skill of the

12-norant pretender, or makes up his mind that it is in vain to struggle

take their course.^rainst the evils which he cannot arrest, and lets matt

'^There are two great sources of the mortality of cattle and sheep, and the

loss of agricultural property, and it is difficult to say which is the worst,

the ignorance and obstinacy of the servant and the cowleach, or the

ignorance and supineness of the owner.

Veterinary schools, that owed their origin to the ravages of epidemics

among cattle, and that were established for the express purpose of teaching

' a more systematic knowledge of the management of sheep and cows/' have

shamefully neglected their trust. The horse has gradually absorbed the

whole of their attention; he alone has been heard of in the lectures and

practice of these schools ; and, until within a very few years, the best

veterinary practitioner was uneducated and uninformed in matters re-

lating to cattle.

A great deal has been written in different books respecting the pecu-

liarities of the different breeds, and their adaptation to different purposes,

and the points which may be said t*o be characteristic of each, and on

Vv^hich their excellence mainly depends : but the opinions of the writers are

often too much at variance with each other; and the fiirmer too frequently

rises from the perusal of them puzzled rather than instructed, and even

led astray from his interest instead of being guided in its pursuit.

The subject of the present work will be the Natural History, the different

Breeds, the Structure, (more particularly with reference to their beauties

and defects,) the utility for various purposes, and the Diseases, and

General Management of Cattle, with their most rational and successful

treatment; and if we may be enabled to rouse the farmer to strive^ and

perhaps successfully strive, to rescue a few of his oxen from that destruction

of which he has been an almost passive spectator ; and to direct his at-

tention. the attention of the little farmer, and the cottager, as well as

to that which should not
the wealthier and more influential individual,—

have been so long and so utterly neglected, our main and most valuable

purpose will be accomplished.

Chapter I.

THE NATURAL HISTORY OF THE OX,

The Ox belongs to the class mammalia^ animals having mammae, or teats

(see 'The Horse,' p. 62) ; the order ruminantia, ruminating, or chewing

their food a second time; the tribe hovid<B, the ox kind ;
the genus bos,

the ox, the horns occupying the crest, projecting at first sideways, and

being porous or cellular within ; and the sub-genus hos taurus, or the

domestic ox.

Distinguished according to their teeth, they have eight incisors, or cutting

teeth, in the lower jaw, and none in the upper. They have no tusks, but

they have six molars, or grinding teeth, in each jaw, and on each side.

The whole would, therefore, be represented as follows:—(see *The

Horse,' p. 63):

The OS, incisors g, canines %, molars fif. Total, 30 teeth.

The native country of the ox, reckoning from the time of the flood, was

r

i.
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THE NATURAL HISTORY OF THE OX.

the plains of Ararat, and he was a domesticated animal when he issued
from the ark. He was found wherever the sons of Noah migrated, for he
was necessary to the existence of man ; and even to the present day.
wherever man has trodden, he is found in a domesticated or wild state.

The earliest record we have of the ox is in the sacred volume. We are told

that, even in the antediluvian age, and soon after the expulsion from
Eden, the sheep had become the servant ofman; and the inference is not
improbable, that the no less useful ox was subjugated at the same time.
It is recorded, that Jubal, the son of Lamech, and who was probably
born during the life-time of Adam, was the father of such as dwell in tents,

and of such as have cattle^.

Being domesticated before the flood, the ox would not be neglected by
Noah and his sons afterwards ; and as the families of men spread abroad
after the confusion of tongues, the ox would be carried with them, as con-
stituting one of the most valuable portions of their wealth. When Abra-
ham was in Egypt t» one hundred and eighty years before there is anj
mention of the horse, Pharoah presented him with sheep and oxen.
The records of profane history confirm this account of the early domes-

tication and acknowledged value of this animal, for it was worshipped by
the Egyptians, and venerated among the Indians. The Indian legends
say that it was ' the first animal that was created by the three kinds of
gods, who were directed by the Supreme Lord to furnish the earth with
animated beings.' The traditions of every Celtic nation enrol the cow
among the earliest productions, and represent it as a kind of divinity.

The parent race of the ox is said to have been much larger than any of
the present varieties. The Urus, in his wild state at least, was an enor-

mous and fierce animal, and ancient Icc^ends have thrown around him an air

of mystery. In almost every part of the Continent, and in every district

of England, skulls, evidently belonging to cattle, have been found, far

exceeding in bulk any now known. There is a fine specimen in the
British Museum ; the peculiarity of the horns will be observed, resembling

up in the mines of Cornwall, preserved in some

'^-.-i

.;<^-'.-

smaller ones dug
degree in the wild cattle of Chillingham Park, and not quite lost in our

Wei
tains and the Highlands. War
dun cow, the skull of which is yet preserved in the castle of Warwick,
will sufficiently prove the comparatively large size of some of the wild cattle

of that day. We have reason, however, to believe that this referred more
to individuals than to the character of the breed generally, ibr there is

no doubt that, within the last century, the size of the cattle h; progres-

sively increased in England, and kept pace with the improvement of

agriculture.

We will not endeavour to follow the migrations of the ox from Western
Asia, nor the change in size, and form, and value, which it underwent, ac-

cording to the difference of climate and of pasture, as it journeyed on

towards the west, for there are no records of this on which dependence can

be placed; (the historians of early days were poor naturalists;) but we
will proceed to the subject of the present work, the British Ox.

* Gen. iv. 20, f Gen. xii. IS,
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THE BRITISH OX.

In the earliest and most authentic account that we possess of the British

Isles, the Commentaries of Caesar, we learn that the Britons possessed great

numbers of cattle ; that they comparatively neglected the plough, and iivecl

on the flesh and the milk of these animals. The fondness for this kind ot

food, on account of which foreigners sometimes attempt to ridicule the

EnMishman, is inherited from ancestors of the remotest date. No satis-

facrory description of these cattle occurs in any ancient author
;
but they

would seem, with occasional exceptions, to have possessed no great bulk or

beauty. The poets have celebrated the intelligence, or fidelity, or some

interesting quality of almost every species of agricultural property but

uninteresting, however,
the heavy and seemingly stupid ox,—not _

as many have imagined him to be, when he is closely observed, and his

habits and capabilities watched. .

_

Cattle are like most other animals, the creatures of education and cir-

cumstances. We educate them to give us milk, and to acquire flesh and fat.

There is not much intelligence required for these purposes. It fares with

the ox, as with all our other domesticated dependents, that when he has lost

the wild freedom of the forest, and become the slave of man, without ac-

quirln"- the privilege of being his friend, or receiving instruction from him,

instinct languislies, without being replaced by the semblance of reason.
' when he draws our

he is, in fact.
But when we press him into our immediate service,

cart and ploughs our land,—he rapidly improves upon us
;

altogether a different animal : when he receives a kind of culture at our

hands, he seems to be enlightened with a ray of human reason, and

warmed with a degree of human affection. The Lancashire and the

Devonshire ox seem not to belong to the same genus. The one has

just wit enough to find his way to and from his pasture ; the other rivals

the horse in activity and docility, and often fairly beats him out of the field

in stoutness and honesty in work. He is as easily broken in, and he equals

him in attachment and gratitude to his feeder.

It is, however, in other countries where the services of the ox are more

extensive, and his education more complete, that we are to look lor that

development of intellect, which his slugcrish nature would scarcely promise

here. Burchell, in the 1st vol. of his Travels into the Interior of Africa,

p. 128, says :

—

' These oxen are generally broken in for riding, when they are not more

than a year old. The first ceremony, is that of piercing their nose to re-

ceive the bridle ; for which purpose they are thrown on their back, and a

slit is made through the septum, or cartilage between the nostrils, large

enough to admit a finger. In this hole is thrust a strong stick stripped ot

its bark, and having at one end a forked bunch to prevent it passing

through. To each end of it is fastened a thong of hide, of a length

sufficient to reach round the neck and form the reins ;
and a sheep skin,

with the wool on, placed across the back, together with another folded up,

and bound on with a rein long enough to pass several times round the

body, constitutes the saddle. To this is sometimes added a pair of stirrups,

consisting only of a thong with a loop at each end slung across the sad-

dle. Frequently the loops are distended by a piece of wood to form an

J
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easier rest for the foot. While the animal's nose is still sore, it is mounted

and put in training, and in a week or two is generally rendered sufficiently

obedient to its rider. The facility and adroitness with which the Hotten-

tots manage the ox has often excited my admiration: it is made to walk,

trot, or gallop, at the will of its master ; and being longer-legged and

rather more lightly made than the ox in England, travels with greater ease

and expedition, walking three or four miles in an hour, trotting five, and

galloping on an emergency seven or eight.'
, ^ „ .

Major Denham, in his Travels into Central Africa, gives the following

amusing account of some of these excursions :

'The beasts of burden used by the inhabitants, are the bullock and the

ass. A very fine breed of the latter are found in the Mandara valleys,

Strann-ers and chiefs in the service of the sheikh or sultan alone possess

camels. The bullock is the bearer of all the grain and other articles to and

from the markets. A small saddle of plaited rushes is laid on him, when

sacks made of goat skins, and filled with corn, are lashed on his broad and

able back. A leather thong is passed through the cartilage of his nose,

and serves as a bridle, while on the top of the load is mounted the owner,

his wife, or his slave. Sometimes the daughter or the wife of a rich

Shouaa will be mounted on her particular bullock, and precede the loaded

animals, extravagantly adorned with amber, silver rings, coral, and all

sorts of finery ; her hair streaming with fat, a black rim of kohal, at least

an inch wide, round each of her eyes, and I may say arrayed for conquest

at the crowded market. Carpet or robes are then spread on her clumsy pal-

fry^_she s'lisjambe de ^a^jamhe de Id,—and with considerable grace guides

her animal by the nose. Notwithstanding the peaceableness of his nature,

her vanity still enables her to torture him into something like caperings

and curvetings.'

It is, however, in the southern part of Africa that the triumph ot the ox

is complete. His intelligence seems to exceed anything that we have seen

of the horse, and he is but little inferior to that most sagacious of all

quadrupeds, the dog. Among the Hottentots, these animals are their do-

mestics, and the companions of their pleasures and fatigues ;
they are both

the protectors and the servants of the Caffre, and assist him in attending

his flocks, and guarding them against every invader. While the sheep are

grazing, the faithful backely, as this kind of oxen is called, stands and

grazes beside them. Still attentive, however, to the looks of its master,

the flies round the field, obliges the herds of sheep that are
mc backely ...^- --- - ^ ^u
strayin"- to keep within proper limits, and shows no mercy to robbers,

who attempt to plunder, nor even to strangers : but it is not the plun-

derers of the flock alone, but even the enemies of the nation, that these

backelies are taught to combat. Every army of Hottentots is furnished

with a proper herd of these creatures, which are let loose against the

enemv Being thus sent forward, they overturn all before them ;
they

strike down with their horns, and trample with their feet, every one who

attempts to oppose them, and thus often procure their masters an easy

victory, before they have begun to strike a blow.
^^hr^,^^ Uc vo

' An animal so serviceable is, as may be supposed, not without its re-

ward The backely lives in the same cottage with its master, and by long-

habit crains an affection for him ; for in proportion as the man approaches

to the brute, so the brute seems to attain even to the same share of human

sagacity. The Hottentot and his backely thus mutually assist each

other ; and when the latter happens to die, a new one is chosen to succeed

him, by a council of the old men of the village. The new backely is then

joined with one of the veterans of his own kind, from whom he learns his
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art becomes social and diligent, and is taken for life into human friendship

and protection/ )f Natural

i^ood

There is a well-authenticated story of a Scotch bull, which shows similar,

but not equal sagacity. 'A oentleman in Scotland, near Laggan, had a

bull which grazed with the cows in the open meadows. As fences are

scarcely known in that part, a boy was kept to watch, lest the cattle should

trespass on the neighbouring fields, and destroy the corn. The boy was

fat and drowsy, and was often found asleep ; he was, of course, chastised

whenever the cattle trespassed. Warned by this, he kept a long switch,

and with it revenged himself with an unsparing hand, if they exceeded

their boundary. The bull seemed to have observed with concern this con-

sequence of their transgression, and as he had no horns, he used to strike

the cows with his large forehead, and thus punish them severely, if any of

them crossed the boundary. In the mean time he set them a

example himself, never once straying beyond the forbidden bounds, and

placing himself before the cows in a threatening attitude if they ap-

proached them. At length his honesty and vigilance became so obvious,

that the boy was employed in weeding, and other business, without fear

of their misbehaviour in his absence.'

—

Instinct Displayed, Letter 34.

Captain Cochrane, in his Travels in Colombia, vol. ii. p. 251, places

them in another, and not uninteresting point of view: * I was suddenly

aroused by a most terrific noise,

moans, which had the ost appalling effect at so late an hour,

diately went out, attended by the Indians, when I found close to the

rancha, a large herd of bullocks collected from the surrounding country

;

they had encompassed the spot where a bullock had been killed in the

morning, and they appeared to be in the greatest state of grief and rage

:

they roared, they moaned, they tore the ground with their feet, and bel-

lowed the most hideous chorus that can be imagined, and it was with the

greatest difficulty they could be driven away by men and dogs. Since

then, I have observed the same scene by daylight, and seen large tears

cheeks. Is it instinct merely, or does something

nearer to reason tell them by the blood, that one of their companions

has been butchered? I certainly never again wish to view so painful a

sight :—they actually appeared to be reproaching us/

If cattle exhibit some of the good qualities of superior animals, or even

of man himself, they likewise have some of his failings. Vanity forms as

distino-uishing an attribute of the female of this species, as of some others.

The account of the Swiss cows is not a little amusing, although we be-

a mixture of loud roarings and deep

I imme-

roUing down their

lieve that it is somewhat exaggerated

:

'In the Swiss Canton of Appensell, pasturage being the chief employ-

ment of the inhabitants, the breeding of cattle, and the subsequent manage-

ment of the dairy, are carried to the greatest perfection. The mountaineer

lives with his cows in a perpetual exchange of reciprocal acts of kindness;

the latter affording almost every requisite he needs, and in return they

are provided for, and cherished by him, and sometimes more so than his

own children. They are never ill-treated nor beaten, for his voice is suffi-

cient to guide and govern the whole herd, and there reigns a perfect cor-

diality between them.
* In the Alps, the fine cattle are the pride of their keepers, who adorn

the best of them with an harmonious set of bells, chiming in accordance

with the celebrated ranz des vaches. The finest black cow is adorned

with the largest bell, and the two next in appearance wear smaller ones.

Early in the spring, when they are removed to the Alps,or to some change

of pasture, he dresses himself in all his finery, and proceeds along.

r
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singing the ranz de^ vackes, followed by three or four fine goats: next

comes the finest cow adorned with the great bell, then the other two with

the smaller bells, and these are succeeded by the rest of the cattle wall<mg

one after another, and having in their rear, the bull with a one-legged

milking stool on his horns, while the procession is closed by a sledge

bearing the dairy implements.

'It is surprising to see the pride and pleasure with which fhe cows stalk

forth, when ornamented with their bells. One would hardly imagine that

these animals are sensible of their rank, and affected by vanity and jealousy ;

and yet if the leading cow is deprived of her honours, she manifests her

disgrace by lovang incessantly, and abstaining from food, and losing con-

dition. The happy rival on whom this badge of superiority has devolved,

becomes the object of her vengence, and is butted, and wounded, and per-

secuted by her in the most furious manner, until she regains her bell, or is

entirely removed from the herd.' )fNatural History

Having thus somewhat vindicated the intellectual power and worth of the

subject of our work, we return to the agricultural state of the country when

the Romans invaded Britain. C^sar tells us, tha the Britons neglected

tillage, and lived on milk and flesh; and other authors corroborate this

account of the early inhabitants of the British Islands. It was that occu-

pation and mode of life which suited their state of society. The island

was divided into many petty sovereignties ; no fixed property was secure;

and that alone was valuable, which might be hurried away at the threatened

approach of an invader. Many centuries after this, when, although one

soverei"'n seemed to reign paramount over the whole of the kingdom, there

continued to be endless contests among the feudal barons, and still that

property alone was valuable which could be secured within the walls of the

castle, or driven beyond the invader's reach, an immense stock of pro-

visions was always stored up in the various fortresses, both for the vassals

and the cattle ; or it was contrived that the latter should be driven to the

demesnes of some friendly baron, or concealed in some inland recess.

When the winter had passed over in the castle of one of the Despencers,

and the usual stock of provisions was comparatively exhausted, there yet

remained in salt in the latter part of the spring, no fewer than eighty oxen,

six hundred bacons, and six hundred sheep.

When, however, the government became more powerful and settled,

and property of every kind was proportionably secured, as well as more

equally divided, the plough came into use ; and those agricultural pro

ductions were oftener cultivated, the reaping of which was sure after the

labour of sowing had been expended. Cattle were now comparatively

ne-lected, and for some centuries injuriously so. Their numbers dimv

nished, and their size appears to have diminished too ;
and it is only

within the last fifty years that any serious and successful eflorts have been

made materially to improve them
v a i.fpr

In the comparative roving and uncertain life which our earlier and later

ancestors led, their cattle would sometimes stray and be lost. The country

was then overgrown with forests, and the beasts betook themselves to the

recesses of these woods, and became wild, and sometimes ferocious Ihey

by degrees grew so numerous, as to be dangerous to the inhabitants of

the neighbouring districts. One of the chronicles i«f«^^J^^S' that many

of them harboured in the forests in the neighbourhood of the metropolis.

Strancre stories are told of some of them, and doubtless, when irritated,

they were fierce and dangerous enough. As, however, civdization ad-

vanced, and the forests became thinned and contracted, these ammals were

i
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and in the park of Chillingham Castle in Northumberland, the

seldoiner seen, and at length almost disappeared. A few of ihcm yet re-

main in Chatelherault Park, belonging to the Dukeof Hamilton, in La-

narkshire ; , ^
, . M J • .u ,

seatof the Earl of Tankerville. They are thus described in the latter

place by Mr. Culley, in his valuable observations on live stock :

' The wild breed, from being untameable, can only be kept within walls

or good fences, consequently very few of them are now to be met with,

except in the parks of some gentlemen, who keep them for ornament, arid

as a curiosity. Those I have seen are at Chillingham Castle, in

two inches long.

Northumberland, a seat belonging to the Earl of Tankerville. Their

colour is invariably of a creamy white, muzzle black ; the whole of the

inside of the ear, and about one-third of the outside, from the tips down-

wards, red; horns, white, with black tips, very fine, and bent upwards
,

some of the bulls have a thin upright mane, about an inch and a half or

The weight of the oxen is from thirty-five to forty-five

stone, and the cows from twenty-five to thirty-five stone the four quarters

pound to the stone). The beef is finely marbled, and of excellent

From the nature of their pasture, and the frequent agitation

they are put into by the curiosity of strangers, it is scarcely to be expected

they should be very fat ;
yet the six years old oxen are generally very

o-oodbeef; from whence it may be fairly supposed, that in proper situations

they would feed well.

' At the first appearance of any person they set off in full gallop, and,

at the distance of about two hundred yards, make a wheel round, and

flavour

come boldly up again, tossing their heads in a menacing manner; on a

sudden they make a full stop at the distance of forty or fifty yards, looking

wildly at the object of their surprise; but upon the least motion being

made, they all again turn round, and fly off with equal speed, but not to

the same distance, forming a shorter circle, and again returning with a

bolder and more threatening aspect than before ; they approach much

nearer, probably within thirty yards, when they again make another

stand, and then fly off ; this they do several times, shortening their dis-

tance, and advancing nearer and nearer, till they come within such a

short distance, that most people think it prudent to leave them, not
T X

choosing to provoke them further.

' The mode of killing them was perhaps the only remains of the gran-

deur of ancient hunting. On notice being given that a wild bull would

be killed on a certain day, the inhabitants of the neighbourhood came

mounted and armed with guns, &c., sometimes to the amount of an

hundred horse, and four or five hundred foot, who stood upon walls, or

got into trees, while the horsemen rode off the bull from the rest of the

herd until he stood at bay, when a marksmen dismounted and shot. At
some of these huntings twenty or thirty shots have been fired before he

was subdued. On such occasions the bleeding victim grew desperately

furious, from the smartings of his wounds and the shouts of savage joy

that were echoing on every side- But, from the number of accidents

that happened, this dangerous mode has not been practised of late years;

the park-keeper alone generally shooting them with a rifle gun at one
shot.

* When the cows calve, they hide their calves for a week or ten days in

some sequestered situation, and go and suckle them two or three times

a day. If any person come near the calves, they clap their heads close

to the ground, and lie like a hare in form, to hide themselves: this is a

proof of their native wildness, and is corroborated by the following cir-
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cumstance that happened to Mr. Bailey, of ChiUingham, who found a
hidden calf, two days old, very lean, and very weak ; on stroking its head
it got up, pawed two or three times like an old bull, bellowed very loud,

stepped back a few steps, and bolted at his legs with all its force ; it

then began to paw again, bellowed, stepped back, and bolted as before ;

but knowing its intention, and stepping aside, it missed him, fell, and
was so very weak, that it could not rise, though it made several efforts;

but it had done enough. The whole herd were alarmed, and, coming to

its rescue, obliged him to retire ; for the dams allow no person to touch
their calves without attacking them with impetuous ferocity. When any
one happens to be wounded, or is grown weak and feeble through age

ft

or sickness, the rest of the herd set on it and gore it to death.'

The breeds of cattle, as they are now found in Great Britain, arc \
almost as various as the soil of the different districts, or the fancies of the \

breeders. They have, however, been very conveniently classed according
\

to the comparative size of the horns :—the long horns^ originally, so far

as our country is concerned, from Lancashire, much improved by Mr.
Bakewell of Leicestershire, and established through the greater part of
the midland counties ;—the short hornSy originally from East York, im-
proved in Durham, mostly cultivated in the northern counties and in Lin-
colnshire, and many of them found in every part of the kingdom where the
farmer attends much to his dairy, or a large supply of milk is wanted;
and the middle horns, not derived from a mixture of the two preceding,
but a distinct and valuable and beautiful breed, inhabiting principally the

north of Devon, the East of Sussex, Herefordshire, Gloucestershire; and,

of diminished bulk, and with somewhat different character, the cattle

of the Scottish and the Welsh mountains. The Alderney, with her
crumpled horn^ is found on the southern coast, and, in smaller numbers,
in gentlemen's parks and pleasure-grounds everywhere; while the polled,

or hornless cattle, prevail in Suffolk and Norfolk, and in Galloway, whence
they were first derived.

These, however, have been intermingled in every possible way. They
are found pure only in their native districts, or on the estates of some
opulent and spirited individuals. Each county has its own mongrel breed,
often difficult to be described, and not always to be traced—neglected
enough, yet suited to the soil and to the climate ; and, among little

farmers, maintaining their station, and advantageously maintaining it,

in spite of attempts at supposed improvements by the intermixture or

substitution of foreign varieties.

The character of each, so far as it can be described, and the relative

value of each for breeding, grazing, the dairy, or the plough, will be con-

sidered before we inquire into the structure or general and medical treat-

ment of cattle. Much dispute has arisen as to the original breed of British

cattle. The battle has been stoutly fought between the advocates of the

middle and the long horns. The short horns and the polls can have no
claim ; the first is evidently of foreign extraction, and the latter, although

it has existed in certain districts from time immemorial, was probably an
accidental variety.

We are very much disposed to adjudge the honour to the * middle
horns,* The long horns are evidently of Irish extraction, as an due place
We shall endeavour to show.

Britain has shared the fate of other nat'ons, and, oftener than them,
although defended by the ocean on every side, she has been overrun
and subjugated by feroQiovis invaders. As the natives retreated be/ore the
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foe, they carried with them some portion of the wreck of t\ieir property.

We have stated that their property, in early times, consisted principally

in cattle. They naturally drove along with them as many as they could,

when they retired to the fortresses of North Devon and Cornwall, or the

more mountainous regions of Wales, or when they took refuge even in the

wealds of East Sussex ; and there retaining all their prejudices and cus-

toms and manners, they were jealous of the strict preservation of that

which principally reminded them of their native country before it had
yielded to a foreign yoke.

In this manner probably was preserved the ancient breed of British

cattle. Difference of climate gradually wrought some change, and par-

ticularly in their bulk. The rich pasture of Sussex fattened the ox of that

district into his superior size and weight. The plentiful but not so luxu-

riant herbage of the north of Devon produced a somewhat smaller and
more active animal, while the occasional privations of Wales lessened the

bulk and thickened the hide of the Welsh runt. As for Scotland, it, in a

manner, set its invaders at defiance ; or its inhabitants retreated for a

while, and soon turned again on their pursuers. They were proud of their

country, and proud of their cattle, their choicest possession ; and there,

too, the cattle were preserved, unmixed and undegenerated.

Thence it resulted, that in Devon, in Sussex, in Wales, and in Scot-

land, the cattle has been the same from time immemorial; while in all

the Eastern coast, and through every district of Britain, the breed of cattle

degenerated, or at least lost its original character: it consisted of a variety

of animals, brought from every neighbouring and some remote districts,

mingled in every possible variety, yet generally conforming itself to the
soil and the climate.

The slightest observation will convince us that the cattle in Devon-
shire, Sussex, Wales, and Scotland, are essentially the same. They are

middle-horned ; tolerable, but not extraordinary milkers, and remarkable
for the quality rather than the quantity of their milk; active at worlc

;

and with an unequalled aptitude to fatten. They have all the cha-
racters of the same breed, changed by soil and climate and time, yet
little changed by the intermeddling of man. We may almost trace the
colour, namely, the red of the Devon, the Sussex, and the Hereford; and
even where the black alone are now found, the memory of the red
prevails; it has a kind of superstitious reverence attached to it in the

legends of the country; and in almost every part of Scotland, and in

some of the mountains of Wales, the milk of the red c^w is considered

to be a remedy for every disease, and a preservative from every evil.

Every one who has had opportunities of comparing the Devon cattle

with the wild breed of Chatelherault Park, or Chillingham Castle, has
been struck with the great resemblance in many points, notwithstand-
ing the difference of colour, while they bearno hkeness at all to the cattle

of the neighbouring country.

For these reasons we consider the middle horns to be the native breed
of Great Britain, and they shall first pass in review before us.
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Chapter III.

THE MIDDLE HORNS.
' r - J

The situation of Devonshire, at nearly the western extremity of the

kingdom, and the undeniable fact, that one of the varieties of the middle

horns is there found in a state of the greatest purity, render it the best

as well as the most convenient point whence to start. ,

DEVONSHIRE.

The north of Devon has been long celebrated for a breed of cattle beautiful

in the highest degree, and in activity at work and aptitude to fatten un-

rivalled. The native country of the North Devons, and where they are

found in a state of the greatest purity, extends from the river Taw west-

ward, ^l^irtino- nlnno- ihp Bristol Channel : the breed becomintralong the Bristol Channel more

To the south

mixed, and at length comparatively lost before we arrive at the Parrett.

Inland it extends by Barnstaple, South Molton, and Chumleigh, as far as

Tiverton, and thence to Wellington, where again the breed becomes unfre-

quent, or it is mixed before we reach Taunton. More eastward the

Somersets and the Welsh mingle with it, or supersede it.

there prevails a larger variety, a cross probably of the North Devon with

the Somerset; and on the west the Cornish cattle are found, or conta-

minate the breed. The true and somewhat prejudiced Devonshire man
confines them within a narrower district, and will scarcely allow them to

be found with any degree of purity beyond the boundaries of his native

county. From Portlock to Biddeford, and a little to the north and the

south, is, in his mind, the peculiar and only residence of the North Devon.

. From the earliest records the breed has here remained the same ; or if not
r

quite as perfect as at the present moment, yet altered in no essential point

until within the last thirty years* That is not a little surprising; when it

is remembered that a considerable part of this district is not a breeding

coJmtry, and that even a proportion, and that not a small one, of Devon-

shire cattle, are bred out of the county. On the borders of Somerset and

Dorset, and partly in both, extending southward from Crewkerne, the

country assumes the form of an extensive valley, and principally supplies

the Exeter market with calves. Those that are dropped in February and

March, are kept until May, and then sold to the drovers, who convey

them to Exeter. They are there purchased by the Devonshire farmers;

who keep them for two or three years when they are sold to the Somerset-

shire graziers, who fatten them for the London market ; so that a portion

of the North Devon, and of the very finest of the breed, come from Somer-

set and Dorset. ^ ,.,

The truth of the matter is, that the Devonshire farmers were, until

nearly the close of the last century, not at all conscious that they possessed

any thin"' superior to other breeds ; but, like agriculturists everywhere e se,

they bought and bred without care or selection. It is only within the last

fifty or stxty years that any systematic efforts have been made to im-

prove the breeds of cattle in any part of the kingdom ;
and we must

acknowledge, that the Devonshire men, with all their advantages, and

with such good ground to work upon, were not the tirst lo stir, and.

* Lord SomerviUe, a name justly esteemed among agriculturists, and an excellent

judge of cattle, and ^ho, from his residence in the county may he supposed to he well

acquainted with the excellencies and defects of this breed gives a long and very ac-

curate and interesting account of them in the Aimals of Agricult.ire, to which we

would refer the reader.
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for some time, were not the most zealous when they were roused to

exertion. They are indebted to the nature of their soil and climate for

the beautiful specimens which they possess of the native breed of our
island, and they have retained this breed almost in spite of themselves.

A spirit of emulation was at length kindled, and even the North
Devons have been materially improved, and brought to such a degree

of perfection, that, take them for all in all, they would suffer from inter-

mixture with any olher breed.

Before, however, we attempt to describe the peculiarities of this, or any

other breed, it may be proper to give a short sketch of the proper form

and shape of cattle. Whatever be the breed, there are certain conforma-

tions which are indispensable to the thriving and valuable ox or cow.

When we have a clear idea of these, we shall be able more easily to form

an accurate judgment of the breeds of the different counties as they pass

before us. If there is one part of the frame, the form of which, n:^^re

than of any other, renders the animal valuable, it is the chest.. There

must be room enough for the heart to beat, and the lungs to play, or

sufficient blood for the purposes of nutriment and of strength will not be

circulated ; nor will it thoroughly undergo that vital change, which is

essential to the proper discharge of every function. We look, therefore,

first of all to the wide and deep girth about the heart and lungs. We
must have both: the proportion in which the one or the other may pre-

ponderate, will depend on the service we require from the animal ; we
can excuse a slight degree of flatness of the sides, for he will be lighter in

the forehand, and more active; but the grazier must have width as well

as depth. And not only about the heart and lungs, but over the whole
of the ribs, must we have both length and roundness j the hooped^ as well

as the deep barrel is essential ; there must be room for the capacious

paunch, room for the materials from which the blood is to be provided.

The beast should also be ribbed home ; there should be little space be-

tween the ribs and the hips. This seems to be indispensable in the ox,

as it regards a good healthy constitution, and a propensity to fatten ; but

a largeness and drooping of the belly is excusable in the cow, or rather,

notwithstanding it diminishes the beauty of the animal, it leaves room for

the udder ; and if it is also accompanied by swelling milk veins, it gene-
rally indicates her value in the dairy.

This roundness and depth of the barrel, however, is most advantageous

in proportion as it is found behind the point of the elbow, more than be-

tween the shoulders and legs ; or low down between the legs, rather than

upwards towards the withers : for it diminishes the heaviness before, and

the comparative bulk of the coarser parts of the animal, which is always

a very great consideration.

The loins should be wide : of this there can be no doubt, for they are the

prime parts ; they should seem to extend far along the back : and although

the belly should not hang down, the flanks should be round and deep.

Of the hips it is superfluous to say that, without being ragged, they

should be large ; I'ound rather than wide, and presenting, when handled,

plenty of muscle and fat. The thighs should be full and long, close toge-

ther when viewed from behind, and the farther down they continue to be

so the better. The legs short, varying like other parts according to the

destination of the animal ; but decidedly short, for there is an almost in-

separable connexion between length of leg and lightness of carcase, and
shortness of leg and propensity to fatten. The bones of the legs, and
they only being taken as a sample of the bony structure of the frame
generally, should be small, but not too small—small enough for the well
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known accompaniment a propensity to fatten—small enough to please

the consumer; but not so small as to indicate delicacy of constitution,

and liability to disease.

Last of all the hide—the most important thing of all—thin, but not so

thin as to indicate that the animal can endure no hardship; moveable,
mellow, but not too loose, and particularly well covered with fine and soft

hair. We shall enter more fully and satisfactorily into this subject in the

proper place ; but this]^bird's-eye view may be useful. We return to the

Devonshire cattle.

•^^^^-^'*
oj.r.K«oN

[77i^ Devon BuIL'\
,

The more perfect specimens of the North Devon breed are thus dis-

tina'uished. The horn of the hull ovm*ht to be neither too low nor too hiffh,
t> ~ O '

tapering at tlie points, not too thick at the root, and of a yellow or waxy
colour. The eye should be clear, bright, and prominent, showing much of
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.

the white, and it ought to have around it a circle of a variable colour, but

usually a dark orange. The forehead should be flat, indented, and small

;

for by the smallness of the forehead, the purity of the breed is very much
estimated. The cheek should be small, and the muzzle fine: the nose

should be of a clear yellow. A black muzzle is disliked, and even a

mottled one is objected to by some who pretend to be judges of the true

Devon. The nostril should be high and open: the hair curled about

the head, and giving, at first appearance, an idea of coarseness which soon

wears off. The neck should be thick, and that sometimes almost to a fault.

Excepting in the head and neck the form of the bull does not materially

differ from that of the ox, but he is considerably smaller. There are some

exceptions, however, to this rule^ and as an illustration of this, we have

(p. 13) the portrait of a pure Devon bull (belonging to Mr.

Western), father of the ox and the cow delineated at pages 16 and

17. We may fancy that we trace in this singular and noble animal, the

lineaments of the native, and scarcely reclaimed British bull.

The head of the ox is small, very singularly so, relatively to the bulk of

the animal, yet it has a striking breadth of forehead. It is clean and free

from flesh about the jaws- The eye is very prominent, and the animal has

distinguishing" it from the

1

a

1

pleasing vivacity of countenance plainly

heavy aspect of many other breeds. Its neck is long and thin, admirably

adapting it for the collar, and even for the more common and ruder yoke.

The want of the beautifully arched form of the neck, which is seen ii

the horse, has been considered as a defect in most breeds of cattle.

It is accounted one of the characters of good cattle, that the line of the

neck from the horns to the withers should scarcely deviate from that

of the back. In the Devonshire ox, however, there is a peculiar rising

of the forehand, reminding us not a little of the blood-horse, and essen-

tially connected with the free and quick action by which this breed

has ever been distinguished. It has little or no dewlap depending

from its throat. The horns are longer than those of the bull, smaller

and fine even to "the base, and of a lighter colour, and sometimes

tipped with yellow. The animal is light in the withers; the shoulders

a little oblique; the breast deep, and the bosom open and wide, par-

ticularly as contrasted with the fineness of the withers. The fore-legs

are wide apart, looking like pillars that have to support a great weight.

The point of the shoulder is rarely or never seen. There is no projection

of bone as in the horse, but there is a kind of level line running on to the

neck.

These are characteristic and important points. Angular bony pro-

Thejections are never found in a beast that carries much flesh and fiit.

fineness of the withers, the slanting direction of the shoulder, and the

broad and open breast, imply both strength and speed, and aptitude to

fatten. A narrow-chested animal can never be useful either for working

or grazing.

With all the lightness of the Devonshire ox, there is a pointy about him,

disliked in the blood or riding-horse, and not always approved in the horse

of light draught,—the legs are far under the chest, or rather the breast

projects far and wide before the legs. We see the advantage of this in

the beast of slow draught, who rarely breaks into a trot, except when he is

goaded on in catching times, and the division of whose foot secures

him from stumbling. The lightness of the other parts of his form, how-

ever, counterbalances the appearance of heaviness here* •

The legs are straight, at least in the best breeds. If they are in-kneed,

or crooked in the fore-legs, it argues a deficiency in blood, and comparative
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the leg is a little too long.

line of the back is straight from them to the setting on of the tail.

incapacity for work ; and not only for work, but for grazing too, for they wUl

be hollow behind the withers, a point for which nothing can compensate,

because it takes away so much from the place where good flesh and fat

should be thickly laid on, and diminishes the capacity of the chest and

the power of creating arterial and nutritious blood.

The fore-arm is particularly large and powerful. It swells out suddenly

above the knee, but is soon lost in the substance of the shoulder. Below

the knee the bone is small to a very extraordinary degree, indicating a

seeming of want of strength ; but this impression immediately ceases, for

the smallness is only in front—it is only in the bone : the leg is deep, and

the sinews are far removed from the bone. It is the leg of the blood-horse,

promising both strength and speed". It may perhaps be objected that

It would be so in an animal that is destined

only to graze ; but this is^a working animal, and some length of leg is ne-

cessary to get him pleasantly and actively over the ground.

There is a very trifling fall behind the withers, but no hollowness, and the
^ "* - ^

If

there is any seeming faiilt in the beast, it is that the sides are a little too

flat. It will appear, however, that this does not interfere with feeding,

while a deep, although somewhat flat chest is best adapted for speed.

Not only is the breast broad and the chest deep, but the two last

ribs are particularly bold and prominent, leaving room for the stomachs
and other parts concerned in digestion to be fully developed. The hips,

or buckles, are high, and on a level with the back, whether the beast is fat

or lean. The hind quarters, or the space from the huckle to the point of

the rump, are particularly long, and well filled up—a point likewise of

very considerable importance both for grazing and working, It leaves

room for flesh in the most valuable part, and, like the extensive and

swelling quarters of the blood-horse, indicate much power behind, equally

connected with strength and speed. This is an improvement quite of

modern date. The fulness here, and the swelling out of the thigh belov/,

are of much more consequence than the prominence of fat which is so

much admired on the rump of many prize cattle.

The setting on of the tail is high ; it is on a level with the back ; rarely

much elevated^ and never depressed. This is another great point in the

blood-horse, as connected with the perfection of the hind quarters. The tail

itself is long and small, and taper, with a round buuch^of hair at the bottom.

The skin of the Devon, notwithstanding his curly hair, is exceedingly

* It is sometimes not a little amusing to observe the seeming contrariet>^ of'opmion

between excellent judges of cattle, and that on the very essential pomts of then- contorma-

tion; and yet, when the matter is properly explained, the slight shade of difference there is

between them. We have now lying before us letters from two very ski ful Devonshire

farmers They have been so obliging as to give us their opinion as to the points of the

Devonshire ox; One insists upon that, on which we confess we should lay very great

stress and without which we should reckon any beast almost valueless, namely, small

bones under the knee, and a clean neck and throat. This gentleman we have the pleasure

of knowing ; he has been improving the size and weight of the Devonshire ox, anxiously

preserving these points : nay, we know that he did steal a cross from one of the finest-Doned

and lightest Herefords he could procure. The other has sound principles of breeding,

but he is a man of the old school : he had been educated in the behef that what he calls

the true Devons are unrivalled, and he would deem it a kind of sacnlege to debase their

blood by a cross with any other breed
;
yet experience has yet taught him, in spite of all

his prejvidices, and although he will not own it, that the old Devons have theiriaults ana,

among them, too much flatness of chest and general lightness
; he is, beside, a tillage

farmer. He tells us that he does not like a fine neck,^ because it v, accompanied by too

narrow and light a breast, and that he does like large bones, because tney will carry more
meat. Why, these gentlemen were, in a measure, both right, but thejx observations

referred to cattle, which although Devons, were essentially different.
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mellow and elastic. Graziers know that there is not a' mnr^ •
i ^

point than this. When the skin can be easily raised fr^m the'^w']
shews that there is room to set on fat below ^ '

The skin is thin rather than thick. Its appearance of thickness ariseJfrom the curly hair with wh.ch it is covered/and curly in propor ion tothe condition and health of the animal. Good judges of these cattle

Sr Sotr f"S " '""rf
^''^'' ""'^ "PP^- °^ ^vind on a pond of

be fine and o-l. v %l
''*'''

u""''
'^' ^^^' ^™°»th, but then il should

fatte«e& Th'^f
^'^^?"^'^,^ ^air are somewhat more hardy, and

o ndicarr. H^^
'^'""'" '' " ^'""^ ''^- ^his is supposed

almf ? ^T^ ^^u'^'^ '
^"^ ^^^'^ ^^"^ '"^"y good cattle approachin-almost to a chestnut hue, or even a bay brownV If the eye is clear andgood and the skm mellow, the paler colours will bear hard work, andtatten as wellas others

; but a beast with a pale skin, and hard under thehand and the eye dark and dead, will be a slug-o-ish worker, and an un-
profitable feeder. Those, however, that are of a yellow colour, are saidto be subject to steal (diarrhoea).

'

Some breeders object to tlie slig-htest intermixture of white-noi evena star x,pon the forehead is allowed
; yet a few good oxen have laro-e dis-tant pa ches of white

; b,,.t if the colours run into each other, the beastsare condemned as of a mongrel and valueless breed
These are the prhicipal points of a good Devonshire ox ; but he usedto be, perhaps he is yet, a little too flat-sided, and the rump narrowedtoo rapidly behind the hip bones ; he was not sufficiently "bb d Ce orhere was too much space between the hip bones and the last rib "andaltogether he was too light for some tenacious and strong soils. The cutof the working ox, in page 13, contains the portrait^ of one formerly

It embodies almost every good point

not even

belonging to the Duke of Bedford,
of which we have spoken.

West
his farm.

. r } , „ .
— cii.uiuci pom ail rrom

Jt IS a son of the bull given at page 13. and is a faithful repre-

:f: '":.,; /"°,L\^?'"l""8-,'°'"'"-^' •- oI,a,-ao.eri.tic point
yet concealed. Mr. West

s not

for tTiP inc* fi.' *
—^

v.^.....w.jr i.ic:5civfu uus oreea unmixeii

''«fi4f>«iV^ r7m^ ^^m^'
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THE NORTH DEVON CATTLE. 17

A selection from the most perfect animals of the true breed,—the bone

still small and the neck fine, but the brisket deep and wide, and down to

the knees, and not an atom of flatness all over the side—or one cross, and
only one with the Hereford, and that stealthily niade,^these have improved
the strength and bulk of the North Devon ox, without impairing, in the

slightest degree, his activity, his beauty, or his propensity to fatten*.

'W ^r^ .y^::. ,7n^, r^iv-"!/' ,;>;..

,

^ /
>'

' ^. -
>

There are tew things more remarkable about the Devonshire cattle than
the comparative smallness of the cow. The bull is a great deal less than
the ox, and the cow almost as much smaller than the bull This, how-
ever, is some disadvantage, and the breeders are aware of it ; for, although
it may not be necessary to hav"e^ large bulI,"Tn3 especially as those of
any extraordinary size are seldom handsome in all their points, but some-
where or other present coarseness or deformity, it is almost impossible to
procure large and serviceable oxen, except from a somewhat roomy cow.
These cows, however, although small, possess that roundness and projec-
tion of the two or three last ribs, which make them actually more roomy
than a careless examination of them would indicate. The cow is particu-
larly distinguished for her full, round, clear eye, the gold coloured circle

round tlie eye, and the same colour prevailing on the inside skin of the

ear. The countenance cheerful, the muzzle orange or yellow, but the

rest of the face havino- nothino; of black, or even of white about it. The
jaws free from thickness, and the throat free from dewlap. The points

of the back and the hind quarters different from those of other breeds,

aving more of roundness and beauty, and being free from most of those

angles by which good milkers are sometimes distinguished.

VVe nrp liprp pn^^hlprl in nrpRPut nnr rpMriprQ with fhf» rinrfrnif, of a 0O\v_

^ In the * Annals of Agricnlture/ vol. xxx.^ p. 314^ we have the opinion, in somewhat
proviacial terms, of a good west-country grazier; respecting the best form of the Devon

f % '^^ ^"ys ^^ ^'^ times, from Christmas to May-day, North Devons.that are bred
'^"^ Y^^tlock to Biddeford, such as ave live or six years old. He chooses such as are

small-horned, and of a yellow-coloured horn rather than white—small hones, as such
oeasts thrive best—rib hones round, not flat—a thick hide bad—a very thin one objec-
lonaDle blade bones, chuck—very thick and heavy in the bosom, as much weight lies
inere tUe heavier in the shoulder the better, but not to elbow out—very wide and squareirom tne points down to the thighs—middling in the belly—not cow-bellied—not tucked
up. As a grazier he is right ; but this is not the true working Devonshire ox.
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belonging' to that indefatigable agriculturist, Mr. Western. She was risfno*

four years old. With regard to size she is a favourable specimen of the:
Devon cow. It will be seen at once how much more roomy and tit for
breeding she is, than even her somewhat superior bulk would at first in-
dicate. She is, perhapsj in a little better condition than cows generally
are, pr should be in order to yield their full quantity of milk. .

Their qualities may be referred to three points ; their working, fattenino;,
and milking.

^'

Whete the ground is not too heavy the Devonshire oxen are unrivalled
at t^e plough. They have a quickness of action which no other breed
can equal, and which very few horses exceed. They have also a degree
of do.ility ;and goodness of temper, and also stoutness and honesty of
work, to which many teams of horses cannot pretend. Vancouver, in his

snrvey.of Devonshire, says, that it is a common day's work on fallow land
for four steers to plough two acres with a double-furrow plough. Four
good Devonshire steers will do ^s much work in the field, or on the road,
as any three horses, and in as quipk, and often quicker, time, although
Uiany farmers calculate two oxen to be equal to one hqrse. The principal
objectiou to the Devonshire oxen is, that they have not sufficient strength
for tenacious clayey soils: they will, however, exert their strength to the
utmost, and stand many a dead pull, which few horses could be induced
or Ibrced to attempt. They are uniformly worked in yokes, and not in
collars. Four oxen, or six growing steers, are the usual team employed
in the plough.

There is a peculiarity in driving the ox team, which is very pleasing to
the stranger, and the remembrance of which, connected with his early days,
the native does not soon lose. A man and a boy attend each team; the
boy chants that which can scarcely be regarded as any distinct tune» but
which is a very pleasing succession of sounds, resembling the counter-
tenor in the service of the cathedral. He sings away with unwearied luno-s,

as he trudges along almost from morning to night, while every now and
then the ploughman, as he directs the movement ofthe team, puts in his lower
notes, but in perfect concord. When the traveller stops in one of the
Devonshire valleys, and hears this simple music from the drivers of the
ploughs on the slope of the hill on either side, he experiences a pleasure
which this operation of husbandry could scarcely be supposed to be capable
of affording. This chanting is said to animate the oxen somewhat in the same
way as the musical bells that are so prevalent in the same county. Certainly
the oxen move along with an agility that would be scarcely expected from
cattle ; and the team may be watched along while without one harsh word
being heard, or the goad or the whip applied. The opponents of ox-
husbandry should visit the valleys of north or south Devon, to see what
this animal is capable of performing, and how he performs it.

The profit derived from the use of oxen in this district arises from the
activity to which they are trained, and which is unknown in any other part

'

During harvest time, and in catching weather, they are
sometimes trotted along with the empty waggons, at the rate of six miles

of the kingdom.

an hour, a degree of speed which no other ox but the Devon has been able
to stand. •

It may appear singular to the traveller, that in some of the districts that
are s aresupposed to be the very head-quarters of the Devon cattle, they
seldom used for the plough. The explanation, however, is plain enough.
The demand for them among graziers is so great, that the breeders obtain
a remunerating price for them at an earlier age than that at which they
are generally broken in for the plough.
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/

They are usually taken into work at about two years, or twenty-six months

old; and they are'worked until they are four, or five, or six : they are then

grazed, or kept on hay, and in ten or twelve months, and without any fur-

ther trouble, they are fit for the market. If the grass land is good, no

corn, or cake, or turnips, are required for the first winter; but, of course,

for a second winter these must be added. The grazier likes this breed

best at five years-old, and they will usually, when taken from the plough,

fetch as much money as at six. At eight, or nine years, or older they are

rapidly declining in value. ,,,.,, xv

Lord Somerville states, that after having been worked lightly on the

hills for two years, they are bought at four years old by the tillage-farmer

of the vales, and taken into hard work from four to six ;
and, what deserves

consideration, an ox must be thus worked, in order for him to attain his

fullest size. If he is kept idle until he is five or six, he will mvariably be

stinted in his growth. At six he reaches his full stature, unless he is naturally

disposed to be of more than ordinary size, and then he continues to grow

for another half-year.
r ' ^

Their next quality is their disposition to fatten, and very few rival

them here. They do not, indeed, attain th^ great weight of some breeds ;

but, in a given time, they acquire more flesh, and with less consumption of

food, and their flesh is beautiful in its kind. It is of that mottled, marbled

character so pleasing to the eye, and to the taste. Some very satis-

factory experiments have been made on this point.

Mr. Carpenter, a very intelligent farmer, informs us, that the Duke of

Bedford, who has considerable property in the county of Devon, had some

prime Hereford oxen sent to his Tavistock estate in the month of April,

ordered some Devons to be bought in Crediton market at the

XC...C1 citx yj. .1.^ .— ...^ The Devons were not in so good con-

dition ''aT the Herefords when they were put to grass, and cost about U.

per head less than the Herefords ; but at the latter end of December,

when they were all sold to the butcher, the Devons were superior m fat-

ness and in weight.

A more satisfactory experiment was made by the same nobleman.

oxen were selected in November 16,1797, and fed until December 10

1798, and the following was the result.

and he

latter end of the same month.

Six

1 Hereford
2 Do.
3 Devon .

4 Do.
5 Sussex
6 Leicester

First weight,

cwt. qrs. lbs,

. 17

. 18

..14

. 14

. 16

1

1

2

2

1

7

4

.15 2 14

Second weight.

cwt. qfs. lbs.

18 3

21 25

17 2 7

19 1

19 3

18 2

G
cwt.

1

lamed,
qrs. lbs

2 27

2 3 25

3 1

4 2 14

3 1

2 3 14

Zoor oil calte*

or stone.

24 .

3

41.5
45.4
64.6
45.4
40.2

lbs.

423
438
442
432
434

Tnrnips
lbs.

2700
2712
2668
2056
2655
2652

Hay
ibs.

487
432
295
442
392
400

An experiment of the same nature was made, in order to compare the fat-

tening properties of the Glamorgan with the Devon. They were fed irom

January 6,' to December 1, 1804, and the following was the result.

1 Devon •

2 Do.
3 Glamorgan

First weight
cwt. qre. Iba,

13 I 7

15 10

13 3

Second weigbt.

cwt. qrs. lbs.

17 3 7

20 3 14
16 14

Gain.
wt. qrs. lbs.

4 2

4 3 2

3 3 18

or stone*

63
67
54.6

\

We are aware that other experiments have been instituted, and with differ-

ent results. One was made about the same time at Petworth, by the Earl of

Ei^remont. Eio-ht o-ien consisting of three Herefords, three of the Sussex
"
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breed and three Devons, were put up to fat. They were allowed only six-

teen weeks, they had not the trial nearly of a twelvemonth, as hi the Duke

of Bedford's experiment, and the Devons were found to be lowest on the

list, and that to a very considerable extent. These Devons, althouirh

selected fairly enough, were probably exceptions to their general character

for rapid thriving. \Ye are, however, compelled to add, that the Duke

of Bedford has, to a considerable extent, changed his breed at WoWn,
and the Devons have, in a great degree, given way to the Heretords'

.

The North Devon oxen are rarely shod, and very rarely lamel".
_

For the dairy, the North Devons must be acknowledged to be interior

to several other breeds. The milk is good, and yields more than an aver-

age proportion of cream and butter ; but it is deficient in quantity. 1 here

are those, however, and no mean judges, who deny this, and select the

North Devons even for the dairy.
. i

•
i

Mr. Conyers, of Copt Hall, near Epping, a district almost exclusively

devoted to the purposes of the dairy, preferred the North Devons

on account of their large produce, whether in milk, butter, or by

sucklino- He thought that they held their milk longer than any other

sorttha" he had tried; that they were liable to fewer disorders in their

udders ; and that being of small size, they did not eat more than halt

what larger cows consumed. He thus sums up his account of them :

' Upon an average, ten cows give me five dozen pounds of butter per

week in the summer, and two dozen in the winter. A good North Devon

cow fats two calves a year. My thirty North Devon cows have this year

(about 1788) upon an average produced a profit of 13^. 14s. per cow.'

Mr Ro"-ers, veterinary surgeon at Exeter, and to whom we are in-

debted forborne valuable hints, says that the quality of the milk is good,

and the quantity remunerating to the dairyman. Such is not, however, the

common opinion. They are kept principally for their other good qualities,

in order to preserve the breed : and because, as nurses, they are indeed

excellent, and the calves thrive from their small quantity 6t milk, more

rapidly than could possibly be expected.

This aboriginal breed of British cattle is a very valuable one, and seems

to have arrived at the highest point of perfection of which it_is capable.

It is heavier than it was thirty years ago, yet fully as active. Its aptitude

* Of the extent to which prejudice will mislead the best judges, we have a remarkable

Instance in one of the most zealous patrons of the short horns in Worcestershire, who

thus speaks of the Devonshire cattle in the Farmer's Magazine, February, 1827. 'Of

tin. lite maturity of the Devons I had an opportunity to form a tolerably correct opmion

a iBridsewater fair, where the best possible muster of Devonshire oxen- is made 1 saw

one and only one good ox among them. With the exception ot this animal, I did not

see one level carcase, but a want of beef in the roasting parts, low and poor loms, coarse

shoulders, bad twist, and a general want of the indications of mside proof.

lie sS one of these oA after it was killed, and he says, ' I -^^'^
^ZttL^^l^^

animal under similar circumstances. The meat was actually running about the stall

beh^ nothing more than a mixture of flabby masses, deficient of firmness of texture and

'^"fA writer In the ' Farmer's Magazine,' Mr. Herbert, thus describes the Devonshire ox

:

' NimblTand free, outwalking many horses, healthy -'i:^-'^^'
??fjtne of a'lus'sex'

straw-vard good tempered, will stand many a dead pull, fat in half the tune ot a Sussex

Sier'tothe yoke than ste'ers of any other ieed, lighter than the ^u-ex; but not so well

horned, thin fleshed, light along the tops of his ribs, a sparkling cutter, and lean well in-

termixed with fat.'
, , ,^ 1 „i iU„„ +;,„

Of the cow, he says, 'Red, starred, or white faced, better horned than the ox, very

quiet, the playmate of" the children, a sure breeder, a good milker a quick lattener, fair

grass-fed beef in three months. The ox from 110 to 130 stone, and has been fed to 170
j

and the cow, to 70 or 80.'
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to fatten is increased, rather than diminished ; and its property as a milker

could not be improved, without probable or certain detriment to its grazing

qualities.
^ .

Mr. Rogers tells us, that two breeders with whom he is acquamted,

have lately attempted to cross the North Devons with the Herefords, but

that the result was not satisfactory. We can account for that. Those

points in which the Devons were deficient thirty years ago, are now

fully supplied, and we cordially agree with him, that all that is now want-

ino-, is a judicious selection of the most perfect of the present breed.

in°order to preserve it in its state of greatest purity. Many of the breeders

are as careless as they ever were ; but the spirit of emulation is excited m
others. Mr. Davy, of North Molton, lately sold a four-year old bull, for

which the purchaser had determined to give one hundred guineas had it

been asked ; and Mr. Kenwood of Crediton has now twenty-one cows,

which, within a month from the period of losing their milk, would average

at least ten score per quarter. The Duke of Somerset is a zealous

patron and improver of the breed, and has some beautiful cattle
;

and,

whatever may be the case at Woburn, the Duke of Bedford here gives
- " When offering it as his

opinion, mat me uevonsnire caiue tiic muic tuixi. ^o^^..^ tree trom

disease, Mr. Rogers gives a hint that may be useful in every district ot the

almost exclusive preference to the Devons.

that the Devonshire cattle are more than usually

kingdom.^ He attributes, and very truly, the greater part of the maladies of

cattle, and all those of the respiratory system, to injudicious exposure to

cold and wet ; and he asks whether the height and thickness of the Devoii-

fehire fences, as affording a comfortable shelter to the cattle, may not have

much to do with this exemption from disease?

Mr. Roberts, veterinary surgeon at South Molton, informs us that

the North Devons have been crossed with the Guernsey breed, and that

the consequence has been, that they have been rendered more valuable for

the dairy ; but they have been so much injured for the plough, and for the

grazier, that the breeders are jealous to preserve the old stock m their

nat-'ve purity. Mr. Roberts speaks of a gentleman of South Molton, who

was very tenacious in preserving unsullied a breed of first-rate North
J . . r. . r-^. • r_.. :„ „„ic jje gold her.

When this g
Devons, and who refused fifty guineas for a cow in cajf.

afterwards, for 32^., when she was thirteen years old.

man sold otFhis stock, twelve cows fetched on an average 30Z. each.

Mr. Carpenter, to whom we have already alluded, says, that '
one cross of

the North Devon with the Hereford is of advantage, as we have additional

size and aptitude to fatten without losing activity.' We apprehend that he

refers to the state of these cattle some years ago, and when they were

lighter, rather than to the present improved ^reed ; but^he very judiao^sly

adds,

, rather than to me preseiu impiuvcu uicc^, — "- --^ ^

it must be one cross alone,—you must not exceed the tirst rlash, or

you destroy the activity in labour, which is the principal source of profit to

a Devonshire farmer.' He adds, ' never introduce heifers ; but get a bull

of the very best blood, and after the first cross, return to the best Devon bull

again, and continue until the white face is nearly extinct before you at empt

to cross a second time. The Durhams have been tried, but they will not

work, and are too much loaded with coarse plain meat in the tore- quarter

The treatment of the calf is nearly the same in every district ot iNorth

The calves that are dropped at Michaelmas, and some time after-Devon.

wards, are preferred to those that come in February, notwihstandmg the

additional trouble and expense during the winter. The calt is permitted
- ' It is then used to the finger.to suck three times every day for a week.

and warm new milk is <riven it for three weeks longer. For two months

*
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ffra-

afterwards it has plenty of warm scalded milk, mixed with a little finely

powdered linseed-cake. Its morning and evening meals are then
dually lessened ; and, when it is four months old, it is quite weaned ^.

Of the other districts of Devonshire little need be said. Towards the
south, extending from Hartland towards Tiverton, the North Devons pre-
vail, and in their greatest state of purity. There are more dairies than in

the north, and supplied principally by the North Devon cows, and a few of

the South Devons. Such are the differences of opinion even in neigh-

bouring districts, that the later calves are here uniformly preferred, which
are longer suckled, and afterwards fed with milk and linseed-meal.

Advancing more to the south, and towards the borders of Cornwall, a

different breed presents itself, heavier and coarser. We have arrived now
in the neighbourhood of Devonport, where larger cattle are required for

the service of the navy ; but we must go a little more to the south, and

enter on the tract of country which extends from Tavistock to Newton
Abbott before we have the South Devons in full perfection. They are

a mixture of the North Devons with the native breed of the country ; and so

adapted do they seem to be to the soil, that all attempts to improve them, so

far as grazing and fattening go, have utterly failed. They are often 14 cwt.

to the lour quarters ; and steers of 2J cwt. are got with fair hay and grass

to weigh from six to nine cwt. They bear considerable resemblance to

the Herefords, and sometimes the colour and the horn and the white

face are so much alike in both, that it is difficult to distinguish between
them, except that they are usually smaller than the Herefords.

There are few parts of the country in which there is such bad manage-
ment, and utter neglect of the preservation of the breed as in this and the

most eastern part of Devon. It is not properly a grazing district except

in the neighbourhood of Tavistock ; but young cattle are rather brought

forward for after-grass or turnips elsewhere than finished here for the

market, and the method in which this is conducted is not to be commended.

If a calf looks likely to fatten, it is suffered to run with the cow ten or twelve

months, and then slaughtered. If others that had not before shown a dis-

position to thrive now start, they are forwarded as quickly as may be, and

disposed of; and therefore it is, that all those that are retained, and by which

the stock is to be kept up, are the very refuse of the farm. Yet the breed is

not materially deteriorated. It has found a congenial climate, and it will

flourish therein spite of neglect and injury.

is to suit the breed to the soil and climate.

^.^^ ^,^..^ .u of breeding

It is because this has not been

studied, that those breeds which have been invaluable in certain districts,

have proved altogether profitless, and unworthy of culture in others. The

South Devons are equally profitable for the grazier, the breeder, and the

butcher ; but their flesh is not so delicate as that of the North Devons,

They do for the consumption of the navy ; but they will not sui^t the fasti-

dious appetites of the inhabitants of Bath, and the metropolis.

* The following account of the principal cattle fairs in Devonshire, and principally for

the sale of the North Devon breed, is extracted from the Annals of Agriculture :—
' Those who would seek this breed at fairs, will find them first at Ashbrittle, a bordering

parish between the two counties (Devonshire and Somerset), held for oxen on the 25th of

February ; but this does not terminate as to prices. Bishops Lydiard, five miles to the

west of Taunton, on the 25th of March, for oxen also. At this and WeUington, which
are greater fairs than Ashbrittle, prices of stock are fully ascertained. Barnstaple, the

Friday before the 21st of April. The great monthly markets of Taunton, Wivehscomb,
Tiverton, and Moulton, carry on the business till the fairs of Crediton, the 11th of May,
West Bagborough, the 12th, and Wivehscomb the 13th. North Moulton, first Wednes-
day after the r2th of May, Bampton, Whit-^Tuesday ; and South Moulton, Wednesday
before the 22d of June.'
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The farmers in the neighbourhood of Dartmoor breed very few cattle.

Their calves are usually procured from East Devon, or even from Somer-

set or Dorset. They c reared at the foot of the moors for the use of the

miners. All, how^ever, are not consumed ; but the steers are sold to the

farmers of the South Hams, who work them as long as they are serviceable ;

they are then transferred to the graziers from Somersetshire, or East Devon,

or Dorset, by whom they are probably driven back to their native country,

and prepared for the market of Bristol or London. A very curious pere^

The milk is suffered

grination this, which great numbers of the west-country cattle experience

As we now travel eastward, we begin to lose all distinctness of breed.

The vale of Exeter is a dairy district, and, as such, contains all kinds of

cattle, according to the fancy of the farmer. There are a few pure North

Devons, more South Devons, and some Alderneys; but the majority

are mongrels of every description: many of them, however, are excellent

cows, and such as are found scattered over Cornwall, West Devonshire,

Somerset, and part of Dorset.

As we advance along the south and the east, to Teignmouth, Exmouth,

Sidmouth, and over the hill to the fruitful vale of Honiton, we do not

find oxen so much used in husbandry. The soil is either a cold hard

clay, or its flints would speedily destroy the feet of the oxen. The same

variety of pure North and South Devons, and natives of that particular

district, with intermixtures of every breed prevail, but the South Devons

are principally seen. Some of these cows seem to unite the opposite

qualities of fattening and milking. A south Devon has been known, soon

after calving, to yield more than two pounds of butter a day ; and many

of the old southern native breed are equal to any short horns in the

quantity of their milk, and far superior to them in its quality.

I must not quit this part of the country without describing the clouted

cream, which is peculiar to the west of England. "

"'
'

^
^

to stand in a bell-metal vessel four and twenty hours ; it is then placed

over a small wood fire, so that the heat shall be very gradually com-

municated to it. After it has been over the fire about an hour and a half,

and is approaching to the state of simmering, the vessel is struck every

now and then with the knuckle, or is very carefully watched. As soon

as it ceases to ring, or the first bubble appears, a slight agitation or

simmering, previous to boiling, has commenced; and the secret of the

preparation is that this simmering shall not proceed to boiling. The milk

is immediately removed from the fire, and set by for twenty-four hours

more. At the end of this time all the cream will have arisen, and be

thick enough to cut with a knife. It is then carefully skimmed off- This

is a great luxury with coffee or with tarts, and the Devonshire straw-

berries and cream need no praise.

The dairy people in these districts say, that it is the most profitaole

way of treating the milk ; that five pounds of butter can be obtained inmi

a given quantity, where only four would be yielded by the ordinary

method ; and that the butter is more saleable, on account of the pleasant

taste it has acquired, and which even its occasional slight smoky flavour

scarcelv impairs. The milk is proportionably impoverished ;
but it also

has gained a taste which renders it more grateful to the pigs; while it

never scours them, but removes the diarrhoea produced by other food-

The skim-milk cheese must, however, be abandoned, or if a little in

made, it is exceedingly poor and tasteless.

I
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CORNWALL.

surg-eou at Truro. This f^eutleman

For much valuable inforrnation with regard to the breed and management

of the cattle of Cornwall, we are indebted to Mr. Karkeek, veterinary
~~ '

observes, that fish, tin, and cop-

per" have long been considered the staple commodities of the county

of Cornwall, while agriculture has been viewed as a secondary object of

pursuit. There is no doubt that the pasturing of cattle, and the culti-

vation of the soil, constituted the principal employment of the early inha-

bitants ; but their attention was not long confined to the vegetable pro-

ductions of the earth after they had discovered that greater riches might

be torn from its bowels than reaped on its surface; for although, when

Caesar invaded the island, the Damnonians (the inhabitants ot JJevon

and Cornwall) possessed great numbers of cattle, yet in a few centuries

their pastures were neglected, and all their skill and industry were exerted

in di^-^-in"- up ^ the ores that speak the county's sterling praise.'

Carew, the historian of Cornwall, says, that ' the people devoting them-

selves entirely to tin, their neighbours in Devonshire and Somersetshire

hired their pastures at a rent, and stored them with the cattle which they

brouo'ht from their own homes, and made their profits of the Cornish by

cattle" fed at their own doors. The same persons also supplied them at their

markets with many hundred quarters of corn and horse-loads of bread/

The state of agriculture has, however, within the last century or two,

materially improved in this extreme western portion of the kingdom.

The native breed of Cornwall is still to be found on some of the moors

of the western parts of the county, and in the possession of many of the

little farmers. They are small, black, with horns rather short, very coarsely

boned, with large offals, and rarely weighing more than three or four

hundred weiiiht. They bear an evident resemblance to the native breeds

y They are very hardy, and calculated to endure the

changeable temperature of this peninsular and unevenly-surfaced county.

Although uncultivated and unimproved, this is far from being a bad

breed of cattle. They are fair milkers; their thick hides keep out the cold

the

Wal

and wet, and protect them from many diseases; they range on

and coarse grounds, and commons in the summer, at little ormoors,

no expense, and in the winter are satisfied with heath and furze, and a

small quantity of straw ; and when put upon better keep, they get fat with

a rapidity scarcely credible,

A more prevailing and a better breed is an evident cross between the

North Devon and the indigenous one of the county. It is somewhat

larger, with well-formed head, and more upright horns, resembling, in the

manner in which thev are turned, those of the wild cattle of Chillingham

Park. Their necks, like those of the Devons, are thin, rapidly narrowing
but ratherfrom the breast towards the head. Their chests deep,

narrow, and the legs a little longer than in some other favourite breeds.

Their hind quarters are deep and full They get fat in their points, but

fall away much in their sides, and are thin in their belly-pieces ;J,hey

therefore weio-h li^^ht, and their hides are thin and unprofitable. ""'
^^^ ^ y ^ A V V

mostly bear some striking character of tiie North Devon,
They

they have the

same reddish-brown coat, bright dun muzzle, and ring about the eye.

In most parts of Cornwall, however, the extreme Western districts

excepted, the true North Devons are found equal to any their native

country will produce. Many spirited farmers go to Barnstaple, or South

?^

- ^'i
^'1
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Molton, and buy up great numbers of one and two-year-old steers, and

work them until they are eight or ten years old ; and, as often as they

have opportunity, they purchase elsewhere the finest bulls and heifers that

can be selected, from among the best Devonshire breeders. Some had

objected to the apparently delicate frame and constitution of the North

Devon, but he has always been found sufficiently hardy to endure even
'' the smiles of summer, and

the rage of storms," often succeed each other in a few hours. The Rev.

H. H. Tremayne, and J. P. Peter, Esq., were diligent breeders of the

North Devon cattle : and

the changeable clime of Cornwall, where

this beautiful animal did not degenerate under

their management.
The cows are chiefly of the Cornish and North Devon breeds ; but in

the principal towns, and on the sea coast, a few Alderneys are kept. A
breed between the Cornish and the Alderney has been attempted, and

with considerable success, and uniting the rare qualities of abundance of

milk with aptitude to fatten.

The Durham breed has lately been introduced by Mr. Peter, and

appears to

between the

have succeeded w^ell in a few grazing districts. A cross

Devon cow and the Durham bull is an evident improve-

ment, for the animal thus produced is profitable both for the dairy and

the butcher. It must, however, be confessed, that the majority of the

Cornish farmers are partial to the North Devons, and they ap^:)ear to be

better adapted to the soil of this county than any other breed.

There is no particular management of the dairy cow in Cornwall.

About November, the cows are turned for the winter into crofts, or little

fields that have been kept up for them. In the spring and summer, they

go into larger or uninclosed ground. The fattening beasts are generally

fed on turnips in the winter ; and many of them are turned out from Fe-

bruary to June for the home consumption of Devonport and Plymouth

markets.

The Cornish land is not usually very rich, but the farmer is industrious,

and manages well. In many places the sod is pared and burned for wheat

;

and after wheat come turnips, which produce much winter food, and a

great deal of dung, yet not in sufficient quantity for the stock. The
farmers are generally compelled to give their young stock, and even their

older beasts, a great deal of straw. Sea-sand and sea-weed are often

called into requisition for manure, and are found to be exceedingly useful.

Arthur Young describes the method of rearing their calves which is

still pursued in a great part of the county. They are taken from the cow

between the fourth and sixth day. Raw milk is then given to them for ten

days or a fortnight, and afterwards scalded milk and gruel, in the quantity

of three or four quarts in the morning and at night. A mixture of gruel

and milk is found to be better than scalded milk alone. Some give their

own family-broth, which is thought to be as good as, or better than, the

The calves are fond of it, and thrive upon it ; and the flavour of

the salted provisions increases the appetite, and promotes digestion. One

quart of broth or gruel is added to two quarts of milk. A little fine hay is

now placed before them, which they soon begin to eat. For a little while

turned to jrrass, this food is continued, according to the

gruel.

after they o - r r ^

quantity of milk in hand, or the goodness and quality of the pasture.

When they are ten or fourteen weeks old, they need no more milk, and,

a considerable time before this, the quantity is reduced to less than half.

In some parts, ihe calves are, during the winter and after the two first

months, reared solely on hay and turnips, the turnips being sliced for

that purpose. Many of the best breeders place two calves to one cow«
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In the summer, many farmers feed the calves from the pail wifh Irl ^
milk, for a couple of months, and then turn them to grass

scalded

rrJl'^.I'^'r^"^''' ' •
'"^'^^j" Cornwall, and that little is exceedino-W badThe butter however, is excellent; and the Cornish housewives are as exntr;

in makmg the delicious clouted cream as any of the Devonshire oues^Ihe system of letting cows out to labourers or poor people is notuncommon in^Cornwall. It is a great accommodation to the hirer, aTdaffords a good remuneration to the owner. The price varies with the
situation and keep

; but it is usually from six to eight pounds, the calfbeing the property of the owner of the beast.
A few years ago, oxen were employed in husbandry as frequently in

Cornwall as in any part of Devonshire. Not only the North Devons, butthe improved Cornish breed, were used for the purpose. Although small and
light, they were active, docile, and hardy. The Cornish plough is almost as
proverbial as the Devon ; and it was formerly worked by four oxen, witha horse or two before them. This practice is now considerably on the

worked £' ,rP'"l "'' ^ o P''^'^' ',^"' ^"^^ ^^^" ^"d horses are best

substUuteJ for I 'i- r^T ^'f
"''" ''"P^°y^^ ^" ^^''^ -"^ ^-^^^^substitutes for a kind of rude cart or waggon, and well adapted for thebeasts that are to draw them, and the roads they are to travel

They are brought to the yoke at three years old, and worked until thev
are seven or eight. They are as active as any horses ; and, like theDevons they are stimulated much more by the pleasing chaunt of theploughboy than by the goad. They are shod, and brutes are generallyused for this. purpose. " -'

Of late years, however, the use of oxen in husbandry is getting out of
practice. Ihe propriety and economy of this will be discussed in the
proper place

;
but oxen are not now generally seen even in the plou<rh

and on the road they are very rarely employed.
i-

»
>

Except for home consumption, few cattle are fattened in Cornwall
and the store beasts are usually sent to Somersetshire, or other grazing
counties.

DORSETSHIRE,
r

but whether it is the indigenous breed of the
Some assert, and with anhas long horns.

The * old Dorset ox',

county, is a matter of doubt,
J C7 '. --^ »*^...^**/5 txnia Willi ill

appearance of probability, that the true Dorset was a middle horn some
what resembling the South Devon, but not so large, and that the lono-
horn is an importation from the northern or midland counties, or a mix-
ture of the Hampshire, the Wiltshire, and perhaps the Oxfordshire
However, a long-horned breed, a r ugh_ sort of cattle, and far from
handsome, has been so many years established in various parts of the
county, that it is regarded by some as the original one. These have been

are
crossed with the Devon bull, and evidently with advantage : they
hardy, good milkers, and fatten quickly. They are principahy found in
the eastern and northern divisions of the county. Towards the west, a
mixture of the Devon and the Dorset prevails, and many farmers culti-
vate the pure Devons, The climate, however, does not appear to suit
the true Devons, for they do not here grow to any great size ; and some
have said that they are even worse milkers than in their native district
and subject to various diseases, and particularly to diarrhoea
of Catstoke, is decidedly of this opinion.

Mr. Nobbs,

i

The mixture of the Devon and the Dorset is an improvement on bothSome have obtained a still better kind of cattle by crossing again with theDurham
;
and others are, ^yith every probability of success, enoraftino-

^
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THE SOMERSETSHIRE CATTLE -27

the Hereford on the Dorset stock. Three points of superiority are said

to be chained over the Devon cross larger size, more hardiness, and a

disposition to yield a greater quantity of better milk.

The use of oxen for husbandry-work, had been for many years declining
in this country, but it has of late, and to a somewhat extraordinary degree,

revived in some districts. The oxen are oftener worked in collars than
in yokes. The cattle used for the plough or the team are principally

the old inpure North Devons, which are purchased at two years
the North Devon markets, worked two or three years, and then fatted,

some for the London but mostly for the home markets ; sometimes, how-
ever, a mixture of the Devon and Dorset is used for draught. In

vailing breed.

the northern part of the county we find crosses of almost every kind^
including not only those from the neighbouring counties of Hants and
Wilts, but from Oxford, Gloucester, Shropshire, and Leicestershire.

In the Dorset dairies, there can scarcely be said to be a decidedly pre-

If the heifer is likely to make a good milker, that is all

that is regarded, and little or no attention is paid to the shape, or colour,

or size. About a fifth part of Dorsetshire is occupied by the vale of
Blackmoor, a very rich pastoral country, and well adapted for the pur-

of the dairy. A considerable quantity of butter and cheese is

On those farms where most butter is miade, the Double
Dorset cheese is manufactured from the skimmed milk alone, and which,
when kept until it becomes " blue-vinney'd," is very much approved;

however.

poses

made here.

it IS, more celebrated in than out of the country. A great
quantity of butter, both in its fresh and salted state, is sent to London.
A great many calves are sent from the Vale of Blackmoor in the sprino-

of the year to Poole, and there shipped for Portsmouth; and the supply
being greater than the iemand, the butchers find it answer their pur-

pose to forward much of it to the London market.

Much
Spooner, veterinary surgeon at Blandford-.

Mr. W

SOMERSETSHIRE.

The North Devon cattle prevail along that part of the county which
borders on Devon until we arrive in the neighbourhood of Wincaunton
and Ilchester, where the pure breed is almost lost sight of. In the north
of Somerset few of the Devons are to be seen; but along the coast,

Bristol and Bath, the purest breed of

the Devons are preferred. They are valued for their aptitude to

fatten, their quickness and honesty at woi'k ; and they are said to be
better milkers than in their native county. They are of a larger size, for

the soil is bettei\ and the pasturage more luxuriant. It is on this ac-

count that the oxen bred in some parts, and particularly in the Vale of

and even extending as far as

Taunton, althou2:h essentially Devons, are preferred to those from
the greater part of Devonshire, and even from the neighbourhood of

Barnstaple and South Molton. They are better for the grazier and
for the dairy ; and, if they are not quite so active as their progenitors, they

have not lost their docility and freeness at work, and they have gained
materially in strength.

Mr. Carpenter, to whom we have already referred, and who is now resident
in the Vale of Taunton, informs us that the farmers in the south and
south-west of Somerset are endeavouring to breed that sort of cattle
that will answer for the pail, and the plough, and grazing,—a very
difficult point, as he acknowledges, to hit; for those that are of the
highest proof (exhibiting those points or conformations of particular parts
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which usually indicate a propensiiy to fatten) are^.generally the worst
milkers, both as to quantity and quality.

county as well as a grazing one, or more so,

them is a good shew for milk. Thev are, for the most part, of the

This being, however, a dairy

the principal point with

They are,

Devon red, and, as he thinks, the best suited for all purposes of any in the

West of England.

breeding, even where the stock is most select.

All that is necessary to keep them up in size and
proof and of a good growth, is to change the bull every two years. This
is a very important, althous-h an overlooked and unappreciated principle of

No bull should be longer
used by the same grazier, or some degree of deterioration will ensue

It must, nevertheless, be confessed, that in the greater part of the county,
and where the Devons are liked best for husbandry and for grazing, experi-

ence has taught many farmers to select another breed for the dairy. Some
prefer the pure short horns, others the_ North Wilts, and a few a mixture
between the two. The short horns, however, are very different from those
that are seen anywhere else. They resemble neither the old nor the im-
proved Durham or East York, but were originally made up of a mixture of
the Devon with the old Somersetshire cow.
The Somersetshire cattle are thus described by Mr. Herbert, as they

existed sixty or seventy years ago ; but we can scarcely believe the account

to be faithful, * Somersetshire formerly had a breed of cattle which,

from the crescent-form of its turned-up horn, seemed to be between the

!

f *-!

Sussex and the original short-horn (he must m
for the short horn is of foreign

the middle horn,

extraction); useful and heavy; high
on its logs, particularly behind. It was used for the supply of the ship-

ping, and sent to Salisbury market, and thence forwarded to Poi'tsmouth.

The cows were good milkers, and fattened kindly,'

Ifwe may Judge ofthem from what the West Somersets are now, they were

a valuable breed. They betray their Devonshire origin ; but in the opinion

of the Somersetshire farmers, they are far preferable to the native breed,

and they have increased in size without losing any of their useful proper-

ties. There are few better judges than these Somersetshire men ; for being

the party concerned between the breeder on the one side, and the grazier

on the other, and having opportunity daily to observe the failures or the

success of each, they acquire a kind of intuitive knowledge of the points

of cattle.
^

A few of the present West Somerset cattle are characterised by a

peculiarity of colour. They are called sheeted oxen. The head, the neck,

the shoulders, and the hind parts appear as if they were uncovered, while

there is a sheet fairly and perfectly thrown over the barrel. They do not,

however, exhibit the true Devon colour in these uncovered parts, for the

hair is yellow, instead of a deep blood red, or almost brown colour.

In North Somerset few of the Devons are to be seen, but they are the

same party-coloured kind of which I have just spoken.

Mr. Billingsley, in his Survey of Somerset, says, that in this district,

extending from Bath and Frome on the east, to Uphill and Kingsroad on

the west, the cows are mostly short horns, with some fine long horns from

North Wilts, A heifer of three years old that discovers any disposition to

fatten, is turned out of the dairy, because experience has convinced the

owner that she will seldom or never prove a good milker ; and the breeders

in that part are often obliged to have recourse to Welsh nurses, because

there is a deficiency of milk in the parent animal.

In the middle of Somersetshire, from the Mendip hills on the north, to

Bridgewater on the West, and Chard on the south (principally a grazing
country), he says that the business is divided into a summer and winter
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feed. For summer fattening*, the Devons are ]1rincipally bought in

February, either in the northern part of Devon, or the lower part of

Somerset. They are purchased in tolerable condition, and consume,between

February and their turning out, ten or twelve hundred weight of inferior

hay, the skimming of the summer leas. When at grass, they are allowed

from an acre to an acre and a half per ox, and perhaps one sheep to each

ox, and not more than one horse to twenty acres. About Michaelmas they

are fat, and pay from three shillings and sixpence to four shillings per

week for their keep. The farmers in that district think that frequent

bleedings in small quantities accelerate the process of fattening.

The home-breds are usually preferred for fattening. The Rev. Mr. King,

of BudgxYorth Rectory, informs us that an ox is purchased, or, if bred,

turned off to graze in February. lie has one and a half acre or more

of the best pasture for summer feed; then comes the same range of after-

math from the beginning of September to the end of November ; hay beinj

added by degrees, until it is required entirely. These oxen are sold for

the Salisbury or Loudon markets, either before Christmas, or from tlia^

to Lady-day. A dairy farmer seldom grazes, except an old cow for the

benefit of his neighbours ; and these seldom get more than four or six

months grazing after they are dried up. Beef of this description is as plen-

tiful in the autumn as veal in the summer, and about the same price (1832),

from fourpenee to fivepence per pound.
Some farmers graze heifers in preference to oxen, buying in March and

April, and selling in October or November; and which are stocked at the

rate of a heifer to each acre, with one or two sheep. The tsheep thus

fatted are usually the two year old Dorsets or Somersets.

Some give their prime oxen a second summer grass ; and the second

year pays better than the first, for an animal nearly fat will consume much
less food than a lean one.

The time of calving is from the beginning of February to Lady-day. The

farmers take great care to keep their cows in good condition for three weeks

or a month before they calve, thinking* that the milk will flow in proportion

to the goodness of the keep at that time'; and the consequence of this

is frequent attacks of puerperal fever and garget. The number of calves

reared in this district is very great. Four hundred fat calves have been

sold in Shepton-Mallet market in one day, but now the village butchers

buy and slaughter them at home, and take the carcasses to Bristol for the

Tuesday and Saturday markets.

The calves that are reared are principally fed on cheese-whey, and ai^e

turned out to grass in May to shift for themselves. In the south-east

part of this district, where the dairy-lands are chiefly applied to the making

[)f butter and skim-milk cheese, the calves are taken from their mothers at

about three days old. Those that are to be fatted are suckled by hand out of

the pail as soon as it is brought home from the field morning and evening.

These calves are technically said to be on the stage. It will take the milk

of three cows to fatten two calves up to from thirty-five to fifty pounds per

quarter. The old practice of giving the calves mead or some other home-

made wine is now discontinued. ^Soon after Lady-day, when the great

business of cheese-making begins in good earnest, the millc is wanted for

the cheese-vat instead of the suckliuir-pail. To fatten the calf, the farmer'spail

wife then places the whey over the fire in a large copper, and the warmth

forces a further portion of poorer curd {ski7n curds,) and these, with a

little milk, and whh the occasional addition of lintseed-meal, make a

good calf. The calves to be reared are thought to be well off, if, like the

pigs, they get whey.
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^ The celebrated Bridg-ewater cheese is made on tHe marshes between that
town and Cross.

^
Huntspill, South Brent, and East Brent, are the three

prime cheese-parishes. The mail-road from Bridg-ewater to Cross passes
through each of them. The land is rich and cool, and the pasturage not
only old, but principally consisting of blade grasses, with few flowers or
odoriferous herbs to raise or produce that essential oil which is so detri-.

mental in the manufacture of cheese. Mr. King further informs us,
that the present dairy cow of this district is either entirely red, which
shows her Devon origin, or red with a white face which marks the Here-
ford cross, or spotted red and white, and that the latter are generally
preferred as the best milkers. They spring from Durham blood on one
side, and the farmers of this district are much indebted to the late Mr.
Stone, of South Brent, who^ at a considerable expense, introduced several
bulls of the Durham breed.

The usual

five red

proportion in a dairy of forty cows is about twenty-
ones, ten spotted^ and five with a white face; and yet, as the

ifeieford bull has been rarely if at all tried in this district, the white
face is not owned by the farmer as of Herefordshire origin. A Durham
ox, of Mr. King's breed from Warwickshire, was lately slaughtered here,
weighing 21 score and 13 lbs. per quarter. It was fed by Mr. Burman, of
Henley-in-Arden.

Very little of the prime Cheddar cheese is made at that village. It is

chiefly manufactured in the parishes just mentioned, and in the marshes
round Glastonbury. A somewhat inferior Cheddar is often sold as double
Gloucester. As in the Vale of Berkeley, the cows are pastured and milked
near to the farm-house, and the milk set with the rennet as soon as possible,
and left undisturbed for two hours. The curd is then broken ; a por-
tion of the whey first warmed and put to it, and then the whole of the
whey made scalding hot, and poured upon it, and left for half an hour. The
Curd is afterwards put into the vat, and the other processes conducted much
in the usual way. This scalding is supposed to favour an intimate union
of the particles of the whey, and likewise to dispose the oleaginous matter
to exude, and thus give the cheese that soft, rich, fatty appearance and
flavour by which it is distinguished.

Mr. King recommends the addition of one Guernsey to every dozen
country-cows. He thinks that this quantity of rich milk being added might
make the whole throw a greater weight of curd. It certainly is so when
butter is the object, and that small quantity would not injure the keeping.
Guernsey butter unmixed is tqo rich and will not keep, and so it might
be with cheese.

The Somersetshire dairymen usually keep their cows until they are ten
f>r twelve years old, and then turn them off for failing, not in the quantity
but the quality of the milk. At this time they are reduced to half the

value of a long-horned cow of the same age ; but if it should appear, as
it generally will, that the short-horn will make a halfhundred of cheese
more every season than the long-horned Wilts, and at the same time cost
less for the keep, the balance will be found to be in favour of the short or
middle-horned Somerset. In the upper part of the country, and where
heifers are preferred, the graziers go into North Wilts and Hampshire to
buy them. Some of the best of them are nearly equal to the Devons, but
in general they are not so high in proof. Occasionally they are brought
from Gloucestershire, and even from Yorkshire, and are now and then
sold in October at thirty-eight or forty score pounds each.
Many Irish cattle are fattened in Somersetshire, on account ofthe cheap

rate at which they are purchased when lean
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HEREFORDSHIRE.

. The Herefordshire white-faced breed, with the exception of a very few
Alderney and Durham cows, have ahuost exclusive possession of this

county. The Hereford oxen are considerably larger than the North Devons.
They are usually of a darker red ; some of them are brown, and even
^yellow, and a few are brindled ; but they are principally distinguished by
their white faces, throats, and bellies. In a few the white extends to the
shoulders. The old Herefords were brown or red-brown, with not a spot
of white about them. It is only within the last fifty or sixty years that it has
been the fashion to breed for white faces. Whatever may be thought of the
change of colour, the present breed is certainly far superior to the old
one. The hide is considerably thicker than that of the Devon, and
the beasts are more hardy. Compared with the Devons, they are shorter
in the leg, and also in the carcase

;

higher, and broader, and heavier
in the chine; rounder and wider across the hips, and better covered with
fat; the thigh fuller and more muscular, and the shoulders larger and
coarser. The cut in the following page, is the portrait of an ox belonging
to the Duke of Bedford.

Mr. Marshall gives the following account of them : it is tolerably correct,

but does not sufficiently distinguish them from their kindred breed. 'The
countenance pleasant, cheerful, open; the forehead broad ; eye full and
lively; horns bright, taper, and spreading; head small; chap lean; neck
long and tapering ; chest deep ; bosom broad, and projecting forward

;

shoulder-bone thin, flat, no way protuberant in bone (?), but full and
mellow in flesh ; chest full ; loin broad ; hips standing wide, and level

with the chine
;
quarters long, and wide at the neck ; rump even with th

level of the back, and not drooping, nor standing high and sharp above the

quarters ; tail slender and neatly haired ; barrel round and roomy ; the

carcase throughout deep and well spread; ribs broad, standing flat and
close on the outer surface, forming a smooth, even barrel, the hindmost
large and full of length ; round bone small, snug, and not prominent

;

thigh clean, and regularly tapering ; legs upright and short ; bone below
the knee and hock small

:

e

feet of middle size flank large flesh every-
where mellow, soft, and yielding pleasantly to the touch, especially on the
chine, the shoulder, and the ribs ; hide mellow, supple, of a middle thick-
ness, and loose on the neck and huckle ; coat neatly haired, bright and
silky; colour, a middle red, with a bald face characteristic of the true

Herefordshire breed.'

They fatten to a much greater weight than the Devons, and run from
fifty to seventy score. A tolerable cow will average from thirty-five to

fifty score. A cow belonging to the Duke of Bedford weighed more than
seventy score ; and an ox belonging to Mr. Westcar exceeded one hundred
and ten score. They are not now much used for husbandry, although
their form adapts them for the heavier work ; and they have all the

honesty and docility of the Devon ox, and greater strength, if not his acti-

vity. The Herefordshire ox fattens speedily at a very early age, and it is,

therefore more advantageous to the farmer, and perhaps to the country,

that he should go to market at three years old, than be kept longer to be
employed a beast of draught. We are indebted to Mr. A. Knight, of
Downton Castle, for some valuable observations on this and other subjects
connected with the Herefordshire cattle, and breeding in general, of which
we shall avail ourselves in the proper place.
They are far worse milkers than the Devons. This is so generally

acknowFedged, that while there are many dairies of Devon cows in various
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parts of the country, (none of which, however, are very profitable to their
owners,) a dairy of Herefords is rarely to be found.
To compensate for this, they are even more kindly feeders than the

Devons, and will live and grow fat where a Devon would scarcely live.
Their beet may be objected to by some as being occasionally a little too'
large in the bone, and the fore-quarters being coarse and heavy ; but the
meat of the best pieces is often very fine-grained and beautifully marbled.
There are few cattle more prized in the market than the genuine Herefords.
The Devons and the Herefords are both excellent breeds, and the pre-

judices of the Devonshire and Herefordshire farmers for their peculiar
breed being set aside, a cross of the one will often materially improve the
other. The Devon will acquire bulk and hardihood, and the Hereford a
hner form and activity. The Hereford bull, and the West Island or
Kyloe cows, have been tried, but they did not feed so rapidly, nor weigh
so well as the Hereford, and they had the defect of being extremely pug-
nacious, '—-^___-— °

- i-i-.J'

Mr. CuIIey, although an excellent judge of cattle, formed a very erro-
neous opinion of the Herefords when he pronounced them to be nothing
but a mixture of the Welsh with a bastavH rarp of Inn.r-l.M They_____ — ^ — .,„. ^ ^M^j are
evidently an aboriginal breed, and descended from the same stock as the
Devons. If it were not for the white face, and somewhat larger head
and thicker neck, it would not at all times be easy to distino^iish between
a heavy Devon and a light Hereford.
traced to a cross with their not distant relations, the Montffomeries.

Their white faces may probably be

J.JACKSON
f

The Hereford cow is apparently a very inferior animal. Not only is she
no milker, but even her form has been sacrificed by the breeder. Here-
fordshire is more a rearing than a feeding county, and therefore the farmer
looks mostly to the shape and value of his young stock ; and in the choice
of his cow, he does not value her or select her, or breed from her accordino-

er milking qualities, or the price which the grazier would give for her
but in proportion as she possesses that general form which experience
has taught him will render her likely to produce a good ox. Hence the
Hereford cow is comparatively small and delicate, and some would call
her ill-made. She ^is very iight-fleshed when in common condition, and
beyond that, while she is breeding, she is not suffered to proceed'; but
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however, be confessed that it is not sufficient to enable us to decide upon
the relative merits of the two rival breeds of large cattle, nor are we yet
quite prepared for the inquiry ; but we insert it as an experiment that was
fairly conducted, to which the advocates of the Herefordshire cattle often
refer, and which they will naturally expect to be placed upon record.

Three Herefords and three short-horns were selected: they were put
together in a straw-yard on the 20th of December, 1827, and were fed in
the open yard, at the rate of one bushel of turnips per beast per day,
with straw only, until May 2nd, 1828, when their weights were taken,
and they were sent to grass.

No. 1, Hereford
Cwte,

8
qrs.

3
Iba,

No. 1. Short-horn
Cwts.

9 2
lis.

2.

3.

7 3
7

2.

3,

It

>»

8 2

9

On the 3d of November they were taken from grass, and put into the stall

when their weight was as follows :

No. 1. Hereford
2.

3.

j»

9t

Cwt. qrs,

11 3
10 2

lbs:

No. 1. Short-horn

10 3
2.

3.

35

»5

Cwt, qrs. lbs.

12 3 14

12 2
12 3

From that time to the 25th of March, 1829, they consumed the followini^*

quantities of Swedish turnips and hay :

Th<3 Herefords

The short-horns

TumipfB lbs.

46,655

59,430

lbs.

5065
6779

They then weighed

No. 1. Hereford

2.

3.

>>

59

13 14

12

12

No. 1. Short-horn

2.

3.

1>

9>

being an increase of weight in favour of the Herefords of

and in favour of the Short-horns

14 2
14 1 14
14 2 14

13 2 14

17 2

^

\

I

and making: a difference in favour of the Short-horns of 3 3 14

but then the Short-horns had consumed 12,7751bs. more of turnips, and
17141bs. more of hay.

When they were all sold together at Smithfield on the 30th of March,

the heavier short-horns fetched 97/., and the lighter Herefords 96/., being

an overplus of only IL to pay for the enormous difference in the food con-

sumed, and the greater price given on account of the heavier weight of the

short-horns at the commencement of the experiment*. Another Hereford

and a short-horn were also tried together at the same time ; but they did

not undergo the same process, nor was so regular an account kept of their

progress. The Hereford increased in weight 3 cwt. 3 qrs., and the short-

horn 4 cwt, J qr.
r

* The Michaelmas cattle fair at Hereford is uot exceeded by any show of beasts in

good condition in the kingdom. They are usually sold to the graziers in the neighbour-
hood of the metropolis, by whom they are prepared for the Smithfield market.

There is an entry in an account book kept by William Town, in the neighbourhood of
Hereford, in the year 1694, of the price of fat oxen at that period.

"25th August, 1694,—sold the nine oxen at 52/. ; the money to be paid into the
Exchequer within a month." The price of oxen is, at least, six times as great now.
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GLOUCESTER.

Thi^ county is taken next, because, bordering- on Hereford, many of the
cattle of that county are found here» Throughout the whole of Gloucester-
shire the Herefords are preferred for working* and for fattening. They
are less active than the Devons, but far more so than the Gloucesters.
They consume less food when at work, and very far less when fattenino-;
but the Gloucesters are superior to the Herefords for the pail. Cattle
of every kind, however, prevail in the dairy farms in this county, as in
every other district.

Of the old breed of the Gloucesters it is now difficult to speak, for they
are nearly extinct. They were evidently of Welsh origin, mingled with
the Hereford, and sometimes with the cattle farther inland. They were the
Glamorgan chiefly, but upon a larger scale, and of a different colour. The
Glamorgans are black, or inclining to brown ; the old Gloucesters were
either red or brown. The horns
tipped with black; the bones small, and

were of a middle length, white, and
the carcase light, scarcely

averagmg more than twelve score per quarter. The bag was thin yet
iarge, and the milk abundant and long continued. The characteristic
niark was said to be a streak of white generally alono; the back, and always
at the root of the tail.

^ j ^ o

Many years ago the farmers began to cross them with the long-horns,
and prmcipally those from North Wilts. Thence arose considerable
mcrease of size, with more tendency to fatten, and richer and not much
less abundant milk. This breed is principally found in the hilly dis-
trict of Gloucester, about the Cotswolds. Some farmers, indeed, have
crossed so frequently with the long-hornahat little of the old Gloucester
remains, and not a few use the long-horns alone. The prevailing breed,
however, about the hills, and particularly among the small farmerl, is the
Gloucester and the Wiltshire combined. Some Suffolk duns are scattered
in a few places

; some pure Devons, Durhams, and Leicesters are found,
but chiefly a mixture from among them all, the Gloucesters and the North
Wilts preponderating, while each farmer breeds and chooses according to
his pleasure or caprice.

^

In the hilly part of the county cattle are an inferior object of considera-
tion

; there is little peculiar in the management of them; and even that little
does not deserve commendation. The principal purpose for which they are
here kept is to pasture on those spots which are unsound for sheep. A
great proportion of many of the farms in this poor district can only be
made profitable by turning young stock upon them; which, however, are
never thoroughly fattened there, but the young stock, and the cows, and
even the sheep, are sold to graziers from the neighbouring districts, barely
in tolerable store condition. The early-dropped calves are chosen for rear-
ing; the others might not have sufficient strength to endure the winter.
and are speedily got rid of.

The calves that are to be reared continue two or three days with the
mother, sucking as they like, and taking the milk that is good for nothing-
else. They are then fed with skim-milk a little warmed, being first taught
}vith the finger ; but they soon drink eagerly out of the pail. Linseed tea
IS after a little while mixed with the milk; afterwards the milk is laid aside,
and oat or barley meal is stirred in with the tea ; and so they are graduallv

wf^^
to solid food, and weaned.

When the grass begins to fail in November^ they are fed in the field,where there is some tolerable shelter. for them; and the yearlincrs are
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also in the field, and fed with straw instead of hay. The pasture allotted to
them is generally old and good, but such as had been previously eaten
bare by the cows. Worse than all, during the early part of the winter the
milch cows have nothing but straw allowed them. It is the custom in
this part of the country not to take much care of the two-year-olds until
Christmas is past. The heifers usually calve in April or May, and are
taken into the dairy, and the steers then go to work after Christmas, when
hay, but not of the best quality, is allowed them.

This system of starvation, partly induced by the nature of the soil,

(sufficient fodder not being produced for the proper nutriment of the stock,)
and partly attributable to an absurd mode of treatment derived from their
forefathers, has a tendency to cripple the improvement of live stock.
The calves will not attain their full growth, and the cows will not yield
sufficient milk for suckling or for the pail w^hile this system is pursued.
There is room for much improvement here, as well as in many other
districts of the kingdom in the management of live stock.

In the lower ox vale part of the county, where cattle are kept principally

for the dairy, and not to feed on the unsound and rotting ground, a more
liberal and a more profitable system of management is adopted.

In the Vale of Berkeley, as tlie long and rich tract of land called

The cross

Some have minc^led the Alder-

that reaches from the Cotswolds to the Severn, the cows are, as in the
hilly district, of various sorts and kinds. In- all of them, however, traces
of the old Gloucester are visible, and carefully preserved.

/depends upon the fancy of the dairyman.
|ney vyith the Gloucester, and they have both increased the quantity and
/ the richness of the milk ; others have mixed the Wilts and the Gloucester,
r and they have a fair supply of excellent milk ; while some have introduced
1 the Yorkshire, whereby they have certainly added to the quantity, althouo-h

I

perhaps a little deteriorated the quality of the milk: but the majority, and
i still more judiciously, have mingled all these together, and they have

materially improved both the quantity and the quality. There are no
Herefords for the pail ; a h\v Devons, some SufFolks, some North Wilts,

and the rest Gloucesters, with various crosses. -

A cross between the Gloucester and the Hereford has been attempted
with considerable success. They yield from four to six gallons of irood
milk every day. It is difficult to account for the fact that, whife in
grazing counties the large and small farmers agree in selecting a certain
breed, and adhere to that selection, almost every dairy district is charac-
terized by a motley assemblage of all sorts and kinds of cattle. We shall

often have occasion to allude to this.

This is a celebrated dairy country. From the Vale of Berkeley is pro-
duced a great part of the cheese, which is known in every part of the
kingdom under the names of the single and double Gloucester.

A slight sketch of the peculiar management of this district must now
be given to render our work perfect ; but for a more detailed account, the

reader is referred to the Twenty-first Number of the Farmer's Series, in

which the usual management both of the Gloucestershire hill and vale
farms is fully described.

The calves remain with the mothers about a week. They are then fed
with skim-milk ; first, by means of the feeder's fingers introduced into
the mouth, and which being supplied with milk, are sucked by the calves •

but they soon drink of themselves. Linseed tea is, after a little

mixed with the milk
while.

;
and soon after that the milk is quite withdrawn and

pat or barley meal stirred with the linseed, until the calf is able to eat hay
or oats. About the middle of May they are turned out to good grass, and
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so they are kept until the grass is ready for them, on the earliest and best
of which they are turned. From among the early ones, or those dropped
betore March, a selection is made to keep up the dairy, and those from the

j

b The farmer is right here ; for every \

quality, both good and bad, is more decidedly hereditary than many
have supposed, or are willing to allow. Some of the heifers that are

weaned before March drop their calves when two years and a quarter old,

and all of them are taken into the dairy at three years' old.

The land here is rich and productive, and fodder of every kind is

abundant. The cattle are much better kept, than in the hill country, and
they pay their proprietors well for the additional trouble and expense- The
richest even of these fertile pastures ai'e set apart for the milch cows ; and in

order that their appetite may not pall, they are frequently moved from
pasture to pasture. This is a method of rendering them productive of which
the majority of farmers are not aware. At the same time the farm is as

, much understocked as a hill-farm is too frequently overstocked; at least
there is plenty of good keep for every cow.

It has been found that land, which has been lately and much manured,
is not so good for the cows. The milk may be more abundant, but not so
rich. Dr. Rudge, in his Survey of Gloucestershire, says, that there were
two grounds adjoining each other alternately used for the pasture of cows.
While they were on one, excellent cheese was made ; but when they were
on the other, the cheese was rank, heaving, and hollow, and unfit for the
market. The latter had been lately well-dressed with manure; and the
dairywoman remarked that, If the farmer continued to enrich his land
Avith dung, she must give up making cheese.

The cows are early moved from the pasture-ground into the after-grass.

Experience has taught the farmer that few things are more conducive to
the general health of the animal, as well as the abundant supply of milk,
than the first flush of grass in the spring, or after mowing.

^

As the winter comes on, they are moved into the driest and best-sheltered
situations. It would be advantageous if there was some shed for them
to retreat to as a protection from the extreme cold ; and they should have
plenty of good hay allowed them once or twice in the day, before they
have calved, and several times in the day afterwards. In some cases,
however, although not by the generality of farmers, the system of false

economy prevalent in the hilly'district is adopted here, and the cows in

calf, and the young and store beasts, are half-starved during the winter.

There is no part of dairy and cattle management which more demands
reformation than this.

The principal product of the Vale of Berkeley is its cheese. It has
a peculiar flavour, and is deservedly esteemed. It is not quite clear

to what peculiar circumstance the excellence of the Gloucester cheese
is to be attributed ; for several things, probably, combine to produce
the effect.

I

We
that almost every variety of breed is found here, and the milk of all is

mingled together. The cows arc taken better care of. Tlie pasture is

good, and it is old, and is composed of the natural grasses of the country,
Avhich are grown here with little admixture of foreign or artificial ones.
The fields, another circumstance not sufficiently appreciated, are near to,
and surround as much as possible the farm-houses, so that the milk is but
little agitated, or the component parts of it separated before it is curdledponent

I

_

By this means, too, the milk may be set, before H
cooled below the proper temperature.

by the rennet.
\s
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Every dairymaid knows well that the milk should be waa-m when it is

set. She has rarely any thermometer to guide her. She needs it not, for

she can tell with the accuracy of the best thermometer whether the tem-
perature is above or below 85^. When it is received from the cow, and
before it is cooled in the pail, it is more than 90^. It should be set when
it has cooled to 85^ and that, if possible, without the addition of any milk

artificially heated to bring it to the proper standard. The colouring matter

and the rennet are then added, and particular care is taken that the rennet

is old, yet free from unpleasant smell*. The tub is now covered until the

curd is formed.

The process of cutting and breaking the curd follows next ; aad when
it is sufficiently broken it is put into the vats, and pressed well down.

The vats are filled as closely as possible,—the cheese-cloth placed over

all, and a little hot water is poured over the cloth, to harden the outside ot

the cheese ; the curd is then turned out into the cloth, and this being

carefully folded round it, the cheese is returned once more into the vat.

All the vats which are to be filled are placed one upon another, and all

subjected to the action of the press. Here they remain four-and-twenty

hours ; the vats of the next meal being placed underneath, and those of the

preceding meal raised a tier, and dry cloths occasionally applied.

In many dairies there is a second breaking of the curd, which, after

having been reduced as small as possible, is scalded with a mixture of

water and whey. This second and more perfect breaking down of the

curd has been imagined to be the grand cause of the soft uniform sub-

stance of the cheese when it is fully made. The practice, however, is

getting somewhat into disuse ; for it is very reasonably urged that this

scalding and washing must extract a portion of the oleaginous part of the

cheese; therefore a great deal more care is taken in sufficiently reducing

it with the knife rapidly worked about the tub before the curd is put into

the vat. The old farmers, however, yet maintain that the whole art of

making Gloucester cheese depends on this scalding process ; that the

fatty matter of the inilk and curd is thus disposed to develope itself, and

to be brought so far out, as to form afterwards the uniform rich substance

for which the Gloucester cheese is celebrated.

At the expiration of twenty-four hours the cheeses are well rubbed with

salt. This is repeated daily, for three days, for the single, and four days
for the double Gloucester!" ; the cloths being now taken away, and the

cheeses regularly returned to the press for four, or five, or six days, ac-

cording to the state of the weather. They are then put upon the shelf, or

*'tack," and turned twice in the day, for two or three dajs; and then

turned once in theplaced in the cheese-room, where> they are day

* Dr. Rudge says, that the rennet is sometimes made two months before it Is wanted.

To twelve gaHons ofwater are usually added twelve pounds ofcommon salt, and one pound

of bay-salt. This is boiled until it will bear an egg. It is strained when cool, and twenty-

four Irish "veils'' or stomachs, and twelve lemons with the rinds on, but mcisions made

into them, and two ounces of cloves and cinnamon, are then put into thehquor.

t The "Single Gloucester" is the skim-milk cheese ; the "Double Gloucester,'' or

'•'best making" cheese, is manufactured from the pure or unskimmed milk; although

it is not unusual in a large dairy to set aside sufficient milk to afford cream and butter

enough for the family, and afterwards to add it to the next day's milking. These
are sometimes called "Coward" cheeses; they are either thin, weighmg about 16 lbs.

per cheese, or thick, averaging from 301bs. to 40 lbs.

The best " Single Gloucester" is either the '' two-meal cheese," made of equal por-

tions of unskimmed and skimmed milk, or sometimes two portions of skimmed milk, and
one part of pure or "coward " milk. The inferior cheese, acknowledged to be the skim-

cheese, is what its name imports it to be; and the dairymaid usually skims it often enough
bwfore she converts it into curd.
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for a month. They are then scraped clean, and painted red or brown,
or a mixture of both. After a few days the paint is rubbed off

from the edges, and the cheese is continued to be turned once or twice
every week.

In some dairies the floor of the cheese-room is well rubbed with a variety
of herbs, among which are elder-leaves, potato-stalks, mint, &c. This is

supposed to answer the double purpose of giving the cheese a coat, and
also preventing the "mints" or mites
not only avoid this unclean practice, but wash the new-made cheeses with

from getting into it. Others

hot whey once a fortnight.

ffives a cleaner one
This is said to give a firmer coat at least, it

There is nothing very peculiar in all this process, except the more than
usually slight agitation of the milk before -it is set with the rennet, and the
great care with regard to the degree of temperature. Something, perhaps,
may be attributed to a less degree of squeezing with the hand in braizing
the curd, when a great deal of the fatty matter of the cheese maybe
pressed out, the knife being
The principal characteristics of the Gloucester cheese are its richness,

and its smooth and oily texture instead of breaking when cut, and its

retaining fatty matter so perfectly in the operation of toasting.
We have already related the manner in which Cheddar cheese is made to

resemble the double Gloucester.

used than the hand in dividing it

A little before Michaelmas the cheese submitted to the factor, who
often adopts a very summary way of examining it. He treads upon each
cheese, and those which yield to the tread he condemns as '' heaved " or
" hoved,'' and are kept for home, or, at least, for country consumption.
Many causes have been assigned for this " heaving." Some attri-

encourage this fermentation in the new-made cheese.

bute it to the pasture. It is said to have been too luxuriant, or to have
had too many early plants in it. The dairymaid always stoutly maintains
this. Others, with more justice, say that it is the fault of the maker:
the curd was produced too quickly, either by making the milk too hot, or
adding too much rennet, or by removing the cheese too soon to a close
and hot room. The cheese-rooms are generally far too hot, and probably

They should be as
cool and airy as possible. Some farmers prefer a stone floor for it, and
with reason. The chief cause, however, is to be sought for in the first

making.

As may be supposed, the grazing of cattle is comparatively neglected
in this dairy district. Some of the f

'

beasts, principally heifers, '^hurries,'' and turn them on the rouen in

August. They remain there until the following spring, being occasionally

supplied with hay, as the season may demand, and are then in good con-

dition, and yield a fair remunerating price.

In the neighbom'hood of Gloucester, however, a considerable number
of oxen, principally of the Hereford breed, are fattened. If in poor con-

dition they are bought in the spring, and, after running on the summer
pastures until winter^ are finished off in the stall. A more unprofitable

way is to bu^y them in forward condition in the autumn, and feed them
on hay with oil-cakes. Some from the lower part of the country are sent to
Bristol or Bath ; but the greater part of them are destined for the Smith-
field market.
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SUSSEX,

Some of the ancient Britons sought refuge from the attacks of their in-
vaders, amid the fastnesses of the Weald of East Sussex. Thither thev
drove, or there they found, some of the native cattle of the country

; and
as m the north of Devon, and, as will be presently seen, in the mountains
of Wales, and the Highlands of Scotland, they anxiously preserved them
free from all admixture, as relics of happier times, and records of what
Britain once possessed.

The resemblance between the Sussex and the Devon oxen is'veryVreat
They unquestionably betray the same origin. Lord Sheffield thouo-ht
that there were two breeds of Sussex cattle ; one the larger and coarser,
scarcely different from the Hereford, except that they had no white aboutthem, and which were a mixture of the old Sussex with other breeds fromthe east and the west, and which having- been fed on richer pasture hadacquired a larger growth : the lighter breed bore about it unequi'vocalmarks oi its being of the same common stock as the Devon.

that
to

Mr
part of that county is much indebted for the preservation of its native
breed of cattle, and the great improvement of the South-Down sheep
He speaks of the Sussex ox as having a small and well-formed head; and
.so it has, compared with many other breeds, and even with the Hereford
but evidently coarser than that of the Devon ; the horns pushing forwards
a httle, and then turning upwards, thin, tapering and long—not so as fo
confound this breed with the long horns, and yet in some cases a little
approaching to them. The eye is full, large, and mild in the ox ; butwith some degree of unquietness in the cow. The throat clean; and theneck, compared with either the long horns, or the short ones, lono< and
thin, yet evidently coarser than that of the Devon.

^

_

At the shoulder is the main point of difference, and the princin-d dpfpofm the Sussex cattle. There is more wideness and roundness' on th^
withers,-it is a straighter line from the summit of the withers towards
the back,—there is no projecting point of the shoulder when the animal is
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looked at from behind, but the whole of the fore-quarter is thickly
covered with flesh, giving too much weight to the coarser and less profit-

able parts*. This is certainly a defect, but it is counterbalanced by many
admirable points. If there is more weight in front, the fore legs are neces-
sarily wider apart, straighter, and more perpendicular than in the Devon ;

they are placed more under the body rather than seeming to be attached to
the sides. The fore-arm is large and muscular, but the legs, although
coarser than those of the Devon, are small and fine downwards, and par-
ticularly below the fetlock. The barrel is round and deep—the back

no rising spinal processes are to be seen, but rather a central
depression ; and the line of the back, if broken, is only done so by a lump
of fjTt rising between the hips. The belly and flank are capacious,—there
is room before for the heart and lungs to prepare and circulate the blood.

straight

and there is room behind, in the capacious belly, for the full development
of all the organs of digestion

; yet the beast is well ribbed home, the space
between the last rib and the hip-bone is often very small, and there is no
hanging heaviness of the belly or flank. The loins of the Sussex ox are
wide

:
the hip-bone does not rise high, nor is it ragged externally ; but it is

large and spread out, and the space between the hips is well filled up.
The tail, which is fine and thin, is set on lower than in the Devon, yet

the rump is nearly as straight, for the deficiency is supplied by a mass of
flesh and fat swelling above. The hind quarters are cleanly made, and if
the thighs appear to be straight without, there is plenty of fulness within.
The Sussex ox holds an intermediate place between the Devon and the

Hereford, with all the activity of the first, and the strength of the second,
and the propensity to fatten, and the beautiful, fine-grained flesh of both!
Experience has shown that it possesses as many of the good qualities of
both as can be combined in one frame. The Devons and the Herefords
are said by some to have been improved by one judicious cross with the
other

; but a cross with the Hereford often produces, in the Sussex, a heavier
animal, it is true, yet not fattening so profitably, ov working so kindly.
Some graziers, however, have very ingeniously explained this, by the dif-

ferent parts on which the Hereford and Sussex cattle usually carry their
fat. The Hereford bears it upon the ribs and the sirloin ; the Sussex
more on the flank and the inside. There may be some truth in this: yet
it cannot be denied that the Herefords ca>ry theirs in the best places ; and
it is on this account that the prize is so often adjudged to them at the
cattle-shows, and particularly at Smithfield. When the Sussex has been
crossed with the Devon a lighter breed has resulted, but not gaining in

activity, while it is materially deteriorated in its grazing properties.

The Sussex ox is of a deep chestnut-red—some, however, prefer a
blood-bay : much deviation from these colours generally indicates some
stain in the breed. The black, or black and white, which is sometimes
met with, generally indicates a cross from the Welsh. The white may
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Mr. W. Pitt, the author of some of the Agricultural Surveys, pronounces this breed
to be comparatively much inferior to a good selection from the Lancashire, Hereford, or
Shropshire breeds : and he says, "I cannot help thinking them, on comparison with some
other breeds, though a weighty, yet an uncouth and coarse animal." On this the Rev,
A. Young very properly remarks, " There is no knowing what is meant by such expres-
sions as that Sussex oxen are uncouth and coarse animals. If it implies a coarse and
thick and rough hide, or a hard and coarse-grained flesh; nothing was ever further re-
moved from fact than such an assertion, Sussex oxen are as remarkable for the fineness
of their hides as they are for the closeness and delicacy of Iheir flesh. In his own Staf-
fordshire long-hornSj there does not exist any shadow of comparison for feeding, grazing,
or working. In quality of flesh, thriving disposition^ &c., both the Sussex and Devons ex.
ceed you, and Hereford leaves you far hehindr—Survey of Sussea:,
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42 CATTLE.

possibly remind us more of the original wild breed ; a few of which as we
have remarked, remain at Chillingham, and which we shall also trace in
other parts. It would be satisfactory if we could discover the orio-jn of
these red breeds, for we suspect they were not always so. Mr. Da°is of
Glynde, once had a black ox, with a white face, from a red cow, by a red bullA few approach to a yellow colour, but they are weakly and apt to scour

'

The hide of the true Sussex is soft and mellow ; a coarse, harsh, thick
hide is supposed to denote here, as in every other district, an ill-bred, or an
vmthnfty beast The coat is short and sleek. There is seldom found on
the Sussex ox that profusion of soft and wavy, and, occasionally, long
hair, which, a-lihough it may have an appearance of roughness, is consistent
with a mellow and yielding hide, and one of the truest^indications of more
than usual propensity to fatten.

In order fairly to estimate the working properties of the Sussex ox, the
two breeds of which Lord Sheffield has spoken must not be forgotten
and the confounding of them has given rise to much of the confusion and
contradiction which exist in the accounts of several writers.
The proportion of the labour performed by oxen is different in different

parts of the county. About the South Downs, oxen are much employed
but not, perhaps, m an equal degree to horses. In the weald of Sussex'
they have the greater share of the labour; and on a farm of about 100
acres, there is usually a horse and an ox team—on a larger farm there are

Many farms of 150 or 200 acres have from ten to twelve
These have grass and straw until they begin to work

and then cut hay is mixed with their straw.
The coarser breed is always slow, and soon after six years old, it can

scarcely be worked at all with advantage. The lighter breed, the true
Sussex of many a century, will step out as light and as fast, and will do
almost as much work as any horse, and stand as many or more dead pulls
Some teams have been known to travel fifteen miles a day, with heavy
loads for several successive weeks, and without the slightest distress.
Of the speed which some of them possess proof was given when a

Sussex ox ran four miles against time over the Lewes rac?-course, and
accomplished the distance in sixteen minutes. Formerly, as many as four
pairs of oxen were not unfrequently seen attached to a sino-le nlouo-h orwaggon and they certainly used to pull well together; but they who" un-derstand the power and the honesty of these animals rarely attach morethan two pairs. Some of them have been worked, and particularly by Lord
Sheffield, harn^-ssed in every respect hke horses, and they answered as truly
and as easily to the rein. -^

Some have used spayed heifers both for the plough and for drauo^ht,
with manifest advantage. Many farmers keep their oxen as long as tliey
continue to do their work w^ell, and sometimes until they are tvvefve years
old, and they maintain that the beasts will then fatten quite as well as at
.... ...,.1

j^^^^j Sheffield fattened two of more than twelve years, to
stones. Experience, however, does not confirm

more oxen,

working oxen.

an earlier age.

the great weight of 210
this as a general rule. An old ox takes longer to fatten than a younger
one

; and after all there is generally a patchiness and unevenness about hfm,
which do not please the eye, or answer in the market. Other farmers
work them during a much shorter period

; and they believe that if they have
ten oxen or heifers at work on their farm, the most profitable plan is to
sell off five or six every year, and break in an equal number to succeed
them. The beasts will thus be broken in at three years old,—worked until

or six, and then fattened, and if they do not always grow to so lar^-e
a size, they improve more rapidly and profitably.

hH^^N>*t-j-***ii;*wr
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Although it is yet an undecided point at what age an ox that has been

worked will fatten most speedily and kindly, it cannot be denied, that he

never is in so good condition for work, and never so healthy, or so little

troublesome as at six years' old. So far as their work is concerned, we
should prefer a nine or ten-year-old ox, to any four or five-year- old one.

The youngsters are often a great plague to their owners, not only in the

breaking in, and especially if, as upon this plan, five or six are to be

added to the teani every year ; but, like the young horse, they are too fre-

quently ailing—they are injured by their work, or the diseases to which

they would otherwise be subject are increased by their work.

The general practice of the county, undoubtedly, is to turn the oxen off

at sixj and slaughter them at seven ; but we are inclined to doubt the pro-

priety of it. The system of recruiting the team so frequently has many
inconveniencies. Mr. Young tells us that Lord Egremont had a pair of

Sussex oxen in the eleventh year of their age, which for seven years had
done as much ploughing and carting as any two horses in the county ; and
then, with half a summer's grass after having been taken from the collar,

and an autumn's rouen, they were, without other food, sent to Smithfield,

and sold for eighty guineas.

The oxen are usually drafted from the team when the spring-sowing is

over ; they are then turned into the lower or marsh land, in the proportion
of one ox to an acre, if the land is tolerably good, and are there pre-

pared for the winter stall-feeding. Sheep are generally mingled with the

oxen. In the level of Pevensey, where there is plenty of water, and the

grass is abundant, there are many cattle, although sheep are even there

but at Winchelsea and Rye, there are most sheep, and only

one bullock to every four acres, in order to keep the pasture even. After

the hay is cut and carried, the pastures are usually occupied by cattle

and sheep ; but the reservation of rouen for the pinching part of the

spring when all artificial provender fails, or before the young clover and
other grasses have begun to shoot, is comparatively unknown.

Stall-feeding is very much practised in Sussex, and Lord Egremont
used to have his milch cows tied up during the greater part of the year.

He maintained, that one-third of the food was saved,—that the cows
were fed with a fourth part of the usual trouble,

made,—and that there was no poaching the ground.

increasmg

;

that more dung was

The oxen are gradually accustomed to their stalls ; they are at first

brought in only at night ; but, as the winter approaches, they are con-

stantly tied up. Comparing even the system of yard-feeding with the

fattening in stalls, Mr. Ellman, of Glynde (a skilful as well as zealous agri

turist, and whose opinion is of weight in cases like these), found that nine

\ oxen, fed loose in the yard, consumed, in destroying as well as eating, as

much as twelve oxen that were tied up. Many graziers, however, and

particularly in the midland districts, maintain that an ox loose in the yard

will fatten quicker than one that is tied up.

The average weight of the Sussex cattle when brought to Smithfield is

about 120 stones ; but they have been slaughtered as high as 216 stones.

One belondno; to Mr. Ellman, weiffhino; 214 stones, measured from the

crown of the head to the rump, 9 feet 6 inches. The girtn before the

shoulder was 9 feet 5 inches , behind the shoulder, 9 feet
; round the

middle, 10 feet ; round the flank, 9 feet; and from the nostril to the tip

of the tail, was a distance of 14 feet 8 inches.

Mr. Edsaw, of Fettleworth, who was partial to large cattle, has had
them 6 feet high behind, and 5^ feet before, and 10^ feet girth over the
heart. Two of them weiirhed 216 stones each.
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The Sussex cow, like the Hereford one, is very inferior to th
seems to be almost another kind of animal,
but with comparatively little success, to

that the ox possesses.

e ox ; she
'\ The breeder has endeavoured,

-

g-ive to the heifer the same points
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The Rev. A. Young thus describes what the Sussex cow ouo-ht 'to be
and some may be found to resemble the portrait :—'' The true^ow has a
deep red colour, the hair fine, and the skin mellow, thin and soft ; a small
head

;
a fine horn, thin, clean, and transparent, which should run out hori-

zontally, and afterwards turn up at the tips ; the neck very thin and clean
made; a small leg; a straight top and bottom, with round and springino-
ribs; thick chine; loin, hips, and rump wide; shoulder flat—but the pro"^
jection of the point of the shoulder is not liked, as the cattle subject to this
defect are usually coarse ; the legs should be rather short ; carcase lanre •

the tail should be level with the rump: a ridged back-bone, thin and
hollow chines, are great defects in this breed.''

/li^he Sussex cow does not answer for the dairy. Although her milk is
of very good quality, it is so inferior in quantity to that of the Holderness

! or the Suffolk, that she is little regarded for the making of butter or

I
cheese. Almost every mongrel breed finds its way into the Dairy in pre-
ference to her. A cross, however, has been attempted, and with some
success, between the Sussex and the Suffolk, retainino- to a very fair de-
gree Ihe fattening properties of the one, and the disp^osition of the other
to give a considerable quantity of good milk.

Old Herbert says, that " while the Sussex oxen carry too much weight
on their coarser parts, the heifers and cows are better made, and carry
much of their weight on their backs ;" and he affirms that " they are sure
breeders, good at the pail, and handsome." The cow is lighter before,
but she is deficient in other points

; and as to her being good at the pail'
the fact that so few of them are kept as dairy cows, even in Sussex is a
sufficient proof that they are not so.

There are some exceptions, however, to this. Lord Hampden, of
Glynde, had a cow which, in the height of the season, yielded ten pou'nds
of butler and twelve pounds of cheese every w '
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milk rarely exceeded five gallons per day. The next year the same cow
gave 9J lbs. of butter per week for several weeks, and then for the rest of

the summer 8 lbs., or 8^ lbs., per week ; and until the hard frost set in, 7 lbs.,

and 4 lbs. per week during the frost. Yet as a proof of the quality of the

milk, she at no time gave more than five gallons in the day. Mr. Young
adds to this, that "four or five years before, the same person had a fine

black Sussex cow from Lord Gage, which also gave, in the height of the

season, five gallons per day, but no more than 51bs. of butter were ever made
from it." This is accounted for in a singular way ; for there is a com-

mon opinion (a prejudice, we should be disposed to call it) in the east

of Sussex, that *' the milk of a black cow never gives so much butter as

that of a red one."

It must be confessed that there is one great fault about the Sussex cows,

seemingly inconsistent with their propensity to fatten, and which cannot be

remedied. Their very countenance indicates an unquiet temper ; and they

are often restless and dissatisfied, prowling about the hedge- rows, and en-

deavouring to break pasture, and especially if they are taken from the farm

on which they were bred.

They are principally kept as breeders, all the use being made of them
at the same time as dairy cows of which circumstances will admit. And it

cannot be denied that they are generally in fair condition, even while they

are milking; and that no beasts, except their kindred, the Devons and the

Herefords, will thrive so speedily after they are dried. The secretion of

milk being stopped, the Sussex cow will fatten even quicker than the ox.

It must, however, be acknowledged that the Sussex cows are not perfect,

even as breeders ; and that, unless a great deal of care is taken that the cow
shall not be in too good condition at the time of calving, she is subject to

puerperal fever, or ^dropping;' v*^hi\e many a calf is lost from the too

stimulating quality of her milk.

Next to the cross with the Suffolk for the improvement of the milk is

that with the Jersey, or French cow ; but there can scarcely be said to be

a decided breed for the dairy in any part of Sussex.

Nearlv all the calves are reared,—the males for work, and the females for

breeding or early fattening. The following is a fair specimen of the breed-

ing and grazing department of an ordinary East Sussex farm. A farm is

selected, on which eight cows, on the average, are kept ;—then it is sup-

posed that there will generally be six calves, six yearlings, six two-year-

olds, four three-year-olds beginning to work, four four-year-olds, four five

year, and four six-year-olds. On some farms the calves are calculated as

being, occasional losses excepted, equal to the number of cows, and the

females are quite sufficient to keep up the stock. The calves are generally

cut at seven weeks old ; they are permitted to suck for ten or thirteen weeks,

and are weaned by being shut up, and having a little grass given to them

until they have forgotten the dam, when they are turned out. During

the first winter they are fed with the best hay, and after that they have grass

and occasionally some straw, until the second Christmas is passed, when they

are broken in for working. A good cow, after her own calf has been weaned,

will suckle another, and sometimes even two others, for the butcher.

Mr. Young gives the following, as Lord Egremont's cattle system for

work :—" The calves are dropped from December to the end of February.

They are weaned immediately, never letting them suck at all
; but the milk

is given for three days as it comes from the cow. For w^eaning on skim-
milk they ought to fall about December, and then they should be kept warm
by housing, and thus they will be equally forward with calves dropped late

in the sprinc^ that run with the cow. With the skim-milk some oatrneal is
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Water
calves is too great for the ananfTtv nf millr
afterwards mixed with it. A heifer howeverwi'th h^r^ fi^tTlfif"^^^ ^'l
to suckle it the whole season, in oVde: tomak he a good Slff W
r. 1. ' n "

'^^^^^l '' ^^^^^^^ ^^^ the rest. In Ma^ they a e t,:ri^ed

fn/r r"^ '^' ^''^ ^^"t^r they are fed upon roln. The fluovv

hfv eTT' r?r,
"'" "' ^^"«^' the second winter out at straw, of vvhjd;they eat very httle, as they run out on short rough grass.

" '

summer theT.^!^""''
''"' ^'^^^ ""^ ^^^^^ ^« better. Tne rouowmg

thrTeTears ^old Xl °" ^^"'^' ^"^ ^"-^ ^^«^^" ^^ ^^ Christmas, being

to brik fL •• ^.^^y ^'^ ^t fi'-^t h-ghtly worked
; for the only object is

sprinr p^ri"'.'?-
""'^'^ *h^t their regular work may begin in thespring. From that time their winter food "is straw, with the addition of

They have
The followino-

a ton and n h^if ^f i T "'""=* '""" '» siraw, wun ine aaaition ol

loZ-Ztr.t A-^^^\ ^^y' ^^^^" between the finishing of straw and

fr?w^o ked abon'tt
'" ''^"

'T^^'' ^^^^ ^^ ^he springs-sowing. They

When .f \ ?"'
Z'^''

^"^ ^ half, and then fattened.''

some of them eTerv"dfv' tfv '^'^ T^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ "^ the week, and

considerati,r. TlT? T* ^""".V^
^^"^^ ^ ^^^^^^^ ^hich may deserve

Te shou d be ;"^ f H " '"
J^ "'^l 'i?'

^^"^ hard work and hard food,

thafZdH rV 1 "'/l!^'/^^^^^^'
h^will thrive as well as one

wel InftH' l^Z ^"? ^''^?^P ^^"^'' ^'' the qualities of fattenin

'

well, and beanng hard work, are distinct.
'^

The bull is changed every two years' by the best breeders from thesupposition that the breeding in and m will cause the
^QiiBVBXGm

stock

Mr. Marten
Wales

to de-

The system of working in collars instead of yokes was once verv pre-valent m Sussex
;
but experience has not shown that it is deSedl7sune-nor to the old method of yoking them to the ploac.hs

^^^^^^^y ^^Pe

In some P^rts of Sussex there is a breed of black cattle, said to have
Iheyare probably a cross of the

,
-i r n . .

' ""^ ^^^y I'etain a ffreat deal of thpshape and form of the best blood ofSussex. They are as^eavy, and workwell
;
but they are exceedingly troublesome to break in

prefers a cross of the Sussex with the Suffolk polls for the pail.
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KENT.
In the western part or the weald of Kent, the Sussex oxen are -Buch usedfor the plough and for the road

; but there, as in Sussex, the dairy cattleare d awn from other counties They are principally Welsh, or a slraBn-eandvarymg mixture of the Sussex, the Staffordshire, and the WeM,Even in the Weald, the Sussex cattle are, with ;ery few exct
I ons, lcept_ ordy for the purpose of grazing. Their young cattle oFwhatever kind are usually sent to Romney Marsh in the summer
larmer in the Weald would unt l-nnw wh^t tr. ^^ ,.,:.i, u:.

1 h ewouianotKnow wtiat to do with his bullocks at (hnftime of the year, because most of his pasture must be reserved for hn,food for his dairy They are sent about the middle of Muy'.u.d i-elS Z
i

M
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the end of September, when they are put on the inferior grass lands ; and
in winter they are sent to the straw-yard, or served with hay in the field.

On the other hand, the Romney Marsh graziers send the greater part of

They go in September, and areWeald
brought back in April, This interchange of stock is convenient and pro-
fitable for both parties. The

""
Weald

Marsh
At three years old the heifer, and the steer at four years old, is ready

to fatten. Better food is then allowed them. They are kept on the best
grass and hay that the farm can afford. The hay of the old meadows is

generally reserved for the fattening of cattle. Of those that are kept at
home, the pastures are first stocked with milch cows, to take off the head-
grass, and the leaner cattle and the working oxen follow them ; and thus
several fields are fed down in succession during the summer.

» The practice of fattening cattle with distillers' wash commenced at
Bromley: it was afterwards adopted in the distilleries of Middlesex, of
which we shall give a particular account in the proper place.

So far as cattle, however, are concerned, Kent can scarcely be said to
be either a breeding or a dairy county. In the east of Kent especially,
few cattle are bred. The polled Scots are bought for summer-grazing
or the Welsh are purchased at Canterbury, or other markets. The prin-
cipal dairy cows are selected from them ; the rest are kept in the farm-yard
for the winter, and in the spring are placed among the sheep, where they
fatten rapidly, and reach from twenty to twenty-two scores.
Some graziers buy Welsh calves in the autumn, and put them out to

keep in the farm-yards for the winter: in the spring they place them
among their sheep, where they get &t in a few months, and weigh from
18 to 22 scores.

, r

In some parts of Kent oxen are stall-fed on oil-cake and hay, for the
purpose of supplying manure for the hop-grounds. This purpose may
probably be answered, in regard to the manure, but the fattening of the
ox in this way must be far from profitable.

There are very few dairy-farms in any part of Kent ; sufficient pasture-
land, to keep a few cows to supply the family with milk and butter, and per-
haps a little fresh butter for sale, is all that the best upland farms will yield.
The native cattle of Kent deserve more attention than has been hitherto

paid to them. Mr. Boys says, that *'they are of a deep-red colour, with
small bone, and a kindly-soft skin. They have a great breadth of loin and
length of sirloin and rump, and a small head and neck; the horns short
and standing upwards^ and they have a ready disposition to fatten."

I

WALES.
To the Principality we naturally look for some trace of the native breed of
cattle, for the Welsh were never entirely subdued by any of the early

invad^ers. The Romans possessed merely a portion of that country; the
Saxons scarcely penetrated at all into Wales, or not beyond the county
of Monmouth; the Welsh long resisted the superior power of the English
under the Norman kings ; and it was not until late in the thirteenth ceu-
t^^y that the Principality was annexed to the crown of England. We
therefore expect to find more decided specimens of the native productions
of our island : nor are we altogether disappointed. Howell Dha, or
Howell the Good, describes some of the Welsh cattle in the tenth century,
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Castle,

being

as being "white wilh red ears," resembling tlie wild callle of Chillinoham

^"""demand:? arTcorr""' "J
" "r'""

"""= ~- wS'
r
"/ "aemariaea as a Compensation for

rrinces both of North and South Wales, xr me cattle were ofblack colour nOjvere to be presented. When the Cambrian Princes dl<lhomao'e to the Kintr of T?..^i j ^u i r- ,
P'^nces did

same^descrlntlnn ,?J! ^;,£;^^'
^"^^

^'-^l"^
""^,^^'' "^/^^^^le, and of the

rr.
"it'll leu ears

certain offences against the

in acknowledgment of sovereio-nty.K ^T.^c.A ir.}} J.^ \ ^^ *v,.i^^,cu in ciL-ft.uuwieui'nienL or sovereio-ntv

's^hTre of 400 .
^^^"ded, sent to his Queen a present from Brecknock-

wa the mn r^'f
'"^ ' ^""' "" ^^'^^ ^"^ ^^'^h i^d ears. Whether t ds

a rare vareK
'"^""'

°^ '^^' ""^'^"^ ^''^^^^ «^ ^elsh and British cattle, o

• The parkroJ'fh' Tf """ "''"""' "^'^^ ^^^"^y' ^"^ ^^^iefly preserved in

most nrob.hl «
""^ '•'' ''" ^''^ ""=^^^^ ^"^ determine. The latter is the

cat le^ with ^d?^"
>•/'"" '/"^ *^^ ^^'"^ ^^^^--ds that describe the " white

'wh h To V ex sts an', ^^f •'''" "^
V^l"

^^^'^ °^' black-coloured breed,"
' The nr ndnn :, ^ M '^^ '' ^'"'''^' throughout the principality.

middle horn? V^ ''''
'^"f ^'f

"^''^' P"'^'"'^ ''^' '^'' ^^^"'^ o^ Wales aremiacie
{ orns They are indeed stunted iu their «Towth from the srnnfvlood which their moiintains yield, bi.t they bear about th^mju ^JZrl,many of the points of the ]3evou, Sussex, and Hereford cat'tlT

first consider the cattle of South Wales.
We will

/0i

H' K .-.

iT/ie remhrolie 0.r.]
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SOUTH WALES.
PKMCKOKESIIIRC.

G«EAT BaiTATN does not afford a more useAil animal than the Pembroke

have wh-? r
'' ^'''V'

,'^' ^'''' ^-i""> "f ^hem are entirely soT a fevv

inrt ;r,,i„ 3 V
A "e latter turn up ui a wav characteristic of the brp«,l

orioin Th ^^'"r^
'""" °'" ^^^ ^^^^'^<^ undeniably betrays the , ea fv

lonie;,!, ^'J
''»'. ^^^"'^^'- '^'-e^I than most of rhe'welsh breeds b,^o ger than the Mon.o-omeries, and have round and deep carca.es Th

and iL''?'';'""'^^
'"^'y ^'''^ ^"^ 8««d eye. Tlie hair is rouo-h hut lland the hide is not thirk Th^ t i.u u

• ^^^h"' out short,noi tnick. Ihe bones, although not so small as in the

^
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llJinX^I
^""" '^°''"'' '''^ ^^'' ^'""^ ^^^fe^e ;

and the Pembrokeshire cattle

rornhL,l a
^o^^^^erable degree, and as far perhaps as they can be

a nronpn % .
^'? °PP^''^^ qualities, of being very fair milkers, with

Jti^Pnn w^.i i*?'-o
^^^'^ '"^^* ^' generally beautifully marbled.

thr v.^
'^^ °^.^^^ ^""^"^ "^^'''^' ^"^ ^«"^« epicures prefer it. Theythve m every situation. They will live where others starve, and they

will rapidly outstrip most others when they have plenty of good pasture.Ihe Glamorgans vvould probably get the start of the Pembrokes on good
pasture

;
but on the rough and barren tracts, which are to be found inboth counties, the Pembrokes would decidedly obtain the advantage, and

are, herefore, purchased by many of the Glamorganshire farmers. ThePembroke cow has been called the poor man's cow : it is perhaps one ofthe best cottager s cows, while it is equally profitable to the largir farmerVVe shall see, when we come to describe the Anglesey breed thtt the origmal cattle of North and South Wales are essentially the same • thev are
however, finer in the head, neck, and breast, than the Anglesev beasts'but not so fine as the Glamorganshire cattle.

^ '

The Pembrokes are found in Carmarthenshire, Cardigan, and Breconand mdeed, m every bordering county, mixed with the different breeds of

rtstbtc^TorlX:f
'"' '''' '''' '"^''"- ^''' '-'' "^ ''''''

fit S-'ti'.Tn^'^''^"
''""

u' ^'i'
^^'1 ^'^''""' "" ^P^^^^y ^"^ ^" honest worker,ft for the road as well as the plough,-and when taken from work f^itten-ing as speedily as he does. He is not quite so tractable as the G amor-gan. bu easdy managed if no foolish violence is resorted to. Grea nTm-bers of them are brought to the London market-they stand ' their journTy

well and find a ready sale, for they rarely disappoint the butcher; but ori
the contrary, prove better than appearance and touch indicated. The

^thTr r^? ""'T. Fi!'''^ ""^'^''W 'T-^'^'
appearance sooner than most

^r.v f 'l^.A^A^'"*'^''';"'. ^^^1 they have generally the true character

are usually ready

„ , , ,
^s usually, black, with occa-

sionally a dark brown, or, less frequently, a white face, or a White line

ofthe ox about them; and, in their fourth year, thev
tor the market. The Pembrokeshire cow

dean hgh neck and head, small yellow horns inclining upward
,
good

m good condition ,f tolerably kept, and has a rich wave^'in her hair, andan oihness of skin, which ever denote thriftiness." This is true with re-gard to some ofthe best cows, but there are many exceptions. With all
tliese good points, proving her value as a grazing animal, the Pembrokecow is, as we have described her, a very fair milker, and will yield 51bs.
ot bntter per week during the dairy season.

GLAMORGANSHIRE.

The Glamorgans were once in high repute, and deservedly so. Geor^-e III.,
jvho was a good judge of cattle, was very partial to them, and ''one of
Jiis agents yearly visited Glamorganshire, to keep up his Majesty's stock
oy a selection of the best cattle that county could produce; and the farm
at Windsor is still frequently recruited from this district. For the most
valuable portion of the following account of their early history and present
state we are chiefly indebted to Mr. Moggridge, of Newport, and Mr.
^^avid, of Radyr. To the latter gentleman, whose tact and skill as a

tesl
."^<?fl no eulogy of ours, and whose side-board is loaded with the

ffaUon""'w"^v^''^
superiority of his cattle, we acknowledge peculiar obli-

& •
We have also extracted some useful matter from Davis's excel-

\'
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lent '' Survey of South Wales," a very rare book, and completely out
of print.

D. T., the Welsh topographer, who wrote in the Cambrian languai^e in

1720, speaks of the cows as being large, some red, and some pied, with a
sleek coat and a fine head. Although we have traced the white ox with
red ears to Glamorgan, and the neighbouring county, Brecon, yet the old
legends agree that the domesticated breed was of a reddish colour, and that
they had some of the Norman and Devon blood in them. This is ac-

A great part of Glamorgan
was, in the twelfth century, seized by Robert Fitzhamon and

comited for by some of the chroniclers.

oth
Norman Knights. Their connexion with their native country did not im-.

mediately cease, and they introduced some of the Norman cattle into

South Wales. The swelling crest of the Glamorgan ox at once reminds
us of the Norman bull. Did they spread from Glamorganshire to Angle-
sey, the cattle of which island are also recognized by the peculiar swelling
of the breast, and lofty bearing of the head ; or may we consider this statc-

liness of appearance as indicative, in both districts, of the native breed?
We are also told that Sir Richard de Grenaville, one of the Knights

who divided among them the Lordship of Neath, also possessed the castle

of Bideford, on the northern coast of Devonshire, and introduced many of
the Devon cattle. This we can easily imagine, for in the old red-cow,
Avhich we can recollect nearly fifty years ago, an admixture of Devon
blood could not be for a moment mistaken, and it is even yet evident in

the horns, the lively countenance, and the deer-like head and neck. The
red, however, was then degenerating into brown, and the brown has been
gradually darkening from crosses with the Pembroke black. Some of the

original reds are to be met with occasionally in the hilly districts, and
particularly in the neighbourhood of Aberdare ; but the poverty of the soil

has much reduced their size. Not a great many years ago there was in

the valleys of the Neath and the Towy, a breed of cattle of a light red
colour, and with Vv'hite faces, which were said to have been the ancient

stock of the vale of Glamorgan. Although not so large as the brown
breed of the vale, they were good milkers, and fattened kindly. They
we^re not, however, always bare, but occasionally crossed with the stunted

blacks of the neighbouring parts of Carmarthenshire.
The Glamorganshire farmers, of half a century ago, look great pride in

their eattle, and evinced much judgment in their breeding and selection.
There was one principle from which they never deviated \-^they admitted
no admixture offoreign bloody and they produced the Glamorgan ox, so
much admired for activity and strength, and aptitude to fatten ; and the

cow, if it did not vie with the best milkers, yielded a good remuneratino-

profit to the dairyman.

They were of a dark-brown colour with white bellies, and a streak of

white along the back from the shoulder to the tail. They had clean

heads, tapering from the neck and shoulders ; long white horns, turning

upwards; and a lively countenance. Their dewlaps were small, the hair

short, and the coat silky. If there was any fault, it was that the rump, or

setting on of the tail, was too high above the level of the back to accord

with the modern notions of symmetry.
Forty years, ago the breed was eagerly sought after by the most skilful

breeders in Leicester, Northampton, Warwick, and Wilts. Their aptitude

to fatten rendered them exceedingly profitable when taken from the plough
at six or seven years old, and they were brought to great perfection on the
rich English pastures,—frequently weighing more than twenty scores per
quarter. The beef was beautifully veined and marbled, the inside of the
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animal was well l.ned with tallow, and the Glamorgans commanded the
"

who wrrf ""!? '" ^^' '"^tropoJitan and provincial market. Mr. Davies,

brownTl'J'' l^T'
lS/4 «^^^ that" among- the Glamorgan-vale

from fSlT'7''f^' """''' ^''^'^'^ ^^ *h'^^^"' ^'^"r^^- Ox-beef is

ZhtZr 1 I
.''''''' P'' ^""'*''

'
^^'^^^ ^°^^^«^' have reachedc^gnieen, and even twenty scores.

The steers were seldom yoked until three years old ; they were then

the^au'enfion'nfZ^r''"^''''^"^.'-^
""'/ '^' '^'"'^^^^ P"^^ ^^^«™ attractedhe attention of the Glamorganshire farmers to the increased cultivationo It, and a great proportion of the best pastures were turned over bv the

m'nfnf
.Turnip-husbandry necessarily followed; and then the improve-

werLlosrJt f " "f ^f"''* "" '^^''' of importance, and the cattle

Tttende^?' ?^ ^
neglected. A proper selection for breeding was un-attended to; the calves were generally weaned at two or three weeks oldand nursed on milk and water, hay-tea, and boiled linseed ; the pfodu eof he cow being entirely reserved for the dairy. The steers were tS

when th'
"^'" '^'^ ^T J""

y^"^« «'^' -^d -Idom exceeded four years

l" d tooLTT "^""^."'' ^^'^"^^'^ depastured in summer. eithJro

^lyZ^l:^^^^^ "'^ '-^ '- -™' -'d i» Winter they

The natural consequence of inattention and starvation was, that thebreed greatly degenerated m its disposition to fatten, and, certa nly M^thmany exceptions but yet, as their general character, the Glamoro-ansh eeastle became and are flat-sided, sharp in the hip-joints and shCd '

SiliVon'
™^' ^- ^-^-- the legs, with thicVskins, and a'de cate

The Glamorganshire farmer was startled at the necessary result nf fh;«
alteration of system. His cattle, instead of being eao-erlysou4t after amo d at an extravagant price, could scarcely be sold a[ aK only atlenous loss. He was unwilling at first to acknowledge the real cause ofh.s deterioration and diminution of value, and many of the breeders evenat the present day, take little or no pains to redeem their error.

'

A tew spirited individuals, however, set the example
; and others have

re'ore tf?^''r."f'^
'"' partial success to assist in endeavourii^Io

llZl f T u""
^t^/"™^^ pre-eminence, or, at least, to adapt it to thecoarser fare which, under the altered state of husbandry, must now be toa great degree its lot.

Among these, and one of the most skilful and successful of them, was
->lr. David, of Radyr, whose sketch of the deterioration and regeneration
;>|

the breed we are giving our readers in a somewhat condensed form
^iiie result of these attempts has been, that, in the recent exhibitions of
^u)ck a- Tredegar, the revived and pure Glamorgans have often success-
•"iy competed with the short-horns and the Herefords ; and Mr. Davidnas received, at Sir Charles Morgan's cattle shows, no less than twelve

^'Iver cups for his Glamorgans.
he work of improvement, however, as yet has been, and could onlyew hands It is comparatively easy to keep up a good breed • but

be, in few hands.

canitfr^m!!*^
"" ^""^ '*"^' ''''' ""^ ^^^^"'*' ^ deteriorated on°e, requh^es sldlT

i
idi and perseverance : and these called into active rennisifinn ,-. .u

'

face of hard r^'^^''^'"^"^'' '

and these called into active requisition in therace ot Hard times, and with little or no prospect of obtaining remuneratin
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prices. Therefore it mast be acknowledged at present, and perhaps it

must long continue to be the fact, that the Glamorgans, generally, are far

from being what they once were. They continue, however, to maintain

their character for stoutness and activity, and are still profitably employed

in husbandry-work. Only a little while'ago four Glamorgan oxen ploughed

with ease half an acre of clover hay in two hours and three-quarters. The
beef is still good, marbled, and good-tasted; and in proportion as the

value of the ox to the grazier has decreased, the value of the cow has be-

come enhanced for the dairy. He who is accustomed to cattle will under-

stand the meaning of this ; and the kind of incompatibility between an

aptitude to fatten in little time, and on spare keep, and the property of

yielding a more than average quantity of milk.

Even Mr. David acknowledges that he had not succeeded to his perfect

satisfaction in reproducing the old breed, which combined so much of

both these excellencies ; and therefore he, and the most scientific breeders

of the county, began to be weary of this strict adherence to the Glamor-

ganshire breed, and to consider whether it might not be possible, by judi-

cious crossing with the cattle of other districts, to obtain an animal better

suited to the present state of the country.

[The Glamorganshire Ox.]

The interest of the grazier were first considered, and the comparative

slowness in feeding in the present Glamorgans was attempted to be ob-

viated by crossing With the Hereford bull. This to a considerable extent

succeeded. An animal was produced well adapted for the grazier
; dis^

posed to accumulate flesh, and of a hardier constitution :
but the ox was a

little injured for the yoke ; the beef, as is the case with every ammal that

arrives at an earlv maturity, was not so fine; and the va ue of the cow

was very much diminished ; she was neither so good a milker, nor nurse.

Besides this, the fattening of an animal that grew to so great a bulk as the

mingled Hereford and Glamorgan, interfered too much with the present

economy of Glamorganshire husbandry; and the produce ot this cross did

not always thrive on the scanty fare on which it was compelled to subsist.

That important and not duly appreciated fact, to which we shall often

have occasion to allude, was also here very apparent. The advantage of

!
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m i n g-1 i n g' the Hereford with the Glamorgan was evident enough in the
first cross, and the farmer began to cong-ratuiate himself on the result;

•

f] A-
^*^^°"d ^"d ^hird generation, the influence of the foreign blood

rapidly disappeared, and the Glamorgan, with all his characteristic points
and defects, again stood before us. The heavy Leicester was likewise
ti-'ed, but the progeny became sluggish and unfit for labour, and slow in
leedmg- and coarse in beef, and unfit for stocking such a district. The '

intlnence of soil and climate on the production, and the perpetuation of
certain breeds, is a circumstance that does not enter half so much into the
consideration of the farmer as it ought to do, and will account for a great \

many of his disappointments and erroneous opinions. We shall seriously
consider this subject when we come to treat of the principles of breedino-.

Breeders then began to take another view of the matter,
dered their cattle as mere machines for converting- the raw produce of the

They consi-

earth into human food ; and they inquired whether their soil and climate,
and situation for markets, and their mode of agriculture, were best adapted
Jor a machine to produce beef, or milk. The character and habits and
employment of the inhabitants of Glamorgan had essentially changed.
Mines had been sunk, and manufactures had been established in almost

wr\ 5^'*^ ^^ ^^^ county. It was become a very populous district, in
vnicn dairy produce would always command a ready sale. In addition to
uiis, trie g-ood old custom still prevailed in this county, of farm-servantsnemo- kept under their employer's roof; and their diet, in order to be
x)tti wholesome and economical, was chiefly derived from the dairy. As,
tneretore, the old Glamorgan could with so much difficulty, or scarcely at
all, be reproduced, the attention of the farmer was gradually directed to
the dairy.

o j

')M
v

[T/ie Glamorganshire Cow,']

willing* quite to sacrifice the old pride and boast of
^.

At first he was un

obippt^=^'^^
county

;
and he endeavoured once more to accomplish both

hnwpvo'
'^ ^""'^ recourse to the short-horns. A very little experienr..

1^ iiuih but he somewhat deteriorated is qual tv and tho i.^ Iwas sow and sill o-niMi n>.^ * i i . j /• i i
H^'^'^^y •> ^na tne beast^ui^oKsji, and not calculated for labour, and would iiot thrive

r
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on the pasture and on the nourishment which this county^usually ajffbrds.

In a happy hour he thought of the Ayrshire cow ; and he brought her

from her native district. Some farmers used her pure; others crossed

her with the best Glamorgan cattle ; and others with still more judgment
procured the Ayrshire buU^ and bred with him from the best of their own
heifers. The result was, an animal that yielded more milk than the old

Glamorgan,—that was hardier, and could be kept, and especially in the

winter, at much less expense, and that from its smaller size was more easily

fattened, and better suited to the coarse fare now generally afforded her by

the Glamorganshire farmer. This, then, is the breed which is becoming,

and profitably so, established in the populous districts of Glamorgan.

Among the improvers of the Glamorgan cattle Messrs. Bradley of

Treguff must not be forgotten. Their beasts bear a close resemblance to

the Herefords in figure, although inferior to them in size ;
they feed

kindly—the flesh and fat are laid equally over them—the beef is beautifully

marbled, and they yield a more than. average quantity of milk. They are

fattened to perfection at five years old, but not often at an earlier age ;
and

will become sufficiently bulky on the good pastures of the vale without any

artificial food. In the hilly districts many of the old Glamorgans remain,

and attempts are made to restore the character of the pure Glamorgan

cattle of fifty years ago, but without that

fairly remunerate the farmer.

degree of success which will

The cut in the preceding page is the portrait of a valuable cow, belong-

ing to the royal dairy at Windsor, and gives a faithful representation of

the present improved breed of Glamorgan dairy-cattle.

The average quantity of milk given by a Glamorganshire cow is about

sixteen quarts per day. The principal object of the dairyman is butter,

of which the average produce of each cow is at least 1 cwt. during the

season. The butter is esteemed ; and that which is not consumed in the

home-manufactories is usually sent to the Bristol market. The Glamorgan

cheese is often of an inferior kind. There used to be, and in some mea-

sure there still is, im unpleasant dryness and brittleness about it, depend-

ing, according to some persons, on the clover in the natural pastures, bui;

more attributable to some mismanagement in the manufacture, or the

quantity of ewe^s milk which was mingled with that of the cow.

With the establishment of a dairy breed, it has been thought by some
that a little too much of the old false economy in the rearing of the calf

has been re-introduced. He is early weaned ; frequently in less than a

week ; always in little more than a fortnight, and after that he is badly

sheltered and worse fed— skim milk, and not too much of that, is his only

provender. This is not perhaps to be strictly defended, for it is practised on

an animal that may be brought to grow to a large size, and whose constitu-

tion, although improved, is none of the hardiest : yet, on the other hand,

although the calf of the Hereford, or even of the short-horn, is a very supe-

rior animal at a year old, it should not be forgotten that he has probably

consumed the whole year's produce of the cow, and that at weaning time

he must be supported by the most nourishing food ; so that, when the

balance is struck, the profits of the respective breeders may not be

very different, especially if two or three cwt. of cheese and butter are

added to the value of the Glamorgan yearling.

There is still another serious defect in the system of Glamorganshire

breeding : if the calf appears to fatten more than usually kindly, it is forth-

with sold to the butcher, and not reserved, as it should be, for the purpose

In selecting their cattle, the first and almost only considera-

tion has reference to their milking qualities ; and a full udder will outweigh

every objection which might be made to their flat sides, large offal, long

of breeding.
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legs, coarse shoulders, and thin skin. In some parts of Glamorganshire
the pure Herefords are cultivated in preference to any mixture with the
native breed. Mr. Bradley, who resides near Cardiff; is partial to the
lleretords, and his stock does not yield to many in the neighbourhood, or
in the county generally
The hilly, or rather the mountainous district, forms the greater, althouo-h

not the most populous, part of this county. Mr. Jenkins, of St. y Nill
nitorms us that, from the retired and attentive habits of the farmers and
especially from the comparatively small part of the county that cou'ld be
submitted to the plough, the cattle of the hills have, in a great measure
escaped the deterioration of those in the vale. They are browner than
those in the vale, well bodied, and with short legs. Few crosses have
been attempted among them. They are hardier than those in the vale
and advantage is often' taken of this to expose them to too much privation.
While the m^e-cattle are wintered, and often badly enough in the straw-
yard, the hill-caiile have nothing but hay from poor peaty meadows,
whose produce is not more than seven or eight cwt, to the acre, and which
are rarely or never manured. Notwithstanding this they thrive theirmeat is ofa superior quality, and they are much sought after in the London
market.

nfl^\^^Tu'^T^''^ "^^"^^ '''"^•""^ *^ Prevail in Monmouthshire,

nZlu i ? r°\ •'"
m'^ ^ ^"^^^ ^°""*y' ^"d f^r ">"re a mining

tlian a breeding district, it will be convenient next to speak.

MONMOUTHSHIRE.

Here likewise Mr. Moggridge is our chief authority.

Monmouthshire may be divided into the hill and vale districts. The
cattle of the hill country were probably derived from crosses of the
Brecon blacks with the Glamorgans. The latter predominated, and con-
tinued so to do, to the visible improvement of the breed.

Within the last few years, however, a great number of Irish cattle have
tound their way to every part of the Bristol channel by means of
sleam-boats, and they were offered at prices so inferior to that of the
natives that they were greedily purchased. Not only, therefore, was all
improvement in the Monmouthshire cattle arrested, but the hill-farmers
were threatened with ruin, for they could scarcely sell their beasts at any
price If this system is longer pursued, the breeding of the native cattle
Will be in a manner abandoned.
SomeDurhams have been lately introduced in the neighbourhood of

1 ontypool, but with doubtful success. The Ayrshire cow has found her
way into some of the hill-dairies, and is much valued ; while great num-
bers of Scotch cattle are brought into the districts immediately connected
with the iron works, and even bred there. They live well on the mountain
pasture, and are soon fattened at the end of the season.
Many of the native cattle, however, continue to be fattened in the hill-

flisttict, and are thence driven into the richer pasture of the central coun-
ties to be finished. They are good milkers, although not equal to the
Glamorgans, of whose blood they inherit a considerable portion. Their
appearance is very much against them, and they will not thrive rapidlv
even on good land.

^

f^'^e use of cattle for husbandry has been declining for many years,
owiu^^ to the canals and railways which intersect the county^ and the conse-quent nicreased demand for horses : but should the introduction of locomo-
tive engmes hereafter banish the horse from the mining districts, the useor caaie m rural affiiirs may probably be resumed, to the future advantao-e

J.
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of the landlord and the tenant, although the present change is operating
unfavourably on both.

In the VALE niSTHiCT of Monmouthshire the farmers were formerly
content with the Glamorgans, and the better kind of hill-cattle

; and these,

after being kept for some time, increased in size and in value. Of late
years, however, the Hereford have in a manner superseded both of these
breeds, and many fine beasts of that stock are to be found in the vale of
Usk generally, and particularly in the neighbourhood of Abergavenny,

Some intelligent farmers from Herefordshire have settled in this district.

They naturally brought with them their native cattle ; and the Herefords, or

crosses from them, may now be considered as some ofthe established breeds

through the whole of the vale. Sir Charles Morgan has introduced the Dur-

hams into the lower part of the county, and with a prospect of considerable

success. Some of his short-horns, and particularly those exhibited at his

cattle-show in 1830, were, as the intelligent judge of the cattle appropri-

ately called them, tremejidously fat. At what expense they were made so

is not, perhaps, considered so seriously as it ought to be. For the dairy

especially, it is probable that some valuable breeds may arise from crosses

between the Durham bull and the best of the vale cows. The Herefords

will never find their way into the dairy : they belong to the grazier and
the butcher"*.

The prevailing cow is the Glamorgan, with some of the middle-sized

Gloucester-vale breed,

A great proportion of the labour of the vale husbandry is performed by

oxen, but the bye-roads of Monmouthshire, even more neglected and worse
than bye-roads generally are, compel the farmer to keep more horses than
he otherwise would.

There is a large tract of land comprising many thousand acres, that

can neither be called hill nor vale, and is locally known by the name of

the levels, comprising all the flat land bordering on the Bristol channel.

Nearly the whole of this is meadow-land, and naturally of very superior

quality. The prevailing stock used to be Glamorgans, and they were

selected with care and managed with judgment ; but during the last few

years the pressure of the times has paralysed all enterprise, and the stock

of this district is evidently deteriorated. The Irish catile crossed this

tract in the way to the interior, and too many of them loitered here and
are becomins: in a manner naturalized

\

,
>

^

CARMARTHEN SHIRE.
f

[

This county may also be divided into the hill and vale distiicts, and the

breed of cattle in the two is very dissimilar The hill-breed betrays much

^ Mr. Walker, of EInton, tells us that this is too strongly expressed. It is his opinion

that '• they want nothing but management to bring them into the dairy. Being so ad-

mirably adapted for the grazier, their milk is quite neglected. The Hei-efordshire farmers

want earlf/ ca/ves, and their cows and heifers calve between the middle of December and

Februaryj after hving entirely on dry meat, and, therefore, by the time the grass comes,

they are nearly or quite dry ; but if the Hereford heifer calved for the first time at grass,

and about the middle of Ma}^, she might become a good milker. Some of the cows will,

under the present management, yield from ten to twelve quarts of milk at one time, and
their milk is superior to that of any other cow except the Alderney. The quantity of milk
given by a cow will greatly depend on her treatment when with her first calf. If she has not

pro[)er food to swell the milk veins at first starting, she will never afterwards make a good
milker. The Hereford coav has seldom a fair chance here. ' I speak from experience/

he says, * for I have had much to do with the Herefords for several years, and have always
had many good milking cows of that breed.' " These are very important observations;

and although we are not sufficiently convinced to alter what we have written, and what
almost unirersal experience and belief confirmj the remarks of Mr. Walker deserve serious
fittention.

(
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Irish admixture. The cattle are small, but coarse; generally blacky and

with a length as well as thickness of horn that would better entitle them

to a place in our next division, than among the aboriginal middle-horns.

They are a hardy race, but never carry much flesh, and are indifferent

milkers. They have been much improved by the introduction of bulls and

heifers from Pembrokeshire*

The vale-breed larger. The Glamorgan has found his way here

and the native cattle have been considerably improved. The Shropshire

has also been introduced with advantage. The dairies have benefited by

this admixture, and a cross with the Hereford has been attempted with

advantage by the grazier. They are now much less used than formerly

in husbandry work or on the road, but they were very serviceable, Mr.

Davies says that Mr. Gwynne, of Glan Bran Park, bought five three-

year-old bullocks in the winter of 1810, and began to work with them im-

mediately, and continued ploughing with them until the barley seed-time

vvas over* They were fed on straw, with some turnips, and when they

were worked unusually hard a little hay was allowed. In the summer
they went daily eighteen miles for lime. They had then a Httle respite,

but they were worked again at wheat-sowing, and sold in the following

January for 5Z. each more than their prime cost.

The average produce of the Carmarthenshire cow is about 1 cwt. of

butter during the dairy season, with nearly double the quantity of cheese.

In the vale of the Towy a greater quantity is yielded, when the river over-

flows its banks in the winter, or early in the spring, for the pastures are

then richly manured for the following season. A summer flood, however,

materially injures the feeding-grounds, and lessens the produce of the farm.

t

i

i

{
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CAllDIGANSHIRE.

(

g

The Cardiganshire cattle belong to the Pembroke or Carmarthen breeds,

or are a mixture of the two. Mr. Walker says, that the Carmarthen and

Cardigan cattle are so much alike that he scarcely knows how to divide

them. They are not quick feeders, nor do they ever carry much fat ; but

the little flesh that they have upon them is very good. They pay more by

running upon tolerable land among the sheep, than they would do by any

mode of stall-feeding. Mr. Lloyd, in Davies' Survey, more truly says,

that they are hardy, work and travel well, and take on fat kindly ; but that

the best improvement that could be made in the management of them,

would be to give them better food in winter.

In speakino' of Kent as a grazing county, we have mentioned that a

great many Welsh are fattened there. A considerable portion of them

are from Cardiganshire ; and, for small beef, they find a ready sale in the

London market,
, i

.

The Cardiganshire cows are not to be despised for the dairy. Mr. Lloyd

averao-es the'^produce of an ordinary cow at 80 lbs. of butter and 160 lbs.

of cheese in the season. Other farmers average it at from six to seven

score lbs. of butter, with a corresponding quantity of cheese. This com-

putation seems to be the nearest to the truth. The butter is sent to Bris-

tol, or to the iron-works of Glamorgan and Monmouth : the cheese is kept

for home consumption.

M

BRECKNOCKSHIRE.

The usual breed of this county is truer than many of its neighbours to its

native origin. The middle-horn may be clearly traced with many of the

excellencies of that division of cattle. Much cannot be said of the Breck^
ir, /

- r
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pi
deservedly valued by the grazier. Recourse has of late yearsCn hn^^^n
two ofthe varieties of the middle-horn, the Devon and the Hereford Idwith evident. aHvanicin-o u^n. fu„ 1. ^„ i . ^. **^'*:iora, ana

cattle
with evident advantage both for work and grazing. The ..^.e ooi th^sKle of Brecon that is nearest to Herefordshire are, in a particula mTnne^becoming very strongly mixed with the Herefords.

'

RADNORSHIRE©

S: TtZ^ P/±"L''f,'' " ";'^ -™'J '"an i„ any other district i„

Oxford NnrfV, 7 T . ^ '"^"'"''' ^'^ ^^"^ ^'""^ *"^ C^"i<^ tair^ toUxtorc
,
Nor hampton, Leicester, and even to Rmnney Marsh. Thenaive breed is the Pembroke, or one that very much reJembles t ; bu

avordl'f '^''V::'^
^"^"^^^•^' *h^ Radnorshire farmers' havendeavoured, and successfully, materially to improve it. They have prin-c.pally had recourse to the Herefords L a cross with their^wn cri"and, a] hough they have thus produced a beast, too large, and too capableof yielding beef to be perfected on their poor land, they have obtained' orlethat will thrive and pay everywhere else, and that will consequently find aready market The general colour is red, or brindled, and the "rueWhite face of the Hereford marks the source whence the improvement inthe stock was derived

; the red heifer, however, with a dark^ and smoky
face, IS most m request for the dairy. The dairy-women began to com-^

. p.ain that "too much soap had come into the country,"-tha? the redTdbeen washed off fron. the faces of too many of their cattle ; for it cannot bedenied that, although the Hereford- cross increases the si^e, and does not

nSTk""W Ih' ^r^"h^ '"
'^T''

'' "^'•y "^^^^"^"y^— the quantity ofmi k. With Shropshire on the north, and Herefordshire on the east, fheyhad good materials at command, and they have wisely and dilio-ently usedthem It may be truly said that they have got the start of most of theirneighbours m the breeding of good cattle. The Radnorshire farmer •

rarely overstocks his ground, but the cattle have plenty of food both in
winter and summer, and on which they rapidly thrive, however coarse itmay be. Ihe calves in this county are usually taken from the cow at the
expiration of a week or nine days, especially if the farmer wishes the dam
to breed agam. The young animal is then suckled by the hand with newmilk for four or five weeks, when gruel or linseed-teLs gradually ubstUtuted and dry kneaded pellets of barley, or pease or bean-meal, or ve cheare added Closes of suitable size are appropriated to the calves-the soilbeing good, and the herbage sweet, and the stubbles being always me-
lerred to the rouen after harvest.

° > f

>

»*

NORTH WALES.

Wal
as t,he middle-horns,' we confess that we are a little approaching to the
next division, ' the long-horns.' There is however a great deal of the cha-

'

racter of ' the middle-horns' about them, and marking their common origin
'

with^the exception perhaps of some of the Anglesey oxen ; but their pecu-
'

liar bull-like appearance is to be traced to a practice which we shall pre-'
sently have to describe. North Wales, considered as a cattle country '

may be divided into two districts. In the first the rearing of cattle is almost
exclusively attended to ; in the second, the dairy is a matter of consider
able if not primary regard. The first will include Anglesey, Carnarvonand Merioneth

; and to the second belong the counties of Denbioh Pi;..f'
and Montgomery. o")Xuni,

^

40
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ANGLESEY.

V

i

1

^

Mon
Druidical superstition, and long- the rallying- point of British independence,
IS distinguished from the other divisions of North Wales by the absence of

1. r
jj. jg diversified only by numerou.^an irregular and mountainous surface.

undulations, (they scarcely deservi

although not of a luxuriant nature, and on which a considerable number
of cattle are reared. Roberts, who published his Map of Commerce nearly
two hundred years ago, says that three thousand head of cattle v/ere
annually swum across the straits of Menai. We shall not exag-gerate
when we say that ten thousand are yearly exported from this island, the
aggregate value of which will be, at least, 50,000/.
Menai now affords an easier and

The iron bridge of

1 whensecurer passage
; yet the

the cattle were compelled to swim across the strait, were surprisingly few,
although the current was rapid and the water was deep, and the yearlings
were sometimes swept down the stream even so far as three or four miles.
The Anglesey cattle are small and black, with moderate bone, deep chest,

rather too heavy shoulders, enormous dewlap, round barrel, high and
spreading haimches, the face flat, the horns long, and, characteristic of the
breed with which we will still venture to class them, almost invariably
turnmg upward. The hair is apparently coarse, but the hide is mellow

;

they are hardy, easy to rear, and well-disposed to fatten when transplanted
to better pasture than their native isle affords.

Tlj£ Anglesey calves are not weaned by some of the smaller farmers
This would be advantageous to the future irrowth of

until a late age.

the^ beast, were it not more than counterbalanced by the false economy
which is practised by the Anglesey housewives during the period of
suckling. The young black cattle of this island have little more than
hay-tea, and gruel, and the common broth of the house; and when they
are weaned, they are, in a manner, totally abandoned. The best treat-
ment they experience is to be folded in an unsheltered yard, with scarcely
enough oat and barley straw to keep them from starving; for, from the
face of the country and the nature of the soil, there can be but little
provision for winter-feeding. This would deteriorate any breed less
hardy than that of the Isle of Mona.

Mr. Boggie, of Beaumaris, assures us, that the better kind of farmers
give their calves three months' milk, either by allowing the calf to suck,
or to have milk from the pail. After being weaned they are turned to

good pasture for the summer, and are well housed at night, and have hay
morning and evening during the first winter. On the following year they
fare the hardest of any part of the cattle-stock, being turned on the poorest
pasture in the summer, and foddered on barley and oat straw, and gene-
rally in very bleak exposed situations in the winter, for there are few farm-

yards in the island. If they are kept another year they are better pastured
in the summer, being turned into the next best grass to the cows; and,
if kept over the winter, are generally outlayers, and have hay or straw
night and morning. Those that get hay are sold in good condition in the
spring, and taken to England; those that get straw only are kept until
the autumn, when, having had good pasture, they also are got into good
store condition, and are purchased for the English market.

It is the common opinion, and we fear a true one, that the br-^-^-^
-^

Anglesey cattle, like that of Glamorgan, is somewhat deteriorated.
state of the case is, that the attention of the Anglesey farmer was one
strongly directed to the breeding of cattle ; copper and cattle were th
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staple commodities in this island ; but when the war that commenced withthe French revolution so suddenly and extravagantly raised the nricrof
corn, much of the old pasture-land of Ano-lesey, like that of PI
was submitted to the plouf^h. Cattle were^then comparatively neXoS!':
the farms were overstocked, in order to furnish the usual number of he'lts

'

the calf was half starved; the yearling was stinted; and the AnHe 'j
runt sunk m estimation and value. The practice of the middling3small flirmers, and, indeed of many of the largest, of selling- off theil- bestyearhno- heifers and keeping- the poorest only for the dairy and breeding,
and the culpable and general neglect of selecting good'bull-calves, and
also the want of proper inclosures by which the steers could be kept from
the rest of the slock, contributed to increase the deterioration:

boiiie judicious aiid many ill-judged, experiments were tried, in order
fo restore the pristine excellence of the biced. Bulls from other districts

Z't
"^^^"°,^"^^^

' \"^ ^'^h little good effect. There were two ii^p d !

7m^^ A ^:S' }' ''^' ^'^'"^^ '" ^"^ ^"°^her breed sufficiently h^dyto withstand the chmate and the privations of Mona ; and even if such

J.t1l. i^^i""'','-
'^''''

T''^'^ *° '^^^'^ ^'''^ ^"^h an identity between the

Sstd ThriT''''"'i-'"'%P^'™^"^"* ^^^^-^-" -"Id be accorn-p.shed -The first c ^ff^.^ed an evident change, but the Ano-leseyblood, like that of the Glamorgans, predominated,-! he produce bred backand, after a few geneiations, we had the Anglesey breed again, scar W
hSood' ''

'^" ""''''' ''^' ^^^'"S- ^<^P-ed of a Jort on of tl

i
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selected ; and dearly-boug-ht experience lias forced upon the farmer this

truth, that it is false economy to starve the growing beast. ^
,

The Anglesey cattle are principally destined for grazing. Crreat num-

bers of theia are purchased in the midland counties, and prepared tor

metropolitan consumption ; and not a few find their way directly to tlie

vicinity of London, in order to be finished tor the market. In poi^t ^t

size, they hold an intermediate rank between the English breeds of all kinds,

and the smaller varieties of Scotch cattle ; and so they do in the facility

with which they are brought into condition. If they are longer in pre-

paiino- for the market, they pay more at last ; and, like the Scots, they thrive

where an English beast would starve. Both the Scotch and the Welsh

breed have their advocates, and perhaps, upon the whole, the palm in point

of profit must be yielded to the inhabitants of the northern kmgdom.

In consequence of the overstocking of their land, and the dearth ot

winter provender, the Anglesey breeders are anxious to get rid of their cattle

as soon as they can. Many yearlings cross the bridge of Menai ;
and very

few beasts are retained in the island after they are three years old. Ihe

three-years-old are the most profitable to the English grazier. They are

eventually brought to the market from sixty to eighty, and sometimes even

a hundred stones, and their meat will always bear a superior price to

that of the larger cattle.

Wal black cattle

were formerly used extensively for the plough, and even on the road
;
tney

were docile and hardy ; but their use for draught has now nearly ceased.

They are strong, active, and willing ; but it might be no disadvantage if they

were lon^-er in the leg and less deep in the chest. The Anglesey oxen have

a peculiady noble appearance. They were not cut until they were a year

old • this o-ave them a fierce and bull-like form about the head and dewlap
;

a projection of the breast, and lofty bearing of the head. There is still a

stateliness in the gait of an Anglesey ox, aad a haughtiness of countenance,

which we have not recognized in any other breed. It presents a striking

contrast with the mild intelligence of the Devon, and the quiet submission

of the Hereford. Early castration, however, is now commonly practised,

and the oxen are getting lighter about the head and dewlap.

Many of the Welsh traditions confirm tlie early, and indeed the exclusive

use of oxen for the plough ; and Howell the Good condescended to legis-

late with regard to these useful animals. The account which he gives of

the' customary length of the yoke would show, however, that the oxen,

in t'hose times, were a great deal smaller than we now find them. What-

ever number were attached to the plough, (and great strength was required,

from their perpendicular manner of forming the ridge, even on the steepest

ground,) they were all yoked abreast. The short yoke for two oxen was

four wish feet, of nine inches each, (three English feet) in length
;
tha

for four oxen was eight feet (six English feet) long; and that for eight

oven was sixteen (twelve English) feet long*. An ordinary ox of the

present day would require a somewhat larger space than eighteen inches,

in order to work, or even to stand. ^ x

The oxen were not only smaller, but far less numerous than at present,

or the land was divided into much smaller portions Each circumstance,

probably„was influential in the formation of the mish Ployghing Societies;

with reo-ard to which, also, the benevolent Howell legislated.^ A great

many liule farmers clubbed together, according to their means, in order to

* WottoP s Leg. Wal, p. 284. The old Welsh acre consisted of 4320 square yards, being

520 less than the present statute one. .The North M^ales acre, as now calculated, consists

of 3240 siiuare yards, bein<' not quite three-cjuarters of the statute acre.
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make up a team, which was to plough an acre of land per dav The hp.i
acre was g.ven to the maker and conductor of the ploug^l,, who was alwa^^the same person

;
the second acre was allotted to the owner of fh If

irons; the third to the owner of the right-hand ox ; the fourth to t^rf'^f'
his yoke-mate

;
the fifth to the driver

; Ihen an acre to the owner ofIh

ihl^L
''''''^ ^'' ^'P* ^"' *^^ ^^''y' '" Anglesey, than are sufficient fo,-

ofL Tt.'rr'^Pi'""; ^^ '^''''' ^'"'^ ''^
-^^'' --^ -^'-t is made i

ever ,;

j'^^'^"^' ^"^ ^^ ^ «P«»gy appearance. The fault of this, how-

cltt/e or thTsoil
^''™'''' ''*^'^'

""" the dairy-maid, than with the

the^o'iw'i'r""/'' ?^i
^ description of the Anglesey cattle, our notices of

oTZnT'f^fZ'^ ^^^^'' ^^" be comparatively short.Un the other side of the straits of Menai we find

CARNARVONSHIRE.

This county with the exception of the promontory of Lleyn at the south-
vvest extremity of it, consists of httle !;ore than% succelsion of abruptrocks, some of them swelling into enormous mountains. It may thereforebe supposed that the cattle are small The" -- ' _y meieiuic

variety of the Angleseys, but inferior to them u. «,ze ana snape. i^ewattempts to improve them have been made, and those attended by no^reat success. Both the farmers and the drovers obstinately adhe/e "o

They may be considered as a
ill size and shape. Few

71 ,. , , , -.^ ^..^ tucuiuveic) ousunateiv adhere Uhe native breed
;
and certainly with this apology, that no others can v 1

with them m hardmess, or be so cheaply reared 1

resemSe'sT.?°fr^ f ^^T '^' '"'^^^^ '' ™°^^ 1^^^'' ^"^ the breed

notTo^^oh
^Anglesey, but ,s, perhaps, a little inferior, for the soil isrot so rich, nor the pastures so luxuriant. Great numbers of cattle aredriven from this district into other parts of Wales, and also into the midland counties of England.

A very few oxen are here worked, but none in the other parts of the
unty; the extreme irregularity of the surface and the prejudices of the
'mers forbiddinir it. Somp o-nnr! r^Ko^cQ ;c „!.,. — j„ :„ iu- . _r

conn

farmers

Carnarvon
lected.

Some good cheese is also made in this part of
i

but, otherwise, the business of the dairy is completely ne

MERIONETHSHIRE.

^n7vnn l.^- J/';^''*'^
to_breeding, is situated south-east of Car-

narvon, skirting St. George's Channel from Carnarvon to Cardigan-
shire

;
and is almost as mountainous as Carnarvon. Here likewise^ on

the hilly ground, the cattle are only a smaller variety of the Angleseys,
and very inferior to them. They are ill-shaped as well as small, and, in
the opinion of Mr. Sharp, of Rhagatt near Corwen, they are some of the
worst in Wales. It is the pure Welsh breed, and to which the Merioneth
farmers have hitherto pertinaciously adhered, but it stands at the very
bottom of the hst, for it has been most disgracefully neglected. The
Merioneth cattle, however, are capable of material improvement, if atten-
tion were paid to the selection of the best of the native breed. It is, after
ail, the breed best adapted to the situation and climate, and every attempt
.0 render it more valuable by foreign admixture has uniformly failed.A better breed is found in the vale district, principally devoted to tlieoairy

;
and a considerable quantity of good butter is made in the ne-V-b

t)ourhood of Bala, and along the whole course of the Dovey. T!ip y^n'
ot JJovey affords the richest pasture in the county.

^ " -^
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The improved cattle have chiefly been obtained from Shropshire or

Staffordshire, and have sometimes been crossed with the Galloway. East-

ward .of Merionethshire, and bordering on Cardigan, Radnor, and Shrop-

shire, is

MONTGOMERYSHIRE.
V

Here, in the hill country, the cattle are diminutive, but no longer closely

resembling the Anglesey. They are of a blood-red, with a dark smoky
face, ill-made, although short-legged; very hardy, good milkers, and with

a tolerable disposition to fatten: but in the vales of the Severn and the

Vyrnwy, the pasturage is excellent, and the breed of cattle much superior.

They are here of a light brown colour, with no white except a narrow
band from the udder to the navel. The horns do not stand wide, or turn

upwards, but are finely made, and of a true yellow colour. They bear

considerable resemblance to the Devons ; but in the grazing districts they

are chiefly abandoned for the Herefbrds, which are found to be suitable

to the soil and climate, and much better feeders. Considerable attention

is here paid to the dairy, and particularly to the production of cheese,
which is little inferior to the Cheshire.
The cows, in this division of the county, are not only fair milkers, but

the cattle generally show great aptitude to fatten. The Rev. Mr. Davies, in
his Survey of North Wales, quotes the opinion of ' a grazier of good judg-
ment and great experience,' who prefers the breed of this district, because
' they collect bulk on the most valuable parts, arid have less offal than
those of Shropshire.' About nine months' feeding with grass, hay, and
turnips, will add about threescore pounds' weight to each of their

quarters,

The greater part of this county, and particularly the hills of Kerry and
Hopetown are little more than waste land, and employed in the breeding
and pasturing of sheep ; on this account
lected :

attle are comparatively neg-
but a great many Radnorshire calving heifers used to be bought

at the fairs on the borders and kept on straw and turnips until the spring,
when the Cheshire drovers bought them for the dairies of the cheese-
making districts.

Lying north of Merioneth and Montgomeryshire, is

DENBIGHSHIRE.

This is a great breeding county ; but the cattle are generally, and in the
hilly district particularly, of an inferior kind, although resembling the

Angleseys. The system of overstocking used to be carried to a ruinous

extent here. In the vales, however, we begin to

more valuable breed,—a cross between the Welsh and the long-horn,

and prevailing more as we approach the borders of Flintshire. The dairy

is considerably attended to in the lowlands, and some excellent cheese is

produced there

recognize a larecer and

FLINTSHIRE.

This county is placed at the northern extremity of Wales ;
and is bounded

on the north by the Irish Channel, and on the north-east by the estuary o.

Wei
in Shropshire, but with many variations.

to have lost their

eighbours in Cheshire and
Tliere cannot be said to

DC any distinct breed; for, from their near connexion with England,
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fresh supplies are continually brou-ht in of almost everv kinrlmany calves are also sent here, from Shropshire, to l)e suckled^and
A great

grazed, and more particularly from Cheshire, accordin?. to T r ""i
the breeders. ' ^'""'^'"S to the fancy of

The Flintshire cattle appear to mingle the rare qualities of beino- pv..II .mikers and quick feeders. The Rev. Mr. Davie gives son^e f^ro tins. He says that
'
a Flintshire cow. at Mertyn, of the true 1 an Si"'breed, gave, from May 1st to October 30th, 4026 quarts of Sk !k F

produced 358 pounds avoirdupois of butte.beino-^ nearly eq^al't^tf

oTit litT T'k'' ^"^^'t
^'"'^^ P^^ ^^

'
f-- 1S3 day's Ices v 1^

>

vvnrWd
^^^^'^^>^^''^^' he says, that a gentleman of Flintshire, after ' havin;

of 1 tn
•"''"

Tu^^-^'"'^
^''''^'^ turnip-sowing in June, sold a pai'^r

vvaiLu IS lime, It at alJ, inferior to the cenu ne Chp^hlrp j? \
•

supposed to produce nearly three hundreiweirht?fterse eve^y ;e^":
"
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SCOTLAND.

b
I.ANDERS, whether we reo-ard those that

We
are found in the Hebridesor he county of Argyle, seem to retain most of 7h; abi io nal ThaSerThey have remamed unchanged, or improved only bv selection, for manvgenerations, or mdeed from the earliest accounts [hai we possess of Zol

in every way

tish cattle,
r

The North Hiohlanders are a smaller, coarser, and iu every nav

The FrEE BaEE. are'^afltr:^ 'vl^bl^'f^rSLl^dlV^fTofSegrazier, and yield lo few ia aetivily and docility.
^' ""

IHE AYESHiaE Beeed are second to none as milkers.
varied mmgling breeds of the Lowlands are valuable.

Many

The Galloways, which scarcely a century ago were middle-horned
d with difflr»nl^u /»icf;,w.M,:^K^;i r-„™ .r _ fir . rr- 1. ,

"^"»
West

ponea breed^mcreased in size, with more striking resemblance to theirKindred the Devons-with all their aptitude to fatten, and with a hardi-«e.s of constitution which the Devons never possessed. AH these shallpass rapidly in review before us.

WEST
We
xvVi' u iU

v-"viic ui Liie isiancis on me western coast town ch the honour of being, or, at least of retaining the character of'theprim.ive breed is now generally yielded, and whence are procured thepurest and the best specimens selected to preserve or to imnrcve fhHighland cattle in other districts.
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THE HEBRIDES, OR WESTERN ISLANDS.

^sS:;^^sm??mif~..

T > ^ -- ^ -I—»n

T

C'^'-^^ f^^si Highland Ball.]

but were oftener PYnnQPf4 t^ *\. • •
^"^ ^^^ Highlanders;

quarter, andTho7urssil:,f^l^a^ ^^^ --^

e^^U^TSvtf
^'^•^"^' !"fbitanrs:^^'re IrTtc'redr^hfo

L"

mains of «n.r7 -n "^"^ °'^ '"^'"^^' ^"^ confirmed by the re-

tTeTs anL vet ISlr'.;.
' » uf'''

'"^ fortifications, which some of

civil zed cThr^ '"V '^'
,"f

"dan« «f early times were powerful and

anTthe terror of Us"foer-
^^^/""-»-"-- -- ^^e prid'e of its allies

Sir Walter Scott says, that 'in Malcolm's rei-n (Malcolm IV., 1J53 )ine J^ords of the Hebridean islands, scarcely acknowledging even a nominalallegiance either to the crown of Scotland or that of Norway, thoS
c asTs of1. H

* aT'T-^T^ f" F''
""^'^ ^""«3'ance to th'e' weSncoas s of Scotland, to which their hght-armed galleys or UrHns, and their

i£t f
P?'^' ^^y' ^''^^ ^^"^'^'^'^^ -^ ' Alexander II. died in the remote

comn;i''fT, -T'^"'/^^
Hebrides, while engaged in an expedition tocompel the island chiefs to transfer to the Scottish - • ^ - " ^«

wmch some of them had paid to Norway.' X In 1 26;
siands were annexed to the Scottish crown under Alexanuer m s
^ne occupation and character of the Hebudans does not appear to have

^'^"S a homage
West

§

I „. * Macdonald's Scandena.
T History of Scotland, (Larduer's Cabinet Cyclopedia.) vol i n -^4

X Ibid., p. 43. § Ibid,, p. 47.
' '
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CATTLE.

been ameliorated by this change ; but the chiefs of the different islands,

too far from the seat of government to be under much control, were con-

tinually at war with each other; and the arts of agriculture being

neo-lected, they were compelkd to resort to a predatory way of life in

order to obtain the means of subsistence : and thus, for more than three

centuries, the Hebrides were the resort of refugees, smugglers, and

freebooters; and, at no very remote period, the inhabitants were siiigularly

uncultivated, ignorant, idle, and miserable.
. u i

•
i

After, however, the union- between the English and Scottish kmg;doms,

and when civilization had commenced on the mamland, the Hebndeans

began to be reclaimed/ and that was chiefly manifested m, and promoted

by, a change of occupation. Although they did not abandon their sea-

faring life, they became honest, and were industrious fishermen, and they

began to learn to be agriculturists. Their cattle, which had been totally

neglected, and their value altogether unknown, retained their primitive

character*; the Hebudans for the first time became aware ot this and

they bred them in' greater numbers, and a few of the rnost intelhgent

farmers endeavoured to improve them by selections from the best speci-

mens of their native stock : the result has been, that the breeds of some

of these islands now bear the highest price among the Highland cattle.

It may be supposed that in a group of islands extending nearly two

hundred miles from north to south, there will be considerable difference

in the character and value of the breed ; but through the whole of them

the striking peculiarities of the Highland cattle are sufficiently evident

except where they have been debased by the admixture of Irish blood.

The principal difference is in the size, and there the cattle of the southern-

most island, Islay, claim the superiority. This island is sheltered by its

situation from the storms to which most of the others are exposed, and

the pasturage is better ; the cattle are therefore earlier ready for the

market, and" attain a greater weight. It is not, however, certain that this

mcxease of size would be of advantage

even on

on the northern islands, or

.V... V,.. the mainland ;—the cattle, deprived of a portion of their

hardihood, would not be proof against the inclemency of the weather,

and would starve on such scanty forage as the Highlands in general

can supply Breeders are so much aware of this, that they endeavour to

nreserve the purity and value of their stock, by selecting, not from the

districts where the size has increased, but, by almost general consent, from

the Isle of Skye, where the cattle are smaW, but are suite^ to the soil and

to the climate; and can be most easily and securely raised at the least

expense; and when removed to better provender, will thrive with a rapidity

almost incredible.

The orio-in of the term Kyloe is obscure,

whom is Sir John Sinclair, have curiously traced it to their crossing the

Some writers, and among

West

LrrwUrmoreVoFie^yrand"o"nroT whom is Mr. Macdonald, the author

of the Agriculture of the Highlands, tells us, that it is a corruption of the

* That excellent agriculturist, Adam Ferguson, Esq., of Woodhill, expresses a similar

opinionTu hTs ngenious Essay ^n Crossingrcontaiued in the First Number ofthe Quar-

terlv Joirrnal of Agriculture.' ' I cannot but regard the West Highlanders, or rather

hlln/lers as more genuine than any other breed we posses^ in Scotland, excepting, it

may be% sma remnant of aborigines in the paA ot his Grace the Duke of Ha.nil on.

ThI mokt dim vte mild winter, and, consequently, grassy tendency of our Western

Ma„r; i.^ ht' out as having been in all li^eW--^' *^-^y stocked with the Boves

TaurC of fine form and healthy constitution; and the little intercourse for commercial

purposes with the mainland during many ages, gave a permanence to their mdividuahty

not BO easily secured elsewhere.
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THE HEBRIDEAN BREED 67

Highland
if spelled Kael
We have been favoured

true Kyloe, or West Highlan
, .., .._._ ,,.,, ^,^., ,, ,.., ,,,, ,,

Jslay, the southernmost of the inner rang^e of the Hebrides:—' The Hin-h-
Jand bull should be black, the head not large, the ears thin, the muzzle
nne, and rather turned up. He should be broad in the face, the eves

The horns sliould
prominent, and the countenance calm and placid, xnc uuiu^ «uuuiu
taper finely to a point; and, neither drooping too much, nor rising too hio-h,

I he neck
Should be of a waxy colour, and widely set on at the root,
should be fine, particularly where it joins the head, and risino- „.... .-

gentle curye^from^the shoulder. The breast wide, and projecting well"
The shoulders broad at the top, and the chine solfull as
. l,,^U„ 1,„V, „ T i1 mi

with

The girth behind the shoulder
ribs broad ; thethe

1-ieibre the legs.

to leave but little hollow behind them.
flfep; the back straight, wide, and flat; uie rios oroaa ; tne space
lie ween them and the hips small

; the belly not sinking low in the middle
;yet, in the whole, not forming the round and barrel-like carcase whichsome have described. The thigh tapering to the hock-joint; the bones

la ger ,n proportion to the size than in the breeds of the southern districts.

w oil .
' "" '"

J
''•

u
^^^ ^'''''^'- T^>^ ^^S^ «hort and straight. The

^'^^ l^:rX ^;!:^:^J1 ^^S 1-^ f-* ^^ ^al. and plen^ of hairalso about the face and horns, and tha't hair not curly
1 he value of the West HlirMauc^ n^m^ „^..„:„*„ :„in their being hardy.and easily fed

;
m that they will live, and sometimes thrive, on the coarsek

pastures
;

that they will frequently gain from a fourth to a third of their
^"•-inal weight in six months' good feeding; that the proportion of offal is
not greater than in the most improved larger breeds ; that they will lav
their flesh and fat equably on the best parts ; and that, when fat, the beef
IS closed fine in the grain, highly flavoured, and so well mixed or marbled,
that i commands a superior price in every market.
The different islands of the Hebrides contain about one hundred and

fifty thousand of these cattle, of which it is calculated that one-fifth
are sent annually to the main land, principally through Jura, or across
from the f^rry of the Isle of Skye. If these average about 5Z. per head, the
amount will be 150,000/., or more than the rental of the whole of the
islands, which Mr. Macdonald calculated at 106,720/,, but which now
produces a greater sum. Cattle, therefore, constitute the staple commodity
of the Hebrides. Three thousand five hundred are annually exported
from the island of Islay alone.

Mr. Moorhouse, from Craven, in Yorkshire, in 1763, was the first Eng-
lishman who came into the Hebrides to buy cattle. In the absence of her
husband, Mr. M'Donald, of Kingsburgh, he was kindly entertained bv
Flora M'Donald, who made up for him the same bed that, seventeen years
before, had received the unfortunate Prince Charles.

.From Skye Mr. Moorhouse went to Raasay, whither, in three days,
Kingsburgh followed him ; and, during a v/alk in the garden, on a fine
harvest evening, they bargained for one thousand cattle, at two guineas a
head, to be delivered free of expense at Falkirk. Two days before he had
"ought six hundred from Mr. M'Leod, of Waterside, at 2/. 5.9. 6d.

Forty years ago the treatment of cattle was, with very few exceptions,

W-^"^^'
and ruinous, to a strange degree, through the whole of the Hebrides'

With the exception of the milch cows, but not even of the calves, they wereall wintered in the field: if they were scantily fed with hay, it was coarseand Withered, and half-rotten ; or if they got a little straw, they were^-nought to be well isken care of. The majority got little more than sea-'
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weed, heather, and rushes. One-fifth of the cattle, on an avera^i^e, used to

perish every winter from starvation. When the cold had been unusually
severe, and the snow had lain long on the ground, one-half of the stock
has been lost, and the remainder have afterwards been thinned by the
diseases which poverty had engendered.

It proved the excellency of the breed, that in the course of two or three
months so many of them got again into good store-condition, and might
almost be said to be half-fat, and could scarcely be restrained by any fence :

in fact, there are numerous instances of these cattle, which had been
reduced to the most dreadful state of impoverishment, becoming fattened
for the butcher in a few months, after being placed on some of the rich

summer pastures of Islay, Lewis, or Skye.
The cows were housed durins: the winter: but amonirthe small farmers

this was conducted in a singular way—for one rude dwelling contained
and sheltered both the family and the cattle. The family had their beds of
straw or heath in the niches of the walls, while the litter was never removed
from the cattle, but fresh layers of straw were occasionally laid down, and
so the floor rose with the accumulation of dung and litter, until the
season of spreading it upon the land, when it was at length taken away^.
The peculiarity of the climate and the want of inclosed hmds, and the

' iu the farmer, were the chief causes of thisof forethoughtwant, too,

wretched system of winter starvation. The rapidity of vegetation in the

latter part of the spring is astonishing in these islands. A good pasture
can scarcely be left a fortnight without growing high and rank; and even
the unenclosed and marshy and heathy grounds are comparatively luxu-
riant. In con.sequence of this the farmer fully stocked, or overstocked,
even this pasture. He crowded his fields at the rate of six or eio*ht

beasts or more to an acre. From their natural aptitude to fatten they
got into tolerable condition, but not such as they might have attained

whether destined for the salesman or the butcher. Winter, however, suc-
ceeded to summer: no provision had been made* for it, except for the

cows; and the beasts that were not properly fed even in the summer,
languished and starved in the winter t.

The Hebrides, however, have partaken of that improvement in agricul-
ture of which we shall have frequently to speak when describino- the dit-

ferent districts of Scotland. In the island of Islay, the greater part of
which is the property of Walter F. Campbell, Esq., and to whom we are
indebted for much valuable information, the following- is the general system
of management among the better kind of farmers, and the account will

apply to the Hebrides generally, and to Argyleshire.

'^ Mr. Garnet in his ^ Tom* throu^^Ii the Highlands/ gives a sadder account of the
frequent joint occupancy of the same hut, by the peasant and his cattle, in the Island of

Mull, pie had been speaking of the privations of the peasant, he adds— ' Nor are liis

cattle in a better situation : in summer they pick up a scanty support among the morasses
and heathy mountains, but in winter, when the gronnd is covered with snow, and when
the naked wilds afford them neither shelter nor subsistence^ the few cows, small, lean,

and ready to drop for want of pasture, are brought into the hut where the family resides,

and frequently share with them their httle stock of meal which had been purchased or

raised for the family only ^ while the cattle thus sustained, are bled occasionally to afford

nourishment for the children after the mingled oatmeal and blood has been boiled or

made into cakes.'

f Dr. Walker, in his Account of the Hebrides, gives a very curious statement of the
disproportion between the stock and the rent of a farm ; a disproportion which must be
exceedingly great; however low the rental may be. * A farm in Kintail was found to have
on it 40 milch cows, which with their young stock, from a calf to a four-year old, made
about 120 ht'ad of cattle; besides 80 ev/es and 40 goats, which, with their young, were
about 250; and 10 horses. Yet this farm, with arable land sufficient to supply all the
family, was rented only at twe?ity prm7ids a year.'
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It IS contrived, as much as possible, that the calves shall be dropped
Jrom the 1st of February to the middle of April. All the calves are
reared

;
and for the first three or four months they are allowed to suck

tnree times in the day, but they are not permitted to draw any ^reat
quantity at a time. In summer all the cattle are pastured ; the calves are
sent to their dams twice in the day, antl the strippings, or last part of the
milk, IS taken away by the dairy-maid, for it is commonly supposed, that
t the calf IS allowed to draw all the milk he can, it will keep the dam inlow condition, and prevent her being in calf in proper time. The calves
are separated from their dams two or three weeks before the cast-cows are
sent to the cattle-tryst at the end of October, for it is believed that if thecows had milk in their udders they might be injured in the Ion- journeys
they are then to take; the greater part of them 'being driven as for as the
l-owland districts, whence they gradually find their way to the central and
southern counties of England.
The calves are houseif in the beginning of November, and are hi"-hly

ted on hay and roots (for the raising of which the soil and climat/are
admirably adapted) until the month of May. When there is plenty of
keep, the breeding cows are housed in November, but in general they arekept out until three or four weeks before calving. In May the whole

•tl ^r/'T ""'
'° P^um"'"' ^"^'' '^ '' '^ practicable, those of different

ZohZ ^'P^f,^P"••'^^^
\ t''^^'

by shifting the cattle, the pasture is kept asmuch as possible m eatable condition, that is, neither eiten too bare, norallowed to get too rank, or to run into seed.
In the winter and the spring all the cattle except the breeding cows are

ed in the fields, the grass of which is preserved from the 12th^of Auo-ust
to the end of October. When these inclosures become bare, about the^'end
of December, a little hay is taken into the field with turnips or potatoes,o ce or twice in the day, according to circumstances, until the middle orend of April. l<ew only of the farmers have these roots to give them, and
ttie feeding of the out-lying cattle with straw is quite abolished. If any
ot them howev^er, are very materially out of condition, they are fed withoats in the sheaf At two, or three, or four years old, all, except the heifers
that are retained for breeding, are sent to market.

'nZ VT^J':^!'^^'}'''?'^^'^^^}-^ "brides. They
t>

, ^
Indeed, it is the belief of the Hebridean

armer, that no other breed of cattle will thrive on these islands, and that
ine Kyloes could not possibly be improved by being crossed with any
others. He appeals to his uniform experience, and most correctly so in
the Hebrides, that attempts at crossing have only destroyed the syr.^;..,ietry
of the Kyloes, and rendered them more delicate, and less suitable to the
climate and the pasture.

\
\

West
ander has been materially improved. The Ishiy, the Isle of Skye, and
the Arg-yleshire beast, readily obtains a considerably higher price than any
other cattle reared in the Highlands of Scotland. . Mr. M'Neil has beer1

as
t-minently successful in his attempts to improve the native breed. He h^o
^>ften obtained 100/. for three and four-year-old bulls outof his stock; and
f<-^i' one bull he received 200/. He never breeds from bulls less than three
y<-^ars, or more than ten years old ; and he disapproves, and rightly in such
ii climate, of the system of breeding in and in. He also adheres to that
goldeu rule of breeding, the careful selection of the female; and, indeed
It IS not a small sum that would induce the Hebridean farmer to part withany ot his picked cows.

It IS true that grazing has never been the principal object of the Hebri-dean tarmer, or has scarcely been deemed worthy of his attention: there

i
f

^
1
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forgotten his own interest in this exchisive pursuit of breedino;.

are very few cattle fattened upon any of the islands, or in the north or

centre of Scotland ; but cast-cows from some of the best stocks, when
grass-fed in the Lowlands of Scotland, weigh more .than forty Imperial
stones. It may, however, be worth inquiry, whether the farmer has not

Mr.
Macdonald, in his ' Survey of the Hebrides/ has placed this in an inte-

resting point of view. He selects the islands of North Uist and Tiree
for the purpose of illustration, because the improved system of husbandry
is little adopted there, although the herbage is good. We will condense

and a little alter his calculation, agreeably to the different prices and
management of the present time :-

We will suppose that in October or November 900 head
of neat cattle, well salted, and weighing 33 stones,

Imperial, are sold at Greenock or Liverpool at

45. 6d. per stone This would amount to £66S7
We will also suppose that the same cattle,

sold in April or May to the drovers,

would have fetched 4/. 15s. per head ;

but as, in the course of six months, at

least one in ten would have been lost

by disease or accident, we will say that

the farmer had then 1000 cattle at

4:L 155. amounting to i^^4,750

The best grass is let at 125. per head for

these six months, making
The expense of looking after, at 25. per

head . • . • •

Salt and casks, at 85. each

Sending to market, 55. each

Interest of 4,750^. for six months
Total expenses

600

100
360
225
148 6

-6,183 6

Balance in favour of fattening ^503 14

Or more than 10 per cent. ; and this average is taken very low, for the

cattle will visually weigh more than 20 stones per head.

It is fair, however, to suppose that the Hebridean farmer best knows his

own interest,—^yet this may deserve consideration.

It will be concluded from what we have said of the milking properties

of the Kyloe, that the dairy is considered as a matter of little consequence

in the Hebrides ; and the farmer rarely keeps more milch cows than will

furnish his family with milk and butter and cheese. The Highland cow
will not yield more than a third part of the milk that is obtained from the

Ayrshire one at no great distance on the main land ; but that milk is ex-

ceedingly rich, and the butter procured from it is excellent. In Arran and

Bute, in the Firth of Clyde, the Ayrshire cow was partially introduced

from the neighbouring coast, but in the other islands of the Hebrides, the

Highland cow is obstinately retained. In North Uist and Tiree th

dairy is more successfully followed than in the other islands, partly on

/

.*

V

, 1

* la some of the southern islands, and particularly in Collousay and Islay, the pura

native breed are frequently fattened to from 34 to 42 stones Imperial. Mr. Campbell,
of Shawfield, had a heifer which, when slaughtered, weighed 63 ^stones; but among the
lower class of farmers a bullock of fair size will weigh about .33 stones, and a heifer

25 stones. They are larger in thf3 southern islands than they are in Skj^e, for the pasture

is better, and they might be raised to a still greater size, were it not for the shameful
sy^jtem of overstocking, to which we shall have so often to allude.

h^ '
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account of the goodacss of the herbao-e, but principally because the cows
yield iniiK for a longer tinse after calving- than in the neig-hbouring isles.

ine management of the dairy is exceedingly simple, and, from the
very simplicity of it, other districts may leani a useful lesson. The cows
are driven as slowly and quietly as possible to the fold ; the wild character
or the animals, as well as a regard to the quality of the milk, show the
propriety of this. They are carefully drained to the last drop, not only ou
account of the superior richness of the latter portion of the milk "but
because the retention of any part is apt to hasten, if it does not pro'duce,
that which IS one of the principal objections to the Highland cows as
milkers,

_

the speedy drying up of their milk. The milk is carried to the
house vyith as little disturbance as practicable, and put into vessels of not
more than two or three inches in depth. The cream is supposed to rise
more rapidly in these shallow vessels ; and it is removed in the course of
eighteen hours. A cow will not, on the average, yield more than 22 lbs.
ot butter (of 24 oz. each) in the summer season : she will yield about
yuibs. of cheese, which is much liked by some on account of the aromatic
flavour which is given to it by the mixture of rose-leaves, cinnamon, mace,
t-Joves, and lemon with the rennet '•.

HebiTdes'''*'
"^'''' "'""^ ^°' '^' ^'^"""^^ °' ""^ ^^'^ '^^'^ ^" ^"y «f *h«

vevT^^!'T ''^'"V^^
"'"'" *^"" ^^^^^^^ "^ the Hebridean cattle are con-

nX .n ^- ™^;"'^"^f'
^o^^-e of whom find their way even to the southern-most counties of England; but like the other Highland cattle their journey

IS usually slow and interrupted. Their first resting-place is not a o-Sway from the coast, for they are frequently wintered on the coarse pas-
tures of Dumbartonshire

;
and in the next summer, after ffrazing- awhileon the ower grounds, they are driven farther south, where they are feddnrmg- the second winter on turnips and haj'. In April they are in good

cuiidition, and prepared for the early grass, on which they are finished.Many ol these small cattle are permanently arrested in their iourney
fiiM kept on low farms to consume the coarse grass, which other breeds

[I'i fi^i? T\ I?"'' T tr''''^ ^^ ^" '"^"'P^' -^^^^^ Siven them inthe fie d about the end of Autumn, and they are sold about Christmas.
11 tne Uuter Hebrides, principally separated from the inner range byhe c.utnnel called the Minsh, and, from the apparent continuity in theange of the islands, and the hills ali running in the same direction, called

ine Long Island, there is but little improvement in agriculture, although
tiie pasturage is quite equal to the generality of that in the inner rang-e, and
ttie cattle are of somewhat more diminutive size. Mr. MacgiUivray, in his

1 rize Essay on the present State of the Outer Hebrides,' says, ' The
black cattle are small, but well proportioned; and on the tacksmen's farms
(a tacksman is one who has a large tract of land, which he holds by
lease) they are generally of good breed, and, although not heavy, very

'•' Martin, in his account of tlie Western Isles of Scotland, sixty years ago, describes a
superstition wliich then prevailed : ^ It is a received opinion in these islands, tRat women
'>y a charm, or some other secret way, are able to convey the increase of their neighbours'
'^'"vs' milk to their own use : and that the milk so charmed does not produce the ordinary
quantity of butler, and the curds made of that milk are so tough tl>at it cannot be made sonnxi as other cheese, and is also much lighter in weight. The butter so taken away andjouied to the charmer's butter, is evidently discernible by a mark of separation, viz. theersity of colours ; that which is charmed being still paler than that part of the butter

,.! .,r'^ y "°* ^t'^" charmed
; and if butter having these m£ ' ' "
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[77(!t? /•rt\?/ Highland Cow,']

handsome. They are covered with a thick and long pile during winter

and spring ; and a good pile is considered one of the essential quaUfica-

tions of a cow. The most common colours are black, red, brown, or

brandered (that is, a mixture of red and brown with stripes

—

brijidlcd),

A whitish dun colour is also pretty frequently seen, not unlike that of the

original wild cattle of Scotland, both the horned breed at Chillingham,

and the polled one at Hamilton ; and it is remarked, that in all their tra-

ditions or fables of what are called fliiry-cattle, this is the colour ascribed

to these animals. The breed of black cattle has been greatly improved of

late years, by the importation of bulls and cows from various parts of the

Highlands.'

On the tacksmen's farms the cattle are not housed in winter, excepting
the calves ; those belonging to the cottars generally are. In summer the
cows and the milch-sheep are sent to the inland glens and moors, which
are covered with hard grasses and rushes, because the portion that yields

soft grass is not sufficient for their consumption during the whole vear.

They are attended by a woman from each family, who has a small hut or

shealmg for her habitation, and who makes the little butter and cheese

which their scanty milk affords. The cows are thus kept in good pasture

during the greater part of the summer and autumn, when the young beasts

are sent to the moors. Towards the winter all the cattle are brought to the

lower grounds, and the stirks are separated and housed at night. The
latter are fed exclusively on hay and straw, portions of which are dis-

tributed to the other cattle during snow.

The cattle of the small tenants are all housed, at night during tlie

winter, and fed upon straw, hay, and the refuse of the family meals.

The habitations of these people are usually divided into three aparltneuts.

The first, which occupies half of the hut, is the general entrance, and
contains the agricultural implements, poultry, and cattle. The second,
comprising a fourth of the hut, is that in which the family reside; and the
inner one, of the same size, is the sleeping room and granary. There are
no chimneys ; the smoke fills the whole hut, and escapes partly by a hole
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in the roof, partly by the door, and partly by orifices formed between the

wall and the roof as substitutes for windows, and which, in stormy

weather, are closed by a bundle of straw. The fire is placed in the

middle of the floor. The soot accumulates on the roof, and, in rainy

weather, 15 continually dropping*, and for the purpose of obtaining it for

mauure, the hut is unroofed in the beginning of May. The dung of the

cattle which had been accumulating during the winter and spring, and
had been mixed with straw, ashes, and other matter, is at the same time

removed from the outer apartment. ^

In the spring all the cattle are in poor condition, and those of the small

tenants are in mostw^retched plight: sea-weed (chiefly Fucus canaliculatus),

boiled with husks of grain and a little meal or other substances, are then
employed to support them ; and in many places the cattle during the

winter and spring regularly betake themselves to the sea-shore at ebb-

tide to feed upon the fuci.

The milk of the cows is said to be excellent, but on account of the filthy

habits of too many of the cotters, the butter and cheese are eaten by few
beside the natives.

Having described so much at length the cattle of the inner and outer
Hebrides, we shall be able to pass with considerable rapidity over the
other districts of the Highlands.

ARRAN AND BUTE.

1

i

i

I

'

These islands are separated from the other Hebrides by the promontory
of Cantyre, and are situated in the Firth of Clyde, between Argyleshire
and Ayrshire, and form a county under the name of Bute.

Ahiiost the whole of ARRANis the property of the Duke of Hamilton
and Brandon, who kindly granted us every facility for becoming acquainted
with the cattle of th^ island, and to whose very intelligent factor, Mr,
Paterson, we are indebted for much valuable information.

Seventeen years ago Arran was overrun by cattle of almost every ex-
raction and character. The West Highland was probably the native breed ;

but many had been imported from Ireland, as the situation of Arran would
lead us to suspect ; and more had been introduced from Galloway. The
Earls of Carrick were formerly the proprietors of this district; and, at an
early period, and, even before the time of Robert I., they had probably
introduced many cattle from their mainland estates into Arran, which was

t

then little better than a mere huntino:-^TOund. These breeds were inter-

mingled in every possible way, but all of them were small, narrow across

the loins, long legged, and thin in the hams ; their form was scraggy and

angular, and the skin coarse, yet with little hair; they were black or

brown, but generally with white intermingled, frequently with white faces,

and almost invariably with white about the belly -

They yielded very little milk, although that which they did give was

good ; and, in the property of fattening, they were far inferior to those of

tlie other islands which we have just described. In fact, the whole system

of husbandry was wretched. Each farm was strangely let to various tenants,

who occupied in common or in rimridge , L e., one of the tenants sowed
one ridge, and a copartner the next, and so on ;

and the arable part of

the farm was divided into numerous small lots, which were yearly appor-
tioned, and almost yearly changed*. No improvement could be effected

One of the oldest arrangements of the great proprietors of land v/as to collect their
whole tenantry or vassalage as nearly as possible around their own mansion or castle
The nelj^hbourhig grounds were then diyidecl iato fields of various extent according to
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under such a system. The ridges were cropped with oats as Ion- ac itwas supposed they would produce a little more than wh.f ,u
upon them and they were tLn abandoned until the weeds'L^^^L sTd"were sown) covered them for some years, and thev were h,., w '! i

'

able to bear two or three white crops ao-aia
'^'^ ^"^ ^'

The croft or infield land, that which'was near the homesteads althouoha hte better treated, suffered too. It is true that it had all th „S,0. the farm, but it was cropped every year, and oats, and bear o7C"
b tnownV' P^^^^Tf^^'^ ^'''' "^^^^-^'^^'^ -S-etable was just beg-innin^fot^t :^^^t'^'^ .''''''' ^'^'^ P--' -dthe weeds vvere

L tie fodder ^iT," ^^•"^' "'"P during- summer, but never extirpated.

.t sowlf tUr " T'^ ^'' ''^^'^= ^"^^ ^^ ^h^'-^ were no Irass-

aratieTom^thehiir
''"'^^ ^^^ ^^^^^'^^^'^ ^-^ c^,r^de banks to separate the

Tcomnon ove. h "'f'T'f '"!^^' '^^ ^^^^^^ ^"^ sheep and horses ranged

ai'e ation Wl f^'
\'^'"'^

'
""^ ^^^ ^^^™'^^' ^^^o for generation aftergeneration, had been taught to believe that his riches consisted in fhp

CMU to the hills in summer than they could well maintain, but reserved farmore ban could possibly be kept in the winter. The number ofdltle fteKceeded that of the inhabitants
: a great rnany of themTre"ar i d off by^s urvation and disease

;
and the remainder were found in the sprit in astate ofemaciationprovincially termed lifting;' they were dedinino- insize, and their good points were fast leaving them

^
The Duke of Hamilton beheld this with much regret, and, with a zealfor tae nnprovement of the agriculture of the island, which reflects oh.m the highest ci^xht, and which is the best direction that true patriotismcan take, he set hnnself heartily to work, not only to ameliorate^the b edof cattle, but to reform and change the general system of husbandry
Ihe leases of nearly the whole of the island terminated in 1&14

Dulve directed that his fine property in Arran should be surveyed He
divided It mto distinct and separate farms of different dimensions from
ten acres to smt the former tenants in common, to more than three orfour hundred acres. He brought much of the waste land into cultivationby the spade

;
he excavated drains to the extent of 120 miles in length

;

the supposed nature of the soil; aud again subdivided into parcels or ridges of equal si.Pcorresponding with the number of the retainers : and one of the rigs or ndges .SeTo^-appropnated to each It was thought that all would thus have an equal sha^e of the Sodand the bad laud, witnout partiality or preference, although each one's possession (thtterm still used) would probaoly be dispersed over a dozen places. This system of occupation was denominated runrig, or runridge. Besides this general practice of having.'
the land m runrig, it was customary la some places for the tenantry to exchange then-
respective ridges every year ; so that, in a given course of years, each tenant would havelented and tilled the whole of the ridges. This was called coup-rig, or change-riL- Asystem more absurd or inconsistent with good cultivation can scarcely be imagrned.
_

I ae division ot the arable lands into inJieM aud oul/ield, was universal in Scotland, and
13 not yet obsolete. The infield, as stated in the text, got all the dung produced on the
larui, and was kept under a constant- rotation of crops. Lime and fallow aud artificial
grasses were unknown. The ouljle/d hora three crops of oats, and, if it was more than
isually good land, four crops, and then lay idle for five or six years. The consequence
'.MS, that,_ not more than forty years ago, the produce of every land was little in quantitvand poor m quality

:
the horses were fed in summer almost entirely on thistles, whichcovered the outfield, and grew too DlentifuUv in tbf. »« /?>/// • and the owner of a little fi^ld

of oats yearly, (old the

The
He

1

ucl poor m quality: the horses were fed in summer ahnost ea
overed the outfield, and grew too plentifully ia the infield; and
''Hch, under improved cultivation, now produces ninety bushels oi oats yearly (old tlautnor that although he sometime.s had 1200 sheaves upon it, he would have^ivPn fi;!

caS bJ h- ^T"^^' " T^^^
^^^^^^^^ "^ ^^^^^- ^^ ^^"^ '^'^'' ^'' ^^' ^^i^^^er feed of l^scattle, but his lamily might starve—See Robertson's Rural Recolieciions^ p. 263.
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he erected all necessary fences, and he built coinforlable houses of various

He then offered the farms at a moderate rent, but with thesesizes.

restrictions, that the land should be managed in a different and better

manner, and that the number of cattle which were kept should not exceed

a certain proportion to the size of the farm.

The old tenants were at first strang-ely averse to this new, and, as they

thought, absurd and tyrannical system. Some of them quitted the island.

The Duke then let some of his farms to enterprising tenants from better-

cultivated districts; for he rightly judged that persons who Iiad never

een land well managed, would much more readily adopt changes in the

mode of husbandry if successfully made under their own observation, than

s

a breeding stock.

if they were merely described to them, and in a manner forced upon
them. The consequence has been, that the property of his Grace has

more than doubled in value, aiul his tenantry are more prosperous and
happy.

The Duke of Hamilton immediately introduced some choice and ex-

pensive bulls from the stock of the Duke of Argyle, in order to improve
the wretched breed of cattle ; but they were found at first to be too large

for crossing the small cattle of Arran with perfect effect. Some bulls and
queys of the dairy breed were brought from Ayrshire, but they did not well
combine with the old stock of the island ; their skins and hair were too
thin for the bleak hills of Arran ; and this cross was soon abandoned as

Some farmers, however, again had recourse to the
Argyle bulls, for the breed had evidently improved, at least on some
farms, and a spirit of emulation was beginning to be excited.

In consequence of this, several bulls of the Argyleshire sort were pur-

chased by the duke in the summer of 1822, and placed in various parts of

the country for the use of the tenants'. The effect w^as now immediate,

and palpable 5 and every year, and at veiy considerable expense, tw^enty or

thirty fresh bulls were imported, and scattered in the most convenient
places throughout the island; and, as far as influence and persuasion
could go, the old breed was systematically discouraged.

The improvement was rapid and progressive. The Arran cattle are now
black or brown, and horned, and in most parts of the island still retaining

somewhat of the form of the original stock. This is most evident in the

smallness of the limbs, the thinness of the neck, and the shortness of
the hair. On the farms, however, of more careful breeders, the differ-

ence between the Arran and Argyleshire beasts can scarcely be observed,

and that difference is yearly decreasing. The Arran improved black cattle

are gentle-tempered, and kindly feeders ; but better adapted for grazing

than the dairy.

Tlie Arran beasts used to be scarcely saleable ; the southern drovers

would not have them at any price: but in 1832 [he stots of three years-off

were sold in great numbers at ten pounds each after having been fed on

grass alone, and queys at more than nine pounds. Cattle-husbandry has of

late improved through the whole of Scotland ;
and in many of the districts

the character of the breed is essentially changed, but no where has so much
been done in a few years to ameliorate the stock, and better the condition

of the tenantry. Twelve or fourteen years ago, the average weight of an

aged Arran cow, when fed on grass, did not exceed eighteen or twenty

stones: she would now be at least three or four stones heavier, and some
of the oxen have reached forty-five or fifty stones.

^

The calves, which are generally dropped in spring, are not suffered io

suck the dam, but are fed on milk for about six weeks. Two m>eals only

/
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are allowed them in the day, and two or three ouart^ nP ..

given at each meal. Some imagine that this'X :ity fs ^Lffi Tand It IS perhaps a general fault in the Isle of 4rran that tL .

'"^"'^"^
5

little milk when they are young. A small portion of oatr^e TiroJp ' ^"'
h"m.xed w.th the milk, and particularly when the timTf^^'t'S;""^ ^

approaches: some of the farmers, however, object to this"'"-,, f"'"^
"''*

disx..^ring the bowels, and producing .n^^^.:^:^JS^^The ca ves, when weaned, are turned on a^eserved pastu;e on the fowand. They are generally tethered until the crop is off the ground andhey go in and out with the cattle; but they are always house'd a niw"
r • rr f /5^"! ^^'^ ^-^^ ^« the hills during the first'seasor ~ ^''In wintern iitfU u^;] I r 1 • • — r v^uiiiii^ iiic ni^i season, in wintera I. (le boded food ,s given to them, consisting of potatoes or o-reens w thchaff or straw, and chaff-fodder like the old cattle!

"" '

In summer the yearlino-s are spnf fn <v,« v,;ii^ h
distance from the dwellin«- • and fbr fhp 1 .1 ^f."''^ ^ ^- "" ^''^^

the winter- then -.U h \n '"°^^ P^^'^' ^^ey remain out until

nSi::" Whie tL ^,r 1^^?"^ -^"'^' -« housed _during the

u'nip and tothi T^
"--tonally indulged with potatoes or a fewlurnips, ami to this is added coarse, strong-growin"- o-reen kaJP wh,Vh ;.

If nornf r 'T'r^''
'^^'^--''^ S-arden fbi^his pui'/ose

' Th s practIf not peculiar to Arran, is practised there to a o-reater extent thu\ '

most other districts. The cattle calving in the wLter or ea h ii ,i;"spnng, are fed with kale, potatoes, and straw. S the 1 al -
^^

potatc^s are usually boiled, and sometimes the chaff ; and the m^^lch cowsalmost always before calving, and sometimes for a li tie while af nvaTget some oats or meal boiled with their other provender Totw thst nd-g the addition of the kale, the Arran cattle L not too well Tednth;win er, and the growth of the young beasts is often materia ly stindbva false economy. When the weather is not stormy, the cattle areT? ^
out to pasture during the day-the young ones to t^ie hiirs^l^'the old!"ones to the arable pastures and stubbles.

" ine older

This system of housing at night is, in some instances, necessary onaccount of the exposed and shelterless situation of the farms but, in oh"cases, It might, with advantage, be dispensed with, especially wi h e' a'o the 3'oung cattle; for it makes them tender, it
i reyents the 1 o wtl.Iha covering of thick soft hair which nature provides a . n, •

against the searching blast, and it renders the be^trtre iabl^^^ol^ "eand inflammation, when they must afterwards be exposed to no li t"c cohiwmle feeding on grass.
'-"^'^'

The majority of the cattle of Arran are sold in the autumn, from two
(0 tJirce years old. Ihey are transported to the mainland, and after
wards south, by the way of Dumfries, where they are fed on grass foranother year, and thus generally well prepared for the butcher: a kwsinks or yearlings are annually sold at the same time from farms on
vvlnch too many have been reared. The greater part of Arran is abreeding and rearing district; but on a few farms the cattle are fattened
on grass, and so successfully as to render it probable that the practice
might be more generally pursued with considerable advantage. Some ofthe old cattle, when beginning to fail in milk, are fed off in the winter onturnips or potatoes, either for home consumption or to be sold to the
(irovers in the spring. About 800 head of cattle are yearly sent to thomainland from Arran.
The milch cows are housed at night, even in the summer- thevtHougiit hoi^p j„ fi^^. eycning for milking, after which they get"cut o-rar
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Others sell a little butter ; and the larger

or clover during the nig-ht, and, having been milked again in the morning,
are turned out for the day. The produce of milk has much increased
with the improvement in general husbandry, and the consequent better

keeping of the cows. Some of the black cattle will give from three to

three and a half gallons of milk daily for four or five months after calving;
the average quantity, however, will not much exceed two gallons; but the

milk is excellent. There are some farms in which the Ayrshire cow^s are

established, and these cattle give in Arran as much milk as in their native

country. The small farmers consume the milk and butter and cheese
which their cows produce ;

farmers manufacture a considerable quantity of cheese, which can scarcely
be distinguished from the Ayrshire, and which is sent to the towns on the
banks of the Clyde.
We have dwelt the longer on the cattle husbandry of this little island

because it is a splendid example of what may be effected, in a very few
years, by the exertions of one patriotic individual.

ine circumstances which, until the last eighty years, caused the Scottish
agriculturists to be so far behind their brethren in England, w^ere the con-
tinuance of the feudal system, and consequent vassalage in the northern
kingdom. Short leases alone were granted, frequently of not more than a
twelvemonth

; a great part of the rent was demanded in kind, and the tenant
was harassed by the exaction of continual services in every oppressive form.
liut when services were abolished, and a fixed rent in money was esta-
blished, and, by the length ofthe lease, security was given to the occupant
that he should reap the fruits of his improvement, he began to set himself
thoroughly to work. The rapidity of his improvement may be accounted
for by circumstances which fall not to the lot of the southern agriculturists

tithes had been annihilated in Scotland, at least so far as the tenar^t
was concerned, and the burden of supporting the poor was scarcely felt.

The Isle of Bute, in Gaelic, signifying 'a bold furious head, ''and so
called from the rugged rocks on the southern extremity, while the island
itself is comparatively flat, is higher up the Firth. It is about fifteen
miles in length, and three in breadth, and contains 24,000 Scotch acres

Rothsay gives the title of Duke to the heir-apparent of the Eri-
ti^sh Crown

; and was formerly the residence of some of the Scottish kings.
Ihe castle, a noble ruin, is still to be seen. Agriculture was even at a
lower ebb in this island than in Arran, but it somewhat earlier began to

The Marquis of Bute was induced, by
the illness of his lady, to reside two years on the island. He had ocular

demonstration of the lamentable condition of his estates, and of the county

of ground.

emerge from its degraded state.

good

generally, and interest and patriotism induced him to endeavour to effect

their improvement. He enclosed many of the farms. This was the first

step, and without which everything else would have been of no avail. He
introduced the system of draining, fallowing, liming, &c., and much ^

was effected ; but the attention of the Marquis being completely occupied at

court, all was not accomplished that he wished ; and the island, although

improved, continues to rank low in the scale of agricultural merit. The
cattle were small. The farms were overstocked with them. There was
little sown grass, and no green food for winter; and until the pastures

were better covered than formerly, all attempts materially to increase the

value of the breed would necessarily fiiih With the advancement of a^,.

culture generally the cattle have increased in value, although they are still

«f a motley character; and they are beginning to have considerably more
of the Ayrshire breed in them than is to be found in Arran,

y
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The county of Argyle stretches aIon<. the western coast of Scotland forlib miles, butits average breadth is little more than 30 miles Thesouthern part is low, and comparatively level, and the temperaiure ismild, rhe northern part is nigged and mountainous, and the climate

little ^^ood-fie . t^ '-'^- '-' ''-' '-^ -''- ^™ ^-^' ^^
excellent feed for

in Cantire, at the south, there is plenty ot

northern nnd «n ,,
"^^"'^

?
therefore the cattle differ materially in the

ffi hland Meed r ^.'''^1 °' '^' '"''''''^- ^"'^^S' the mountains, the

fhhamp vn -f f"""^
^'^°'* unmixed; in the level country, there is

distriX ^^^ "'''''"'^ "^" ^""'"^ '^^*^h is observed in other dairy

Although the system of sheep-husbandry has been introduced intoArgyie, and is increasing there, yet, including every kind, there are sup-posed to be nearly 65,000 black cattle in the county. John Campbelltiom Logwine, in Ayrshire, was the first who stocked a farm wHh sheeDin Argyleshire, in the year 1760, in the united parishes of Locho-oil Headand Ki morick. The country-people regarded him at first with an evil
eye, but the superiority of sheep-husbandry is now acknowledged in all
the mountainous districts of Scotland -

no3^b fn^ .t'^fu
'""'' ''" ^^•'S-er than the Hebrideans, and arenow bred to the f,m size which the soil, or the best qualities of the

animal will bear That fundamental principle of breeding is o-ei,erally
adopted here, that the size must be determined by the soil and the food;
and that it is far more profitable to the farmer to have the size of his
breed under, rather than over, the produce of his land. Both will ora-
dually adapt themselves to the soil; but the small beast will become

TnZrT^d in
^'"P^'^^'f ^" h'^ poinis-the large one will degenerate

in foim and in every good quality. Therefore, the soil and manao-ement

was foimd trf
^'"'''"{

'Pf'^^'"^' ^^"^^ <^^^" ^hat of the HebHdes, it

xium uje Dest ot the pure breed. Experience and indo-.

"I?; d"\VdThrth T'"^
^'^ prope!- point-the proLble we^ht-wasgained and then the farmer went back to the equally pure, but smallerbreed of Skye, lest the form should be deteriorated, and Uie fattenin"

should not be so equable and true, and the meat should lose some of its
beautiful character and flavour.

There is no part of the Highlands where the soil and the climate are
better adapted to the perfection of the breed than in Argyie, or where we
oftener see the true characteristics of the best Highland cattle— short, and
somewhat strong in the shank, round in the body, straight in the back,
well haired, long in the muzzle, and with a well-turned and rather small

There is no district in which the farmer so superstitiously, and yet
Could the two

h rn

,

we will say properly, refrains from foreign admixture
great errors of the Highland farmer be remedied, but which are found
even here—namely, overstocking in the summer and starving in the
winter—there would be nothing more to desire, so far as the grazier is
concerned, except, perhaps, docility of temper; and that will be gradually
acquired when further improvements in agriculture have rendered it unne-
cessary for the beast to wander so far, and over so wild a country, in
search of food, and when he will be earlier and more perfectly dome'^ti-

» >
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cated.

on

. „..„. The Highlander, however, n^ust be reared for ^he ^r -er^^^^^^^

ivery attention^o increase his weight, \« "f^
!"

.^f^j^"S not

of agricultural labour-every effort to qualify him for the dairy wi

IV lessen his hardiness of constitution and P^^P^!^;^
.^^^^^^^^

fail'in rendering him valuable for the purpose at ^^ich ^he /-^rmer ^o isn y

. rpu: pharacter of the Highlander must still be, that he will pay

beTter for his quTnt y of food thL any other breed, and will ffen vvhere

any other bree^d would scarcely live. This is the grand secret of profitably

hrpedinp- or ffrazins; the Highland cattle. ^ ,

'"tK Ln4e„,ent to* <.{ Ite cow and her cjlf ^W™d -"^^^ ^\'';^

obiect which the breeder principally pursues. If he studies the character

of^ h sS, h,U- Me bStter and cheese.

''"f.,f"^"^"^'^Xj
for everv COW «-iving it the greater part of her milk. A nkelj miii tau

Ss m imel'aCelthemilkof tJ cows ^^^ consider,ble^^^^^^^^

often for six months. When the calves are weaned, th^Y
^
«
/^^

^"
f^!

hills during the summer, and brought on the lower g««"^s m wmter^

and if the^'pa ture is not good, they are occasionally fed
^J^^

straw and

hay. It is after the first wfnter that the absurd and cruel syste"i of ov^r

stocking and starving commences. From the superiarity
.f

.^^e soil,

however, this is not carried to the ruinous extent that it is m tne

Hebrides. In favourable situations, some farmers winter their calves in

open sheds, where they are fed with hay in the racks. This makes them

hardier, and does not cripple their growth.
tt- ii a

The following has been given as the expense of rearing a Highlana

stot in Argyleshire

:

To milk to the calf while sucking, 1| Scotch pints per

day, at 2d. per pint ., *
, -. j *

To expense of keeping the calf housed and ted on

£2 5 6

durinsc the first winter, 12s. but

h

and

straw and h^y
deducting 3s. for manure, there remains

To pasture next summer on hill grass

To keeping next winter on low groundi , _
in the fields with hay when necessary

To pasture on hilly ground next summer, being then

2^ years old . • • •

Deduct for risk of deaths

Interest of money

9

7 6

10 Q

7 6

15
5

^4 19 6

Supposing that they then .ell for five gui»eas^at 6rst h^d-and .1.

U;riUtet'crser;riceT/trr;;itn„7ot?y accoun, for the

Sradualsubstitution of sheep for cattle on the greater part of the breedu.g

™CAtyksSarn,er is sometintes wrong in breeding from a favourite

cow too fong Although the Highlanders fatten rap.«y '» ^ -«-;
time and bejin early to fatten where the pasturage will give them oppor-

tu„ ty ,0 show it they do not thrive so well when old. A cow ultimately
unity lo Miovv u, Lucj v/

Uo T.^rTYiitted to breed after six years-
destined for the drover should

"I'l^l^^^'^Z^^ but she will not
^d She may make fair meat for hom^ c«"; F^^^ '

^^^^ „ ^ ^^^
'atten so quicklv, or so truly, and on au nei K ^ .

'

drover will seldom purchase her except at a very inferior price

It is now also established as a principle among them, that the same

I
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bull should not be used too lonjr. The hardiness of some of the cattle
has been thought to be niaterially affected by it. The bulls are generallv

flTdttlt^hrrd
J"^'^""^'' "'^" *'^^ '-'' ^" '^" ^^^-''' -d -^-ble f-

[ 7%e vir^ry^e Ox.]

The native cattle in Cantire, or the south of Argyle, are of a thinnerlighter make and not well haired: they are evidently of Hio-hSex raction, but they show much crossing with Irish blood. Thev rebetter adapted for the pasturage which they find, and are fair milkers
thei-efore the dairy was always more attended to than rearing in the district
ot Caritire The Ayrshire cow has, however, nearly superseded thenative breed, not only m Cantire, but through the whole of Argyleshirefor the purposes of the dairy. She is promising to spread as rapfdly and

wTS^'r^^li*!!.^^^* r'^
-;^hern part? of Sc'otland as t'he Jh'thorn has done along the whole of the eastern part of England

Holderness cows were tried, but with doubtful success. -
A few

land cattle are universally adopted fo7"grazing7a7ml^, anrtKyfshlrl
nearly as generally for the dairy. The butter is good, except that 'it soften too salt; little, however, can be said in favour of the cheese Th
manufacturer of. the cheese is often more in fault than the mifk"or the
pasture

;
for in Cantire he usually keeps his milk forty-eight hours inorder to separate all the cream, and before the expiration of that time it isqu.te impoverished and becoming sour ; curds of different ages are alsomixed together, and which will not amalgamate and form Ine uniform

mass. *

Some Galloways are found in Argyle, and particularly in the southern
part of the county; but they are not equal to the native HighlandersIhe latter have sometimes been crossed with the Galloways' to o-ive
increase of weight; but the experiment has not succeeded; thev havP
neither fattened so quickly, nor so equably ^

!
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INVERNESS.

I

i

Inverness stretches

the Western Highlands, properly so called.

the mainland from the little cliannel that

divides it from Skye to the Murray Firth. The ferry of Kyle Rhea, on the

north-western point of it, connects together the different districts inhabited

by the Highland cattle; for all the cattle from Skye and the outer

Hebrides cross that ferry, not only in their way to Inverness and Argyle,

but to all the southern markets. Six or seven thousand annually pass this

little strait. They are not ferried in boats, as from the Long Ishind to

Skye, but by means of ropes, about a yard in length, with a noose at each

end, one of which is tied to the tail of the cow that is to swim before, and

the other round the jaw and under the tongue of the next ; and the beasts

are thus connected together until there is a string of six or eight. The

time of high water is chosen, when, although the passage is wider, there

is less current. The beasts are led into the water as quietly as possible

until they are afloat, when they immediately cease to resist, then the man

at the stern of the ferry-boat taking hold of the rope that holds the fore-

most beasts, the vessel is rowed steadily across, and the cattle follow with-

out a struggle. It is very rarely that one of .them is lost.

The cattle, at least in Lochaber, and along the western coast of Inver-

ness, and on the borders of Ross, are essentially the same as those in the

north of Argyle, and their treatment, with ah its faults, the same. In the

central parts of the county, however, the breed is mixed, and principally

with the Galloway, or Fife, or Irish. On the borders of Murray there is

still a different breed, the origin of which it is difficult to trace ; heavier than

the Highlanders ; better milkers ; but not so profitable for the grazier. It

is said "that they were first bred of this sup-^rior size to make them heavy

enough for the yoke, but at present the ox is never used either for the

plough or on the road. So late, however, as the year 1791, the Rev. Mr.

Smith, in his statistical account of the parish of Petty on the Moray Firth,

says, that ' 1400 oxen were employed in that neighbourhood on husbandry

work.' He adds, that ' they were of the light nimble Highland breed ;

and, when unfit for work, disposed of to the dealers in cattle for the

English markets.' Few of them, however, were reared in Inverness, but

were brought from the Highlands when young.

The system of summer feeding, or 'going to shealings,' which we

have described as occasionally followed in the Hebrides, used to prevail

in Inverness ; but, as agriculture has improved, and sheep-feeding was

introduced, these rights of pasturing on the distant wastes were let to

shepherds, who live on them all the year.*
, . ,i

• j

£r Robertson, in his ' Survey of Inverness/ gives the following descrip-

tion of ' the shealings :'—' After the crops had been sown, and the peats

cut, the inhabitants removed annually, in the month of June, to their

distant pastures, with all their cattle and families; and there, in some

snug spot the best sheltered in all the range allotted to the cattle, they

'^ore profitable to reduce their stock of black cattle, and increase their stock of sheep.

But the cattle that remain are very much improved. Twen y yeais a^o ^1770) a High-
and stot was not worth more than 20/. Scots, whereas it will now sell for M. or 4/. ster-

ling
; and milch cows have risen in value from 3/. 10s. to bl or 6/. Black cattle,_ how-

ever, may still be considered as the staple riches of Inverness, and on which principally

the farmers depend to enable them to pay their rents.

G
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resided for a certain number of weeks, until the pasture became scarceA trusty person was sent before them to drive away any wanderino- cattle
that might have trespassed within the bounds that were to be pre'^erved
The men returned occasionally to the farm or homestead, to collect the
fuel, or hoe the potatoes, or weed the crop ; and, when the season for
weeding^ the flax arrived, the women went home for that purpose. When
the bounds are extensive they have frequently more than one of the«e
stations, which are called ree or aree*, in the language of the country and
sheahngs in English. In such cases the guardian of the grass was 'sent
forward to another shealing whenever the family arrived at that destined
tor their temporary residence. He was called the poindler, probably
because he had public authority to poind (whence, pound), and confine the
stray cattle, and to demand the fine established by law for the trespass.
When these pastures were unusually rich, as at the head of a lake or by
the sides of brooks in the valleys, the inhabitants of two or more farms
associated together, and ate the grass of their shealings in common. This
was the season of contentment and often of festivity. The women em-
ployed themselves in spinning wool to clothe their families, and in makiii.r
butter and cheese for part of their winter provisions t ; and the youths
occupied themselves in fishing or athletic exercises

; and at evenino- the
pririiitiv^e custom^of dancing on the green and singing Gaelic songs^was

oae to two months or more,
not forgotten.

and when the pasture was all consumed they returned to their home-
steads.J

The Rev Mr. M

ni a

Lean, in an Appendix to this Survey, has some
remarks on these shealings, the importance of which has been acknow-
ledged by the Inverness farmers, and the most valuable part of what he
recommended has been adopted. He is speaking of the system of over-
stocking generally, and even on these shealings. He says that, ' on every
farm, an overstock is kept. If the cattle are brought through the mx^\J
that is considered sufficient ; and after a severe winter they appear ^u a
most miserable plight, and those of them intended for sale are seldom fit
for the market before the end of the summer ;' and, he asks, *is there not
an evident loss here ?—is there not more profit from one beast well, than
irom two poorly or indifferently kept ?' He, therefore, submitted to the
Society of Agriculture *to give premiums to those who shall have their
whole stock of black cattle in the best order in the month of May or whom that month, shall have the beasts intended for sale in the best market-
able condition. An emulation of this kind would prove an incitement to
the cultivation of turnips and sown grass, as, without these, it is not easy

* Eee is a Gaelic word, which signifies a deer-foresl: these shealings, therefore, were
the first encroachments made by the inhabitants and their cattle on the territories of the
deer, after they had got full possession of the straths, or lower valHes.

t Mr. Stewart, in his * Highland Superstitions,' tells us that great virtue was once sutjl
posed to belong to some of this cheese, but the difficulty which attended the manufacture
of it corresponded with its value. He says, 'you must go to the summit of some steep
cliff or mountam, where the feet of quadrupeds never trod, and gather that herb in the
Gaelic language called " mohan," which can be pointed out by any " wise person." This
herb you must give to the cow; and of the milk of the cow you are to make a cheese, and
whoever eats of that cheese is for ever after perfectly secure from every species of fairy
agency.'

a j jr

I The Rev. Mr. Bremmer, in his Statistical Account of Walls in the Orkneys, says of
these shealings,—

' Their household furniture must be described negatively. No bed
no table, no chair. These the Highlander does not reckon among the necessaries of life'
as he can make the earth serve him for all the three. In his shealing, composed of earthand a few sticks^ you find no other furniture than a few dishes for his milk, and a bowlS a littS'

''' *'"'" '"^ ^'''^' ^' '''^^ ^' '" philosophy, is the maxim, '^ nature is content
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rough the winter. He als6 asTiS * whetlierU woukl''^^^"
in good order th.„..„

black cattT^ ^h

^"^ ^''^ interest of the tenants not to keep a larger stock of

the h^ill
^ ^^^^ ^""^^ maintain without sending any part of it to

exclush /
^"^ season of the year, and that the hill-grass should be applied

how ^^J^ *^^ maintenance of sheep?' Mr. M'Lean little thought

wonM k" J ^^^^P ^""^^ b^ thus introduced, and how many flocks

'

Would h f^ «
"""''^ wt luua luuuuuueu, aiiu uuw

dim;» :-^ °" ^^^ Grampian hills,' to the improvement, and not the
aiminution and deterioration of the breed of cattle.

h
Inverness were no otherwise interesting to the agriculturist, it would

^e some imnnrt5inr.o ,-^ V„-„ „„*: ,: .,^^i_ ? , <• ., T^r .

cattle.
West

sent th f
^"* °"^^ ^'^ ^^"^"^ ^™'^' ^^y^ ^"^ *^^ °"*^'' Hebrides are

vvhpn Tk ^ '
^"^^ ™^"y ^""^^ ^^'^"^ Argyle to the trysts of Inverness,

40 onn u ^
^^.^^^^ ^"''^'^ ''8^''^"' ^"^ '^ contains within itself more than

bv n Ki u
''''^^^^- '^^^'^ ^""^/'^^ ^''^ "ot fairs or markets appointed

Wh
ers. The manner of

frnrr. fK
.--:"- - -^H cuHous. When the drovers from the south, or

aCt .1? '? f.™'
""^^ Scotland, make their appearance in the Highlands,

the oh. ?V fu
'"^ ''^' ^P"^ ^' *h^ beginning of May, thev give notice at

disfnVrTi"' ^^^u^" ^ particular day, and at some central place in the
aistrict, they wdl be ready to purchase.

of thk r.'f
''' ^'^^ ^^^^ "^ everything else, regulated by the demand, and

Stell L TT u""" T^^ J"^^^ ^y ^^^ ""'"b^^ "f the drovers or the

outh ^ m' h S^
'^'^- ^'"'^

'''^r^^
^^«"^ ^^"^ correspondents in the

at thesP ^pir ''J
'' T^ °" ^"*^ ^^^"^ *« f^^I the pulse of the market

finllf ^
'feetings and perhaps many trysts are held before the price is

tinally determmed. Some appear to be resolved to guard themselves from
imposition, for they sell their cattle conditionally, bargaining that if the

ff"tW?n T,!^^!!'
^ "™'^?, *™' they shall receive so much more, and thatthey fall the drover shall obtain a deduction.

for f ^^.t*'^
^^ ^^'"^"^ ^^' ^^^^ ^'^^'^ intermission, from May to October;W l f^^*^""

of winter starvation, too much pursued, comparativelyrew may be able to travel at first, or for a considerable time afterwards;although the cattle that are ready fetch the best price, because they car^be immediately put on the southern pastures.
Ihe practice of letting cattle for hire is not unfrequent in Inverness.ine hirer is usually bound to furnish the owner with one calf, one stone

^
tvventy-two pounds) of butter, and two stones of cheese annually, or

»e caJt and a variable sum of money according to the quality of the
cattle, all expenses of keep being defrayed by the owner. This is a very
unsatisfactory mode of conducting a fjirm ; and when the interests of the
wo parties are continually clashing, as they must with such an arrange-
*"ent, there can be little cordiality on either side, and there will often be
great injustice on both.

r

I

I

THE NORTH HIGHLAND CATTLE.

iHEsE occupy the whole of Scotland north of Inverness, including the
pounties of Ross, Sutherland and Caithness, and the Orkney and Shetland
IS ands. The cattle were exceedingly different from those which we have
escribed, more diminutive in size, and fifty years ago were deficient in^any valuable points. The heads of the native breed were large and

J

°'^*'"^^' the backs high and narrow, the ribs flat, the chest small, the bones
I'ge, the legs long ; and, as a necessary consequence of all this, there

Pf!!^ k!^^^^
„^'fficulty in getting them fat at all, and they never fattened

equaniy. ihis is easily explained by the consideration that the climate
G 2
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fn«. anirlted agriculturists in Ireland, who qmcUy availed themselves

TlSVew mode%f improving the Hibernian cattle. Sir Henry Vane

T.mpesrwas one of the first who introdnced the short-horn bull. The
lempesi v>ao

immediately evident m the
improvement effected by the

^^f /=;°
^^''^^^.rt^ cross with

early matnnty of the progeny, ^^e pure shor '

^^ ^^.^ j^ ..j.^„,.,^

the long-horn, weighed as mnch ^^
j^^^^^^^f

,^

^j^^^ Ind it p^erhaps

used to do at five. But the breed rapidly degenerate i^ ^i

ninst be confessed that the first experiment n a

g'^^^f^ ^j^, .'^^j,,

particularly as it was found that while the cattle bred bacK to

Irish character, they never fully regained their hardihood, or their reputa

.

'°K w^ llSise found that the pure Teeswater did -t^uUhe oi^ina^

management of cattle in Ireland^
^Xt:l7::Mti::^^^ t/Tem

had capital and quick return and where he co
treatment

well. The Irish farmer had too
"""^^^, " f^ ^^^^^ed ; and he often had not

to v/hich he and his forefathers had b^en accustom^ ,

^^^^^^^^

the means to effect the requisite change, or it he naa, a i j

''The reoutS; of the short-horn, however, becoming more fully esta-

blisitlTSfnd. other ^^^^J—^ta^^all^^^^^^^^^^ T.

«ere destined to find in thai >»<'»"'"'"°"'/':, " '

rea d the ^ze of the

v,as introduced, whieh improved the shape ""^ ""'^^'^ ' '^'.^I'fo^ ^Ws
Donegal cattle, and produced a bcUer pnce

^^f^'^2;i" ^he prizes

V;Lr?a™^";'i'cir.r3' d1;\7 IZ tdt^'o the™ a^their

elitort value h^as produced more attention to the care and feedtng of

'"Mr ^wSells «s, that ' within the last ten years, the treed has been

gre*yTm"by cussing «ith the Dutch, the A^jf-• ^/^ , ..^J'
r -^

r
iUo ;rvinrnvements are mostly contined to me genutmtu

ITa \J'l arme* fc7.he smaller farmers ('who are the n,aj„rlty of the

iwtSts) TonsWer that the short-horns require too much care and
innaDiidutb^ ^ ^^^^ ^f ^^e native breed.

'"whf;Tpiw oTtre'mrnag^menf of cattle in Wexford, Mr Walker

• Sm account of that which takes place over a great part of

^,ves a fathhil account o
^^^ ^^^ occupiers of them have httle

^
1

1 thJfore except in summer, when grass is plenty, the cattle hve
capital, therefore, excepii

,
j^. p^r the same reason, the calves

poorly and are exposed ^^ ^ardsh ps.
^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^

and young catt^Ie are stinted in
IJe.J

.r^^^^^^^^^^

^^^ ^^^ ^t ^ r, or

injure their milking qualities. They genera y go
^^ ^.

a year and a half old, so that they come into the dairy

*'TlSetre here fed abroad on grass in the summer *. ^

r T J Aa-n-^r ' Dublished in 1814, thus speaks of

* The Rev. A. Ross, in his ' Survey of Londonden-y,^ v . ^^ ^^^^^^ j^ • ^
, ^^^

the mode of letting, and the cost of these summenngs . ^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^

summ, by which is to he understood he
SJ^^

"S
^^^^ j^ the following manner :_

The proportions of other kmds of cattle
f^^ ^^^^^^^ ^ ,4ich is thus applied. A year-old

A sumvi is divided into three equal parts caliea
^^^^ .^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ _ ^ ^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^ _

caif, is called a foot ; a two-year old, two leei
,

^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ,^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ , 24 geese

two colts are equal to a horse ; ^'^ ^heep, o
^^^ ,^^.^^ ^^ ^^^ ^ ^^^^

are a summ. Thus then, if 6«. be the price oi » bu
, j

Some ot the

t

\

n^T

X-^
4
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The Shetland cattle contrive to live on their native moors and wastes,

and some of them fatten there ; for a considerable and increasing quan-
tity of beef is salted in Shetland and sent to the mainland, the quality of

which is exceedingly good. When, however, the Shetlanders are trans-

ported to the comparatively richer pastures of the north of Scotland, they
tiirive with almost incredible rapidity, and their flesh and fat, being so newly
and quickly laid on, is said to be peculiarly delicious and tender. They
van to fifteen or sixteen, or even twenty stones in weight. If they are

carried still farther south they rarely thrive ; they become sickly, and even,

poor, in the midst of abundance : the change is too great, and the consti-

tution cannot become habituated to it. The Duke of Bedford and Mr.
Wilmot Horton have given a fair trial to these Lilliputian cattle, and the

result has not been satisfactory.

The Shetland cows are housed every night, whether in winter or

sumtner ; and not having straw for litter, the defect is supplied by heath
and peat-dust. The dung used to be suffered to accumulate in a strange

manner. Instead of being daily carried out, it was spread over the byre,

until the cattle could no longer find entrance between the floor and the

roof. Then only it was of necessity removed. They yield a very small

portion of milk, whether in their native country or elsewhere, but that

which they do give is exceedingly rich.

The Shetlanders have a curious way of extracting the butter from it.

The milk is put into the churn as soon as procured, and in small farms
two or three days elapse before the vessel is full. The process of churn-

ing then commences ; and when the butter is about to separate from the

whey some red-hot stones are thrown in, and the churning continued

until the separation is complete, and the butter floats on the top. This is

sometimes very carefully washed for home-consumption or for the market;
but when it is destined to constitute part of the rent (for a portion of

that was, not many years ago, demanded in kind) it was sadly dirty and
badly tasted. The butter-milk is then boiled, and another portion of butter

is separated, which is not so rich: this is chiefly reserved for home use.

The remaining fluid, called bland, used to be, but is not so much now,
the ordinary drink of the poorer Shetlanders. It is sometimes preserved

until the winter, and is supposed to be very wholesome.
A country so barren may be easily overstocked, and it is so to a certain

degree, particularly since the introduction of sheep husbandry. A great

many of the calves are therefore killed very early, and some even on the

day that they are dropped. The calves that are reared are never allowed

to suck their mothers, but are fed, at first, with milk, and afterwards with

is poor food, but they are by this means early prepared for

the privations to which they are afterwards exposed.

The little Shetland oxen are still occasionally worked in the plough.

bland. This

Horses and oxen were formerly yoked abreast to the same ploagh ;
but the

oxen are gradually getting into disuse : indeed a great part of the island

is too rocky for the plough, and is dug with the spade ;
and, sometimes,

even at the present day, the spade husbandry is used where the plough

might be profitably introduced.
, , . ,

Some of the smaller islands called ' The Holmes, and which are nearly

or quite uninhabited, yield more succulent pasture ;
and the cattle are

occasionally sent there to prepare them for their migration to the south.

They thrive rapidly on these little solitudes. When a statistical account of
these islands was taken forty years ago, they contained 3000 cows, 1000
oxen, and 10,000 young cattle. They have, however, rapidly increased,

for more than 44,000 now inhabit the Shetland and Orkney Islands. It

b
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is much to be regretted that so numerous and vahiable a breed should be

so much neglected: but the fact is, that the Shetland isles are principally

a fishing- station. Their very appearance caused them to be selected for

this purpose, and the profits occasionally resulting' from the fisherits—to

the heritors or proprietors, at least—have made them, and the inhabitants

of the Orkneys, comparatively careless as to the productions of the soil.

THE ORKNEY ISLANDSt

f;

The Orkney Islands, or ancient Orcades, lie much nearer the mauiland,

and are not so considerable as the Shetland Islands. The number of

inhabited islands is twenty-nine, and there are thirty-nine smaller ones,

called holmes, covered with constant herbage, and on which cattle and

sheep are sometimes grazed. The climate is moist and variable, the sum-

mers short, and rarely hot, the winters long, but not cold, the sprmg late,

and the ungenial weather often continuing until June.

The cattle, which were formerly even smaller and more ill-shaped than

the Shetlanders, have been considerably improved, for there is much good

pasture in the Orkneys ; but there is necessity for greater improvement in

the management of them ere they can become a very profitable stock. So

late as 1795 ' all the cattle, except the mrlch-cows, were turned out to the

hills and moors, where they made a shift to preserve life, but were stinted

in their growth, and the queys were often five and six years old before they

had calf. When
reporter says, ' he whose corn is unripe must cut it" down, or expect to

have it destroyed ; and when himger and cold force home the half-starved

cattle from the hill, the hill dykes are too weak to keep them out
;

it is

impossible either to poind these animals, or to prevent their incursions

;

and they must be hunted with dogs to the mountains, perhaps after dozens

of them have run through fields of standing corn.' Malcolm

f
The cattle are better milkers than the Shetlanders, and quite as good

feeders, More oxen are used for agricultural labour, and they are de-

cidedly better for this purpose than the Shetlanders ; yet, compared with

the Western Highlanders, they are an inferior race. Their heads are low,

their backs high, their buttocks thin, their bones prominent, their horns

short, and bending towards the forehead*.

* Mr Morlson, In his ' Statistical Account of the Parish of Dalting,' after saying that a

small p"art of it only is under cultivation, gives a very curious account of the manner of

pSuLhing. He says, that ' there are not more than six ploughs m the pansh TU

J l^h S?made of a small crooked piece of wood at the end of . hich :s

J-^ ^
«1«-1-

pliable piece of oak, that is fastened to the yoke laid across the necks of the oxe
. The

man who holds the plough walks by its side, and directs it with a st.lt or handle fixed

to the top of it. The driver, if so he'can be called, goes .
before the ox.n, and

F^J
hem

on by a rope tied round their horns, and some people with spades follow the plough, to

level the furrow and break the clods. _ . , i, i i

'A considerable number of cattle and sheep are sold to the Lerwick merchants, who

kill them, and send them packed to Leith market: 700 milch cows are kept m the parish

beside oxen and young ca'ttle. A great part of the land is let on
5;^«47-fj,^^^°°;^

12^-

land will let at sixteen merks of butter (about 20 lbs.), and 24*. Scots (2s. Enghsh) per

merk, equivalent to aboyit three-fourths of an acre. The butter is generally compounded for

at the average *

^
"

""

in the reaping
kind: and also ti cucis. iixm u. in^n *o ^i.fc*l*u...^.v.v^ .-- ^ m. lUr.*. 4-'

^

relics, however, of feudal tenure are now growing into disuse At that time a good ox was

worth 36/. (3/. sterling) Scots ; and a fat cow sold for 24/ {ZL sterhng). The ox would

weigh fromiJOO to 400 cwt., and the cow from 170 to 230 lbs.

, Mr. Morison says, that ' the situation of that parish, and oi the Highlands generally,

t t
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CAITHNESS.
r

This is the northernmost county of Scotland, and the climate is cold and
ungenial

; there is no high land on the north coast to break the force of
the wind, which sets in during the greater part of the year from the north-
west or the west. In that season of the year when vegetation is most
rapid in other countries, namely, from the beginning of May to the middle
of June, the north-west wind blows incessantly, and the growth of every-
thing is completely checked. Three -fourths of the whole surface of tlie

county is either a deep peat-moss, or lofty barren mountain covered only
with peat-earth and heather. It will not then be wondered at that, not fifty

years ago, the Caithness breed of cattle, although hardy, was the worst in
all Scotland. The distance of this county from all the markets for cattle,

discouraged any attenapt at improving the breed, and the same improvi-
dent system of overstocking which we have reprobated in the Highlands
completed the evil*. Captain Henderson, the scientific as well as instruc-
tive author of the * Agricultural Survey of Caithness,' very expressively
says that ' these animals were not fed, but merely kept alive by a little

straw given them twice a day from the end of December until the hill-

pasture would recover them in May and June ; and that being thus
starved one-half of the year, they assumed a thin, lank shape t.'

was most deplorable in the winter of 1784. The crop of oats failed in 1782. It was
worse in 1783; and the winter of 1784 was a long and severe one. Many cattle died
of absolute starvation. A mortality broke out, and destroyed many more ; 427 were lost
m that parish. Oats rose to 455. per boll, The most substantial farmers fared badly

;

^he poorer ones lived on welks^ and limpets, and such other fish as the sea-shore afforded!'

Sir John Sine/air's Statistical Account of Scotland,
* The Rev. Mr. Cameron^ in his Statistical Account of Halkirk, in this county, has

some appropriate remarks on this point :—' I am persuaded that the number (of black
cattle) reared is near one-third more than it ought to have been, or the parish can well
maintain. This is the cause why our cows do not usually yield so much milk as might
be expected—why the cattle are in general poorer^ and of less size than they might liave
been, and consequently fetch such low prices in the market. What is their motive for
this uafrugal and mistaken plan ? Because the commerce in that cattle is their principal
dependence

; and they calculate their stock according to their number, and not according
to their quality.

^
Besides, having no other way to answer Martinmas demands, they

pinch their families in the necessary food arising from these animals, from an overweaning
expectation, and the mistaken idea, that if they have plenty of calves they will be able
to answer these demands, which hang a mighty terror over their heads every year. Thus
it happens that they themselves and their cattle are half-starved, and their ill-founded

expectations often frustrated. Whereas, had they adopted another plan, and kept an
adequate number of cattle only, their families would be better supported, their cattle better

in quality and value, and the demands of the landlord more readily answered.'

t The Rev. Mr. Taylor, in his Statistical Account of Watlin, in this county, in 1794,

very strongly and properly reprobates the system of cattle-management in Caithness.

He says, ' From our remote situation and httle intercourse with other countries, we have

hitherto been neglected, if not despised. Of late, strangers have begun to creep in among
ijs, but there are local practices and local prejudices among us which require to be laid

aside before great improvement can take place, or strangers reside with real comfort to

themselves. From time immemorial it had been the practice here, for cattle of all kinds

to travel and feed promiscuously, without distinction of property, from the day the last

**heaf was put into the farm-yard till the conclusion of the bean seed, in the end of May
or the beginning of June. The prejudice of this practice to land in general, and to arable

land in particular, is sufficiently evident. The active, enterprising farmer can never avail

himself of all the a,dvantages to be derived from his possession, unless he is at liberty to
use an.i >„-. -x _ . , . jj^ ^^^ j^gygj. ]3enefi-t himself either by fallow or greenVse and lay it out as he pleases,
^rops, so long as cattle of every kind his neighbours, as well as his own—are at freedom,
f^r eight mouths nearly out of the twelve, to traverse his fields, day and night, wet and
J^i'y- Such a custom may, and no doubt does profit the sluggard. His cattle are half main-
tained at the expense of his neighbours ; but men of this description ought not to be
supported at the expense of the willing, industrious farmers. His spirited endeavours fo
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Caithness affords a splendid example of what one scientific and zealous

man is capable of effecting*.

Caithness

Sir John Sinclair had large property in

_ __ he observed and lamented, and materially suffered by this

wretched state of the cattle, and thought of many plans for their improve-

ment. He first tried what he could do by crossing the native breed. The
chest was small, and the ribs flat, and the back thin ;

there was not room

for the heart to beat, nor the lungs to play. He first thought of the deep

chest, and broad loins, and barrelled carcase of the Galloway. Here

seemed to be the very points in which the Caithness breed was most defi-

cient, and in which it was of most importance to improve them ;
and there-

fore he crossed the Caithness cow with the Galloway bull. But he had

not sufficiently thought that although he might bring the rounded form,

and larger size of the Galloway bull, he could not bring the mild climate

and the fine herbage of Galloway ; and experience taught him the truth of

the axiom, that the breed must be suited to the climate, or it will not

thrive. He improved the size of the Caithness cattle : they were better

for the yoke, but they did not fatten so kindly, and their milking proper-

ties were even deteriorated.

He then bethought him of the West Highlanders, a kindred race, even

though his own were so degenerated ; the inhabitants likewise of a cold

and variable climate; thriving there, and possessing also those admirable

points in which the Caithness were so deficient. The experiment suc-

ceeded. On a lowland farm, the Skye cattle grew to a size with which

none of the Caithness breed could compare, and they lost not one point

of excellence. On a highland farm they were somewhat inferior in size ;

but they throve even more rapidly than the others; they made beef of the

most excellent quality, and they well paid the farmer for their keep.

Then the Caithness cattle were crossed by the West Highlanders ; and

at every cross they were improved; and when they had become almost

entirely Skye or Argyle blood, they were best of all. The Argyle cattle

were preferred for the lowlands,—the Skye for the higher and rougher

^ountry; and very considerable improvement was effected with regard

both to the breeding and the grazing of cattle. The only cause of regret

was the distance of the markets, yet the growing excellence of the cattle

paid for the length of the journey.

After this, Sir John Sinclair gradually discarded the Galloway even

from the plough ; and from the Skye, and more particularly from the

Argyle breed, he got as quick, and honest, and hardy workers, and pro-

fitable fatteners, as he could reasonably desire ;
and Caithness will not

now yield to the neighbouring counties of Sutherland or Ross in the

form or value of her cattle.
r r j

The peculiarity of the climate of Caithness, and the want ot tood even

to the middle of June, were great obstacles to improvement; to which

may be added the same miscalculating avarice which induced the breeders

here, as in other counties, to overstock their farms. The want of spring food,

however, was, in some measure, supplied by the introduction of the rye-

grass, which will start early, and in the coldest weather, and afford a bite

at least, if not be ready to cut, when nothing else is to be had
:
and when

turnip-feeding was added to this, the improvement of the cattle, and the

profit of the farmer became greater ; for the beast which had been turnip-

fed in the winter, and got rye-grass in the spring, was ready for the

provide or himself, and serve the public, ought not to be rendered abortive merely to

gratify the indolence of the sloven, who, rather than exert himselt in constant acts of

industry, h content to live in a hovel, to be clothed m rags, and to feed upon bread and

water.'
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market a full year before he otherwise would have been. This improved

mode of feeding was, however, in the hands of few, and the majority ot

the cattle were straw -fed in the winter, and had mere common pasturage

in the summer
;
yet even they did well when not overstocked, and yielded a

reasonable remuneration to the farmer.

A few beasts are fed for home consumption ; but they are generally old

cows and oxen which the drovers refuse to purchase : yet at nine, ten, and

eleven years old, they will fatten speedily enough, and make good beef.

Some are grass-fed in the spring and summer ; and the early rye-grass is

Others are stall-fed, and at the close of theparticularly valuable here. _
Turnips with

oat- straw are given at first, and the beasts are finished off" with bruised

oats and beans, which are said to give firmness to the flesh.

autumn, this is accomplished quickly and without difficulty.

The common

cattle do not now fare so badly in Caithness as in some other counties.

There is more arable ground here than is found farther south ;
and

although the beasts often wander over the commons during the day, they

get straw, and, sometimes, turnips in the morning and evening.

In the highland par.tof the county the attention of the farmer, so far as

cattle are concerned, is principally devoted to the rearing of them. That,

in fact, is the primitive, although not always the most profitable, business

of the Highlander; but in the lower part of the country the care of the

dairy is added, or the land is principally cultivated for the dairy. Here
a different breed of cows is necessary. It is needless to repeat that the

Highland cattle, excellent as they are for grazing, will yield no remu-

nerating profit as milkers. Sir John Sinclair first endeavoured to cross

the native cattle with the Buchan breed. These were the nearest, and

they were excellent dairy cows in their own peculiar district. To a certain

extent they answered, but the quantity was not increased so much as had

been expected, and the grazing qualities were a httle impaired.

He next tried the Dunlop or Ayrshire bull. The Caithness became a

better milker ; but there was something in the character of the Highland

beast that would not amalgamate with the lowland dairy blood, for even

when on its native ground, it lost much of its propensity to speedy fatten-

ing. Many of the pure Ayrshire cows were therefore used in the dairies

of Caithness, and they still maintain their ground, either pure, or gradu-

ally working upon the milking unthriftiness of the Highlander.

The dairy is often managed here in the same unsatisfactory manner as

in other places more to the south. The farmer provides cattle and pasturage,

but he has nothing to do with the manufacture of the produce ;
he bar-

gains with some dairy-woman to deliver to him annually a calf for every

two cows, and forty or fifty pounds of butter, and the same quanti y of

cheese for each cow, the value of which may be nearly 5/ ;
but others,

and more satisfactorily, and profitably too, take upon themselves the whole

management of their property. The dairy has much improved m Caith-

ness •''but on account of its situation and soil, it must always be very

inferior to 'that in the southernmost counties of Scotland. Many^of the

Orkney cows are used by the small farmers, and for a cottagers cow

there are few better.

Includino- the cattle both for the dairy and grazing,

-^ 15,000. Three thousand of these are annually sold to the

drovers, who make their appearance in this county, and begin to hold the.r

trysts, about the latter end of April. The first regular m«rA:d for the sale

of the north-country cattle is at Amulrie on the first Wednesday m May :

to this succeeds CockhiU on the 16lh, and then Falkirk, Broughdl and

Newcastle. The stots are usually three years and a halt when first otFered

Caithness contains

about

I
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for sale, and then weigh about twenty stones : when fattened, they will
double that weight if of the improved breed ; but the old Caithness cattle
will seldom weigh more than twenty-five stones, when in the best condi-
tion. The pHice of these stots varies with the demand, and the season, and
the breed. The old Caithness will frequently not sell for more than' 3/ •

the best Highlanders have brought 81. or 91. per head. The journey from
Caithness to Carlisle occupies from twenty-eight to thirty-two days ; they
are usually taken in droves of about 250, and the expense is nearly 7s. 6d.
per head.

Oxen are yet used in Caithness for husbandry work. The native
breed has neither sufficient substance nor spirit; the Galloways are
heavier but slow, and do not thrive well in Caithness, and, on the whole,
the Highlanders are the best working oxen.
used in the carl. Four were often driven abreast in the plough, tlie driver
curiously walking backward between the central oxen*

A pair of oxen are generally

. A small farmer,
now and then, harnesses two ponies with a pair of oxen. The heavier
southern cattle have had a fair trial, and are nearly abandoned ; and hus-
bandry work, even with the West Highland oxen, is not performed so much
as it used to be. The oxen are brol<en-in at three years' old ; at five they
are in their prime, and they are worked until eight or ten years ; when they
are sometimes sold to the drovers in travelling condition, but oftener fat-
tened at home. Their food in winter is straw, or chaff, and occasionally a
few turnips; in summer they have hay, but no corn, except the larger
oxen

J and when they are not at work, they pasture with the milch cows.
It may be supposed that in so ungenial a climate as that of Caithness

the cattle are subject to many distempers. The sudden variation of tern-
perature and of food, and the change from starvation to comparative
plenty when vegetation does at length, and with strange rapidity, proceed
in the latter part of the spring, are the causes of some of the most fre-
quent and fatal diseases. Among the rest is inflammatory fever known
in its various stages by the names of black quarter and hasty. Supersti-
tion is still prevalent enough in all parts of the Highlands, but nowhere
more so than in Caithness. Captain Henderson gives some strange ac-
counts of the treatment of these diseases in a country where the name of
a veterinary surgeon is almost unknown. He says that 'in former times,
when a beast was seized with the black quarter it was taken to a house
where no cattle were ever after to enter, and there the heart was torn out
while the animal was alive, and hung up in the house or byre where the
farmer kept his cattle, and while it was there, none of his cattle would
again be seized with that distemper/

When the imtrrain appeared the farmer would send for a charm-doctor

d'fi A circular booth was erected
upon some small island in the nearest river, or burn; and in tl)e centre of
it a straight pole was fixed, extending from the roof to the ground.
Another pole was set across horizontally, with four short arms or levers in

,
* The Rev. Mr. Jolly, in his Statistical Account of Dunnot (1794), explains this :

* The tenant's ploughs are generally drawn by four oxen or horses j^oked abreast. That
practice appears ridiculous to strangers, but a better acquaintance with the people's cir-

cumstances would lead to a more favourable opinion. The cattle are very small and ill-fed

and hence their strength is not sufficien,t for drawing a plough, if they were yoked in any
manner where part might have an opportunity of throwing the whole burden occasionally
on the rest. This practice, however, is attended with the inconvenience, that one of the
cattle must walk on the ploughed ground 5 of this some are beginning to be sensible and
are substituting three cattle abreast, endeavouring to get those of a better quality.'

'

The
ploughman used to walk backward, or with his face to the plough, because he could thus
better obsepre whether the strength of the team was fairly and equally exerted.

1
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Us centre to work it rapidly round, and the ends were tapered. One end

was exactly fitted into a hole in the perpendicular timber, and the other

into some side support. All the neighbours were then collected; they

earefiilly divested themselves of all metal—not even a button was left on

any part of their clothes—and they set heartily to work, two by two, iuru-

ing the end of the horizontal timber in the hole of the central and upright

one, and rapidly relieving each other as they became tired, until by the

violence of the friction, and assisted now and then by a little gunpowder
and tinder, the wood began to blaze. This was the need-fire. Every fire

in the farmer's house was immediately quenched, and others kindled from

this need-fire: all the cattle were then driven in, and made to pass through

the smoke of this new and sacred conflagration, and the plague was at

theonce stayed. Old traditions say that the Druids used to superintend

kindling of a similar fire on the 1st of May. That day is still called in

the Gaelic la-Beal-tin, i. e. the day of Baal's fire.

'- A remnant of this superstition still exists among those who lag a little

behind in the march of improvement, and they are not a few. When a beast

is seized with the murrain a few pieces, of sooty divots (turf) are taken from

H thatched roof (we have said that in some of the poor cottages there is no
chimney) and put into a metal pot with a coal of fire, so that a strong,

sooty smoke ascends. The patient is then brought, and its nostrils are
forcibly held in the smoke for a quarter of an hour. Then some ale with
plaintaiu root is given, and the beast is cured. Some interesting resem-
blances to old customs in other parts of the worlds and far earlier times,

are evident.

>

)

SUTHERLAND.

i

I

Sutherland and Caithness form the northern extremity of Scotland, the

western coast of which is occupied by Sutherland. The western and
northern coasts are bleak and stormy enough, and the mountains, of im-
mense height, have not even a stalk of heath on their barren surfaces ; but

the south-eastern part of the country is more sheltered, and not a great

deal colder, although rather more backward than some of the midland
counties of Scotland.

The soil is as various as the climate. There are few or no artificial

grasses, and the only natural meadows are the valleys formed by the rivers

and burns ; on them some cattle are fed, but on the higher ground, in

Sutherland and Ross, and the eastern and central Highlands, the black

cattle have given way to sheep. Altliough four times as large as Caith-

ness, this county does not contain twice the number of cattle. It has

never been calculated to possess more than 25,000, and, probably, there

are not now more than two-thirds of that number.

The statistical accounts of the numbers of horses, cattle, and sheep in

Sutherland, in 1798 and 1808, will afford a convincing proof ofthe decrease

of horses, cattle, and goats, and the wonderful increase of the sheep:

1798

1808

Horses.

7736

4291

Cattle.

24,287

17,333

Goats.

6227

1128

Sheep,

37,130

94,570

Decrease 3445 Decrease 6954 Decrease 5099 Increase 57^440

If the value of each were the same at both times, we should find that

20,670Z. less capital was employed in horses, 32,502Z. less in cattle, 1532/.
Ies5 in goats, and 34,80^/. more in sheep. But the manifest improvement

lA!
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in the breed of cattle would materially diminish this apparent difference.

How far this may be ultimately advantageous is a question which belon<rs

more to political economy than to a treatise on that part of afrriculture

which is connected with cattle, and for which we are otherwise not quite
prepared, since we have not yet inquired into the nature of the cultivation
and the comparative value of sheep. It cannot be denied that the sheep
is the more useful animal—that, in the ag-gregate, he is reared and kept at
the least expense—that the value of the land and the rent of the farm are also
enhanced—and that there are millions of acres that may be appropriated
to the feeding of sheep, and especially in the rugged and barren parts of the
country, which are now in a manner useless. There is one objection, it

must be confessed, to the exclusive cultivation of sheep anywhere, and
that is the incompatibility between it and a numerous and increasing

population. They are things which cannot exist together, and especially

not in a mountainous district, like the Highlands, or like Scotland gene-
rally. If a quantity of food is raised, sufficient to maintain the same
number of inhabitants as before, the same number of hands are not
required to procure it. Towns will be multiplied and filled, but the pea-
santry must be driven from the country, and their character and their
occupation must be changed : this will be a work of time—it cannot be
accomplished in one generation—and the starving cottagers and the small
farmers (for they must give way where sheep husbandry is introduced)
have no resource but to emigrate to foreign climes. All this is worth con-
sideration as a general principle, and also as applicable to particular
districts.

Entering now, however, on that part of the Highlands where this

new system has been adopted, we are, in a manner, compelled to draw
some more detailed comparison between the old and the new way of
occupying the land. We will suppose that the proprietor of a consider-
able district is taking a survey of his property,—the produce and the rent
the improvement or deterioration of his land, the character and the de^i-ree

of happiness of its occupants. What we have already said of the West
Highlands, and of Caithness, will prepare us for the result of his inquiry.
He traverses some of the romantic Highland glens, and he finds them
thickly studded with miserable huts, the occupants of which rent from him
little patches of land^ for which they nominally pay him an exceedinHy
trifling sum of money.

Each farm, if so it may be called, consists of a strip of land on the side

of the glen, and a larger portion on the hill above. Some of the o-len

division is attempted to be cultivated to raise a little corn for the winter

support of the family. This rarely succeeds; for the torrent pours down
and destroys the greater part of the crop long before it is ready for the

harvest : and the farmer has seldom sufficient remaining for the support of

his family during the winter, and that a long one in such a climate. But
he has his black cattle and his goats, and for the short summer months
he can send them to the hills, and there, at the sheaHngs, they get fat, and
he is happy.

The summer rapidly passes over, the herbage on the hills is all con-

sumed, and he and his cattle return to the glen. The g had in th

mean time grown there ; it had ripened for hay ;
some of the family had

been sent to mow it, and he has a little stock awaiting his return. It is a
little one, and barely sufficient for his cows and his calves. His growino-
cattle have nothing but the straw of his half-destroyed oat crop, on which
they are to starve during the winter—and starve many of them literally do

while the rest are mere walking skeletons, a»d, for a while, compara-
tively worthless.

f
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What becomes of the rent? whv it is paid wlien the tenant can pay it.

but that is not regularlv, and often not at all : on the contrary

lord has to supply his tenant with necessaries, and to half-maintam mm
during; a great part of the year ; and his land is all this while becommg

impoverished, worn out, and valueless.

How was it to be remedied ?
This was the actual state of things.

.

Why, only by the introduction of a new system of husbandry ;
by intro-

ducing stock of another kind, which would longer feed on the uplarid

pasture,— which, with some help, would feed there all the year round; and,

by leaving the greater part of the lower ground for the feeding of the ruca

cattle, for the growing of corn, and for the preparation of winter food ;
and

which would be ready and in its prime when it was most wanted : m short,

if not entirely to substitute sheep for cattle, yet to make them the prmcipal

objects of the farmer's care.
7 7-

Would the Highlander consent to this ?—would he give up his sheaiiiigs,

the joyous time of his miserable year ?—would he abandon those customs

and modes of management which had been practised by his forefathers

time out of mind ?—Never ! Then it was necessary to introduce a new

race of men to accomplish this ; and that was attempted, in despite of the

prejudices, and violent opposition of the people.

The new settlers were at first maltreated : the inhabitants gathered from

every part ; they broke down the fences ; they got together thousands of

the new sheep ; some they foi'ced into the lakes and drowned, and the rest

they drove triumphantly to the edge of the county, there to be delivered

over to the mob of the next district, until they were expelled from the

Highlands, or had perished by the way. The laws of the country were

succ;essfully appealed to; the violence of the mob was suppressed ; and the

new system was left to feel its own way, and to stand or fall as it might

deserve.

It has weathered the storm, and is now the established system of hus-

bandry in most of the Highland districts. Sheep now cover the hills on

which the half-starved stot and goat formerly wandered. The deer-forests,

which had not then been intruded npon,—which were perfect deserts,—have

been brought under a certain degree of cultivation ; the mountains, which

were depastured for a few months and left waste for the rest of the year,

are now grazed all the year round ; and the low land, freed from that which

impoverished it, and which it could not support, yields plentifully for man and

beast. The cattle, far from being banished, are somewhat reduced in num-

ber—improved in quality—fatter, and happier—fully equal to the demand

far more profitable to the breeder, and only confined to those pastures on

which sheep could not be safely fed. The population is certainly not so

numerous, but it is of a different character,-more intelligent, niore mdus-

trioTs more respectable, more useful ; and the remainder have either

sought employment in the south, or emigrated to /America or some of the

Ssh c^lSnies. The value and the rent of the and is trebled-quadru-

pled and the tenant can pay it, which he could not before
:
while, in a

£L:rpointofview,theUdition of ^-d the increased value o^^^^^^^^

and the unprecedented supply of the raw material ^-^.^^^^^
™°^t im-

portant manufactures, are circumstances of immense «^P°^ ^"^«-

Having taken this cursory view of the change m the system of agricul-

ture, as it regards cattle, we can proceed more rapmiy
p .,, „_

The native breed of Sutherland is much smaller than that of Caithness,

but far more valuable, and requiring only to be crossed by those from

Argyle and Skye, to be equal to any that the northern Highlands can

produce. It is 'much to be lamented that the Argyleshire cattle, in the

\
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possession of the Marquis of Stafford^ at Dunrobin, have not been more
employed in improving the breed of the surrounding- districts. The best
cattle are to be found in the neighbourhood of Dunrobin and Skibo on
the eastern coast; and most of them are the pure Argyle or Skves or
crosses between the Sutherland cow and the West Highland bull. 'At
Skibo, in particular, a small breed is carefully preserved, which is much
sought after for its superior propensity to fatten ; and although they
do not often weigh more than fifteen stones, their flesh is little inferior
to venison. Some of the Skibo cattle have been raised, in southern pastures,
to more than treble that weight.

Assynt, on the south-western coast, is celebrated for its cattle, of the
pure West Highland breed, or, if occasionally with one cross of the
native Sutherlands, not injured by that mixture. They are not larger
than the Skye cattle ; but they are hardier, short-legged, and well shaped.
A great many other breeds have been tried, as the Galloways, the Fifes,
the Banffs, and the improved Leicesters; but none of them have answered
so well as the West H
Some of the little islands on the coast afford very good winter-pasture

for the cattle. Oldney contains some valuable pasturage of this kind
which is strictly preserved during the harvest, and on which the cattle are
turned some time in November, and gradually taken out to be housed in the
beginningofspring, or when they may appear to need provender. Some of
the cattle, however, are lost every year by attempting to chmb to little

plots of grass among the rocks, with which the coasts of the islands
abound.

Very few cattle are fattened, but only got into good travelling condition
for the drover. The four-year-old improved stots will probably weigh
36 or 40 stones; the country cattle not more than from 18 to 30 stones.
The manner offeeding is the same as in Caithness, and the shealings used

to be of the same kind. The sheep now have left but little upland
feed for this primitive pastoral life. In the winter most of the cattle
are housed at night, atid fed with straw, and turned out into the fields
during the day; and, on the whole, although the system of stockin"- is
much to be complained of, the cattle are not subject to all the hardships
which are so injurious to them in Caithness. When, however, it is consi-
dered that in many parts of Sutherland the cattle are not merely in the next
room to the owner, but actually enjoy the fire in common with the
family; and then, in the morning, however cold or wet that may be, they
are driven out to wander in the fields, it does not admit of much doubt
that they must be seriously injured by the sudden transition. In th

neighbourhood of Dunrobin, they are not housed at all, not even the
calves after they have been weaned, nor the cows except at calving time.

Mr, Sellar gives the following account of the management of cattle on the

northern coast of Sutherland (Farmer's Series—Farm Reports, p. 75) :

—

' The grazing cattle are all bought in fi^om the people who are settled

round the shores of Sutherland, in small lots of land, for the prosecution

of the herring-fishing. These people have one, two, or three cows each:
they sell the calves at from nine months to a year old. The tillage farmer
buys them, and prepares them to travel south. He purchases them in April,

puts thetn, during summer, on his superabundance of deer-hair, transfers

them, in August, to certain coarse rushy loams, where coarse grass grows
;

brings theift to his courtines to eat straw in winter, and finishes them off for
the road during next summer in the inclosures above-mentioned. With
some little assistance from the field appropriated to the horses, the four
fields summer, on an average, one beast and a half per acre. It is the
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practice to fill up two fields with three cattle per acre, and to shift them

once a fortnight.' The sales for the southern market take place in July,

August, and September, and the fields are then cleared, in order to pre-

pare them for sowing wheat.

The dairy is a minor consideration with the Sutherland farmer ; and he

only manufactures butter and cheese enough for his own consumption.

The quantity produced will not exceed 70 lbs. of butter per year, and the

same quantity of cheese from each cow, and one calf reared between two
cow.s. This is a small quantity compared with what some of the southern

cows yield
; yet it is not often that the Sutherland dairyman gets so

much as this.

There is the same superstition among the peasantry as in the other

Highland counties ; and when sometimes, as will naturally occur in so

barren a country, and under such absurd and injurious management, the
cow yields little milk^ or becomes suddenly dry, Mr. Pennant> in his
' Second Tour to Scotland,' tells us, that ' when
perceives the eflfeots of the malicious one on any of her kine, she takes as
much milk as she can drain from the enchanted herd; for the witch gene-
rally leaves her very little. She then boils it with certain herbs, and adds
to them flints and tempered steel. This puts the witch in such agonj^
that she comes Jiilling-willing to the door, and begs to be admitted to
obtain relief, by touching the powerful pot: the good woman makes her
own terms; the witch restores the milk to the cattle, and is, in return,
freed from her pains.'

Oxen are employed to a considerable extent on the coast of Sutherland
for road-work, and for the plough on many of the farms in the interior

; but
they are getting somewhat out of use : they are never shod.

the good housewife

ROSS AND CROMARTY.
w

h

These were originally distinct counties ; but Cromarty was so small, and
the additions that were made to it were in such detached portions, and so
scattered over Ross, that it is now, for the sake of convenience, and
almost of necessity, considered as amalgamated with Ross, and the two
constituting but one county. The climate, like that of most of the
Highland counties, is moist, but considerably warmer than that of Caith-
ness or Sutherland. The meadow-ground is of small extent, and usually
reserved for winter-feed for the cattle, and comparatively little of the
arable land is laid down for permanent pasture. The eastern part of Ross
and some portions of Cromarty contain excellent soil ; and not only the

wheat but the turnip husbandry is carried on extensively and successfully.

The system is more connected with sheep-feeding than with either the

breeding or rearing of cattle.

For many excellent oljservations on the character and management of

the Ross cattle, we are indebted to Sir George Stewart Mackenzie's able

survey of that county and Cromarty. It is a model of what agricultural

surveys ought to be.

^
Ross may be divided into the low and high country : the former occu-

pies the eastern coast and district, and the latter the western part of the
county. The cattle which are kept in the lowlands are principally for the
dairy, and they are a mixed breed. There are many pure West High*
landers, but not so small as the common breed of cattle in the counties far-
ther north, but there are more of the native cattle, with various degrees of
crossmg;

ai,(j others have the Fife and the Moray, and crosses of every
Kmcl with them. The dairy, however, is not attended to for profit here ;

'
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but the farmer must have milk and butter and cheese, and he must also

have cattle to eat down the grass where he does not dare to turn on his

sheep. The Leicesters have been tried, but they did not answer for

breeding or for the dairy. There is a singular practice prevailino- in Ross.
On some parts of the sea-coast the cheeses are buried separately within
the high-water-mark for several days, in order to give them a blue colour,

d a rich taste.

On the western coast the pure West Highlanders prevail, and this is de-

cidedly a breeding district. Next to the pure West Highlanders, is a cross

between them and the small, well-haired, hardy cattle of the country.

The best cow for the dairy is here supposed to be produced from that of

upper Fife, crossed with the true Highland bull : she will generally yield

four gallons of milk per day,—i^ easily fattened, and will weigh from 120
to 140 lbs. per quarter. They are a middle-sized, strong, compact, hardy
race, well suited to the general means and climate of the country; but

they are very apt to degenerate, and, after the third or fourth generation,

will often be little better than the common country cattle. The cattle of

Kintail, called, on this siccount, Kiritail no Bogh^ Kintail of cows, are

celebrated all over the Highlands. Some say that they are the progenitors

of the Argyle breed ; but we are more inclined to trace them to the Skye
cattle, to which they bear great resemblance, and, like them, thev are

smaller than the Argyles. Their distinguishing and favourable points

are, short legs, a thick pile, and weight in proportion to their apparent

size. In the neighbourhood of Kilmure there used to be a peculiar breed

of cattle, the result of a cross between the Fife or Aberdeen and the

Highlander, and a cross that added to the size and value of the beast.

Before cattle became so valuable in this district it was customary, as in

some other parts of the Highlands, to allow one calf to suck two cows.
The foster-mother was easily reconciled to it after it had been covered a
few times with the skin of her own that had been slaughtered ; but now
each cow rears her calf. The young ones are suffered to suck for four,

five, or six months, according to the time at which they were dropped,—

a

part of the milk being previously drawn for the dairy ; but the cow will

take care that too much shall not go, for, after the dairy- maid has wrung
the last drop she can extract, the mother has retained more than enough
for her offspring. The latest of them are weaned in the early part of
November; and all are then sent to the best pasture until the winter

begins thoroughly to set in ; when they are housed, and fed, as the farm

will afford, on oat-straw and hay, to which turnips or potatoes, and

particularly the former, are occasionally added. On the following spring

they are sent to hill-pasture ; and in the winter are brought home to the

grounds which had been occupied by the milch-cows, and are fed, if

necessary, with straw and hay. Thence, in the spring, they are removed

to the coarser grass of the farm, and still occasionally fed, if needful

;

and on the approach of the third winter they once more follow the cows

in the reserved and best winter pasture of the farm.

The overstocking of the farm, although now sometimes to be com-
plained of, is not carried to the ruinous extent to which it used to be

; and
if the farmer has fewer cattle for the drover, they bring him more money

:

they are at once fit for travelling, and he has escaped the serious losses

which used to annoy and cripple his predecessors.

The cattle are usually sold at three and a half and four years, and
drovers come from Perth, and Sterling, and Dumbarton, at the latter end
of March, to purchase them. The trysts and markets continue here until

September, when the cows come into request. So much business, how-
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ever, is not done at these public meetings as in some other counties ;
but

the drovers go from favm to farm, and the sale is effected privately.

Mr. Baigrie, who wrote the account of Ross-shire in No. 18 of the

Farmer's Series, informs us that the first regular market for the sale of the

norfh country cattle is the ' Stafford Market,' which is held at Clashmore^

in Sutherlandshire, on the Monday after the first Wednesday in May.

The second is held on the Tuesday following at Kildary in Ross-shire,

and the third at the Muir of Ord, on the confines of Inverness and Ross-shire,

being the first of the series of great cattle-markets held monthly at the

latter place during the season. The cattle from all these early markets

proceed to Cockhill,

The weight of the stot from three to five years old may be averaged

at 70 or 80 lbs. per quarter, but he will fatten to 110 lbs. The cow,

when lean, will weigh from 60 to 70 lbs. per quarter; and will likewise

fatten to 100 lbs.

Very few beasts are fattened in any part of Ross; and the few that are

so consist of old oxen or cows, and principally for the supply of Inverness
and Fort St, George. For home consumption the West Highlanders are

preferred ; but the spare turnips are mostly used in bringing forward
young cattle.

Oxen were formerly more used for husbandry in the eastern part of the
county than they are at present. They were not reared in Ross, but
purchased at the different fairs in this county, or in Sutherland. After
some years' work they were generally sold to the grazier or the butcher
at a higher price than that at which they were bought. Where oxen are
now used generally there are four to a plough, or four oxen and two
horses. On a stiff and stony ground six oxen were occasionally used.
The four oxen cannot well go without a driver, but it is sometimes
attempted. The pair used for the harrow, on very light land, do not
require a driver. Curious stories were formerly told of the medley o.

horses and oxen and cows harnessed to the ploughs of the small farmer.
Oxen are rarely used on the road. *

* Since this sketch of Ross-shire was sent to the press, we have been favoi
valuable account of the cattle of this district and their management, by Mr. ]\{

IVTl I 1 K(1 •-llr •-« f-t r^«a T\! IITJJ 1 1 * • * t Till!

ouretl with a

.
^- v..^ v.^t,^..v, w. cw^ ^ji.oLin.L aiiu Lucii maiia^cmciit, uy uxl. Mackenzie of

Millbank, near Dingwall. It strongly corroborates our main points; but at the same time
giving a different illustration of a few particulars; we deem it right to present it to our
readers.

'Although it is difficult to trace the history or true pedigree of the old Ross-shire breed
of cattle, the various accounts that are handed down regarding it shew that it has long

existed as a separate and distinct one. The breed taken collectivel}^;, or as it may be termed

the north Highland breed, is exceedingly hardy and of very compact form. It is compara-

tively Hght in form, but the bone is fine, and the carcase is deep and lengthy, it is round

in the barrel, straight in the houghs and back, with a pile stronger and more closely laid

than that of almost any other breed. The head is generally light, with broad forehead,

short shaggy ears, and well-turned horns ; and they are of all colours, but black and

brindled predominate, and are the favourites, as indicating most constitution.

* No description of cattle answers the soil and climate of Ross-shire so well as the original

north Highlanders; but as a considerable part of the county is very highly cultivated, pro-

ducing every variety of feeding, and fit for the reception of any kmd of stock, several

crosses have been introduced, and some with advantage. Of these, a cross with the Aber-

deenshire horned cattle has produced very superior stock, both m point of symmetry and
weight, and for the use of the dairy. For the latter purpose, a cross with the Ayrshire is

«ften made; but that is found advantageous only in situations where there is great pro-

fusion of grass and turnips in their season ; and the stock produced from it is coarse, and
not in demand either for feeding or driving. That which is most successfully followed

Py the extensive breeders of the county, is a cross from the Argyleshire Highlander, which
IS of greater weight and size than the cattle of the north ;

but m availmg themselves of
tms cross, the Ross-shire breeders are always anxious to preserve as much as possible of
tneir own stamp, because it is more hardy, more suited to their pastures generally, and in
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THE NORTH-EASTERN DISTRICT.

This district extends along the eastern coast from Murray Firth to the

Firth of Forth, and there is a general resemblance between the cattle in

more general demand for driving to the south. There are a few graziers in Ross and In-
verness-shire who cross their cattle with superior bulls from the west Highlands of Perth-
shire, which is found to answer equally as well aS; if not beKer than, any other yet intro-

duceci in that part of the country.
^The Ross-shire cattle^ as already described; are decidedly more adaptedfor the grazhig

than the dairy system. The cows, particularly those pastured on hilly grounds, outfield

or meadow, are not famed for the quantity of their milk, although it is extremely rich

in quality ; and as there are comparatively but few cattle-farms now in the county, dairy

produce does not form an article of export, or of which money is made. The produce of

an ordinary country cow may be computed, during five months of the year, at from five to

seven Scotch pints of milk per day, and from four to six pounds of butter, "with rather more

than that quantity of cheese, in the week.
* Grazing, as the more profitable course, is -what is followed, and there being but little

encouragement for feeding, the cattle are chiefly sold to the southern dealers at two and
three years old; and such of them as have been kept for some time by the agricultural

fiu-mers of the county, and brought to their full i^rowth, are as fine animals as can be

produced anywhere. It also very often happens that the breeders dispose of their young
stock to the graziers and farmers at the age of six quarters, there being many farms cal-

culated for breeding that have not advantages for rearing, and vice versa. A welUbred

Ross-shire bullock of three ^or four years old, when fully fed, will weigh twenty- five stones, of

twentj^-one pounds Dutch; but though it rarely brings a remunerating price to the feeder

at home, the breed is reputed for quick feeding and for yielding more tallow in propor-

tion to size than most others, while it is ascertained tha^. when they arrive on the pas-

tures of the south, they compete in point of profit wuth any kind whatever.
* Of all the cattle that are sent out of Ross-shire, those of the island of Lewis (from v;hich

three thousand are annually exported) are most sought after for the table, from the fine-

ness of their quality. Though of less size, and less prepossessing in appearance, than

most other cattle, their beef, which is alv/aj^-s marbled is esteemed as being very supe-

rior; and they are so hardy^ that in driving even to the most southern parts of England
they rather improve than lose in condition, ifproperly attended to.

' The system of managing a breeding stock of Highland cattle is simple, but very inte-

resting, and a thorough knowledge of it, at the period when it was most extensively prac-

tised in Ross-shire, was confined to the natives of its pastoral districts, and formed their

peculiar element. This was about twenty or twenty-five years ago, when one-ha-lf of the
county was under black cattle, in farms carrying from twenty to sixty breeding cows, of
a stamp so equal as to be always distinguished at market. The principal and leading
points ofmanagement consist in particular attention to pedigree ; in a careful disposal ofthe
stock upon the farms ; and in the various arrangements connected with their food, whether
in storing up the produce of the meadows, or in the appropriation of the pasturage to the
different seasons, scrupulously reserving the roughest grasses and more sheltered portions,

for the fall of the year, when it is of great consequence to have the stock of Highland

farms kept in condition.

^ The estabhshment necessary for a breeding fold of cows is generally composed of an ex-
Bowman," whose wife is head
twenty cows, and herd-lads in

the same proportion, and some younger followers to tend the calves, during the intervals

of separation from their dams. It is customary, on extensive farms, to have '' sheal

bothies" erected at different stations, for the temporary accommodation. of such an esta-

bhshment, v/hen it is necessary to move the cows from place to place in order to give

them the benefit of the whole grasses in due season ; and as undivided attention is bo-

stowed on the charge, very superior stock is bred in this manner. The mode of rearing

calves, under such management, is by suckling, and not by hand-feeding that is, by

allowing them to suck a certain portion of the milk at stated periods in the mornings and

evenuigs. The common way is, to allow the calf to suck two teats, while the dairy-maid,

at the same time, milks the other two ; or else to allow the calf the use of the whole, at

the discretion of thedairy^-maid. Both calves and cows are foimd to thrive much better

hi this w^ay than by allowing them to run constantly together ;
and besides, there is the ad-

vantage of so much extra dairy produce. This mode of half-suckling prepares them likewise

for their winter-feeding; and the process of weaning generally takes place towards the end
of October, Having been weaned, tlie stirks, as they are then called, are put up for the

winter, generally loose, in large byres, and fed on the finest of the meadow^ hay; and as
turnip^i are not frequently grown to any extent on the large pastoral farms of the Higlt-

perienced principal herdsman, known by the name of the ''

dairy woman, with female assistants, at the rate of one to
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every part of it. They evidently belong to the West Highlanders, but the

difference of pasture has given them a larger form. We will commence

at the north, and proceed downwards.
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This is a small county lying between Inverness and Elgin, and

the Murray Firth on the north. It does not contain many more than six

thousand cattle, and about double that number of sheep. Towards the

borders of Inverness some of the pure West Highlanders are found, but

mixed, on the lower grounds, with the Fife and with other varieties.

Formerly the whole of the husbandry work in this county was penormed

by oxen, and then the object of the farmer was to obtain a stronger and

heavier breed than the native one, or the West Highlanders. That object

was, to a certain degree accomphshed, but the beast became coarser, and did

not fVitten so kindly, and even its qualities as a milker were not materially

improved. Very few pairs of oxen, however, are now seen, and the

farmers have gone back to the native and smaller, but more valuable

profitable breed. The Isle of Skye bulls have been in much request, and

being crossed with the best cows, there are, in the higher parts of the

county, as fine specimens of Highland cattle as any part of Scotland will

produce ; the colour is not so uniform, but none of the good points or

qualities are lost.

The early cattle, as they get

into tolerably good grazing condition, are sent to Banffshire, where the

fairs, in almost every village, succeed one another from the spring to the

lands, a run or outgo during the day, on the roughest of the pasture, supplies their place.

The cows, after heiug separated from their calves, are sent to the portion of the farm that

has been set apart for a general wintering; but when calving time approaches, or when

the season is very severe; they are again brought near to the byre, fed trom the barn, and

treated with much care. The winter and spring being past, the year-olds are generally

put upon low-lying haugh or woodland pasture, while the stronger part of the young stock

is sent to graze on the higher and more remote pendicles of the farm, to await a sale
;

special care being taken to select and retain such of them as are best calculated for sup.

plying the place ^f the draft of aged cows annually made from the fold, while as many

young bulls are kept as will afford a choice.
i iv, i ^ i

^ The breeding of cattle in Boss-shire, however, has decreased very much, and the breea

generally speaking, has become much deteriorated withiir the ast twenty years, owing t^

the rapid extension of sheep-farming. Sheep have, in
^-^^;,/>f^^t.^!" p TmlmZ

Nairn is a breeding and rearing district.
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autumn. The small farmers adopt the same system of overstocldno- and
false economy which we have so often reprobated, and their cattfe are
seldom got into condition before the autumn, when they are disposed of
in the same manner.

The dairy used to be sadly neglected in Nairn, and even now it is

regarded as an object of only secondary importance. The Rev. Mr. Leslie
gives a curious illustration of the extent to which this neglect was carried
he tells us that considerable quantities of butter and cheese are brought
from Banffshire, and even from Cheshire and Gloucester; and that, so
late as 1770, on many farms along the coast, no better way of making
butter was known than by a woman whisking about the cream, with her
naked arm, in an iron pot.

ELGIN, OR MORAY*

The Elgin breed of cattle is undoubtedly the Kyloe improved, or, rather,
raised in size by good keeping, and crossing with Aberdeenshire horned
bulls, and by the great number of Buchan cows brought over as milch cows.
They are of an intermediate size between the Aberdeens and Kyloes a
hardy breed, more adapted for grazing than for the dairy, affordino- beef
of the finest quality, but scarcely of the size that would be desirablet

Mr. WagstafF informs us that some short-horned bulls have been lately
introduced, with a view to the production of an animal that w^ill attain a
greater weight. There has not, however, been time to ascertain the result
of the experiment, but a previous cross with the Galloways did not answer
the expectations of those who tried it. The cross with the short-horns if

it succeeds, will effect two very important objects, and in which the Hi^-h-
landers are deficient,—increase of weight, and earliness of ripenino-.
According to Mr. Deuchar, by whom we have been favoured with sonte
valuable remarks, the Moray or Elgin cattle have more of the Aberdeen
about them than of the Kyloe; but they are neater and more compact
than the Aberdeens, and have of late greatly improved in consequence of
the premiums given for breeding stock by the Morayshire Farmin"- Club
and the Highland Society.

^

Very few are full fed in their native district, being too far distant from'A four- year-old, stalled in winter and fed on straw
and turnips, will average about 45 stones. Some oxen that have been
worked until seven or eight years old, have weighed 70 or 80 stones.

Very few, however, are brought to perfection in Moray; but after havino-

been stalled daring the winter, or put into a straw-yard, and fed on
straw, with as many turnips as will keep them in tolerable condition and
fresh for grass, they are generally sold to the Aberdeen and Angusshire
graziers in the spring, as soon as the grass is ready. Several cattle have
been recently fnll-fed in the neighbourhood of Elgin, particularly by Mr.
Peter Brown, of Linleswood, and conveyed to Smithfield by steam-
vessels from Aberdeen. Steam navigation will probably, ere long, effect

a material alteration in the system of^breeding and feeding in the mari-
time counties of the west and nortli-east of Scotland.

The calves are suffered to suck until they are weaned. In winter they
are kept in the straw-yard, and fed on straw or turnips, and in the sprino-
turned to grass. The queys are not allowed to have calves until they are
three years-old, and are fed off at six or seven.

The straw-yard, with the same quantity of straw and turnips, is, in this
district, thought to be preferable to stall-feeding. The cattle-dealers
imagine that the beasts stand the road better, and especially in case of bad

the large markets.
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vveatlier happening; when driving* south. The dealers also complain of the

crosses with the Galloway and short-horn, the progeny not being sufficiently

hardy to drive to the distant markets.
Sir John Sinclair, in his general report of Scotland, computes the

number of cattle in Elgin at 16,900. There are, probably, not so many
at present, more of the )and having been enclosed and submitted to the
plough.

BANFF.

This county, lying between Elgin and Aberdeen, contains nearly 25,000
cattle, the ancient and still preponderating breed of which is the Aberdeen-
shire horned, the qualities of which are well known to, and appreciated
by graziers from the Firth of Moray to Smithfield. The Banffshire cattle

are somewhat smaller, however, than the Aberdeens, and of finer

symmetry.
Very few true specimens of that hardy and valuable breed, the old

Banffshire cattle, are now to be met with, except in some of the upper
districts of the county ; and even these, from the shortness of keep and
the want of turnips, in winter are considerably stinted in their growth.
Mr. Tait, veterinary-surgeon at Portsoy, to whom we return our thanks
for some valuable information, says, that * Any of the old breed that are
to be seen in the better cultivated districts are very handsome animals

;

for the most part with tine springing vs^hite horns with black points, fine
small heads, but broad between the eyes, and with short clean muzzles.
'They are short in the legs, clean in the bone, and the flesh well down
upon the legs. The body is rather long, the ribs round, and the back
broad and straight ; the colour, for the most part, black or brindled,

party-colours being rarely met with in the native breed. They are hardy,
superior travellers, and at four years old will weigh from^O to 60 stones/
The cows are not celebrated for the quantity of milk that they yield,

but it is usually of very superior quality.
^

milk may be reckoned the average produce on good pasture and in the
prime of the season.

Banff is principally a breeding country; a few oxen only are worked
in the upper part of the district* ; on
pared for the Mearns and Aberdeen markets : most or mem are
half fat ; but a few are finished off' with turnips and hay. Mr.

From three to five gallons of

the coast some cattle are

most of them
pre^

sold

Mill,

tenant of Mill of Byndie, near Banff*^ feeds a considerable number of
beasts full-fat, which he sends to Smithfield by the smacks from Portsoy

and Banff, and by the Aberdeen steam-vessels. There are some good

artificial pastures about the coast, but in the upper part of the country

there is little beside the natural herbage, and that not often improved

by manure, Banffshire is indebted to Lord Findlater for the greater

part of the improvements that have taken place in that district. When
his Lordship first took up his residence in Banff* Castle, about the year

1753, there were no roads, no turnips or potatoes reared in the field,

no grass-seed sown, and no inclosure made, except about the mansions

of a few of the proprietors. He first took into his own possession one

of his farms (Craigherbs) near Banff Castle, and fallowed and limed

it, and laid down part of it in turnips, and part of it in grass-seeds. He
sent the sons of some of the farmers to study agriculture. As soon as the

lease was expired, he commenced the management of another of his farms
;

* The old Banff* plouLrh used to be drawn by six, or eight, or ten oxen, or by oxen aiul

cows intermingled, oi by oxen and horses. The black cattle were usually bought ni about
Whitsuntide and sold again in the autumn.
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he raised better and constant food for the cattle, he improved the breed

by crosses from the best of his own stock and the neighbouring- districts,

and the agriculture of Banffshire, about the lowland part of the country,

is now equal to any in Scotland. The local Agricultural Society has also

been of great service in carrying on the work of improvement ; and the

facilities afforded by steam passage will, in Banffshire, as in all the coun-

ties on the coast, give an additional stimulus to improvement, and eff^ect

a rapid change both in the breeding and management of cattle.

The lowland farmers sometimes buy young cattle at two years old

from the small upland farmers, and sell them again at three years.

Their food in the winter is almost entirely straw and turnips, a httle hay

being added for the cows that have calved The cattle of the lower districts

of Banffshire are of a medium size, between those of the native Highlands

and the better fed ones of Kincardine *, Mr. MTherson, factor to the

Duke of Gordon, informs us, that about thirty years ago the Galloway

breed of cattle was introduced into this district, and has increased so much,

that it now forms a large portion of the heavy stock
;
some of the Buchan

cattle, also polled, but a distinct breed, appear in some of the districts of

Banff*j they are devoted to the purposes of the dairy. Many of the

farmers crossed the Banff' with the polled breed of Aberdeen, in order to

obtain greater weight, and whicli was warranted by the superior system of

husbandry that has lately been adopted in the -greater part of the county;

and they also reckoned, but not with so much reason, on the early maturity

of this cross. Others, and at the head of them stands Mr, Milne of Mill

Boyndie, and to whom also we owe much obligation, has all his cows of

the Banff breed, crossed with the Isle of Skye bull. Mr. Milne considers

this to be the most valuable stock that the country produces.

A few AyrshiVe and Teeswater beasts are likewise also seen. A short-

horned bull was lately introduced by Mr. Wilson, of Brangan, whose stock

There is much prejudice against the short-horns at present

_ It is supposed that the keep of this district can never be

good enough for them, and that the greater price, in proportion to their

weio'ht, fetched by the native stock, would yield greater profit to the farmer

than he could obtain from a heavier and more expensively fed beast.

To a great degree tliis is an unfounded prejudice ; and we have no doubt

that in Banlfsliire, as everywhere else, the short-horn, cautiously and

judiciously introduced, will ultimately have justice done to him.

Much injury is supposed to have been done to the Banff'shire breed of

cattle by the attempted introduction of the long-horns, forty or fifty years

ago A cross with these, and especially when persisted in, produced ar

S-IS promism

in Banffshire.

ill-framed unshapely animal, in which every good quahty of the progenitor

was lost. ' Among: the most intelligent and successful breeders m Banff-

Mr
and the late Rev. A. Milne of Boyndie.

Although horse-ploughing has superseded ox-labour,^ the number of

cattle in Banff'shire has materially increased since the establishment of the

system of w^inter feeding.

ABERDEENSHIRE.

This extensive county, breeding or grazing more cattle than any other

The numberdistrict of Scotland, will requke particular attention. of

ays, in 1795, that ' on the
size. One tenant in

* Mr. Balliugall, in his Statistical Account of Forglen,

v/ateryide, the cattle, by the richness of the pasture, are of a large

Eastside had a plough of tight oxen, which would, in most seasons, have been good beef

from the yoke, and v;ould have weighed from fifty to seventy stones, at an average, and,

if full-fed from seventy to ninety, and some seemed size enough to carry one hundred.*

i
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THE ABEKDEENSHIRE BKEED. 103

cattle in Aberdeenshire has been calculated at 110>000, of which more

than 20,000 are eifher slaughtered, or sold to the graziers every year.

The soil and climate are very different in the hilly country towards

the south-west, bordering on Forfar, Perth, and Inverness, and in the

lowlands skirtin.g the sea. There is better natural pasture on the hills

than the Highlands usually afford, except upon the very ridges of the

Grampians, while the mellow clayey soil in the lower parts yield abundant

crops. The climate on the hills is cold enough, and especially when the

wind blows from the north-east ; but in the lowlands there is a mildness

and an equality of temperature, scarcely exceeded in the south-eastern

parts of England. Storms from the north and the east, however, some

times do considerable injury, and especially in the district of Buchan, and

when the crops are in bloom.

The character of the cattle varies with that of the country. Towards

the interior, and on the hills, formerly occupying the whole of that dis-

trict, and still existing in considerable numbers, is the native unmixed

It is siiited to its locality : hardy but not docile ; living

and thriving, to a certain extent, on its scanty fare ; and at four years-old,

and when it was thought to be prepared for the dealers, weighing, probably,

not more than 3^c7/t. ; but with a disposition to grow to the full extent of

which its natural form is capable when conveyed to the richer pasture of

the south.

This breed, however, would be out of its place in the milder climate

and more productive soil of the lower district of Aberdeen ; another kind

of cattle was therefore gradually raised, the precise origin of which it is

difficult to describe.

It was first attempted, as in the districts that we have already surveyed,

by judicious selections from the native breed, and some increase of size

was obtained, but not sufficient for the pasture. Some spirited individuals

then sent far south, and the Lancashire long-horn was introduced, and

the short-horned Durham was tried

;

mate with the native breed, or a species of cattle was produced too large

for the soil.

Highland breed.

but either they did not amalga-

There were, however, some splendid exceptions to this, and we
glad that we can present our readers with a portrait of one of them in

two stages of his preparation for the market.—(See p. 104 and 105.)

This^beautiful animal was bred by Lord Kintore from an Aberdeenshire

jow and a Teeswater bull. V/e are indebted to his lordship for the chief

materials of our history of him. He was calved in April, 1827, and from

the Michaelmas of that year he was tied up in the house, accorduig to the

practice of the country, with the other calves. He got turnips, with clover,

hay, and straw alternately twice a day. They were the Norfolk globe

tuinips, which are not considered so nutritious as the Aberdeen yellow;

and four or five ounces of salt were given him daily.

In 18^8 he was at pasture from the 1st of May to the 20th of October,

and was"iheai put into a straw-yard with sheds, getting about five pounds

of oii-cake daily, with plenty of water and hay and straw until the 10th of

May 1829, when he again was sent to pasture untd the middle of Oc-
''

He then got a limited q-nUty of Aberdeenjellowjurmps ^n

the house, as Lord Kintore did not then uitend to have him fed off.

went out ;imost daily for water and exercise until the 1st of April, 1830,

when he was again put into the straw-yard until the middle of May, getting

about six pounds and a half of oil-cake daily, with the usual quantity of

hay and straw.
, \ , c r^ l v. i

He was afterwards at pasture until the 8th of October, and was treated in
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the winter as before, witli the addition of oil-cake for about ten days, previous
to his being again turned out to grass, which was on the 15th of Mav 1831
From the latter end of June until the close of August he was taken into

the house during the day, where he got cut grass, and was turned out at
night ;

and from that time until the 21st of September he was again tied un'
getting hay and turnips until the 6th of October, when he left Keith Hall'
and was sent by the steamer to London. His weight might have been con-
siderably increased had he been full fed from the first, but he was now a
very fine anima!, as the cut, from a portrait of him by Cooper, very kindlv

tie was >.ow supposed
to weigh 100 stones imperial weight, or 175 stones Smithfield weight.

^

-^-^^x,

''-^h^

a prize among the

^The Kinlore Ox, when he wr^s first sent to the Souih-^a Cross between the Aberdeen
atid the Improved Short- horti,']

He was consigned to the care of Lord Kintore's friend. Mr. Harvev
Combe, who was to use his own discretion whether he would exliibit him
at the next Smithfield cattle-show, and compete for

extra stock, or whether he would keep him another year, and try for the
first prize. Mr. Combe decided, and very judiciously, to give him ano-
ther year's feeding. He was accordino;]y taken down to that gentleman's
estate at Cobham ; and from October to April was fed upon Swedish
turnips and hay^ with about six pounds of oil-cake daily, and during the
spring and summer he had cut grass and oatmeal. He was let out daily
for exercise, and his greatest pleasure seemed to be to go among the cows
as they came into the yard, and talk to them. He was exceedingly
docile. Whoever approached him or handled him he scarcely moved,
except that he would not suffer the man who was once compelled to bleed
him to come near him for a week.

In September he commenced oil-cake and hay, eatinsf about twelve
pounds daily of the former, until he was sent to Smithfield. During the
last two months he had a lump of rock salt in his manger, of which hewas particularly fond. A basket of earth also stood by him, of which h
occasionally ate a considerable quantity, and whith Operated as
nurffativft-

"* ^purgative.
gentle
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The following cut, taken from a painting by the same artist, contains

an accurate portrait of him just before he was sent to the Shew.

_ jA';-[;so^-rr:.—nr "

' [Tlie Kintore Ox, fatted.}

He was supposed now to weigh move than 180 stones imperial weight,

and nearly, or quite, 320 stones Smitbfield weight. He was universally

admired, particularly his still beautiful symmetry, the equable manner

in which the fat was laid upon him, and his almost perfect levelness from

the shoulder to the tail.

In the mean time the regulations of the Smitbfield club with regard

to the age of cattle had been altered, and this noble animal was now a

year too old, and consequently could not compete for any prize. This

was a serious mortification both to Lord Kintore (from whom the animal

was very properly called the Kintore Ox) and to Mr. Combe. This gen-

tleman, however, was bid 75Z. for him ; but as Lord Kintore had ano-

ther beast at Keith Hall a year younger, and nearly as good, he deter-

mined to have him sent down to Scotland again, in order that be might

exhibit them both at the next Highland Society cattle show at Aberdeen.

Lord Kintore is a great advocate for one cross of the Teeswater with the,'

Aberdeen. This animal was a sufficient proof of what may be effected

by it; but tbev rapidly degenerate if the cross is further pursued,

convenience of carriage, now afforded by the jntroduction of steam,

will probably tempt many of the northern breeders to try this first cross

In the attempt permanently to improve the Aberdeen cattle all the

southern counties of Scotland were occasionally resorted to but with

doubtful success, until at length the breeders directed their atten ion nearer

' The Fife or Falkland breed, possessed enough of the old cattle to

bid Ikir to mingle and be identified with the natives, while the bones were

.mailer, the limbs cleaner, and yet short ; the carcase fairly round, and

the hips wide, and they were superior m size, hardy, and docile, and
^ '

_ ^ . .„ ^ These were desirable qualities, and

The

home

excellent at work, and srood milkers.

particularly as

from Fife w^ere introduced

mingling with the

into Aberdeen,

Highland breed. Accordingly bulls

and the progeny so fullv

answered the expectation of the breeder as to be generally adopted, and

to become the foundation or origin of what is now regarded as the Aber-

deenshire native breed.
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West
Highlanders, and they are also whiter ; the hair is shorter and thinner •

the ribs cannot be said to be flat, but the chest is deeper in proportion to
the circumference ; and the buttock and thighs are likewise thinner The
colour is usually black, but sometimes brindled : they are heavier in car

they give a larger quantity of milk; but they do not attain matu'
case

West

James Rennie, of Fantassie, used to prefer them
the Scotch cattle.

fully marbled: yet, at a proper age, they fatten as readily as the others'
not only on good pasture, but on that which is somewhat inferior. Mr!

as fatten ers to any of
Mr. Walker, of Wester Fintray, on the banks of the

Don, has some very fine specimens of the pure Aberdeenshire breed. They
are perfectly docile, and sufficiently hardy for any climate to which thev are
likely to be transplanted. They are now rarely used for husbandry work
or, if they are, it is only for one year. At four years old thev are usually
sent to grass for six months, after which they will weigh from
6 cwt. In th

5 to
e fertile districts of the low country, abounding with sum-

mer pasture and winter food, they usually reach at their full growth from
fifty to seventy stones Dutch ; and have been frequently known to feed from
fifteen to sixteen hundred pounds. The breed has progressively improved
and that by judicious selections from this native stock. It has increased
in size, and become nearly double its original weight, without losintr its
propensity to fatten, and without growing above its keep. The alteration
and improvement in agriculture, and the introduction of turnip-husbandry,
have contributed to effect this. Mr. Leith of Whitehaugh, and Mr. Camine
of Auchery, very much contributed to the improvement of the Aberdeen-
shire cattle.^ The breed of the former gentleman was remarkable, not
only for their increased size, and the perfection of some of their points
but for being more than usually well horned ; the cows of Mr. Gamine
yielded from six to ten Scots pints of milk, instead of four pints, which
were considered to be the average produce of a tolerable cow.

:=_ .ll,S.li!s
—J-^"^-\-C-r>%V^^ /

- ,'^

[TV^e jioerdeenshire Ox.

Beside these there is a breed of polled cattle, said by some to be different
Irom the (galloways, and to have existed from time immemorial ; others
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The cattle in Buchan

however, with greater reason, consider them as the Galloways introduced

about thirty years ago, and somewhat changed by change of climate and soil.

They are of a larger size than the horned, although not so handsome. Of

late they have been much improved by careful selection from the best of

their own stock, and are becoming more numerous. In some districts they

are equal to or are superseding the horned breed. They usually equal

in weight the larger varieties of the horned breed, but the quality of

their meat is said to be inferior. As they are in a measure occupying

the situation of the larger horned cattle, these, in their turn, are intruding

on the cattle of the hill country ; there they rapidly diminish in size: hence

we have the small Aberdeens of the hills, weighing from twenty to thirty

stones, and contending with and gradually displacing the Highland breed.

The Buchan cattle constitute a useful variety of Aberdeenshire cattle with

some peculiarities of form and properties. Mr. R. Gray thus describes

them in the ' Quarterly Journal ol Agriculture
:'

are chiefly of the short-horned kind,' (he means comparatively short, and

he thus speaks of them in opposition to the long horns,) ' not very large,

but short-legged and hardy. The best sort used to be polled *, and some

of them, that do not begin to have the Ayrshire blood in them, are so still,

and are of a dark or brown colour. The breed of cattle in Buchan is peculiar

to that part of the country, and deservedly esteemed for its milking quality,

and the beef it produces. From the great extent of grass lands in Buchan

more cattle are produced in it than in most other districts. They are gene-

rally bought by dealers from the south when two, three, and four years old,

and at the latter age they weigh from fifty to sixty stones. The cows of

Buchan are not large, but, on account of the excellent quality ofthe pasture,

they yield a considerable quantity of milk, from the cream of which butter

is made to a great extent, and of excellent quality.'

Notwithstanding their small size, they will yield from three to four,

and sometimes seven gallons of milk per day. They are fed principally

with oat- straw in the winter, but they sometimes get plotted hay, or hay

on which boiling water has been poured. It used to be the practice in

the neighbourhood of Peterhead to give them green kale in April, which

is sown in the preceding spring, transplanted in June or July, stands

the winter better than turnips, and vegetates strongly in April. By
adopting this plan, the dreadful interval for the farmer between the winter

and summer feed was in a great measure filled up.

' In the course of tlie year there are nearly fifty markets held in this

district for the sale of cattle, and the amount of the sales at Aiky fair

may be estimated at upwards of 12,000/. annually.' If we reckon that

one-fourth of the Buchan cattle are sold at this fivir we shall have 50,000j.

as the annual value of the beasts that are drafted from th.s dis rict and

calculating this district at not quite a fourth of the superficial extent of

the county, y.t containing a considerable portion of the richer sod, we

may fairly conclude that 150,000/. are brought into the county by the sale

of black cattle alone t-

and the horned ones are a mixed breed between the natives
^^

y y

not so hardy as the common Ab'^'^deenshire cattle, a^d do n^^^
l,,Jd,A; and which

t The value of those slaughtered ^^^ ^ome consumptio
total value of Aberdeen-

areabout 10,000, at 10/ per head
y\f";%,^«gf-Dr Keith, in his ' Survey of Abei-

shire cattle annually sold or killed
^^f

^e 250 000 L,
^^ ,^^ ^^^^^^^ stock, 'and which

deenshire, has given ^/^^'^y
\^j^;XL^^^rof the principal markets forthe sale of cattle
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A fourth variety consists of all the pure breeds frnm th
land and the south of Scotland. Th^e Holdemess has K

"'''^ "^ ^''S'
attempted to be introduced, but with no marked success ^Vf T'^
cattle do well wherever they go if the soil is not too barren or th ^v'^'"'^too severe

;
but it must require a considerable alteration inL .'""^^^

husbandrv to make Aberdeen, generally, a decidedly dZ co^n v ^'r"",.'^estimation of the Aberdeenshire farmers nn hr..A ^ county. !„ ^jj^

native one of the district • «n If i' .^ answers so well as the

among the drovers a Ol/Deerrr'klV^^
""''

T"
'^^^^ '' ^'''' ^ l^'-

to the English graziers who fl ^^^ %''''
u' ^^ '° '"'^^''^ ^^'^ ^^^'n

present Duke ofaS.^^: ^^rllTa r^i^S^^^^^^^^^
^^^

acquiring a knowled^re of the Aberdeen cattle hnAl r ^ ^''''^'^' '"

attempt to improve tl^e breed of this Sicf Hi's bdls n^
'

V',^loway Argyleshire, the Scottish islands, and Durham were the b'";
?."'"

could be procured while his selections from the naU;ebreei were m*'judicious
;
and although the cattle retain much of their oriS rhracter, they have been considerably improved, while a so rit of^.T i .has been excited which cannot fail to be useful

^ emulation

found in any other county except Perth.
Dcses that there are

28,000 cows at 7/. each, value
22,000 calves are reared at 2/,

20,000 3'ear-oldsat3/. 15*.

19,000 two-year olds at 7/. 10*,
21,000 three-years and upwards, at'l2/. 10s.

110 000 total number, and in value

Vf:en ,
'"^''' ^""""^ the records of Aberdeen,

-ibm beasts slaughtered in the city :

Uf that number there are 300 at £30
COO at 25

His calculation was made in 1810. He sup.

£196,000
44,000

£720,000

}>

M
ij

Of inferior cattle
Of cows
Calves

800 at 20
800 at 16
800 at 12
380 at 10

105.

1621 worth at least

Total killed in Aberdeen 5301
Killed in Peterhea<], Tarrifi; and other ^nailer t;wnsnumber, but chiefly cows and other infe.rin. .r^''

about 6/. each
Sold to dealers 12,000 at 12/. 10^.

£ 9000
15,000

16,000

12,800

10,000

3,800

3,400

• ^alue £70,000
. .

about the same
inferior cattle, and the value

30,000
. 150.000

Value of those which are killed or sold
Value of stock as above ...

Total value of Aberdeenshire Cattle . .
oqjn oon

of n;7nl.!!L'n/h'
Farmer's Magazine (1807) gives a curious and interesting account

venerir l7J ^""'^^^^H '^'.''l
^^ ^^is district in the year 1747. He obtained it frorn avenerable old farmer m the eighty-ninth year of his age. ' On the death of his fathe hewas compelled to go to servxce, and the highest w..ges he ever obtained were 16*. 8atuZ

mli'l A V^\^l ^?l''^
""'^^ ^ '^"^«d proprietor to cut a ditch through a piece ofnrossy ground, ten fee wide at top, six at bottom, and six feet deep, for twf-third ofI^nny sterhng per ell, and while thus employed he paid 13.^. per week for hisboLBy perseveruig in a course of honest industry and frugality, he found his stock ,.*1747, increased to 50/. sterling, with which he purchased eight oxen, all under sSvi

ll^^^iY^^-o^vs,i^^ree horses, four one-year-old stots aniqueys, furnishedhS"P
' T"^^'""^^'*'

''^''"^^^' ^"-^ P^"'l the expense of his marriagi,'servants' „«
'

"'^i
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Anderson says that Mr. Farquharson, of Invercauld, has a breed of
Highland beasts once crossed with the Falkland or Fife (which, allhough
tolerable cattle, are by no means valued for their milk), yet the descend
ants ot these afford a large quantity of milk in proportion to their size,

and which is also of a very rich quality. One of these small cows will

yield during the season four gallons and ahalf of milk in the day, the

cream of which being separated and churned will afford 1 lb. 10 or 12 oz.

weight of butter.

Many cattle are grazed in Aberdeen that are not bred there. The
farmer begins to purchase them as soon as the grass springs up, and they
are sold off as the year advances. Some, however, are continued until

January, and are fed in the stalls on turnips and hay, and then driven to

Aberdeen, and sold.

There is nothing peculiar in the rearing of the calf, or the system
of fattening the grown beast. The general practice is to feed the calves
with milk warm from the cow ; but they are sometimes allowed to

suck until they are weaned, and, in a few instances, they are reared partly
on oil-cakes. Formerly, however, the calves were permitted to go at

large through the fields during summer, and pick up the grass at the
roots of the corn. The practice was occasioned by the want of proper
food and enclosures, and the fear of the calves being injured by being
onfined with the large cattle in the fold ; but it was attended by much
damage to the corn from their lying upon it and trampling it down, v/hile
the calves acquired so restless a habit, that it was afterwards impossible
to confine them, except by the strongest and almost impenetrable fences.
The cattle are pastured in the fields in summer, and fed with straw
and turnips in winter, and sometimes with steamed potatoes^ and a portion
of clover hay^.

Little butter or cheese is sent out of the county except in the district

of Buchan
; the rest is consumed by the farmers or the inhabitants of

the towns. The Buchan cows have been stated to be good milkers; and
those along the coast

/^

swer tolerably for the dairy.

Dr. Keith has formed a curious computation of the value of the milk,
butter, and cheese yielded by them.
1000 best cows, in the neighbourhood of some town, and prin-

cipally of Aberdeen, yield butter and cheese to the

value of 20/. each, ot .

2000 at 15/. each . .

5000 at 10/. each , . ; .

10,000 farmers' cows at S/. each .

5000 of cottagers' or villagers' at 61. each .

5000 small Highland cows at 4/. each

^20,000
30,000
50,000
80,000
30,000
20,000

28,000 as already stated, and value of their produce <£230,000t

* Mr. Gordon, in his answers to certain qiunies circulated by the Board of Agricul-

ture, relates a singular instance of fecundity and early maturity in the Aberdeen
cattle :—' On the 25th of September, 1805, a calf of five months old, of the small Aber-
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The horse has nearly superseded the ox for husbandry labour. At a
little more than half a century ago oxen were used almost exclusively for
the plough. Ten or twelve were often yoked tog-ether ; but they were not
the cattle ofAberdeen,—they came from the southern counties of Scotland *
By degrees, part of the cattle were reared in Aberdeenshire, and some of
the improved breed and some of the Lothians were yoked together
Horses then began to occupy the place of the southern oxen, and the
horse and the ox worked together ; the nobler quadruped then gradually
displaced the cattle from the road-work, and left only the rougher part of
the ploughing to the ox, and, at length, ha? nearly driven him from the
plough also t.

KINCARDINESHIRE, OR TflE MEARNS.

Thi3 small county insinuates itself in the form of a wedge between Aber-
deenshire and Forfar. It is only thirty-two miles in length, and twenty-
four in width at its broadest part, and much diversified with hill and dale
and, therefore, possessing, within a little extent, a very great difference of
climate. In the neighbourhood of the Grampians, occasionally covered
with snow even in the summer, the climate is cold ; along the coast, and
open to the easterly wind, it is likewise chilling; and it is only about the
banks of the Dee that it is mild and genial. The character of the cattle

varies with the climate. In the neighbourhood of the Grampians we have
the West Highlanders ; but about the Dee, and even on the coast, they are
little inferior to those ofBuchan. A great many cattle are bred in the Mearns,
but this is quite as much a grazing as a breeding country ; and althouo-h
it sends a great many of its own beasts southward, a considerable number
are bought at the fairs in Aberdeenshire, which are fed on what are termed
the grass-parks, that are found in the neighbourhood of almost every o-en-
tleman's seat : these, however, are o\\\yflying stock.

The prevailing colour of the Mearns cattle is black ; but some are dark-
brown, or brindled. They have rather larger and more spreading horns
than those of Aberdeenshire

; they feed as kindly as the Buchans, and are
not much inferior to them for the dairy.

i*
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to five gallons) daily, and that one farmer kept fourteen cows, the milk of which, after the
cream was taken, was sent to Aberdeen, and sold at Id, and \^d. the Scotch pint (2 quarts) •

while the butter from these cows was two stones per week, and usually sold at Sd, per lb.

of 28 oz,

* The Rev. T. Shepherd, in his statistical account of Bourtie confirms this. Writing
in 1793, he says, ^ About twenty years ago our country did not breed cattle of sufficient

bulk and strength to labour the ground. They were mostly brought from the south, par-
ticularly from Fifeshire. In a few years, by hard labour, they were worn out and became
unfit for service, and, as the farmer had not the means of fattening them, he very often

sold them for a third part of what they cost him. The case is now much altered for the
better. The farmer brings up oxen able for his work ; sells them or fattens them when
they begin to be upon the decline; and in this way is rather a considerable gainer than
a loser upon his work cattle.'

p The Rev. A. Smith, in his account of Keig, in the same year, says that the majority
of the f^xrms are small, and the horses and cattle of two neighbouring tenants are often
joined in one plough. He calculates the number ofploughs at 47, drawn by 88 horses^

87 cows, and 153 occen and. young cattle.

The Rev. T. Birnie, in his account of Alford, in 1795, says, ^ Every farmer is ambi-
tions of having many pairs of oxen in his plough : some have six, and few common far-
mers have less than four. Smaller tenants yoke oxen, horses, and even bulls, cows, and
young cattle, to make up what they deem a sufficient strength. Every farmer sells one
or two pairs of oxen yearly, and replaces them by others of his own rearing.*

t Sir John Sinclair, in his 'Statistical Account of Scotland,' and speakinjr* of the
parishes of Keithhall andKenhall, says that they contained * 1038 cattle, whose value is
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THE KINCARDINESHIRE BREED.

Mr. G. Robertson, in a very interesting work, entitled * Rural Recol-
lections/ and now quite out of print, says, that ' Previous to the year
1774, there had been little done in this county to improve the breed of
cattle

;
but about that time there were sundry individuals who distin-

guished themselves by attention to this branch of rural economy,
these may be mentioned Sir Alexander Ramsay of Balmain ; Mr. Leith,
of Whiterigs

; his brother, Dr. Leith, at Johnston ; and Mr. Fullarton of
Ihornton. These gentlemen were all at great pains to select the best-
shaped of their own cattle for breeders; and, what was of as much im-
portance, they took care to provide a full supply of green food for them
m winter, by a more extensive cultivation of turnips. By this means they
imparted animal vigour to their stock, while nature, thus aided, still

farther improved the shape.
* At the present time (1807) the Khicardine cattle are the best of the

Scottish breed; and, unless it be from Buchan, I have nowhere in Scot-
land seen a more stately ox*.

' A Mearns ox of a year old will weigh about 17 stones, Imperial weight

;

one of two years will average 28; one of three years old 40; and one of
four years old 52 ; increasing in weight ten stones per year after the first
year. Some, however, will grow to 90 stones ; and Sir Alexander Ram-
say killed one that was above 156 stones.
did not weigh more than 25 or 30 stones.'

In the statistical report, it appeared that the number of cattle was
^4 82o, or, at the rate of one beast for every three acres in cultivation.
1)1 this number 6236 were milch cows, and 5280 calves under a year oldm\ Robertson calculates their comparative value, and also with respect
to the land on which they are fed,

' 5280 calves, each worth when reared, 21.

5016 year-olds, each worth 4i!. f
5016 two-year olds, at 8/.

1672 three-year olds, at 12/.

A century ago the largest ox

446
6236

draught oxen, at 15/.

milch cows, at 8/.

1159 cattle boudit in at 10/..

. <£10,560

20,064
. 40,128

20,064
6690

40,888

. 11,590

24,825 beasts, worth each on the average 6L Ss. . i?l 58,984

o733/
/ aiid that the number of cattle has very much decreased, owing to the disuse of

oxen tor the plough. In 1778 these parishes contained twenty-six ox-ploujrhs, with ten
or twelve oxen to each, besides a greater number of smaller ploughs; but that in 1791
th^y had dimhiished to eight ploughs.'

Statistical Account of Scotland, describing the parish of Banchory Toraan^ in
ibis county, gives a satisfactory illustration of the rapid progress of improvement. In
1758 that parish contained only two carts, in 1791 it could boast of 120.

. f By year-olds, and two-year olds, is understood cattle that were of those ages in tlie

preceding spring ; the price is calculated on the supposition of the cattle selling atSs.
the stone weight, of 16 Amsterdam pounds, sinking the offal ; and the Amsterdam pound,
which used to be the standard weight of that part of Scotland, containing 1 7| oz. This
calculation supposes the cattle to sell at 3*. 8^. the Smithfield stone of 81bs.

We make another extract from this work, which is not now to be purchased, and will not
be reprmted. He is speaking of the variation in the price of cattle. * The price of cattle
vanes here from year to year.Hke everything else, but, on the whole, has greatly advanced

fr^^^^ocf^^^
last fifty years. About the year 1740, the largest ox in the county, weigliing

i^^^"^i .
*^ ^^ stones (Dutch weight, 43 to 51 stones Imperial weight), could have beenbought for 20.., or, at most, for 21s.

" " * ' "

"

1764, wh
They rose gradually in v-alue till about the year

the country could make them, brou*>htfrom 3/7'^'^^^*^*^ "^^ ^^^* »^2*^^ ^"""^ a« f^^^^ ^^^ ^^ - ' -—

b

better fed
^^ ^^^^ ^*' ^^ ^*' ^^'- ^^e s^one. From this period, cattle, being somewhat

the incre^^^^^^^^y
^^^'^^® larger in size, but were improved in condition; and, from

^^^ remand for butcher-meat, combined with the gradual decline in the value
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This is at the rate of 2L 3s. 9d, on each acre, or 33^ beasts on every 100
acres ; but when the quantity of cultivated pasture alone is reckoned, it

amounts to rather more than one beast per acre. This, however, varies

much in the different districts.'

He also calculates the keep of these cattle: ' the calves at 2Z. eacli per
annum; the year-olds at 2/. lOs.

; the two-years at 3/.; th^ three-
years at 3/. 105. ; the milch cows at bV He also takes into account the
average number of sheep and horses on the farm, and the value, expense,
and profit of each, and all the casualties of every kind; and, on the
whole, he proves that ' the farmer does not derive more than 10 per cent.

on his capital, and which will afford him but a scanty subsistence for

his family, and little or nothing to add to his capital.'

About one-half of the butter and cheese is usually consumed in the far-
mer's own family or among his labourers, and the rest is sent to the Aber-
deen, or Montrose, or Leith markets. The butter is usually excellent,

but the cheese of an inferior quality ^.
T -

of money, by the year 17y2,brouglit up the price of half-fed cattle to the rate of 6s, 8d, the
stone (16 lbs.) Since that time the price has risen and fallen alternately; in some years
it has been as high as IO5. a stone, and in others as low as 5s. or 6s,

' One remarkable circumstance in the price of cattle is, that they are generally dear or
cheap in the inverse ratio of the means of keeping them. Thus, in a year of plenty, con-
joining a weighty crop of turnips with a luxuriant voggage, the price of cattle gets up;
or the farmers^ not only can afford to retain their cattle, but are compelled to do so, in

order to consume their crop. In a year of scarcity, again, particularly of winter food, the

price of cattle declines even to the lowest pitch, the farmers being forced to part with
them at any price they can get. In the great penury of fodder in 1807 j some cattle were
sold as low as at the rate of Is. a stone.*—p. 440.

The account of the introduction of ^wrm/>s into Kincardineshire must not be omitted.

Turnips were first seen in this county about the year 1754, being introduced by Robert
Scott, Esq., Dunninauld, on the farm of the Miltown, in the parish of St. Cyrus, whicJi
he then held in lease ; but he had few to follow his example for many years. In 1764
William Lyall, a farmer in Wattieston, in the parish of Fordoun, ventured to sow half an
acre in turnips, which, at the time, was the greatest extent of them in any farmer's hand
and they were disposed of chiefly in small parcels to his neighbours as kitchen vegetables
at a penny the stone. .It was not till about the year 1775 that they began to be gene-
rally cultivated. They are now^ universal over the whole county, insomuch that about
one-seventh part of the whole land in tillage is in turnips.

« They are cultivated uniformly in drills'; and this crop now forms the very basis ofgood
cultivation in the Mearns, whether with respect to the succeeding crops, or to the feeding
of cattle to which it is applied, but more for the rearing tha-n for the fvilly fattening of
them, as the thin population of the county does not require a tenth part of the fat cattle
tliey coufd produce.'—p. 460.

* Of the keep of the ' cotter's' milch cow, and of the situation of the ^ cotter' himself

in this part of Scotland (in 1807), Mr. Robertson gives an interesting description. He
had been speaking ofthe cottages of the mechanics and little tradespeople, which are built

of stone and turf, or sometimes stone and lime, and consisting of two apartments, divided

by the furniture, the walls seldom more than six feet in height, and the roofing composed

of thin turfs, overlaid with a thinner coating of straw, tied down with straw ropes, like a

hay-stack; every one with its little garden or kale-yard; and many of them displaying

no little taste in its cultivation, and growing the different kinds of coleworts, of which

a dark-red kind is most prevalent, and forms the basis of ' old Scotia's kale-brose ;' and

besides this, some leeks and cresses, and bushes of gooseberries and currants, and flower-

ing shrubs, as roses and honeysuckles,—and fine-smelling herbs, as thyme and lavender,

and southernwood, and tansy ' to kill the worms,' and a sprinkling, too, of perennial

flowers, as polyanthus and cov^slips, and yellow lilies ; and, m some cases, an apple-tree

trained upon the sunny side of the house wall, and house-leeks on the riggin. He goes

on next to speak of the cottages of the farm servants-

' The cottages attached to the different farms are more regularly disposed, being gene-

rally set down by the way-sides, in the neighbourhood, but not m the immediate vicinity

of the farm-stead. They are beginning to be constructed in a similar style, built of
stone and hme, and of an increased height in the walls ;

but the roof is still generally of
thatch, or in some cases of gray slate, and in a few instances of tile, which is the worst
roofing of any. The internal acoommodation is simply, as it was wont, with two "apart-
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FORFARSHIRE OR ANGUS.

theseonnl^r '"^' ^'''^ "^^™^ ^^«"^ ^^^
P'-'"^''P^1 and central tcwn ;

nam'p T ' "'''^ "'^'^'"' ^'^ """^^^"^ '^^«^'^-^' ^"d was probably tlie ori-inal

shire fn r-f
''''^"? P^'* "^ '^ '^'"^'^^*'^'^ ^''""-^ the coast f.^om Kincardine-

of Kir v^'
"""/

?
''''^ ^""^ "-"^'^^^^ resemble those of the coast districts

cont V "'' ^^A''''^"'
'^"^ ^^"^' ^'^'^^ the interior (nearly half of the

ac o^^'f^r'^rr .^?n*l'
^^^"^P^^» H'"-^- The cattle (said in the statisticalacconnt to be 45 400-^) may be divided into the horned and the polled.

and arH-ilT ^ 'u'
^^'^^ ^''S-^'^"^ ^'•^^^' "^^^^ ^o prevail in the iriterior,

or t^ . fi

'^' ^"* ^^ ^ diminutive size, and rarely exceeding twenty

K\n7Z^ fT'\ '^"^^'^'^ the coast they resemble more those of^inca dine and Aberdeen
; but there are some points of dilJerence. Theprevaihng colour is black, but with more admixture of other tints : some

.Wttet'll ' The'l'lfir' '^v '''''".f
"°^ ^ ^'^'^ ^" the fire-pkco, and a glass wiu-

also a bi of no to^a,Kl '^f^-^^Jf^^^^'
^ F^ce of garden ground for raising potherbs

;

vvha i best of til
-^^^^^^ °^"» fi«ld

j
a patch of flax so vn ; and

an r s ottrwte of
"

V"
\'\'''\''' ^^""« ^^^'' ^he master's own'cattle

allowancrof twone -S nf f ^ ^ ""^^^ ^'^''^- '^^^'^^'^ 5?°«'^ <l""g«' with a weekly

3/. to 1 2/
0° moreen he !.,' ''".i^" f

'^'^l^^te money-fee^ which has improved from

ci this division of live stock will be 317 800/.
'

The Rev. C. Peebles, in his statistical account of Mains, in Anp-us n<!^Pvt« n.o+ .
.•ere not used for husbandry work in Angus in 1790. He^h^ws | ^erJ c a o co

°
p^nson between the farmers and their mode of management in 1760 ^vhe^] fW W.t

1760.
Land ploughed with oxen. Only a few

i^orses kept to draw the harrow in seed-
time and bring in the common harvest.
/I. thought a great price for a ho^se
Land rented at G, per acre, and only twosmall farms enclosed. ^

. f" ^^"gl'sh cloth worn but by the mi-
"

luster and a quaker.
^

nlaldnlif"'""^^
''"'^ what were calledpUidnig hose, made of woollen cloth. Thewomen wore coarse plaids. Not a cloak

"or a t)onnet was worn by any woman inthe whole parish.

Only two hats in the parish. The men
wore cloth bonnets.
There was only one eight-day clock in

the parish, six watches, and one tea-kettle.
-I he people never visited each other but

at Christmas. The entertainment was

, V '^"'^ ^'^*=f' ^""^ the visiters sent to some
ale-house for five or six pints of ale, and

^'
"

'"^'^"'y over it without any ceremony.

1790.
Oxen not employed in agriculture. Far-

mers have their saddle-horses, worth from
2[L to 30/.^ and work-horses from 20/. to
25/. each.

Land at 30^. ant] all enclosed with dykes
and thorn hedges.

There are few who do not wear English
clothj and several the best superfine.

Cotton and thread stockings are worn by
both sexes, masters and servants. Some
have silk ones. The women who wear
plaids have them fine and faced with silk.

Silk plaidsj cloaks, and bonnets are very
numerous.

r

Few bonnets are worn, and the bonnet-
makers' trade is given up.

Thirty clocks, one hundred watches, and
above sixty tea-kettles.

People visit each other often. Six or
seven dishes are set on the table differently

dressed. After dinger a large bowl of rum
punch or whisky toddy is drunk—then tea
then another bowl, then supper, and, after
that, the grace drink

Muchlukewarmness prevails ^ith regard
to religious instruction, and a consequent
inattention and indifierence to worship and
ordinances.

4

The third commandment seems to be
swearingahuost forgotten, and prcfan

greatly abounds
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/

have white spots on the forehead, and white on the flanks and belly. There

are more brindled cattle than in Aberdeen ; some are dark red, and others

of a ?ilveryellow or dun. A few are black with white hairs intermixed;

and occasionally a beast is seen that is altogether white, with the exception

of a few black hairs about the headr

The Forfar horned cattle are shorter in the leg, thicker in the shoulder,

rounder in the carcase, straighter in the back, and carry the head better

than the Aberdeens. The horns are smaller, better proportioned, curved

upwards and forwards, and sharper at the points. They are evidently a

cross between the Highland and the Low Country or doddied breed.

. A writer in the ' Farmer's Magazine' for 1814, replying to some queries

respecting the breed of Angus, draws the following comparison between

the horned cattle of this county and those of the neighbouring districts.

* The horns of Angus and Kincardineshire cattle are much the same,

beino- smaller and better proportioned than those of the Buchan district

of Aberdeenshire, and more like those of the middle district. At three

years old the horns of an Angusshire stot will be as weh raised and sharp

at the extremity as at two years old, but not so strong in the horn. The

horns of the cattle in the higher districts of Aberdeenshire are by far

thicker rounder, and straighter out from the sides of the head, than

those of the cattle in the middle districts of Angus, while the Fifeshire

cattle have horns larger, more oval, and not. so sharp at the point, as the

o-enerality of the Angus cattle.

'The Kincardineshire cattle are rather smaller than the Angus, but the

shapes are much the same. Those of Fifeshire are stronger, larger, and

routrher-bonedthan the Angus cattle.

* The weight of the Angus horned cattle cannot be well ascertained, as

few are kepUn the county to the proper age, and the difference in keeping

of these is so great ; but being so well proportioned, they will weigh more

to their appearance than the cattle of either of the above counties. The

Angus cattle are preferable for feeding, having all the good qualities

for that purpose/
.

An account of the Angus polled or doddied cattle, and which is now

become the most numerous and valuable breed of that county, will be

o'iven hereafter when we treat of the polled cattle generally;

i

FIFESHIRE

Th'^ counlv of Fife is a kind of peninsula included between the river Tay

L ihP north and the Frith of Forth on the south, with Perth, Kinross,

nd Clad:,nannan on the east. The cli.nate alon, the Frith of Forth is

emperate ; it is also mild along the banks of,the Eden
;
bu the west and

noXwest parts, in the neighbourhood of the Lomond hdls are chilly

and l^nill In no com.ty, however, is the character of the catte so

uniform, and in few parts do they more decidedly unite
ffj'f^t

quaht.es

which ckttle can possess. They bear evident impress of their Highland

orio-in but there has been a cross which distingmshes them from all other

Scotch cattle. Tliomps

* The statistical account of Scotland, under tlie article Dunichen, gives us no favourable

opinion of the Scottish cow-leeches, when he describes * f ^''^""^'0^?^
<
p '^'

""T
there, and probably in the greater part of Scotland installed m their office 'Formerly,

one blacksmith, who was also a farrier, was alone allowed to^exercise^ his business on a

barony or estate. He had the exclusive privilege of doing all the blacksmi h and farrier s

work For this he paid a small rent to the proprietor, and every tenant paid him a certain

(luantity ot .corn. About thirty years ago a person of this description had this sole right

on the barony of Dunichen, for which he paid \(. per annum yearly.
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tory ' Survey of Fifeshire,' thus describes them .— ' Though ihe true Fife
breed may be found of any colour, the prevailing- one is black ; nor are
they less esteemed though spotted or streaked with white or of a grey
colour. The horns are small, white, generally pretty erect, or at least
turned up at the pohits, and bending rather forward. (The Fife ox would
be readily distinguished at a considerable distance by this pecuharitv in
the form of the horn.) ' The bone is small in proportion to the carcase

;

the hmbs clean, but short; and the skin- soft : they are wide between the
extreme points of the hock bones ; the ribs are narrow and wide set, and
have a greater curvature than in. other kinds, which gives the body a thick,
round form.' (The thick, round form of the Fife cattle is evident enough

;

but we confess we do not understand this account of the peculiarities or

) ' They fatten quickly, and fill up well, at

They are hardy, fleet, and travel well ; tame and
The

all the choice points.
^ ^

docile, and excellent for work, whether Yn the plough or in the cart.'

I'roo^'^^*^"
"^ husbandry, however, is much diminished even in Fife. In

1^92, m Auchterderran, of the fifty-one ploughs which the parish con-
tamed, seventeen were worked by horses, and now a smaller number
would be found worked with oxen. There is a very great difference in
the size of the Fife oxen, and this is to be attributed to the differencem the quality of the pasture, and the attention paid in breediug and
rearmg. When fed for the butcher, they generally weigh from thirty -five
to sixty-five stones. They have been slaughtered at more than 100 stones.

_

Ihey are far from unprofitable for the dairy. A good Fife cow will
give from five to seven gallons of milk per day, or from seven to nine
pounds of butter, or from ten to twelve pounds of cheese per week for some
months after calving; while the cow is in milk for ten or eleven
months.

Writers havp nmncorl I VioiTicQUrr^t, ..,UK .v,„ _./• tv^i i- • ••

a

ciisputed
;
but a southern cow or bull was certainly one of the progenitors

of this very useful variety of black cattle. Soihe say that when James VI.
(James I. of England) received the news of the death of Elizabeth, and
was compelled to set out on his journey to England without the time or
the means to make his triumphal procession sufficiently splendid, he
hastily borrowed a considerable sum of monev from some of his fluthful
adherentsuiFife. The English treasury, hov/ever, was not sufficiently
nch, or his private resources not such as to enable him to repay the debt
in specie

; but as an honourable acknowledgment of the obligation, and
one of the greatest benefits he could confer on his former subjects, he sent
Ihem some valuable cattle from England. From what county they came,
or to what breed thev belonged, neither hisiorv nor tradition relates.

more generally received opinion is, tlsat in addition to the 30,000
angel-nobles, which Margevet, the daughter of Henry VII. of England,
brought with her when she became the bride of James IV. of Scotland,
300 English cows, a simple but invaluable w^edding present, were added
•^y her father to the dowry. The progeny of these cattle received the name
of Falklands, because James and his young consort resided principally at
^^Ikland palace, and to the park belonging to which this present from her
father was naturally conveyed. Here again tradition is silent as to the
f istrict whence these came. Cambridge claims the honour, but probably
^Hiout pretensions better founded than those of many other counties.

br
^^\ ^^ "*^ *^l«i^bt, however, that at a considerably remote period, the Fife

and\h^T^^v
Materially improved by intermixture with some southern variety,

tnat the improvement commenced in the neighbourhood of Falkland.
I 2
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Similar attempts liave since been made in other parts of Scotland, bnt
with such decided success: this, however, will not surprise the

that while the Hiirhland cattle of

I
f

/

j1/

V

rarely

agriculturist when it is recollected, ._.„ _ _^_^ ^

Scotland have remained, until very lately, nearly the same that they were
centuries ago, the English cattle generally have strangely altered their
character, and doubled iheir size, since the time of Henry VII., and even //

that of James 1/ The comparatively small cattle of England might thek/
amalgamate with the Scotch, but there would be less affinity between the
Scotch and those of the present day*.
However the fact may be explained, Fifeshire now contains, as decidedh

;as Devonshire, or Herefordshire, or Sussex, a breed
/ too—of her own. ^ ^ - •

and an excellent one,
Made wise, and somewhat expensively so by experience,

rifeshire farmers arp. rnnvinf^prl ilint tVi^ir ^.of*io nannnf be further
the i^'iteshire tarmers are convinced that their cattle cannot ...........
improved m all their points, or as a whole, by any foreign cross, and they—^^— *^ 1--- * The Fifes
confine themselves to a judicious selection from their own
however, have

"

1>
^

L

r

//

h
i

never established themselves in the south, nor penetrated
towards the north beyond the counties immediately contiguous,
prejudice of each district in favour of its native breed may partly ace
for this, but a more satisfactory explanation results from the fact, ,,..

sufficiently regarded by agriculturists, and to which we shall often refei^
that there must be everywhere a kind of identity between the breed and
the soil, and which is always slowly, and in many cases, never acquired.

There is no great peculiarity in the management of the Fifeshire cattle.

In some parts the dairy is particularly attended to, and from Ihe account
which we have given of the quantity of milk and butter yielded by a
Fifeshire cow, it returns a fair average profit.

On farms adapted to breeding, the
sufficient number of cows are kept to rear the calves, some'of vvhich are

dairy is a secondary object. A

or at the neighbouring markets.

day 21
They are fed

or three gallons of

twelve
to

or

bought of the cottagers,

from the pail, and usijally obtain every
milk, or hay-tea, or gruel, mixed with the milk, for ten ,,,^
weeks, when they are weaned. The late calves are generally disposecl'of
as soon as possible, and the milk converted to the purposes of the dairy
The number of milk cows are calculated at about 10,000. Dr Thompson
supposes that the whole stock of cattle, including lean ones, and others

* They have, however, in some cases, advantageously amalgamated. Mr Adam
Ferguson, m his Essay on Crossuig, (Quarterly Journal of Agriculture, No. 1 ) aft'
observing that ' nothing can wear a more inviting aspect than the idea of unitinjr tlu^
early fattening propensity, docile habits, and large size of the one breed with the hardiness
and" many valuable qualities of the other, securing, as is thus imagined, a permanent
variety exceeding in value either of the parent stocks,' and acknowledging that 4he first

fruits will, in general, tend to confirm this hope,' j'et ^cautions the bieeder against over-
sanguine hope from such a system.' He relates, however^ some instances in which the
experiment did succeed to a very great extent. His account is as follows;

—

^ About the same time I had an excellent opportunity of observing, during three years
an interesting experiment, conducted upon an extensive scale by a gentleman of much
talent and zeal as an agriculturist. His object was to obtain a mixed breed which should
permanently retain all the good points of improved short-horns, and choice West High-
landers or Kyloes. He bred from the short-horn bull and Highland co\^, and had conti-
nued to do so through many gradations for ten or twelve years to the period when I last
inspected his stock. At this time my impression was, that the variety was fast returnino-
to the pure short-horn. Many fine animals were brought to market. ^

* The Rev. John Forrester, however, asserts, in his ' statistical account' of the parisli
of Anstruther Wester, in this county, that the breed of cattle has been much improved
by crossing with the Lanark and 'the Holderness, and by winter-feeding on turnips.The fia-st result is, as we have asserted in the text, contrary to the experience of every
agriculturist: but of the truth of the latter assertion there can be no doubt, for there aretew more profitable applications of turnips in a breeding country than to the support of
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aI"r'IFJl-
J-""? "e^^ibourin- counties, for g-razing, is about 60,000 ; and

althfw'.
^^°^'^^;^^'» of the Fifeshire farmers have suspected that their cattle,

c osSh'''' u^^^^ ^' ''"P^^^^^ °^ improvement, and they have

rnollt 'j;,'"';^ the Angus, the Ayrshire, and the Teeswater. A breed

"•ood mviv r^'u ^u""
i^^^deits appearance in Fife, possessing all the

.00 1 quah ,es of the horned, with even superior propensity to fatten, and

b^ hp|-'
q^'^^tness and docility. The pure Dnrhams have been esta-

^

ished msome parts of Fife, but not always vviihout difficultv. Those

of fV''''r
'"^P^^'^fd ha^« been injured by, or sunk under, the greater rigourot the chmate

;
but many of the calves of the Durham breed, dropped in

^hZn
^''''''^^^!' ^^«od pasture, retained all the good qualities of thesnort horns, combined with the requisite degree of hardihood. Lady Marv

1^
ndsay Cravvfurd, of Crawfurd Priory, was unsuccessful at first in her

bSui c:tt!ro^f tt id^d'""
'"^'' '^" '''''' "°^ "-"^ p"- ^"^

THE CENTRAL DISTRICT

wlirnntTn'
'' f^P.^'-th^bire Stirlingshire, Clack.nannan and Kinross, and

PERTHSHIRE.

It would be difficult to point out any native breed of cattle in PerthshireIf It can be found m any district it is in the moorland part of the cou
"'

where he attention of the former used to be chiefly direded to the -ea 7c^of cattle, for his ground was good for nothing else until the sheenhusbandry was nUroduced.t If we consider these" as the true Perthshirecattle, they are of an inferior kind. "
^ertnslnre

The highland origin is visible about

of *De^nv !i^"°'"°^'
^'^^"""t of the dimensions of a celebrated bull belonLnng to the Earl

Lengtli of the head
Do. from the root of the honi to tlic rump .*

]

n"^' IT ^^'^ '^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^'^''^ ^0 the top of the shoukler
* -Uo. of the horu

.

Distance from point to point of ditto
.'

Cxu-th of the body at the shoulder
Dp' do. before hoiis^li bones
Cnrth of thebotl}^ fore leg;, smallest part between ihe knee

and hoof
Do. do. hinder le^^ at ditto .

^^^- do. fore leg, at fore spakl
Height at the shoulder . / .

Do. at hough bone , »

Tio, fj'oni the shoulder to the breast bone
Do. of ihii knee-joint— fore leg

Breadth of the hou^^h bones

Feet. Inches

2
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2

1

^
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h?^'-S,'e the quantity

their riui 1 ^

"^ ^'^'^°^;^'^^ ^^e soil
; they render it more and more productive

; and v/herever

increase
^^^-^^"^'^ ^^!'*^ ^^^"^'I'^'asL-d upon a certain extent of land, they help to support that

g^t^en, and th^^^ ? ^^^' pi-oducing an increase of food. The ground is not only made
grasssprin.vs*l, '^^^^^^^^^P'^ted by the enrichinir quality of their manure, but the finest

tJiis potverful J* ^P^^^^^^'^^^^^^sly where it had formerly been scanty and coarse ; and wht^iui top-dressmg of our whole hills with sheep-dung and urine has been
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A few gentle-

the long-horns have found their advocates.

them, but it has been deteriorated by some southern mixture; or, at least;

the two breeds have not mingled well together—for the beauty of form,

and propensity to fatten of the Argvle are diminished, and the milkino-

properties of the southrons are not fully developed.

In many parts of Perthshire the breeds of the neighbouring counties are
found unmixed. In the vicinity of Perth and the Bridge of Earn, and in

the Carse of Gowrie, the Fifeshire, and Angus cattle are found, either

pure, or mingled in various proportions. About Monteath many Gal-
loways are grazed. In other parts of the south, and on the borders of

Stirling and Dumbarton, the Ayrshire cows prevail, or have superseded all

the rest
;
and on the borders of Argvle the true West-Highlanders are

seen, and degenerated in none ef their essential points.

men have attempted to introduce the Devons, others the Guernseys, some
the short-horns, and even
Perthshire, hke many of the nhdland counties of England, presents a

mixture of every breed, varying according to the soil, or the description of

the farm, or the whim of the occupier.

Another system of grazing is pursued in some parts of the county, and
^particularly in the grazing districts. Highland stots are bought in at the

end of autumn, and fed during the winter, for the May and June markets.

Tliey are turned out on the foggage, or pastures that have been mown,
until the middle or end of December, according to the severity or mildness

of the season. Then a little straw with bog-hay is carried to them, and

in the Mayor June of the following year, they pursue their course south-

ward, yielding to the farmer a profit of 30s. or 21. per head.

In respect to the number of cattle which the county contains it stands

second; the statistical account assigns to it more than 79,000, The
cattle have, however, of late materially improved, although they have not

assumed any distinguishing character; and the dairy cattle, in the midland
parts of the county, have taken somewhat the start in the career of improve-
ment. A few oxen are worked in the plough, but none on the road.

Sheep husbandry has advanced as rapidly in this country as in the

neighbouring ones, and the bleak mountains of Perth are nearly aban-
doned to the sheep

; on the other hand, the management of cattle, both
in the graizing and dairy districts, is materially im.proved. In the Carse
of Gowrie, where there is much arable land, the usual stock of the farm
is not always sufficient to consume the straw. Young cattle are therefore

bought in from the neighbouring markets, which are kept in the winter

on straw and turnips, and in the following May are sold to the dealers,
, r

X

completed, there is little doubt that the Grampians will be as verdant as the Ochils,

while the Ochils had once as forbidding an aspect as the Grampians.*

We may compare with this, an account given of the management of cattle on the

moorlands twenty-five years ago (* Farmer's Magazine,' 1807.) Formerly the cattle stock

ill this quarter were very much neglected during winter, no provision of succulent food,

nor indeed of anything excepting straw, being made for them. In the spring this was

particularly hard upon the cows in calf. They were sometimes so debilitated as to be

unable to bring forth ; and frequently contracted diseases under which they laboured for

a long time, and of which they never recovered. I well remember the poor wives during

the nippiug north-east whids in May, provincially called the Coioqiiake, tending their cows,

reduced to a skeleton, and covered with a blanket, while they picked up any spring grass

which had begun to rise in the kail-yard, or at the bottoms of walls or banks
; and to such

extremities were they reduced at times, that I have heard of their taking the half-rotten

thatch from the roofs of houses, and giving it to the half-dead animal, as the means of

prolonging its miserable existence. On this account the half of them did not take the
bull, and those that did were too late for rearing stout calves. The yeld cattle were 60

emaciated, that it was always the end of the season beforethe heath, and steril, hidebound
^eas on which they were depastured, brought them into such condition, as would now lie

considered a^ but half-fat.

1
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or the lariuers of the adjacent counties, who give them a few mouths'
summer pasturage, and dispose of them for England, or the southern
districts of Scotland. In the Carse of Gowrie is found some of the most
tertile soil, and also some of the most intelligent farmers in the kingdom;
but in the Highland districts, even the sheep-husbandry needs much hn-
provement, and the cattle are much neglected.*

Mr. Gorrie, in his ' Account of the Carse of Gowrie,' published in
the Quarterly Journal of Agriculture for June 1832, says, *

nature of the district renders the rearing of cattle less profitable than the
production of grain, some specimens of the most improved breeds have
been produced, which would have done credit to the most eminent breeders
of the south. On the Braes (a level tract) of the Carse, breeding and
rearing of cattle might be conducted more advantageously and to a greater
extent than at present, were the higher part of the ground inclosed and
properly sheltered, by slips of pIanti^^g.

Although the

f
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STIRLINGSHIRK.

This is far more a grazing than a breeding county ; indeed, the attention
of the farmers is confined to grazing, to the exclusion of almost everything
else, the very plough being chiefly used with a view to the sustenance of
their cattle during the winter. The pastures of Stiriingshire, both
natural and artificial, are exceedingly rich ; and from its situation it forms
the first convenient halting place for the Western Highland cattle, while
it is the great thoroughfare for these cattle during the'whole of the sum-
mer. Many of the Stiriingshire farmers purchase the best of the Skye or
Argyle beasts about the beginning of summer, and turn them on their fine
natural or artificial pastures, on which they are made ready for the market
by the end of autumn.
The caw5 extending from Stiriing to Boness can boast a soil, perhaps,

not exceeded by any in Britain, and they are almost entirely under tillage
;

and to the west of Falkirk, large tracts of land are farmed out for grazing,
either to residents in the neighbourhood or to speculators, and many of the
butchers from a considerable distance, l^he summer feeding never fails,
and except in a year of extreme scarcity, the winter feeding for the large
stocks of sheep and cattle bought in at the trysts is excellent.

^

In the statistical account of Fintry, in this county, honourable mention
is made of Mr. David Dun, who established, if he did not introduce, this
improved mode of grazing, and which has been adopted in a considerable
portion of the west and south of Scotland. His principles were, to select

^rom the choicest cattle in order to stock his farm, and to keep his grass
lighter than farmers had been accustomed to do, i. e. to put fewer cattle

upon his land than had been usual ; and the consequence was, that his

iccount is

made of
feet wide,

.lu proportion to the breed to be fed. The boards of which the box is made are to be put
so close to one another, as to let in sufficient air, but no moie, as the exclusion of light is
,^n,e essential part of the process. It stands upon four feet, and is placed a little
slanting to drain off all wetness, and the bottom should be covered with stray/ or hay, and
winch should be changed twice a week. The calf is put into this box when newly dropped,

aft^^
^^^^^ ^^fterwards as possible, and for the first week milk is given to it cautiously,

the^ii
^

f
^^ ^^"^ ^^^^^ ^^ S^^'^^ ^'^^^^ ^^'^^J '^'-'^ ^^^^^ ^^^^'*^ ^^'^ *^^^^^ ^^"^ ^* ^^ ^^^^' ^*

8^ts as much sweet
---- *' - '^''- '^ '-—

- '

^J^ge
piece of chalk is h

at^Th +

'''^'^^- ^ ^^*^ek, and it"becomes fine veal in ten weeks. If it is a bull calf, it is^cut
' ^ ^ ^^^^^ old, otherwise the veal will neither be so good, uor so white.

].,„ ^
^^^^ ^^ "^"ch sweet milk fresh from the cow as it can take three times a-day, and

rpno^f ^f'"''
"^^ '*^^^^ i« i^^ne; in the box, which it occasionally licks. The bleedin^r iripeaieu once , n _ _
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120 CATTLE.

beasts throve with a rai)idity before unexampled. He is said to have sold

one Highland stot, which yielded fifty-two stones (tron) of beef*. At another

time he disposed of twenty-five Highland stots for 12L each, the lightest

of which weighed thirty stones (tron). He died in 1794. He was leading
a sheep across a wooden bridge, when the rail of the bridge giving way,
he was thrown into the river, and, falling upon a stone, he was killed on
the spot. He was, with great propriety, called the Scotch Bakewell ; and
there was no man to whom the central districts of Scotland were more
indebted.

The breeding of cattle is mostly confined to the dairy districts, such as
Kilsyth, Campsie,t Strathblane, St. Ninians, and the muir lands to the
south of Falkirk

; and here it is pursued with greater ardour than formerly,
although seldom to much greater extent than to keep up the stock ; but this
stock is, since the introduction of An:ricu]tural Societies and the offering of
premiums, very materially improved.
The dairy cattle have been, since the year 1817, chiefly of the Ayrshire

breed, and that mostly pure ; for a cross between the Ayrshire and the
native cattle has not generally succeeded. On the ground of some cottager,
however, a cow of the mixed breed will occasionally be found yielding-

abundance of milk and tolerably good in quality, and afterwards fattenino-

with a rapidity scarcely inferior to the true Highlander, The cattle that

are designed for summer fattening are out day and night ; but the milch

cows are sometimes housed dnring the night, while by other farmers they

are housed and fed by soiling during the heat of the day, and turned out

at uio-ht

Oxen were formerly much used in Stirlingshire; but, very few teams are

now kept in any part of the country. The average number of cattle in

Stirlingshire, including the flying stock, is rather more than 19,000.
The central situation of Stirlingshire with regard to the breeders of cattle

in the northern and western counties, and the buyers or dealers from the
southern and eastern parts of Great Britain, cause it to be selected for the

* The weight is commonly calculated in these districts by the stone, tro?i, which con-
sists of 16 lbs., at 22 oz. each, and, consequently, the weight of the beast was equivalent
to nearly 82 stones of Imperial weight, or 14 lbs. each, or exactly 143 stones Smithfield
weight of 8 lbs. each.

f The Rev. Mr. Lapslie, iu his stalistical account of Campsie, gives the followiuir
account of the cattle in that parish in 1793:—' Milk cows 749, which, within the lust
tiiirty years have increased considerably in bulk, hence they have a tendency to be'in
flesh more than to give milk; they, however, give on the average from seven to eleven

SL:ots pints daily. Below seven they are not thought worth keeping for the dairy
;

above eleven they are considered remarkable. From eight Scots pints nearly one pound
of butter is produced, and the cheese is equal to that of Dnnlop. Besides these there are

cow and queys, 503 ; fat cows/and young beasts for the Falkirk market and the butcher,

917; and winterers, which are mostly grazed next summer for the butcher, 345. The win-

terers graze in the open fields during the whole ix'inter season, and are fed once or twice a

day with coarse hay, gathered in autumn among the cows' feet in their pastures. The gra-

ziers commonly begin to fodder, as they term it, about Christmas, (it is considered to be

a severe winter when they are forced to begin before Christmas,) and continue till the

beginning of April, when the' cattle refuse it. There are few cattle grazed but High-
landers, and those from Argyleshire are preferred. North country cattle are rejected,

being considered by the graziers sour, and difficult to feed.'

Mr. Lapslie gives a calculation of the consumption of animal food in this parish, f I^
1714, only three cows were killed for winter-beef in the whole parish, the gentry excepted.

In 1 744, the better farmers joined, and got a cow for a winter-mart, the price then being
only 35jr. or 40^. for a fat cow. In 1759, very decent farmers thought it necessary to
have some part of a fat cow, or a few sheep, salted up for winter store

; and in 1 794, three
hundred fat cows were killed annually about Martinmas time, for winter provision,
bybide the mutton, beef, and Iamb, killed through the season ; and few of the tradesmen
sit down to dinner without fresh meat on the table, and malt liquor to drink.'

/
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THE KINROSS-SHIRE BREED.

holding of the principal fairs or cattle-markets of Scolland, The Falkirk
trysts are the most frequented ; they are held on the second Tuesday in
August, September, and October. All the cattle from every part of Scot-
land, south as well as north, which are intended for sale, whether in good
store condition, or almost ready for the butcher, or lean, and intended for
wmtering in richer pasture in the south, are driven to Falkirk^,

KINROSS-SHIRE AND CLACKMANNANSHIRE.

There is little difference in the character and general treatment of
cattle in these diminutive counties ; they approach to the Perthshire or
Fifeshire breeds, in proportion as they border on either district. A great
number of cattle used to befottened in the distilleries of Clackmannan, and
particularly in that of Kilbogie ; seven thousand have sometimes been fed
at this distillery in one year. The ordinary stock of Kinross is 5400, and
that of Clackmannan nearly 1400, exclusive of those in the distillery. The
cattle husbandry of Kinross has been materially improved within the last
fifty years. The soil of Clackmannan is more fertile, and the few cattle of
a superior description.

i

f

THE south-west LOWLANDS.

This district consists of Dumbartonshire, Renfrewshire, Ayrshire, and
Ijanarkshire. It is a manufacturing district, and very thickly peopled.
Although occupying only one-thirteenth part of the extent df Scotland, it

contains full one-fourth of the inhabitants; many cattle are, therefore,

wanted for the butcher and the dairy. The soil and the climate are
admirably adapted to the rearing and fattening of live-stock, and a more
valuable breed, and particularly of dairy cows, is not to be found in the
whole kingdom.

t

i

^
* The tryst used to be held on a large common in the immediate vicinity of Falkirk,

out which is now enclosed, and a field in the neighbourhood of Stenhousmuir has since
been selected. It is about three miles from Falkirk, on the other side of the Carron and
the Glasgow canal, and is the property of Sir Michael Bruce. The road from Falkirk to

''"
' ' "

" the

are

way irom two spots connected with early
and later Scottish histoiy—the peace concluded between the Romans and the Scots, and
the concealment and escape of the hero Wallace.
The field, or the toll at its entrancoj is let to a kixmanat 120/. yearly, and he demands

^d, for every score of black cattle, 3d. for every score of sheep, and \d, for every horse.

There are, beside, several tents erected on the field at which refreshments may be pro-

cured, or where business is transacted, and money paid and received; for the use of each
of these the taxman receives 13s.

At the last October tryst ( 1832) there were, on the lowest computation, more than
50,000 black cattle, 30^000 sheep, and 3000 horses. It is worth going ir.any a mile to

witness such a collection of beasts, and including every variety of every breed of Scotland.
It is a school for the agriculturist, from which he will not fail to derive the most useful
lessons; and then, in the latter part of the day, when the tryst is over, to see every spot,
not only of the flat muir, but of the beautifully undulating ground above, covered with
cattle and sheep, and the herdsmen in their characteristic Scottish dresses, either stretched
pu their plaids and resting for a while their wearied limbs—but still watchful ; or gather-

•itV/ e L
^'''^^'^^' '^^,^m sheep, and 5000 horses, and, averaging the price of the cattle

BjO-OOO*^
^"*1 of the sheep at 18*., and of the horses at 10/.^ their gross value is nearly

f*
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DUMBARTONSHIRE.
-^

In a great part of Dumbartonshire (he introduction of sheep-husbandry

has materially lessened the number of cattle : of this the author of the

statistical jxccount of Anoquhar gives a convincing proof, when he says

that in the whole of that parish there were (in 1791) only 480 black

cattle. although 10,000 sheep were kept. The cattle, however, are

materially improved, and the formerly desolate appearance of the country

is essentially changed. ^

• The neat stocic of Dumbartonshire may be divided into three classes ;

those that are wintered in the county, those^ that are fattened there, and
the dairy cattle; for few are bred there beyond the annual consumption.
The portion of land appropriated to the wintering of cattle is the natural

pasture, or uncultivated ground, of which there is a great deal. The grass

is long and coarse, but it will be eaten by cattle that have not been accus

tomed to anything better; and it is generally contrived that some part of it

shall be a little sheltered from the blast. Many West-Highlanders, and
principally from Argyle, are purchased in October or November^ and chiefly

at Falkirk market, and they are turned in the wintering grounds* without

any other provender, until the winter thoroughly sets in, and the ground

is covered with snow ; they are then fed on coarse hay or straw given

in the field, on some sheltered spot. It is thrown carelessly down, and

the strongest beast gets the better share, and part of it is trodden under

foot and spoiled.

There is often barely sufficient of this coarse hay and straw to last

through a winter of moderate length, and, therefore, after one of unusual

severity, the cattle, although not so reduced as we have described them to

be in some parts of the Highlands, are brought to market in poor con-

dition, and sold 5^* a very inferior price. -

A few cattle are wintered in the straw-yard, but they fare not much
better, for they rarely, get turnips, they have straw only, or this coarse

bog-hay, and they do not thrive so well upon it as if they were turned on
the pasture, scanty as it is.

In April or May they are usually sold to the dealers, who drive them
farther south. They are generally two-year-olds who go through this

process, and the owner of the coarse pasture is fairly repaid by the growth

of the cattle, and the greater price wliich beasts even of the same size

obtain in May, above that which would be given for them in November.
• Thus commences the succession of journeys and stages of improvement

which a great proportion of the Highland cattle pass through. Messrs.

Whyte and Macfarlane thus speak of it in their ' Survey of Dumbarton-

shire :' ' The reader will perceive here some traces of that extensive

distribution of labour, in the management of stock and the application of

grass ground, which is at once most profitable to individuals, and econo-

mical to the public. The cattle bred in the West Highlands are, at the

age of two years, or two years and a half, removed into Dumbartonshire

and the neighbouring counties. At three years old tney are earned to

the northern couatiei^ of England, and so by degrees southward, enjoying

^ * These wintering? grounds are usually boj^-meadows, which are formed by the filling

np of lakes and deposits of water, in consequence of the gradual accumulation of vegetable

matter, and which, at length, attain a sufficient degree of solidity to bear the cattle. The
herbage is at first of the coarsest nature, but it gradually improves, and, although sheep

will not eat it, becomes a valuable part of the farm, and the chief support of the cattle both

in summer and winter. On the edges of most of the high sheep-pastures, there are slips

and tracks of land on which the sheep will not feed, but on which cattie readily thrive.
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THE DUMBARTONSHIRE BREED. TOO

at each remove a milder climate and a richer pasture than before, till they
attain their full size, and reach the butcher in prime condition. By this

arrangement the power, so to speak, which each district of land possesses
in breeding, rearing, or fattening, is fully called into action ; the cattle are
exposed to no sudden or violent change, but their situation is from time
to time altered in a moderate degree for the better; their rapid growth
and continued improvement afford a reasonable profit to each grazier
through whose hands they pass, and, after all, they are brought to market
much cheaper than if every beast had remained until it was fit for being
killed on the soil where it was originally bred/

grounds

The profit derived from the cattle thus wintered must vary with a great
many circumstances, and especially with the length and seventy of the
winter and the change of price in the -market, but the Dumbartonshire
razier is supposed to get about 255. by each beast.

Some cattle are fattened altogether in Dumbartonshire, and, perhaps,
originally bred there. These also are West Highlanders. If the pasturage,
although coarse, is abundant and nutritive (for these rnoory
often yield much good produce), the cattle remain on the same enclosure,
or they are removed to other fields that are not so closely eaten down,
and when the flush of grass comes, they grow and fatten at a most rapid
rate.

Some of the farms do better for summer than for winter fattening, and
then the Highlanders, or some old oxen or cows, are bought from their

neighbours, or at the surroutiding markets, and turned on this natural
grass, which is changed, in due time, for the aftermath of the clover,

or, in a few instances, they are turned at once into the best pasture, when
a portion of it can be spared from the cows. In November they are fit

for the butcher, and average from twenty-five to thirty stones. The profit

on this summer-grazing varies in different seasons, but cannot be com-,
puted at less than 50^, per head.

In a few parts of the country the North Highlanders have been tried,'

as being cheaper than the others, but they have not fattened so kindly, nor
so well repaid the prime cost, and expense of keeping.

Stall-feeding has been introduced, and *has answered well, particularly
as consuming the better kind of grass to much greater advantage than if

It were eaten down ; and likewise converting the turnip crop to the most
profitable use. On rich ground, and with much artificial food, it is a
method
field

; but^ in a district like this, the coarse grass and the fog-hay would
not be in any other way consumed than by the old method of summer and
more particularly of winter feeding.

The Highlanders never answered for the dairy, and therefore would not

of feeding which will gradually supersede the pasturing in the

be kept for this purpose in so populous a county as Dumbartonshire, and
more especially the small and inferior variety which

name of the native cow. Some attempts have been made to cross

passes under the

Iler

with the Fife, and afterwards with the Ayrshire cattle, but they did not

perfectly succeed; and the true Ayrshires have gradually established

themselves in the greater part of the dairies. They used to be purchased
from the neighbouring counties of Renfrew and Ayr, but the greater part
of them are now bred in Dumbartonshire, and are in no way inferior to
the original stock ; or rather, when properly managed, they are more valu-
able to the dairyman, for it is not often that a cow will thrive anywhere so
well or yield so much milk as in the country, and even on the farm in
wmch she was bred: and, most certainly, in cases of disease the stranger
cow Is lost much oftener than the one that is breathing her native air.
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In winter the milch cows are fed on straw with turnips or potatoes and
'ire let out once in the day for water and exercise ; but as soon as'they
become dry the turnips and potatoes are too often withdrawn, and the
poor animals are fed on straw alone. This is done from the absurd idea
that the succulent food is relaxing-, and apt to make tliem calve before
their time; whereas they are improperly weakened at the time, when if it

is dangerous for them to be in full condition, they should at least be in
good plig-ht; in addition to this/the continuance of dry food will prevent
the natural flush of milk at the fime of calving.

During the summer months the milch cow is in the field durin"- the
night, but sheltered from the flies, and supplied with green meat i^'n the
cowhouse durmg the day

; and when the flies cease to torment, and the
nights become cold, they are housed during the night, and graze at liberty
m the day. ° •'

This cmmty, and the whole of the district including part of Stirling-
Bhire and 1 erth, is much indebted to the patriotic exertions of the Duke of
Montrose His Grace's factor, Mr. Geekie, informs us. that as late as the
year 1817, the dairy cattle was of a very inferior kind,—small coarse
unshapely, and possessing few of the qualifications reauisite in a dairy
stock. The Duke of Montrose and the principal landed proprietors of'the
district, then formed themselves into a society, for the express purpose of
the improvement of cattle, and the introduction, of the Ayrshire breed.
High premiums were offered for the best bulls and cows which had been
bred out of this district. Libera, donations were added by the Hio-Iiland
Society of Scotland. Great emulation was thus excited among the tenantry,
and the desired effect was produced of introducing many excellent animals
from Ayrshire and Lanarkshire

; their progeny became naturalized here,
and, for the reasons just stated, they are even more valuable than the ori-
ginal breed.

The produce of a good Ayrshire cow, bred in Dumbarton, is fully equal
to that yielded by any of its progenitors. Mr. Geekie thus averaoes it

•

For the first three months after calvino-
'

'
" ^

'

For the second

For the third

For the next six weeks

10 Scots pints dailv.

8

3
11 •

))

;>

she IS, . . 1,., ,
-2- -^'^ ^-^ then dried;havmg given, all the year round, more than 5^ Scots pints, or nearly 3

o-allons dailw

The calves for the dairy are generally taken from their dams as soon as
dropped, and fed with milk from the hand for about two months, the quan-
tity of milk being gradually decreased when they begin to take other food.
Linseed-tea is given in small quantities in order to keep the bowels in a
proper state while under milk. Where there is other demand for the milk,
bean or pease flour are gradually mixed with it or substituted for it. After
the calves are weaned they are turned on good pasture, and during the first

winter are housed, and fed on oat-straw or meadow hay, with, at least

once in every day, some turnips cut and mixed with the dry food.

During the second summer they should have better pasture than they
usually get, or (hey will not be raised sufficiently in size ; and in the
second winter they are generally, and always should be, housed : a few
agriculturists, who study their own interests, as well as the comfort of
their cattle, allow them some turnips in addition to their straw and hay.
On the third summer inferior pasture is sufficient, or they will get too fat,
but m the third winter they should be well kept, and particularly in thespnng and until they have calved.

Heifers at three years old will weigh from twenty-eight to fortv five

¥

4

I

;

4
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stones imperial weight; the ox will average, at that ag-e, from forty-five
to fiity-five stones, but some have weighed 130 stones.

^

Oxen have i^radually given way to horses on the road and for husbandry
work, and there is now scarcely a team employed in the whole county.

Ihe statistical account assigns 9120 as the number of cattle in Diun-
bartonshire, being not more than one to every sixteen acres. If these are
averaged at 6^. per head, the value of the cattle will be 54,720/.

i

J

1

\

\i 4

?

k

RENFREWSHIRE.

•I

Renfrewshire is on the Firth of Clyde, and south of Dumbartonshire.
its greatest length is only thirty-one miles, and its breadth thirteen miles,
and it is decidedly a manufacturing county, three-fourths of the inhabitants

It contains 10,000 cattle, or about one to every
living in the small towns.
mteen acres

; so that a sufficient number only are kept for the purposes of
the dairy, and scarcely enough for the consumption of beef. /

The Highland cow is rarely met with ; she has been properly superseded
by the dairy cow of Scotland, the Ayrshire*. The Alderney was tried, as

f^

few estates,

breed has been

certain degree.

but with no success, by the native bull. The Durham was afterwards
attempted, and the Alderney crossed with it ; but, except on a
all have given way to the Ayrshire. The Ayrshire bree.
materially improved in Renfrewshire within the last twenty years, not so
much, perhaps, in size as in fineness of bone and beauty of form. There
was long a very great error in the Renfrew system of management ; four-
fifths of the calves w^ere sold almost as soon as they were dropped, and the
stock was kept up by purchasing from Ayrshire. It is true the whole
milk of the cow was thus preserved, and that was an object of great im-
portance in a dairy country ; but the breed of cows in Renfrew suffered to a

The farmer did not systematically rear the calves of those
cows which from experience he knew to be the best, and thus secure the
nnprovement of his stock, but he trusted to the chance of purchase, which
was a perfect uncertainty, whatever judi^e of cattle he micht be ; and sup-posmg him to be always so fortunate as to select a good milker, he had
moved her from her native place, and, with the exception, perhaps, of the
Ayrshire cow, oflener than any other, he had, to a much greater deo-ree than
some imagine, lessened her value.. To a considerable extent, this practice
has been rectified ; but there are still yet too many dairymen who look
more to present convenience and profit than to distant although not un-
certain advantage.
A great deal of the milk supplies the dense population of Paisley and

Greenock, and also of Glasgow, which is close on the borders of the
county. The remainder is manufactured into butter, with which these
pnd the other towns are supplied, and which is often made from the milk,
JJ^^stead of waiting for the separation of the cream. The remainder goes
to the making of cheese, than which Scotland cannot produce any better.
At IS known under the name of the Dunlop cheese, but no great quantity
^f it has for some years past been made. The greater part of it is manu-

^mkn^^'^
^*^v. Mr. Maxwell, in his Statistical Account of Kilbarclian (1799), in this county,

cows
"^^^^»^>' proves that the Ayrshire cow was early introduced here when he says, ^ The

With T^***
^'S^tjemed here are those of a small mouth, head and neck long and sm;:ll.

M^Latchi^^^^* ^^ colour, those spotted brown and white are preferred/ The Rev. Mr!
middle siz'

^^ ^^^^ account of Mearns, in 1796, says, 'Most of ihe cows here are of a
of milk rerVa^r*^

of a brown and white colour. They give from ten to fifteen Scots pints

f
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c
1

factured in Ayrshire, as will be presently described. The population is

far too dense for a cheese dairy, and the farmer can find a readier and more
profitable sale for his milk.

Sir Michael Stewart, to whom we owe some useful information, is of

opinion that the Ayrshire cow has not been deteriorated by her removal to

Renfrew ; that during- eight months in the year she will, on tlie average,

yield four gallons of milk per day, and will produce nearly one pound of

butter daily, and that, although used almost exclusively for the dairy,

she is only inferior to the West Highlanders for grazing.

Mr, Wilson, who compiled the survey of this county, says, 'The dairy

seems at all times to have been an important ol)ject in Renfrewshire.'
Crawford, who wrote his history a century ago, says, 'The higher parts o
the county abound with grass, and choice pasturage, where there is made
excellent butter and cheese; and besides what is made use of in the county,

there are considerable quantities carried to the neighbouring shires; and
the rents of the extensive property in Lockwinnoch parish, which belong
to the abbey of Paisley, were paid in sticks and cheese.'

The Renfrew dairymen manage their cattle better at calving time than

those of Dumbartonshire, for while they are allowed potatoes with their

straw during winter, the quantity of succulent food is increased as the

time of calving approaches, in order to prepare for an increased flow of

milk, which, if not wanted for the calf, is profitable to the dairyman.

The calves usually get three gallons of new milk daily for about two

months : they are -then put on young grass for six months, and upon

inferior pasture for the next eighteen months; after which, when supposed

to be in calf, they are fed along with the dairy cows. The summer feeding

for grazing cattle consists chiefly of grass in the field, with vetches or

clover ia the house. The winter feeding consists of turnips and potatoes

boiled or steamed with chaff or cut hay, or the turnips and potatoes

given raw, with straw and meadow hay. In spring, bean-meal is fre-

quently mingled with these. Near distilleries a great deal of draff and

dreg is used at all seasons.

The Renfrewshire x\gricultural Society, which holds its annual meeting

at Paisley, has contributed very materially to the improvement of the

cattle in this district^.

AYRSHIRE.

This county extends along the eastern coast of the Firth of Clyde, and

the North Channel from Renfrew to Wigtownshire, by the former of which

it is bordered on the north, and by the latter on the south, while it has

Kircudbright, Dumfries, and Lanark on the east. It is necessary to

mention this, in order that the reader may better compreliend the rapid

distribution of the Ayrshire cattle over all these districts. Ihe chmate is

moist but mild ; and the soil, with its produce, is calculated to render u

the^finest dairy country in Scotland, and equal perhaps to any m Great

A/ nurses wert-J t^xiuuucu—niaivinii (i, i\jx<n wi. .v,v,,
. -

\ Ai\ ^

In 1831, 115 Ayrshire cattle, 18 West Hi^/ulalldels,, 86 sheep, arul 40 horses were exhi

bited :-total 259 ; and 62 compefitors. la 1832, J 10 Ayrshire cattle were shov.-a,

14 West Highlauders, 160 sheep, aud 33 horses:-total 31,
;
and 63 competitors. For

information respecting this branch society, we are indebted to Llaud Marshall, Esc],, of

Greenock, a very active member of the parent one.
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THE AYRSHIRE BREED.

Bnta.n. Tiiere is* a great deal of permanent pastnre on the sides and
tops oi the hills, which is covered by sheep ; but the greater part of the
arable land is past\ire and crop alternately. The pasture-ground is occu-*
pied by the beautilul dairy-stock, a very small portion of i6 being
reserved for the fattening: of cows too old to milk.^

,s; that lying on the south side ofAyrshire is divided into three district
the river Doon is called the Bailiary Carrick—the country between the
JJoon and the Irvine is the Bailiary of Kyle, and the district on the north of
the Irvine is Cunningham. It is this last division which lays principal
claim to be the native country of the Ayrshire cattle, and, indeed, they
went by the name of the Cunningham cattle before these three Bailieries
were united into one county under the name of Ayr.

Mr. Alton, in his ' Treatise on the Dairy Breed of Cow^s/ (the most
valuable work on the Dairy husbandry of the north, and on Dairy hus-
baudry generally, that has yet been published,) thus describes the Ayr-
shire cattle (p. 26) '

"^^
'

' ------
as follows :

—

* Bead small, but rather long and narrow at the muzzle ; the eye small,
but smart and lively ; the korns small, clear, crooked, and their roots at

neck long and slender, tapering

* The shapes most approved of in the dairy breed are

considerable distance from each othe

fi

and wide over the

ig:ht; hind-quarters ]arge ; back straight, broad behind, thVjoints rather
loose and open ; carcase deep, and pelvis capacious,
hips, with round fleshy biMockst. Tail long and small ; legs small and
short, with firm joints ; udder capacious, broad and square, stretchino-
forward, and neither fleshy, low hun^r, nor loose ; the milk t^ems large
and prominent; iea/s short, all pointing' outwards, and at considerable
distance from each other; skin i\\\\\ and loose; hair aoh and woolly.
The head, bones, horns, and all parts of least value, small ; and the
general j^giire compact and well proportioned.'

^

Mr Aiton also informs us, that 'the Ayrshire farmers prefer their
aiury-bulls, according to the feminine aspect of their heads and necks; and

r. ^^,
.

^^™-houses were mere hovels moated with clayj having the open hearth
or nie-piace in the middle, the dunghill at the door, the cattle starving, and the people
wietcned. The land was overrun with weeds and rushes, and gathered into high broad
-seipentine ridges—the soil collected on the top of the ridge, and the furrow drowned
^'^1 n water—no fallows—no green crop—no sown grasses—hardly a potato^ or any other
esculent root—no garden vegetables, unless a few Scotch kail; little straw; no hay^
except a scanty portion

_ of the coarsest quality collected from the bogs—little or no
available dung—no carts or waggons to convey it to the land, but the ground scourged
With '"^•'" -

/"^ - -<
1 ' 1' '• IT 1-1 _ 1 nr. ,

'^ ..

SI

ov

^v"as ever spread on the out-field; the starved cattled were suffered to poach the fields
ti'om the end of harvest until the ensuing seed-time,—thus the natural grass was cut up
or drowned v/ith water standing in the cattle's footsteps. As there were few or no
euc.osureSj the horses v/ere either tethered durinp^ the summer months, or loose as u^ell as

the market; the finest lands were
capital, industry, nor

kt^f^^^^
^^' ^^^® ^*^'^*^^' ^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ "^ ^ ^* condition for the market

;

„**^^' ^^'"^ 01' three shillings per acre; and there was neither skijl,

i M T?^
^^^^^' ^'^ *^'^ wretchedness.'

thJthi i"i

^^'^^^'^^ ^'^^y pi'operiy remarks, that, ^ compared with other improved breeds,
^

teristicli^
^^ ^^'^'^^ '^^""^ ^''^^^^ *^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ *^^^ Ayrshire cow are imn. She is. charac-

y> not a//eA7/y animal.'
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128 CATTLE.

wish tliem not round behind, but broad at the hook-bones and hips, and
full in the flanks.' (p. 27.) Experience, and that rather dearly bought by
the dairyman, led to this, for the consequence of the crossing of the small
native breeds, with the heavy cattle imported from the south, was the
production of a bony, ill-shaped animal, not much improved as a milker
and its disposition to carry fat lamentably decreased; it may, however,'
demand consideration whether the round and compact form of the West
Highlander and the Galloway have not been rather too much sacrificed,

and even the defects of the short-horn needlessly perpetuated.
Mr. Alton adds, in his ' Survey'—' The qualities of a cow are of great

importance. Tameness and docility of temper greatly enhance the value
of a milch cow. Some degree of hardiness, a sound constitution, and a
moderate degree of life and spirits are qualities to be wished for in a
dairy-cow, and what those of Ayrshire generally possess. The most
valuable quality which a dairy^cow can possess is, that she yields much
milk, and that of an oily or butyraceous, or caseous nature, and that after
she has yielded very large quantities of milk for several years, she shall
be as valuable for beef as any other breed of cows known ; her fat shall
be much more mixed through the whole flesh, and she shall fatten faster

than any other.' This is higli praise, and if it can be truly affirmed
of the Ayrshire cattle, we are naturally anxious to know the orioin,

the progressive

animal.

history, and the general management of this valuable

^fi/.'_

--^.-j

\^T/ie Jt/rshire Cow.~\ I

^ The origin of the Ayrshire cow is even at the present day a matter of

\ dispute ; all that is certainly known about her is, that a century ago there
Did the Ayr-no

\

shire cattle arise entirely from a careful selection of the best of the native

breed?—if they did, it is a circumstance unparalleled in the history of
agriculture. The native breed may be ameliorated by careful selection, its

value may be incalculably increased,—some good qualities—some of its

hest qualities—may be for the first time developed: but yet there will be
some resemblance to the original stock, and the more we examine the
animal, the more clearly w^e can trace out the characteristic points of the
ancestor, although everyone of them improved.

f
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fifty yeat^TaoSVl!^^
following description of the Ayrshire

ningham were
yielded but

cattle
' The co\vs kept in the districts of Kyle and Cun-

ot a diminutive size, ill fed, ill shaped, and they

blackofcolour wit], T.r""''.
"""'" '" ^'^"^5 they were mostly or a

backs/ about Zt « "X" „°! ,

"^^^^ ^I^F ^'^ ^il^- - -^^e of theirbacks nK. .7^- '^"^P^^ °^ ^^^i^e along th

iT'tT. *^-^ flanks, and on their faces.
crooked, having

that the
^^

horns were high

cattle ^v.r.^ I P' "m^'I'. ""^ ^^^ '"^*' ^^^« P^a'""e«t P^o'of

"P Wgh and nai^o; "i^- ''T^^ ^'^'/^f
'}''''' "^ their backs stood

tluck,Ll adherr to t^^^^^

were lank, short and thin; their ludes

few ^f them vie ?rl^ .i™''?
^^'"" ^^^'" ^'"' "^"^'^^ ^-^"'^ «P^" !

and
dav, when 7th^rA 7' r''r

"^''' ^^^"^^ ^'^^^^'^ P^"^« '^f '"ilk per

ur .ixteen to twenty stones avoirdupoise, sinkino- offal '—n IQ

thefth :^erTouid1'^-;''
'-''

'-yr''^
that =the!:'catt^; 'f;d as

mi. The r oilv fid
"^^ .§''"' ^'^^'^ ^^" ^'^'^P^^^' ^^ yield much

eouli picri "7
the In ""f'^rt ^P""g «''^« oat-straw, and what thev

day, with a"Ll^' f ii le cot witl ;i "^1 '1"™/'
°^i^

^^""^^ ^^^^'^

calving, and their r^LL ^ ^^''''^ '^^'^^ ^"^ ^ few weeks after

that cSirsrpa ^^^^^^^ ^^f ^''« very worst quality; and

wereS-L^rved/
^° ^^^^^^^^^^ed, and eaten so'bare, thlt the 'cattle

t IV-

[T/ie Ayrshire BulL']

the^^br!l/-^°"''
description of the present improved Ayrshire is correct

resemr '' 7''^ much changed, and yet there is so much indistinc;

1

t

^F

1

M

i

I

J

*

t

I

^hen we'lool. 1 "'^^^T^
^^"le, and better feeding and treatment; buJ

tiveness of .1 1

'"'
'f^

^^'^ ''"'^^^'> *^'° shortness, or rather diminu-

peculiar f

•'' ™'' *'''^"" '""^^^^ ^^ ^^^^' '^"^^ awkward setting on-the
bellyino-. '^^.T'if

^*'''''''''^' ^'''^ muzzle; the narrowing at the girth; the

r

i

^ .
-^^.^, the narrowing at the girth; theanathe prommences of all the bones—these are features whichIt would Sep

•
^''^"""^'^^f^s Of ail ttie bones—these are features which

While therS
'"'P°^s''^'<^ foi- any selection from the native breed to mve

breed, he vvin""
^"""^^^ ^^ "^'"^^ '''^" *-':^?^ ^^'^ ^'""^'''^^ of the oldwill suspect, what

N

a fortunate cror ^ '
""^ ^.^r ^^''^^"^'O" confirms, that it waso^s, or a succession of crosses with some foreio-n stock

J
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and that, probably, it was the Holderness that helped to produce the

improved Cunningham cattle.

In many a district the attempt to introduce the Teeswater breed, or to

establish a cross from it, had palpably failed, for the soil and the climate
suited only the hardihood of the Highlander; but here was a mild
climate—a dairy country; the Highlander was in a manner out of his
place ;

he had degenerated, and the milking properties of the Holderness,
and her capability of ultimately fattening, although slowly, and at con-
siderable expense, happily amalgamated' with his hardihood, and dispo-
sition to fatten, and there resulted a breed, bearing about it the stamp of
its progenitors, and, to a very considerable degree, the good qualities of
both.

Mr. Robertson, in his ' Rural Recollections,' says—'Who introduced
the present breed is not very precisely ascertained, but the late Colonel
FuUarton, whose account of '' The Husbandry of Ayrshire,'' which was
published in 1793, and whose authority is of considerable weight in every-
thing relating to it, states, that a gentleman of long experience, Mr. Bruce
Campbell, asserts that this breed was introduced by the late Earl of
Marchmont.' The Earl of Marchmont alluded to must have been that

Alexander Hume Campbell, who married Margaret Campbell, heiress of
Assnoch, in the same parish, and who became Earl of Marchmont in 1724,

and died in 1740. The introduction, then, of this dairy-stock must have
happened between these two dates, and so far corresponds with the

traditionary account.

Mr. Robertson goes on to say, * from what particular part of the

country they came there appears no evidence. My own conjecture is,

that they are either of the Holderness breed., or derived from it
; judging

from the varied colour, or, from somewhat better evidence, the small head
and slender neck, in which they bear a striking resemblance to them*/

These cattle, from which, by crosses with the native breed, the present
improved Ayrshire arose, were first introduced on Lord Marchmon
estates in Berwickshire. They were soon afterwards carried to thefarnis
belonging to the same nobleman at Sornberg in Kyi
stock was sold to Mr, Hamilton of

u S

e. A bull of the new
Sundrum ; then Mr. Dunlop in

Cunningham imported some of the Dutch cattle, and their progeny was
long afterwards distinguished by the name of the Dunlop cows? These
were the first of the improved, or stranger breed that reached the bailliery

of Cunningham. Mr. Orr, about the year 1767, brought to his estate of
Grono-ar, near Kilmarnock, some fine milch cows of a larger size than

any which had been on the farm. It was not, however, until about 1780
that this improved breed might be said to be duly estimated, or generally

* Somebreedevs, however, have maintained that they were produced from the native

cow, crossed by the Aldemey bull. It requires but one moment's inspection of the ani-

mals^ to convince us that this supposition is altogether erroneons.

In E,a\vlin's ' Complete Cow-doctor,' published at Glasgow^ in 1794, the following

account is given of the Ayrshire cattle at that time— ' They have another breed called

the Dunlop cows, which are allowed to be the best race for yielding milk in Great
Britain or Ireland, not only for large quantities, but also for richness hi quality. It is

1

}

comparison is made ot their size and pastu...

any other of the Scotch or English breeds, when in the best grass. They are not deemed
a race of handsome cattle, but rather the contrary, being shaped more like the Dutch
breed than any of the natives of Scotland. Their horns are small, and stand remark-
ably awkward ; their colour is generally pied or of a sandy red, varying in this from all

other races.'—^P, QQ,
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beyond th T
^^*^* '-^'^ °^ Ayrshire

;
although they had begun to extend

Kihw""-
\°'' ^''''" ^^'^^ c^^'^d' them first into Carrick,

^ilpatrick was the first who

according to Mr. Alton,

Wil

district.
took them to the southern parts of that

on th,. Qt i^*^
^^ ^^^^ ^^^^' ^'^'^ introduced on the estate of Penmore,

thp
i^onchar, and they are now the established cattle of Ayrshire-ty are increasmg-in the neighbouring counties, and have found their wayw most parts of Britain.

^

^hn f^^
\^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ improved since Mr. Alton described it, and is

uZ 7 V u
^"' ^^^ "'''''^' "^ ^'^^^^ ^^''^^^^ ^* ^he shoulder, but finely shapedowards the head

; the horns smaller than those of the Highlanders, but.ear and smooth, pointing forwards, and turning upwards, and taper-

1, ^
^ ^ m"*^'

'^^y ^""^ ^^'^P ^" *^^ carcase, but not round and ample,^ha especially not so in the loins and haunches. Some, however have
suspected, and not without reason, that an attention to the shape and
"eauty, and an attempt to produce fat and sleeky cattle, which may beaomired at the show, has a tendency to improve what is only theirsecond pomt—their quality as grazing cattle,-and that at the hazard or
the certainty of diminishino-
.., ^ . ^ their value as milkers. The statistical
account assigns 61,000 cattle to Ayrshire, of which more than half are
aairy-cows. ihe average will be one beast to every fifteen acres *.
We agree with Mr. Alton, that the excellency of a dairy cow is esti-mated by the quantity and the quality of her milk. The quantity yielded

j^-i^l^^r^^r^^''^ '^T ^^' considering her size, very great. Five gallons

as not
daily, for two or three months after calving, may be considered
more than an average quantity. Three gallons daily will be given for
the next three months, and one gallon and a half during the succeeding,
tour months. This would amount to more than 850 gallons; but, allowing
lor sx)me unproductive cows, 600 gallons per year may be considered
as the average quantity obtained annually from each cow. We shall
enter more into this presently.
The disposal of the milk varies according to the situation of the farm

;!" f f,

character of the neighbourhood. If it is sold as new milk, at 8d.

Inrrilr ^ 1 '\ ^^"^' "'« P^"^"^*^ ^^ ^^e COW will be 201. per annum,borne imagine that the profit will be greater if employed in the fattening
cdives. Uthers, at a distance from any considerable town, convert it

int^ butter or cheese.
Ihe quality of the milk is estimated by the quantity of butter or cheese

iiiat It will yield. Three gallons and a half of this milk wil! yield about a
pound of butter, country weight, or a pound and a half avoirdupois ; and
when one gallon of water is added to four of milk, the butter-milk is
worth to the farmer, or will sell at, 2d. per gallon. An Ayrshire cow,
therefore, may be reckoned to yield 257 English pounds of butter per

Mr. Robertson, who, in 1819, examined all the farms in Ciuminghamj found the
number of milch coa\^s to be 12,563, and that of yell cattle (those not in milk) of all
^ges to be 8991, making a total of 21,554. a should conceive/ he says—C Rural
^Recollections, p. 573/)—' that not more than the odd 1554 would be Highland stots, oro her yell^ cattle, bought in at Dumbarton, or other Highland fairs for grazing in

wn 1 f
^^^'^ parks, or in cattle-dealers* pastures for feeding or for sale ; and that the rest^oma be of the native breed of Cunningham, and consisting of about 437 bulls, 12,563

the^st^^V
^^ ^^^ '^^^^

y*^^'"S cattle of all descriptions under the third year for keeping up

the eu r
^^ *hese a very considerable proportion are annually sold, and particularly of

1200 to iTln^^
quays in calf in their third year, and also of milch cows of all ages. From

brinff a v^
^'^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ annually out of the county in Cunningham alone. They

the dAi'r^r^*^^
ct>nsiderable price, and this probably, combined with the yearly produce o^

^^
IS, perhaps, little less than the amount of all the land-rents.
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annum, or about five pounds per wtek all the year round beside the
value of the butter-milk and her calf.

'

When the calculation is formed, according to the quantity of cheese
that IS usually produced, the following will be the result :—tvventv-eioht
gallons ot mdk, with the cream, will yield a stone (241bs.) of sweet-m'^iik
cheese, or 514 lbs. avon-dupois per annum, beside the whevand the calf

«

This IS certamly an extraordinary quantity of butter and cheese and
fully estabhshes the reputation of the zVyrshire cow, so far as the dairv is
concernedt. J

,
It is the practice in many parts of Ayrshire to Id the cows to a professedmdkman at so much per cow per annnm. This is provincial! v called -ibowmg, or boyeni?ig, from boyen. a milk-pail. The farmer pr'ovides the

covvs and requisite dairy-vessels, the whole summer pasture and winlerfoddenng, arid houses and litter for the cows, and a habitation for themdkman; while the 6oye«er takes the whole charge of the milking, and , he

cW^T^Th' ^"^'''' '^^^ ^""^^'•' '' ™'"^' "'• ^--h--. or wh^eV, as h

1 rrtn' . ^"'u
""'''' ^'"^'^ ^^-^^ ^^^- I" t^'^ neighbourhood oflarge towns it may be averaged at 15^. ; and if to this be added the waa-es

ot a milkman or milkmaid for every eight cows, the whole expense of The
cow will be 18/. ; and the money received, at lOd. per gallon, for GOO
gallons, being but 26L, there will result only 71. per annum profit on each
cow; but this supposes that the milk of the cow is fairly disposed of without
adulteration or trickery

J. Mr. Alton rates the profit of the Ayrshire cow

A Scotch pint is nearly two English quarts.
ounces, and sixteen of these pounds, or 24 lbs. avoirdupois, make a
ton, m his ^ Statistical Account of Dulry,' in this county, states ...«..,. ., ,.^ ^^,^,^the establishment of this improved Ayrshire cow, each cow would yield, on the avera-e inthe course of the season, 18 stones, or 288 lbs. of sweet-milk chees«

""

A.n Ayrshire pound consists of 21
stone. Mr. FuUar-
that in 1794, before

t Mr. Robertson gives a cuiious extract from tL farrbook ofM n^^M 't^i
• .

GifFordland, in this county, dated 1743:—
tarm-book of Mr. Davul Blair, ot

' Mind that P. Lawson farmed 7 cows at 8 pounds eachri3. 4./ +].o q +

e^uivaknt to 1. 8..). She ente.edto the n.i^^iC^S'^^t^^:S:':^^.^:::^
• She made of sweet-milk cheese 9| stone at 2/. Qs, }0d,

J'-iivcst.

6| stone of butter, at 2/. 13i*. 4(1

l\^ stone, common cheese, at 1/. 6s. 8d,

Milk and cream to the house

£19 10
18

15 6

6
8

^

i

c

Scots £58 IG 8
She also sent ^ stone sweet-milk cheese to Glasgow, m a compliment/— y?

Reco//ec.j p. 62.

The woman gained 2/,

ar.

'A6s.8(L Scots, or 4^. 8d, hy her bargain, and the system of
)t again attempted during the period of thirty-six years, which

bowin(/ or boyeninfj was not again attempted aunng the perio
this book embraces.

This extract is interesting, as showing the improvement of the Ayrshire cow since that
period. These cows were taken at the very height of the season; and yetpVeckoninc"— w .-W.J **v,^gj.»i- ^. — 7 j^") '^'-ivuiiinc
J bcotch pints for a pound of butter, or 4^ pints for a pound of cheese, and that the

enty weeks, they scarcely yielded 3 pints (li gallon) each ner dav It
r» ««,-, +U«A ,1 -, .L -11 A^ „ I: 41,:!*. ^U.. ^

.
J' ^^

season lasted twenty
is a^ba.d Ayrshire cow that does not now'^j'i'eld three times that 'quantity.

'"^
'

'

"

to 1765, also records the amoi'ii

1743—1759.
£3 6 8

1 10

The same book, extending from 1729 to

1729—1742.
A ploughman, yearly . . £2 13 4 ,. *o u o .. .to lu u to /''iA maid servant „ . . 16 8.. 1 10 , . 1 10 to 2In more modern times, in that part of the country, the wages were as fo!lov;s *

A 1 1
179G. 180O

'

A ploughman, yearly . .£12 to £16 £14 *

A maid servant « .. 500 to 600 6

amount of wajres •

1760-1765 '

£3 10 to

1 10

97

to £18
to 9

«
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at a higher value He says, ' To sum up all in one sentence, I now repeat
that hundreds and thousands of the best Scotch dairy cows, when thev are

mi in nnn^
condition and well fed, yield at the rate of 2000 Scotch pirk ofmilk (1000 gallons) in one year ; that, in general, from 7.^ to 8 pints (3^ to

4 gallons) of their milk will yield a pound of butter, county wei-ht oi lb
avoirdupois)

;
that 55 pints (271 .,,,lons) of their milk will pmduce^one

stone and a half imperial weight of full milk-cheese; that at the nrooer
season, and when a healthy calf is fed, and the prices of veal as hioh as
they have frequently been within the last fifteen years, milk will %ield
a profit in veal equal to 3id or Ad. per pint (1 gallon); and where the
buttermilk can be sold that will yield a similar profit.

Mr. llankine, the author of an excellent report of a Kyle farm (in the
Reports of Select Farms, No. 2, Farmer's Series, No. 12), and some ofwhose observations, with which we have been privately favoured, we have
embodied in our account of the Ayrshire cattle, very justly we think
maintains that Mr. Aiton's statement is tar too high, and his calculations
not vyell founded. • He deduces his statement,' says Mr. Rankine, ' from
t.ie circumstance of some farmers letting the milk of their cows for a vear
at 15/. and 17^., which, taking 60 pints (half-gallons) to produce an Ayr-
shire stone (24 lbs.) of cheese, and the price being lOs., would require
^160 puits for each cow. But he is not warranted in inferring that the
milk from which these rents were paid was all converted into cheese Iam convinced that no such rents were ever paid for cows where a consi-
derable portion ot the milk was made into cheese. In the vicinity of atown where the whole of the milk could be sold for 4cZ. a pint (half-gallon)
900 pints would bring 15/. Where the whole of the milk could have been
turned to such an account, such rents might have been paid ; but it is erro-
neous to calculate the quantity of milk given from the quantity of cheese
required to enable a rent of Ibl to be paid. His first statement (pa"e
110 of this work) that 1200 Scots pints {mO gallons) are yielded though
Itir above the average of all the cows in the county, may be too low whtn
applied to the best-selected stocks and on good land, but I have reason to
believe that no stock of 20 cows ever averaged 1800 or 1700 pints (900 or
850 gallons) each in the year. I have seen eighteen pints of milk drawn
from a cow in one day. I had a three-year-old quey that once, for six
vveeks a ter calvmg gave 14 pints a day. The dairymaid predicted that
there "had been o ermuckle talk about her. for ony Juck to come other "

and she soon afterwards received an injury in her udder, which caused
one of her quarters to become dry of milk. These, however, are rare
instances.'

' I quote with confidence,' Mr. Rankine proceeds, ' the answers to
queries which I sent to two individuals. The first is a man of superior
intelligence and accuracy, and who has devoted himself very much to
dairy husbandry. He keeps between twenty and thirty covys,' and his
stock has for many years been the handsomest I ever saw, and his farm
being close to a small town, he had every inducement to keep them in the
highest condition that is requisite for giving the largest produce in milk.
He states that, at the best of the season, the average milk from each is 9
Scots pints (41 gallons), and in a year 1300 Scots pints (650 gallons);
that in the summer season 64 pints (32 nallons) of entire milk will make
an Ayrshire stone (24 lbs.) of cheese ; and 96 pints (48 gallons) of '

skimmed milk will produce the same qirantity : and that 180 pints (90
gallons) will make 24 lbs. of butter.

^

AnotJher farmer, in a different district of this county, and who keens astock of between 30 and 40 very superior cows, and always in condition
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states that the average produce of each is 1375 pints (687^ gallons).

My belief, on the whole, is., that although there may be Ayrshire cows
capable of giving 1800 pints in the year, it would be difficult to brincr half
a score of them together; and that in stocks of the greater number'^most
carefully selected, and liberally fed, from 1300 to 1400 pints is the very
highest produce of each in the year.'

Mr. Ranldne concludes with*^ giving his experience on his own farm,
the soil of which is of an inferior nature, and on which his cows produced
about 1100 pints (550 gallons), and the receipts from which amounted to

only 7/. 13^. 6d. per cow.

We have entered at considerable length into this, because it is of some
importance to ascertain the real value and produce of this celebrated
Scottish breed of cattle, and also to correct an error in an agricultural
work, deservedly a standard one in Scotland, and which may otherwise be
implicitly relied on.

We have spoken of the improvement which a cross with the Ayrshire
has effected in some of the Welsh cattle ; but the Ayrshire cattle are not
yet sufficiently known, and cannot be procured cheap enough, or in ade-
quate numbers, to undergo a fair trial in the south. Some of them have
been tried in the London dairies. As mere milkers, they could not compete
wuth the long-established metropolitan dairy cow, the short-horn. They
yielded as much milk, in proportion to their size and their food, but not in

proportion to the room they occupied, and the increased trouble which
they gave from being more numerous in order to supply the requisite

quantity of milk. They produced an unusual quantity of rich cream; but
there was so much difficulty in procuring them, so as to keep up the

stock, and the price asked for them was often so great, that they were com-
paratively abandoned.

The fattening properties of the Ayrshire cattle we believe to be a little

exaggerated. They will feed kindly and profitably, and their meat will be
good. They will fatten on farms and in districts where others could not
be made to thrive at all, except partly or principally supported by artificial

food. They unite, perhaps, to a greater degree than any other breed the
supposed incompatible properties of yielding a great deal of milk and beef.

It is, however, as Mr. Rankine well observes, on the inferior soil and the
moist climate of Ayrshire and the west of Scotland that their superiority as
milkers is most remarkable. On their natural food of poor quality they

give milk abundantly and long, and often until within a iew days of

calving; but when they are moved to richer pasture, their constitution

changes, and they convert their food more into beef In their own country,

a cow of a fleshy'make, and which seldom proves a good milker, may be

easily raised to 40 or 50 stones, and bullocks of three years old are brought

to weigh from 50 to 60 stones. There is a lurking tendency to fatten about

them which good pasture will bring to light; so that when the Ayrshire

cow is sent to England she loses her superiority as a milker, and begins

to accumulate flesh. On this account it is that the English dealers who
purchase the Ayrshire cows generally select the coarsest animals they can

find, in order to avoid this consequence of the change of climate and food.

It is useless to exaggerate the qualities of any cattle, and it cannot be denied

that even in this tendency to fatten when their milk begins to fail, or which
often causes it to fail, the Ayrshires must yield to their forefathers the

Highlanders, and also to their neighbours the Galloways, when put on a
poor soil; and they will be left considerably behind their short-horn sires

when transplanted to luxuriant pasture. It will be long, perhaps, before
they will be favourites with the butchers, for the fifth quarter will not
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fat is mingled with the flesh ratherusually weigh well in them. Theii
than separated in the form of tallow; yet this would give a more beau-
tiful appearance to the meat, and should enhance its price to the consumer.
Two circumstances, however, may partially account for their not being

thought to succeed so well when grazed ; they are not able to travel so far
on the same keeping as the Highland cattle can do ; and, from their great
value as milkers, they are often kept until they are too old to fatten to
advantage, or for their beef to become of the best quality,

Mr. Aiton gives an account of the treatment of the Ayrshire cow in
large farms generally when he describes the management of that of his friend
Mr. Ralston of Kirkum, in the county of Wigton.

' He keeps sixty milch cows at Kirkum, and nearly the same number at

another farm a few miles distant ; besides^ he rears on one or two other
farms thirty or forty young cows to keep up the stock and for sale. His
cows are of the Ayrshire breed in its greatest perfection, and so well
managed, that every milch cow on his farms yields him her own weight of
the best cheese to be met with in Scotland, and for which he draws the
value of the cow annually.

' Mr. Ralston keeps his cows constantly in the byi^e till the grass has risen
so as to afford them a full bite. Many put them out every good day through
the winter and spring, but they poach the ground with their feet, and nip
up the young grass as it begins to spring, which, as they have not a full

meal, injures the cattle. Whenever the weather becomes dry and hot, he
feeds his cows on cut grass in the byre from six o'clock in the morning to
six at night, and turns them out to pasture the other twelve hours. When
rain comes, the house-feeding is discontinued. Whenever the pasture-grass
begins to fail in harvest, the cows receive a supply of the second growth
of clover, and afterwards of turnips strewed over the pasture-ground.
When the weather becomes stormy in the months of October or Novem-
ber, the cows are kept in the byre during the night, and, in a short time
after, during both night and day; they are then fed on oat-straw and tur-
nips, and continue to yield a considerable quantity of milk for some time.
Part of the turnip crop is eaten up in the end of harvest and beginning of
winter to protract the milk, and part of them are stored up for green food

After they are exhausted, the Swedish turnip and pota-
toes are used along with dry fodder till the grass can support the cows.
Chaff, oats, and potatoes are boiled for the cows after calving, and they
are generally fed on rye-grass during the latter partot the spring.' (Sur-
vey, p. 439.)

Mr. Rankine, in his account of his own farm of poorer ground, and
deficient in winter food, (Farmer's Series, No. 12, p. 45,) enters more
into particulars. 'In the end of autumn, when the nights become cold,

they are kept in the house after sunset, and get a little fodder ; and from
the middle of November until the pasture is again ready for them, they

^ie fod entirely in the house, and let out only in fine weather to get water,

They are regularly curried and kept as clean as possible. As there is not
a f^^ufficient quantity of green crop to supply them with succulent food, the

Jnilk is put off them as quickly after they are taken from the grass as it

Those that are to calve late in the spring, and that

during the winter.

arecan with safety.

continuing to give a considerable quantity of milk, get a little extra feeding;
the rest have straw alone. When the calving time approaches, they get
chaff or cut-hay, boiled in a good deal of water, and enriched with a few
potatoes or a little pea-meal,' with hay to eat. In this way they go to the
grass, which happens in general about the middle of May, in as good
condition as when they left it. No food is found to produce so much
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Nothing' could be done but to kill

effect as pea-meal, and will be profitably bestowed at the ordinary price of
the grain, and though given in very moderate quantity^. Till the beHnniu'r
of June they are seldom allowed to he in the field during the nio-ht • bu't
though they are protected as much as possible fi'om cold,*^their houses are
at all seasons kept well aired and cool.'

The advantage of feeding well in winter, and sending a cow to
good condition, is now generally understood; but the defect in practice is
that what can be afforded to the cows in this way is givea only while they
are in milk or when they calve. The return is, indeed, rendered more
immediate, but it would be still more advantageous if a fair portion of
the proper winter's food were given to the dairy cows after they were dry
of milk. *^ "^

Among smaller and poorer farmers, however, the Ayrshire cow under-
goes more hardships than she should be exposed to. It is in the winter
food fhat these people are most deficient, and the cows frequently have
Jiothing besides oat-straw and bog-hay, or a very small quantity of turnips
m the winter, and potatoes in the spring

; so that, when they are turned
out to grass in May, they are very poor, audit is lono^ before they give
their proper quantity of milk, or the milk is good for anything. It is well
for them if there are any turnips left at winter, for in many cases these are
all given in the autumn in order to preserve the milk a little longer. If the
oat crop should fail, the cows of the sm^ill farmer fare hardTy indeed.
Mr. Alton says that ' in ISOO more than a third part of the cows and
horses were killed for want of fodder,

part of the stock that the rest might be saved.'

Mr. Aiton (* Dairy Husbandry; p. 31) gives a satisfactory account of
the rearing of the dairy stock. They are selected from parents of the best
quality, and few are brought up that are not of the fashionable colour.
Those are preferred that are dropped about the end of March or the
beginning of April, as they are ready for the early grass, and attain
some size before winter.

Calves reared for dairy stock are not allowed to suck their dams but are
always fed by the hand from a dish. They are generally fed on milk
only for the first four, five, or six weeks, and are then allowed from
our to fivequartsof new milk, twice in the twenty-four hours (Mr,
llankine says from 10 to 12 quarts'). Some never give them any other
food when young, except milk; and lessen tiie quantity when the calves
begin to eat grass or other food, which they will generally do at about five
weeks old: the milk is totally withdrawn about the seventh or eio-htli

week of the calf's age. If, however, the calf is reared in the winter or
early in the spring belbre the grass rises, it must be longer supplied with
milk, for it will not so soon learn to eat hay or straw. Some mix
meal with the milk after the third or fourth week ; others add new whey
tO the milk, which has been first mixed with meal ; and when the calf
gets two months old they withdraw the milk, and feed it on whey and
porridge. Hay-tea, broths, of peas or beans, or of pea or bean straw,
linseed beaten into powder, treacle, &c. have all been sometimes used to

* Take a bushel ol chaffj and ei-rht or ien sound yellow or Swedish turnips, having the
tops and tails carefully taken off: add a sufficient quantity ofwater^ and boil them together
four or five hours. Add as much water as will allow the hand to move easily throuo-h the
mass. Sqvieeze down the turnips, and add three pounds of pea-meal. Give this to a cow
in the morning, and the same in the evening, and as much sweet hay as she vail eat uj)
clean, five times a day ; then, without much expense, her butter will be as ricli^ and of as
fine a flavour as CdH be produced in winter. Should the peculiar flavour of the turnip be
de+ected, which :s not likelyj a small quantity of saltpetre put to the cream will take
it off.
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i

advantage in feeding calves; but milk, ulien it can be spared, is the most
natural food.

The dairy calves are generally fed on tlie best pasture during the first

summer, and have some preference over the oilier stock in food during the

next winter; or they are allowed to run loose in a yard with ashed, and
are supplied with green food in cribs. When the green food is eaten,

they get with straw as many turnips as can be afforded them, and that is

generally a very small quantity. Mr. Rankiue says that " there is no
reason to doubt that this mode of feeding during the first season is prefer-

able to pasturing. Besides the excellent dung produced, the animals
arrive, under this treatment, at a much greater size." From that time, until

they drop their first calf, they are generally turned on inferior pasture, and
are no better fed in winter than any other species of stock. They are

allowed what oat- straw they can eat during the night and morning, and,

except in time of snow, are turned out to the fields during the daytime.

The greatest part of the young dairy stock are kept in byres or in sheds
during winter, but some are laid out, and supported with straw in the
fields.

There is nothing peculiar in the mode of manufacturing the Ayrshire
butter, nor even the sweet milk or Dunlop cheese, so called from the dis-

trict in Cunningham iu which it was either first or best made. It is

difficult to tell when it was first made, for a w^ell-known rhyme says that, in

the oldeu lime, it was customary to look to

' Kyle for a man,
And Carrick for a co\r,

Cunningli:im for butter and cheese,

And Galloway for woo*.'

Some have traced the secret to an old woman who returned from Ireland

after the revolution of 16SS: but the whole mystery consists in the rich-

ness of the milk ; in the cheese being honestly made of the milk, cream
and all, although strange stories are sometimes told of the pilferings of
the cream, and the extent to which it maybe carried without detection;
in the milk being, as its name imports, })erfectly sweet; in particular
attention being paid to the temperature of the milk when the rennet is

added (75 degrees, and that most accurately ascertained by the dairy-
maid's thermometer, the tip of .her fino;er), and in the cheese beinp- dried
m a cool place, without any paintinij; or sweating-, or rubbiuir with CTease
or ou^.

The Dunlop sw^eet-milk clieese has a peculiarly mild and rich taste, and
also a frequent want of firmness ; thus being readily distinguished from the

harder, rougher, dryer Cheshire, and the mild and fatty but somewhat
sticky Gloucester cheese.

The skini'milk^ or covnv.on cheese^ is made in Ayrshire, as everywhere

else, of the milk from which the cream has been separated t-

In Carrick chiefly, but not exclusively, many black cattle are grazed

and fattened for the Scotch and English markets. They are mostly a

peculiar breed, the history of which cannot be perfectly ascertained.
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They are polled, yet they differ from the Galloways, and they differ as
essentially from the Kyloes. An intelligent writer in the ' Farmer's
Magazine' (1807) describes them as 'black, with long thick hair

round and square, straight on the back, well limbed, and whenshape
their

esteemed the more perfect.

strength
indicate

standing upright, the more they have of the four-footed stool, they are
Their general look and figure*

and hardiness, and the finer and more perfect that figure is
the easier they are fed. They consist of stots and spayed queys, and
of cows.'

The stots and spayed queys are purchased from the breeder at a year
and a-half or two years old, and kept until they are three or four when
they are driven to England along with the Galloway droves. They are
never m the house from the time they come from the breeder, but are
fed in the fields on grass and hay until they are driven away.
The transfer of these cattle is carried on by the drovers and country-

dealers (a kind of middle men between the Scotch and English dealers).
Some of them have a little capital to begin with, but others, at their
outset, have only the credit of a fair character. Their common practice was
to deal upon credit, by giving their bill for what they purchase, payable at
three months : the grazier took this bill to a bank, endorsed it as a can-
tioner, and got the money. If the drover met with a ready market in
England, he took up the bill when it became due—if not, the cautioner
had the debt to pay. «

In consequence of this mode of doing business, there was a great deal
of speculation and risk; and when a great drover happened to fail, a
whole country-side was almost laid waste. This mode of dealing yet

extent, but the farmer, grown wise by experience, is
now far more anxious to deal for ready money.
Some of the farmers in Carrick carry on an extensive business in

They buy up those that are old, or which fail at the
the

continues to

grazing cows.

are not good breeders, and lay them onpail, or circ iiuL guuu uiftutirs, anu lay uiem on the pasture about
Hallow-day, where they remain a year, when they are bought up by
dealers or butchers for supplying the Edinburgh and Glasgow markets.
Iney require grass of a better quality than the stots ; they are fed in the
open fields dunng the whole season ; they seldom get turnips or other
green food dunng the winter, but when the pastures begin to fail hay and
straw are given to them twice in the day until about the bVnnninp-
of May. ^ ^

On the heath-covered mountains of the south and south-east extremities
of Ayrshire a considerable number of black cattle are reared. They
are of the same kind as those which we have just described

; but even in
the present improved state of husbandry, many more stock are kept on
the ground than can possibly thrive, and there is a sad deficiency of
wholesome, nourishing food during the winter.

of Colmonell, on the banks of the Struchian,In the beautiful villao-e

there are usually at least three thousand black cattle; the breeding of
them is a great object in this part of the country, and their value has
rapidly increased *,

* A singular practice used to prevail in some parts of Ayrshire, and particularly in the
neighbourhood of Largs.—The husbandry horses were hired during the winter and sprinjr
from the neighbouring districts, and after the ploughing and sowing were over, they were
returned homej often in a poor state^ to do the work of their iU-judgiiig masters. The
saving of fodder, and the earning of a little money, were the alleged excuses.
Mr. Lockart, in his statistical account of the parish ofLanark, gives an interesting account

of the commencement of the inclosiire and planting of Lanark-moor, which consisted of
1500 acres of land abandoned to heath and bent t^rass, in the neighbourhood of a populous
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A few of the native wild cattle are found in Androssan park belonging

to the Earl ofEglintown, and in Auchencmive park, the seat of Mr.
Oswald. They are, however, suspected not to be in a state of perfect

purity; they are of a cream colour, with black muzzles, and black or

brown, or red ears.

Oxen are not worked, nor is there any creditable account of their

ever having been worked, in Ayrshire; and the system of straw-yard

feeding is seldom practised.

LANARKSHIRE, OR CLYDESDALE.
r

The latter name is derived from the river Clyde, which rises in the

south-west on the borders of Peebles, and pursues its winding course for

sixty miles through the heart of the county.' The climate is mild, and
severe frosts or snow are seldom of long continuance ;-

deal of natural pasture and meadow-land, fitting it

excellent dairy-country, and which has been its character for nearly

century.

Lanark is supposed to contain 30,000 cattle, all of which are connected

with the dairy, except a very few that are bought in to feed on the

summer pastures. The breed, as in the majority of dairy counties, is

strangely various, according to the caprice, or skill, or ignorauce of the

there is a great

to become an
4 \

classes

occupier of the ground. They may, however, be divided into two
the Highlanders, with all their varieties and crosses, and the Ayr-

shires, which are gradually superseding everything else.

The dairy breed, on the borders of the Clyde, although of the Ayrshire

stock, are somewhat altered by the difference and superiority of soil.

They are longer and rounder in the chect, heavier in the fore- quarters,

and less capacious behind ; they appear to have materially improved in

their grazing qualities, and yet, contrary to their usual character, they have
not suffered much deterioration as milkers.

Mr. Alton (' Dairy Husbandry,' p. 27) says that *Lord Belhaven kept
at Wishaw-house for several years a bull of the dairy breed, of uncommon
beauty ; he was, however, a native of Beith, in the county of Ayr. He
was longer and rounder in the chest, deeper in the ribs near to the

shoulder, and his fore-quarters stronger and heavier than the bulls most
approved of in the county of Ayr.'

the Lanarkshire cattle.

From him descended a great part of

The fact was, that the richer soil of Lanark
would maintain a heavier beast than that of Ayrshire: Lanark was

not so decidedly and proverbially a dairy county; therefore this bull

became deservedly a favourite, on account of his superior weight before,

and manufaciuring town. Mr. Houeyman, advocate of Grcemsay, was the first who ven-

tured to t'ea, or take on lease any great quantity of this comtnon hmd. He obtained a grant

from the mL'-istrates of nearly 300 acres. Part of it he inclosed for pasturage, and the rest

he planted with Scots pine and larch, and beech and ash; hut he was violently opposed

by some of the burgesses, who claimed an hnmemorial right of servitude upon this moor

for the pasturage of a certain number of cattle, and for fuel, sea/ and divoi
;^
and it was

long before they could be induced to accept a more than equivalent for this right.

He also states, that until after the middle of the last century, ' the lands of the out-

parish were generally let in small farms for nineteen years, the rents paid m victuals, and
the labour performed by the tenant and his own family. A few acres adjomuig to the

bouse were kept in constant tillage ; upon which all the dung of the farm was laid, and
tbe out-fields were kept alternately for three years in oats and three years in pasture.'

This is the wretched system of infield and outfield, to which we have before referred
3

but he adds, when the victual rents were abolished, a spirit of industry and improvement
began to diffuse itself over the parish. A regular system of uiclosnig commenced, and
all the advantages connected with it.
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CATTLE,

and his being deep and level at the heart^place.. which are noii.f. ofessential importance for grazing-. » ait, ponils ol

The object of the dairy is chiefly pursued on the banks nf *t, n^ jand much butter and cheese are manufactured which find a ri i T^^'
Paisley Glasgow, and Edinburgh. Even the higher pa'tsothJd"' fwhich elsewhere would be devoted to sheep.feedin<.^nd li^il^'f'f;to be so devoted here, are c-onverted into da ry grou° d^ and the Cf
r ncid'^The'-r'^ " ^^"^"/ "^" ^^^--'^' -d -areeiy'eve Ltomes

Lanarkshire is principally noted for its feeding of calves whioh •

cluefly earned on in the district of Strathaven, on the border ofly Sir"Ihe Lanark or Strathaven veal is supposed to possess - ^^^ - -'

delicate flavour, and is ,nuch-7st^em;d liT'lhrSST o? fl^uS
, , . - ^"^ ^'^^^^^ ^^^"^^ are dropped in Avrshire anrl r

narkshire in the winter and the sDrin.o- are sold to those

and Glaso'ow,

attend to this branch of dairy
haven.

sprmg"

husbandry hi
M'ho

ing- account of

bandry :
—'Thev

Mr. Aiton ('Survey of Ayrshire; p:"442) Xes 2 f^
"''

.nt, or the management of this 'de'partment^ ^7 daiVtare fed on milk, which they are tauo-ht to drinlfrom a d.sh; it ,s given to them by some feeders sparingly a first toender then- appetite more keen, and to prevent them from" loa'hhtthe rfood, and as they grow up, the quantity of milk is gradually increa'sedfoas much as the calves can be made to drink; butS wi h hitsuccess, give them a good supply fr„^ fi.st to lasl' "kr S fir^ we'fo'rtwo they w.il not be able to consume more than one-halfof a ^nZ/ >

milk
;
but when they are coaxed to eat in order "o mil Z ^

i

'""^ '

at a month old will consume a cow's milk, and before it t\ ' " '^^^

old, it will take the greater part of the mlk of ht cows Th "^'"l'^'that are reared for stock have usual! v t'lP %Z •„
^^^ ^^^'^^^

thatarefeedingforveal,thatwhirislLtXf f
'"7 "^'"^^ ^''^ ^^ose

or, if all are fattening for veal The fir mil ^ •
^

•' n
^''° "^' ^'"'^-^ ^«^^«

5

is given to the younger ones! ^^^i^l^llTZt^^^^
to the older ones. Mr. Aiton reprobates the practice of "i

" ''^'"''''^''

meal with the milk, from the erroneous nofion oTthei S" '^'=' ^?^
flesh and web and lights of these animals .--certiinly thefcZ^t 'L"needed if plenty of milk is allowed, but of this crime of darkenino- the .

case they are perfectly innocent. ° ^^''"

He very properly adds, and it contains the
feeding:-' The only art now used in feeding calves .u wie vicmifv
of Strathaven is to give them, after the first two or three weeks, abvndance of milk, to keep plenty of dry litter under them, in a place t r t'i^well aired, neither too hot nor too cold, and to exclude the. lifrU Z
they are apt to become too sportive when they enjoy much light.'

'

When the calves become costive, a little bacon or mutton-brotli willopen the bowels, and if they begin to purse, a small quantity of renvl)put into their milk will cure the disease. A lump of chalk is usunlll
placed within their reach, and with decided advantage.

'
^ ^

Ihe practice of bleeding to expedite their fattening is not apnrovpd ^rne.ther are infusions of hay, or oil-cake, or linseed, or any^o her f Jbesu e milk. They are occasionally roared to a most extraordinarv '

they have weighed nearly twenty-six stones, exclusive of tl e' .^r^'f
'

account is on record o*' nn^ fKnf ,.. •
i j *u c ^"^^'' Anrecoui o. one that wesg-hed more than forty stones. After

whole iiiystery of calf
the

^



THE LANARKSHIRE BREED

six nm^rk V'^^^ ^' ^"] '''''^' °^^' ^"^ P"-''^P« '^ "'«^''^i ^rom four to

mav be n. ;
',""^'""^'^

^^l.^^'^-^
^ill selcJom be profitable, and the milk

tTned toC 1 7.^f'^
"''

•
'^'"" "^ '^'^^ ^^y' '^^f^re the calf is des-

alt i.nni'K-' 17^''''^' ^'^ on water-oTuei, in order to dilute,as It IS supposed, h.s blood, and to give more whiteness to the flesh
_

11 this manner rich veal is fattened and sent to Glaso-ow but nrin
c.pally to Edinburgh, from Christmas to the end of summer lid it so.":timesobtams a most exorbitant price.

This is a simple, but somewhat expensive method of feedino- and we

So^e us ""Th^^
^^- P--^-'/-s of certain districts as they pass^i'n"evirvbefore us. The profi from it is very great. A thriving calf can be pur-chased newly dropped, at from 6s. to 8.., and raised on the milk ofCew o the price of 50. or 60.. by the time it is four or five weeks old

tTe nJt T ™"'''
I '" '' '' '''"^ '"''^' "'^^- ^f 't '^ kept much longer

w 'elT M T""
'"' '"'' "^"'* ^' S'ven to it. and then, at ten

fl mp,- ,
' T '" "^"7""

''"'"n'
'^ ^^'^ ^' ^^°'"^h 61. or 71. The Strlthavena me therefore, realises a profit of more than 10.. per week from a thriv-n^ calf, and some have gained as much as Us. or 16.. per week There

unminoTr'''°'°''-^'""^w"'
?'"'''"'•' '" Strathaven, which "demandsunmn gled reprehension. We relate it in the language ofMr. Aiton (p. 99) :

^enf nl'o''' ^7 f'"? ''t" ^T^""'^ y^""- ^'^'^'^^ ^" *'^« '^"""^ry o carry

on thP^f' ^ b^«^:J"8•htered, do not in Scotland tiansport then s(and^n g on their feet, as is (sometimes) done in England, but they han- suchhem as cannot travel, in pairs by the feet over 'a horse'J back! wi hthen backs and heads hanging downwards
; three or four pairs of themon one horse, vvhde the butcher sits upon the top of the group, deaf tStheir agonizing cr.es. Others heap as many liviu"- calves into a cartabove each other, all tied by the Lei, as a Lrse can draw. It w u d

tC':;,.;! " T'^'^T' 1 '" ''^^"^'^ '' ^^^^"^ »^-- commiseration

teh.rT ' T"""'\'^
'^«d so unnecessarily tortured, and to compelU but hers, or others who deal in that species of stock, to treat themwith a proper degree of humanity. A merciful man is merciful even tobrutes, and those who practise cruelty towards animals will not Ion' ac^merci/ully towards the human race f.'

^
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^
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of SI V7 "^^'^^:<'^^ '^^l' '"0i-« tlian 34 stones imperi"l weight.' ' In 1815 Mr Strang

n a^.!:T6/"fo;T ^^'r^'^!'" I
•'^^"' " *'^^ ''^'s'^' "f 3^ stones Ldie'was offJIe!

di?d -^
In 18 IQ ii ^VMr'^'V*"

''" '' '"^^ *'^'^* P"'^'-'' '-^"'1 it «"<^'^ afteAvard. sickened and
Tierini 1 . \ T

'• ))?'^"''" Granger of Dykehead fatted one to more than 38 stones im-
l^euai vveif.ht. Mr. Alton properly remarks, that ' feeding to those weights proceeds, per-naps, more from ostentation than prudence. A calf well fed until it is from four to^-ivweeks old, will (in the neighbourhood of Strathaven) if it is ordinarily Ihrivintr andWhen the market ,s not very low, sell at from 4/. to 6/. ; but when a calf is brought toinat pitch, the milk may he turned to better account by feeding a young one. than bvlorcing one already sufficiently fed to a size and weight above nature.'

t VVe extract from the same author fr> filS^ nn n..,./^,.„f ,.e ti,„ .i„: t„n:
Mr. Harley, at Willowbank, in the nei

Gla^"^'^^^^^
snppUed with milk. He previously leiis us mat • tne numoer oi cows in

amoi T+ ^f ^^^ neighbourhood whose milk is sold sweet to the citizeii«, may probablv

frnm „ f^^ousand
;
and as these cows are the very best of the dairy-breed, collectedirom all Darts of Iha ..,.,,„ „.i ..... , ^.^^ ^ 1 /i_ ± ;ii. ^ ,'.

"*='''-"

I

from II

"""sttuu
,
anu as tnese cows are tne very best oi tne aany-Dreed, collected

them '"^f P^'^*^ °f tJie country, and are highlv fed, both to procure milk and to render

replacedV h
^^ ^^^^ ^^'^ always sold to the' butcher whenever they are fatted, and are

each cow •!*? '^'i'^"^^'^^^^^*
'"^^^ ^'^'^" and newly calved, it may be reasonable to suppose that

This seemTt , h '
"" ^^^ average, twelve Scotch pints (six gallons) of milk every day '

ing to about 200o''Llirr°"' ^^^T^'^^' ''f'
"^"^^^ ^"'n'fT^ deficiency, amouuf,

ing is similar f ^.,1 ^'"'''^^ ^'°™ ^'•'''^^ '=°'^- ^^'"'' '^'^^ ^''"^"S "« that ' the feed-S simdar to that- practiced in other towns iu Scotland, consisting of grains and

%
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Butter-milk is used to a great extent hv the lahniiri',.^, ^

of Scotland, and particul^-ly in the towV ofSa"ol
'^

Th? "'f fTgreater part of the cows that are kept more thInTwo ^ , f/^'

thar, twelve, fro. Glasgow, is manufac^tured int.rou'rri,k:':;dTsed'
b^

grass in summer, with the offal of ir ens n^l J^''''.

^^^'^^ >ave green clover and rye-
both raw and boiled, with ,nain chlff tV TF ''l^

^'1^^^°'^ ^" ^^' ^^-^ter,

proceeds to describe the ^^te^l^\utfoitrZi:l^l'' ''"' '"* "° "^'"^^'^^ ^' ^^

beenp.duaI,yex1endedaS^4™v:.^a'S:;Le'ilie'^ ^1,?^!? ^'^'''' f't'been long engaged in manufacturing cotton ioodr and "vho ^HM } •^'"^'^' '"'^^ '^^'^

on an extensive scale, happened to^discovex' in a fieM Ihich1 TaTn" *i'* Y"^^^^Ixlaso'ov/, a cODioiK tinrinrr ^.-f ,.,-^^n i 1
i* u^ lAciu^ wmcn ne naa purchased near

purposes and as the baths soon became a S.!^n/^^^^ " '^"^^ f"^' ^^^^t

the number of the cows, so as to answer ie demafdT.l
"""'^ ^'

"f °"^^ ^""^'^'^"^

Glasgow was ill supph^d with that vlluable arficS ^f o^d
"^1

"t!
^^' "^'^ 1*^

"^'

whicn was sold there wn« of ha.i .,„.iu„ i-„ T,/ ^ ,° „*°°'^' ^"^ that much of thatwhich was sold there vvas of bad quality he be-'in.tV77
^'"^ \^''''' "^"'^^^ "^ *at

afterwards the city, with mdk entn as i't L.T r
'^.,,*° '^^Pi'^^ '"^ ^"'^^^'^s, and

cleanliness fonneriy unknown i^itha^^^^^^^^ "^ ^ ^^^^ of
formed to hold ni/ety-six cows, bufhtSlfsotirpI^lSf^"^

in ^out-houses and purposes to add to the cow-houses.
^

His byre is

bout twenty more

perfect of any byre in thê ^0™ Thp . h,
'?''' construction, it is the most

building two roJs fadnfeach otW w^ f « ?
are placed m double rows across the

both ro^;s are fed, each c^w ha^g a grip ^/"^l^^eSld ''^^^-V-^ri
^^"^ ^^^"^'^

dung or urine, with a road betweeS Tt tnd^hIt ff t e next o^
"

St-^k"?
''7' '''"^ '""''^

divided from each other by pillars of cast iron hi; • "^ ^°'' *^^o cows are
b.„U, called „..i..s, arcrfi-Led; ^cTLri^'orKr^;;li"S? "^l^'™'""

0-
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utii. ui liic ^.liu; ijciujil:. Lue COW s urearn to escape, and dues not or^^.fi
r-'"B V'^u'

stall where it would render the food unpalatabl^, .id oblige the cows To wt '

polluted atmosphere. > 10 uieatiie m a

' The byre is lighted chiefly from the ceiling, and the windows are constructed so tl, ,they can be raised in order to give vent to the bad air, and by openin<. the In'wmdows on the sules of the byre, more or less, according to the state of theweatV'he ventilation of the house is so completely commanded, that it can be rendered at 'fftimes as cool as the surrounding atmosphere.
"luerea at all

pnnKWl^^f
^' ^''?*

"f
"'^' '''"

P"''^''''' ^* sixty-two degrees on Fahrenheit's scale • and i.enable the keeper to do so, a thermometer is placed widiin the house.
' "^ ^^

liesides the roads between the heads of every two rows of cows, and one betwepn fitwo grips another runs down the centre of the house, from the one end of it to the o,i!and all these roads are lain with hewn pavement, and are, with the gratings di?-''boards, &c., carefully washed every day, and kept as clean as the lobby of f dw^-'""

' The bottom of the grips declines a little towards the centre, to lead the wafo. •

^ ,,common dram, and also towards the cows, so that the urine may run off f° I"
!^^/',/^?J™

^'"'^- ^^^ ^^^^°1« "rine and washings of the byre, with the^n^ I x,^"

fntotn '
*"* °'' ^ P"^"'^ washing-house, connected with the batir &c i

"'''
i> 1

I^lnF?^^T-'''^°''' ^'^'i "^e'l ^^ "manure. The cribs incline towa!-ds th^ f .
™^^'u*''^a stone trough . placed, so that by pouring a .mall quantity of ;at .4 thTot'^rtnl

f
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the inhabitants of that city. Mr. Aiton speaks of this with much
nat.ona feehno. (Dairy Husbandry, p. 111.) 'The butter-milk is, ou
ine authority of the Secretary to the Board of Agriculture (Arthur
loung-;, adjudged to the pigs; but it is in the western counties of Scot-

It is

lana, as well as in Ireland, used to a vast extent as human food, it i-
usedasdrmk, and is certainly far superior to the miserable table beer

It serves as kitchen to pottage, bread,
generally drunk in England.
potatoes, &c.

;
and when a linen bag, like a pillow slip, is filled with itand hung up till the serum drops out, and a small quantity of sweet cream'

IS mixed with what remains in the bag, and a little sugar, where the milk
IS too sour. It forms a dish that might be placed on the table of a peer of
the realm. ^

The coarse upland on the eastern part of the county is devoted to
ftrazuig. The rough pastures there are allowed to grow from the end ofMay to that of August. The herbage on the better spots is then mown,and the hay stored up for winter food, and the pasture is stocked withyoung Highland cattle, who live on the grass while the weather continuesh ne, and to whom some of this bog-hay is given when the storms of wintercome on, or the snow is on the ground. If there is no sheltered spot

flhf.l l^"l"P°fu'
""

T"^" ^'t^ °^ '^"^ ^^'^ ^'-^^^^d, to which they inime-

n.P.l . .

themselves. These cattle are sold off in May, and are sup-posed to have increased 25s. or 30*. in value. On some farms of this

nS ^^'"'"rr^
'^"'" are bred: the females are retained to keepup the milking stock or to sell at two years old; the calves are almostimmediately disposed of.

'umu.,i

THE SOUTH-EAST LOWLANDS.
This district contains the three Lothians, with Roxburgh and Berwick.
It IS an arable district, and in no part of Scotland has agriculture in alUs branches been earned to a greater degree of perfection.

LINLITHGOWSHIRE, OR WEST LOTHIAN.

This county is beautifully situated on the Firth of Forth ; its rich land isoccupied in pasture, or devoted to the raising of grain. The dairy occu-

^^f^'
'""^ ^'^^"^^ '^^'"^ i« --^l^^-i -to the trough, and is from thence carried to the

miiS2 t-^":^ ^f
^''' ^^'"^/^^y i'^P^^ty

;
it is poured immediately from the

'The i^aik fn^v ^ ^T'''""^
^"to the milk vessel iu which it is carried to town,

and earll ^^o, 1
•' '

^'^°'''' ^'^ ™'^"^' ^'^'^ other vessels used, being graduated,

aZrtrH ^°J ^^'''''''S ^^ "^V""'"?? """il-'er, the quantity of milk drawn from each, and

Kwv, ? ?u
v/holii, IS ascertained, and regularly entered in a book by the overseer,very time the cows are milked. Part of the milk is sold at the dairy-house near the

"i res, and part of it is carried though the streets of Glasgow, in large cans fixed oncarts, each drawn by a ponj',

.
' A given quantity is put under tlie charge of the driver, for which he is accountable

r.tornTu°"'l'-^^'-^"^^'^^>'°^
supplying the citizens with milk pure and unaduhe-

^tca, that he puts it out of the power of those who retail it on the streets to introduce

so r-l

''

"i"i
'^"^

•

' i^P^^ty- When the milk is placed in the cans, they are locked up

bel >

that no air is admitted, except as much as will make the milk run at the cock

dufP
' T ^^'^ ^"'"^ ^^ ^° constructed, that it is not in the power of the driver to intro-ue water, or any other liquid, by it. The milk-pails, and the whole of the vessels"le well washed nnfl^^abl^,!^., K„;i;„„ i„„ '.:__. _'xu_ ., The cock f

inside at — ""'"' "'"^ "" tuuBirucieu, inai iney can oe openeu and cleaned in the

«9es to' raise
^^' ^^^ erected within tiie byres a very haiidsome steam-engine^, which he

potatoes' and f*^^'**^
^^^^^^^^ *^ ^y^'^^' ^"^*^ ^ straw-cutter, and a machine' for slicinir

tbe boiler is u.p^''"'^'"'.
'''' ^^^ principle of that used in cutting logwood. The steam from

the work peopirtirm^^r^^^^^
*' '''''^ in a large vat which

vunnir ^X^^i ^ ^^^'^ scalded in boiling water every time they are used,

inside ^ft^i
™^^ ^^® ®^ constructed, fhat they can be opened an(
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some

pies some share of the attention of the farmer
; for the proKimity of this

little district to the northern metropolis affords him an excellent market
for the sale of the produce.

The breeds of milch cattle are as various as can be imao-ined

Fifes are kept^—with many more of the Ayrshire cattle; but with the small
farmer, the native breed, still bearing about it much of the Highlander, is

either preserved entire, or crossed in every possible way; and crossed vvith

most advantage by the short-horn.

Mr. Dawson, of Bonnylear, informs us that ' the cow,' {ieAhe prevail-
ing breed) ' in Linlithgow, is something like the Ayrshire breed.' (It is

almost identical with the Roxburgh breed, of which we shall have fre-

quently to speak, when describing these districts,) ' She is small in the
head, small and long in the neck, with horns bent round to the centre of
the forehead, with a long tail, short small legs, and a straight back; the
colour generally black, brown, or a mixture of brown, or a black and
white, but the black prevails. The cow will feed to from 28 to 35 stones

Dutch. She will give about six imperial gallons of milk per day, and
about six or seven pounds of butter per week, for the first two months
after calving; after which, the milk will gradually decline, until three

months before her calving, when she will become dry.'

We are also indebted to Mr. Dawson, for the following valuable account

of the management of cattle in Linlithgow. ' The farmer occasionally

preserves a quey-calf of a favourite cow ; but in general, the calves, both

bulls and queys, are sent to the butcher'^. The calves that are preserved,

are fed on their mother's milk newly drawn for one month, and consum-
ing two-thirds of the milk. The cow generally calves in May, and the

calf is put out to good grass in June. In the succeeding winter the calf

is put into a covered place, and fed on straw-chaff and the refuse of
grain and a few turnips, and turned out to graze in the ensuing sprinr>* on
the best grass. The bull-calf is castrated when two or three days old,

when intended to be reared ; and after being grazed and fed in the cart-

yard for four seasons, he is disposed of to the butcher, and will weigh
from 45 to 55 stones Dutch—he will give from four to six stones of tallow,

and his hide will weigh from four to four and a half stones. The Lothian
ox is a fine animal, compared with the cow of that district. The differ-

ence in the horn is very striking. It is a full-sized middle horn, the head
and neck are still small, but the ribs are deep and the legs are shori.

' The grazing cattle are chiefly of the West Highland breed, purchased

at the great trysts in Falkirk. They are put into a strawyard that is walled

round, vvith a shed or covered place to afford them shelter; and they are

supported during the winter on straw and water, with the refuse of the

grain. This is what is called watering, and it affords a good supply of

dung for the fiu'm. In the spring they are turned out to graze, and if

they get into sufficient condition, are sold in the autumn to the butcher,

but in many instances they are finished oft' with turnips.^

* Cattle that have been previously well grazed, are likewise bought at these

trysts, to consume the better sort of turnips. They are stall-fed from

October to February, and are then usually i-eady for market. They weigh
from about 35 to 50 lbs. Dutch, and an acre of turnips will feed two
oxen for four months/ •

* Mr. Robertson confirms this ; he says, ' The farmers now do not even rear their own
milch cows, but purchase them from time to time as required

; in some cases every
season, so that iheir dairy is always in full milk^ the new cows being purchased newl}-
calved, and those of the former year put to fatten as soon as they become yell, or dried up
in milk; the ample store of snccvdent food enabling the husbandman so to do,*

\
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THE EDINBURGHSHIRE BREED. ^5

and the facilities afFo^de^ bv th ' T''^
'"^^'^ ^''^^t of the south,

P-enring of lean t' ttr ^1 le^^^fI ^^^f
^^ ^"\\"'^ ^-^^^' ^-^ *'-

best markets for flu beasts and tor! n ^, f
"^'g'hbourhood to the

*"'e, are well adapted The trneH'?," } '^'' '"'^"^"^^ ^^ ^^e pas-
?ornetin.es the FifL

; but ,L rmJr f^t e'nt" t'" '^'i''''
''''''''' "

is usually preferred. The old inc o^ed t f

™°'^
'T^'^^^'

^"^1 the beef

seded oxen in husbandry work *.
'''''' ^^"'^' "^^ ^"'^^ '^"Per-

EDINBURGHSHIRE. OR MID LOTHIAN-

tl.e Firth of Forth, is rich and hj.^h ^t ;a.ed On f"' ^'l
''

i'^
""'"'^^

metropolis, and to the very feet of f],.p;, , \ ^' '''"^'' ''^'^ «^' ^^e
even up the sides of themMl

Pentland and Moorland hills, and
least in ^-ood s asons bJ; n I

'',
"^"^''' S'-«-"d tolerably productive, at

burgh butchers, whose stock i^ir t
'" ^'" ^^"^' «^" ^^e Edin-

to have any spedfic charac e 'Z ! \^
5^^''»^S-ing-, and cannot be said

"i>ouitrath'erCfe iMu h of th^ T t'^
"'^ ^'^^^' ^^"' ^^^ -^

f^^^'-mcr is devoted to 1 1, c
^ ^'''^''''^ '" ^^'^ occupation of the

of hor«^. nv..] „„.,V Vt,
^ ^'""' *be occasional, oi«f horses and cattle.

regular turn in;;- out" "orses and catt e. Tlie nernnnnnf et. i

'-„uui. lunnno-out
bourhood of Edinburo-h consi tTTd Vi^'"^

especially in the neigh,
else, comprising- all Idnds onfrtd

'^ ''"''
'

"''' ^^'^^' ^^^ --T -irereelse comprising all kinds of breeds
llie original Lothian breed, abonf \7r.'. ^

}vas generally of a black eolour or .

' ""'''''^'^'S to Mr. Robertson,
i's composition

; thouoh i.d "m^^^^^^^

'avmg. a great proportion of black in

«" various parts To p fl i /,
'
f\\^^

'" ''''''^''' proportions and

atones in wei-ht when ttpv L f',
^''^y^^^*''-' ^^"t'r^^lly from 22 to 27

°'-^ler to which i ; lho.P i ^T "^ '"^ ''^ marketable condition
;
and inwincti, in those days, they were not required to be very fatf.

oi{itlS; ilu^^'tetiSrlzSf .'^f°'^Y'^^^ ^rT ''-'"''^^^ °^^'-

""t-e niilp« t,wi • ? ^ ^ '^^"'b' 0' t'lii cavalcade, was ol)li.red to traverse at lei.t

P"i"g wUh I l*i
" * :°, ''°'«f^\'=^'-']:"^g

W'th then, a furrow of twice the weight, an
l'^ ''^'tter ord ?^a^ dl -'t ,

^^/^^^""^''^ ^^^^^er; wliile the horses are of a better b eed
'"^gricuU.."; ^\S S^- ,f

g^l-;>^P-- Tins and several other in.p.ovemenS
T Mr. Robprfc

"^™""ceu Dy bu VViIham Cunmngham.
"/^g^ment of thesecattlp-' 'TK °"''*'""''.l'- ^^''^ ^'v^s an amusing account of the ma-
the horses. Thev ,

^"'— ^\'^ ^P^<^'^s of stock was ratlier better cared for than that o{
took care that 2 ™;i T""^'^'^^;

""''"' "^^^ g^'^ewife's management, who with her ma d

-\rf in a ^o.e4 ™?of 'ril^':?:;,^?
"°* ^" .neglected in their so.Lle. meat, which c.^^

"i^ted in a /Jo/e/^-UT /°''',,'''"''^'^ "°* ^"^ 'U^g!«:ted in their .o.We;. «.,«/, which c.n
"1' in a mass amoCJ f 'l'''^]^

^te^U^s, weak corn, with cabbage and greens a 1 hoi i
'^'-, in

-^aratrm^L's'thel,^^^ '" ''^ large cauhlron' for the jnn-pose in '.n o ,1, ?," ^'-ses the /ccanngs or rakuigs from the barn-floor, and the shorfeJt or
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ThP Avrsbire, however, vvlucU was scarcely introduced in 1820, has

^.raduallY prevailed ; but the English short-horn is kept by many who

Stuially look for profit in the quantity and not the quality of the milk

n a metropolitan dairy ; and, of late, the Roxburgh cow has been much

usedTn dairy establishments, on account both of he quantity and the qua-

"
of its milk. It is a cross between the short-horned bull and the

Kvloe cows, and comprising the good qualities of both.

Mr Brown, however, the present intelligent manager of the Caledoman

dai7y at Meadow-bank, in th^ suburbs of Edinburgh, prefers the Aj^shi^

In I communication with which he has kindly ayoured us, he draws the

following comparison between the Ayrshire and the Teeswater covv. I

would prefer the Ayrshire ; take them m general, they give as much milk

Is the Teeswaters. and can be P^^^^^^ f^J^^^ ^^^f^;hetas'^^^^
water cow will, at the present time, cost from 12/. to ibi., whe.eas an

ryrshirHow v ill cost from 91. to 12/. The Teeswater cow, a er standmg

^'ng in the dairy, will occasionally fail in her feet and she w^ h^n ^se

to feed, and become a total wreck, especially if she
^
%«^^

, ^^^ A^ ^h
i

«

being smaller, is not so heavy on her feet, and -^t;^°"§ ^^^^^ ^^^!^ [f^^^^
be sold to better advantage and with less loss, if she too should begin to

feed badly, from tenderness in her feet, or any other caus-^

'L\. ii 1 u r...rra nf +Vip (rreens in their raw state from the

best of the straw, together wi h the
^\?f f^

°^ *^^^^^^^ fvom the stacks m the

ka. 1-yard, and then (as alleged) nps ot com
'^^f^^
~^ ^ semblance of

barn-'yard, especially to the^^^^^^:^::^SZ^ the cows get, a,-e, the

going otherwise to unuse. ihe heid boj, ^«"'
^

J
^^ ^^^^^s and waste

''""ThVJaletli... JomtStock Dairy Company was e.tablM.ed i„ 1825, for fte pur-

S.1r„-^t'.*'e1wSetrwe;„rd.a-.J^
more were expende d iu the erection of a nohle bmlding. In the front of the edihc

.

is a

SmkiSl SS^^^ in the centre of which is the principal entrance, having a column

mr e tl e si^drsC^ a handsome pediment. Tiie hiterior of this projection contains

?.doon corresponding with it in form, and through which the visitor passes into the

^oit Bvre This is t noble place, and is supported by two rows of .cast-metal pillars.

^u i.iu .v. divided by the same material, and are capable of contaunng 200 cows under
The stalls ^^e dmde.^ by ^

^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^ -^ ^-^^^ ^ i^^„, ^ f,, ^^e purpose
one roof. It is ^U teet ni« , y^^^^A and air admitted at both ends, and on one oi

of light and yentdation. It IS also g
_^^^,^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^.^.^^^ ^^^^ ^ ^^^^^.^^^ ^.^^^ ^^

the sides, 1' rom a galitiy over u c i i

the whole. ^ , ,
^^^-l, :„ snnnlied with a pipe ; by means of which it can

The troughs are of stone, and each
^^J^fcomn^o^. drink of the animals,

be readily cleansed, or water admitted lor i

^ ^^ ^^^
r^^,^

^^^..^^^ ^^

Arched vaults extend below, through me ^^'

\ .j ^^^Us, whence they are

passes, and the dung is conveyed ^"thout ddhc 'ty

l-emoved through atunnel that opens °" «^^ f;;j°t)ne above that for servants. The
Over the saloon is a room for

»^\^''\r^'" '
contains the manager's house, counting-

other part of the buildmg, parallel with the byie,coii
^^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^_^ store-houses for

house, milk-house, churmng-house^^enginc-noub^^^^^
^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^_^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^,^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^

potatoe

1

next ... ...- ;
—

there is an ice well to prepare ^^^'^ "^^™'.
-i

^^ did not answer. There were never more
Like many other speculations ot the '^^" ' ., jimhrished in number, until the concern

than 160 or 170 cows in the byre
i/'^'^'\', ^.jj;,ed by the company, and let to a spirited

was so plainly a losing one, that
^^T^f -1/ Inducted, and who has 60 or 80 cows in the

individual, (Mr. Belhs,) by whom it is still cjna

^^^?'
, ^.^ <• .•„,„,! .,iso on many subjects connected with our work, we

For much of this information, and also ou i J ^
are indebted to our kind friend, Mr. Dick of idmbuisu.

^^^^

t

i
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r.rnV/n vi ^"^''J'
''"'^,'^'^^ ^"^'^ ""^^^-'^ '' "^^'^^ ^^ such a district, the greatest

pioht arising from the sale of the fresh milk.*

mi^^r""^^' V'''''''-'"' "^ ^^'"^ neighbourhood of Edinburgh, there are fewer

tZlnTT' f ^'* '\^'^ ^'^' ^°'^^^""'' *^^^" ^h^^« ^^^r« before a portion of

The r n " f '
"""

u "T'
^"^ '^" '""'^ ^"^ ^^°"g^^* ""d«r cultivation.Ihe ciops of an arable farm are most easily disposed of, and more profit-aoie in the vicinity of a great city,

^

The Lothian farmers rarely breed their own dairy cattle, but purchasethem from time to time as some of their stock become dry, or in condition
tor the butcher. Some dairy men thus change the greater part of their
stock every year

;
those of the former year being put to fatten as soon as

their milk IS dried away, and thus, as we have stated when describinP- West
Lothian,their dairy IS always full of milk, for the new cows have only
ecently calved Edmburgh is supplied with sweet milk by cowkeepers in

the neighbourhood, or large dairies; two of which are established in the
outskirts of the town. The butter-milk, or sour milk, is brought from a
greater distance. °

A few cattle are bred among the hills, and more are grazed, principally
winter grazn.g. These are chiefly of the West Highland breed, 'i here
are_ many tracts of ground sufficiently sheltered, where they may run
during the winter, aud on which sheep cannot safely be turned, while
other still wetter portions of the moorlands produce plenty of hay-enough—but which the stock readily eat during the winter months.

Mr. Brown has given us some valuable hints as to the management of these cowsHe prefers the fresh draff or grams from a strong ale brewery, to\ny other feedhig li-the production of muk and of a good quality. He gives them two feeds of this Hialfa bushel constittdmg a feed) twice every day, and also two feeds of grass or tui ip

W^' ^'' •'"
T''

°''

^T' " *^'f '

"'' *° ^' °^*^""^'^ ^t a moderate price, they are Z'-flned as impartmg a richer quality to the milk than the grass will do. A certam quau-

hSl.l f .i''
^''''' f ''V ™f^^

^° i'^'""^"^^ ^'^ '^^g'^^tion of the food, and preser^^e theheal h of the anu.:al, and pi^oduce a degree of thirst that will make them eagL to drin?and thus yield more milk. T-Tr* ^^>^owi^>.„ +i... ,i...,i3[> /*... - ,i . , P "-^ ^^^^^^1^1

a very inferior quality, and proaucmg a less quantity .. .ux,k anci oi a veryThe sproutings (cnm^nn.) of malt furnish a valuable article of drink. He nuts twobushels into a large tub, and adds as much boiling water as will fairly draw it as tea He
mXd ?o th^t tt S' " "^''1 '°""' ^"' '^^" ^''^ ^-' - cold wltei-rL mayt
iimi V nut \nl\ T "m ^

^'' S'""' *° ^'^^ '^^^^ comfortably warm, having pre-

tw,V^ 1 f 1
^^'"^

'^'^i
'^'"''^ '''• °"" *™e^ ^"'^ ^e commonly gives it to themtwice every day, before they are fed wiih the draff!

j' g s lo

•coarse

He considers the draff from table beer or draught ale as ofproducmg a less quantity of milk and of a very inferior kind.

he gives
commencement of the turnip season, and when the turnips are juicy
iess ot thecm?imins to drink, or has recourse to distillers' draff, i

and green^

TM'^.T 4. x-u -n p 1
" ^ "' *v.wv..^.uv. ,,vy uA.:,tiiiciD ui ail, in order to

pievent the miik from being too much lowered in ciuaiity. Potatoes likewise make avery useful drmk, when boiled, until tluy are dissolved through the water. ^ Two
hushels of potatoes may be thus mixed with suflicient water to satisfy 70 cows, and thev
will very considerably enrich the milk, when given with salt before the draff*
Steamed potatoes he seldom uses for the milch cows ; they fatten well, but they do not
produce so much milk as raw potatoes. Sometimes, when the turnips are fresh and juicy
^e gives one feed of them, and one of steamed potatoes, with the usual feeds of draff
Steamed potatoes, with which a little bruised or ground grain is mixed, have been verv
nseful in preparing the dried cows for the butcher.

,
'" The Costorphine cream used to be in high repute iin Edinburgh and the neighbour-

Ji^g country. The process, as extracted from the statistical account of the parish of Cos-
Torphnie, is very simple. ^They put the milk when first drawn into a barrel or wooden
essel, which is submitted to a certain degree of heat, generally by immersion in warm
The

^'

''^t^^
accelerates the separation of the oleaginous from the serous parts of the milk

into tT 1^^
*^^^ drawn off by a hole in the lower part of the vessel, what remains is ])ut

phine c
^ "p"^^^^™^ ^"^3 ^^^er being agitated some time; is sent to market as Costor,
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HADDINGTON, OR EAST LOTHIAN.

This highly cultivated district lies partly on the Firth of Forth and
pardy on the North Sea. On the sea-coast the system of o-razinsr is nnr
sued, but not to a considerable extent; the central parts are mostlv
arable; and the hills of Lammermuir are devoted to sheep husbandry^ or
to the breeding of a few Highland cattle. The old cattle were of a black
or dark-brown colour, with a thick hide of hair, handsome and hardy
but not yielding much milk. A few of them are stall bred, and more are
grazed on the natural pastures of Lammermuir, where sheep would not
be safe. '

East Lothian cannot be called a breeding country, and there are few
of the farmers who breed cattle as a regular branch of their husbandry
The great bulk of the cattle are bought at Falkirk, in September nud
October, and selected not from any particular breed, but accordino- to
the fancy of the purchaser. ""' .... . »

-
They are mostly Aberdeens, Angus, or

i^ife cattle, with a few Highlanders, which are put into the yard im-
mediately on getting home, and are fed in the beginnino- of winter on
white turnips, and afterwards on Swedes. They are rarely tied up but
feed in the yard. The reasons assigned for this are, that the skin and tlie
feet are m a better state to bear the journey to the market ; and that the
same number of cattle can rot a greater quantity of straw. Mr Rennie
to whom we are indebted for much useful information, tells us that be
has from 700 to 1300 bullocks feeding during the winter, and that he
always prefers the short horns when he can ge^them well bred.
The dairy cows, until within a few years, were so various in their form

and quality, that it was difficult to trace their ancestry with anythino- like
precision; yet there were among them many very excellent mitkers
Mr. George Rennie, of Fantassie, had a cow, that, during one week xImJ
22 Scotch pints (11 gallons daily), from which were produced 22 , oumls10 ounces avoirdupois of butter.

^ pounds

They were chiefly a cross of the Holderness with the native breed butthey have yielded m a great measure to the Fifeshire and the Ayr'shi lebreeds which, with an increasing number of tolerably pure short lorn^divide the county among them. ^ *
snort-Jioms,

In the neighbourhood" of Ormiston there used to bo n r,.:.* r .,

Holdcrness wi.h the native cattle. Tl.ey were short Lrn'dard In fsome, they fattened well, and gave much milk. Five or six gallon s of
milk daily was no uncommon produce.

We have been honoured with a letter from Mr. John Rennie on tli
subject of his stock, from which we make the following extract ci
firmatory of Mr. Brown's account, and which, in justice to so ent'erprisill!!^
and skilful a breeder as Mr. Rennie, should be placed upon record. ' Xhe
principal breed (he means among the few who have directed their atten-
tion to the breeding of cattle) is short horns, or Teeswaters, which
were introduced by myself; having selected them from Mr. Robertson, of
Lady-kirk, who, I have no hesitation in saying, had sOme of the best
short- horns in the kingdom. 1 also had two or three bulls of the best
blood from the county of Durham. I had three or four large sales of
stock, which were attended by some of the most celebrated breeders inEngland and Scotland, Bulls were bought at from 50/. to 120/ each togo 200 miles north, and above 300 miles south.'

'
' '

Mr. Brown, of Drylaw-hill, to whom we are indebted for some previousremarks, informs us, that about the year 1818 and 1819 the d.nrt'horned, or Tceswater breed of the best and purest sort, was introduced

--.'
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THE ROXBURGHSHIRE BREED.
jjg

Messrs. Cdlin!, oTDariil on OM '" ",/"'''''' '""^ f"'" 'ho^^ of

"le coun
y ,v„s „Klebled to Mr. Jol.n Renn.vrson of Mr r„l ' n

'''"•
The produce of his slock is now snread ovl M,. „„

* r- George Rennie.

«o„dl,a,., reccved ,„e .second prize a. the Snnthfiet, 'cat^s',:'
;'

districl'sodety^Hrt^rd':?^"
fro.n/l.e Highland and his o„„

-100 stones fi./perial wei': ,t Iri ^"t .""" '"''f '""" »" '"

Md 18=t-rs/at2iyea«o\; twclfw |MU:%r,o iCl '" "'"!
for which he received 33/. per head

^^""'"^' ^"^^

0^:: :f;^:j :i-v,7ha;^'J:;,,'^-;i;\:\:r,,:i]^™;.'-""owed op „,
of the old tr„elj, hut ,nore from tl'.e' bale- r f t't s

'" ""^" "''

,

Some agriciilturLsIs, however, beo-ai, to rlirem il ,V f ,
"•g of the short-hor, bull with some °f ' « ? f!."*-'"."

'° ""^ ""'"^
West Hiifhland and Ayrshire ™,v 1

'"'.-^™'"»'' breeds, such as the
I;, this way they ra'vt\::l,l\:rsC -eT;^"";^*"'^^ '" ""' ""^^^
Of the best qualities of both breeds nnH ,.- r^

'^»>mals, i)osse8sino- nnmy
maturity aptitude to fatten, a^rbto^i'fu/'f: m" r LTrc'tifh'lr 7''beef and hardy constitiuion of the dam A f [ ' "' ^^'^ ^^"^

cross, and the best qualities of both bfce^; wte lost""
'^°'"' '"^ '"="

ROXBURGHSHIRE.

a l,reed o, ,„ael< cattle pecliarlo this .O"-.^' it c;:L„^ u'lTbe^disui;!g-u.slied. For several y^ars a number ofVhlVnH. " ; 'T' '^^ ^''^^'"

Galloway kinds, a few of the Cch fnd C^
'^^'""''^^'^':;^^

northern counties of Scotland have been ^''^^f^^ ^"^^ »^^"y from the
a.d their offspring, from various Lvvthraclf^ h^'^^'^'^'r"^''^''''^'^'pal part of its present motley stock C!p 14/^''' "*''"''' ^«^'"« ^'^e princi-

Novv, except with the small farmer* nnri' u • ,u
everywhere, there are few cnnnh-pl k- u//' *^^ "^'"^ with him
acknowledges hat tw„ llnT we.j^r''-'^'^'

^'"'"^ ^' ^« ^-^"-^- ^e
' one of them, the noHed or r!lT

^''^!""'"- to obtain a preference :

known over all the inland anft r^tLr'^; I'^h rT'''' ^" "^"
name) with small horns of a middlin len^oth t^t, n' 1

'' ""'/'^'^ ""

bodies, and short legs.'
"^'^^'-ng length, th.n necks, round deep

This nameless breed, which was indeed fhe Avrshlr^ k. • •

assert its superiority over the other~cat(le ri (he iSr^f sS !"
I^rees drove before it the polled breed and a 1 Ute c os^c and bfc'am!

ar's'lmwev?
''"' " ^'^r'^'''^^--

Within the tt ten o.- tw v

.on's' IZJ {
'

^l^^'r^'^d
j-evolution has been commencing.. The short-

'^ eV at' / ' rf'^ "" *'" English portion of the south o t e

horde :
''''^^%^.'^^^"

.

fi"tl'ng- their way in increased numbers across Ip
be'fX'^uJtl ""#;!"'

K'"l
^^'"' ^'^^ ^^'^^^'^^' ^-^ threat::, Vt

Diete »h^ ^'V'^
^'^^- ^^'« '^st callle-show at Kelso (183^^) will rnn

qn, , ^-u ^y*^^"'^^ '^^''f^rs were produced. ^''^

II.C r,ch so,l of a considerable part of Boxburghshire. a„d of ,h.
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south of Scotland generally, may support this large and excellent breed ;

V, t Pven in the soiithern counties there is no inconsiderable portion of

Tnfrrior land, and in the northern counties there is a great deal of it, and

t may be worth while to consider how far it may be prudent so

decidedly to encourage a race of cattle, that must be restricted to compa-

rativelv favoured districts and localities. With all their pre-eminent quali-

ties and we shall do them full justice in the proper place, they have already

been tried in the middle and the north of Scotland, and have failed.

The greater part of the rich pastures of Roxburghshire are devoted to

sheep, yet there are many cattle. In the neighbourhood of Kelso, and

extending thence to Jedburgh, much veal is fatted. Dr. Douglas says,

that 620'calves are killed by the butchers in Kelso alone, and 1400 in

Jedburo-h and the other inferior markets. To fatten 2000 calves, and to

'

rear as^many more for after-sale, or to keep up the stock, will require

mor« than an equal number of cows, so that in this district there is httle

cheese made, and no more butter than is sufficient for the consumption of

the inhabitants.
, ^ , , ,i •

r t-

Towards the middle and south of the county there is much fine pas-

ture, on which a great many cattle, bought at the northern trpts, or

from Northumberland, are"grazed during the summer, or stall-fed la the

""'Dn'Oouglas computes the turnip-fed cattle at 6000, and those that ate

o-rass fed at the same number.

Very few oxen are employed in husbandry.

BERWICKSHIRE.

This county has well been called the cradle of Scottish agriculture.

Here some of the most important improvements in husbandry generally,

and particularly in the breeding and management of cattle commenced
;

and although the march of improvement has been rapid elsewhere, some

parts of Berwick are not inferior to the most highly cultivated districts of

the south of Scotland.

So late as the year 1772, one of the parishes was described as pos-

sessing all the peculiarities of bad husbandry to which we have so oitcu

alluded in our sketch of the cattle husbandry of Scotland. ' The country

w-s almost to' ally uninclosed, and let out into small farms; an incon-

ior.hlp n^irt only of each could be kept in condition for tillage. Ilic

'
/• rMiad a the little manure, the out-field was partly cropped with

::{ ^1 nf a y i >d of manure, and partly allowed to lie waste pas-
oats, ^^i"^""*- '^

J^,.. _i ^.^ttie. When that which was cropped was
tured by some half-staivta cat

^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^_^^^^^

quite exhausted, it was
^ ^^ ^^.^

^f^^^^, vvhole face of the country exhi-
ground was taken up m its place ,a"^

"^^^J
.

^^^ j -.ture of Berwick-
bited marks of extreme indigence-*. 1 his was draitniui

shire; but now, by the introduction of turnip-husbandry and a moi^^^

scientific attention to the reanng .id feedmg of c tie, a^ .r^eat p.t^

has been converted from a bleak and nL_,ieci,cu

and well-cuUivated country
of improvement may be

Among the earher
»f^I^Ttrlam who, in 1755 began to cult vate

^;:t:^^'''tL:^^:^^^^0 M. Robert Hogarth, of Corpse.

^ ^ p 1 1,4- ,T7i-,;Mi rnntinueJ (luriiip: the whole summer of 1766.
* I, consequence of a drought,

^^^J ^J^^,, ,,ere slaughtered at Martinmas, and
two-thirds of the cattle at Lauder, in tins cutu ^,

i v i * *u i n xi r n
sold at 2hL per pound.- Many of those that remanied d-.ed at the stall in the foUowiii;^^

spring-, after havhig consumed all the straw that reaiained.

*

\
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THE BERWICKSHIRE BREED. 151

on the property of the Marquess of Tweeddale, took up the cv^lture of the
turnip and of sown grasses. Mr. Brodie, of Ledgert Wood, speedily
tollowed, and many spirited improvers were soon found in tlie Merse, or
lower part of the country.
The parish of Gordon, in Berwickshire, affords a singular illustration

01 the rapid progress of turnip husbandry. In 1775 there were only
eleven beasts fed with turnips for the butcher; in 1781, an interval ot
only six years, there were 200, beside a great many sheep.

This increase of more nutritious food for cattle necessarily led to the
introduction of a better stock. It is difficult to say what was the native
stock of cattle in Berwickshire. They were small and ill formed, especially
on the high moors which occupy the north of the country, but they were
essentially of the Highland breed. In the lower parts of the country they
were of larger size, and crossed in every possible way. They were hardy,
kindly feeders, especially when moved to richer pasture than the place -,

their birth produced, or than was allotted to them there. In the drier
turnip-soiled part of the country, a somewhat larger breed could be
maintained

; and the natives were crossed by the Teeswaters, and a half-
bred and improved stock was the result. This differs little from the
Roxburgh cattle already described ; but some of the richer pastures, and
especially the vale of Merse, could support yet heavier cattle, and the
j)ure improved short-horn was established there. Mr. Robertson (Rural
Recollections, p. 369) thus describes the progress which Mr. Hogarth
bad made :

' He had the finest hirsel of beautiflil cattle, of his own "rear-
ing, that T have seen in any one breeder's possession. On one occasion I
counted 136, full grown, pasturing in one field on the Carfrae farm, of an
elegant form, and fine brindled brown and white colour.'
Among the better kind of farmers, and where the ground will bear

them, the Teeswater is the fiivoarite breed ; but by them it is often very
capriciously, sometimes injuriously, and at other "^times advantageously
crossed. The smaller farmers have ' more of the half-bred, likewise
strangely mingled; for many of the calves are bought of their servants,
or at some fair, almost without reference to the breed, and reared for
the dairy.

Grazing is carried to a considerable extent in the low country, where
there is plenty of hay and turnips. Some short-horns are raised to a
great size; and a great many Highlanders are bought for winter-grazing,
or to consume the straw and inferior turnips in winter, and be prepared
for sale by grass in the spring and summer.

Mr. Kerr, in his excellent Survey of this County, published in 1809,
says, that ' there are few regular grazing farms in Berwickshire, but the
pastures are variously stocked with mixed feeding beasts, or young-
cattle, or sheep of various ages, or young horses, or all mixed together.

These are occasionally going off to market, or taken home to the parti-

cular farms, as the home pastures become thinned of stock, or when the
latter-math of the hay-fields are ready for pasturing; and their places are
supplied by draughts from the farms, by weaned lambs or calves or by pur-
chase from different markets for feeding, or for carrying on to feed in

winter upon turmps ; or these fields are occupied by the still more miscel-
laneous and continually changing stock of butchers or jobbers, serving as
receiving fields for their constant purchases, until flie demand at market
enables them to kill or sell to advantage.'—p. 326.

No regular dairy grounds are to be found in Berwickshire. Any
little dairy there is, is entirely confined to such quantity of milk as can
be spared from rearing the regular yearly supply of young stock on each
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farm or rather after the calves are reared. This serves to supply each

family with milk, butter, and cheese, and sometimes leaves a small super-

fluity! chiefly of butter, for sale. The wives of the married ploughmen

and herds, who have always one cow each, make their little dairies cUi

guousobject of particular attention, and by them chiefly the few conti

markets within their reach are supplied^^.^—p. 327.

The winter food differs with the different kinds of stock. The cows in

calf, and those giving milk, are fed on white straw, with a few turnips.

Young cattle ihat are only carrying forward in the three first years are

treated in the same manner by farmers that have few turnips ;
but where

this valuable root can be spared, the younglings have a more fiberal allow-

ance, and Avhich is amply repaid by their manure and increase of size.

Hay is rarely allowed to the cattle stock, except to early calving cows a

little while before calving, or to other cattle when turnips fail before the

spring-jrrass comes in. Oil cake is not much used, except for carrying on

sorne^lfavourite to a ^:reat size. Soiling cattle is getting more into practice.

THE SOUTH-WESTERN LOWLANDS.

These contain Selkirk, Dumfries, Kirkcudbright, and Wigtown.
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Mr. Hogn- calculates that there are

SELKIRK*

More than five-sixths of this little and thinly-popuhited county is devoted

to sheep pasture, and consequently, neither the rearing nor the fattening

of cattle is an object of much attention to the Selkirk farmer ;
but, as on

most of the sheep pastures there is a considerable quantity of coarse

o-rass wliich the sheep will not touch, the agricidturist is compelled to

keep a certain n\imber of cattle, either to eat it down in the field, or to

consume it when made into hay. Dr. Douglas, in his ' Survey of Selkirk'

in 1798, calculated that about 2200 black cattle were kept in the whole

county, while theiiumber of sheep were 118,000; but since the draining

of so great a proportion of the bog-land, the succulent grass has increased

so much, that a mixture of cattle with the sheep is indispensable on every

recovered and drained pasture.

BOW 3000 head of dairy cattle, besides a great number of the Highland

breed which are grazed on the sheep grounds.

The middle division of Selkirk is said to have been first occupied as a

sheep country by James IV., in 1503 ; but the old prejudices in favour of

black cattle remained in the other districts for more than two centuries

afterwards, and the Ettrick Shepherd (in his short but interesting account

* Mr Aiton, in his ' Treatise on Dairy Husbandry/ p. 5, has some yahiable remarks

on this too-neglected branch of agriculture. ' In a large store farm in the Lammermuir,

Aimandale, ov in any other of the southern or eastern districts of fecotland titty, one

hundred, perhaps several hundred, acres of land, much of it lying in a state oi com-

plete waste, overrun with brambles, heath, and rushes, or burns, or streams ot water at

times running over and wasting the best of it, might, by proper industry, be converted

into excellent dairy-ground, and rendered productive of much grain, roots, and hay,

without doing great injury to the sheep walks. Part of it could be appropnated every

.vinter to the feeding of the young or weak of ihe sheep flock
;
and, when the lull-pas-
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of the * Statistics of Selkirkshire,' published in the 18th number of the

Quarterly Journal of Agriculture) says, ' in all the high-lying grassy

farms, the occupiers had shielings for the summer tending of cattle, ct

which there are unequivocal marks in every glen. You have the mark
of the little bothy or shieling there, the small round fold for the calves,

the larger one for the cows^ and the little milking bught for the cross

camstray ones. There you have the long raggled fence between the high

and the low grounds, or between the summer and winter grazing. Within

this all their arable land was contained, spread in patches here and there

over an immense surface ; and within this fence the cattle were not

admitted until the harvest Wds over

Mr. Hogg, in a i;)rivate communication, with which he kindly favoured

us, says that ' in his early remembrance, the cattle of Ettrick Forest (an-

other name for Selkirkshire, or for that part of it which includes the two
pastoral rivers, the Ettrick and the Yarrow, with all their tributary streams,

and the land around them) w'ere all of one breed, a sort of cross made red,

or red and white breed, and rather a hardy and useful breed ; but now
the short-horns, or the Ayrshires, or a cross between the two, have almost

totally superseded them. The short-horns are becoming more and more
the favourites, yet for domestic purposes it may be doubtful whether they

excel either the old breed or the Ayrshire cross.

*The premiums for cattle, given by the pastoral society of Selkirkshire,

are all for the short-horned breed, and therefore the principal farmers

cherish that breed ; but the cattle of the smaller farmers and the cottagers

are nearly all of the Ayrshire, or of the cross of which I have spoken,

and which is really the best for domestic purposes, producing more milk

and butter, proportioned to the weight of the carcase, than any other

breed or cross in Scotland/

Mr. Hogg deserves much praise for his zeal in improving the forest

breed of cattle. The late Mr. Milne brought a fine short-horn bull-

calf from Northumberland, which proved so fine a beast, that he was
anxious to retain his produce as much as he could to himself Mr, Hogg,
however, obtained a calf of his getting, which proved as fine an animal as

his sire, the use of which he permitted to all his neighbours, and by means
of which he effected a change in the breed of the whole district. He thus

describes them : 'They are of the short-horned breed, with horns white to

the top, and the prevailing colour white; but the breed is rather small,

weiq-hino' when fat 60 or 70 stones. The quantity of milk they give is not

large, but rich in butter/

Speaking of the management of cattle in Selkirk, he says, tliat ' There

is generally, over Selkirkshire, a boundary between the sheep and cattle

pastures, over which the cows are not allowed to rang-e. It is always an

article in the Duke of Buccleugl/s leases, that no cattle shall be allowed

to o-raze on the sheep pasture: nevertheless, many farmers, both of his,

and of all the other proprietors, graze young cattle, and Highland cattle on

their mountain pastures, wherever the farms are rough, coarse, and

spritty, for the cattle eat all the coarser grasses which the sheep have left.

The fact is, that on many of our forest and Eskdale farms, the more

cattle they keep from May to September, the more sheep they can keep;

as the former eat all the large, rich and succulent grasses, which, unless

they were mown, would lodge and perish. These Highland and young
cattle sometimes graze in the fields the greater part of the winter, but go
into the sheds and are foddered at night, and when fodder is plentiful,

and manure is wanted, they are fed in the sheds during the whole of the
winter.'
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^

The calves are fed three times in the day, and get two quarts at each
meal for three months; after that, the farmers' vvives begin to ' take a
stoup out o' their bicker,' as they term it, giving them less and less with
a little skimmed milk, nntil they are weaned. After this, the calves are
generally turned out into coarse pasture. The fattening cattle are fed
solely on grass in the summer, and on hay, straw and turnips in the winter
The shepherds' cows are fed .solely on bog-hay during the winter and
graze with the sheep all the summer.

In his Statistical Account of this county, Mr. Hogg speaks of Lord
Napier, as having done much to improve the Selkirk cattle, and especially
by having established a pastoral society for the improvement of the breed
of all kinds of live stock

; the eflfects of which, in a local point of view, have
been as beneficial as those of the Highland Society in a general one.

Having now treated of all the ditlercnt breeds of the middle horns, we
must, in order to complete our description of the Scottish cattle, com-
mence a new chapter.

CHAPTER IV.

THE POLLED Cx\TTLE.

We

berland, and Chatelherault in Lanarkshire; the first are middle horns and
the second are polled. The continuation of the first we have evidently
traced in the Devon, the Hereford, the Sussex, and the Highland cattle •

the others would appear to survive in the Galloways, the A^no-us humlies'
the Suffolks and the Norfolks. How fkr this mav'be correct'^wiU aonear
as we take a rapid survey of these districts.

"

GALLOWAY.

il

y

4

The stewartry of Kirkcudbright and the shire of Wigton, with a part or
Ayrshire and Dumfries, formed the ancient province or kingdom of Gal-
loway. The two first counties possess much interest with us as the native
district of a breed of polled^ or clodded^ or ^humble cattle, highly valued in
some of the southern Scottish counties, and in almost every part of
England, for its grazing properties. So late as the middle of the last

century the greater part of the Galloway cattle were horned—they were
middle-horn3 ; but some of them were polled—they were either remnants
of the native breed, or the characteristic of the aboriginal cattle would
be occasionally displayed although many a generation had passed.

For more than 150 years the surplus cattle of Galloway had been sent
far into England, and principally to the counties of Norfolk and Suffolk.

f

* Dr. Johnson gives a curious derivation of the term humble. He says of their black
cattle, (J.ourneyto the Western Isles, p. 186) ^ Some are without horns, called by the
Scots humble cows, as we call a bee a humble bee that wants a sting.'

t In 1663 the Rev. Andrew Symson was appointed minister of th- parish of Kirkinner in
the county of Wigton; and in 1682 he published a work, entitled ' A lar^e Descri])tion of
Galloway.'

^
The manuscript was accidentally foiuid in the Library ofthe Faculty of Advo-

cates m Edinburgh, and was x>ublished by a gentleman connected with Galloway. ' It is

y
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The polled baasts were always favourites with the English farmers; they

fattened as kmdly as the others, they attamed a larger size, their flesh lost

none of its firmness of <rrain, and thev exhibited no trace of the wildness and

dangerous ferocity vvdiich were sometimes serious objections to the High-

land breed. Thence it happened that, in process of time, the horned breed

decreased, and was at length quite superseded by the polled ; except that,

now and then, to show the uncertainty of the derivation of the breed, a few

of the Galloways would have diminutive horns, but theTse were of a

very curious nature, for they were attached to the skin and not to the

skull.

The aoTJculture of Galloway, like that of every part of Scotland, was in

a sadly deplorable state untif about 1786, when the Earl of Selkirk be-

came desirous of effecting some improvement in the management of his

estates both in the shire and the stowavtry. He was however too far

advanced in life to engage personally in the business, and he delegated the

whole management of his property to one of his sons, Lord Daer.

This young nobleman entered enthusiastically into the views of his

father, and although he encountered much opposition, and many a diffi-

cultv, from the ignorance and prejudice of the tenantry, he was beginning

to possess the satisfaction of witnessing the accomplishment of several of

his projects, when he was carried off by consumption at the age of tliirty.

His plans, however, were adopted and zealously pursued by his brother,

who succeeded to the earldom, and Galloway owes much of its present

prosperity to these liberal and patriotic noblemen.

In addition to the Selkirk family, we may reckon among the most zea-

lous and successful improvers of the breed of Galloway cattle, the Murrays

now out of print. The following extracts from it will he interestiug, as exhibiting the state

of the breed md management of cattle in Galknvay at that period. ^ The north parts of the

countrey are hilly and'mountanous ; the sonthern i)arts more level and containing much

arable land. The soil is thin and gravelly, but tov^^ards the sea it is deeper. The snow

uses to melt shortly after it falls, unless it be accompanied by violent i'vo^U. - The pro-

ducts are bestiallj small horses, sheep, wool, white woUen, bier (barley), oats and hay;

as for wheat there is very little. The bestiall are vented in Englandj the sheep at Edin-

bin^rh, the wool at Ayr and Glasgow and Stirling, and Ihe horses and woolen cloath at

the faires.

< In this parish of Kirkimier, Sir David Dunbar of Baldone (a) hath a park, about two

miles and an halfe in length, and a mile and an halfe in breadth, the greatest part wdiereof

is rich and deep valley ground, and yeelds excellent grass. This park can keep in winter

and in summer about a thousand bestiall, part whereof he buys from the countrey and

grazeth there all winter ; other part whereof is of his owne breed, for he hath neer two

hundred milch kine, which for the most have calves yearly. He buys also in the summer

time from the countrey many bestial, oxen for the most part, which he keeps till Au_gu^>t

or September ; so that yearly he either sells at home to drovers, or sends to St- Faiths,

Satch and other faires in England, about eighteen or twentie scores of the tour year olds
;

those of his owne breed are very large, and may bring five or ^^x pounds sterhng apeece

Those of his own breed are very large, yea, so large, that ui August, 1682, mne and fifty of

that sort were seized upon in England for Irish (b) cattell and because the person to whom

they were entrusted had not witnesses Urere ready at the time to swear that they wtn-e

seen calved in Scotland, (although he offered to depone that he lived withm a mde of the

park where they were calved and reared,) they were, by the sentence of Sir J. L-_ and

some others, knocked on the head and killed : a very hard measure, and an act unworthy

persons of that quality and station. xi.^ «..,+ ^, i
'

•.

' I can.say that the park of Baldone is the chiefe, yea, I may say, tlie first, ana, as it

.re, the mother of all the rest, Sir David Dunbar being the first man that brought parks

> be in request ia this countrey ; but now many others, fiadmg the great beneht thereof,

»ave followed his example, as the Earl of Galloway, Su* Wilham Maxwell, Sn- Godfrey

JVrCJulloch, Sir James Dalrymple, and many otliers, who have now their parks and en-

closed grounds.*

CaJ The ancestor of the Earl of Selkirk's family.

{b) At this peiiod the importation of black cattle from Ireland was prohibited.
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of Broughton, the Herons of Kirrouchtrie, the Gordons of Greenlow the
Maxwells of Munches, and the Maitlands in the valley of Tarff in Kirk-
cudbriglit; and in Wigton, the Earls of Galloway, the Maxwells of
Mouneith, the M

Wi
of Logan, the Cathcarts of Genoch, the

For much of the description of the Gallowav'heast, and for the -reater
part of our account of the management of the cattle in that distrtct, wp
are mdebted to an old and skilful and well-known breeder, whose name
we regret that we

, , ,
''^^e enjoined to withhold; but he will accept our

thanks, and, at some future period, possibly the public will know towhom we and they are much indebted.
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[^Lean Galloway Ox,~\

This cut is the portrait of a lean Galloway ox wliich gained the Hioh-
land Society's prize in 1821. It was bred by Mr. Mure of Grange, near
Kirkcudbright, (we wish that we were permitted to acknowledge all our
obligations to this gentleman,) and belonged to James Bell, Esq., of
Woodford Lees.

The Galloway cattle are straight and broad in the back, and nearly level

from the head to the rump. They are round in the ribs, and also between
the slioulders and the ribs, and the ribs and the loins. They are broad
in the loin wilhout any large projecting hook bones. In roundness of bar-

rel and fulness of ribs they will compare with any breed, and also in the

proportion which the loins bear to the hook bones, or protuberances of th

ribs. The Rev. Mr. Smith, the author of the survey of Galloway, says
that, * when viewed from above, the whole body appears beautifully rounded
like the longitudinal section of a roller.' They are long in the' quarters
and ribs, and deep in the chest, but not broad in the twist. The slio-htest

inspection will show that there is less space between the hook or hip 1)one3
and the ribs than in most other breeds, a consideration of much import-
ance, for the advantage of length of carcase consists in the animal being
well ribbed home, or as little space as possible lost in the flank.
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The Galloway is short in the leg, and moderately fine in the shank bones,
the happy medium seems to be preserved in the leg, which secures hardi-

hood and a disposition to fatten. With the same cleanness and shortness of
shank, there is no breed so large and muscular above the knee, while there
IS more room for the deep, broad, and capacious chest. He is clean, not
tine and slender, but well proportioned in the neck and chaps ; a thin and
delicate neck would not correspond with the broad shoulders, deep chest,
and close compact form of the breed. The neck of the Galloway bull is

thick almost to a fault. The head is rather heavy ; the eyes are not
prominent, and the ears are large, rough, and full of long hairs on the
inside.

The Galloway is covered with a loose mellow skin of medium thickness,
and which is clothed with long, soft, silky hair. The skin is thinner than
that of the Leicestershire, but not so fine as the hide of the improved Dur-
ham breed, but it handles soft and kindly. Even on the moorland farms,
where the cattle, during the greater part of the year, are fed on the scantiest
fare, it is remarkable how little their hides indicate the privations they
endure.

The prevailing and the fashionable colour is black,—a few are of
dark brindled brown, and still fewer are speckled with white spots

;

some of them are of a dun or drab colour, perhaps acquired from a cross
with the Suffolk breed of cattle. Dark colours are uniformly preferred,
from tiie belief that they indicate hardness of constitution.*
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'^ Mr. Culley, who is great authority in these cases, thus describes the Galloways :
^ In

most respects, except wanting horns, these cattle resemble the long-horns both in colour
and shape, only they are shorter in their form^ which probably makes them weigh less.
Tneir hides seem to"^be a medium between the long and the short horns; not so thick as
the former, nor so tliin as the latter ; and, like the best feeding kind of long-horns, they lay
their iat upon the most valuable parts, and their beef is well marbled or mixed with fat.
They are mostly bred upon th.e moors or hilly country in Galloway, mitil rising four or flVe
years old, when they are taken to the fairs in Norfolk and Sufi61k previous to thy turnip
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This cut represents the Galloway bullock almost ready for the butcher.

The beautifully level Inying; on of the flesh and fat will not escape the notice

of the reader.

The breeding of cattle has been, from time almost immemorial, the prin-

cipal object of pursuit with the Galloway farmer ; indeed it is calculated that
more than thirty thousand beasts are sent to the south every year. The
soil and face of the country are admirably adapted for this. The soil,

although rich, is dry and healthy, particularly in the lower districts, the
substratum being either gravel or schistus rock. There are many lari»'e

tracts of old grass land, that have not been ploughed durino' any one's
recollection, and v/hich still maintain their superior fertility ; while the finer

pastures are thickly covered with natural white clover, and other valuable
The surface of the ground is irregular, sometimes risino- intograsses.

small globular hills, and at other times into abrupt banks, and thus form-
ing small fertile glens, and producing shelter for the cattle in the winter
and early vegetation in the spring. In the low districts there is little frost

and snow, but the climate is mild and rather moist ; and thus a languid

vegetation is supported during the winter, and the pastures constantly

retain their verdure

The rent of every farm is derived chiefly from rearing and feeding the

true Galloway cattle, except in the mountainous districts, where sheep and
Highland beasts are grazed. There are very few exclusively tillage lands,

or dairy forms, where cows are the principal stock and kept for making
cheese. In the few districts in which cows are introduced, they are of

the Ayrshire breed, which are undeniably better milkers than the Gal-
loways
On every farm a portion of the laird is tilled, but the corn crop is quite a

subordinate consideration ; the object of the farmer being to produce straw
and turnips and other food for the cattle in winter, and to improve the
pasture grounds. The young cattle are chiefly bred and reared to a cer-
tain age upon the higher districts, or upon the inferior lands in the lower
grounds. A few cows are kept in the richer soils to produce milk, butter,
and cheese for the families, but it is found more profitable to breed and
rear the cattle upon inferior lands, and afterwards to feed them upon the
finer ground, and the rich old pastures. There would probably be no
objection to this if the Galloway farmers would afford their youno- stock
a little shelter from Ihe driving blasts of winter. No inconsiderable num-
ber of the Galloway farms are as low as bOL per annum, and even lower -

a greater number are from 300^. to 500^., while a few may reach nearly or

quite 1000/. ; but the average rent may be fairly computed at about 200^.

per annum.
The calves are reared in a manner peculiar to Galloway. From the

time they are dropped, they are permitted to suck the mother more or less,

as long as she gives milk'^C During the first four or five months they are

feeding season, whence ihe greater part of them are romoved in the winter and sprino-

(when fat) to supply the consumption of the capital, where they are readily sold and a1
high prices, for few or no cattle sell so high in Smithfield market, owing to their laying
their fat on the most valuable parts -, and it is no unusual thing to see one of these little bul-
locks outsell a coarse Lincolnshire bullock, although the latter is heavier by several stones.—^Culley on Live Stock, p. 59.

Mr. Lawrence says, in his excellent treatise on cattle, that 'the pure Galloway breed
exist perhaps no where in original purity except in the moors of Monigaff and Glenlove,
aiid that theae cattle are thinner in the hinder quarters than such as have been crossed
by other breads.'—p, 79.
* Mr. CuUey gives a curious account of this— ^ The calves^ from the time they are
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allowed, morning and evening, a liberal supply; o-enerally more than halt

the milk of the cow. The dairy-maid takes the milk from the teats on one
side, while the calf draws it at the same time, and exclusively, from the

other side. When the calf begins to graze a little, the milk is abridged,
by allowing the calf to suck only a shorter time, and he is turned upon the
best young grass on the farm. In winter he is uniformly housed during
the nigh't, and fed upon hay with a few turnips, or potatoes; for the
breeder knows that, if he is neglected or stinted in his food during the first

fifteen months, he does not attain his natural size, nor does he feed so well

afterwards.

The practice of allowing the calf to suck its mother is objected to by
some, and is apparently slovenly, and not economical ; but the rearing of
cattle is considered of more importance than the money that could be
realized from the milk and butter saved by starving the calf

imagined that the act of sucking produces a plentiful supply of saliva,

which materially contributes to the digestion of the milk and the health of
the calf The Galloway farmer maintains that an evident difference uuiy
be perceived between the calf that sucks its dam, and another that is

from the pail—the coat of the former is sleek and glossy, indicating health
;

while the hide of the other is dry and hard, nor is the unthrifty appearance
removed until some time after the animal has been weaned and fed wholly

It is also said that a greater proportion of calves fed from the

pail die of stomach complaints, than of those that suck the cow
It is desirable that the calves should be dropped in the latter part of the

winter or the beginning of spring. A Galloway farmer attaches a great

deal of importance to this, for he finds that nearly a year's growth and
profit is lost if the calf is born in the middle of the summer.

The regular Galloway breeders rarely sell any of their calves for veal''"^

:

that is obtained only from those who keep cows for supplying the villaf>-ers

with milk, and from the few dairy farms where cows are kept for makin<^
cheese.

fed

on grass.

iron

ing

.
The best queys are retained as breeders, in order to supply the place of

those whose progeny is not valuable, or who are turned off on account of
their age. The other female calves are spayed during the first year. The
spayed heifers are usually smaller than the bullocks, but they arrive sooner
at maturity ; they fatten readily ; their meat is considered m.ore delicate,

and, in proportion to their si^e, they sell at higher prices than the bullocks.

Mr. Culley says, ' In Galloway they spay more heifers than perhaps in

I

dropped, until able to support themselves^ are allowed to run with their dams, but are pre-

vented from sucking by means of a kuuiU piece of leather, with sharp spikes of* i**'^"

fixed upon the outside, tied upon the upper part of the calfs nose, which, by prick

the cow every time the calf attempts to suck, prevents her from letting it, until the

milk-maid comes, when she takes ofF the m.uzzle from the little animal's nose, and

while she strips two of the teats, the calf takes care to empty the other two. As soon

as the maid lias done, she fixes on the instrument again, but it is done in such a man-

ner as not to hinder the calf from feeding upon the grass.' This might have been the

practice in Mr. Culley 's time, but little or nothing of it is seen now.
* It is an old proverb in Galloway, that a good farmer would rather kill his son

than a calf. * The people of this country do very seldom, or rather not at all, kill or

sell their calves, as they do in other places, so that it is a rare thing to see veal, except

some times, and at some few gentlemen's 'tables. They give two reasons tor this : one
^s, because, they say, a cow v/itl not give down her milk without her calf, and so, should
they sell or kill the calfe, they should want the use of the cow; but this, I suppose,

nught be helped, would they but traine up the cow otlierwise at her first calymg. The
other reason is of more weight, viz., since a great part of their wealth consists in the
product of tkeir mtfeU they thinkit vei

' " ^'' ' ""^^ " ^.t^mu„...
-.

. ,
.

iumj would yeeld pounds.'—Sym^on^
ry ill husbandry to sell that for a shilling, which, ia

's
^ Large Account of Galloway,' 1682,
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all the island besides, and in this too their method is different from -nv
other part I am acquainted with, for they do not castrate them until thev
are about a year old, whereas m every other place I know the heifer cilvp^
arc spayed from one to three months old

; and it is now generallv idniittpd
as the safest practice to castrate calves and lambs, male or female while
very youn;,^. 1 hey are now genemliy spayed much earlier than the; used
to be, but some of the breeders adhere to the old custom
The young cattle are rarely housed after the first winter ; they are ontheir pastures day and night, but in cold weather they recdve hay anstraw in the fiebis snr^i^r^vfiv,™ ^-l i__ ., . •' . : J ''"'-'

unconsumed after the summer orass. M fi

n Zl^erVT ^^''T'
""^^^ '^'' ^^^^"^^^ '-^^^ ^^^^ '" ^^^«^ overstocked

in summei as they used to be, and a portion of herbage is left for thecattle m the wmter; therefore, although the beasts are not in hiah con-
dition in the spring, they had materially increased in size, and are in aproper state to be transferred to the rich pastures of tlie lower district

lu, K 1 ™^.''^/n"'^'''"'V"
Kirl^'^^'d^right, introduced the green crop

busbandry in Galloway about the year 1770. He began about that time
to raise drilled crops of potatoes, turnips, and cabbages, and is considered the
tather of agriculture in the south-west of Scotland

; many year.- however
passed before the generality of the farmers followed his example.

'

The cul-
ture of potatoes began to become general about 1760, but the other oreen
crops have never been universally cultivated. Turnips are produced
extensively on a few farms ; turnips and rape in a less proportion to the
size of the farm; but, more generally, there are yet too many farms on
which neither of them is'grown.
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Qpt fecots,' bred also by Mr. Mure, and grazed by Mr. Wright of Rouahamin Norf^olk. The following were her proportions : height of shoulder" 5 ft!d in., length from nose to rump, 10 ft. 4 in. ; width across the hip 2 ft
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6in. ; across the middle of the back, 3ft. ; across the shoulders, 2ft. 4in.

;

girth of leg below knee, Sin. ; distance of breast from the ground, 1ft.

3^in. ; width between fore legs, 1ft. 5in. The weight was 190 stones,

of 81b. to the stone, or 108 stones 101b. imperial weight. She was exhi-

bited at the Smithfield Cattle Show, and her portrait engraved under the

sanction of the Club.

I
)

>>

V

\

-''-c-r.,v.,>ri-

\Galloway Cow,^

This cut contains the portrait of a beautiful Galloway cow, belonging

Mr. Gurnev, near Norwich.

The Galloway cows are not good milkers; but although the quantity

of the milk is not great, it is rich in quality, and yields a large proportion

of butter. A cow that gives from twelve to sixteen quarts of milk per day,

is considered a very superior milker, and that quantity produces more
than a pound and a half of butter. The average milk, ho.wever, of a

Galloway cow cannot be reckoned at more than six or eight quarts per

day, during the five summer months after feeding her calf. During the

next four months she does not give more than half of that quantity, and

for two or three months she is dry.

It has been said that the young Galloway cattle are more exposed than

others to Redwater, particularly on grass lands that have not been ma-

nured with lime. This disease, however, is easily checked at an early'

period by a few doses of Epsom salts, and removing the animal to good

youno- grass, where the field has been recently limed. Quarter Evil is also

inflammatory character, it must be attacked in its earliest stage, or medical

skill will be of no avail. When, however, the Galloways become two

years old, they will yield in hardihood to none, and are comparatively

exempt from every complaint.
It has been remarked in this, as in some other breeding districts, that.

cows and queys of good quality are to be met with everywhere, but that

it is difficult to find a Galloway bull free from defect. Too many breeders

have become careless from this circumstance. They have been contented

with a bull of moderate pretensions, and the form and value of their cattle

M

a frequent and fatal disease among these young cattle. From its hig
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have been depreciated ;
yet not to the extent that might be feared for the

imperfections of the sire do not always appear in the proo-eny/but the
sterhng characteristics of the Galloway cattle break out ao-ain althnnoh
obscured in one generation

A bullock well fattened will weigh from 40 to 60 stones at 3 or 31 years
old, and some have been fed to- more than 100 stones imperial weight at
5 years old. The average prices foi good Galloway beasts may be^sta'ted
as follows. Shrks at about 15 months old are worth from 31. lOs to
AL 10s. per head

; cattle of 2 years old will bring from 61. to 81., and at
3 and Sg years, they ought to sell at 10/. or 12Z. per head ; this, however.

to the Galloway
good beasts, but

different and very inferior kind, there is a

supposes them to be sold in the lot, and no particular beast selected.
Smce the year 1.818, Galloway cattle, hke all others, have fallen in price
nearly or quite one-third.

It has often and truly been remarked, with regard
cattle, that while in "most districts there may be some
mingled with others of a ^ ^

uniform character^ and that of excellence, here ; one bullock selected at
haphazard may generally be considered a fail sample of the lot. The
breeders know, from long experiehce, what kind of cattle will please the
farmers in Norfolk, and by whdnl they are chiefly prepared for the
London market, arid to that kind of cattle they most carefully adhere.
The drover, likewise, becomes by his profession an excellent judo-e of
cattle, which he often purchases in large lots. He is unable to handle
half of them, but long practice has taught him to determine at a glance
whether they are of equal value and will prove good feeders, and in the
Galloway phrase, ' will sell best at the far end.''

The chief sales for the southern markets take place in September and
October, to suit those at St. Faith's on October the 17th, and Hampton
on November the 16th. The cattle are sent off in droves of from 200 to
300, under the charge of a person called the topsman, who generally (roes
before to see that grass is secured at proper stations and to make alf ne-
cessary arrangements, and who has under him other drovers, in the ^)ro
portion of one to about 30 cattle. The journey to Norfolk occupies about
three weeks. The ei^pense in summer and autumn is from 1/ to H 4.9
per head, and in winter, when they are fed with hay, they cost lOs. or I5.9'
per head additional.

The cattle are purchased and paid for by the drovers, sometimes in
cash, but more generally a part of the price is paid in bills, and sometimes
the whole of it. In some instances, where the farmer has confidence in
the drover, he consents that the purchase money shall be remitted from
Norwich, or that the money shall be paid when the jobber returns to
Galloway. The business is hazardous, and now and then unfortunate •

but the drover considers himself well paid, if, every expense of the journey
being discharged, he clears from 2^. 6d. to 5,9. per head ; and when he
has either money or credit sufficient to take a drove of 600 or 1000 head
of cattle to the market, that is a good remunerating price. From 20,000
to 25,000 cattle are disposed of in this way every year, of which about
two-thirds are bullocks and one-third heifersf.

* The age of the beast is reckoned somewhat difFerently from that of horses ," they are
called two years old until they are three, and three years old until they are four.

f The Galloway farmers, who breed for sale, however, are continually on the watch foia favourable opportunity of disposing of a portion of their stock ; and there are others in
the richer districts of the country who consider it more profitable to buy young cattle than
to keep a large breeding stock. They, toO; are continually buying and selling- • and

i
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There is, perhaps, no breed of cattle which can be more truly said to be

indigenous to the country, and incapable of improvement by any foreign

cross than the Galloways. The short-horns almost every where, else have

improved the cattle of the districts to which they have travelled. They
have, at least in the first cross, produced manifest improvement, although

the advantage has not often been prolonged much beyond the second

generation ; but even in the first cross, the short-horns have done litde

good in Galloway, and^ as a permanent mixture, the choicest southern

bulls have manifestly failed. The intelligent Galloway breeder is now
perfectly satisfied that his stock can only be improved by adherence to the

pure breed, and by care iu the selection*

r

thence, according to Mr. Smith, arose a peculiarity in the character of the Galloway far-

mer. We do not beheve, as he seems to think, that it belongs to the greater portion oF

them, but some features of it are yet to be traced in some of the cattle breeders and

graziers. We give it in his own words in his Survey of Galloway. ' Frequent transfers

of cattle are necessary, and he seems to acquire the habit of buying and selling without

any other object than the prospect of a good bargain. Some of them, therefore, keep a

bullock more than a year, or when markets are brisk, not more than a few weeks.

With very good judges this has succeeded to a great degree. Some of the most opulent

farmers have been indebted foi: their success to their skill in cattle and their address in

strilung a bargain ; and this success has tempted others to embark in the trade, without

either the talents or resources for carrying it on. The truth is, it possesses all the fasci-

nation of the gaming table. The iluctuation and uncertainty of markets, the sudden

gains and losses that follow, the idea of skiU and dexterity requisite, the risk connected

with the business, these excite the strong passions of the mind, and attach the cattle-

dealer, like the gambler, to his profession, although he may be assured that he is frequently

pursuing the road to ruin. He counts his gains, but seldom calculates his losses. After

a long succession of bad luck, he hopes that a few successful adventures will enable him

to retrieve the desperate situation of his affairs, and the failure and ruin of those who

have been gambling in a large vi^ay are productive of great detriment to the agriculturist

and the community generally. The inevitable consequence of this mode of proceeding is,

that the farmer is a constant ^.ttendant on fairs and markets whether he has anything to

do or not. One or two days in the week are useless, or worse than useless. That accu-

rate attention to minutiEe on which so much of the farming business depends, order and

regularity in his habits, are forsaken and forgotten 5 serious expenses, exceeding his profits,

are incurred; liabits of dissipation are contracted; every moral principle is gradually

sapped and destroyed, and he becomes at last disqualified for any business or employment.'

This is a dark picture. It is not so true and faithful a one as it formerly was, but the

farmer may learn wisdom. *

Of the lower kind of dealers, Mr. Ross, in one of his statistical accounts, gives a very

vivid description.

'A mountaineer will travel from fair to fair for 30 miles round with no other food than

the oaten cake which he carries with him, and what requires neither fire, table, knife, nor

other instrument to use. He will lay out the whole, or perhaps treble of all he is worth

(to which the facility of the country banks is a great encouragement) in the purchase

of 30 or 100 head of cattle, with which, when collected, he sets out for England, a country

with the roads, manners and inhabitants of which he is totally unacquainted,

^ In this journey, he scarcely ever goes into a house, sleeps but little, and then g-eneraliy

in t^e open air, and lives chiefly upon his favourite oaten bread. If he fail of disposing

of his cattle at the fair of Carlisle, the usual place of sale, he is probably ruined, and ha.s

to begin the world, as he terms it, over again. If he succeeds, he returns home only to

commence anew wandering and a new labour, and is ready in about a month perhaps to

set out again for England.
^ There are others who job about from fair to fair without leaving the country. The

wandering and unsettled habits which this species of life induces are very unfavourable to

improvement; whenever by any accident the cattle trade is suspended, or becomes un-

profitable, the persons accustomed to be employed in it, being unfit for any soberer occu-

pation, remain in a great measure idle. Even agriculture is burdensome to them as want-
ing the variety and interest which their usual occupation affords : thus the fruits of so
much labour and enterprise are often wasted during the long intervals of mdolence and
inactivity.' The drovers, however, of the present day, deserve a far better character, and
are, generally speaking, a very respectable and deserving class of men.
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^ For this cut also we are indebted to Mr. Gurney,
The Galloway cattle are generally very docile. This is a most valuable

point about them in every respect. It is rare to find even a bull furious
or troublesome.

The Rev, Mr. Smith, in his Survey of Galloway, has some very good
remarks on the old management of the breeders here, and a little applicable
to some of the present day. * The graziers in Galloway are generally censu-
rable for overstocking, although they are less so now than at former times^
or perhaps than the graziers of some other districts. Their greatest fault
lies in their winter- and spring management, and this is more'the effect of
necessitythan choice, for the bulk of farms cannot keep the same number
of cattle in wmter as in summer, and on a reduction of prices, which often
occurs about the end of autumn, they must either sell to great disadvantage
or wait the issue of the spring market. Hence in ordinary pastures the
full stock of summer still remains with but a scanty allowance of fodder
and are compelled by hunger to devour every remnant of grass and
leave the fields naked and exposed, and thus not a little retard the subse-
quent vegetation. But this is not all; for, from the deficiency of fodder
the cattle are eager to snatch up every pile of new grass as it rises, and the
pasture being thus kept completely eaten down, and denuded in this first

vigorous period of vegetation, never afterwards acquires a full growth, nor
can it feed the same stock in summer which it might have fattened under

Every experienced grazier knows the great advantao-e
of sparing his pastures in spring, until they have acquired their full cover

better management.

of herbage.'

During the last fifty years a very great improvement has taken place
both in the tillage management, and in the rearing and grazing of cattle
in Galloway. Most of the great landholders farm a portion of their own
estates, and breed and graze cattle, and some of them very extensively.
Agricultural societies have been established in the counties of Kirkcud-
bright and Wigton, and all the land proprietors, and the greater part of
the tenants, have become members of them. These societies have been

I
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enabled to grant numerous premlams for the best tillage husbandry and

management of stock, and rearuig of stock, and the consequence Has

been very considerable improvement in the breed of cattle, on the un-

deviating: principle, however, of selection and adherence to the pure breed.

Of the o-razino- properties of these valuable cattle, we cannot give a

more satisfoctm-y illustration than by stating, that 60 Galloways were

bou^rht in September last at Barnet fair for 10/. per head, to be t^imed

into" his Majesty's Home Park at Hampton Court, and are now, (March,

1833,) after being fed occasionally with hay, selling at an average ot 18/.

PI On

About ten thousand Irish cattle are annually landed at Port Patrick in

Wintonshire, a few of which remain in that district, but the greater part

find their way into England. Port Patrick is well situated for this pur-

pose, on account of the shortness of the passage from Ireland, fh's com

merce was once prohibited, from the absurd notion, that it Would be detri-

mental to the interests of the English breeders ; at length it was permitled

for seven years by way of experiment, in the fifth year of George ill..

and made perpetual in the sixteenth year of the reign of the same mo-

narch. There is a great deal of speculation attending this traffic in cattle.

It is influenced materially by the quality of grass, and hay, and turnips

in England, or by the probability of large crops of these articles, and large

sums are often speedily gained or lost in the speculation .

DUMFRIES.

This is a considerable wedge-shaped county, interposed between Lanark,

Peebles Selkirk, and Roxburgh on the east, and Kirkcudbright on the

west and divided from Cumberland by the river Liddel. The native cattle

of Dumfries were, according to Dr. Singer, in his survey of that county,

horned, Ion"- in the leg, narrow in the back, thin and short in the hair,

and neither weighty for their height nor hardy. These, however, have

been superseded'by the Galloways for grazing, and by the Ayrshires, which

in their turn have partly yielded to the short-horns, for milking.
_

There

is beside a fluctuating and uncertain number of flying stock consisting ot

Highlanders, principally from Falkirk tryst, and even a few Irish which

are grazed a part of the year, or wintered in the county.

The richer pasture of Dumfries has given to the Galloways, bred or

grazed there, a somewhat larger form and earlier maturity, than they

oossess in their native district, and on this account they used to be held

* Dr. John Scott, In his account of the parish of Sw)-foWn Kirl<n.d^^^^^^^^^ 1
795

ustudly «^'^t with the thrtyeas old t^^^^^^^^^^ g
^^ 1^^^^^^ .^^.^ ^^^.

ST^li 'SV^C:^^^^ other but. ^-e hith^^^jlea^ A^^^in
this country, who had a large dairy remarkable for rearing ^^e best cattk a^ o Kep

and fed them until a proper age, when he sent them with other cattle

^^^^^^^ ^"^""f^J
from his tenants to the Eirglish markets, in order to ^Ttbe experiment, pmchaseaont of

Mr. Bakewdl-s bulls. He put one half of his co^.s to this ^east, and « e o he, ha t o a

Moorland bull bred upon his own estate^ ^e fed^he F^^^^^^^^

to market at Norfolk, when those bred from the CjaUowaj uun b J

money than the others, besides being easier to feed.'
-K-irlrhPin <!nvB tV.->f M

' On the other hand the Rev. Mr. Wilson, in h.s
'^'='=°^^!^tlt te a^f^Srit

Craik of Arbigland introduced the Bakewell breed upon his estate and hat the same

uumberof cattle upon the same field fattened equally with those of the Galloway kind.'
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in much estimation. They were bought at the Dumfries market by the

Galloway farmers themselves, who, after keeping them for a certain time,

drafted them among their own cattle of a twelvemonth older, and sent
them for sale to Carlisle. It was doubtful, however, whether these
beasts had the perfect form of the native Galloways, and whether the fine
grain and flavour of their meat were not somewhat deteriorated. The
cattle market at Dumfries is the largest in the south of Scotland.
The Rev. Mr. Wilson gives the following account of the cattle of Dum--

fries in ^1811. ' The cows for breeding are principally of the Galloway
kind. The return or annual profit per cow is about 6Z. The young two-
year-old bullocks kept for grazing are one-half Galloways, and the other
half West Highlanders, bought at Falkirk tryst in October; and, after bein^
fed one year, they are sold to drovers to be forwarded to the English mar"
kets, after having yielded to the grazier a profit of 3Z. 3-9. per head. Others
sell them early in the summer, after having fed them on fog-hay in the
fields during the winter, and usually given from IL to 2L per head'^.

A very superior and finely flavoured butter is made on the borders of
the Esk in this county. It is made from the cream only, and no part of
the milk is churned. The milk is suffered to stand about 36 hours, when
the cream is collected, and the different meals thrown together, until there
is enough to be conveniently churned at one time, or the cream has be-
come a little sour of its own accord, and the sooner it is churned after it

has begun to become acid, the better will be the butter.

Robert Burns rented a farm at Dunscore in Dumfries, and, not content
with the Galloway breed, he introduced some of the west-country cows,
which he thought would produce more milk. The climate did not a^^-re^

with them, and the speculation was decidedly unsuccessful.
V .

ANGUS POLLED CATTLE

There have always been some polled cattle in Angus; the country-people
call them humlies or dodded cattle. Their origin is so remote, that no account
of their introduction into this country can be obtained from the oldest far-
mers or breeders. The attention of some enterprising agriculturists appears
to have been first directed to them about sixty years ago, and particularly
on the eastern coast, and on the borders of Kincardineshire, Some of the
first qualities which seem to have attracted the attention of these breeders

were the pecuHar quietness and docility of the doddies, the easiness

with which they were managed, the few losses that were incurred from
their injuring each other in their stalls, and the power of disposino- of a
greater number of them in the same space.

A few experiments upon them developed another valuable quality

their natural fitness for stall-feeding, and the rapidity with which they

fattened. This brought them into much repute during the revolutionary

war, not only in their own country, where great numbers were fattened for

the Glasgow and Edinburgh markets, but also in England, whither they
we'*e sent in numerous droves for the supply of Smithfield, and also of the

* A writer in the ' Gentleman's Magazine/ says that ^ he was at the bridge end of
Dumfries in 1736, when Anthony M^Kie, of Nellverton, sold five score of five years old
Galloway cattle in good condition, to an Englishman, for 2/. 125. 6d, each; and old Rob.
Halliday, who was a tenant of a great part of Preston estate, said that he reckoned he
could graze his cattle on his farms at 2*. 6d. per head, i, e. his rent corresponded to that
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army and navy. They were purchased for Smithfield chiefly by the Nor-

folk and Leicestershire graziers, and after from one year and a half to two

years' English feeding They paid for their keep at least equal to the most

approved English cattle. They were brought to the south under the

denomination' of Galloways, partly because they were a comparatively

unknown breed, bearing much resenoblance to the Galloways, and also

because the purchasers of the Angus cattle were known to be extensive

speculators in the Galloway beasts. They were usually fed off at about

three years old, and reached to an average weight of sixty imperia

stones.

Ano-us doddies and the Galloways.

They have much of the Galloway form, and by those unaccustomed to

cattle would often be mistaken for the Galloways. A good judge, how-

ever, would perceive that they are larger, somewhat longer in the leg,

thinner in the shoulder, and flatter in the side.

Climate and management have caiised another difference between the

The Galloways have to encounter a

moTst climate; they are in most cases wintered out in the fields, or

at least receive only a scanty allowance of natural hay during the severest

part of the season, and are chiefly sent to the Norfolk market in a lean

state . hence they have a more robost appearance, a much thicker skin,

and a rougher coat of hair than the Angus oxen. Forfarshire is a great

turnip coimtry, and has its fields for the most part inclosed ,
the cattle are

reoularlv kept in straw-yards during six months of the year, receiving tur-

nips with their fodder every day, and in summer they are grazed on com-

paratively dry and warm pastures. By this mode of treatment they look

and feel more kindly than the Galloways.

The o-reater part of them are black or with a few white spots. The next

general^olour is yellow, comprehending the brindled, dark red, and silver

coloured yellow.

They are a valuable breed, and have rapidly gained ground on the

horned cattle. They have become far more numerous than the others,

particularly in the Lowlands ; and when the agriculturist now speaks of

the An"-us breed, he refers to the polled and not to the horned species.

One of the most spirited and successful breeders of the dodded Angus

cattle is Mr. Watson, of Keillor, by Meigle, in Angus, and to him we are

indebted for much valuable information respecting the breed.

His', stock of Angus cattle has deservedly obtained the name of

the Keillor breed, and a most excellent one it is. He has gained, on

account of them, more than 100 prizes, besides several valuable pieces of

plate The facilities which will now be afforded by tlie establishment of

steam-carriao-e, will enable him and other enterprising breeders to send

many beasts to the London market, which will fji^d a ready and pro-

fitable sale there.
_ re ^k:k-< i

The followin'T- cut contains the portrait of oiie of a pair of oxen exhibited

by him at the show of the Highland society at Perth, in 1S29 and whjch

obtained the prize as " the best pair of oxen of the Angus breed He

was afterwards sent to the Smithfield show, at the Christmas of the same
wub aiLtri waiu:^ scut i.^ «-iiv. -^ 7 , , . .

year, when he was particularly admired. The butcher whe; purchased h.m

Mr. Sparks, of High-street, Mary-le-bone, with whom we have conversed

on the subject, and^who may be considered to be a competent judge, said,

after he ^L slaughtered, that he was one of the best quahty he ever saw,

and he thought must have been the best of the breed that ever was

e>chibited. The. meat was finely grained, and there were more than

2401hs.offat
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The next cut is a fair specimen of an Angus bullock, in -ood slore
condition. It was the property of Mr. Clarke, a dealer in polled cattle.

i^f'
P ^

C^
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?l-^". P^^'r^' ^^^ ^^^^''' ^^'^ ^"^ fattened hy
r. Watson, fehe was exhibited at the same show at Perth, and obtained
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the medal ' for extra stock of superior quality/ She also was sent to the

Smithfiehl show, and obtained the medal in the class of extra stock. The
Highland Society requested that she might be sent there as a sample of

the excellence to which this breed of Scottish cattle could arrive : she was
then 4^ years old. The chairman, in presenting- the medal, stated ' that

the judges deemed it their duty to mention her as a most extraordinary

animal, and which they could not too highly commend.^
was estimated at 130 or 140 stones, and yet it was imagined that she had
not arrived at her point of extreme weight. She sold for 50/., and was
publicly exhibited for a considerable time before she was slaughtered, and
realised a considerable sura for her purchasers*. We admired a very

superior pair of Angus oxen, exhibited by the same gentleman at the show
of the Highland Society at Kelso, in 1832 ; one of them seemed to be
perfect in all his points t»

Her dead weight

^>,^.^..>- ^- , ._*^

'^n^<^ ' I 'J r^^l *'-^ -rr--

\_Angus Cow.'.]

We
are not of that very superior quahty and value which this account of the

Keillor breed would seem to indicate, or, what is the case with many other

breeds, they are exceedingly valuable in their own climate and on their

own soil, but they do not answer the somewhat unreasonable expectations

of their purchasers, when driven to the south. They have yie ded good

re

M

* She was out of a very sraall cow with a remote clash of Guernsey blood in her yet
staining all the best features of the pure Angus blood. The bone of her fore leg, which
Mr. Watson has in his possession, was not thicker than that of a red deer^ and she was
exceedingly active to the last. When killed her breast was not quite 8 inches clear from
the ground^ and her inside fat was equal to a quarter of her whole weight of beef.

t ^At one year old this beast gained a prize at the annual show of the Strathmore
Agricultural Society at Coupar, Angus ; at two years old he also carried off the prize at

M ^A?*
^^^^ ^^ *^® ®^^^ society. . At three years old he and another ox, also bred byMr. Watson, gained the first premium of the same society for the best pair of fat oxen

ot any breed
; and in the same year the same pair were shown, as we have stated, at themeetmg of the Highland Society at Perth. ' ^
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remunerating price, and the grazier has had no cause to complain, but
they are not quite equal to their ancestors the Galloways in quickness of
feeding, or fineness of grain. They attain a larg-er size, but they do
not pay the grazier or the butcher so well. They have been fairty tried

in the south, and, on the faith of the excellency of the Keillor breed, Mr.
Watson sold a bull in 1831 for 100 guineas, and in the same year he sold
a lot of breeding heifers in calf at the rate of 40/, per head, yet in many
places the Angus cattle have gradually given way to the old occupiers of
the land, the Galloways.

The greatest shows of this kind of stock in Angusshire are at Brechin^
in June, and Forfar in July and August. The beasts are chiefly purchased
by English dealers. We saw a great many of them, and very fine ones
too, at the Falkirk Tryst in October, 1832. When in good condition they
sell, at 3 years old, at from 10/. to 15/.

In the statistical account of Angus it is said to contain 45,400 cattle;

but there could be no certain grounds on which to form the calculation,

the numbers depending on the season and on the quantity of keep. The
flying stock bear a greater proportion to the whole number of cattle than
in almost any other county.

The calves that were reared always fared better here than in many dis-

tricts ; they got nearly two gallons of milk, warm from the cow, every day for

more than three months; and were then put on the best grass, and had tur-

nips and hay, or sometimes only straw, in d^e winter, when they were
always housed : the cows were also generally housed, except there was a
scarcity of straw and other fodder, when, and especially in the hilly country,

they were permitted to wander over some rough pasture during the day.
Mr, Watson, about 20 years ago, introduced the practice of suckling the

calves in the house, and has since continued the system with great success.

We find this plan thus described by himself in a letter to the conductor of
a work on domestic animals, under the patronage of the Highland Society
of Scotland.

* The cows intended for nursing generally calve early in the season,
about the month of January or February, when a stranger calf is procured
from some of the small tenants in the district who have dairies. This
calf is suckled with the others, by the same cow ; and, although the cow
at first shows great dislike to the stranger^ in a few days she receives it very
quietly—care being taken that both are put to suck (one on each side)

exactly at the same time, by tying the calves' bands to the stall, or the
band of the cow, so as to keep each calf at its own side. They remain
with the cow for fifteen or twenty minutes, by which time her milk is per-

fectly drawn away. As the calves advance in age they eat hay, sliced pota-

toes, porridge, and other food that they are inclined to take. By the 1st

of May, or as soon as grass is ready, they are weaned and turned out from
the byre, when two fresh calves are immediately put into their stalls and
receive the same treatment, excepting that they are turned out at 12 o'clock,

after they have got their suck, to eat grass, and are brought into the byre
ao'ain in the eveninjs:, when the cows come in to be sucked- This set is

Ieady to wean by the 1st of August, and a single calf is put into the feed-

ing pen and fattened for the butcher, the season being now too late for

As these are fed off, the cows are let off milk, havin«: eachreanng.

suckled j^t^e calves. It is necessary to have a very careful and steady per-
son to attend to the suckling, which has to be done three times a day, viz.,

early in the morning before the cows are turned out to grass, at mid- day,
and in the evening when the cows come into the byre for the night and o-et

a little cut grass, tares, or other green food. The byre is arranged so that the
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cows have each a stall of about four feet wide, with their heads to the wall

,

and on the opposite wall the calves are tied up, two in a stall, exactly oe-

hind the cow, so that there is little trouble in putting them to the cows,

and no chance of misplacing them. The fat calves have in some seasons

been sold at bl. each, this being the scarcest time of the year lor veal.-

Keillor, October 1831.'
. . jn ih^

The quantity of milk yielded by the dairy cows is various In the

hillv district from two to three gallons are given per day. but that is very

rich In the lowlands the cows will give iive gallons during the best ot

the 'season. The cows of this district were formerly regarded as some

of the best dairy-cows in Scotland, but since the breed has been more im-

oroved and 'greater attention paid to the fattening qualities, they have

fallen o'ff in their character for the pail. About half of the milk is con-

sumed at home, the rest is made into butter and cheese The butter, as is

o-enerally the else in this part of Scotland, is good but the cheese poor

and ill-flavoured. No oxen are used on the road, and few for the plough.

Although there is so great a mixture of different breeds m Forlarshire

they are all of Scottish origin. The southern breeds have been repeated y

tried and have failed, and so has the Guernsey, which has contributed so

much to the improvement of some English dairies .

NORFOLK.

Having now returned to the districts with the character of the cattk of

whllh the greater part of our readers may be supposed to be tolerably

well acqua^ted, our description both of the peculiarities of the breeds of

The different counties, and the general managen^ent of cattle, will be brief.

UntTthe beo-inning of the last century, and for some years afterwards,

the nlebreed of Norfolk belonged to the middle-horns Jh- colo-

was usuallv red, or sometimes black ; they possessed many of the charac-

ITs of the Dev^ns on a smaller scale, with their pointed, turned up horns.

A few of them are yet occasionally seen in the less cultivated parts of the

founTy and in the possession of the small farmer or the cottager. They

have, however, been almost superseded by a polled breed.

We have stated that from a very early period, a great part ot the Uai.o-

wav cattle were prepared for the Smithfield market on the pastures of

Norfolk and Suffolk; nearly one-half of the beasts that supply the meti-o-

nolis come from these counties. Some of the Galloways, either accident-

illy orTelected on account of their superior form and q-ht^S ---^
in Norfolk; and the farmer attempted to

^-'^'-^l^^^l^.^^Z hioh?
own county, and he hoped at somewhat less cost, a breed of cattle so highly

* Some cm-iou. sports in nature have been observed
J?

*^ ^^^^ J^ Kingcaussie, in au

One remarkable fact is stated by John ^oswel Esq^, oi Balm .
^^^ ^. _

essay upon the breechng -'^^^^^^^^T^^^^ - Scotland, Mr Ward, an
* Onl of the --^

-^t'Jam'SrLgS in A.gus, told me a singular fact w.th

extensive farmer on bu J^ff/^''' ^ r , •

^^^ chanced to come into season while

regard to ^^hat 1 have now stated One oi

^J'^J^^^^^^^ ^^-^ neighbours, out of which

pasturing on a field which was bounded by that ot o^^c o = ^^ ^^^ ^^^^^

&an Sx jumped and went with the cow,
^^^^fj^^,^^™ bad not a horned beast in Ms

ox was white, with black spots, and horned,
^^'J^^^^^^, produce of the following

possession, nor one with any white on it. ,^^'=^"
.

f^^t, which shows the great care

spring was d bla^k and white calf, with horns.
^

An
^^^.^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^,^,^ different

required in keeping pure this breed, is relatea o
^^^^ allowed to pasture with

seasons, a dairy cow of the Ayrshire breed, red a ^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^ ^^^^^
the black doddies. In the, first expenmeny^

^^J^^^ ^^._^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^
appeared three red and white calves; ana

j ^ ^,^^,^^ .^i^^ost every animal ou the
mixed colours. Since that time care has been i^u^'-i j

farm, down to the pigs and poultry, of a black coioui.
P
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valued in the metropolitan market. Tn n Povt„;., j i.

thus the polled cattle gradually ga n/d
"
nfth "h'^''.'

'"'''^^'^ '
'"'^

became so much moie numerourand n^fi n T T'' ^"^ ^^ ^^"^'^

they began to be regarded as tbe pecuLr f^-'^'i"
'^' 1"^ ^"^^' ^^at

They^retain much of the genera form of I'h
" ^'""^ f the county,

but not all their excellencies Thpv h I
^'" ^"^^^^^^^ ^^e Galloways,

by a southern climate "era Hc^er 3^1''^" ^"''^=^'
'^f

however, are black, or either of fhpL 1

^^^^. ^T "'"^"^ ^^^' ^"'ne,

characteristic golden circle abo"t ^J-
^^"-'' "'''' ""'^^ ''^''''' ""'^^ ^

ways, but thin'ner in tTe chfne ltlT\J^'J T *""^^ *^^'^ ^^e Gallo-

whL better milkers, of gre ^e/ we l^ whe^ tirK ? ^'^ ^^S'^' ^°"'-
kindly, and the meat not quite equan qualify

'
^"' ""' ^^"^"'"^ ^«

[iVbr/b« CoM^.]

This cut presenfs a favourable specimen of thpm n^h i. .

by Mr George, of Eaton, in the nergErood'orNorwfcr%h;rbea:t'
at east ,s an exception to the censure which has been passed nnnn iT'as ' ugly and misshaped/ ^ ^^ "P°» them

Although too little care is taken in any part of this county to improvethe breed, yet it has been improved in many districts, not only in attaining larger weights at all ages, but in the quality of the meat beino- con'
siderably better; yet it must be confessed that the Galloways afforded so"ample a remuneration to the Norfolk grazier during their temporary
abode with him in their journey to the Smithfield market, that the home-Dred cattle were, after a while, comparatively neglected.

JNorfolk IS principally a grazing county, and the cattle chiefly o-ra/Prl
there are the Galloway Scots. The following estimate of the expense andprotit in feedmg them, is taken from the Agricultural Survey of Norfolkand was furnished by Mr. Barton. The more complete establishment ofme turnip husbandry has made some alteration, and that in favour of fli»
grazier. '^"^

'ihl fi^*'-^
Scotch cattle there are three sorts which require consideration •

nLk il^,^""^'^^' *"^"ed of four years^old, and bought at St Faifh.'October 17th, for about 91, and in such condition as to be fit to be put'

»
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immediately on turnips. He is put on turnips, and kept there about 24

weeks ; in bad weather a little hay is given, and when to this is added

the customary straw, carriage, attendance, &c., the expense will aniount

to about 4,9. per week, bringing the cost of the ox to 13/ 16s He will

now probably weigh from 50 to 52 stones of 14lbs, which at ^'- fd Vev

stone, or 3s. Sd. per Smithfield stone of 8 lbs., will amount to 14/. lOs.,

leaving only 1/. clear profit per head.
, , , , ^^ , , ,,

A second lot, and a year younger, is probably bought lean at the same

time and at about 6/. They are put on stubble or ordinary grass, until

the straw-yard is open. They are then sent into the straw-yard at night,

where they eat the offals of every description, and follow the best beasts

durin"- the day. This, for 24 weeks, until May day, and at Is. 6d. per

week,''will amount to IZ. 16s. They are then put into the marshes, or on

ffood pasture, until a fortnight after Michaelmas, which, reckoning 28

weeks at 2s. 3d. per week, will cost 31. 3s. more ;
then to turnips lor 8

weeks at 3s., which will be U. 4s.. and amounting in the whole to 12/. 3s.

The weio-ht of the bullock will now generally be about 44 stones, and the

value 121. 2s.
The beasts

They then go on

10 weeks,

A third ot is probably bought at Harleston in December,

are lean, of the same age, and the price averages at about 7^. PJ
h^^.^-

They are sent immediately to the straw-yard, and fed «" «ffj» ^^^^'P^ f
8 weeks at Is. 6d. per week, and amountmg to 12.. They then oo on

full keeping, turnips by day, and the straw-yard at night, lor

which at 2s. &d. per week, will give an additional expense of IZ. ^^s They

then go into the two years' lay, or good pasture, for 20 weeks, making at

3s. per week, 3/. more, which brings their cost to the grazier lo 11/. 1/s

They will now probably weigh 46 stones, which at 5s. 6d. per stone will

amount to 12/. 13s.
, , . ., . .i /: i i *. -i in ,,^..

It would appear from these calculations that the first lot paid 10 per

cent, interest on the capital laid out, and a fair price for what they con-

sumed The second yielded no interest on the original cost, but a lair

nrice for the food ; and the third gave 15 per cent, in addition to the same

y

rlmuneratinir price ; but to this seemingly little profit must be added the

increased value of the succeeding crops, from the great quantity ot

manure.

them to run in?

The o-rand fairs for the purchase of the Galloway cattle are at bt. i^aitlis,

on October 17th* ;
Hampton Green, November 22nd ;

and Harleston

November 28th. The horned Scotch cattle are often grazed, although

uot to the extent of the Galloways. Mr. Marshall, in that valuable work.

' The Rural Economy of Norfolk,' gives the following account of two lot.

ofK loes. The buyi^ and selling prices are -w very d|^feren
,
but h

uronortion between them is nearly the same. How prohtable arc tUe

b tie Isle-of-Sky cattle to the Norfolk farmer, who has rough meadows lor
little isie ui J

^^^ ^^^^^^^ bought last Hemlmgreen fair, (just

,,) for three guineas a-piece. They were kept entirely

* Mr. Marshall thus describes the Fair
«ff '

^/^^f^^ ;7^i^^ f^;, „f gt. Faiths, a village

On Wednesday, 17th instant, 1 went to the ll^s

ki/cSoms held annually on that da^y,

near Norwich, where one of thelargest fairs

f^^ 7«;°;^^ t^e first, which is brought
for cheese and butter, and a variety ot wares,

^^^^^^^^^^fduring the winter months, when
in great quantities out of Suffolk to supply this

'^o^^f4^/^^^ „^
u ^orfoli^ cheese is not to be purchased m^ff ^d si ow of^cattle, principally < home
The first day of this fan also draws togethex a goo i

^ ^^
l^^

J^
bred,' either for store or for fattuig o^;^

^'^jr^^all distance from the fair-field,
tunocks IS also exhibited upon a

"^^^f fXttht, or longer time, until th>s quarter o!
The sale of Scotch cattle continues lor a *o^\"*»\J , ..? ^ ^_ .. ,^ . \, .. .(,.

the county be supplied with that species of stock.-Marshall s Economy ol Norfolk, u. 45
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. rKin?.„ ^ 't
*"™^^ »"to some Norfolk meadows,

May

)
since which time they have been at o-nr^A lot/ ,u q

ocpLeniuer,

^.„. ^.,;f. f..i ^„A .L „- . ,
^^"^ lattermath. Some of them arenow quite fat, and the rest nearlv .n nn f^ .1, T ^"^ '''''^

about six pounds a-piece.
""'^'^^

'"^
^ «»^ with another they are worth

Supposing each occupied an acre of meadow, which") f /" ^
(with town charges) reckon at . . _

J-
12

^Zl'tit^''''^''^' ^' *"« shillings (the pdce' of

First cost and interest

10
3 6 3

Total cost .

„, . , .
, ^

Present vahie
Clear gain, besides a fair remunerating price for the
meadow ground and aftermath

4 18 3
6

1 1 9
A neighbouring farmer bought a parcel at the 'same fime, and at thesame price; also some refuse ones so low as five-and-twenty shillino-s

a-piece
;
two of which he sold a kw days ago for 1^4^

These, however, were followers at turnips the first winter. In summer
they were sent to a grazing ground ; since harvest they have been in the
stubble and ' rowens' at good keep*.

•

The short horns have estabhshed themselves in many parts of Norfolk
borne of them are bought in to graze and others are bred there with con-

S r P A fu
''^'';

,

^^^ ^^^"^"^ ^^^^ ^^^^«"« advocates in Norfolk. The
Jiarl of Albemarle s straw-yard and sheds rarely contain fewer than 60 ofthem every winter; and Mr. Coke, while he selects the Devons for his
dairy, is zealously employed in grazing and winter feeding the improved
shorthorn The Devons are selected for whatever husbandry work isperformed by oxen in Norfolk. ^

SUFFOLK..

The Suffolk Dun used to be celebrated in almost every part of thekingdom, on account of the extraordinary quantity of milk that she ySdedIhe dun colour is now, however, although occasionally met with out of theconn y, rarely seen in Suffolk, and rejected as an almL cerlin i^di ât onof inferiority. The breed, consistently with the title of the chapter under
which it is placed, is in general polled, but some of the calves would
have horns if they were reared, and even in the polled the rudiment of a
horn,is often to bejel at an early age!

The Suffolk, lilie the Norfolk beast, undoubtedly sprung from the Gal-
low ay

;
but it is shorter in the leg, broader and rounder than the Norfolk,

with a greater propensity to fatten, and reaching to greater weights. Mr'
/ John Kirby, the author of ' The Suffolk Traveller,' published nearly a cen-
tury ago, describes the Suffolk cow as laving ' a clean throat, with little
dewlap, a snake headt, thin and short legs, the ribs springing well from
the centre of the back, the carcase large, the belly heavy, the back-bone
ridged the chine thin and hollow, the loin narrow, the udder square, laro-e

MarshalPs Economy of Norfolkj ii. 74.
t There is much variation with regard to this. We have seen many Suffolk cowswnose heads might be almost said to be clumsy, and who had their fair share of

JJn^ll f^ ^^^y ^^^^ "^^ celebrated as milkers, and, being- soon discarded on that

KouttW ''"^ "^'^^ ^'^^ '^^'^'^y^ ^^'^^ ^^^' *^^ '^^'^^ ^^ ^^^ Gdloway blood

i
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loose, and creased when empty, the milk veins remarkably large and rising

in knotted pufFs ; and this so o-eneral, that I scarcely ever saw a taniour,

milker that did not possess this point, a general habit of leanness, ni])

bones high and ill covered, and scarcely any part of the carcase so formed

and covered as to please an eye that is accustomed to fat beasts of the hnei

breeds.' The prevailing and the best colonrs are red led and white,

brindled, and a yellowish cream colour. The bull is valued it he is ot a

pure and unmingled red colour. In no part of the kingdom were the far-

mers more careless as to the breed, providing only that the cows were true

SufTolks They merely inquired whether the bull came from a dairy ot

o-ood milkers ; and even the cows, which they rarely kept in milk for more

Than two or three years, they bought at the neighbouring markets and fairs

much oftener than they bred them.

Some exaggerated accounts have been given of the milking properties of

the Suffolk cow, but. nevertheless, she is not inferior to any other breed in

the quantity of milk that she yields. In the heigh of the season some of

these cows will give as much as 8 gallons of milk in the day ;
and 6 gal-

lons is not an unusual quantity. The pfoduce of butter, however, is rtot

in proportion to the quantity of milk*. The Rev. Mr. Aspin of CocMeld

had three cows one of them a heifer with her first calf. They were kept

on three acres only of grass, without any change of pasture until at e

mowing time, and in the winter chiefly on straw with very l'"l«:

^7; ^^.^^.'^

the old ones yielded 8 gallons of milk per day durmg tfie height of their

season, and the quantity of butter made from June to December was

683 lbs The Rev. Arthur Young, the Secretary to the Board of Agricul-

ture forty years ago, adds, that one Holderness cow would have consumed

all the food of the three, without returning half of the produce There are

few short-horn cows, although far superior in size to the SufFolks, and con-

suming nearly double the qitantity of food, that will yield more milk than

is usually obtained from the smaller polled breed.

Fifty thousand firkins of butter are sent to London every year from Suf-

folk, of which each cow furnishes on an average three firkins, each weigh-

ing '^ cwt. , with I of a wey of cheese t-

* Some experiments were made by Mr. Chevalier, of Aspal, near Debenham, which

Avould give a more favourable opinion of the richness of the Suffolk cow s milk^ Three

quarts of milk from a Suffolk cow, and the same quantity fr-om a long-horn of Mr. Topsey

Sreed were set in separate bowls for 36 horrrs. The milk of '^^'^^ was then s^^^^^^

the cream from the milk of the Suffolk weighed 2* ounces more than that^^ ^^c hornea

cow. The cream was after that put into two bottles and churned
^-'J »f^^^,^^fj^^^fJJ

more butter was extracted from the cream of the polled cow than trom that ol the homed

^1 variety of experiments, however, ^jt^-^de ^f^It^S^^ ^Thfl!me
and particularly in summer when

^J^e
^dk °f b^^^^^^^

^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^

"^^'^f 1' t tlir^inTs tSS Tcow th" keeps herself in good condition is well

^::t11^;:±ct^ of cre^ anjfbutter «nm^of^^^^^^^^
extraordinary milkers are usually the very worst looking animal.. .

f Mr. Culley extracts from Mr. Young's Survey of Suffolk, an estimate produce

of one of the cows :

—

£ s. d.

Three firkins of butter, each weighing i cwt. at 32s. * ' j
4 q

I wey of cheese •'''''''[.'. 00
A hog **.!*.

I 10
A calt .»...•••*

Total . . . 7 10
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A
milk

from

little good cheese is made in ql..w n i. ^

is more profitably converted Z.u if
' ^"> P^^^ally speaking, the

the skiimilk alLe Toft^l^.^^^i^u^^'^
'''''^ n..nu,Jt,,,a

•iSfiV '
I
><;'^!?'"-

mm^^ms^^f^di

[Suffolk Cow.']

The cattle are by the majority of the farmers, much better attended tothan they were when Mr. Young wrote his ' Survey.' He savf th",7' fcows were confined in the winter to a cow-yard, bul the cattle' ;n':d overthe fields almost at their pleasure, poaching the land dreadfullv IZtimes however, they were tied up in the fi'eld, without hou e n; IT"
tr^^VorcabtTeV*t^T;£;r:r •-- r:f ^" ^^^^^^^^
driven into the ground SfeTn .ZT"1

to them and small posts were
faggot hedge was "et up beW h

' '?.''^''^ '^'^ '''''' ''''^ ^ied. A
heTge in orfer to scre^tLmtm the'bir.t '%r" ^'^^^^ ^^^^^ ^ ^^ick

and the dung was piled up behind them in IhefoS^fTwaS"^"??^*^'-^^'
them for another screen

; while a slight trench was duo- at 't^
'

v,''r'^
conduct away the urine." It was imagined that this was'better than Slin-

In his third edition, Mr. Young calculating the butter and cheese at a higher DnVp r^ ithe produce 8/. 12*. 6d. ^ ^ ^> '"akes

hni^lff''j"'°f '

'^

T^.
excellent writer on the breeds and general treafment of catfl.but not to be depended upon when he speaks of their diseases, has the folIowTnrv?.

'

'TheKu """"'fLtVi:'''''''
' P- "'^' '"^^'^ ^' have 'somewhat conlZjI

f'lS fi. V ''r!u ^H^ *^^ ^^'^ «^ ^^^ ^«^« Sive 24 quarts of milk in one day, and thl:

no s^f nf
'"'

r *^r ^"'u ^T '' «"^y ^'- ^ 0-' the milk and the quantity ofK Jeano sort of proportion to each other. There must be an error in the one ; for if the p"cWM 77 ' only calcu ated at half a year, or 26 weeks, the butter would be iSlbswhich, at U a pound, would give 9/. 4.. ; the hog would be worth, in other but em
n

'Jcheese couiit.es, 2/ ; and the calf about 15.. Skim-milk cheese fetches from 2/ L?^
V:,lV

Dorsetshire and Somersetshire, which would make the produce amount'

t

* i " ^ ^"""^ '""'^h "S'^''^'' the truth than that stated by Mr. Young ' ^ ^°

tbp /P'^y^""'^ ago (1792) the practice of growing cabbages was almost universal .the da,ry farmers
; but the butter was sometimes bad when the cabbages bp? f?*^

tnT^' ""f.^^"' ^'S'^^^^' '^"^ considerable damage to the succeeding crop Tb'" u
^'

of this food for milch cows is therefore in a great measure superseded. ^" ^' '"'^"''^

*

<
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them rang-eat will, and that every kind of food went much farther. The
farmers believed that they were more healthy and profitable when thus
exposed to the weather, than if they had a roof over them, and that the
warmth produced by their lying so close to each other, and by the screen
before and behind, was sufficient. Mr. Young- remarks,' if they do as well
as under sheds much expense is saved, but this is a very doubtful question.'
When they had calved, or were near the time of calving", they were brought
into the cow-house. The land is now thrown a great deal more open than
it formerly was. These high impervious hedges are rarely to be found,
and this system of feeding in the field is comparatively seldom adopted.'

There used to be, and still to a very considerable degree remain, some
other points of bad management. Although the calves that are reared are
selected according to the milking properties of the dam, few of the early
dropped ones, which are generally the best, are saved. Tlie price of veal
then offers a temptation which the farmer cannot resist; and the yonug-
ones are fattened and disposed of as soon as possible. The selection is

therefore made almost entirely from the later calves, and they have not so
good a chance as the early-dropped ones would have had of becoming
strong and hardy before winter, and thus acquiring a good constitution,

and the certainty of thriving and yielding well.

—^^ *J,JACk'SON.
_^ J

•*• — '^ '^!^^-_-^^^ i-T- ^v^^rz-V'^/r^'^^-^-^.,I'l'^tjm^: ' ^^ ^^i^ix:i^^

[Sujfolk BulL]

I
Another instance of mismanagement is not always avoided even at the

present day. He says that ' the bulls are rarely sutfered to live after they

are three years old, however excellent they may be, for the farmer believes

that if they are kept longer they do not get a stock equally good, and par-

ticularly that their calves are not so large after that period,' Nothing can
be more erroneous or mischievous. A bull is never in finer condition than
from four to seven years old.

Beside this, the practice of the Suffi)lk breeders is subject to radical ob-
jection, for before the value of the progeny of a bull can be known he is

slaughtered, so that if the cows got by him turn out to be the most excel-
lent milkers, no advantage could be derived from the discovery, the sire of
the stock being gone.
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To such an extent was this absurd practice formerly carried, that Mr.

Youno- justly observes that 'having- obtained by accident, or by exertions

the memory of which is now lost, a good breed of milkers, the Sutloik

people have preserved them almost by mere chance, and without any ot

the care and attention which their value demanded.'

Somewhat of the same system was and is pursued with regard to the

heifers A heifer of scarcely two-years old, with a calf at her loot, is no

rare object This system of breeding before the form of either the sire or

the dam is developed; this tax upon the power of nature to contribute to

the o-rowth of the young mother as well as to that of the calf, must be

exceedino-ly injurious. She also at four-years old is frequently discarded

and fattened for the butcher, unless she has displayed more than usualiy

trood milking properties.

The Suffolk cow when thus discharged, poor and angular as she may

look, fattens with a rapidity, not equal, indeed, to that of the Galloways,

but greater than could be expected from her gaunt appearance. Whence she

obtained the faculty ofyielding so much milk, is a question that no one has

yet solved. Her progenitor, the Galloway, has it not. The Holderness

could scarcelv be concerned; for, more than a hundred years ago, the Sutloik

dun was as celebrated as a milker, as the breed of this county is at present,

and the Holderness had not then been introduced. The fattening property

derived from the northern breed is not yet impaired. The discarded

cow is easily fattened to forty or five-and-forty stones, and the quality of

her meat is excellent*.
, .

The o-razinti- property of the Suffolk has been supposed to be increasen

by a cr'oss wTth the short-horn; but although they are both excelU^t

milkers, their value has been uniformly lessened as mdch cows by the

admixture of the two, and the progeny, although better than the buttolk

the improved short-horn. Very
for grazing, is decidedly inferior to

few of the Suffolks, however, are bred for the mere purpose of grazing
;

for, notwithstanding what we have said of their value in this respect, they

are decidedly inferior to the pure Galloways.

Vast numbers of the Galloways are bought at the fairs after Michaelmas.

The same management is pursued as in Norfolk, and the Galloways from

Suffolk join those from Norfolk in their journey to the London market, in

the spring and early part of the summer.

A ffreat many Welsh cattle, and a few Irish, are also grazed, both in

Suffolk and Norfolk ; but they do not bear so high a price in the market

as the Galloways, and their meat, although very g-ood, is somewhat

inferior The short-horns are also establishing themselves hi some parts

of this county as grazing cattle; but as milkers, they cannot contest the

palm wirthe Strffolks^on their native soil. Some Devons are found,

he
but they are not so numerous or such f^ivountes as they are m Norfolk.

Lord lluntingfield has a very fine dairy of North ^^jo.co^^ and

spares no expense to procure the purest and rnost beautiful bulls from that

district. Tn the year 1832, he gave two hundred and eighty guineas for a

His lordship is also very successfully engaged m the
bull of that breed.

and winter feeding of the improved short-horn borne very fine

of his stock were exhibited at the last Smithtield cattle show,
grazing

beasts

There is no other breed of polled cattle of sufficient consequence to

deserve distinct mention here. Mr. John Lawrence, in his excellent

' Mr. Parkinson says,-' The oxen of .this breed .veigh fron. 570 lbs. to 700 lbs. ;
and

the cows from 420 lbs. to 560 lbs., and, m a general way, I do not find any beei beiora

them.'

- - r - ri
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work on

He describes them as having

cattle, speaks of the Northern or Yorkshire polled cattle.

the same quaUties as the short-horns,

of different sizes, but some of them carrying vast substance, and he thinks

that most of the various breeds of horned cattle are attended with horn-

less, but perfectly congenial varieties. This is true to a very considerable

extent. The Devonshire Nats, or polled cattle, now rapidly decreasing in

number, possess the general figure and most of the good qualities of

the horned beasts of that district; and the Yorkshire polls are almost as

laro-e as the horned beasts of that county, and as good for grazing and

for the paih Many breeders pay particular attention to the shape of the

head in these polled cattle, and to a certain extent, also, in the horned

ones. If the crown of the head is fine, like that of a doe, and drawn almost

to a point on the top, the breed is supposed to be good.

M
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Chapter V,

'h

THE HUSH CATTLE.

we enter on the consideration of tlie two remaining- breeds ofBEFORE
Endish cattle, the long and the

giance at the Irish cattle.

short-horns, we wnll take a very rapid

They
the long-horns.

evidently composed of two distinct breeds ; the middle ana

The former is plainly an aboriginal breed. They are found on the

mountains and rude parts of the country, in almost every district. They

are small, light, active, and wild. The head is small, although there are

exceptions t'o this in various parts, and so numerous, indeed, are those

exceptions, that some describe the native Irish cattle as having- thick heads

and necks; the horns are short compared with the other breed, all of them

fine, some of them rather upright, and frequently, after projecting forward,

then turning backward. Although somewhat deficient in the hind-quarters,

they are high-boned, and wide over the hips, yet the bone generally is not

heavv. The hair is coarse and long ; in some places they are black,

in others brindled; and in others black or brindled, with white faces

Some are finer in the bone, and finer in the neck, with a good eye, and

sharp muzzle, and great activity.

They are exceedingly hardy ; they live through the wmter, and some-

times fatten on their native mountains and moors ; and when removed to

abetter climate and soil, they fatten with all the rapidity of the abongmal

cattle of the Highlands and Wales. They are generally very good

milkers, and many of them are excellent in this respect.
_

Ihe cow ot

Kerry, with a portrait of which the reader is here presented, is a tavourable

specimen of them. Where they have much of the Kerry blood m them,

their very wildness proves them to be the native breed; for there is no

fence nor ditch which they will not leap.

.The cow of Kerry is truly a poor man's cow, living everywhere hardy,

yielding, for her size, abundance of milk of a good quality, and fattening

rapidly when required. Tha slightest inspection of the cut will convince
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the reader of the difference between this breed and both the laro-er and the
smaller long-horned Irish one ; were it not for the cloddiness about the
shoulder, and the shortness and thickness of the lower part of the neck
and the pied colour, we should almost fancy that we saw the middle-horn
North Devon cow*.

These cattle usually run small, and are confined to the hilly and moor
grounds, or to the scanty portion of land possessed by the cottat.-er and
the small farmer. There are, however, some exceptions to this. In Con-
naught this breed runs to a very considerable size, and are improved in
form as well as in weight. The horns, usually of middle length, turn up ;
as do (he horns of those on the mountains; but they are shorter in the
leg, and shorter in the body ; their loins and haunches are heavy and
wide -, although the hair is thick, the hide is mellow, and they thrive with
a rapidity rarely excelled by any other breed.

im

4

'^M^^^S^ks^m^^
K'-'L^--^

i'>^^r Ti_

-^.^-S^J^^Cl-
J?u^.

^^>*^-V^
J' ^-

\_Kerry Cuw?^

Mr. Walker, of Belmont, in "Wexford, informs us, that this breed is now
not to be met with pure, except inland on the mountains; being- nearly

worn out in the more civilized parts of the country, by repeated crosses

with the Leicester, the Hereford, and the Devon ; but that for the dairy, all

the farmers Still prefer those cows which show most of the native Irish blood,

Mr. Culley seems to consider the middle-horn Irish as a mixed breed

between the long-horns and the Wei

* Mr. Rawson, in his Survey of Kildare, gives the following clescriptiou of the native
Irish beast:—It should have a sweet, placid countenance,—a neat, clean horn,—head ver}'-

small,—neck very thin at the head, tapering gently, and increasing where it meets the
shoulder, so as gently to cover it,—shoulders Hat, and thin in the blade,—chine not toa
iine,—chest very deep and full at the breast,—ribs rising roundly and swelling from the
chine,—couples close,—hip not too wide, and nearly concealed by the high arching of the
J*ibs, and tl.e closeness of the couples,—hind-quarters broad and lengthy, narrowing gra-
dually to the tail, which should lie snug between the bones, the quarters on the outside
flat, on ihe inside fullj but not extending too low,—legs iinO; and clean ia the bone, but
not leg
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long-horns. This is an opinion to which we can by no means assent.

The very locality of these cattle, (the smaller varieties especially,)^—the i

mountainous and comparatively inaccessible situation which they occupy.

Welsh
breed, and to prove that one of a very similar character was indigenous

to both islands.

The other breed is of a larger size. It is the old or the partially im-

proved Craven or Lancashire beast, which we shall have presently to

describe. It is the true long-horn ; the horns first taking a direction out-

ward, then forming a curve, and returning towards the face, sometimes

threatening to pierce the bones of the nose, or at other tim.es so to cross

before the muzzle, that the animal shall be unable to graze.

The following cut represents this large variety of Irish cattle, and is

evidently identical with the Craven or Lancashire. In Tip])erary, Limerick,

Meath, a great part of Munster, and particularly in Roscommon, many of

these cattle are found, of which, although we cannot say with the author

of the Survey of the county of Dublin, that ' the cattle of Ireland are in

such a progressive state of improvement, that in a few years the English

themselves will be out-done, and will finally resort to us to improve their

breed/ yet we can affirm that they are most valuable animals.
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[Irish Callk.]

Whence these lono--horns originally came, is a question that has been

much disputed. There is no doubt that they very much resemble the

English lono-horns, and have been materially improved by tliem
;

but

whether Ireland or Enoland was the native country of this breed will never

be determined. Ancient records are silent on the subject; and in both

countries we can trace the long-horns to a very remote period. As Irom

very early times Ireland has materially contributed to the supply of the

British capital and the British navy, and thousands ot Irish beasts

yearly traverse almost every part of Great Britain, from Port Patrick to
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the Thames, many persons have concluded that the English lon'v-horns
sprung from some of the Irish ones who were arrested in different parts of
their journey. Others, however, and we think with more reason, findino-
the middle-horns in every mountainous and unfrequented part of the
country, and the long-horns inhabiting the lower and more thickly inhabited
districts, regard the first as the pure native breed, and consider the other
to have been a stranger race, and introduced, probably from Lancashire,
where a breed of cattle of the same character and form is found.
However this may be, there were a variety of circumstances which ren-

dered the march ofimprovement much more rapid in England than in Ireland
While the British long-horns had materially improved, those in Ireland
owmg to the depressed state of the peasantry, their proverbial indolence
in these matters, and the law of gavel-kind*, which, by the division
of even the smallest portion of land among all the children, produced a
too numerous class of embarrassed and starving tenants or little land-
holders, had not progressed in the slightest degree.
More than a century ago, some zealous agriculturists in Meath com-

menced the work of improvement. Mr. Waller introduced some of
the old Lancashires, a few of which long remained in Allenstown. Sixty
years afterwards, a namesake and successor pf his brought over one of
the new Leicester breed. He permitted his neighbours and tenants to
have the almost unrestrained use of him, and there was scarcely a cottap^er
within three or four miles of Allenstown, that did not possess a cow dis-
playing some traces of the Leicestershire blood. Mr Lowther,the Earl of
Bective, and Mr. Noble, successively contributed tc the improvement of
the breed in this part of Ireland.

About the same time, Lord Massarene introduced somfe fine long-horned
cattle into Antrim; in 1775, Mr. Lesly, of Lesly-hill, imported one of
Mr. Bakewell's bulls; ' " ^ "

materially and rapidly improved.

and the cattle of the neiolibourina

Mar
-ountry was

M Mr. W
hill, likewise diligently crossed the country cows with a valuable'Leicester
bull.

Lord Farnha.n was zealously employed in improving the cattle of
Cavan, but he was long opposed by the not unfounded apprehensions of

'^ Mr. Ross, in his Survey of Londoadeny, gives an interesting account of this custom of
gavel-kmd and its pernicious eiiects. ^ One great obstacle to improvement, and which is
too general iu Ireland^ is their notion of the equal and unalienable right of all their
children to the inheritance of their father's propert}^^ whether land or goods. This
opinion, so just and reasonable in theory, but so ruinous and absurd in practice, is intei--

woven in such a manner in the very constitution of their minds, that it is next to im-
possible to eradicate it. In spite of every argument, the smaller Irish landholders con-
tinue to divide their farms among their children, and these divide on until division is no

.
longer practicable , and in the course of two or three generations; the most thriving family
must necessarily go to ruin.

' I knew a respectable former who held about thirty acres of arable land, in one of the
mountain town-lands, and had two sons, between whom, according to custom^ he etpially di-
vided. his farm, which was thus barely able to support them and their families. One of
these had himself four sons, among whom, during his lifetime, he also divided his fifteen
acres, reserving to himself an equal share. Here then were five persons with three acres
apiece; and as each of the sons, considering himself at once an established landholder
immediately married, there were five of the poorest and most wretched families that ran
be well imagined, without scope for their industry, trade or manufacture to employ
them, or land sufficient to produce fur them the common necessaries of life,

' Landlords blindly encourage this to increase their political influence. If the farm had
been bequeathed to one of the sons, and the others had been taught some useful trade^and a lijtle sum of money given to them to set up v/ith; all might have been resuectable
and happy.' ^

\
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[

^

the cottagers and small farmers. It was soon evident that he was able to

fatten his cattle on less ground and poorer pasture than he could before,

and raise them to a much a,reater weiglit ; but it was also plain, that in

proportion as he gave this disposition to fatten, he lessened the quantity

of milk, which the cottager could ill spare : thence arose a prejudice

against improvement altogether, and which was not surmounted without

considerable difficulty.
_ <;• v i t

In Lanofordthe cattle were iiiuch improved by the exertions ot the late

Earl of Rosse, who imported several bulls of the best English breeds, and

brought them to his highly cultivated demesae at Newcastle. On May

21 l'802, 10 six-year-old bullocks were sold at the fair of Ballymahoe

for 400 guineas, and 10 four-years-old heifers for 300 guineas. These

cattle were the property of Lord Oxmantown, (afterwards Earl of Rosse)

and for size, shape, and fatness, could not be excelled. They were all ted

on common bay and grass.
_

In Clare Sir Edward O'Brien and Mr. Doxon of Fountain, Mr. Molony

of Kiltanuon, and Mr. Blood of Riverston, did much to render the breed

more valuable, by the importation of the improved Leicesters. In Ros-

common, the Messrs. Finch were particularly active in introducing the

Lancashire, Leicestershire, and Warwickshire cattle.

Almost every county and barony of Ireland had its zealous and suc-

cessful improver of the native breed, until, in the richer and more culti-

vated districts, the cattle became of as great a size and as perfect lorm as

any which the midland districts of England could produce.

There were, however, either two distinct breeds of long-horns, the one

capable of rapid improvement, while the other, in a manner, set at de-

fiance every means to add to the size, or give a tendency to early maturity,

or there were found too great a proportion of agriculturists who obsti-

nately refused to adopt the proper means for the amelioration ot their

stock; or there were many districts into which the improved long-

horns'rarely, or to a very inconsiderable degree, penetrated. From one or

all of these causes it happened, that there are at the present moment

two kinds of these cattle in Ireland, in character essentially different
;
the

Iar"-er, which we have described, and a smaller, prevailing principally in

the'' north of the island. At first view, perhaps, these would appear to

be the same cattle, only smaller from poor keep and bad management

;

but their horns, long out of all proportion, their clumsy heads, large bones

and thick hides, their bulkiness of dewlap contrasted with their lightness

of carcase, in fine, an accumulation of defects about them, clearly mark

them as being of far inferior value.
i i, j ^,,,1

Thousands of them, and more perhaps than of the improved breed find

theU way to the midland countiel of England, in order that some attempt

,nay be made to prepare them for the metropolitan market. The pur-

4iase of them is quite a lottery, or demands great skill and expenonc-e.

O casionally they will thrive to a d.gvee not m.ch
-f--^

^^^^e

Welch cattle, wh le at other times a lot ot them may be put on as good

fot'en n. pa^'ture as any in England, and be continued there the whole o

the summer, consuming' almoat as much food as the largest oxen, and yet

scarcely improving in condition.
imnrnvprl

In process of time, the English long-horns, although "^ ^^^^ ^P™^^^

Bakewell breed, began to lose ground even n their native ^^u try or

rather a rival with somewhat higher pretensions appeared n the field.

The improved short-horns began to attract the attention of the breeder

;

.nd their propensity to fVUten, and the comparative y earlier period at

vhich they arrived at maturity, soon became evident, 1 here were not
i
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wanting- spirited agriculturists in Ireland, who quickly availed themselvesof this new mode of improving the Hibernian cattle o: rr I.
^^^

Tempest was one of the first who introduced the sh"r^hoitd bu7 Tulimprovemen effected by the first cross was immediately e'llen in the^Hly maturity of the progeny. The pure short-horn, „r th cros wi hthe long-horn, weighed as much at three years old as the mZT, ^used to do at five. But the brppd r.,Ju. .iJ'„„ „... ^'^^^ ""S'-^orn
" perhaps
failed, and

_ , , „
But the breed rapidly degenerated, andmust be confessed that the first experiment in a great d o-ree tailed anH

I^lkt^IZ^^^^ bred ba^ki: fhU^
talLn as S-s y "^^^^ ^^^^ -S-ned their hardihood, or their repu!

Jt was likewise found that the pure Teeswater did not ^uU <l,o j-
|nanagen,e„t„fca..Ie in Ireland' They a„sweVe7„n°; ^h /e'Th^t":^had capita and quick return, and where he conld honi and feed .h«.

(o which he and h,s forefathers had been accustomed ; and he often had

I'd 7t::Lf. lULf^lfZ' !;,"r
"-•]•-":"=" -- «'% «'a.blished in E„„Hand, other attempt^' ^erT made .7 LduTe hZ 'iXIreland, and the exDerimflnfs u/^ro rv,^.„ .,.„* :.,,,.". ™Maud, and the experiments wc;e more systematical ; conduct d MrConoIIy of Castletown to whom we are indebted for some valuable infor:matron, effected much improvement in Doneo-al The nnre ^hn-f iwas found too delicate for the severe weather Sr^d infjr or food wh ct h ^were destined to find in that mountainous district; but a half-b,^d s ock

Do, ega cattle, and produced a belter price. Mr. Conolly sent ftnr bulls

l°f tetfl^'" '£f. ,T,'"'/'„°"i''''=y
«- '>%h'y approv'ed. The pri.

eir

of

of the Parmin. Society of Doueg;^ ,;„; ad ledT'th m, "d "th

Mr Walker tells us, that ' within the last ten years the brepd hn. »,greatly improved by crossing with the Doirh l, 1 V? , .
^'"'

ham ; yet that the imnrnvpm.n,! ,'
"" Ayrshire, and the Dur-

aud Ulge farmers, orT maller'ftrZ: / h"""'"".
'° ""^ *^'>""°"'<="

inhabitants) consider that the LtT ^s ^:'°irrtl„'
'"-^'1'''^^ '"^^

feedi„,r, and that their milk is not so good asSt'of ttn^rv'e'bS
''"'

When speaking of the management of cattle
' "* -

gives a fai\hfuraccou„7of7h;r;;h;rt^k;:;,,'ce^:::°:'';,f;- ^^^['^r

Ireland. • The farms are small, and the occupiers of them have lilill•7T .u r .
' 'Jccupiers or mem have littlpcapital; therefore, except in summer, when grass is plenty, the cattle IIvppoorly and are exposed to hardships.' For the same reason, the calve,and young cattle are stinted in their growth ; but this does not appear toinjure their milking qualities. They generally go to (he bull at ayear ora year and a half old, so that they come into the dairy at two, or rishJ

three vears old.
"saigthree years old.

All cattle are here fed abroad on grass in the summer* Some of the

ih^ Z^! ^ 1 Vr ^""'S'H
^'^ ' ^""-ey of Londonderry/ published in 18 14, thus speaks ofhe mode of letting, and the cost of these summerings / ' The grazing of cattle is paid b^ }"!

TlT^y ^ r \l
^'.

""•^'"^f
"'J. the grazing^f a cow'when above three^. t^oWThe proportions of other kinds of cattle are'estimated by this in the following manner

tuTruT I f *' *^^''' '1"^^ '^''^' "^^""l feet, which is thus applied. ^ TT^^m
two colt?

'"^ ^ ^" '
a two-year old, two feet

; a summ is three feet fa horse itfi e fee

are a sumr Tt! ".f ^"%'i
«ix sheep, or four ewes and four lambs.the same oL el;arc a summ. ihus then, ,f 6,. be the price of a summ, a year old v^ill be S'L two-year

»
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gentlemen and large farmers are beginning to cultivate mangel-wurzel

and turnips, and to use hay ; but the generality of the catde are wintered

on straw and potatoes, and many of them very imperfectly housed. They

of course thrive better and afford a larger profit, where care is taken of

them; but they are so hardy in constitution, as to yield a fair return

under the common management^.

Mr. Anderson, of Shelton, in a letter with which we have been favoured

Wickl

cattle there, as a low, broad, hardy breed, with thick heads and necks, and a

thick hide. He says, that ' the farmers run their cattle out nearly all the

season, only taking them in in the evening, and then giving them a small

quantity of hay. They are good dairy cows, but do not answer well for

the graz.ier, as they do not fatten so well, and have more coarse meat than

the improved breed. The average weight of the cows are from four to

(Mr. Wall

Wexford cow is about 4^cwt.)—but they might be greatly improved, if

proper attention were paid to them; for the calves, after the two first

weeks, are generally reared upon butter-milk, and then left to shift for

themselves ; only they have a little hay at night in winter.'

Mr. Anderson adds that ' the breed is considerably improved of late

years, by crossing with the Durham and Ayrshire/ Lord Wieklow, whose

stock consists almost entirely of the Durhams, much to his credit, gives

his tenants the free use of his bulls without charge; and, encouraged by

the improvement that has taken place, he purposes not only to continue,

but to extend the system.

Soiling in the house is not much practised in this district; but grazing

in the summer, and hay in the winter, constitute the mode of feeding;

except that som.e of the graziers keep up part of their pasture for the fat

cattle, which they retain at the end of the season. These run out in all

weathers, and liare cribs fixed in the field to give them hay in a stormy

night, but they have no shed over them.

*Lord Wieklow, who stall-feeds with turnips, mangel-wurzel, and potatoes,

prefers the latter. The calves are reared on the cows, or have new milk

given to them from the pail, and they are housed in winter, and fed on

hay, with a few turnips or mangel-wurzel, each day.

Lord Dunally, in a letter with which we have been honoured from him,

says, that ' in Tipperary he has kept the North Devon cattle for many

years, and much approves of them for feeding, for the dairy, for working,

and also for hardness, or quality to bear bad weather.

His Lordship states, that the usual weight of the native cattle, when

fattened, is about five hundred pounds. He also nrives a favourable account

of these cattle.of the grazing properties He says, that ' they are often
r

oUl As a horse 10s., and so on. The charge for a summ in the mountams, from May to

November, varies from 6s. to 16s., according to the goodness of the pasture. In the parks

whicharekeptunforfattening,itisfrom2/. to2/. 10s.'
, • wt, n^

* Mr. Rawson gives the following account of the strange privations to which the ca tie

are sometimes exifosed. ' The droves of cattle when turned out are generally attended

bv a solitary herdsman and his boy, who are obliged to keep boundaries. Hay is never

dreamed of as necessary ; and in case of deep snow of long continuance, the beahng bul-

locks have nothing to resort to but coarse grass on undrained and umraproved moors and

wet lands, which have scarcely been trodden on during the previous summer. lurnipB,

rape, or even straw are never thought of; nay, an extensive grazier would laugh at what

he would call your folly, if you doubted the health of his bullocks on his coarsebogs.

Houses or coverings of any kind are not thought of. \et after all these severe trials of

fhriftiaess, when at four years old, they are put to fatten about the 1st ot i\lay, and in

five months are made fit for slauirhter.'
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best

brought to be fat without stall-feeding; and when upon good land, only
require fodder with hay upon the ground for about three months^ and
without housing. Tiiey are, however, frequently housed, and fed'widi
turnips and potatoes with good success.'

Mr. Moore OTarrell speaks also of the great improvement effected in
the Irish cattle within the last twelve years, by the importation of the
Durham breed. He says, that ' they have displaced a cross of the lono--
horn Leicester on the Irish cow, and that the farmers of the country
now prefer a cross of the Durham bull, on the Irish cow, to the pure
breed,^ as being less delicate, and giving a richer and greater quantity of
milk;' but he very properly adds, that 'the two first^ crosses are most
api^roved of.^

Sir Robert Bateson, of Belvoir Park, Belfast, purchased in 1820 a
bull and three cows, of Mr. Charles Howard of Melbourn, of the
short-horn breed, which succeed admirably in that district.

Mr. M'Neil, of Larn, in Antrim, tried a Highland bull, but the breed
was not improved, either for the dairy or the butcher.

Perhaps there is no country in the world which, in proportion to its

number of acres, contains so many cattle or possesses so extensive a trade
in cattle and their produce, as Ireland does. In 1812, no less than
79,285 live oxen and cows were exported from Ireland, constituting full

one-eighth part of the beef consumed in England, and stated to be of the

official \'a\\\Q of 439, 128^. From that period, the number seemed to be
gradually diminishing. In 1824, there were only 62,393 oxen and cows
exported

;
in 1825, there were 63,524, and of the value of about 350,000/.

No later details can be given, for the traffic between Britain and Ireland
was then placed on the footing of a coasting trade; the numbers, however,
were not, until lately, fewer than they were in 1825.

Before the establishment of stram navigation, many inconveniences
and difficulties attended the transport of the Irish cattle. Many of them
were driven a hundred or a hundred and fifty miles to the coast, where if
the wind was contrary, they were detained perhaps several days, with a
very scanty allowance of food. They had none on the voyao^e

; and when
they arrived at the English shore, they were often in a staWd state and
scarcely able to walk. This may be placed in another point of view
In a dry summer, the English fed cattle are sent to some of the markets
and particularly to those on the western coast, and especially Liverpool'
to great disadvantage. From the scarcity of food and water, they do not
arrive in a prime state of fatness ; they have a long way to be driven, and
are often badly supported on the road. In Ireland, they have had
capital summer for grazing, never wanting grass or water,—and the finest

long-horned cattle, a breed now almost extinct in this country, are sent

Such is the facility of conveyance, that a
steam-packet with a cargo of fat catUe will leave Ireland one day, and
have delivered and be cleared out in o-ood time on the following day.

In addition to this transport of cattle for the graziers in England,
Ireland supplies an immense quantity of beef, for the navy and merchants'

vessels at all periods. During the late war, the cattle slaughtered at

Cork for the use of the navy were, perhaps, more numerous than all that

Were disposed of in every other way. Mr. Culley saw at one fair at

Ballinasloe, in Roscommon, 35,000 head of cattle, and half of them
fat, all of which were bought up for slaughter at Cork.

the business between

a

over in the highest condition.

Of the vexatious mode in which the gra-
zier and the contractor was often transacted, we subjoin in a note
a somewhat humorous account, extracted from Button's S
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the county of Clare * : we hope that the picture is not a little over-

charg-ed.

The perfect establishment of steam navigation, while it affords facilities

for the transport of live-stock, yields still greater ones for the carriage of

the carcase ; and cattle may now be slaughtered in the evening at any

of the ports on the eastern coast of Ireland, and sent to Liverpool, and,

by means of the railway, even to Manchester, in time for the morrow's

market.

We have stated that the old breed of Irish cattle is most valued for the

dairy. They give, in proportion to their size, a much greater quantity of

milk than the long-horns, and richer in butter. A cow is supposed to

yield from 84 lbs. to 112 lbs. of butter in the year; a very good cow will

^ When the merchants are combined^ the graziers are completely at their mercy, and

suffer, not only every kind of gross indignity of treatment from these great men, but

serious losses from the cheating of every person concerned in slaughtering these cattle. As

it is scarcely known in other parts of the kingdom, it may be at least amusing to detail

the business a little. The grazier, finding no agent attending the fairs to buy, except

some trusty friend of the merchants, who reads a letter from Cork or Limerick statmg

the rumours of a peace or the expected very low price, is obliged to drive his cattle io

either of these markets.
^ u\

After driving them into either of these towns, he waits upon the great man, and wiin

all humility, begs to know if he wants any fat cattle ; after a good deal of pretended

hurry of business, and waiting for a repetition of the cpiestion,
J
he believes he shall no

want anything more than what he has already engaged, but to oblige Mr — ,
he will

endeavour to make room for them as to the price, it is to be regulated by what the

other graziers receive.'
, . , . , ^ . ^ m ^ r i

•

i

AVlien this is settled, he must drive his beasts to a slaughter-house, many of which ar

erected for this purpose. He pays for this a high price, and must give also the heads

uid offia He must sit up all night, superintending the slaughtering, and must silently

observe every species of fraud committed by the very worst kind of butchers
;

for, as has

frequently happened, if resentful language is used to those scoundrels, they begin to

whet their knives, and put themsQlves in an assassinating attitude. This m a slaughter-

ing-house at night, and amongst the horrid scene of carnage around him, requires no

small share of nerve. /-,., ^ 4. lx. n
Next morninp-, without taking any rest, he must bring his meat to the cutters up

;

be

thev

they ure well i""") "^^'^ '""•^ «..v.j ^«^j^^ v^..« w^ .-- „-., _-- -—

which is the property of the merchant, though he pays nothing for it.

also gets the tongues ; and if, perhaps, the grazier wants a few, must buy them, at the rate

of three shillings each.
'

• 1 i i.

The third scene begins at the scales : here another perquisite must be paid, and much

good meat is refused,because, truly, it should be a few pounds less than the stipulated

vveiirht per beast.
^

,

,, \ ^ j.

An appeal then is made to the great man,-'' he is gone out/-' he won t be home to-

nL^ht;-' he is so busy he can't be seen;' at length, perhaps, he is visible -and when

matters are explained,-" Really, Sir, I do not wish to take your
-"'«J^ «^f

,

P";?^^; ^

receive in England are so low, I shall lose by my contract; suppose you would tij if you

could do better elsewhere, but I will agree to take your beei, though below the weight, if

vou make the terms lower.' • The grazier has now no redress, and must agree to any

Sn The business does not end here. Then he enquires what mode oi paymen
;

Iv s at iiinetv-one days are the best terms he can get. He then applies to a chandler lo

by h s ikf^ When fhis is settled, the tanner must be waited on
;
and here, as we as

S tlie cliandler, bills at a long date.are the only payment he c-J-- ^
-d a ^

are generally men of small or no capital, if their speculations should not sacceed, then

'"'SslXfa'wi part of the gross indignities the grazier has to sui^r He has to

tran^a I bllshi^ss totally foreignl. his hal5its of life, coaseqi^ly un^UeJo ^co^ ^h
those who, from their infancy, are used to the tricks practise.l m this basn ess, and,

th:!:fo:^"'ble to avoid the,.., c.r turn them, perhaps to

f- .;;;^,^^^t^;^,
^

^^J
P"^^^

depends/not only on the caiises before-mentioned, but on the s.ze of the beast,-those of

a large ize bru ging more per cwt. than those of a .mailer one^v. h= h is a premmm oa

large bone; and "cows are always lower in price hn oxen though, hey are sent to

England in the same packages ;
' and, if fat, go as the oesi beef, called planter's mess.
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i
country, and the remainder is exported to England. Carlow has the repu-
tation of producing- the best butter

; but the firkins containing that which is
manufactured in all the surrounding counties are often branded with the
name of Carlow. It is highly esteemed in London, and is often sold for
Cambridge butter

; but much of the Irish butter is very salt, and some-
times smoky and tallowy. In fact, there are three distinct sorts of butter

and
An

in the Irish market. Tlie best is sent to Dublin and to England
,

from the latter country, exported to the East and West Indies,
inferior sort finds a market in Spain ; and an inferior still, used to be sent
to Boulogne. In Cork, the half Holderness breed is chiefly used for the
dairy. The principal dairy counties are—Carlow, Cork, Fermanao-h
Kerry, Leitrim, Longford, Siigo, Waterford, and Westmeath. '^ '

Very little cheese is made in Ireland, and that is of an inferior quality

r-H -

Chapter VL

TPIE LONG HORNS.

bordering"

fertile corner of the West Rid
on Lancashire, and separated from West noreland chiefly

by the western moorlands, there has been, from the earliest records of
British agriculture, a peculiar and valuable breed of cattle. They were
distinguished from the home-breds of other counties, by a disproportionate
and frequently unbecoming length of horn. In the old breed this horn
frequently projected nearly horizontally on either side, but as the cattle
were improved the horn assumed other directions ; it hung down so that
the animal could scarcely graze, or it curved so as to threaten to meet be-
fore the muzzle, and so also to prevent the beast from grazing • or imme-
diately under the jaw, and so to lock the lower jaw ; or the points pre-
sented themselves against the bones of the nose and face, threatenin'r to
perforate them. We have given a similar description of the improved
Irish breed. In proportion as the breed became improved the horns
lengthened, and they are characteristically distinguished by the name of

The cut of the Irish cattle in page 181, will give no
nnfaithful representation of their general appearance and form. Cattle of a
similar description were found on the districts of Lancashire bordering on
Craven, and also in the south-eastern parts of Westmoreland; but tradi-

tion, in both of these districts, pointed to Craven as the original habitation

If there gradually arose any difference between
them, it was that the Craven beasts v/ere the broadest in the chine, the
shortest, the handsomest, and the quickest feeders ; the Lancashire ones
were larger, Icnger in the quarters, but with a fall behind the shoulders,
and not so level on the chine.

Whence these cattle were derived was and still is a disputed point. Our
opinion of this matter has been already expressed when treating of the
Irish cattle.

'The Long Horns.'

of the long-horn breed.

The long horns seem to have first appeared in Craven, and
y — .«»v^ »jjjivi.iv^ cnwilfi tilt; Mt \^LS'K.\

almost exclusively the midland counties.
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There are, as in Ireland, two distinct breeds; the" smaller Cravens

inhabiting' the mountains and moorlands, hardy, useful, valued by the

cottager and little farmer on account of the cheapness with which they

ai*e kept, the superior quantity and excellent quality of the milk which

they yield, and the aptitude with which they fatten when removed to better

pasture. The larger Cravens, occupying a more level and richer pasture,

are fair milkers, although in proportion to their size not equal to the

others; but possess a tendency to fatten and acquire extraordinary bulk

scarcely inferior to that of the short-horns of the present day.

As either of these found their way to other districts, they mingled to a

greater or less degree with the native cattle, or they felt the influence of

change of climate and soil, and gradually adapted themselves to their new
situation; and each assumed a peculiarity of torm which characterized it .

as belonging to a certain district, and rendered it valuable and almost 1

perfect there. The Cheshire, the Derbyshire, the Nottinghamshire, the V

Staffordshire, the Oxfordshire, and the Wiltshire cattle were all essentially )

long-horns, but each had its distinguishing feature, which seemed best to -^^

fit it for its situation, and the purposes for which it was bred. Having*,

assumed a decided character, varying only with peculiar local circumstances,

the old long-horns, like the Devons, the Herefords, and the Scotch, con- .

tinned nearly the same. There is no authentic detail of their distinguish-

ing points. Mr. Culley says that ' the kind of cattle most esteemed before

Mr. Bakewell's time were the large, long-bodied, big-boned, coarse, flat-

sided kind, and often lyery or black-fleshed.' This, however, is rather too

severe a censure on the Cravens or Lancashire beasts of that day. From
hints given by old writers, we may conclude that some of them at least

were characterized by their roundness and length of carcass, coarseness of

bone, thickness and yet mellowness of hide^ and the rich quality although

not abundant quantity of their milk.
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F

The foregoing cut contains the portrait of a Craven bull of the pre-

sent day, but supposed to bear about him many of the chai^acters of the
old breed. He was drawn by Mr. Harvey as he stood in Smithfield
market

Here were evident materials for some skilful breeder to work upon ; a
connexion of excellencies and defects by no means inseparable. That
which was good might be rendered more valuable, and the alloy miirht
be easily thrown off. It was not, however, until about the year 1720 that
any agriculturist seemed to possess sufficient science and spirit to attempt

A blacksmith and farrier, ofin good earnest.

mThis is high

the work of improvement
Linton, in Derbyshire, on the very borders of Leicestershire, who at the
same time rented a little farm, has the honour of standing first on the
list. His name was Welby. He had a valuable breed of cows, which
came from Drakelow house, a seat of Sir Thomas Gresley, on the banks
bf the Trent, about a mile from Burton. He prided himself much in
them, an they deserved ths care which he took in improving them and
keeping the breed pure; but a disease, which defied all remedial measures
then known, broke out and carried off the greater part of them, thus half

ruining Welby, and putting a final stop to his speculations.
' Soon after this Mr. V/ebster, of Canley, near Coventrv, distin^ruished

himself as a breeder. He too worked upon Sir Thomas Gresley's stock,

some of whose cows he brought with him when he first settled at Canley.
He was at considerable trouble in procuring bulls from Lancashire and
Westmoreland, and he is said to have had the best stock of cattle then known.
One of his admirers says that 'he possessed the best stock, especially of
beace, that ever were, or ever will be bred in the kingdom,*
praise, and is recorded as evidence of the excellent quality of Mr. Web-
ster's breed.

It is much to be regretted that we have such meagre accounts of the
proceedings of the early improvers of cattle. Little more is known of Mr.
Webster than that he established the Canley breed, some portion of whose
blood flowed in every" improved long-horn beast.

The bull, Bloxedge, the Hubback of the long horns, and, like him,
i]idebted to accident for the discovery of his value, was out of a three^
year old heifer of Mr. Webster's, by a Lancashire bull, belonging to 3

When.._a_.yearling he was so unpromising that he"^ was dis-
carded and sold to a person of the name of Bloxedge, (hence the name of
the beast,) but turning out a remarkably good stock-getter, Mr. Webster
re-purchased him, and used him for several seasons. He was afterwards

sold to Mr. Hanison, of Deakenedge, in Warwickshire, and Mr. Flavel, of
Hogshill, where he died.

Now appeared the chief improver of the long-horns, and to whom his

cotemporaries and posterity have adjudged the merit of creating as it

were a new breed of cattle. It is a disgrace to the agriculture of the

times that Bakewell should have been suffered to pass away without some
authentic record of what he effected, and the principles that guided him,
and the means by v/hich his objects were accomplished.

The only memoir we have of Robert Bakewell is a fugitive paper in the

Gentleman's Magazine, fi'om which every writer has borrowed, and his

It

neighbour.

obligation to such a source none has condescended to acknowledge.
tells us that Robert Bakewell was born atDishley, in Leicestershire, about
1725. His father and grandfather had resided on the same estate. Hav-
ing remarked that domestic animals in general produced others possessing
quahties nearlv similar to their own, he conceived that he had only to

cr
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select from the most valuable breeds, such as promised to return the

greatest possible emolument to the breeder, and that he should then be

able, by careful attention to progressive improvement, to produce a breed

whence he could derive a maximum of advantage.

Under the influence of this excellent notion, he made excursions into

different parts of England, in order to inspect the different breeds, and to

select those that were best adapted to his purpose, and the most valuable

of their kind ; and his residence and his early habits disposed him to give

the preference to the long-horn cattle.

We have no account of the precise principles which guided him, nor of

the motives that influenced him in the various selections which he made;

but Mr. Marshall, who says that he ' was repeatedly favoured with oppor-

tunities of making ample observations on Mr. Bakewell's practice, and

with liberal communications from hitn on all rural subjects,' gives us some

clue. He tells us, however, that ' it is not his intention to deal out Mn
Bakewelfs private opinions, or even to attempt a recital of his particular

practice.' Mr. Marshall was doubtless influenced by an honourable

motive in withholding so much that would have been highly valuable ; and

we can only regret that he was so situated as to have this motive pressing

upon his mind.

He speaks of the general principles of breeding ;
and when he does

this in connexion with the name of Bakewell, we shall not be very wrong

in concluding that these were the principles by which that great agricultu-

rist was influenced.

'The most general principle,' he says, (we are referring to his ' Eco-

nomy of the Midland Counties,'' vol. i. p. 297) Ms beauty of form. It is

observable, however, that this principle was more closely attended to at

the outset of improvement (under an idea in some degree falsely grounded,

that the beauty of form and utility are inseparable) than at present, when

men who have long been conversant in practice make a distinction be-

tween a "useful sort" and a sort which is merely *' handsome."

*The next principle attended to is a proportion of parts, or what may be

c-cdled utility of form in distinction from beauty of form; thus the parts

which are deemed offal^ or which bear an inferior price at market, should

be small in proportion to the better parts.

' A third principle of improvement is the texture of the muscular parts,

or what is termed /ei'A, a quality of live stock which, familiar as it may
long have been to the butcher and the consumer, had not been sufficiently

attended to by breeders, w^hatever it might have been by graziers. This

principle involved the fact that the grain of the meat depended wholly ou

the breed, and not, as had been before considered, on the size of the ani-

mal. But the principle which engrossed the greatest share of attention,

and which, above all others, is entitled to the grazier's attention, \s fatten-

ing quality, or a natural propensity to acquire a state of fatness at an early

age, and when in full keep, and in a short space of time ; a quality which

is clearly found to be hereditary.'

Therefore, in Bakewell's opinion, every thing depended on breed, and the

beauty and utility of the form, the quality of the flesh and the propensity

to fatness were, in the off'spring, the natural consequence of similar

qualities in the parents. His whole attention was centered m these four

points; and he never forgot that they were compatible with each other,

and might be occasionally found united in the same individual.

Improvement had hitherto been attempted to be produced by selecting

females from the native stock of the country, and crossing them with

males, of an alien breed. Mr. Bakewell's good sense led him to imagine
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192 CATTLE.

that the object might be better accomplished oy uniting the superior

branches of the same breed, than by any mixture of foreign ones.

On this new and judicious principle he started. He purchased two

lon"--horn heifers from Mr. Webster, and he procured a promising long-

horn bull from Westmoreland. To these and their progeny he confined

\ himself; coupling them as he thought he could best increase, or establish

some excellent point, or speedily and effectually remove a faulty one.

As his stock increased, he was enabled to avoid the injurious and ener-

vating consequence of breeding ^oo closely 'in and in.' The breed was the

same, but he could interpose a remove or two, between the members of

the same family. He could preserve all the excellencies of the breed,

without the danger of deterioration ; and the rapidity of the improve-

ment which he effected was only equalled by its extent.

Many years did not pass before his stock was unrivalled for the round-

ness of its form, and the smallness of its bone, and its aptitude to acquire

external fat ; while they were small consumers of food in proportion to

their size ; but at the same time, their qualities as milkers were very con-

siderably lessened. The grazier could not too highly value the Dishley,

or new Leicester Ion "'-horn; but the dairyinan^ 3,\\d the little farmery

clung to the old breed'^as most useful for their purpose.

Mr. Bakewell had many prejudices opposed to him, and many difficul-

ties to surmount, and it is not therefore to be wondered at if he was more

than once involved in considerable embarrassment; but he lived to see

the perfect success of his undertaking'^.

He died when verging on his seventieth year. His countenance be-

spoke activity, and a high degree of benevolence. His manners were

frank and pleasing, and well calculated to maintain the extensive popu-

larity he had acquired. His hospitality to strangers was bounded only by

his means.

Many anecdotes are related of his humanity towards the various tribes

of animals under his management. He would not suffer the slightest act

of cruelty to be perpetrated by any of his servants, and he sternly depre-

cated the barbarities practised by butchers and drovers; showing, by

examples on his own farm, the most pleasing instances of docility in every

an i malt-

* In that pleasini^ and instructive work, ' Illustrations of Natural History,' we find

the fiillowint' ingenious, but too severe criticism, on Bakewell's system. < It was his

p-rand maxim, that the Lones of an animal intended for food could not be too small, and

that the fat bein"- the most valuable part of the carcase, it could consequently not be too

abundant. In pursuance of this leading theory, by inducing a preteniatural smallness

of bone, and rotundity of carcass, he sought to cover the bones of all Ins annnals exter-

nally with masses of fat. Thus, the entirely new Leicester breed, froin heir excessive

ten.lency to fatten, produce too small a quantity of ea able meat, and that, too, necessarily

of inferior flavour and quality. They are in general found defective "i weight, propor-

tionably to their bulk, Ind if not thoroughly fattened their flesh is crude and without

flavour : while, if the; be so, their carcasses produce little else but fat, a very considerab e

part of ^vhich must be sold at an inferior price, to make candles instead of food, not to

brget the very great waste that must.ever attend the consumptiori of over-fattened meat. '

'This great and sagacious improver, very justly disgusted at the sight of those huge,

L^aunt legu-y, and misshapen animals with which his v.cmity abounded, and which

scarce y i^i/ length of time or quantity of food would thoroughly fatten, patrioticsilly

determLd upon" aising a more sightly and a more profitable breed
5

yet, rather unior-

tunately, his zeal impelled him to the opposite extreme. Having painfully and at much

cost, raised a variety of cattle, the chief merit of which is to make fat, he has apparently

laid his disciples and successors under the necessity of substituting another that will

make lean.'—p. 5—8.
. , . , i -., p ,. ,

^ The writer in the ' Gentleman's Magazine,' to whom we have before referred, says

that the gentleness of the different breeds of cattle could aot escape the attention of any
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Mr. Bakewell's celebrated bull Twopenny was the produce of the

Westmoreland bull, out of old Comely, who was one of the two heifers

purchased from Mr. Webster; therefore he was, by the side of his dam,
a direct descendant of the Canley blood.

Mr. Bakewell had afterwards a more valuable bull than this, named D.
He retained him principally for his own use, except that he was let for
part of a season to Mr, Fowler, and that a few cows were brought to him
at five guineas a cow. He was got by a son of Twopenny, out of a
daughter and sister of the same bull, she being the produce of his own
dam. The method of rearing the young, as practised by Mr. Bakewell,
was not very different from that now in use. ' The calves sucked for a
week or a fortnight, according to their strength ; new milk in the pail

was then given a few meals ; next, new milk and skim-milk mixed, a few
meals more ; then skim- milk alone, or porridge made with milk, water,
ground oats, &c., and sometimes oil-cake, until cheese-making com-
menced, if it was a dairy farm ; after which, whey porridge, or sweet
whey in the field, being careful to house them in the night until the
warm weather was confirmed. Bull calves, and high-bred heifers, however,
were suffered to remain at the teat until they were six, nine, or perhaps
twelve months old, letting them run with their dams, or more frequently

less valuable cows or heifers*.'

Starting a few years afterwards, and rivalling Mr. Bakewell in the
value of his cattle, was Mr. Fowler of Rollvrright, in Oxfordshire, on the

borders of Warwickshire. His cows were also of the Canley breed; most
of them having been purchased from Mr. Bakewell; and his bull Shak-
speare, the best stock-getter that the long-horn breed ever possessed, was
got by D, out of a daughter of Twopenny, and therefore of pure Canley
blood.

Mr. Marshall gives the following description of this bull, and a very
interesting and instructive one it is. It is a beautiful explication of some
of the grand principles of breeding. ' This bull is a striking specimen of
what naturalists term accidental varieties. Though bred in the manner

observer. It seemed to run through them all. At an age when most of his brethren are
either fuammg or bellowing with rage and madness, old C, a bull, a son of the old parent
Comely, had all the gentleness of a lamb, both in his look and action. He would lick
the hand of his feeder ; and if any one patted or scratched him, he would bow himself
down almost on his knees.'

The same writer describes Mr. BakewelPs servants, one of whom had been witn nlm
20 years, and another 32, and another 40 years. He hkewise gives a curious account of
Mr. Bakewell's hall. * The separate joints and points of each of the more celebrated of
his cattle were preserved in pickle, or hung up side by side ; showing the thickness of the
flesh and external fat on each, and the smalhiess of the offal. There were also skeletons

of the different breeds, that they might be compared with each other, and the compara-
tive difference marked. Some joints of beef, the relics of old Comely, the mother of the

slock, and who was slaughtered when her existence had become burdensome to her, were
particularly remarked. The fat of the sirloin on the outside was four inches in thickness.'

Mr. Young, in his Eastern Tour, gives the following account of Mr. Bakewell's manage-
ment of the cattle—' Another peculiarity is the amazing gentleness in which he brings up
these animals. All his bulls stand still in the field to be examined: the way of driving

them from one field to another, or home, is by a little switch : he or his men walk by their

side, and guide them with the stick wherever they please ; and they are accustomed to this

inethod from being calves. A lad, with a stick three feet long, and as big as his finger,

will conduct a bull away from other bulls, and his cows^ from one end of the farm to
the other. All this gentleness is merely the effect of management; and the mischief
often done by bulls is undoubtedly owing to practices very contrary, or else to a total
neglect;

* Marshairs Midland Counties, vol. i. p. 358.
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194 CATTLE.

that has been mentioned, he scarcely inherits a single point of the long-

horned breed, his horns excepted. When I saw him in 1784, then six

years old, and somewhat below his usual condition, though by no means

low in flesh, he was of this description.

' His head, chap and neck remarkably fine and clean ; his chest extra-

ordinarily deep,—his brisket down to his knees. His chine thin, and

rising above the shoulder points, leaving a hollow on each side behind

them. His loin, of course, narrow at the chine ; but remarkably wide

at the hips, w.hich protuberate in a singular manner. His quarters long

in reality, but in appearance short ; occasioned by a singular formation of

the rump. At first sight, it appears as if the tail, which stands forward,

had been severed from the vertebrae by the chop of a cleaver, one of the

vertebra} extracted, and the tail forced up to make good the joint ; an

appearance, which, on examining, is occasioned by some remarkable

wreaths of fat formed round the setting on of the tail ; a circumstance

which in a picture would be deemed a deformity, but as a point is in the

highest estimation. The round bones snug, but the thighs rather full

and remarkably let down. The legs short and their bone fine. The

carcase, throughout, (the chine excepted) large, roomy, deep, and well

''''^ms horns apart, he had every point of a Holderness or a Tees water

bull*. Could his horns have been changed, he would have passed m
Yorkshire as an ordinary bull of either of those breeds. His two ends

would have been thought tolerably good, but his middle very deficient

;

and I am of opinion, that had he been put to cows of those breeds, his

stock would have been of a moderate quality ; but being put to cows

deficient where he was full, (the lower part of the thigh excepted ) and

full where he was deficient, he has raised the long-horned breed to a

degree of perfection, which without so extraordinary a prodigy they never

might have reached.'
, , •

No wonder that a form so uncommon should strike the improvers of

/this breed of stock, or that points they had been so long striving in

\vain to produce, should be rated at a high price. His owner was the

first to estimate his worth, and could never be induced to part with him

except to Mr. Princep, who hired him for two seasons, at the unusual

price of eighty guineas a season. He covered until he was ten years old,

but then, although otherwise healthy, he became paralytic in his hind

quarters,' and, consequently, useless. His sire, D, at the age of 12 or

13, was more active than bulls usually are at ti^/ee or four years old.

At a public sale of Mr. Fowler's cattle, m^imihe following prices

were given for some of the favourite beasts. This is a sufficient proof of

the estimation in which the improved Leicesters were now beginning to

( fi

be held.

BULLS. £. s. d

Garrick, five years old

Sultan, two years old .

Washington, do. •

A, by Garrick, one year old

Young Sultan, do.

E, by Garrick, do.

250
230
215
157
210
153

^ This may be true, according to t^e character of the short-horns at that time, but

akspeare does not so strictly resemble them in their present improved state.Shaksp
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COWS.
I

Brindled Beauty, by Shakspeare

Sister to Garrick

Nell, by do.

Young Nell, by brother of do.

Black Heifer

Dam of Washingt

Fifty breed of cattle produced

£. s. d.

^

Another improver of the

nnpi'ed. and that is Mr
lonff-horns deserves

273 .

120

136
126
141

194
4289 4 6
mention before we
erbvshire. He was

supposed, at that time, to have the best dairy of long-horn cows in the

whole of the midland counties. He originally bred them from a cow of

the name of Bright, who was got by Mr. Webster's Bloxedge, the father

of the Canley bloodl, and he much improved his breed through the me-

dium of Shakspeare, which, as we have just stated, he hired of Mr
Fowler for two successive seasons. It was remarked, that every cow and

heifer of the Shakspeare blood could be recognized at first sight as a

descendant of his t.

Mr. Paget of Ibstock, in Leicestershire, should be added to the list of

the improvers of the long-horns. His cattle were of the purest of the

RollWright blood, and consequently of the Canley stock.

Mr. Mundy of Derby must not be forgotten, whose cattle, although

not so large as some of the improved Leicesters, were excelled by none

in beauty of form or aptitude to fatten % : and, last of all, mention should

* Mr. Fowler used to conduct his business on the old principle of selling. Mr. Mar-

shall says that Mr. Coke of Norfolk used to have all the cow calves he could spare at ten

guineas each, taking them when young; and in 1789, Mr Fowler had ten bull-calves,

for wliich he refused 500 guineas. The practice of letting bulls originated in this dis-

trict, and chiefly with Mr. Bakewell, aAd was generally adopted. The bulls were sent

out in April or the beginning of May, and were returned in August. The prices varied

from ten to fifty or sixty pounds ; but in one case, as we have just stated, a bull (Mr.

Fowler's Shakspeare) was let at eighty guineas a season.

'

Some inconvenience occasionally resulted from this ; and a bull that appeared a very

desirable one in the show-yard, was now and then returned, long before his season was

over, not only as deficient in some material point, but as absolutely useless. Mr. Mar-

shall very ingeniously accounts for this : he says that ' the breeder's object is to render

his bull, to the eye at least, as near perfection as may be ; he is therefore made up for

the show by high keep, as well to evince his propensity to fatten as to hide his defects,

thereby showing him off to the best advantage : the consequence of which is, that being

taken from this high keep, and lowered at once to a common cow-pastuve, he flags.

Hence it is become a practice of judicious breeders, when their bulls are let early enough,

to lower them down by degrees to ordinary keep, previous to the season of'employment

-

f Mr. Parkinson says, ' One ofthe greatest excellencies in Mr. Princv s cattle, is

their length, with smallness in their shoulders, giving so many fine cuts along their

upper parts. Mr. Princep's cows are remarkably fat, so much so, I think, that it halt a

dozen of them were put in at the Smithfield show in their milkmg state there would be

Very few of the cattle exhibited, and made up for that purpose that would equally attract

the eves of the public' Vol. i. p. 154.
. , „„ • r +

We learn from the same authority, that Mr. Princep was bid 500 gmneas for a two-

year old bull, and thirty (another account says fifty) guineas a cow for the j^^e

"^

J^i*

Lst bull to thirty C0W3, vol. i. p. 102. He was also offered 2000Z. for twenty dairy cows.

A four-year old steer of Mr. Princep's breed, weighed 248 stones of 14 lbs. to tne stone,

(424 stones Smithfield weight, or 3472 lbs.) In addition to this, there were ^50 lbs. ot

fat, and the hide weighed 177 lb. , . ,-.„. „,

Another of Mr. Princep's oxen w .s fed by the Marquis of Dpnegal, m 1/94. Ihe

four quarters weighed 1988 lbs., the tallow 200 lbs., and the hide 177 lbs.

% Mr. Parkinson bears the following testimony to the superiority ot ti

even at this early period. He is speaking of Mr. Mundy. ' There was one thing which

prejudiced my mind much in favour of Mr. Mundy's cattle, viz., it was in the month of

September that 1 visited his farm, and his park lying very conveniently situated for the

lie new cattle,
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so heavy

Mr. Astley, whose breed, laro:er than Mr. Mundy
Mr. Princep's, were much admired.

And now we may inquire, a little more particularly, what was the result
of all th combined efforts? W

On the Leicestershiretalents and zeal of all these skilful agriculturists?

cattle, and in particular districts in the neighbouring counties, the change
was great and advantageous so far as the grazing and fattening, and
especially the early maturity of the animals were concerned.
We present our readers with the following two cuts of the improved

Leicesters.

' Lr *« ^ ^ K k— n— rj- ^j- _

<^

-i> ^,/yyy/j//^

1^0-^.;^
^'\- .^

r "

x^. 5%r
.'^ K

^^T^'^cr
_ -^'

-:>.

>;//'

'"'
£t \C

f
[iVe^^; Leicester Bui/Jj

This cut, and the following one, are taken from Garrard's beautiful
engravings of British oxen. Both the bull and the cow were of the pure

Mr
nephew and successor.

What is now becomi Wh
to be found ? It was a bold and a successful experiment. It seemed for
awhile to answer the most sanguine expectation of these scientific and

inhabitants of Derby, he permits them to pasture their cows in it. I think the number
seemed to be about eighty ; and as they probably belonged to half as many different
people, without doubt bought of jobbers cow by cow and from various parts of the king-
dom, it seems almost impossible that the whole mass of these cows could be selected of a
bad kind ; and as many of them had grazed in the park all the summer, they had had a
sufficient time to fatten, yet there was not a single cow in the whole number that had the
least pretensions to fat; while Mr. Mundy had some of his own cows pasturing among
them, many of which were fatter than any single cow could be found on some market-
days in Smithfield. ' I do not know/ he adds, * that a better trial, as an experiment,
could be made, to show the superior value of Mr. Mundy's cattle.* These cows could
not be very deficient at the pail, for one of Mr, Mundy's gave fourteen pounds of butterm one week.
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spirited breeders. In the districts in which the experiments were carried

on, it established a breed of cattle equalled by few, and excelled by none

but the Herefords. It enabled the long-horns to contend, and often suc-

cessfully, with the heaviest and best of the middle-horns. It did more

;

it improved, and that to a material degree, the whole breed of long-horns.

The Lancashire, the Derbyshire, the Staffordshire cattle became, and still

are an improved race ; they got rid of a portion of their coarse bone.

They began to gain their flesh and fat on the more profitable points

;

they acquired a somewhat earlier maturity, and the process of improve-

ment not being carried too far, the very dairy-cattle obtained a disposition

to convert their aliment into milk while milk was wanted, and after that,

to use the same nutriment for the accumulation of flesh and fat. The

midland counties will always have occasion to associate a feeling of

respect and gratitude with the name of Bakewell. The Irish breeders

owe everything to the new Leicester cattle. A new stock, in fact, has

arisen since the improved long-horns were grafted on the native Irish

stock.
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[New Leicester Cow.'\

Mr. Marshall

compelled again to have recourse, thus describes the improved Leicesters

in his own time, which was that of Bakewell, Princep, and Fowler.

' The forend long ; but light to a degree of elegance. The neck thin,

the chap clean, the head fine, but long and tapering.

' The eye large, bright and prominent.
* The horns vary with the sex, &c. Those of bulls are comparatively

short, from fifteen inches to two feet ; those of the few oxen that have been

reared of this breed, are extremely large, being from two and a half to

three and a half feet long ; those of the cows nearly as long, but much
finer, tapering to delicately fine points. Most of them hang downward
by the side of the cheeks, and then, if well turned, as many of the cows
are, shoot forward at the points.
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' The shoulders remarkably fine and thin, as to bone • but
covered with flesh — ^

^'- " - ' ^ '• '
' thickly

not the smallest protuberance of bone discernible*
' The girth small, compared with the short-horn and middle-horn

breeds t.

The chine remarkably full when fat, but hollow when low in
dition|.

«'

'^u^
^^'^ broad, and the hip remarkably wide and protuberant §.

Ihe quarters long and level; the riache of a middle width, and the

fmf °" variously, even in individuals of the highest repute
|j.

Ihe round-bones small, but the thighs m general fleshy; taperinffnow ever, when in the best form toward the gambrels.
' The legs small and clean, but comparativ

general neat, and of the middle size.

The carcase as nearly a cylinder, as the natural form of the animal

. T^h""^ L ^ ? f^^^^'ll
'^"^ ^"" f""""^ the spine. The belly small**.

The/esA seldom fails of bemg of the first qualitv
' The /^^c^e of a middle thickness. ^ J-

' The colour various
;
the brindle, the finch-back, and the pve arecommon. The lighUr they are, the better they seem to be in esteem tf.

_
• The fattening quality of this improved breed, in a state of maturitV

is indisputably good. ,

^'

« As grazier's stock, they undoubtedly rank high. The principle of the

IT /

will allow.

'//' The bone and ofFal are
small, and the forend light ; while the chine, the loin, the rump and the

* The Dishley breed excelled in this point,
as race-horses.

Some of the heifers had shoulders as fine

f Many of Mr. Fowler's breed, however, were very fairly let down in the girth
I This is considered by accurate judges to be a criterion of good mellow flesh Thp

large hard ligaments, (the continuation of the ligaments of the neck, united with thos^ nf
the vertebrae of the spine itself,) which in some individuals, when in low condition strph h
tightly along the chiiie, from the setting on of the neck to the fore part of i\i&\a\-^^t

T .K \^ °^ ^^% fi'^^ht.eing of a bad quality. They are only proofs of Seit

§ A wide lorn, with projections of fat on the hips, may be desirable • h„f tlip« n. k
neither beauty nor use in the protuberance of the tubeJoSies of the bonemay be of advantage, but scarcely a protuberant one.

' The quarters of Shakspeare have been described.

A full hip

Those of the jull D were not le^remarkable, his tail appearing to grow out of the top of his spine, instead ofEo^aVnr
tinuation 61 the .vertebrae; and the upper part of the tail forming an arch, which rose sorr'
inches above the general level of the back. This, viewing him as a picture, has a p-o \

efFect ; but as a point, is a very bad one foi the grazier, as tending to hide the fatness of
the rump. In this, and in many other points^ the son and the sire are as dissimilar as
if they had no consanguinity,

Mr. Parkinson relates an arxecdote respecting the pecuHar length of- quarters and
length generally of these cattle. ' On my observing to Mr. Princep the remarkable
length of his cattle, he said he was one day showing them to a gentleman, who, as themen were turning the best bull out of the house, exclaimed in astonishment, '' When will
aNjouv bxxll be out ?

*' '—Parkinson on Live Stock, vol. i. p. 154.

% This, however, is more owing to the gauntness of the carcase, than to the actual
length of the legs.

** The improvers of the long-horns have t^en in error, when they have considered th^s
an excellence. The discussion of this point, however, will be advantageously deferred
until we have considered the anatomy and proper form of oxen.

If A light-coloured beast always appears to be larger than a dark-brown, or black one
of equal weight; therefore, perhaps it is, that the-Hghter ones are preferred. There is akind, of optical deception in their favour; but, otherwise, if colowr has anything to dowith the value of the animal, we should give the preference to a dark-coloured one asindicatmg superior hardihood, and generally with equal mellowness of skin

'

weJe ^oifofTe bJstTf M^fIwiS!'^
^""'^ "' *'^ "^'"^^^ '"^'' ""« -'^'- ^^ ^

k
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k. -^
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ribs are heavily loaded, and with flesh of the finest quality. In point of

early maturity, they have also materially gained. In general, they have

^ined a year in preparation for the butcher ; and, although, perhaps not

weighing so heavy as they did before, the httle diminution of weight is

abundantly compensated, by the superior excellence of the meat, its earlier

readiness, and the smaller quantity of food consumed.

' As dairy-stock, their merit is less evident ; op rather, it -does

not admit of doubt that their milking qualities have been very much

impaired.
,

' As beasts of draught, their general form renders them unht
;
yet

many of them are sufficiently powerful, and they are more active than

some other breeds used for the plough, or on the road ; but the horns

generally form an insuperable objection to this use of them.'

But what is become of Bakewell's improved long-horn J)reed ? A veil

of mystery was thrown over most of his proceedings, which not even his

friend Mr. Marshall was disposed to raise. The principle on which he

seemed to act, breeding so completely ' in and in,' was a novel, a bold,

and a successful one. Some of the cattle to which we have referred were

very extraordinary illustrations, not only of the harmlessness, but the

manifest advantage of such a system ; but he had a large stock on which

to work • and no one knew his occasional deviations from this rule, nor

his skilful interpositions of remoter affinities, when he saw or apprehended

danger.

The truth of the matter is, that the master spirits of that day had no \

sooner disappeared, than the character of this breed began imperceptibly

to chano-e. It had acquired a delicacy of constitution, inconsistent with

common management and keep ; and it began slowly, but undeniably to

deteriorate. Many of them had been bred to that degree of refinement,

that the propagation of the species was not always certain.

In addition to this, a rival,—a more powerful rival, appeared in the

field The improved short-horns began to occupy the banks of the Tees.

They presented equal aptitude to fatten, and greater bulk and earlier

maturity.

Westmoreland Webster

brouc^ht thence the father of the Canley stock ; and Bakewell had sought

Westmthe father of his breed there

appeared ; they spread ; they estabUshed themselves ; they, in a manner, su-

perseded the long-horns. They found their way to southern districts
;
they

mingled with the native breeds ; a cross fiom them generally bestowed

increase of milk, aptitude to fatten, and early maturity. It is true,

that a frequent recourse to the short-horn was generally necessary in order

to retain these advantages, but these advantages were bestowed, and

mio-ht be retained, except in a few districts, and tor some particular pur-

noses Thus they gradually established themselves every where
;
they

were Ihe grazing cattle of the large farmer and the gentleman, and an-

other vari'-ety of'them occupied the dairy^ T^ie benefits conferred^^^^

improved long-horns remained, but the breed itself gradually d minished,

n rme place! it almost disappeared ; and at the present -ornen. and even

in Leicestershire, the short-horns are fast driving he long-horns fi-om the

field The reader may scarcely give credit to the asseition, but it s

strictly true, that at the present moment (1833) there is not a single

improved Leicester on the Dishley farm, and scarcely ^ h^^f-horn.

There are not a dozen pure Leicesters withm a circuit of a dozen miles

of Dishley. It would seem as if some strange convulsion of nature, or
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,f
some murderous pestilence, had suddenly swept away the whole of this
valuable breed.

Having thus endeavoured to do this breed of cattle the justice which ifc
deserves, we w,l take a very rapid survey of the different counties which
it formerly, or still occupies.

^^unues wnicti

WESTMORELAND.

unde-

^

In the part of this county borderin- on Lancashire and Yorkshire, and
in the ne.ghbourhc.od of Kirby Lonsdale, the long horns used to exi t in
their greatest punty

; but whether the farmers have suffered the best of
their stock to be drawn away, in order to keep up that of the midland
counties, while the best of the Teeswater are brought into Westmoreland
in J-eturn

;
or, whatever may have been the cause, the effect is

niable, that the short-horns are- establishino
horns retrogradin"-.

°

A vast number of Scotch cattle are grazed in Westmoreland
are bought at Brough Hill fair in the beginning of September ; win-
tered on coarse pasture, or in the straw-yard

; sent to the commons in
May

;
and the foremost being put upon the best grounds, they are ready

to journey farther so""'^ — .
i

. ... , _

sumption in October.

themselves, and the long-

They

Westmoreland

l\
On the wastes there are many Scotch, and also many of the native

breed, (the smaller Cravens,) with whieh neither the heavier improved
long-horns, ncrr the short-horns interfere.

In the better-cultivated parts of the country, the old and lar"-e long-
horns are found; they are excellent feeders; they grow to a very coa-
siderable size, and lay their fat on the valuable parts.

LANCASHIRE.

In the southern part of this, the native county of the long-horns that
breed is now rarely seen in a pure state. In the neighbourhood of laro'e
towns, the Yorkshire milch cow is chiefly kept ; for where the quantity ofmilk is regarded no breed can vie with the Holderness *. Wli^re butter
IS made, a cross between the long and the short-horn is preferred. These
cattle are said to be more hardy, less liable to illness, and the milk of the
short-horn progenitor is little diminished in quantity, while it acquires
much of the pecdiar richness of that which is given by the long'-horn
breed.

r

Even for grazing*, the native breed is rarely seen ; but at the annual
meetings of the Manchester Agricultural Society, the short-horns bear
away the principal prizes, and in the centre of the county, althouo-h a
premium was formerly offered for the best long-horn bull, not one has

* The average quantity of milk, yielded by a good Holderness cow in the neighbour,
hood of Manchester, is about nine quarts per day. A good long-horn cow will yield
about seven quarts. Mr. Stevenson, who published a Survey of Lancashire, in I8I4
thus computes the expenses and returns of a milk-farm, in the neighbourhood of Man-
chester. The farm to w-hich he refers was under the management of Mr. Peter M^JNJive.n •

it contained 115^- Lancashire acres.
"

'

Rent per annum
Taxes .

Servants' wages
Profit .

520
84

234
267

1105

1 5 acres of oats at 1 5/.

20 ditto at 20/.

40 cows' milk at 12/.

225
400
480

1105

s

^
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been shown for the last three or four years. We are much indebted to

that society, and particularly to its indefatigable secretary Mr. Thomas
Ashworth, for some valuable information respecting the present state of

cattle in this part of Lancashire.

On the hills and moors some Welsh are fownd, and also

small long-horn beasts, whether Irish or home-bred, and mingled with

crosses of every kind. A society has lately been established at Liverpool,

which promises to be of essential service in benefiting the agricultural

concerns of that district; and the example lately set by a few great land-

holders, and especially by the Earl of Derby, of keeping good bulls for

the use of their tenantry, will speedily effect a considerable and very

desirable alteration. If the old long-horn breed is, in a manner, gone

here, something as valuable should be substituted ; but as yet, with the

exception of the introduction of the Teeswater cattle, to the extent which

we have stated, among the larger farmers, and the Yorkshire cows among
the milk dairies, there cannot be said to be any prevailing breed esta-

blished in the southern part of Lancashire.

Mr. Bunnell, V. S. of Liverpool, assures us that in the neighbourhood

of that town, very few cattle are bred for the purpose of grazing, and that

which are fed are chiefly confined to gentlemen^s parks, and are

principally Scotch Highland bullocks. To the same gentleman we are

indebted ibr the following account of the supply of the Liverpool market.

Weekly A-verage.

* 600 Irish beasts, average about 6 cwt. of 120 lbs.

th

' 140 English do.

^ 60 Scotch do.

do.

do.
h
H

do.

do.

* Of the cattle from Ireland, about twenty are short-horns ; sixty of the

lonsr-horn Leicester breed, and the remainder of the old Irish breed, with

the exception of a few Devons and Ayrshires.

' Of the Eno'lish cattle, about one-third are short-horns ; one-third

•Cumberland long-horns ; and one-third Herefordshire and other breeds.

' Of the Scotch cattle, about one-eighth are short-horns, and the rest

Galloways and Highlanders, of various descriptions.'

Towards the middle of Lancashire, we find some zealous breeder's

of the short-horns. Mr. Almond, of Standish, is

them, and his cattle bear off the bell, even among the most successful

cultivators of this breed. The Earl of

foremost amongst

Wilton

gs of the Manch ;ster society. In 1830, he exhibited the

best yearling-^ short-horn bull, and some very fine specimens of cows

fattening after milking.

We meet with more of the long-horns, but they are principally of an

inferior sort. Mr. Harrison, V. S. at Lancaster, thus expresses himself:

' Since the rage for short-horned cattle has commenced, and still goes on

in this neighbourhood, the breed of the native long-horn has impercep-

tibly declined, and it is now a very difficult point to find a good stock of

long-horns ; there not being more than half a dozen brj^.eders of them in

a district of 20 miles. There is, however, Mr. Allen Kirk's stock of long,

horns at Middleton, which for purity of breed cannot be excelled.

'The cattle in this neighbourhood are mostly cross-bred—long and

short-horn, short-horn and Sco^; but the short-horn, with its various

crosses, is that which has encroached most upon the long-horn, and seems

to be rapidly superseding that breed.
' That the long-horn breed has deteriorated of late years is not to be

wondered at, when a half-bred cow, or any other cross, will fetch a greater
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he«

price in any of our markets than the pure long-horn, whether it be for

the grazier or the dairy/

Mr. Harrison gives the following account of the long-horn of the pre-
sent day. ' The head long and thick, with a broad forehead, and the top
of the head broad and flat ; large eye ; rather small ear ; horns flat at the
base, becoming rounder towards their apex, rather drooping from their
origin, and then ascending and curling in various directions. The neck
and fore-quarters thick and heavy, but fine in the chine; wide in the
chest, but the sternum (the breast-bone) does not extend so far ante-
riorly nor so high as in the short-horn, thereby making the neck appear
to issue low out of the chest. Ribs short, body very circular and lono- in
the sides. The horns are rather long, but the transverse processes of^the
lumbar vertebrse are much shorter than in the short-horn ; the quarters
are also narrow, owing to the ilium not presenting so broad and horizontal
a surface as in the short-horn—many of them are also roughish about
the rump, from the bones in the centre of the hip (the sacral bones).
The thigh is generally rounder and larger, consequently affording a better
round of beef than the short-horn : the tail is thicker, and the bones of
the leg are thicker and heavier. The long-horh weighs heavier in propor-
tion to his size and measure than the short-horn, and his hide is heavier,
but it does not handle so loose and free. The colour varies ; but a red
roan with mottled or red legs, and a white streak down the back, is the
prevaihng colour. Their average weight \

quarter, but their value is not so great either for grazing or" milking by
nearly or quite 21, per head,'

We have extracted this accurate account of the best of the present lono--

horns, that the reader may be enabled to compare them with the old Bake-
wellian breed already described, p. 195. Crosses of all descriptions abound
in the centre of Lancashire ; one between the long-horn and the Holderness
or the Durham being the most frequent and the most valuable; and said
here, more particularly, not only to retain but to possess in an increased
degree the good qualities of both. They suit all parts of the county
They are of a more hardy nature than the short-horn, and they oain by the
cross an advantage of more milk and butter ; they are also better graziers
than the long-horns, fattenmg in less time, and arrivino; at maturity much
earlier. They are finer m the head and neck, the ribs are lono-er, and
they still preserve their cylindrical form. They are wider also across the
loins and quarters. They handle more freely, attain a greater wei
when fattened, and the hide is not so heavy. The prevailing colour'^ of
this cross is red and white.

This first cross is excellent, but the produce is uncertain ; and in the
majority of cases, the third or fourth generation are long-horns again but
without the good qualities of the original stock. They are of diminished
size, they are bad milkers, and will not graze kindly ; in addition to
which, there is much uncertainty whether the cows will hold to the bull.

Full one-third of fthe cows among some of these half-breds fail of bein
in calf.

Some breeders, fully sensible of these disadvantages, have wished once
more to restore the pure long-horn breed, but there is more difficulty in
procuring good long-horn bulls than could be conceived to be possible in
Lancashire, the original district of the long-horns: they have, therefore
been compelled to have frequent recourse to the short-horn bull, or their
cattle would become almost worthless; yet the cottager, without any
resource of this kind, often has a half-horn cow that is invaluable for his
purpose. Mr. Harrison, although, with natural partiality, he isunwiUinff
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to abandon his native long-horns, relates two experiments which termi-

nated unfavourably with regard to them. The late Mr. Gibson, of Quern-

moor Park, near Lancaster, tried an equal number of long and short

horns for twelve months ; and on summing up the profit and loss at

the expiration of the time, the short-horns had given considerably more
milk: the butter account was also in their favour ; -and they had

improved considerably more in condition.

Mr. Lamb, of Hay Carr, having to stock Ashton Park, a seat belonging

to the Duke if Hamilton, wished to have done so with the long-horns

;

but not being able to procure a sufficient number at the fair to which he

went, he was compelled to buy a great number of half-bred ones. The
half-breds fattened and were sold off a considerable time before the long-

horns were fit for the market.

Mr. Bolden of Kyning, and Mr. Jackson of Bowick Hall, are breeders

of short-horn cattle; Mr. Allen Kirk of Middleton, and Mr. Cottam of

Heaton, are almost the only patrons of the long-horns in this district.

Some good cheese is made in this district. The dairy-farmers usually

prefer the long-horns ; or, if they permit any admixture of short-horn

blood, they are anxious that that of the old Lancashires shall decidedly

prevail. These cattle, when their milk fails, and they are in tolerably fat

condition, average from thirty-six to forty stones, imperial weight. Their

summer food is the native grass ; their winter food, meadow hay, with

cut potatoes (those which are too small for household purposes) with

oatmeal or bran, or Cut straw ; but they are suffered to stand out in the

field a great part of the day, although there may be little or no grass for

them to eat. The calves are reared only in the spring, and suckled by

the hand until they are seven or eight weeks old, when they are turned

to grass, but still have a little hay for some time, and also hay-tea, or some

other preparation in the evening.

Ralph Thicknesse, Esq. of Beech-hall, near Wigan, will please to accept

our thanks for his polite attention to us respecting the cattle of this

district.
r

We have described the north of Lancashire as being peculiarly the

native district of the long-horns, and there, although a few short and half

horns are occasionally seen, these are the prevailing, or only distinct

breed: yet even there they are not what they once were, and compa-
ratively few traces of the Bakewellian improvement remain ; nor do the

cattle generally appear to be more valuable than when he sent to the

borders of Westmoreland for the fathers of the improved Leicester

breed

Within the last few years, however, excited probably by the improve-

ment going forward in Westmoreland, in the north, and in all the south

of Lancashire, and jealous of the superiority of the short-horns, some

farmers have endeavoured, and with considerable success, to renovate

the lono--horned breed, It is an object worthy of their attention, for

although, as it regards the quantity of milk, the long-horns must ultimately

be superseded by one description of short-horn cattle, and in early

maturity by another, yet it is too valuable a breed to be lost, or to be

much deteriorated.

There are many large dairy-farms in this part of the country
; the long-

horned cow is usually kept. The average produce is from
2J

to 3 cwt. of

cheese from each cow, in a strict cheese-dairy farm, the family being also

provided with milk and a little butter-
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In the Survey of Lancashire we find the following account of a dairy
as usually conducted in this district r

13Cow-grass for 20 weeks
Winter keep in hay
Green food .

Attendance set against
manure

Profit 4 iQ

d.£.

3

4

10

fi
I

Cheese, 11 lbs. weekly for

£ I St dm

20 weeks, at &d. per lb. 5 10

12 13 6

Butter, 6 lbs. weekly for 20
weeks at \s. per lb.

Calf ..... 6

13 6

12 13 6

DERBYSHIRE.
The Derbyshire cows were originally long-horns; and although of asomewhat mferior breed, they were very useful animals, and especially in

the dairies of this county, the cheese of which has long been admired
What

V . i -""•civ.i.w., «wv«. ^^^^s^.^Kxj vucii Sin-
gular Horns, it IS now impossible to determine. The head was frequently
thick and heavy, the chops and neck foul, the bone too large, the hide heavy,
and the hair long; even the bag was often overgrown and covered with
hair—a circumstance very objectionable to the dairyman ; they were little
disposed to take on flesh and fat, for when some of the improved bred
heifers had fattened for the butcher, the beasts of the old sort would be
little better than skin and bone

; yet they were excellent dairy cows.

]

Th
The above cut is a faithful portrait of one of the best of them

horns are altogether characteristic.

• An attempt was first made to cross the Derby with the improved shnrfliorn The first cross answered admirably; but, as we have said »hl"speaking of Lancashire, the progeny of this cross was clumsilv .Ln^Tand in every respect inferior to its progenitors.
"^ '^^P"^'
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Some partial attempts were also made to introduce a cross from the

short-horns and the Devons, but it failed ; for although a considerable

aptitude to fatten was thus obtained, yet, as a decrease of milk was the

consequence, the breed was removed from the dairy ; although, for grazing,
it probably would have answered well.

This cut gives a faithful representation of the old Derby bull. This
breed, however, has gradually died away, and it is comparatively seldom
that a pure Derby can now be; met with. The short-horns have taken
possession of this portion of the territory of the long-horns also. The
prejudice against them as to their want of hardiness, and the thinness of
their milk, has vanished; and there are few dairy farmers now, and especially
in the neighbourhood of Derby, that have any long-horns in their dairy';

and yet it is confidently asserted that some cows of the ancient stock have
yielded as much as seventeen pounds of butter in the space of seven days

CHESHIRE.

The short-horn breed has penetrated into this dairy-county, and with

variable advantage. Amidst the dense population of some of the agricul-

tural districts the short-horn has materially increased the quantity of

milk, but it is more than doubtful whether he has not injured rather than
benefited the cheese dairy.

The Cheshire was chiefly a long-horned breed, of very mingled origin,

but which by degrees accomhiodated itself to the climate and the soil.

It contained in it a portion of the blood of the old Lancashire, the Derby-
shire, the Shropshire, the Staffordshire, and the new Leicester ; and this in
some slight degree dashed with the Irish long-horn, the Welsh and Scotch
middle-horn, and the Yorkshire short-horn, and from a strange inter-
mingling of the whole proceeded the Cheshire cow. She was a rather
small, gaunt, and ill-shaped animal

; yet she possessed a large thin-skinned
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bag, swelling milk-veins, shallow and light fore-quarter, wide loins, a

thin thigh, a white horn, a long thin head, a brisk and lively eye, and a

beenfineness and cleanness about the chops and throat,

still more with the Durham. She has become of larger si^e, handsome
in form, apter to fatten, but she has been decidedly injured as a cheese-

dairy cow ; her quantity of milk has not been materially increased, and
the quantity of caseous matter produced from it has been diminished, and
somewhat deteriorated.

Mr. Wedge
before the short-horns were so extensively introduced, says that * calves

to keep up the dairies are generally reared from the best milkers, both as

it regards bull-calves and heifers. Those which are reared are generally

calved in February or March, and are kept on the cows for about three

weeks. They are afterwards kept on warm green whey, scalded whey
and butter-milk mixed, or hard fleetings. Some give oatmeal gruel and
butter-milk, with a little skimmed-milk mixed. This is given twice in the

day, until the calves are turned to grass, ai\d once in the day for three or

four weeks after that. During the first and second winters they are kept

in a yard with an open shed, well foddered, and turned out as soon

as the grass is ready. In the summer following, when they are two-

years-ofF, they are put to the bull ; and during the third winter, they are,

by the best farmers, tied up at the same time'that the cows are : they are

fed with straw night and morning, until a month before calving; hay is

afterwards given as long as they continue housed, and sometimes crushed

oats when they calve early.

The cows are taken up into the cow-houses as soon as the weather gets

bad, and are permitted to go dry about ten weeks before calving. The

usual dry food is wheat, barley, and oat-straw, hay, and crushed oats.

The two former kinds of straw are given to those which are expected to

calve early, on account of a supposed tendency to dry the milk up sooner;

oat-straw, and sometimes hay, is given to those that are not expected to calve

until late in the sjpring; hay is given to all of them three or four weeks
before they are expected to calve. From the time they have calved until

they are turned out to grass, crushed oats are given twice in the day, and
at the rate of three-fourths of a bushel per week. The cows are turned

into an outlet (a bare pasture-field) near the building, from nine or ten in

the morning until three or four in the afternoon, but have no fodder in

the outlet ; or if they show a desire of being taken up again, they are let

into the yard and housed, and this is better than suffering them to stand

shivering with cold in a field without shelter. The turning the cows out

to grass in good condition is a matter much attended to, in order that

they may start well ; for if a cow is not in good condition when turned out

to ffrass, or has been too much dried with barley-straw, it is a long time

before she gets into full milk.
c •

The introduction of green crops and particularly of turnips, and the

practice of stall-feeding for dairy cows, has materially altered the old

system of management. The grand object with the dairy farmer is to

increase the quantity of his milk, and to continue it as long as possible.

This cannot be more effectually done than by giving green or succulent

food. The milk is more abundant, and it may be continued a month

longer. The ox-cabbage and the Swedish turnips are the kinds of

green food most cultivated in Cheshire,

after

The former is given when the

feedin

milk
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The peculiar art of the manufacture of the Cheshire cheese belongs to

our work on * British Husbandry,' generally. We have, at present, only to

do with the cattle themselves. To that portion of ' The Farmer's Series*

we beg to refer our readers, and also to Holland's ' General View of the

Agriculture of Cheshire,' and Alton's ' Treatise on Dairy Husbandry*.'
There is, however, nothing singular in the management ; and Mr.

Holland states it to be the prevalent opinion, that the quality of the soil is

the principal thing concerned. The breed of the cattle has much to do
with it, and the new breed has not yet identified itself with the soil.

Mr. Fenna calculates the number of dairy cows kept in Cheshire at

about 92,000 ; and, averaging the quantity of cheese made annually from
each cow at 2^ cwt., it will appear that the amazing quantity of 11,500
tons of cheese are made every year in that county!.

K0TTINGH4MSHIRB.

This county, fifty years ago, contained few cattle except long-horns.
It has already been stated, in page 189, that the females, from whom ulti-

mately sprung the improved Leicester breed, were from Nottinghamshire.
The earliest breed of which we have mention came from Drakelow, on
the borders of the Trent. Webster
Canley were from the same farm ; and Mr. Bakewell's two heifers, the

mothers of all his stock, were purchased from Mr. Webster.
The better kinds of cattle, however, were confined to the banks of the

Trent, In the clay district, the beasts were poor and coarse; and in the
forest, few that were valuable were bred. The short-horns have here also

completely superseded the old cattle. They first began to appear in the

vale of Belvoir, and thence spread through the lime and coal districts

;

and now, either in the form of the pure Yorkshire cow, or many a varying
and mingled breed, they occupy nearly the whole of the county.

,
LEICESTER.

In this county, in which the long-horns had been brought to their

highest perfection, it would be imagined that the latest and most obsti-

* Fuller, in his ^Worthies,' p. 68, thus speaks of the Cheshire cheese. ' This county
doth afford the best cheese for quantity and quality, and yet their cows are not, as in other
shires, housed in the winter; so that it may seem strange that the hardiest kine do make
the tenderest cheese. Some essayed in vain to make, the like in other places, though
from thence they fetched both their kine and dairy-maids: it seems they should have
fetched their ground too, wherein is surely some occult excellency in this kind, or else so

good cheese will not be made. I hear not the like commendation of the butter in this

county, and perchance these two commodities are like stars of a different horizon, so

that the elevation of the one to eminency is the depression of the other.'

Dr. Leigh, in his ^ Natural History of Cheshire,' and Dr. Campbell, in his ^ Political

Survey,' attribute the peculiar flavour of the Cheshire cheese to the abundance of saline

particles in the soil of this county, and the latter says that where the brine springs most

aboimd, the cheese is esteemed to be of the most superior quality; but this notion is now-

exploded.

The places and districts most celebrated for making the prime cheese are—the neiglv

bourhood of Nantwich, the parish of Over, the greater part of the banks of the river

Weaver, and several farms near Congleton and Middlewich.

f In Lyme Park is a herd of upwards of twenty wild cattle, of the same sort as those

at Chillingham, chiefly white with red ears. They have been in the park beyond the
memory of any one now living ; and as there is no account of when they were placed
there, the tradition is that they are indigenous. In hot weather, these cattle generally

herd on the hills and high grounds; and in winter in the woody parts of the park. la
severe weather they are fed with hay, for which, before the hollies with which the park
abounded were cut down, holly-branches were substituted. Two of the cows are generally
shot yearly for beef.—Lyson's Magna Britannica, Chester, p. 729.
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nate battle for supremacy would be fought between the Ion"- and the

Probably there was not

short-horns. What was tlie peculiar breed of

Bakewell, it is now impossible to ascertain.

any distinct one ; at least we have no record of it, and it was altoo^ether

neglected by Bakewell, throughout the whole of his experiments.
The Leicestershire grazing* grounds were always occupied by a stran2:e

variety of beasts from Ireland, Scotland, and Wales, and from Stafford-
shire and Shropshire, and Herefordshire and Lancashire, and every
neighbouring county. It was one of the recognized feeding districts for
the metropolitan market, and its own breed was made up of a mixture of
all the sojourners.

Bakewell, however, created a breed for this county, the name and recol-
ection of which will never be lost, notwithstanding the breed itself has so
completely passed away. Although, however, the improved Leicester
long-horns have disappeared, it was from no fault of theirs,~Bakeweirs
was decidedly an improved breed, the coarser parts of the animal were
lessened, and the more valuable were increased ; but they gradually
yielded to the superior claims of a race of cattle at that time scarcely

known.
Where a few of the long-horns do linger, the improved Leicesters are

gone ; they are the old breed of the country retained or returned. For
grazing, and for early maturity, the long-horns must yield to the Durhams

;

and it is only their adaptation for particular localities, and the peculiar

quality of their smaller quantity of milk, in the production of certain

varieties of dairy produce, that enable them anywhere to maintain the con-

test. Thxis they remain in Cheshire, in despite of the somewhat injudi-

cious attempts to displace them, and the stock of few of the dairy farms
of this and the neighbouring counties. About Hinchley, Bosworth, Ap-
pleby, and Snarestown, a few of the farms are supplied by the long-hornS;,

and more by a mixed breed between the Lancashire and the Durham.
More than 1500 tons of cheese are made in Leicester every year, and it is

said that 5000 tons are annually sent down the Trent from this and the
neighbouring counties *.

_?'

being

RUTLANDSHIRE. '

This little county couid never make pretensions lo a peculiar breed.
Grazing was always the principal object here, and the Irish and small

Scotch were most in request. Marshall, in his ' Agriculture of the Midland
Counties,' says that in his time, the Irish had not long been known in Rut-
landshire ; but that they were then bought in preference to the Welsh,
and Shropshire, and large Scotch, which had been previously grazed!

After one summer's grass they were usually sent to London, stall-feeding

little practised ; and occasionally hay was given in the fields to

some of the best of ihem, to keep them until after Christmas. Many of
r

The celebrated Stiiton cheese was first made at Winiondhamj in the Melton quarter
of Leicestershire. Mr. Marshall gives the following account cf it:—' Mr. Panlet, who
resided at Wimondham, a relation of Cooper Thornhill, who formerly kept the Bell at

Stiltonj in Huntingdonshire, on the great north road from London to Edinburgh, fur
nished his house with cream-cheese, which, being of a singularly fine quality, was covetcG
by his customers; and through the assistance of Mr. P., his customers were gratified at

the expense of half a crown a pound. In what country this cheese was manufactuied
was not publicly known, and hence it obtained the name of Stilton cheese. At length
the place of producing it was discovered, and the art of producing it learned by other
dairy-women of the neighbourhood. Dalby first took the lead, but it soon made its way
in almost every village in that qnarier of Leicestershire, as well as in the neighbouiiug
vilia'jes of Rutlandshire, Many tons of it are rnude every year,'
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The mongrel long-horned breed of

n

the short-horn cattle, however, are now grazed in Rutland. The heifers

are bought in at two years old, and sold in calf at th»ree years old to the
jobbers, who take them to the dairy counties, or to London.

HUNTINGDONSHIRE.

In the statistical account of it, it is stated that the county contained

V924b head of cattle, almost all of a mixed breed, and of a very inferior

one too.' Parkinson in his * Survey' of this county adds, that they were
* of all kinds, but good ones :' yet he confesses that they were beginning

to improve on the side of Bedfordshire and Northamptonshire. Stone

says, that they are for the most part purchased at distant fairs, and are

the refuse of the Lancashire, Leicestershire, and Derbyshire breeds, or

are bred from these sorts withovit any particular care in selecting them.

They have very materially improved,

the county has disappeared, and a great many pure short-horns are now
found, or a cross between them and the Derbyshire. The cross between

the two is gradually disappearing, and the short-horns are taking undis-

puted possession of the district.

CAMBRIDGESHIRE*

The native breed of this county was a long-horn one ; but now the

short-horns prevail in every dairy where the land is tolerably good, and

on poorer land there is a smaller half-horn breed, which yields more and

better milk than its appearance would indicate, but is slow and unprofit-

able to fatten. The Rev. Mr. Gooch, in his * Survey of Cambridgeshire,'

tells us that Cambridgeshire having been a dairy country from time imme-

morial, among other good milking stock attempted to be introduced, were

the polled cattle, from the neighbouring county of Suffolk. Mr. Fuller

purchased a dairy of them, but they began speedily to decline, when he

re-sold them to their former owner, who took them back to their native

situation, in which they were speedily restored to their original health.
'

It is true that the Suffolks have never extensively established them-

selves in Cambridgeshire ; but we know some dairies of them which
answer exceedingly well.

Few parts of England produce better butter than Cambridgeshire.; It

is curiously rolled up in pieces of more than a foot in length, and not two

inches in diameter, for the convenience of the collegians, to whose table it

is sent in slices, called pats. A great deal of butter is likewise sent to the

London market, but there is not much cheese made, except at Sohan and

A areat many bullocks are crazed, consisting chiefly of the
- - The

Cottenham.
country stock, the Norfolks and Suffolks, and the Galloway Scots,

most profitable method of grazing is to buy them about autumn, and sell

them at the succeeding autumn ; keeping them on hay and grass in the

winter, and finishing ihemi off on grass. On the grazing grounds about

the fens, many Devon cattle are now prepared for the markets.

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE.
L

Northamptonshire is not a breeding district, but cattle are brought from

other districts and purchased for the London market, and they as usual

coi^sfistof a great variety of breeds. An Agricultural Society has, however,

been established in this county, and is conducted with much spirit ; and iu

/consequence of this, the short-horns are now diligently cultivated by many
iatelligent farmers*.

* Marshall, in his « Agriculture of the Midland Counties,' and quoting from ' Donald-

son's Survey of Northamptonshire/ says^ < Very few cattle are reared in this county

;
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The soil of Northamptonshire varies from a cold clay to a red loam.

,
The cattle are first grazed in the old pastures, and those that have not
been made fat at grass are afterwards stall fed. In the red loamy soils

which are adapted for turnips, stall-feeding on them, with an addition of
seed-hay, is generally adopted.

No cattle are used in husbandry.

It has been remarked to us by an eminent Northamptonshire breeder,
that the quarter evil, or black leg (inflammatory fever) is rarely known
among young cattle in this county. If this be true, it is an impor-
tant fact, for there is nothing peculiar in the management of cattle
here, and it would seem to connect the disease in some measure with the

' climate or the soil, and its productions. Observations on the districts
where this disease is most prevalent, or rarely found, and the manage-
ment of soil and produce of those districts, might lead to some useful con-
clusions as to the cause of so generally prevalent and fatal a disease.

I

BEDFORDSHIRE.

In Bedfordshire, also, the long-horns, the old cattle of the county, have
altogether disappeared. There is not a single farmer who breeds them
in their pure state. Some half-horn cattle are to be found among the
small farmers, and the cow of the cottager is here, as in so many other
districts, the produce of the old long-horn and the Yorkshire, crossed in

every possible way, and retaining the milking properties of the one, and
the hardihood of the other, and therefore fitted to become the poor man's
cow.

With this exception, there is no distinguishing breed belonging to the
county. A few gentlemen have the Devons-—more prefer the Hereford*,
and still more the short-horns ; the short-horns, indeed, are here, as
everywhere else, superseding the rest.

Bedfordshire contributes much to the supply of the dairy cattle of the
metropolis. Many heifers are brought from the north, and havino- been
delayed for a while in this county, and become heavy in calf, are sent
forward to the metropolis. By some farmers, and in this respect we ima-
gine foolishly over-reaching themselves, they are detained longer; they
are milked for one or two years, and then despatched to the metropolis.

a few only in the open field (lordships excepted), and these are so crossed and mixed
with the breeds of other counties, which are often improperly chosen, and so stinted in
their food, as to render them comparatively of little value.

' In a few instances where attention is paid to the breed of cattle on the inclosed farms
the long-horns are the kind most preferred, and are far superior to the original breed of
the county, both in size and shape, and extraordinary disposition to fatten.

' The dairy farmers in the south-west part of the county, however, prefer the shori^

^or/2 Yorkshire cows, from which county they are principally supplied; and as they never
rear any calves, they sell them when a few days old to a set of men who make a trade
of carrying them to the markets of Buckingham and other places, where they are pur-
chased by dairy-farmers from Essex, to be fatted for veal for the London markets.

' Soon after Lady-day, the farmer begins to purchase bullocks, and the breeds of Shrop.
shire and Herefordshire are preferred. In the course of the summer, some Scotchr and
Welsh cattle are bought in—he begins selling off in September, and by the beginning
of February the whole are disposed of.

* The manner of transporting the calves used to be both absurd and cruel. The jobber
had often a long round to take to complete his purchases ; and after that, he had to
traYel'70 or 80 miles before he reached his abode or place of sale in Essex. Sometimes
twelve or sixteen calves were put into one cart, and laid on their backs in the straw
with their feet tied together; and if the journey occupied seven or eight days, they had
rarely any thing to eat but wheat-flour and gin mixed together, well known in that line
of country by' the name of gin-ball, and thus the calves were kept in a state of stupidity or
mtoxicationduring the whole of the time.'
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Very few short-horns are bred in Bedfordshire, and, indeed, very few of

any other breed, except by two or three spirited agriculturists, at the head
of whom stands the Duke of Bedford.

Frarcis, Duke of Bedford, began to devote himself to agricultural pur-
suits in the year 1795 or 1796. The chief object of his attention was the

improvement of the breed of sheep ; and of the spirit with which he en-

tered into this, and the extent to which the country is indebted to him,
and of those interesting and princely meetings, the annual sheep^shearings

and the exhibition of stock, we shall speak in our volume on Sheep, In
other parts of the ' Farmer's Series,' and particularly in the treatise on
* British Husbandry,' justice will be attempted to be done to the labours

of this patriotic nobleman in every department of agricultural science.

There were few breeds of cattle whose relative qualities and value were
not put fairly to the test at Woburn, and one breed after another was
abandoned, until, at his decease in 1802, he was balancing between the

North Devons and the Herefords.

His brother, the present Duke of Bedford, (1833,) to whom we are

indebted for permission to view every part of his farm, and for much
valuable information besides, gave the preference to the Herefords ; and

they, with the exception of a few Ayrshire and Yorkshire cows, to pro-

vide milk for the calves and for the house, and always a succession of

West Highlanders to graze, constitute the whole of his stock*. Although

he abandoned the North Devons, he still considered them to be an ad-

mirable breed of cattle, and only inferior to the Herefords, as not suiting

the soil of Woburn quite so well. A few North Devons are still kept for

farm work, but they are not the true Bideford breed, but of the some-

what heavier, but still more useful variety, most prevalent on the borders

of Somersetshire.

The pasture at Woburn is somewhat inferior to that of Herefordshire

generally, and the cattle selected, and having much in them of the blood

of Messrs. TuUey's, and Tomkin's, and Price's stock, are riot so large as

those which are principally met with on their native soil ; and they i

not the worse for this. They lose much of the heaviness and coarseness
of the shoulder which has sometimes been objected to in the Herefords,

andand they retain all the length of quarter, and much of the wide
roundness of hip, and fullness of thigh, which have been esteemed the

peculiar excellencies of the Herefords. A few of them might in their

fore-quarters be mistaken for Devonshires ; but with a broadness of

chine and weight behind which the Devons have rarely attained, There

is little that is unusual in the feeding of these beasts. The calf lies with

the mother for about a week, and is then taken away, and fed at first with

milk from the dairy, and, afterwards, with skim-milk. It then runs on the

ordinary pastures until two years old, when it is put on better keep ; it

passes the third summer at grass, is stall-fed in the winter, and ready for

market at three years of age, and will attain the average weight of ninety

or ninety-five stones. His Grace has often exhibited cattle at Smithfield

of a far superior weight
His present stock consists of from thirty to forty cows. The bull-calves

are fattened; the best of the females are retained for breeding; and other

beasts being bought in in the summer and autumn, seventy or eighty

H

* No poUed cattle are now grazed on the- Woburn estate. After many trials, and
some of them on a large scale, the Duke of Bedford gives a decided preference to the
horned breeds. When the polled cattle were grazed there, the Galloways had gradually

given way to the Angus, and Mr. Todd expressed to us his decided oninion, that they fed

taster than the Galloways, and afforded meat equally as good,
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are usually stall-fed every winter. A new range of cattle-shpds and ni"--
geries has been lately erected ; a water-mill in the yard is fed by a Con-
cealed stream; the straw-yards are excellently contrived; and every pos-
sible convemence, of a simple and unostentatious form, but in the structure
of which neither expense nor g:round has been spared, is to be found
on the premises. Although the Herefords are now established atWoburn
the spirited proprietor of the abbey has not discontinued the experiments
v/hich were jinstituted by his brother, in order to determine the compara-
tive value of other breeds. Mr. Todd, the very intelligent bailiff of hi.
Grace permitted us to have access to many of the records of these expe-

of them.

Our readers will not object to the transcription of one or two

May
1 / A .It -r-j— **v...-^i^ an guuu »iure con-

dition, bought April the 29th, at 16/. 5s. each, and four polled Gallowav
spayed heifers, bought December 22d, 1818, at 111. Us. each, in store
order, but rather fresher than the above, having been wintered on the
farm with very refuse bad hay, were put to grass in the same field, and
kept there until October 21st, being a period of five months.

- "y.

The Pembrokes weighed on May 20
On October 21st they weighed

Gained in weight in the five months

The Scots weighed in May ;

Ditto in October . '

Ton. Cwt. Qrs.

1 12
1 19 2

7 2

1 10 1

. 1 18 2

Having gained . • . . .

And being an excess of weight gained above that of the
Pembrokes of . .

8 1

3

The Pembrokes sold at
The Scots

84
74

£. **

Cost 65

Cost 46 4
Gained by grazing 19
Gained . ^ 27

s,

IG

6
Excess of gain in favour of the Scots . . ... , ^ . , g j

From which, however, is to be deducted the value of the refuse haywhich they ate. J

* Twenty Devons and twenty Scots were bought in in October 189?
and wintered. ' " "'

with liberty to run out upon the moor.
'^

S

' Ten were fed in a meadow, having hay twice everyday until Christmas
* They afterwards lay in the farm-yard, and had oat-straw and hay, cut

tog-ether into chaff They were then grazed in different fields, equal pro-
portions of each sort being put into the same field.

* Those that lay in the warm straw-yard with straw only, were ready as
soon as the others, although the others had an allowance of hay durin
the winter.

I

Sixteen of each were sold at different times ; March 24th, 1824
being the last sale. The Scots were ready first, and disposed of before
the Devons.
The Scots cost 7/. 12*. 10J. each, amounting tp 122/. 5s. 4(L ; they sold for

235/. 18s. 6d, Gain by grazing .

The Devons cost 7/. 6«. 6rf, each^ amounting to 117/. 4s., and they sold for
250/.

; but not being ready, on the average, until between six and seven weeks
after the Scots, and estimating their keep at 3^, 6d. per week each, amountin*
to 18/. 14*. 6d., and this being subtracted from 230/., there will remain as thsum actually obtained for them 211/. 5s. 6^. Gain , . . .• 94 1 6

Making a balance in favour of the Scots . . . . .
' £\9 U 8

113
s,

13

d.

2
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The remaining four of each breed were kept and stall-fed oirturnips

aad hay. The Scots sold at 75^., and the Devons at 84Z„ the account of

which will be as follows :

—

e j
.*,. ,s. a.

Four Devon's at 71. 6s. 6d., cost 29/. 6s.; they sold for 84/.; leaving gain by
^^ ^^ ^

stall- teedini: • . • • • • / ,*, /. in i* •
*

Four Scots at 71. \2s. \M., cost 30/. 11.. 4d. ; they sold for 7bl.
;
Wng

^^ ^ ^
gain by .stall-feeding

,.•••••**
Making balance in favour ofDevons

Or total balance in favour of Scots

10

9
5 4
6 4

This experiment seemed to establish the superiority of the Scots for

nrazinn-, and the Devons for stall-feeding. But as the gain by the four

sstall-fed Devons was half as much as that by the sixteen Scots at straw-

Yard, it was determined that another experiment should be made, m which

the whole should be fed alike, both at grass, and in the stall.

Twenty Scots and twenty Devons were .again bought m in October

and sold at different times, but always an equal number of each at each

time, the last sale taking place in March.

The twenty Devons cost 189/. 9^. ; they sold for 370/. I7s. iO-i.
;
leaving ^£.

^' Ttftwfnty Scots co^t 212/. 3s. ; they 'sold for '374/. 5..* l^d. ;
leaving for

^^^

feeding ••••**'
.T. cl.

8 10

1 li

Balance in favour of the Devons
£19 6 84

Two experiments, on the fattening properties of different kinds of

food, will not be unacceptable to our readers

Six Scots previously grazed together m the same field, were taken up

'uid stall-fed on the 6th of January, 1823, and the feeding was continued

until the 14th of April. They were divided into pairs

To each of one and two were given daily, one bushel of mangel-wurzel,

two quarts of bean and barley flour mixed, and as much hay as they

^
ThreTand four had one bushel of Swedes each, with the bean and

barley flour, and hay. , • , l u
Five and six had three pecks and a halt of potatoes, with the bean

and barley flour, and potatoes
£. s, d.

11 17 9

12 7 4 Gained by feeding 9 7

12 9

13 15 4 Gained;by feeding 16 6

One and two consumed 18 cwt. 1 qr. of hay

at 3/., amounting to 21. Us. 9rf.; l^qr. of flour at

3s. II. IBs. ; and 196 bushels of mangel-wurzel at

*Jd. 71. 7s. amounting to . o

They gained 3 cwt. 1 qr. 7 lb, at 5s. id. per

stone at that time • '
^^ c

Three and four consumed 20 cwt, 2 qrs. ot

hay at 3/.,3/. 6s.; beau flour II. 16s.; and 195

bushels of Swedes at 9d., 71. 7s., amounting to

Thev gained 3 cwt. 2 qrs. 2 1 lb. at 5s. 4c/.

Five and . six consumed 23 cwt. of hay at 3/.,

3 A 9s.; bean flour IZ. 16s.; 78 bushels of potatoes

'^'TL;'itd2ct-t.3Vs.71b.at5s.4..
' 10 Gained by feeding 11

We will condense our account of the second experiment. Two Scots

were fed on English linseed cakes ; two Devons on unboiled linseed
;

two others on boiled linseed, and another pair of Devons on foreign, all

of them having as much hay and chaff as they could eat. It was a losing

concern in every case : the value of the manure was not equal to the

difference of the cost and the selling prices, and strange as it may appear.

the greatest loss was sustained when the beasts were ted on oil cake ; the
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next when foreign cake was used, the npxt whpn K«;i^,i i*

and the least of%Il when the si^^le uXoSLtdtir^*^^ "'''

•^^ ^l^ft^^ake many more extracts, but these will show the sniritwith which this noble agricultural concern was conducted T/- ^
some idea of the value of those who will devote their time and th^-^'^'

"'

perty to such pursuits °^ ^^^^^ P^O"

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE.

e^d y"r*!:r''^j"^"^^^^^ ^y ^^e long-homs. has now no distinct

bought m. It

breed of Us own. The greater part of the cows' and grazing stock is

purposes • manv TZ\ "?' ""^'^"^'y "^ '^' short-horn? for both

l^^^^Zcl^:::^,:l S::
l^;""'"'' ^^^ selected ^r grazing, and the York.

RomnefMar'sh 'ter^:' ''''i ""'f
'^' ^^^^P^'°" o^P-ensey Level and

visible alteration in the appelrS^^ of
^^^^^ /^^^ihty soon makes a

attain to an Pvtr^nJ .
^PPf^"^^"*^^ "^ ^^ery beast, and causes them to

fand Thp ..ff
'^ s.ze-these are proofs of the qualities of theland. The cattle are grazed about ten months, and do not often renuireany additional care than a supply of hay in the field during Wer ^

Vast quantities of excellent butter are sent from the Vde of Avlesburvto the metropohs. The butter merchants contract for it at differenVpricelva-yuig wiUi the season of the year; and the carrier contracts fo t';

basSVc He l?T'".^>'' 't^
^^.^' ^°^^" P^""^^' «"d-^^ ^^Z,

merchant
""^ *^' dairyman and delivers it to the

BERKSHIRE,

the long-horns had penetrated as far south as this county, and at tl.Pdose of the last century fully occupied it. They bore much resemblance
Warwicksh The different breeds of

loL^horn^lTf•
^ ^^""^

""T^
^''^^^''' compietely superseded them. A

pcdiuj^. mr. lomkins, of Abinp^don, and Mr Wphh of n^i - u
were particularly distinguished by'their' early i^troSo'nt this bid

"'

In the forest districts of Berkshire, many Welsh and Scotch cattle aregrazed, and heavier cattle occupy the more fertile pastures
A considerable quantity of butter is made on the borders of Oxforrl

shire, and a part of the Vale of the White-horn is celebrated for its cheese"
It is principally sold in London, under the name of single Gloucester
cheese, and is formed in the press into a variety of curious shapes.
Mavor M
on account of their shape, and partly because the best cheese is supposed
to be thus honoured.' These pine-apple cheeses are made without any
pressure from a machine : they are suspended in nets which gives them
the curious indentations which they present. From the wharf of Barcot
in Oxfordshire, nearly three thousand tons of cheese are sent down theIhames for metropolitan consumption, partly collected from neio-hbourino-
parishes in other counties, but principally from Berkshire.

°
"^

* To many records of experiments on the comparative fattening qualitipc ,.p h
Hereford and Durham cattle, we will not now refer. One, although not then aS„ i.
^<.M'rop«. author, the present Duke of Bedford, was detailed at page 34 of?^^^^^^We vnil content ourselves with referring to that. The patrons of the short hn T '

ever, h^ve not considered it as altogether satisfactory in its details.
'^°'^-^°">«. how-
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THE HAMrSIiIRE BREED. 2\b

HAMPSHIRE.

Hither also the long-horns penetrated, and were the prevailing- breed,

but they may be said to have perfectly disappeared. They have given

way to the Devons, and indeed to breeds of every sort, and. more particu-

larly near the coast, to the Alderney, or smaller breed of Norman cows.

The latter are the favourites in consequence of the greater quantity of milk

which they yield in proportion to the food which they consume. Good
meadow land, however, is not plentiful in this district, and is very dear ; the

dairy, therefore, is comparatively neglected on too many farms, and little

more butter is manufactured than is necessary for the consumption of the

county. The short-horns are beginning to find their way into Hampshire,
"theand where the soil is productive they are profitable, but much of

county is incapable of supporting so large an animal. Our friend, Mr.

theMoulden, informs us, that m the neighbourhood of Wi
Norman is often crossed with the Hereford; the Norman is not injured

as a milker, while she is improved in size and disposition to fatten.

There areAbout Southampton, the Alderney is the prevalent breed.

many facilities for obtaining her from the contiguous islands of Guernsey

and Jersey. In this part of the county, the Aldeiuey has been crossed with

the forest breed, and also with the Suffolk. The forester has improved, and

the Norman has deteriorated in consequence of the first cross, and the

second has been attended with doubtful success. Next to the Alderneys,

the SufFolks are most in favour on the coast of Hampshire.

Mr. Gawler, in his * Report of % North Hampshire Farm,' (Farmer's

Series, No. VH. p. 15,) states that * the stock in general best adapted to

this soil are the Alderney, and the smaller race of Norman cows. The

Devonshire and larger breeds require richer pasture ; and although they

may be kept in condition, the milk they give is by no means in proporlion

to the bulk of food they consume. Mr. Gawler's dairy stock was in the

proportion of cne cow of the Devonshire breed to three of the Alderney

or Norman, and the milk was mixed on the presumption that, being thus

diluted, it produced better butter, and a larger quantity of it.^

Sir Richard Simeon has favoured us with a description of the cattle in

the Isle of Wight. They are a small mixed kind without any of those

peculiarities which would mark them as distinct breeds. Scarcely any

oxen are bred from them : cow-calves are saved for the purpose of keep-

ing up the dairy ; invariably from the best milkers, and not with any view

to their aptitude to fatten.

The dairy stock has been occasionally mixed with the Guernsey or

Alderney cattle, and with success so far as the quantity and quality of milk

go. Some attempts have been made to introduce the short-horns, and

in some instances the cattle of the island have been improved in size and

appearance; but, looking to the general capabilities of the island for the

maintenance of large stock, and fitting them for the purpose of the butcher,

it may be doubtful whether the smaller and rougher kind of cattle may

not be a safer description of stock, and likely to produce a better result to

the farmer. The Alderney is a favourite breed—a cross between the

Devon has produced some very good cows here, well adapted for the

dairy, and not unprofitable for the butcher.

The value of the Isle^of Wight cattle depends almost exclusively upon

their being good milkers : for the purposes of the butcher, many of them

^re of little value, on account of the generally received opinion, thut a

cow which has an aptitude to fatten is a bad milker. The farmers rarely

breed from a cow which has good points for grazing.
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is very striking to an inhabitant of the island who visits the neighbourhood
of Winchester, in the same county, where he may ride many a mile
without seeing a cow, because it is the custom to keep bullocks on that
land only that will not do for sheep.

Mr. R. G. Kirkpatrick has informed us, that the only farms that are
calculated for grazing lie along the streams that run through the valley
on the south side of the Chalk Downs, and chiefly on the Bradino- stream
Lord Yarborough, at Appeldurcombe, is one of the most, extensive
graziers in the island. He annually imports forty or fifty head of cattle
from his estates in Lincolnshire and from Scotland. The other "-raziers
attend the different markets in the south and west of Eno^land and
buy chiefly Sussex, Welsh, Devonshire, and other west country cattle
The whole importation amounts to about 500 annually, besides which

about 100 west country calves brought into the island a little

before midsummer. These are partly taken into the dairies and partly
kept for fattening. One of the finest dairies in the island belongs to
Sir Richard Simeon. His cows^ are of a larger sort than are generally
seen here, and crossed with the Durham. " '

time and expense to agricultural pursuits,

wurzel and Swedish turnips into the Isle of Wight.
Oxen are not much used in husbandi^y labour ; and the few ox-

teams which we see on the south side of the Downs are generally brought
They are used in field labour, but not on the

road, from the notion that their feet would sufl'er, and that they are not
so well adapted as horses for this kind ofwork. They are found to work
in the field nearly as fast and as well as horses, and are kept at much
less expense.

there

He has devoted a great deal o»

He first introduced mangel-

from the west of England.

WILTSHIRE.

The whole of Wiltshire, but particularly the northern division of it

surrounded by thei counties of Gloucestershire and Berkshire, was, at the
close of the eighteenth century, chiefly occupied by the long-horns.*
They are described by Mr. Baden, of Day-house, (to whom we are in-
debted for much information respecting this district,) as " a fine, healthy
sort, good for the dairy and for feeding, and with immense spreading
horns. Those, however which were formerly most approved of for the
dairy, had smaller horns, bending towards the mouth, but they were not
favourites with the grazier or butcher, because their flesh was sometimes

tough. They used to average from thirty-six to forty-eight scores/ Mr.
Baden has raised them to fifty scores, and a relative of his has carried

them on to sixty scores, confining them to grass and hay alone. Many
scientific agriculturists used to object to these long-horned cattle. They
were said to be too heavy—they injuriously poached a land, the great

fault of which was, that it was already too cold and wet,—they did not

« c It does not appear what was the original kind of cow kept in this district, proa
bably the old Gloucestershire cow, a sort now almost lost, or, perhaps, as is the case i

Somersetshire, a mixture of all sorts : but the universal rage for upwards of twenty years

past has been for the long-horns, or, as they are called, the " North country cows," and
at this time, perhaps, nine-tenths of the dairies in this district are e^ntirely of tljat kind.

The reasons given for the general introduction of that sort are the nearness of their

situation to the north country breeders, but perhaps the real reason is that *^ pride of
," which, operating like " the pride of sheep and horses," in south Wiltshire, has

gradually led the farmers to an emulation in beauty and size more than in usefulness
and profit, and which pride the breeders have not been wanting in using every artifice to
create and promote/
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THE WILTSHIRE BREED. 217

come to perfection until they were at least two years older than the com-

nion cattle of the country, (Bakewell's improvements were then unknown ;)

and, comparing bulk for bulk, they did not yield a proportionate quantity

of milk, nor equal to the additional quantity of food which they consume.

Some strenuous efforts were made to replace them by the Devons, smaller

in size, and being- less liable to tread and poach the wet lands—ripe at an

earlier age than the long-horned cow, and fattening more speedily, but

there seemed to be these objections, that they were deficient in milk

;

that milk was good, but not better than the milk of the long-horn,, and con-

sequently the same quantity of cheese was not produced, and they were not

sufficiently hardy for the cold and wet grounds on which they were

placed : they therefore never obtained any firm footing in Wilts.

The long-horns are now, however, almost extinct. Although they were

valuable, they seemed to retreat before the short-horns, even more

rapidly than the other varieties of the old long-horns. A cross of them

with the short-horns remains, and are excellent dairy cattle.. They yield

daily from four to five gallons of milk, during the height of the season.

They are an improvM breed, for they retain the hardihood of the old long-

horns and good quality of the milk, with the early maturity and quantity of

milk of the short-horn. -^^-s

This cross-breed, however, must be carefully watched, for it is exceed \

Frequent recurrence must be had to the short-
j

' There are, however, in

really

ingly apt to degenerate.

horn bull, and the bull must often be changed. (

various parts of North Wilts, and particularly in the hands of the cotta-

o-ers, as various and inexplicable crosses as are to be met with in any part

of the kingdom, and some of them exceedingly useful beasts. It should be

contrived" that the cows shall calve from Christmas to Lady-day on a

warm, early soil, but not until three weeks later on a backward, cold land.

Mr! Baden recommends that warm water should be given to the cow

after calving, especially if she has not cleansed, for cold water will often

retard or ])revent the expulsion of the after-birth, and particularly not to

draw all the milk from the teats for the first twelve hours.

If the calf is strong and healthy, the best time for weaning is at the

expiration of the third week ; it should be put into a cow-house, and

served from a pail : it will drink readily after being kept one meal from

the mother. One quart of skimmed milk, added to one warm from the cow,

is deemed a sufficient meal, and good hay should be placed before them,

for they will eat earlier than has been imagined ; they should be fed as

nearly as possible at the same hour morning and evening ; and as soon

as the "-rass appears, they should be turned out into a meadow during

the day, and the milk by degrees left off. In the month of October, they

should be put into a house and bled, and three ounces of Glaubers salts

should be given on three alternate mornings, to prevent the murrain

:

in winter, a warm pen, or dry pasture, should be allowed. If they are to

have, calves at two years old, they should be weaned in February, and

they should not calve before May^ If they are to calve at three years

old, time and feed are not material.*

The cast-ofF cows and the steers are fatted sometimes on grass and

* In many parts of this district, the calves are seldom reared. The farmers say that

they can generally buy them cheaper than they can rear them on land that is genua. \

too good for the purpose, and rented too dear f and that calves will pay better o be sold

as veal, than to I kept for stock. There is one thing, however of which the dairyman

everywhere does not seem to be sufficiently aware, that few cows will settle so we.' on

a farm, or turn out so profitable, as those that have been reared on it.
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hay, sometimes on hay and meal, or hay and Swedish turnips ; the latter

is preferable when the hay is old and good.

We have given this account somewhat at length, as embodyino- the
management of caltle by the best farmers in North Wilts. There is a
very great proportion of grass to arable land through the whole of this

division of Wiltshire, and very much of the grass land is heavy and wet

:

hence the necessity for more cattle than are usually found on such extent
of ground, and custom, old as the memory of man, has made it a district

for the production of cheese. The North Wiltshire cheese is known in

every part of the kingdom. It was at first an humble imitation of the
Gloucester, but it is now equal to the best from that county, and even
from the Vale of Berkheley itself.

Mr. Davis, in his Survey of Wiltshire, gives an opinion, that is to a
very considerable extent well founded, and from which dairymen every
where might derive instruction, * One circumstance,' says he, ' "-^-^ -goes
great way to explain the goodness of the North Wiltshire cheese, viz.,

the convenient situation of most of the farm-houses in the centre of the

farm, so that all the cows can be driven home to milk, and all the milk

can be put together, of an equal temperature, and, by beginning their work
early, the dairymen can make cheese twice in the day. Where servants

are sent to milk in detached and extensive pastures, this cannot be done.

Bad cheese can generally be traced to some fundamental fault in the art

of making it, and particularly in that essential article, the rennet.^ We
thus far agree with the author of the * Survey;' that a great deal is to

be attributed to bad management, but we are inclined to think fully as

much, or even more, is connected with soil and pasture.

The quantity of cheese that is made from each cow in this district was
greater than is common in any other cheese-making country ; sometimes

much as 4J cwt. or 5 cwt, per cow, seldom lower than 3 cwt. Per-
haps 3^ cwt, is a fair average in a good cheese-making year on every
cow that calves in proper time

'

South Wilts is a very different country. A considerable portion of it

is occupied by extensive and open plains where sheep only will thrive.
There are, therefore, comparatively few cattle kept in this district, and
there would be still fewer

*

m the

were there not much wet and bogf^y "round
valleys between the different elevations of Salisbury plaiii, and

where sheep could not livef- The old Wiltshires never completely occu-

* The produce of cheese is, however, materially influenced by the season ; Mr. Mar-
shall ^nves an illustration of this in his ' Economy of the Midland Counties.' '^Que
year twenty cows produced four tons of factor's cheese, besides the expenditure of'th,

family, making altog^ether upwards of 4 cwt per cow ; yet in the next year the same
cows, with the addition of four or five more cows to the dairy, did not produce so much
cheese.'

' The first summer was warm and moderately wet; neither too wet nor too dry; a
happy mixture of warmth and moisture. The pastures were eaten level even to a degree of
bareness, yet always wore a freshness, and the cows throughout the summer looked sleek

and healthy. The next was a wet summer.'

f A writer in the Bath Society Papers, vol. vii. p. 170, very properly says, that -the
great error in this stock is the smallness of the quflntity kept, the rage for fine sheep
having almost driven the cow stock out of the district. South Wiltshire farnts are not
calculated to keep many cows, but the greater part of them would keep more than they do.

Where there are water meadows cows are indispensably necessary to eat the after grass,
and in winter they are always so to eat the barley-straw, and make dung. ' There is

always as much distant land on a South Wiltshire farm as the sheep-fold can manure
;

the home land should be manured with hot dung, and particularly when in preparation
lip crop. If cows were formeri)^ thought so useful as to be indispensable on

the farms of this district, they must certainly be much more so now when their prod' ice
IS worth onc-thirfl mnrP •

lor a ttjrnip crop,

I
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as the best stock-getter that the long-horn breed ever had.

management of

pied the cow pastures of South Wilts. They were long-horns, but little

care was taken about the breed.

The cows are here as uniformly devoted to the production of butter, as

those of North Wilts are to that of cheese, and with almost equal success,

for the butter of South Wilts is in high repute. There is no particular

description of cow in the one to produce butter only, and in the other to

produce cheese, for the old breed in both is nearly gone. The short-

horns have been introduced, and they remain in some cases pure, in others

crossed in various ways with the native breed*. Mr. Davis accounts for

thisin the most satisfactory manner; * perhaps it is custom or prejudice,

and these producing greater skill in the manufacture of each in the re-

spective districts.'

w

OXFORDSHIRE.

The improved short-horns lingered longer in Oxfordshire than in most

of the districts which they had occupied. It has been stated, that Mr.

Fowler, of HoUwright, derived his breed immediately from Mr. Bakewell,

and carried the improvement of the long-horn cattle to a greater extent

than Mr. Bakewell did. His bull, Shakspeare, has been already described

After Mr.

Bakewell died, his stock began to lose its high character under the

his nephew, Mr. Honeybourn ; Mr. Fowler's cattle

maintained their reputation for many years, until they, too, gradually

yielded to the superior claims of the short-horns.

Before Mr. Fowler's time, Oxfordshire could not be said to have any

peculiar breed, but the improved long-horns, bred and patronised by him,

speedily became the prevailing stock of the county. A few long-horns,

but somewhat deteriorated, are yet to be found in Oxfordshire ; the short-

horn, or the half-horn, or a mixture between the short and the supposed

native cow, principally prevail.

Sir C. Willoughby was one of the first who introduced the short-horn.

He had a dairy of 19 cows of that breed. The very intelligent Secretary

to the Board of Agriculture, the Rev. Arthur Young, (in his Survey of

Oxfordshire, published in 1809,) could not quite reconcile himself to this

intrusion, and speaks pointedly of the necessity of their being well fed

and taken care of in the winter. This was a grand objection when they

* *Few reasons need be adduced to prove that the best kind of cow for this district

IS that which will bear hard keeping best, and particularly that kind which will best bt^ar

wintering in a straw-yard.'—Bath Papers, vol.vii. p. 170.

The cow-commons, or cow-downs that used to be described by every statistical writer,

and which were in a manner peculiar to the South Wiltshire and Hampshire Downs,

are diminished in number, and in many parts of these districts they are no longer

known These commons were on the best and most level parts of the down lands.

Mr. Marshall i^ives the following account of them. ' The cattle are collected m one coai-

moa herd eaA township or hamlet having their cow-herd, who drives them to the downs,

tends them there, and brings them back in the evening to be milked, distributing them

among their respective owners, who take the charge of them during the night. Ihe

herdsman collects them again in the morning, by sound of horn, a custom probably ot

many centuries standing. I have seen 1 hundred head at least in one ot these town

herds. In summer, when the weather is sultry, the cows remain iu the house, or yard,

and are fed there with grass and weeds collected for them, or are suffered to drop their

dung unprofitably in lanes, and other shady places, and are driven to the down m the

cool of the evening.' , .

The stuUble-fields being opened, they took possession of them also, in common with

the sheep. If there are common meadows, they have no exclusive right to teed on them

until St. MartinVday, when the owners take them home to the. straw-yai^. After the

t;ows leave the cow-down to go into the stubble-field, it becomes common for the sheep-

fiock during all, or a certain part of the season, when it is again laid up for the cows.
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were first broui^ht into notice, but it was perfectly groundless, for they

have thriven where many other breeds would have failed, and they are

now findinj^ their way into Scotland, to contend with the northern cattle

on their own j^round *.

WARWICKSHIRK. 4

We have recorded the name of Webster of Canley, in this county, as
one of the earliest improvers of the long-horns. The prevailing breed of
Warwickshire was, before his time, long-horned, and from the shape and
size of the beasts, seemed to have been originally brought from Lan-
cashire. Webster, however, began to work upon a better stock, for he
obtained some cows from the banks of the Trent, at that time celebrated
for the value of the cattle produced there. After Bakewell had traversed
every part of the kingdom in order to select subjects on which to com-
mence his experiments, he selected two heifers from Mr. Webster's dairy
as the foundation of his future stock.

Mr. Gibbs, of Blackford, soon afterwards emulated the example of
Webster, and produced a superior breed of cattle, hardy, short-legged,
and wide and deep in their frame. He first hired bulls from Mr. Bake-
well, and then bred from his own stock until he bought a bull that was
bred by Mr. Meeks, after which he still further improved his cattle by cross-
ing with Mr. Prince's long-horns.

Other breeders pursued the same laudable course, and the consequence
was that the Warwickshire cattle would not yield to the improved Leices-
ters in any valuable point, but were acknowledged as genuine branches
of the same stock. They also retained a considerable portion of all their

sterling value when Mr. Honeybourn's stock had dwindled into mere
shadows of what they once were.

At the present day, some long-horns are to be met with in Warwick-
shire, and the most valuable dairy breed is at least a mixture of the lon*»"

with the short horn. The short-horn is, however, gaining grountf.
Lord Clonniell had a fine breed of pure Durhams at his seat Chateau-

Mr
nty

* The Secretary to the Board was always partialto the use of oxen at the plough,
and on the road. Ihe advantage and disadvantage to be derived from usinir them was
ia fow places put more to the test of experience than in Oxfordshire and the

* The Secretary to the Board was always partial to the use of

from usir

.1 " X * r 1 1 1 A • '] t ^1 Ai. TA
—- J, and the consequence

was, that many farmers who had tried both the Devons and the Hereford retunied
again to the use of the horse. Mr. Young, however, gives an account of the experience
of others on the contrary side of the question, so hiteresting, that we are induced to quote
a few paragraphs. ' Mr. Thomas Latham, of Chfton, had a team of four oxen that drew
with ease 10 quarters of wheat in a waggon; and which were far beyond horses for

limber carting. They were Scotch beasts. He worked them three years, and sola thern
Qiiii for 4Si,^ They ploughed as well and as much as horses, and did not cost neariy so
much. Mr. Foster, of Bignal, worked a team of five spayed heifers in harness. He
began to plough with them at two years old ; they were in full work at three, and fat-

tened at seven. He had sold them as high as iOO/. per pair. They were not shod, and
although on this stone-brash surface, they worked as well as horses.

f Mr. Murray, who published a ^ Survey of Warwickshire,' in 1 SI 3, gives the following

estimate of the profit per acre, on different kinds of farms and differently managed.
' Thin clay land, under the rotation of fallow, wheat, beans, barley, clover, £.

and oats per acre • • • • • •- Loss.
• Good clay land, on marl or limestone rock, same rotation Gain.
^ Light, poor, sandy soil under the lotatiou of turnip, fallow, from turf,

turnips eaten off by sheep, barley and seeds, clover eaten off by sheep Gain.
' Red sandy loam under rotation of wheat, after leys, and the other crops,

as in the last . • . . • • • *

1

2 14
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9

* A grazing farm
* Dairy farm »
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WORCESTERSHIRE.

This county cannot be said to have possessed any distinguishing breed

ofcatlle. It was surrounded by bteeding districts, but its own pasture,

was too good for the rearing of young stock, therefore it purchased from

all around it, whether Herefords, or Shropshire, or Staffordshire, or Welsh.

The few that are bred in the county are of a mixed character, or there is

rarely any particular object of improvement in their selection, but chiefly

to procure milk and butter and cheese for the supply of the district, and

scarcely sufficient of either of them. The native cattle, however, are

evidently long-horns, and are very fair milkers. In some of the dairies,

there is a cross between them and the Holderness, and in a very consider-

able part of the county the pure short-horn is found, and begins to pre-

dominate as a dairy cow. The Herefords and the Durhams are strug-

gling for superiority ou the grazing lands, and are the prevailing breeds

there, although the old Staffordshire is^ sometimes seen, and although

much' improved by a mixture of Herefordshire or Durham blood, yet

not able to compete with either the Herefords or the Durhams. The

pure Herefords are no where superior to what we find them on the pas-

tures of Worcestershire- The most valuable cross is between the Here-

ford and the Durham, and the produce is equally good for the dairy and

for grazing. ^

Worcester-

shire. The calves are principally reared with skim milk, in some cases a

little oil cake and linseed being added until the animal is three months

old, when it is fed altogether upon grass. In summer, the cattle are fed

in the usual way upon grass, and in winter on meadow hay, Swedish

turnips and oil-cake. We owe many thanks to Mr. Herbert, who, at the

request of the Earl of Coventry, ikvoured us with some valuable observa-

tions on the Worcestershire cattle.

Approaching nearer to the borders of Staffordshire, while we still have

the Herefords and the Durhams, the old Staffordshire long-horns in-

crease in number, and rise in favour with the grazier. The Staffordshire

and the Durham are also crossed for the dairy, and with so much good

effect, that they are the prevailing breed for that purpose, but the Here-

ford is here supposed to bear off the palm as a grazing beast, and will

always obtain a greater price than either the Durham, or Staffordshire, or

any cross between them. Mr
indebted for the suggestion of these hints.

The items of the two last are as follows :

' Rent . • •

' Tithe, poor-rates, road-duty, &c
' Proportional expense of a man

£. s,

3 3
18

5

' Keep of six large sheep, at 25*.

* For interest of stock and risk

4 6

7 10

3 4

' If used as dairy exj>ense as above . • •

* Produce 2^ cwt. of cheese per acre, at 70.?.

' Which leaves
,

' The butter and refu-se of milk is supponr d to pay all other chnrgrs.

4 6

8 15

4 9
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STAFFORDSHIRE.

The old Stafford cattle were a somewhat coarse kind of lono-horns of
middle size, of various colours, thick about the head, bad handlers with
no great aptitude to fatten, but excellent for the dairy. A few of ihlmand with very little improvement, are yet to be seen in the possession^!
trip fOTTQrmy 't.v^W r^.T^«l! J^ rni 11 1. .1 • . tme iirst attempt at improving; them was
the cottager and small farmer.

Mr
were inost in repute, crosses between the old Staffordshire and the im-proved Leicester were carried to a very considerable extent. The size of

tn^f^nlnlT'
^"'-reased, his form materially improved, and a dispositionto fatten, before unknown, was given to him. It was, however, assertedby those of the old school, that these improvements were purchased at

tlie expense of other qualities, even more valuable in a dairy country ; themi k was probably enriclied but it was materially diminished in quantity,
and the same weight of cheese was not obtained ; and;^tlTerefore, they

,

bred back again to a certain degree; the milking properties of the
native cattle were restored, while superior form, and size, and grazuio-
properties, were to a considerable extent retained.

" "

• The StafFordshires had now become an exceedingly valuable breed • they
were much prized in the neighbouring counties, and great numbers of
twem were annually sent to supply the dairies of North Wiltshire. On
the borders of Cheshire, cheese was produced equal to the finest of that
county; and on the Derbyshire side, the production of that district was
lairly rivalled, while the cows, the dairy work being done, were superior
to those of the former county, and not inferior to those of the latter, in the
tendency to fatten*.

Some of them, a better kind of cattle than the lonff-horn of the cottao-er
just described, but still under the name of the ' old Staffordshire lorrg--
horns, continue" to be bred in some parts of the county. Amon"- othe-^"
Mr. R Wood, of Old Wood, near Rudgely ; Mr. Parton, Bromley-Hu^;

'

near do. ;" Mr. Holland, Lee-Lane, near do. ; Mr. Bak;weli, Oak-Fiehl
'

near do.
;
Mr. Brown, Farewell, near Litchfield; Mr. Ashriell, do allbreed exclusively from the long-horns. Mr. Bakeweli is President of thRudgely Agricultural Society.

-rres.oent ot the

Mr. Friend VS., of Walsall, has favoured us with the following account
of these old btafloidsnues of the present day. ' The prevailing colours
of the long-horns are grizzled or brindled with an irregular broadish

* Mr. Marshall gives a singular account of the method of rearing calves in his time in
this district. ' Calves are here fatted at the teat, and in the early part of the season are
kept to a good age ; but cheese-making once begun, they are butchered as they drop, at
not more perhaps than three or four days oldj nor at more perhaps than three or four
shilhngs price. The market, the mauufacturin? towns and the collieries of Stafford
shire.

'The only circum,stance relative to the management of fatting calves whicli requires
notice, IS an expedient used by some individuals—but not, I believe, in universal prac-
tice—to make them be quiet, and more especially during the temporary scarcity of milk
which will sometimes take place. In this case, balls made of wheat-flour, and a sufficient
quantity of gin to form it into a paste, are given them ; three balls about the size of wal-
nuts being giveu about a quarter of an hour after each meal. The effect is, that insteado- wasting themselves by incessant bawling, they lie quiet, sleeping a principal part oftheir time. By a little custom, the calves get fond of these paste-bails; eatins them»-«ely out of the hand—a proof of their being acceptable to their stomaclis. As an ex

fs'plentiSl'^' ''Z'^^'^'fj
'^'5'"'' T^ '"%\^ "^ ''"^'' ^'^ ^ '''^^''' '"-^^ ^^'<^° >^l'en milk

Of v!

Midland Counties, vol. i. p. 350.
t the use of this pa»te or gin-ball, when calves are taken a long way from oup market

to another, we have already spoken, in the account of Northamptonshire.

;
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jitreak of white running nearly the whole length of the back ; and even in

those that differ from this description, there is an irregularity and broken-
ness in the colours, and it is very rare indeed to see one with the plain
and somewhat uniform patches of colour, so common in the short-horned
cattle of the Durham breed. Whole-coloured ones also are very scarce,
The horns are very long and wide apart, and from the setting on of them,
they run back some considerable way before projecting forward to form
the curve. In addition to this, the eye is small and deep in the socket,

the arch of the orbit is very broad and prominent, giving altogether a
peculiar look of width and plainness to the countenance ; certainly not
pleasing at first sight, yet mingled in most instances with something of
gentleness and meekness very characteristic of the animal.

' They are short and coarse on the leg, rough in the hide, and not
generally good handlers ; though the hide, from its thickness and weight,
is valuable to the butcher and tanner. As feeders, they do not average
great weights, varying from about 40 to 70 stones of 14 lbs. to the stone.
They are deep in the brisket, and the fore-quarters weigh heavy. They
are, generally speaking, very quiet and docile, not disposed to break
pasture, and kept in bounds by small fences. The milk is rich in quality,

and will make proportionably more butter and cheese, though it is ac-

knowledged they will not give so much in quantity as the short-horns will,

both living well alike. They are said to require a less quantity of food,

though I am convinced they will not do on that of a worse quality than
the others, from what I saw at Lord Bagot's, at Blythfield Park. He
had a number of long-horned and Hereford cows, each good of their kind,

tied up in the same range of building, and the bailiff informed me that

the Herefords had been eating hay inferior to that eaten by the long*
horns, and yet the Herefords beat them decidedly in condition. They
work a number of bullocks on the farm 3 and he told me also, that he had
tried the long-horns for this purpose, but found them not at all equal to

the Herefords, either in pace or in capability of enduring fatigue. The
long-horns are still very hardy in constitution, and, from the coarseness of
their hides, are calculated to bear inclement weather better than the short-
horns, and this, added to the shortness of their legs, gives them the decided
advantage in rough weather and a bare pasture.'

At length the short-horn, in the course of its triumphant career, reached
the borders of Staffordshire, and some spirited breeders immediately put
their boasted value to the test. Some of the best short-horn bulls were
procured, and' the Staffordshire cow was crossed by them. Various de-

grees of success attended these crossings, according to the skill with which^

they were conducted, and, on the whole, the symmetry of the animal was

considerably increased ; the weight and disposition to fatten were in-

creased too ; a twelvemonth was gained in point of ripeness for the

butcher, the quantity of milk was greater, and to an extent which rendered

it more profitable to dairymen, although it might be somewhat diminished

in quality, and a very profitable breed this seemed to be.

It may, however, be imagined that the Staffordshire farmers were a little

jealous of this innovation, and many of them clung tenaciously to their

favourite breed ; but, at length, experience convinced them that greater im-

provement was effected in their cattle by the introduction of the short-

horns, than the Leicesters of Bakewell had ever been able to effect; so

that the improved Statfordshires soon became even more rare than the

old natives, and a cross between the long-horn and the short prevailed in

most of the dairies in the southern part of the county.

It was, however, necessary to have frequent recurrence to the short-
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horn bull, in order to preserve the full advantage of the cross, for other-

wise the long-horn gradually returned, and deprived of some of his

excellent points.

In the. south of Staffordshire, therefore, this breed might have been

considered' as fully established, had not some enterprising agriculturists,

induced by the advantage ^¥hich a mixture with the short-horn seemed tc

bestow, introduced the pure short-horn breed. The common Yorkshire

milch cow, with a little admixture of the new Durham blood, was

tried, and especially upon good land. There she perfectly answered the

farmer's purpose, and on the better kind of pastures she is rapidly gaining

ground; but on the poorer soils, the long-horns, or the half- horns, are

most profitable, and continue to be retained. Sir John Wrottesley has a

dairy of twenty-five" cows at Wrottesley Park, of the Holdeniess breed,

with Durham bulls *
; other breeds have been tried, and have their

patrons.

Lord Bagot still retains the long-horns, and in their purest state.

The late Lord Anson had a fine breed of white cows, which he changed

for the StafTordshires improved by the Leicesters, and which he after-

wards parted with, and adopted the Devons. Mr. ToUett, of Betley, had

also Devons, and so had Mr. Childe, who selected them with great care,

and soid them for very high prices at an annual fair. Sir George Pigott

has a dairy of Galloways at Pateshall, and farther to the north, Lord

Talbot has, a noble stock or Herefords.

Sir John Wrotteslev once crossed his heifers with a French bull. The

produce was very beautiful, and fattened very quickly and well, but when

slaughtered, the meat was of a bad colour.

Towards the north of the county, the long-horns continue to main-

tain their ground, and particularly on the banks of the Dove and the

Trent which separate Staffordshire from Derbyshire. A cross between

the Derby and Staffordshire cattle there prevails. The fore-end is fine,

long, and standing low. The head small, the neck thin, but deep accord-

ing to the depth of the bosom. The shoulders fine, the rib full and the

loin broad. The thighs remarkably thin below., as if to give room for the

bag, which is large, clean, and bladder-like, with long teats, and remark-

ably large and elastic milk veins. The leg short, with the bone fine.

flesh ffood. The hide of a mjtldle thickness.The The colour of a

brindled mottle, with a fine back and white legs. In temper very gentle,

a quality of considerable value in a cow intended for the pail.

The principal difference between this and the improved long-horn is,

that the former is more roomy and better let down in the chest ; the

latter, better topped, fuller on the chine and loin, and generally fuller on

the thigh. Both are clean in the fore-end and shoulder ;
the bone of both

is fine and the flesh good ; but the one loses her milk a few months after

calving, the other will milk all the year round.

There is no peculiarity of management in Staffordshire, as it regards

either the calf or the adult animal. We beg leave to return our acknovv^

ledo-ments to the Earl Talbot, and Sir John Wrottesley, tor the kindness

with which they furnished us with information on several important points.

* For this mixture of the Durham with the Holderness, he very satisfactorily' accounts,

in a letter which we have had the honour to receive from him. ^ I do not believe/ he

says, ' that a very eood milker will have the same disposition to iatten as a bad one, and

viceversd; added to which, the heifers that have a great disposition to feed are indisposed

tp breed. This circumstance has induced me not to covet very hijrh-bred animals, and to

sacrifice a small portion of the milk to assist in feeding, when too old to continue in the

dairy,*

'
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Mr. Careless, Mr. Ford, of Synnerton, and Mr.'Meye
also receive our thanks.

SHROPSHIRE.

^

The old Shropshire cattle, with a cut of one of which we are enabled
to present our readers, was of a long-horn hardy kind—of all colours,
but generally brown mixed with bay and white, and with a streak
ot white running along- the back and under the belly. They were raw-
boned, cow-legged, and far from being handsome; bearing 'a general
resemblance to the cattle scattered through Warwickshire and Stafford-
shire. They were, however, good milkers and fit for the dairy.

[TAe Old Shropshire Oa?.l

Very few of the old sort are now left, but a cross between the Shrop-
shire and the Holderness has been established, by which increase of size
has been obtained, hardihood, and a greater quantity of milk. They are
very docile ; and when red or spotted they are in great request : the spotted
are accounted the most valuable. This cross, however, should be kept on
good sound land ; on wet marshy land the old Shropshires are the

best. The cows sell well in spring, having calved, or being near to the

calving time. The price of one of average goodness will be from 14/. to

18/., while a cow of the old Shropshire kind, and of the same age and
size, would not bring more than from 9/. to 12/. They are more profitable

for the butcher. They feed quickly in good pasture, and the beef is good.
The Herefords are established through the whole of Shropshire ; they

are occasionally seen in the dairy, and they occupy the greater part of
the grazing grounds.
A few Montgomeries with smoky faces, and also some other Welsh

breeds, are kept in some parts of Shropshire, but they are generally in the
hands of cottagers and small farmers, who purchase them because they
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are hardy, and will weather the winter on inferior keep better than most
other breeds. Great numbers of them pass throiigh Shropshire in their

way to the southern counties. The short-horns, and principally the Hol-
dernesswith a slight cross of the Durham, are now to be found in various
parts of Shropshire; and the prejudice against their tenderness, and the
poverty of their tnilk, is wearing away.

Chapter VII

i

I

«(j

i

I

ti
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THE SHORT-HORNS.

For every portion of the text in this excellent account of the Short-Horns,
we are indebted to the Rev, Henry Berry, than whom there are few more
zealous breeders of cattle, while there is no better judge of them.

Whatsoever differences of opinion may prevail respecting the compara-
tive merits of our several breeds of cattle, it must be admitted that the

short-horns present themselves to notice under circumstances of peculiar

interest. Possessing in an eminent degree a combination of qualities

which have generally been considered incompatible, and rendered irre-

sistibly attractive lothe eye by their splendid frames, and beautifully varied
colours, it is not surprising that they have become objects of public cu-
riosity ; that they have realized for their breeders enormous sums of
money ; and that, throughout ouf own island, and in every foreign coun-
try where agriculture is attended to, they are in increasing request.

It might tend to throw much light on the science of breeding, could
these animals be traced, in the progress of their improvement, to an earlier
period than has hitherto been found possible. Of the extent of that
provement we may, however, form an estimate, by placing together one
of the improved, and one of the unimproved race. We should, in such a
case, discover resemblance just sufficient to support the belief in a very
remote alliance, but there all similarity would cease.
From the earliest periods as to which we have any accounts of our

breeds of cattle, the counties of Durliarn and York have been celebrated
for their short-horns, but principally, in the first instance, on account of
their reputation as extraordinary milkers^. To recite their recorded
feats at the pail would be Jo invite incredulity ; but it may be asserted,

on the best evidence, that, taken as a breed, they have never in this par-

* Before this a large and valuable description of cattle had existed on the western coast
of the continent of Europe, and extending from Denmark to the confines of France. They
were celebrated for the great quantities of milk which they yielded, and some of them ex-
hibited ail extraordinary aptitude to fatten. At what particular time they found their

way to England^ or by whom they were imported, is unknown; but there is a tradition

that^ towards the close of the seventeenth century^ a bull and some cows were introduced
into Holderness.

In external form, there appeared to be very little to recommend them, for they had
large shoulders and coarse necks; the sides were flat, and the head was thick; all the
coarse parts were bulky, and the prime ones were reduced in size, and they were almost
the reverse of what the agriculturist would select :

they were, however, bulkier than the
native breeds, and they were better milkers than the generality of the cattle of that day.
They would, by dint of feeding, grow to an enormous size, but they had not the aptitude
to fatten, nor the early maturity, to "which they have been since indebted for their triumph
over every other breed.—^rf?"r.
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ticular been equalled. The cattle so distino^nished were Iways, as now.

They were generally of largevery different from the improved race.
size, thin skinned, sleek-haired, bad handlers," rather delicate in consti-

tution, coarse in the offal, and strikindy defective in the substance of
girtn m the fore-quarters. As milkers, they were most excellent, but
when put to fatten, as the foregoing description will indicate, were found

j
slow feeders, producing an inferior quality of meat, not marbled or mixed

j

Q-s to fat and lean, and, in some cases, the latter was found of a particu-
j

Jarly dark hue. Such, also, are the unimproved short-horns of the pre- ^
sent day, and the distinction cannot be too frequently asserted, because
they are, in many cases, considered as specimens of the improved breed.

and have actually been resorted to in trials as to the comparative aptitude

of animals to fatten,—trials which it is evident they could not successfully

sustain.

A period of more than eighty years has now elapsed, since the short-

horns, on the banks of the river Te^s, hence called the Teeswater breed,
had assumed a very different character to that contained in the foregoing
description. In colour, they resembled the improved short-horns, being
occasionally red, red and white, and roan, though the last-named colour
was not then so prevalent as now. They possessed a fine mellow skin

and flesh, good hair, and light offal, particularly wide carcasses, and fore^

quarters of extraordinary depth and capacity. Perhaps no closer modern
resemblance can be found to the above description of the Teeswater
breed than Mr. Berry's bull presents, the portrait of which accompanies
this account. M
very few crosses that intervened between her and some of the best of the

Teeswater cattle, to which he was desirous to go back, on account of the

extent to which breeding in and in has been carried. Wh
their proof was extraordinary, and many instances are recorded of the

wonderful weight of their insideikt.

^''-

IPortrait of Rev . Hetiry Berry's Bui/.']
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The remarl<able difference which existed between the Teeswater and
the old unimproved short-horns may, with propriety, be ascribed to a
spirit of improvement which had some time manifested itself among* the
breeders on the banks of the Tees, whose laudable efforts ,were well se-

conded by the very superior land in the vicinity of that river. No reason-
able doubts can be entertained that they proceeded on a judicious system
of crossin,^ with other breeds, because it was utterly impossible to raise
such a stock as the Teeswater from pure short-horn blood. One cross to
which they referred was, in all probability, the white wild breed ; and if

this conjecture be well-founded, it will be apparent whence the short-horns
derived a colour so prevalent among them.

It is also asserted that, about the period in question, Sir William St.
Quintin?^ of Scampston, imported bulls and cows from' Holland, which
were crossed with the stock of the country. It would tend to little ad-
vantage to proceed with conjectures, as to what other breeds were resorted
to, if any: this much is certain, that great improvement was soon mani-
fested, and a valuable variety established, as the two following instances
will prove.

Mr. Milbank, of Barmingham, one of the leading improvers, bred and
slaughtered an ox, which, at five years old, weighed four quarters, one
hundred and fifty stones, of fourteen pounds to The stone, producing six-

teen stones of tallow ; and a cow bred from his stock, slaughtered by Mr.
Sharter, of Chilton, at twelve years old, weighed upwards of one hundred
and ten stones.

From Mr. Milbank's time, the Teeswater cattle continued to sustain
their excellence and celebrity in various hands, until Mr. Charles Colling
adopted them, when he manifested a superiority of skill as a breeder,
which, in a very brief period, secured him an ample fortune.

Whatever had been the merits of the Teeswater cattle, it is certain Mr,
Colling greatly improved them ; and though it has been asserted that his
success was the result of chance, arising from the possession of an animal,
with the merits of which, it is supposed, he was at one period unac-
quainted, the writer of this article is of opinion that Mr. Collin^-'s success
resulted from a deliberate and well-considered plan. He found'' the Tees-
water. like all other extravagantly large cattle, frequently of loose make
and disproportion. He was sensible, also, of the difficulty of breedin"-
with anything like certainty, large good animals ; and though he has de-
clined on all occasions to throw any light on his views and'^proceedino-s

the writer thinks he can detect, in the very outset, and through the pro-
gress of his practice, a resolntion to reduce the size of this breed, and at
the same time, and by that means, to improve its form. This he is sup-
posed to have effected, in the first instance, through the medium of a bull

called '^ Hubback,^' an animal respecting which there has been much
controversy, principally touching the purity of his blood, a question now
of little importance, because it is admitted on all hands that Mr. CoUina-
adopted another cross, which prevails in a majority of superior short-horns
of the present day. It may, notwithstanding, be matter of interest to
state a few particulars respecting this bull.

Without entering on an inquiry by what circumstances Hubback's title

to be considered of pure blood is supported or weakened, it may suffice to
observe, that it appears probable he possessed on one side the imported
blood. The possessor of his dam was a person in indigent circumstances
and grazed his cow in the highways. When afterwards she was removed
to good land, near Darlington, she became so fat that she did not ao-ain
breed; and her son, having the same feeding propensity in a high°de-
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gree, was useful as a bull during a very short period.
* The quality of

his flesh, hide, and hair, are supposed to have been seldom equalled
;

and as he was smaller than the Teeswater cattle, he was eminently cal-

culated to forward Mr. Collinii's views.
It has been remarked that we have at present no superior horse on the \

turf, which does not boast the blood of the Godolphin Arabian ; so it may
be asserted that we have no superior short-horns which do not claim )
descent nearly, or remotely, from IJubback ^.

After the use of this bull, Mr. Charles Colling* proceeded with sing^ular

success to produce, from time to time, superior animals; and the number
of bulls he disposed of by letting was highly encouraging. But the cir-

cumstance which brought the improved short-horns into most extensive

notice was the production of the *' Durham Ox,'* an aninial which speaks
volumes in favour of even a single cross of this blood ; for the ox was the

produce of a common cow, which had been put to ''*' FavouriteJ^ At five

years old, the Durham ox was sold to Mr, Bulmer, of Harmby, near
Bedale, for public exhibition, at the price of 140/, : this was in February,
1801. He was at that time computed to weigh 168 stones, of 141b., his

and this extraordinary weight did notlive weight being 216 stones

arise from his superior size, but from the

Mr.
ccessive ripeness ot his points.

Bulmer having obtained a carriage for his conveyance, travelled

with him five weeks, and then sold him and the carriage, at Rotherham,
to Mr. John Day, on the 14th May, 1801, for 250/.

On the 14th of May, Mr. Day could have

sold him for ....
On the 13th of June, for • •

£. s. d.

On the 8th of July, for

525

1000

2000
Mr. Day travelled with him nearly six years, through the principal

parts of England and Scotland, till at Oxford, on the 19th February,

1807, the ox dislocated his hip-bone, and continued in that state till the

15th April, when he was obliged to be slaughtered, and, notwithstanding

* This is true, because Hubback was the sire of the dam of Mr. Charles Colling's
bull, Foljambe, who was the grandsire of Favourite; and there can be no doubt that
there has not been for many years any superior short-horn who was not descended from
Favourite. Mr. Charles CoUing is said to have considered that the bull, Foljambe, was
the one who did his stock the greatest good ; and this is not improbable, as Foljambe
was the sire both of the sire and dam of Favourite. Hubback, however, must have been
a remarkably good animal, and considering the short time during which he was used as
a bull, proved himself a first-rate stock-getter.

The following account of ^ Hubback' we had from Mr. Waistell, of Alihill, who,

although his name does not appear conspicuously in the ' Short-Horned Herd Book,'

deserves much credit for his discrimination here. He used to admire this calf, as he
rode almost daily by the meadow in which it grazed ; and at length he attempted to pur-

chase it from the owner. The price asked, 8/., seemed much for a calf not a year old
;

and the reputation of the short-horns not being yet established, the bargain was not

struck. Still he longed for the young beast ; and happening to meet Mr. Robert Colling

near the place, he asked his opinion of the animal. Mr. Colling acknowledged that there

were some good points about him ; but there was something in his manner of acknow-
ledging this, which induced Mr. Waistell to suspect that Mr. Colling thought somewhat
more highly of the calf than his language expressed, and, therefore, he hastened the next

morning, concluded the bargain, and paid the money. He had scarcely done so before

Mr. R. Colling arrived for the same purpose, and as the two farmers rode home together,

they agreed that it should be a joint speculation.
Some months passed by, and either Mr. WaistelPs admiration of the calf a little cooled,

or his partner did not express himself very warmly about the excellencies of the animal,
and Messrs. Waistell and R. Colling transferred young Hubback to Mr. C. Colling

;

who, with the quick eye of an experienced breeder, saw the value of the little heast. Mr.
Waistell expressed to us (October, 1832) his regret (natural enough) at having been
induced to part \yith the sire of the short-horns, and his extreme disappointment that
when Hubback began to cover, Mr. Charles^Colling confined him to his own stock and
would not let him serve even one of Mr. Waistell's cows.

—
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he must have lost considerably in weight, during these el^rht weeks of
illness, his carcass weighed—

Four quarters

Tallow
Hide

Tmp.-stones.

165

11

10

lbs.

12

2
2

Tins was his weight at eleven years old, under all the disadvantair-es of
travelling: in a jolting carriage, and eight weeks of painful illness.

^
Had

he been kept quietly at Ketton, and fed till seven years old, there is little

doubt but he would have weighed more than he did at ten years old, at
which age Mr. Day stated his live weight to have been nearly thirty-four
hundred weight, or two hundred and seventy stones, from which, if fiftv
be taken for offal, it leaves the weight of the carcase two hundred and
twenty stones.

It is a well-ascertained fact, that, during his career as a breeder, Mr,
Colling tried several experiments in crossing, and the breeds to which he
resorted on these occasions, being very considerably smaller than the short-
horns, this circumstance tends to corroborate the writer's opinion that he
considered it desirable to reduce their size. The cross with the Kyloe led
to no results worthy enumeration, but that with the polled galloway must
not be passed over without comment. Before stating the circumstances
attending this experiment, it may be proper to observe that no breed of
cattle promised so successful a cross with the short-horns as the galloway.
They were calculated, by their deep massive frames and short legs, to
bring the short-horns nearer the ground, and to dispose their weight in a
more compact manner : their hardy habits would be essentially uselful, and
the quality of their flesh and hair were such as to render the experiment
still more safe. Add to this, that they could be obtained of a red colour •

and we are prepared to admit, even without the sanction of a successful
experiment, that they were admirably adapted to cross with the short-
horn, standing frequently too high from the ground, not very well ribbed
home, and not seldom of loose, disjointed frame.
To this breed Mr. Colling resolved to resort ; and though at the time

when he did so, the event was regarded with some degree of ridicule by
the pure-blood advocates, and comments passed which would have de-
terred ordinary men from the exercise of their judgment, Mr. Collimg
ersisted.

He was much favoured by circumstances in promoting his object, Which
was to take one cross, and then breed back to the short-horn,—the only
course, by the way, in which crossing can be [successfully adopted. To
breed from the produce of a cross directly among themselves will lead to
the results which have induced many persons, without due consideration

to believe conclusive against crossing; but to take one cross, and then
return and adhere to one breed, will, in the course of a few generations
be found to stamp a variety with sufficient certainty.

Mr. Colling's short-horned bull BolingbroJce was put to a beautiful
red-polled Galloway cow, and the produce, being a bull-calf, was, in due
time, put to Johanna^ a pure short-horn,—she also producing a bull-calf

This grandson of Bolingbroke was the sire of the cow. Lady, by another
pure short-horned dam, and from Lady has sprung the highly valuable
family of improved short-horns, termed, in reproach, the alloy. How far
the alloy was derogatory, ht facts testify^.

* The dam of Lady was also the dam of the bull Favourite; and as the grandson of
Bolingbroke is not known to have been the sire of any other remarkably eood animal, it
is most probable that the unquestionable merit of Lady and her descendants is to 'be
attributed more to her dam than to her sire.
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It will probably be admitted that the prejudice against this cross was

at the highest at the time of Mr. Charles Colling's sale. The blood had

then been little, if at all, introduced to other stocks, and it was manifestly

the interest, whatever might be the inclination, of the many breeders who
had it not, to assume high ground for the pure blood, and to depreciate

the alloy. Under these untoward circumstances for the alloy, what said

public opinion, unequivocally certified by the stroke of the auctioneer's

hammer? Ladj/y before-mentioned, at fourteen years old, sold for two

hundred and six guineas. Countess^ her daughter, nine years old, for

Laura, another daughter, four years old, for two
Major and George^ two of her sons, the for-

mer three years old, the latter a calf, for two hundred guineas, and one

hundred and thirty; beside a number of others, more remotely descended

from Lady, which all sold at high prices—in fact, in a sale of forty-eight

lots, reahzing ^7115 lis. Lady and her descendants sold for a larger

sum than any other family obtained ^.

four hundred guineas.

hundred and ten guineas.

I

I

I

^1:

I
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* The whole particulars of this first grand sale of short-horn stock ought to be pre

served. We extract it from Mr. Bailey's Survey of Durham.

' A Catalogue of Mr, C Colling^ s Sale of improved Short-Horned Cattie

y

October lUA, 1810.

COWS.

Names. Out of Got by Bought by

Cherry Old Cherry... Favourite .... 11 Comet ...

Kate Comet 4 Mayduke

Peeness Cherry Favourite ...

Countess... Lady... Cupid 9 Do.

J. ' D. Nesham, Esq.,

83-^ Houghtoa-le-Spring,

Durham.

o
J
f Mr. Hunt, Morton, Dur-

\ ham.

5 Comet ... 1701^^"^ ^V'^'^'
^^'^^°"'

\ Yorkshire.

400 Do.

Celina Countess Favourite •.. 5 Petrarch

Johanna .... Johanna Do. 4 Do.

A grandson of

Lady Old Phoenix...^ Lord Boling-

broke...

14 Comet

A daughter of
^

Phosnix .... J
,

Cathelene...i the dam of ^Washington... 8 Do. • « •

Laura Lady Favourite 4 Do.

rSir H. Ibbetson, Bart.,

200J Denton Park, York-
i shire.

J3Q
f H. Witham, Esq., ClifF

\ Hall, Yorkshire.

oQgjC. Wright, Esq., Cleas-

\ by, Yorkshire.

if^o/^* Parker, Esq., near

^^^t Malton, Yorkshire.

210 Mr. Grant, Wyham.
^ i. o T\T 1 1.^ /nn/^^ajor Rudd, Lincoln-

Lily Daisy Comet J Mayduke
410J J^^^^^

Daisy Old
fA grandson ofl

Daisy ....| Favourite...

I

Cora Countess Favourite

6 Comet ...

4 Petrarch

j^gf Major Bower,^ Wel-

I ham, Yorkshire.

^/^jG. Johnson, Esq., near

[ Scarborough.

Beauty ....{^^^'^^'^^"S"} Marsh 4 Comet... 120 C. Wright, Esq,

\ ton .

RedRose... Eliza Comet 4 Mayduke 45
W. C. Fenton, Esq.,

Flora Do. 3 Do.

Miss Pe^sv 1^ '''''• ''^ ^^"1 3 Comet
^^J

I vourite J

Magdalene {A ^heifer by}c„,,^ , 3 Do.

near Doncaster.

70 Earl of Lonsdale.

jO. Gascoigne, Esq.,
60J Parington, York-

t shire.

170{" Champion, Esq.,
Blyth, I^otts.

*v

viiV
2669 w^:-

x^ BULLS.
>
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As a specimen of the alloy, the reader is referred to this portrait of Mr.
Berry's cow. It was taken three days before she calved, and exhibits her

BULLS.

1

) ''

Namea, Age.
"^

Out of Got by
Price.

Gs. Bought by

_, ,
(-Messrs. Wetherill, Trotter

Come* , 6 Phoenix Favourite 1000 \ Wright, and Charge, near

Yarhorough 9 Do.

Major 3 Lady Comet
Mayduke 3 Cherry Do.
Petrarch 2 Old Venus.... Do.

I Darlington.

^^ ( A. Gregson, Esq., Lowlinn,

\ Northumberland.
200 Mr. Grant, Wyham.
145 Smithson, Esq.
365 Major Rudd.

Northumberland..,. 2 Favourite 80 f Mr. Bu
\ ham.

Buston, Coatham, Dur-

Alfred 1 Venus Comet 110 l^l'
.^^'binscn, Acklam,

I Yorkshire.

Duke 1 Duchess ...... Do 105
j^- Compton,Esq., Carham,
I Northumberland.

Alexander 1 Cora Do ": 63 Mr. Fenton.
Ossian... 1 Magdalene. ...Favourite " 76 Earl of Lonsdale.

Harold 1 Red Rose Windsor 50 {^'\ ^: I^^^aine, Northum-
l berland,

2249

BULL-CALVES, UNDER ONE YEAR OLD.

Names. Out of Got by

Kettou Cherry .........Comet

Price.
Gs.

Young Favourite... Countess Do 140
\

Bought by

50 Major Bower.
Skipworth, Esq,, Lincoln-

Geerse Lady Do.
Sir Dimple Daisy Do.
Narcissus Flora Do.
Albion Beauty Do.

Walker, Esq., Rotherham.

Cecil Peeress Do.

shire.

130

90 T. Lax, Esq., Ravensworth.
15 Mr. Wright.
60 T. Booth, Esq., Catterick,

-^2Q
|H. Strickland, Esq., Boynton,

Yorkshire.

655

HEIFERS.

Names.

Phoebe .

.

Out ofAge. Uut of Got by

3 Dam by Favourite . . Comet

Price.
Gs.

105

Young Duchess .... 2

Young Laura
Young Countess . .

.

Lucy
Charlotte

Johanna »

Do Do.... 183

2

2

2

1

I

Laura
Countess

Dam by Washington
Cathelene

Johanna

Do....

Do....

Do....

Do....

Do....

101

206
132
136

35

Bought by

Sir H. Ibbetson.
T. Bates, Esq., Halton

Castle, Northumberland.
Earl of Lonsdale.

Sir H. Ibbetson.

Mr. Wright
Mr. R. Colling.

G. Johnson, Esq.

808

HEIFER-CALVES, UNDER ONE YEAR OLD.

Names.

LuciUa .

Out of

Laura .

.

Got by

Comet .

.

Price.
Gs, Bought by

106 Mr. Grant,

Calista Cora Do. 50

White Rose Lily Yarbro' 75
R«^y Red Rose ... Do ^^
Cowslip QornQt 25

Sir H. V. Tempest, Bart., Win-
yard, Durham,

Mr. Strickland.

Major Bower,
Earl of Lonsdale.

'X-
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usual condition. She gives a moderate quantity of particularly rich
-^

milk.

J
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[ 7%e Rev* H, Berry^s Cow,'\

It would answer no useful purpose, and would certainly be an objec-

tionable course, to bring under particular notice any one or more of the

highly valuable stocks of improved short-horns of the present day. To
enumerate all would be impossible; and the writer of this account would

most studiously avoid any partial or invidious comparison. The same
objection does not, however, exist, as to a remote period ; and it is but

justice to state that Mr. Robert Colling, brother of Mr. Charles, (who
certainly was the leader, and surpassed all competitors in the improve-

ment of the short-hornsj*) Mr. Charge, of Newton, near Darlington, and

From the above it appears that

17 cows were sold for 2802
11 bulls 2361

7 bull-calves 687

7 heifers . 942

5 heifer-calves 321

9

9

15

18
6

j.C^<>
/

sold for

In all 47 were sold for 7115 17
^

* Mr. Robert CoUing's stock was not sold ofF until the 29th September, 1818, when the

following great prices were obtained for some of his cattle, a sufficient proof of the estima-

tion in which they were held :
—

One 2-year old cow . . .

One 4-year old cow • • •

One 5-year old cow . . .

One 1 -year old bull-calf • •

One 4-year old bull , , .

It appears by the catalogue, with printed prices affixed, that

34 cows ..:..... sold for .... 4141 gmneas,

17 heifers „ • • • \f'l
«

6 bulls „ .... 1343 „
4 bull calves i* . • • '13 »

i9

J)

. 331 guineas

300 „
. 370 „
270 „

. 621 „

6 1 head of cattle 7}
7484 »

Ten
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Mr. Mason

was

Mr. Mason, of Chilton, in the county of Durham, were or
Mr. Charles Colling in his interesting and useful pursuit.

started early with animals derived, it is believed, from Mr. Collin'f^frn the
very commencement of his career ; and Mr. Charge, who had long possessed
a most valuable stock of Teeswater cattle, had at an early perfod crossed
them with Mr. Colling's best bulls, and was one of the spirited purchasers
of Comet, at a thousand guineas, Mr. Mason's late successful sale suffi-
ciently stamps the value of his stock at that period, but, it is generally
admitted, the system of crossing with other herds, which he had of late
years judiciously adopted, proved highly instrumental in restoring those
qualities m his own, which too close breeding had in some desfree threat-
ened to deprive them of.

It would be unfair, on this occasion, to omit mention of a veteran
breeder, to whom the advocates for the preservation of pedigree are in-
debted for the 'Short-horn Herd Book'—Mr. George Coatee's. He is
now one of the oldest authorities on the subject in existence, and
once the possessor of a very superior race of short-horns, though some-
what coarse. Portraits have been preserved of some very fine animals
bred by him; and he had the solid satisfaction to dispose of his bull
Patriot for five hundred guineas.

Mr. Coates fell into an error, but too common, and generally equally
fatal

: he fancied his own stock the best, and disdained to cross them with
Mr. Colling's

; which, as others afterwards proved, would have been a
most judicious proceeding. The consequence was, Mr. Colling's sale

_

" "

_
'^ nent and taste, Mr. Coates's stock fell into

disrepute. If an apology be requisite for this statement of an undeniable
fact, it will be found in the utility of holding up such an example as a
caution to those who may be in danger of falling into a similar error.

It is considered that the specimens already appealed to, and the fine
animals, whose portraits accompany this account, the property of the noble
President of the Smithfield Club, will render superfluous any attempt
more particularly to describe the short-horns. Of course they will be
found lo vary greatly

; but sufficient may be collected from what is pre-
sented to the reader to inform him as to the character of this superior
breed of cattle ^ The next object, then, will be to show their capabilities
to make a return for food consumed, and the unparalleled cariy period at
which such return may be made. Indeed, earlil maturity is the grand
and elevating characteristic of the short-horns, Wd'their capacity to con-
tinue growingr^and at the same time attaining an unexampled ripeness of
condition at an early age, has excited the wonder, and obtained the appro-
bation, of every looker-on not blinded by prejudice.

In order to do justice to the subject, and to show that these properties are
not all of recent acquirement, but were possessed in an eminent degree by
the Teeswater cattle, as well as the improved short-horns, it will be requi-
site to return to the former for a few facts in evidence.

About fifty years ago, Sir Henry Grey (of Howick) bred two oxen,
which were fed by Mr. Waistel, and when six years old weighed 130 stones
each, 141b. to the stone ; their inside fat being most extraordinary.

A heifer, three years old, bred by Miss Allen (of Grange), fed on hay
and grass alone, weighed 90 stones.

Ten days afterwards, General Simson's stock of the same breed were sold at his seat at
Pitcorthie, Fifeshire. As a proof of the established reputation of the short-horns even
so far north, and the degree to which they would even then thrive, in a climate so^ diffe-
rent from their native one, it may he stated that 12 cows, 5 two-year old heifers 3 bull-
calves, 7 bulls, 4 one-year old heifers, and 6 quey calves, 37 in all^ sold for 1388 Vinnpa^"
or nearly 40/. per head.

,

b'-""«'^=';

: * For portraits of Lord Althorp's cow and heifer, see pp, 236, 237,
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Two three year's-old steers, bred by the same lady, and similarly fed,

weighed respectively 92 and 96 stones.

Waistel

sire of Hubback, weighed 110 stones.

A four years'-old ox, bred by Mn Si

turnips only, weighed 135 stones.

(of Aycl

About the same period, a five years*-old heifer, bred by a bishop of

Durham, weighed 110 stones.

A cow of Mr. Hill's, slaughtered in Northumberland, weighed 127

stones.

Mr. George Coates, before-mentioned, slaughtered a heifer, by the sup-

posed sire of Hubback, which, fed on turnips and hay, weighed, at two

years and two months old, 68 stones.

Watson (of Manfield)

four years old, within a few pounds, 110 stones each.

A sister to Mr. G. Coates's Badsworth, having run with her dam, and

fared as she did, without cake or corn, met with an accident, and died

when seven months old : she weighed 34 stones.

A steer, by a brother to the above heifer, three years and two months

old, weighed 105 stones ; and another steer, by the same bull, exactly

three years old, weighed 95 stones. Both were kept as store-beasts till

two Years old.

(of

weighed 151 stones, lOlbs. ; tallow, 11 stones.

The Howick red ox, seven years old, weighed 152 stones, 91b. ; tallow,

16 stones, 7lb. i

Mr. Charge's ox, seven years old, weighed 168 stones, 101b. ; tallow,

13 stones.
' The foregoing instances of weight and proof satisfactorily show, that in

the Teeswater cattle, Mr. Charles Collins had pretty good materials with

which to commence operations. Let us now refer to a later period, and

state some particulars respecting their descendants, the improved short-

horns.

Mr in-

forms us, he saw, at Mr. Mason's (of Chilton), a cow, not less remarkable

in point of fat than the Durham ox. At that time, the depth of fat, from

the rump to the hips, in a perpendicular position, was not less than twelve

inches ; and the shoulder score, at least nine inches thick.

Mr. Robert Colling's heifer, which, like the Durham .ox, was exhibited

as a curiosity, was estimated, at four years old, to weigh 130 stones.

The same gentleman sold, in Darlington Market, on the 18th of April,

1808, a two years'-old steer for 221. ; the price of fat stock being at that

time seven shillings per stone.

At Mr. Nesham's (of Houghton-le-Spring), Mr. Bailey saw a steer, 25

months old, completely covered with fat over the whole carcase, and sup-

posed to be the fattest steer of his age ever seen. Butchers estimated him

to weigh 75 stones. Neither of the last-mentioned were of large size, and

would^'not have weighed above 40 stones had they been no fatter than

those usually slaughtered.
. .

Mr. Wetherill (of Field House) sold at the fair in Darlington, in March,

1810, two steers, under three years old, for 47/. 10s. each. The price of

cattle at that fair, 10s. per stone*.

* Mr. Bailey observes, that the common practice among the breeders of the improved
short-horns, and which he first observed at Mr. Wethenll's, was to put the year-old heifers
to the bull the beginning of July, so as to calve not later than the middle of May. The
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Mr. Arrowsmith (of Ferryhill), who fed off his short-horns at two
years old, furnished the following particulars of the prices he obtained
from the butchers : viz.

In 1801, sold four for 25Z. each ; two steers, and two heifers.
1802, six for 171. 10s. each ; three steers, and three heifers'
1803, four for 171. each.

, 1804, six for 18/. 10s. each.
180.5, six for 171. 10s. each ; two steers, and four heifers,
1806, four for 16/. each.
1807, eight for 18/. each.
1808, eight for 19/. each.

The time of selling, from the beginning to the latter end of May
Management.—In the first winter they got straw in a fold-yard, with
nearly as many turnips as they could consume; in May they went to
grass

;
in November put to turnips through the winter, and turned to grass

the first week in May.

M
April, being kept the first year as the store-stock, was entered for a
sweepstakes, to be shown in June, at which time she would be two years
old. She was immediately turned to grass in the usual pasture. In No-
calves ran with and sucked their dams until August, the cows were then put upon fov
ted through the wuiter with turuJps, and sold to the butchers in May or June following
4^' on /""^ ""^ average, which, with the value of the calf, could not be reckoned at lessthan 30/. for a three-year-old heifer.

The following are portraits of a cow and heifer belonging to Lord Althorp

iLord Althorp's CowJ]
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vember she was estimated to weigh 28 stones ; when she was put to the

ruta baga, and hay, and oil-cake, of which she ate 4cwt., with 2 bush,

bean-meal, and 1 bush, barley. She went to grass again on the first of

May, and from that period had neither cake nor corn. On the 23d of

July, it was the unanimous opinion of the best judges that she weighed 58
or 60 stones ; havino- gained 30 stones in 30 weeks.

In April, 1808, Mr. Bailey saw, at Mr. Arrowsmith's, eight yearlings,

intended for the course of feeding described as adopted by that gentleman ;

whose sales, from 1801 to 1808 inclusive, have been already particularized.

They were very lean, not more than 15 stones each; and had they been
offered for sale in a fair, no person, unacquainted with the breed, would
have given more for them than 4/. 10^. or bl. per head.

Mr. Walton (of Middleton in Teesdale) had been, in 1808, in the habit

of selHng his steers, at two years and a quarter old, at from 20^. to 30/.

each; their weight being 50 to 54 stones, fed solely on vegetable food.

He often, for the sake of experiment, bought in calves of the improved, or

old breed of the county, and he uniformly found that his own at two years

old got fatter, and fitter for the butcher, than the others did at three,

although fed and kept exactly alike.

Mr. Mason (of Chilton), in the course of an experiment to ascertain the

weight of beef gained by the food given (turnips), found three steers,

under three years old, to have gained 20 stones each in 20 weeks. The
three steers avera^red 70 stones each.

In 1816, Mr. Nesham's steer, three years and a half old, obtained the

premium offered by the Durham Agricultural Society ; his weight was,

4 quarters, 96 stones, l^lb, ; tallow, 11 stones, 71b. ; hide, 8 stones.

^"^i \

•Sf5P

,^^1'//^:^ £

-^-'^y-

[Lord Allhorp's Heifer.']

The heifer, called Clarion—^ daughter of the opposite—is equal to her dam^in these
points, and far superior in some others; particularly in her rump and hips. She is a
yery fine specimen of the short-horn heifer,—jEc/*/.
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(of Marton

1814.

the Cleveland Agricultural Society in 1811, for the best steer under three
years old, and fed on vegetable food. The steer was sold to the butcher
for 10^. per stone, and slaughtered when three years and thirteen days
old ; the weight of his four quarters was 96 stones.
The late Mr. Robertson (of Ladykirk, near Berwick- upon-Tweedl fur

nished the writer with the following particulars of short-horns, bred by
him, and fed, with few exceptions, on vegetable food :

1794.—An ox, four years, ten months old ; four quarters, 145 stones, 31b.

;

tallow, 24 stones, 71b.

A steer, under four years old ; four quarters, 106 stones ; tallow,
19 stones, 71b.

' '

A steer, three years, nine months old ; four quarters, 101 stones •

tallow, 15 stones. '

A steer, three years, eleven months old ; four quarters, 1 ] 2 stones
71b, ; tallow, 26 stones.

'

A heifer, three years, eight months old ; four quarters, 89 stones.
1817.—A steer, three years, two months old ; four quarters, 95 stones*

101b.; tallow, 17 stones, 101b.
'

1822.—An ox, four years and a half old; four quarters, 135 stones; tal-
low, 21 stones.

Own brother to the foregoing, three- years and a half old ; four
quarters, 133 stones ; tallow, 21 stones.

A steer, three years, ten months old ; four quarters, 124 stones •

tallow, 17 stones.
,

'

A steer, three years, eight months old; four quarters, 112 stones
;

1815.

tallow not weighed.

A steer, bred by Col. Cooke (of Ouston, near Doncaster), fed on pota-
toes and straw, was slaughtered when two years and twenty-two days old
his four quarters weighed 72 stones.

'

Mr. John Rennie (of Phantassie) produced, at the East Lothian A"-ri-
cultural Society's meeting, in November, 1823, a steer, from ei-hteeirto
twenty months old; the four quarters of which weighed 118 stones, lib.

The same gentleman produced before the Highland Society of Scotl-n-d
a steer, aged two years, four months, whose four quarters "vveioh,d Ib^
stones, 71b. : also a steer, aged three years, six months, whose fore ciuar-
ters weighed 169 stones, 7Ib. ; tallow, 30 stones, lib.

Except in the three last instances, all the weights given have been by
the stone of 141b *.

' ^
^

Should the foregoing" statement be considered to have been unrenson-
ably extended, it \^. presumed it Will, at least, be admitted, that its ample
detail, if attended to, will establish the credit of the short-horns as a
valuable breed to the grazier.

In the commencement of this account, however. It was stated that they
possess a combination of qualities, hitherto considered incompatible. It
will be obvious that the disposition to feed ranidlv, in union with dairv

u lu-

qualifications, is here intended.
^y

* That extraordinary animal, which was lately exhihited imder the name of ^the Lin-
colnshire Ox/ although fed in that county by Lord Yarboroui^h, was a pure sliorf bothon the side of the sire and the dam. He measured five feet six inches in Jieight at theshoulders, eleven feet ten inches from the nose to the setting on of the tail, eleven feetone inch in girth, and three feet three inches across the hips, shoulders, and middle ofthe back. His breast was only fourteen inches from the ground, and he stood one font
teninches between the fore legs.—Edit.

'
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It might have the appearance of an intention to depreciate other breeds
of cattle, were an inquiry instituted how the very general impression came
to be entertained that animals disposed to fatten rapidly seldom give much
milk. It IS unquestionably true, that every perfection in cattle—whether
It be one of form, of quality of flesh, of disposition to fatten, or to yield
milk--can be promoted and retained solely by the breeder's devoted
attention to his particular object ; and if one object be allowed a para-
mount importance in the breeder's estimation and practice, other objects
will suffer, in proportion as they are neglected.

The improvement in the carcase of the short-horns has been so sur-
prising, and so justly valued, that many persons have allowed that com-
pletely to occupy their attention, and the dairy^has been disregarded. In
such a state of things, every advance towards "one point has been tanta-
mount to receding from another; because the same proceeding which
tends to enhance a particular quality, will also enhance a defect, provided
such defect was of previous existence.

This may be rendered more intelligible by a short illustration .-—Suppose
half a dozen animals to be selected in consequence of their possessing a
particular quality ; which quality it is proposed, on a certain established
principle of breeding, to increase and render almost permanent by their
union. Suppose the animals so selected to come from the hands of
breeders who have neglected the milking property; the certain conse-
quence will be, that the very union which developes and secures the
desired object will tend, on the same principle, to increase the defect as to
milk. In short, it will render it habitualin the produce. But this illus-
tration, by a selection, is supposing too much for the probable state of the
case. The objections which exist among breeders, for various and some
cogent reasons, against crossing with the stocks of each other, unavoidably
lead to the practice of breeding in and in ; which, in case of any original
deficiency of the milking property, must unquestionably go on to re'rider I

that deficiency greater. It is hence evident that bad milking. m a breed \
of animals which were ever distinguished a^ good milkers, is not a neces-
sary consequence of improvement in the animal in other respects, bnt a
consequence of the manner in which such improvement is pursued

'

This
the writer considers to be the reasoning properly apphcable to the subject •

which happily also admits of a satisfactory appeal to facts- and h '
e IS

strictly justified in asserting that improved short-horns, inferior to none
tor the grazier, may always be selected and bred with the most vahiable
dairy properties. Perhaps a more plenlifitl and steady milker than the
dam ot Mr. Berry's bull^ whose portrait has been given, never stood over
a pail, and few such carcasses of beef have been exhibited as hers, when
an accident rendered it requisite to only half feed her. The bull himself
has an extraordinary disposition to carry flesh, and his calves are letdown
in the udders like miniature cows. In fact, all the bull's family are excel-

lent for the pail, and the quickest possible feeders. The writer has known
many instances of the highest bred short-horns giving upwards of four

gallons (wine measure) of milk night and morning; and it is certain that
attention only is requisite, on the part of the breeder, to perpetuate this,

quality in any desirable extent. While on this subject, it is proper to ob-
serve, that the excessive quantities of milk obtained from the unimproved
short-horns seldom ever obtained from the improved ; butare seiuom or t^ver uuiameu huuj mc junpiuvcuj uut a
moderately good milker of the latter kind will be found to yield as much
biiUer m the week as one of the former : the milk being unquestionablv of
very superior quality ; and, indeed, it was likely such should be the case
and that the artificial change in the animal economy, which leads to an
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excessive secretion of flesh and fat, should also be productive of other rich
secretions. Within the last three or four years, affidavits were sworn be-
fore a magistrate in America that an improved short-horned cow imported
thither, produced after the rate of 201b. of butter per week.

Wherever the improved short-horns have been crossed with other cattle
their superiority is equally manifest, in respect of dairy qualifications as in
every other. On this subject the writer is able to avail himself of the evi-
dence of a gentleman who has addressed a communication on the subject
to the Conductor of the British Farmer's Magazine, which is so pertinent
to the present subject that the temptation to take an extract is irresistible
It is as follows :—' In the 27th number of your valuable Magazine, when
giving an account of my two years'-old steer, you also give an extract frommy letter on the advantages of crossing cows of different breeds with im-
proved short-horn bulls

; and in confirmation of this opinion (not hastily
adopted, but the result of several years' practical experience, and a close at-
tention to the experiments ofseveral friends during the last seventeen years)
I send you the portrait and a short account of a two-year old Durham and
Devon heifer of mine, lately slaughtered by Mr. William Daniel (of Aber-
gavenny), and accompany it with a few brief statements of the advantao-es
derived from this system by several of my own personal friends.

' This heifer was the second cross, and was of a light grey colour. She
weighed 35 scores and 81b. ; rough fat, 981b. : she was allowed to be the
fattest and best beast of her age, in all points, ever seen in Abergavenny.
She had a dead calf about six weeks before Christmas

; was driedihe 17th
of January, and killed the 10th of June. She sold for 19/. 3^. 6d.

• Her live weight, on the 8th of June, was
Ditto, on the 17th January

Increase in 140 days

lbs.

12,32

840

392

' Being aware that strong prejudice and much incredulity existed on
the subject of crossing, I courted the attention of all the respectable
farmers, breeders, and feeders in this neighbourhood. Many came to see
her when first put up and repeatedly afterwards during the five months
she was feeding

;
and they all concurred in saying she went on faster than

any beast they had ever seen. She never had any oil-cake
' I have seen many excellent beasts bred from improved short-horn

bulls and long-horn cows; indeed, I never knew one of these bulls put to
any cow, where the produce was not superior to the dam ; but the cross
which I advocate, and with which I am best acquainted, is that with the
Devon cow. I have uniformly remarked, that each succeeding cross was
attended with a proportionate improvement in 'size, quality of flesh, and
aptitude to fatten. In every instance they have shown themselves superior
milkers, and stand to the pail till within six or eight weeks of calving; and
several instances have come under my own knowledge where they have
never been dry since they first calved ; and so highly are they prized as
milkers, that a friend of mine, who hired out dairies, informed me that the
dairymen gave him nearly 21. per cow per year more for the half and
three-quarter breds than they would give for cows of other breeds.

* A friend of mine had about a dozen North Devon cows, small in size
but nice in quaUty, and from these he commenced, about twenty years'
since, breeding with short-horn bulls. He has since invariably used those
bulls. . With each succeeding cross the stock have rapidly improved in
every essential, and the only trace of the Devons which I could perceive
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when I last saw them, about two years since, was a peculiar richness in

their colour. He breeds about thirty annually, and generally sells his

three years-old, in the autumn, at 17/. to 22Z. ; and I have known him
sell in-calf heifers to jobbers in fairs as hisch as 30 guineas each. All his

stocK are superior milkers. Here we have twenty years' experiment, and
continued improvement.

* Within the last eight years I have sent many North Devon heifers to

Ireland, to friends residing in different counties, and some of them occu-
pying land of very inferior quality. 1 also sent over two young Durham
bulls, from the stock of the Rev, Henry Berry, to cross them with. They
have all crossed them with short-horn bulls at my recommendation, and
the accounts they give are most satisfactory. They say the two years'-old

half-breds are as good as the three years'-old Devons, and are all good
milkers. One of these bulls, by Mr. Berry's Mynheer^ has been four

times exhibited in three different counties, and has each time taken the
first prize. He was last year sold for 60 guineas, and is now serving
cows at 11. each.

^Brynderry^ near Abergavenny. ' C. H. Bolton.'

An opinion generally prevails that the short-horns are unfitted for work;

and in some respects it is admitted they are so : but the correct reason

has not been assigned, and the question may fairly come briefly under

notice. That they are willing and able to work, the writer knows, from

one in particular among many instances. He has now a team of two

years-old steers, working constantly nine hours a day ; a system he would

by no means recommend, and forced on him by circumstances connected

with entrance on a new farm, at present ill adapted to grazing cattle.

They work admirably; but surely cattle which, as the preceding account

proves, will go as profitably to the butcher at two years old as any other

breed at three, and as many even at four, ought never, as a general rule,

to be placed in the yoke. No beast, in the present advanced state of

breedino-, ought to be put upon a system which arose out of the necessity

of obtaining compensation by work for the loss attending a tardy maturity.

But where it may be convenient, the short-horns, particularly the bulls,

work admirably, as their great docility promises; and there are many
operations going on in every farm which a bull would be judiciously em-
ployed in performing. And as the bulls of this breed are apt to become
useless, from acquiring too much flesh in a state of confinement, moderate

Work might, in most cases, prove beneficial for such as are intended for

nse at home.

As was before observed, the specimens which accompany this account

will render little comment necessary on their form. With deference, how-

ever, it is submitted to the breeders of short-horns that they should avoid

breeding from too close affinities, and, while they steer clear of coarseness,

should require a sufficiency of masculine character in their males.* The

portrait of Lord Althorp's bull Firby evinces this requisite in a proper

deo-ree. He has also—but, indeed, it is only part of the other; for with-

Thisout it good masculine character cannot exist—an excellent loin.

* Lord Althorn first adopted the sliort-horns in 1818, when he purchased the bull

Heffent at Mr. R. Coiling' s sale, with several of that gentleman's cows
;
and since that

time his lordship has been unremitting in his attempts to improve the breed. 1he bull

Firbif is good in almost every point. His flanks, loins, hips, and bosom are excellent.

His only failing is in the crop ; yet we are told by his lordship s very intelligent steward

(Mr. Hall), and we had proof of the accuracy of the observation, when we had the pleasure

of looking over the Wiseton herd, that, after using him six years, very few of his stock

have inherited this imperfection.

—
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length
the

IS a point m which many short-horns are rather defective, and it is one
of infinite importance. Add to this, that if, in many instances,

- 1
^r*h\"^^'^f^^. were abated, as well as that of the legs, a hardier

animal, w^h equal size and on a more profitable scale, would be pro-

tZnt ih^ I T'
for making this improvement are sufficiently nu-merous, the short-horns being now more generally diffused. That wider

dittusion also multiplies the means of selecting for milk ; a quality which
should not be lost sight of: for it is the combination of perfections which
Has conferred, and will perpetuate, the superiority of this breed of cattle.

[Lord Althorp's Bull.]

The colours of the improved short-horns are red or white, or a mixture
of the two, combining in endl '

*
^ - -

most brilliant effect. The white, it is very probable, they obtained from
an early cross with the wild breed ; and whenever this colour

—- -- ^I'l^ii-c, ur a mixture
variety, and producing, very frequently.

rally sold at prices below those of any other cattle.

.^ ,^ . . .J 1
. , , , - shows

itselt, It is accompanied, more or less, with a red tinge on the extremitv of
the ear : a distinctive character, also, of the wild cattle. 'No pure improved
short-horns are found of^ny colours but those above named. There is a
large coarse short-horn, prevailing particularly in Lincolnshire, denomi-
nated in the quotations of the Smithfield markets ' Lincolns,' and gene-

These are frequently
black, black and white, blue, and dun ; but they have no further affinity
with the improved short-horns than as the latter have been referred to for
their improvement, which has been accomplished to a considerable decreeA similar description of large^ coarse short-horns, of these objectionable
colours—for they generally accompany a bad quality of flesh—prevails in
some of the midland counties. They are great consumers of food o^uttv
at»d particularly low and bad in the loins, with excessively heavy shoulder-Kio^„„ The owners of this stock, however, are crossino- with
blades.

o*
» the im-

K'

proved breed
; but the dairy-farmers of Gloucestershire are so much alive
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to the superiority of the short-horns, that they lay hold with avidity of any

h\ ,
'^".^PP^oaches them in colour, or is called by the name. Indeed,

snouid this breed continue to obtain the requisite attention, to maintain it
in Its present excellence, it is not too much to suppose that it will, before
ionn^, a ter the character of the battle in most of the great breeding districts.
It would have been thought incredible sortie years ago, but is nevertheless
«jhe fact, that they are treading closely on the strongholds even of the
•nerefords

; and an observing traveller, who sees their colours starting to
view in very unwonted situations, must pronounce them Universal ''in-
truders.

Thus far Mr, Berry, whose admirable account of the irnproved short-
horn cattle our readers will duly estimate. There is no point which he
has more triumphantly illustrated, than the value of this breed, as con-
taining ^_comMnation of perfections. It was a point which was in a

astsight of by the early improvers. They developed the aptitude
to fatten, and the early maturity of the short-horns, but they neglected,
and were beginning to lose, their milking properties. This isl also the
grand error of many modern breeders ; and hence arose the.g:eneral im-

:gioii^and founded on careful observation, that in proportion ^aTthe
grazing properties of the beast were increased, its value for the dairy
proportionably diminished.
The Yorkshire cow, which now almost exclusively occupies the London

dairies, is an unanswerable proof of the possibility of uniting the two quali-
ties to a great degree of perfection, but not at the same time :—they succeed
to each other, and at the periods whenTr§n!ts the convenience of the dairy-
man that they should. Twenty years ago the Yorkshire cow was, com-
pared with other breeds, as great a favourite in the London market as at
present. She yielded more milk, in proportion to the quantity of food
consumed, than could be obtained from any other breed ; but when the
dairyman had had her four or five years, she began to fall off, and he
dried her, and sold her.

bones

;

he found that his cheapest way was to sell her for°what she woiIld7etch!
and that seldom exceeded 5/.

By degrees, however, some of the more intelligent of the breeders for
this market began to find that, by cautiously adopting Mr. Berry's prin-
ciple of selection,—by finding'out an improved short-horn bnll, whose pro-
geny were generally milkers, and crossing some of the old Yorkshires
witii him, and then going back to the pure blood—but still regarding the
milking properties of the dam, and the usual tendency to possess these

qualities in the offspring of the sire—they could at length obtain a breed
that had lost little of the grazing properties of the new breed, and retained,

almost undiminished, the excellencies of the old breed for the pail. Thence
It has happened that many of the cows in the London dairies are as fine

specimens of the improved short-horn as can possibly be produced. They
oo not, perhaps, yield quite so much milk as the old ones, but what they do
yeld is of better quality ; and whether the dairyman keeps them a twelve-
nionth, or a httle longer,—and this is getting more and more the habit

these people,—or whether he milks them for three or four years,—as

f
oon as he dries them, they fatten as rapidly as the most celebrated of the

improved breed. Mr. Parkinson gives aU account of one which, after
,^'"|'"*ed to the 5th of April, was put to grass with others, and sold on
tne uth of Juiy^ after 91 days' grazing, having made in that time nearly

It took a long-time to get much flesh upon her
and when he calculated the expense of bringing her into condition,
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[ 7%ff Yorkshire Cow.]

This is a fair specimen of one of these cows : the character of the Hol-
derness and the Durham beautifully mingling-. A milch cow, good for the
pail as long as she is wanted, and then quickly got into marketable condi-
tion, should have a long and rather small head ; a large-headed cow will
seldom fatten or yield much milk. The eye should be bright, yet with a pe-

smiTl'
P'^^'^"^«%^nd quietness of expression ; the chaps thin, and the horns

lias given to the milch cow. It may be thin towards the head • but
It must soon begm to thicken and especially .hen it approaches the
shoulder. The dewlap should be small ; the breast, if not so wide as msome that have an unusual disposition to fatten, yet very far from bein-
narrow, and it should project before the legs; the chine, to a certain
degree fleshy, and even inclining to fullness ; the girth behind the
shoulder should be deeper than it is usually found in the short-horn

; the
ribs should spread out wide, so as to give as globular a form as possible
to the carcase, and each should project farther than the preceding one to
the very loins, giving, if after all the milch cow must be a little wider
below than above, yet as much breadth as can possibly be afforded to the
more valuable parts. She should be well formed across the hips and on
the rump, and with greater length there than the milker generally pos-
sesses ; or if a little too short, not heavy,
the legs, it must not be too long. ^

If she stands a little long on
The thighs somewhat thin, with a

slight tendency to crookedness, or being sickle-hammed behind ; the tail
thick at the upper part, but tapering below ; and she should have a mel-low hide, and little coarse hair. Common consent has given to her lar"-e
milk-veins

; and although the subcutaneous or milk-vein has nothing "toao with the udder, but conveys the blood from the fore part of the chest
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not too large.

and sides to the inguinal vein, yet a large milk-vein certainly indicates a
strongly developed vascular system—one favourable to secretion generally,

and to that of the milk among the rest.

The last essential in a milch cow that we shall mention is the udder,
rather inclining to be large in proportion to the size of the animal, but

It must be sufficiently capacious to contain the proper
quantity of milk, but not too bulky, lest it should thicken and become
loaded with fat. The skin of the udder should be thin, and free from
lumps in every part of it. The teats should be of moderate size ; at

equal distances from each other every way ; and of equal size from the
udder to nearly the end, where they should run to a kind of point. When
they are too large near the udder, they permit the milk to flow down too
freely from the bag, and lodge in them ; and when they are too broad at

the extremity, the orifice is often so large that the cow cannot retain her
milk after the bag begins to be full and heavy. Tiie udder should be
of nearly equal size before and behind, or, if there is any difference, it

should be broader and fuller before than behind*.
The quantity of milk given by some of these cows is very great. It is

by no means uncommon for them, in the beginning of the summer, to

yield 30 quarts aday ; there are rare instances of their having given 36
quarts ; but the average measure may be estimated at 22 or 24 quarts.
It is said that this milk does not yield a proportionate quantity of butter;
and that, although these cows may be valuable where the sale of milk is

the prime object, they will not answer for the dairy.

,
That their milk does not contain the same proportionate quantity of

butter as that from the long-horns, the Scotch cattle, or the Devons, is

probably true ; but we have reason to believe that the difference has been
much exaggerated, and is more than compensated by the additional quan-
tity of milk. At the first introduction of the improved breed, the prejudice
against them on this account was very great, and certain experiments were
made, by the result of which it was made to appear that the milk of the
Kyloe cow yielded double the quantity of butter that could be produced
from that of the improved short-horn. Two ounces were obtained from
the milk of the Kyloe, and one from that of the short-horn.

This aroused the advocates of the new breed, and they instituted their
experiments, the result of which was much less to the disadvantage of the
short-horns. Mr. Baillj ^
Walton, of Middleton.

He took from his dairy 6 cows promiscuously, and obtained the fol-

lowing quantity of butter from a quart of the milk of each of them;

* There are some doggrel lines, which so well express the greater number of the good

points of such a cow as we have been now describing, that we are tempted to copy them
from the Farmer's Magazine

:

^ She's long in her face, she's fine in her horn^

She'll quickly get fat without cake or corn

;

She*s clean in her jaws, and full in her chine,

She's heavy in flank, and wide in her loin.

' She's broad in her ribs, and long in her rump,

A straight and flat back, without ever a hump:
She's wide in her hips, and calm in her eyes,

She's fine in her shoulders, and thin in her thighs.

' She's light in her neck, and small in her tail,

She's wide in her breast, and good at the pail;

She's fine in her bone, and silky of skm—
:

,
.She's a grazier's without, and a butcbeic's vrithip;

^ T
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6, leaves nearly loz. 14|dwts.. or about fof th'etlt^ht'lfbutted

U ft ^r\^"'"u'^'y
"^ "^"'^'- Then, the Increased quantity of mkyielded by the short-horn gave her decidedly the preference so fir as thesimple produce was concerned. ' ^ ''"^

This experiment brought to light another good quality in the improvedshort-horn which, if not altogether unsuspected, was not sufficieZ actedupon-thatshe improved as a dairy-cow as she got older. The^cow a

nM thf '^^'%'" produced more than 3 oz. of butter, was six ye^rsold the other five were only two years old; at all events the experi-ments proved that her milk was richer at six years old, than it had been
at two. Ihis is a subject which deserves investigation

_
Another circumstance is somewhat connected with such an inquiry.The Kyloe and the long-horn cattle seem to care little about change of

situation and pasture
; but the short-horn is not so easily reconciled to a

:te;dstecteT.''
^^ "°^ ^' '-'' '''''' - ^^""^-^ - - ^-°^ - ^'

d«itvS.T'^'''-"^.Tv,''^,
^^''^-^ ^"^ P'^^^P^ *^°^«y^t ^" the minds of somedairymen, against the larger improved short-horns. The breed ffenerallvare great consumers

; and it was also supposed that, in proportion to the
condition of the cow, she was likely to run to flesh instead of yielding-
milk, and therefore a rather small cow was selected, and one that did not
carry about her many proofs of point.

diffetrn/^"'^ !f
%^''1 difference in the quantity of food consumed 'by

o£^ th^ Wh r"\ '"""- ^' ^°"^*^'^' ""^ that the short-hornseS • but we^npfp ^^"^^r°"^ *^" consumers of food is evident

^Ztee^TX7:;rl2l I^^^^^^^
the difference of size in the

experience has taught us the proper average quantity of food, the littleone eats her share, and the larger one seldom eats more, even when it isput before her. There are occasional differences in the consumption offood by different animals, but these arise far oftener from constitution orfrom some unknown cause, than from difference of size. Experience
does, however, prove beyond the possibility of doubt, that the laro-er
cattle, the breed and other circumstances being the same, yield the great-
est quantity of milk.

Experience has also proved another thing,—that the good grazing points
of a cow, and even her being in fair store condition, do not necessarily in-
terfere with her milking qualities. They prove that she has the disposition
to fatten about her, but which will not be called into injurious exercise
until, in the natural process of time, or designedly by us, she is dried Shewill yield nearly as much milk as her unthrifty neighbour, and milk ofa superior quality, and atj four, five, or six years old, might be nittedagainst any Kyloe. while we have the pledge that it will cost us little toprepare her for the butcher, when we have done with her as a milker ItIS on this prmciple that many of the London dairymen now act when

t
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of cattle in the kingdom/

they change their cows so frequently as they do ; but whether this, even

allowing the rapidity with which the beasts fatten, is the best and most
profitable mode of management, will be the subject of future inquiry.

Some time after Mr. Walton's experiment, the following observations

were made by Mr. Calvert, of Sandysike, near Brampton, on the quantity

of butter yielded by one of his improved short-horns. The milk was kept

and churned separately from that of the other stock, and the following is

the account of the number of pounds of butter obtained in each week,

7, 10, 10, 12, 17, 13, 13, 13, 15, 16, 15, 12, 13, 13, 13, 14, 14, 13, 12,

12, 13, 11, 12, 10, 10, 8, 10, 9, 10, 7, 7, 7.

From this it appears that there were churned 373 pounds of butter in

the space of 32 weeks. The cow gave 28 quarts of milk per day, about

Midsummer, and would average nearly 20 quarts per day for 20 weeks.

She gave more milk when she was depastured in the summer than when
she was soiled in the house, in consequence of the very hot weather. She
was lame during six weeks, from ^ foul in the feet,' which lessened the

quantity of milk during that time; and the experiment was discontinued,

because there was not a sufficient supply of turnips, and the milk of the

whole of the herd was rapidly diminishing. For the first fortnight after

calving, she was allowed a little broken corn ; and from that period to the

commencement of the turnip-season, she lived entirely on grass, with

some cut clover, when it was necessary to shelter her from the inclement

heat. The pasture was by no means ofa superior quality.

After such a record—and it is far from being a singular one,— * there

can be no doubt,' to adopt the language of the reporter, * of the possibility

of raising a breed of milking short-horns, which will surpass every variety

We may, perhaps, safely add, that we have

that breed, and that it only requires a little care in the selection, and in

crossing, to perpetuate it.

We will take a very 'rapid survey of the few counties not already

described, and in which the short-horns are the prevailing breed.

CUMBERLAND.

^ The native breed of Cumberland was a small long-horned beast, yield-
ing a fair quantity of milk, and of good quality ; answering well for the
dairy, but not so profitable as grazing cattle. With these were inter-

mingled the Kyloes and the Galloways, both of them quicker feeders than

the old Cumberlands. They were generally bought in about October,

and turned all the winter on the pastures out of which the fat cattle had

just been sold—a little hay being allowed them, according to circum-

stances. They were kept about a twelvemonth, and paid very well.

The long-horns were most used for the dairy, and chiefly for the produc-

tion of butter. They yielded from one to two firkins per annum, according

to their goodness and size : the average produce was about 84 lbs. per cow.

Some of them would yield eight quarts of milk per day during the season,

and three or four pounds of butter per week. The Cumberland butter

used to be in considerable request. The cheese was an inferior article,

and chiefly made of skimmed milk.

The short-horns were not slow in penetrating into Cumberland, and
establishing themselves there. They were first used to cross the native

and Scotch breeds, and sometimes with considerable success. Mr. Bates,
of Halton Castle, attempted a cross between the Kyloe cow and the short-
horn bull. His object was to increase the quantity of milk from the
Kyloe, and to preserve its quality ; and to gain that, which every one
u?ed to imagine the short-horn was sadly ^e^eient in, hardiness. He
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hoped likewise to reduce the great consumption of food by the short-
horn, and, at the same time, to retain his early maturity. To a very con-
siderable extent he succeeded. Mr. Maynard, than whom there could
notbe a better judge ofcattle, and from whose stock descended some of
the best short-horns of the north, hired a bull from Mr. Bates to trywhat etrect wniilH ht^ rM»i^r1.,««,i n ^ , , ,. »

*^^ *^'J

stock.
wha effect would be produced on some of his own pure breeding: stockThat the short-horns could be materially improved by such an ^admix-"
ture couW scarcely be expected; but the value of the old breed of thecountry has been materially increased.
The pure short-horn is now zealouslycultivated in Cumberland, and bynone more so, or more successfully, than by Mr. Maynard.

€ YORKSHIRE NORTH RIDING.

There are few parts of the kingdom in which so perfect a change hastaken place m the breed of cattle as in this extensive division of YorkshireMr. Marshall, who is undoubted authority here, says, in his ' Rural Eco-nomy ot Yorkshire,' that, at the commencement of the ei^^hteenth cen-
tury, the an t black cattle wer^Jl^e^only breed in this district..; They
resembled the present"^!?ed of the lowlands of Scotland, mostly horned,
but some of them humbled, ^'^o these succeeded the lonn-.horned. or Cra-
.c» u.^eu, aim wnicn.oy degrees, spMcPy^tme Mfm ^ the northern
and midland counties. At that time/the>i>H>f work of the farm was done
by cattle

;
the horse had not yet quit! s^raeded the slower, but perhaps

more profitable, ox; and many of th| lon^ljt rns, until they began to be
improved by the breeders in the midllnd^lities, were deficient in seve-
ral valuable points, while the use of tK^n W^s exceedingly inconvenient,
and sometimes dangerous, in the yoke. ^
On these accounts, the long-horns^\n their turn gave way to the %iU-

dferAess, oV:short-horn breed, and that, for a century past, has maintatiS
Its ground, and wMcMilmueto^dp so!" ^:y^^^ •' _„' • '-^-^

Mr. Marshall gives a singular account of these cattle, when first intro-'

ligS behin^d,'^»'-1^^''i'
"^he Holderness breed were thin-quartered, too

and deep dewlaps.
and too coarse before; large shoulders, coarse necks,

u , u • - * ,
'^^"^ being found disadvantao-eous to thpbutcher, increasmg the quantity of the'' coarser parts, and educin"" theweight of the prime pieces, the breeder endeavoured to enlarge "hi gind^quarters; and had he stopped when he had got to the happy medium hewould have wrought a good work ; but the fashion was set

locks were in estimation.
mt e cloddy bul-
The first variety of this species of cattle, which

I can recollect, was a thick, large-boned, coarse, clumsy animal; remark-
ably large behind, with thick gummy iJiighs ; always fleshy, but never
fat, and the flesh being of a bad quafiA. This, however, was not the \

worst
:
the monstrous size of the buttocps^of the calf was frequently fatal

\to the cow, and numbers of cows wer/annually lost in calving. These i'

monsters were stigmatized by the epithet " Dutch-buttocked," and they
'

were probably the worst breed the Vale ever knew.'
This evil, however, soon cured itself; and, by judicious crossings from

their own stock, and, soon afterwards, from the stock of the enterprising
and skilful breeders on the banks of the Tees, the Yorkshire cow was
brought to her present state of perfection, retaining, with little diminution
the milking properties of the Holderness, and the grazing ones of the im-
proved short-horn, and being, in point of fact, what we have described
tier to be in p. 244. The old and comparatively unimproved breed is

t "r^^^
found in the possession of most of the dairy farmers of thispart ot the country , for the prejudice—and, as we have confessed not an
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unfounded one—against the improved short-horns, that their milking pro-
perties have been sacrificed to the accumulation of fat, still widely prevails.
Experience, however, gradually established the fact, that it is prudent to
sacrihce a small portion of the milk to assist in feeding, when too old to
continue m the dairy ; or when, as in the neighbourhood of large towns,
ner services as a dairy-cow are dispensed with at an early age. This
cross being judiciously managed, the diminution of milk is so small, and
the tendency to fatten so great, that the opinion of Mr. Sale (as quoted
by Mr. Sheldon Cradock, of Hartforth, and to whom we return our thanks
for some valuable information) is perfectly correct— ' I have always
found, in my stock, that the best milkers, when dried for feeding, make
the most fat in the least time.' This is a doctrine which will be better
understood and universally acknowledged by and by. Too many of the
improvers of the short-horns have done but half justice to their excellent
stock. He would deserve well of his country who, with skill and means
sufficient, would devote himself to the illustration of this point.

It has been observed, that the cattle of this district have not improved
of late so rapidly as in former times. There may be two reasons for this,
viz., that the system of breeding in and in has been pursued somewhat
too far, and that the depreciation of the times has withdrawn many
landed proprietors from agricultural pursuits, and thus lessened that com-
petition which was the most powerful stimulus to exertion.
The average weight of cattle in this riding of Yorkshire varies with the

food and age of the animal. H fit

for the market, will usually weigh from 65 to 75 stones, imperial weio-ht
and a heifer from 55 to 65 stones. The usual method of prepanno^
them for the market is simple enough. The calf gets milk for the firs't
two or three weeks, and after that, scalded skimmed milk, mixed with
oil-cake boiled in water, with hay and turnips, until the spring pastures
have sufficient produce to support him ; he remains in them until the fol-
lowing winter, when he is either tied up or turned loose into folds, and
fed with straw and turnips until the ensuing May : he is then turned
once more into the pasture until winter, when he is brought into the fold-
yard as before, until nearly May-day, and now, approaching to a state
nearly fat enough for the butcher, three or four months' grass-feedin-
generally completes him. Both the improved and the unimproved cattle
are treated m the same way. Now, however, appears the essential ditfer-
ence between the breeds—the most forward of the unimproved are
scarcely ready when the improved cattle are gone, and they are never so
fat and pointy as the others.

Upon the clay-soil of Cleveland, and other parts of this district, the
grass-land is principally appropriated to the purposes of the dairy. There
the unimproved breed mostly prevails; but even there, the most intelli-

gent of the farmers begin to see the propriety of a cross or two from the
Teeswater blood. The young cattle are principally sold in the neighbour-
ing markets, and are forwarded to the possessors of extensive turnip-
farms in Leicestershire and Northamptonshire.
A great proportion of the cows for the supply of the metropolitan

dairies come from the North Riding of Yorkshire. They are sent away
^^thin a month or six weeks after calving, and either journey directly to
-London, or halt for a year or two in Bedfordshire, or some of the midland
counties, in order that they may not reach their ultimate destination muil
they are five or six years old.

Welham
this Riding, Major
His name appears
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among the purchasers at Mr. Charles Colling's sale. His cow Daisy,

bought there, produced some excellent stock. A heifer of his breed,

slaughtered at the age of 18 months, weighed 64 stones, imperial weight,

and 10 stones of tallow.

The Earl of Carlisle formerly endeavoured to improve the breed of this
district by crossing with the Devonshire, and Mr. Cleaver with the Sussex
cattle, and it was said that more kindly feeders were obtained, the size
was reduced a little, the leg shortened, the bone rendered finer, the form
improved, and the strength of the short-horn remained for drauo'ht with
the activity of the Devon. Whatever might have been the case with the
first cross, this supposed improved race has passed quite away.
A cross between the short-horn bull and the Aro^yleshire heifer was

attempted, with greater prospect of success. Mr. Bates had obtained
some excellent cattle from a similar attempt, but they could not be fed to

an equal weight in the same time, and they were deficient in early ma-
turity.

WEST RIDING.

r This is principally a manufacturing district, and there are comparatively
few agriculturists who pay much attention to the improvement of the breed
of cattle. The short-horns, either the Holderness or with some crosses of
the Durham, are chiefly found in the neighbourhood of large towns.

More in the country, and where the farms are small, (as they are through
a great part of this riding,) there are a variety of crosses with the long-horns,
and with nondescripts of former days. They go under the characteristic

name of half-horns ; the country people are fond of them, they are hardy,
yield plenty of milk, and fatten with tolerable quickness. One would
wonder how they retain one good quality, for Mr. Sorby, of Holyland-
hall, very characteristically describes them, and the little farmers of almost

every district
—'Those who have a cow or two, of some favourite kind,

send them to the nearest bull, which does well enough, provided he gets
them a calf.* We- must confess, that we nowhere saw so great a collec-
tion of mongrels as in the manufacturing portion of the West Riding, j

Mr, Newman, the agent of Lord Fitzwilliam, satisfactorily accounts
for this. He thus writes to us— * The breed of cattle in the greatest esteem
in the vicinity of Wentworth, and in fact throughout all the southern part
of the West Riding of Yorkshire, is the pure short-horn. A traveller

however, passing through this district, will observe many deviations from
that breed, and will meet with crosses that he will have much difficulty to

identify. The farms are small, and the farmer has a kind of mixed em-
ployment, partly agricultural and partly mercantile : hence his attention is

not so much directed to his farm as it should be, and hence arises
9.

certain degree of carelessness as to the selection of his cattle ; added to

this, there is an idea, although an erroneous one, that the pure short-

horns are not good milkers, and which tends materially to check the

breed.'

In the districts near Doncaster, where the population is more strictly

agricultural, the short-horns prevail, and those of a breed and quality

highly creditable both to the mere tenant-farmer and to the gentleman

who farms his own estate. ,

It is due to the memory of the late Mr. Mitton, of Badsworth, to place
him at the very head of the improvers of short-horn cattle in this district.

His ' Old Bull,' known in the Herd Book by the name of ' Badsworth,'
is still in the recollection of ttie farmers of that neighbourhood, and no
animal contributed more to the improvement of the cattle for many piiles

round.
-
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About the year Wortley Farmers' Club was "established.
chiefly by Lord WharnclifTe (then Mr. Stuart Wortley) , j

^,.-

rations of that society very considerable improvement was effected in the
breed of cattle, sheep, and pigs, round Wortley. In 1818 this society
ceased to exist, for one more effective had been formed at Doncaster, under
the patronage of Earl Fitzwilliam, Lord Althorp, Sir A. Cooke, and Mr.
h ullerton of Thrybergh Park, and other neighbouring gentlemen. This
society still flourishes, and a very fair number of excellent cattle are
annually exhibited, the males of which become dispersed through a wide
district of country. The short-horn cattle have borne away all the prizes.

In almost every part of the West Riding, many Scotch are fed for one
year or two, and then sold to the butcher to be slaughtered for home
consumption.

As we advance towards the moorlands of the west and north-west of
the district, the half-horns prevail more ; and in Craven, the native county
of the long-horns, we find both the large and the small variety of this
breed in tolerable perfection, but perhaps not so much so as in the north
of Lancashire. Even here, the short-horns have penetrated and are
mcreasmg

EAST RIDING.

The short-horns prevail universally through this riding, except amono-
the cottagers and little farmers, who still obstinately cling to some of the
different varieties of half-horns. It is decidedly a breeding country, and
a great number of cows are yearly sent from it to Lincolnshire to be
prepared for the London dairies; yet many oxen and cows

Wolds
are

in Yorkshire, and pastured on the rich ground with which the ridino-
abounds .

LINCOLNSHIRE.

Mr. Berry has disposed of the Lincolnshire cattle in a very summary
way, and we apprehend that no appeal cari be made against his decision
' There is a large coarse short-horn prevailing, particularly in Lincolnshire*
denominated m the quotations of the Smithfield markets " Lincolns "

but
they have no further affinity with the improved short-horns than as the
latter have been referred to for their improvement, which has been accom-
phshed to a considerable degree.' As, however, we have to travel throuo-h

* la some part of this riding, as well as in the north of Lincolnshire, a very useful
society or club used to exist, and is still to be occasionally met with, called * The Cow
Club/ the principal rules of which we abridge from ^ Strickland's Survey.'

* Each member shall, on the 12th of May and the 12th of November, pay three-pence
in the pound, on her value, for every cow that he insures, which sum ^^hen it amounts
to 20/. shall be placed at interest, in order to accumulate for the benefit of the club. No
cow shall be admitted without the approbation and valuation of one of the proper officers

of the district, to whom^ if required, she shall be sent for inspection.

^ Upon the death of any cow, the officer shall inquire into the manner of it; and if it

appears to have been caused by wilful neglect, or by his refusing to employ some farrier
or veterinary surgeon, he shall receive no benefit ; but for every cow dying of disease,
and without the neglect of the owner, there shall be pai4 five-sixths of her estimated
value; but no member shall receive any benefit from the institution upon the death of a
cow more than fourteen years old.

Ifj upon any accident, the officer of the district shall deem it jiec^ssary to have acow slaughtered, the owner shall have the option of receiving the net value of her carcass
the expense of slaughtering U\n^ dediictpa, pr fiversJ^ths of her estimated vs^lue in theDooKS.ii.very member not making payment on the day appointed, or within fourtepndap afterwards, shall be excluded.' ^
The fave-sixths of the value will give the cottager an interest in her recoverv nr t^.^

servation, whereas if he was paid the whole value he might be careless, f ?
^'
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each of the counties of Great Britain, we must enter a little more into the

consideration of the character and claims of the Lincoln cattle.

Many of the present unimproved Lincolns may be regarded as fair

specimens of the best of the old Dutch cattle. So prevalent is the opinion

that this was the origin of the breed, that the metropolitan butcher denomi-
naties them Dutch cattle, and knows them much better by that name than
as Lincolns. There is a coarseness about the head and horn which we
have not seen either in the common Holderness or the improved Durham

;

the bone is comparatively large, the leg high, and the hips and loins wide,

approaching to raggedness. Mr. Lawrence has a very appropriate remark
respecting them, that they demand that Bakewellian improvement which
their sheep have received.

^

There have been some zealous, and, to a considerable degree, successful

improvers of this breed. At the head of them stands Captain Turnill, of

Reesby on the Wolds. With what materials he went to work is not cer-

tainly known, but it is supposed that he confined himself to a selection

from the native breed ; and certainly he produced a valuable animal, thinner

in the horn, cleaner in the bone, lighter in the dewlap, shorter in the leg,

full in the bosom, and round in the carcass. The breed was properly

called ' the Turnills,' and they yet remain in the hands of many farmers.

They are handsome-looking beasts, always full of lean flesh ; with far

greater disposition than before to put some fat on that flesh, and become
sooner ripe for the market.

Others, with somewhat more judgment, called in the aid of the Durhams,
and more speedily and effectually completed their object. They took

away the disposition to make lean beef only, although in very great quan-
tities ; and if they could not perfectly give to the Lincolns their own early

maturity, they materially quickened the process of fattening. An improved

Lincolnshire beast is therefore now a very valuable animal ; and if a finer

grain could be given to the meat, the greater quantity of muscle, compared
with that of fat, would be no disadvantage.

li'ii.vr//'

\ [Lincolnshire O^J]
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This cut IS a fair specimen of the modern Lincoln, with a cross of the

Durham, and ready for the market.
it stood in Smithfield.

It was sketched by Mr. Harvey, as

We are indebted for the following account of the management of the

Lincohishire cattle to Mr. Shield of Fordston, and who, as a genuine
Lincolnshire man, is much attached to the Turnill breed,

* After leaving the hand, or the cow, the young cattle are kept during
the first winter on hay, hay and turnips, or sometimes hay and a little

oil-cake. In the next summer they run on seeds or second-rate land,

and too often get nothing but straw in the winter. At two years old they

go on worse keeping, and are again wintered at straw. At three years

old they fare no better, except that some now give from two to four pounds
of oil-cake daily; and they are sold, in the spring or summer, by those*

who have not the means to feed them, to jobbers, who dispose of them to

the grazier. He winters them better if he buys them at the latter end of

summer, and feeds them off before another winter; but if they are bought
in the spring they are generally fed off before winter, many of them being
put up for stall-feeding, to which no breed is better adapted.'

The Lincolnshire cattle are principally red and white, but a dun variety

was introduced, about the middle of the last century, by Sir Charles Buck,
of Hanby Grange, and which have so much improved in size as almost to

overtake the common breed of the county. They are found principally in

the neighbourhood of Folkingham, and have been fed up to 116 stones at

seven years old.

The extraordinary animal which was exhibited under the name of * the

Lincolnshire ox,' although bred in that county, was an improved short-

horn ; and many of these are establishing themselves in every part of Lin-
colnshire.

Here, as in most other districts, there are great varieties of breeds, and
which are said to be increasing, and even interfering with the purity of

the native one, by means of the great annual importations of Irish cattle.

Some have purposely and very recently endeavoured to establish across
between the best of the long-horned Irish and the short-horns of the
county ; but the attempt, although promising some success at first, has
decidedly failed.

Among the small farmers, half-horns of every size and variety are found,
and they are crossed in every way that caprice or folly can suggest, yet

they are most of them good milkers. The Lincolns, although better

adapted for grazing than for the dairy, yield more milk, and of a richer

quality, than some of the advocates for the old order of things are willing

to allow.

A great number of the Yorkshire cows destined for the metropolitan
^

dairies halt in Lincolnshire, and many cattle from the north, as well as

numerous herds of Irish beasts, are prepared for Smithfield market.

ESSEX.

There is no distinguishing breed in this county ; but the chief agricuU

tural business, so far as cattle are concerned, consists in the suckling of

calves and o-razinir in the marshes, with some attention to the dairv inairy m
particular districts.

Our friend,

Komford, Chelmsford, Maldon, Braintree, and Colchester. The Romford
market is chiefly supplied from London ; Chelmsford and Maldon from
London and Suffolk; and Colchester and Braintree chiefly from the Suf-
fnlk dairies.
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They are bought in at from a week to a fortnight old, and are'o-enerally

fed about twelve or fourteen weeks, when they are either bought by the
butchers in the neighbourhood, who kill and dress them, and send them
to the London market, or they are sent alive to the Romford and Smith-
field markets, where they are purchased by the London butchers.

Many of these calves used to be reared in the rich pastures of Essex,
and particularly the heifer-calves from the metropolitan dairies ; and many
a cow went from Essex to keep up those establishments ; but this practice
is now almost totally discontinued.

The marshes afford excellent grazing for cattle that are not affected by
the brackishness of the water, and there are {^s^ who suffer materially by
this. When cattle are not perfectly ready for the market, a few weeks'
grazing on the marshes will bring them rapidly forward. Some are pur-
chased in store condition, in order that they may run three or four months
on this luxuriant pasture, and at the expiration of the time they are ready
for Smithfield. At some periods of the year these flats are covered with
cattle^ chiefly of a small kind, and mostly the Welsh or Scotch runts; in-

deed the grazing is principally confined to these small , cattle. A few
farmers, however, in every part of Essex, apply tliemselves to the regular

grazing of cattle of a larger size. A few have the Devons, among whom
must be reckoned Lord Western, who is partial to these cattle, both to

feed and for the dairy. When they are grass-fed, there are always some
Scotch or Welsh runts as trimmers, i.e,^ to eat down what the la

and more valuable cattle leave. Many Herefords are prepared for the

London market in the same manner^.
The dairy business is confined to a comparatively small part of the

county. A considerable quantity of butter is made in the neighbourhood
of Epping, and sent to the metropolis in small rolls; and it is deservedly

celebrated for the peculiar sweetness of its taste. This depends not on
the kind of cow, for occasionally a dairy contains half a dozen ditferent

breeds of cows, although the short-horns are the most prevalent, but
because they feed during the summer in the shrubby pastures of Eppino-
Forest, and the leaves of the trees, and of numerous wild and aromatic
plants which there abound, impart to it its peculiarly sweet flavour. The
consumer, however, can seldom be certain that he has the real Epping
butter, for a very fair imitation bf it is sent up from Northamptonshire^-
and the London retail-dealers wash the salt well out of the Cambrido-e

butter, and, forming it into rolls, sell it for Epping butter ; while a f^w

are more impudent, and sell almost any kind of butter as true Epping.

Attached to the dairy is another business, to which we shall have occa-

sion more particularly to allude in another volume of our. work, namely,

the fattening of pigs, and the preparation of sausages. The skim-milk

is devoted to this purpose. Although the milk is always sour before it

reaches the troughs of the pigs, they thrive well, and their fat is firmer

than that which is procured from others that are fed with pease or meah
This will not, however, appear surprising, when it is known that all the

caseous principle of the milk, or that which would produce cheese, is

retained in it.

MIDDLESEX,

There is'iio distinct breed in, this county, and a very small portion of
the land isj applied to the fattening of cattle for the butcher, for the pro-
duce from °it procured in other ways can be sold at a much higher sum,

* These cattle, both large and small, are usually made fresh upon the marshes, and
then tied up to hay, turnips, mangeUwurzelj and oil-cake.
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and would render the System of grazing a losing business. Some land,
however, is necessarily devoted to the temporary keep of cattle, as they
journey to and from Smithfield, or while they remain unsold from one
market-day to another ; and a great many cattle are prepared for the
market in this county, and more than would be readily supposed before
the circumstances of the case are explained.

lu the first place, at least 12,000 cows are kept in the different dairies
in the metropolis and its immediate neighbourhood. These are all short-

t

; and since the rapidity with which they can be fattened has been
established, few dairymen breed from their cows, but they are fattened and
sold as soon as their milk is dried. This will bring 5,000 or 6,000 cows
annually into the market.

There is an enormous consumption of fermented liquor and ardent spirit
m London, besides what is sold from the breweries, and sometimes from
the distilleries, to the regular dairymen. This is chiefly distilled from
grain, and the refuse is employed in the fattening of at least 6,000 or 7,000
more head of cattle.

horn

Booth's establishment for the fattening of cattle will afford a
sample of the rest.

fair

It is attached to their distillery at Brentford. The
account of the building is chiefly taken from the Farmer's Magazine, an
excellent agricultural publication, edited by Mr. Berry. 'The building is

210 feet long, and 180 wide. The side walls are about 10 feet high, with
20 windows on each side, and 8 windows at each end, unglazed, but
opened or shut at pleasure. It is lighted by glazed sky-li|hts in the
roof. The roof forms one ridge, and the centre part of it affords space for
an ample hay-loft. It is supported by numerous cast-iron and wooden
pillars, which, at the first entrance of the observer, have the appearance of a
forest of columns. A passage of 6 feet in width extends round the
whole building, and between every two rows of cattle are passages of the
same wWth. The whole is lighted at night by 36 gas-lights.

' The^cattle stand in double stalls, 7^ feet wide, and the space from the
manger to the gutter'behind the cattle is about 10 feet : the gutters have
an inclination to one end, where are drains to carry off the contents of
the gutters.

* There is a common manger, which extends the whole length of each
row ot cattle, the bottom of which is on a perfect level ; but opposite to
each beast is a second manger, placed in the first, and elevated three or
lour inches from the bottom of it, and being about a yard in length; and
into which are put the grains and other solid food, the common manger
being for the reception of the wash, or any other liquid food.

* The wash is kept in a cistern or tank, above the level of these mangers,
and in a different part of the premises; but pipes from this tank are con-
ducted beneath the floor of the building, and communicate with these

niangers by means of a distinct cock for each, so that, by turning, the

cattle, in any one of the ranges, are instantly supplied with wash. This
liquid serves them, in a manner, for food and drink, as it contains the
finer particles of the ground malt, and the greater part of the barley meal
^sed in the mashing process.

' The grains are kept in pits, about 12 feet square, and 10 or 12 feet
d^ep, somewhat narrower at the bottom than the top, and lined with brick
set m cement. They are trodden in, and raised hke the roof of a bouse,
and covered with road-stuff, to exclude the air, and protect them from the
weather. Little or no litter is used, and no green food or uncut hay is

,
Oil-cake is seldom used, it being found that rough clover

chaff, mixed with the grains and wash, will fatten to any extent.

ever given.
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The metropolis is the grand mart to which a considerable proportion of
the fat cattle from every part of the kingdom is sent. In the year 1830,
there were sold in Smithfield, 1 59,907 cattle, 1,287,071 sheep, 254,672
pigs, and 22,500 calves, for the supply of the metropolis, and the villages
and towns within a circuit of eig'ht or ten miles, and occasional contracts
for the navy. Besides this there is a great quantity of dead meat sent up
from the country, generally speaking perfectly wholesome, and fairly and
honestly slaughtered, although it is said that the flesh of some animals
that did not come by their death through the hands of man, has occasion-
ally found its way to Newgate market. There are inspectors appointed,
who very impartially look after this. This is called the dead market,
and may be fairly set against the consumption of the places in the neioh-
bourhood of London, and also the irregular demands for the navy, so that
the numbers just stated may be considered as fairly representing the con-
sumption of animal food in the metropolis, exclusive of fish, poultry,
and salted provisions.

We subjoin in a note the number of cattle and sheep sold in Smithfield,
in every year from 1732 to 1830. It is taken from that most elaborate
and valuable work, M'Culloch's Dictionary of Commerce *

It will be seen that the numbers of cattle slaughtered have been more
than doubled during the century ; but the inhabitants of the metropolis
have been more than trebled since that time. Is less animal food con-
sumed now by each individual than at that time? Not so : but there is

an important fact connected with the agricultural interests of the kingdom,
that while the numbers of the cattle slaughtered have increased, in order

* The numbers of Cattle and Sheep sold in Smithfield in each year from 1732 to
1830:— ^

1732..
1733..
1734..
1735..
1736..
1737..
1 738 .

.

1739..
1740..

1741..

1742..

1743..

1744..
1745..

1746..
1747..
1748..

1749..
1750..
1751..
1752..
1753..
1754..
1755..
1756..
1757..
1758..
1759..
1760..
1761..
1762..

1

1763..
1764..

Cattle. Sheep.

76/210. .514,700

80, 169. .555,050

74,188..

71, 582.. 620,

71,150. .621,780

67, 681.. 610, 060
72.706..624.22i»
u/ ,ooi . .oiu,060

72, 706.. 624, 22

70, 765.. 656, 340
69, 589. .631, 890
73, 708.. 642, 100

75, 252.. 648, 440
70, 437.. 631 ,350
74 oan ""' -

1765.

1766.

1767.

1768.

1769.
1770.
1771.
1772.
1773.
1774.
1775.
1776.

1777.

1778.

1779.

1780.

1781.

1782.

1783.

1784.

1785.

1786.
1787.

1788.
1789.

1790.
1791.

1792.
1793.

1794.

1795.

1796.

1797.

Cattle.

. 81,630.

. 75,534.

. 77,324.

. 79,360.
. 82,131.
. 86,890.
. 93,537.
. 89,503.
. 90,133.
. 90,419.
. 93,581.
. 98,372.
. 93,714.
. 97,360.
. 97,352.
.102,383.

.102,543.

.101,176.

.101,840.

. 98,143.

. 99,074.

. 92,270.

. 94,946.

. 92,829.

. 93,269.

.103,708.

.101,164.

.107,348.

.116,848.

.109,448.

.131,092.

.117,152.

.108,377.

Sheep

.

.537,U00

.574,790

.626,170

.642,910

.642,910

.649,090

.631,860

.609,540

.609,740

.585,290

.623,950

.671,700

.714,870

.658,540

.676,540

.705,850

.743,330

.728,970

.701,610

.616,110

.641,470

.665,910

.668,570

.679,100

.693,700

.749,660

.740,360

.760,859

.728,480

.719,420
. 745 , 640
.758,840

.693,510

Cattle.

1798.. 107, 470.
1799.. 122, 986.
1800.. 125, 073.
1801.. 134, 546.

1802.. 126, 389.
1803. .117,551.
1804.. 113, 019.
1805.. 125, 043.
1806.. 120, 250.
1807. .134,326.
1808.. 144, 042.
1809.. 137, 600.
1810. .132,155.
1811. .125, 012.
1812. .133,854.
1813.. 137, 770.
1814. .135,071.,

1815. .124,948..

1816. .120,439..
1817.. 129, 888.,

1818.. 138, 047.,

1819. .135,226..
1820.. 132, 933..
1821. .129,125..
1822.. 142, 043..
1823.. 149, 552..
1824.. 163, 615..
1825. .156,985..
1826. .143,460..
1827.. 138, 363..
1828.. 147,698..
1829. .158,313..
1830. .159,907..

Sheep.

. 753,010

. 834,400

. 842,210

. 760,560

. 743,470

. 787,430

. 903,940

. 912,410

. 858,570

. 924,030

.1015,280

. 989,250

. 962,750

. 966,400

. 953,638
• 891,240
. 870,880
. 962,840
. 968,560
.1044,710
. 963,250
. 949,900
947,990

1107,230
1340,160

1264,920
1239,720
1130,310
1270,530
1335,100
1288,460
1240,300
1287,070

I
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CALCULATION OF MEAT CONSUMED IN LONDON. 257

to supply the greater demand/ their size and value have also increased at
a rate that has not been sufficiently appreciated.

According' to the estimate of Dr. Davenant, made in 1710, the average
weight of the carcasses of black cattle (so called because most of them
were then black) was only 3701bs., that of a calf 50 lbs., and those of
sheep and lambs, taken promiscuously, 28 lbs.

Calculating upon this, the Select Committee of the House of Commons
on Waste Lands, in their first report, printed in 1795, stated that cattle
and sheep had, on an average, increased in

fourth since 1732.

size and weight about a

Middleton, in his very incorrect Survey of Middlesex, calculates that
the average gross weight of bullocks fit for slaughter may be taken at
800 lbs., calves 140 lbs., and sheep and lambs 78 lbs., including offal

;

and that bein^^ deducted, accordino- to a rule, to which we shall oive
ue consideration in another place, there will be left 550 lbs. as the dead-

weight of the bullock, 50 lbs. as that of sheep and lambs, and 105 lbs. the
dead or net weight of calves, making a difference, as Mr. M'Culloch
properly remarks, of nearer one-half than one-fourth.
The improvement of cattle has progressed with unsuspected rapidity

since the middle of the last century : in many important points, it could
hardly be said to have commenced at that time. After consultation
with several of the most intelligent butchers of the metropolis, we are in-
duced to take 656 lbs. as the present average dead-weight of bullocks
(some butchers stated 85 stones Smithfield weight, none less than 80
we have taken 82 stones). The average weight of the calf is 144 lbs.,

of the pig 96 lbs., and of the sheep and lamb 90 lbs., approachino- to

double the weight of these animals in 1730. This renders the number
of cattle slaughtered in the metropolis and the Jncreasing number of the
inhabitants a little more proportionate.

We may now form some not very inaccurate idea of the amount of this

branch of the provision trade in London

:

Cattle 159,907
Average weight.

.656 lbs. .

Sheep, &c. 1,287,070
Pi ITS .

Calves
254,672

22,500

90
96
144

j»

»>

>>

No. of lbs. consumed.

. 104,898,992
, 115,836,300

. 24,448,512
. . 3,240,000

Number of pounds of meat consumed 248,423,804
This, estimated at the average price of 6d., would be 6,210,595/. 2s. Od.

At Sd. it would produce 8,268,293/. 9s. 4cZ., exclusive of bacon, hams, and
all salted provisions brought from a distance (the importation of Irish

bacon and hams into Great Britain is 500,000 cwt.), and also fish and

poultrv.

This calculation will enable us to determine another curious question,

what is the avera«-e quantity of meat consumed by each individual in the

t-'ourse of a year ?° If we divide the gross number of pounds 248,423,804
by 1,450,000, the estimated number of inhabitants in London and its

environs, the quotient will be 170, or each individual consumes nearly
half a pound of meat every day. . _
with that of Paris, where each person is supposed to consume but 80
pounds in the year ; and Brussels, where 89 pounds form the allotment of
each

; but ours is a meat-eating population, and composed chiefly of
Protestants

; and when we remember that this includes the bones as well
as the meat, half a pound per day is not too much to allow to each person.

Cattle are sent from every part of the kingdom to Smithfield market,
S

This is a very high calculation compared
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but many more from some districts than from others. A little before

Christmas, the fat beasts, to supply the good people of the metropolis with

beef of unusual quality for the holydays, begin to come in. They are sent

from every part—from Norfolk and Lincoln, Leicestershire and North-
ampton, Sussex, the AVestern and Midland counties, and from the stall-

yards more in the neighbourhood of the metropolis. Christmas having
passed, the Norfolk cattle, comprising all sorts, but a great many of them
home-breds and Galloways, throng to the market ; and their numbers,
compared with those of other districts, increase as the spring advances.

We have lying before us a calculation of the respective numbers from the

different districts, at different seasons of the year. In February, March,
and April there arrived 16,000 Norfolks, nearly all stall-fed cattle; while
from the North, including chiefly Leicester and Northampton, there

came but 600. In May, June, and July, the Norfolk cattle had
increased to 17,800, and those from the North had risen from 600 to

3675. In July, August, and September, the grass-fed cattle begin to

pour in. The earliest are from the marshes of Essex, and therefore the

beasts from the centre and midland districts rise to 5350, while those

from Norfolk strangely decrease to 580. Some Leicesters, however, soon

become ripe and quickly follow; long droves from Northamptonshire
and Lincoln are not far behind; and the northern cattle, in the preceding

quarter 3675, rise to 16,340. In October, November, and the early part

of December, the grass-fed beasts still continue to occupy the market^ and
no less than 33,000 arrived from Leicester, Northamptonshire, &c. ; while

the supplies from the marshes and the midland counties still partially kept

up, and are calculated at 6400, and the Norfolks at 2380.
season is now past, and dependence begins to be placed on stall-feeding;

and therefore, as we observed at the outset, the northern cattle suddenly
fall to 600, and the Norfolks rise to 16,000.

The farmer has personally little to do with the sale of his cattle, but
custom and interest induce him to consign them to a salesman, who seldom
buys or sells on his own account. There is a law which prohibits him from
buying altogether, but we fear that law is sometimes evaded. He
quainted with all the butchers and dealers of the district, and with the
contractors; he sees at a glance what is the state of the market ; he can
tell whether it is likely to rise or fall; and, comparing the lot which is

entrusted to him with others, and with the mari^et generally, he knows
exactly what they ought to fetch. The salesmen are generally honour-
able men ; they procure for the owner the value of his cattle under all

the circumstances of the market; and although it may not always be so

much as the grazier had expected, it is more than he could have got
himself, and he is always sure of receiving his money.
When Smithfield was first appointed as the site of the periodical market

for cattle, no better situation could possibly have been selected. It was
without the walls of the city, it was a large uninclosed space^ and would
have held ten times the cattle that were sent there. There was plenty of
room for them without their being cruelly packed together, and there was
no inconvenience nor danger from driving them through the streets. In
process of time, however, the field was encroached upon, and partly built

over ; and barely room was left for the accommodation of half the present
number of cattle, and those of only half the size of the improved breeds.

A dense population began to surround the field on every side, and it was
necessary for the cattle to pass through the most crowded thoroughfares.
Thence arose danger to human life, and many an act of cruelty to the poor
beast

; and not only so, but the most barbarous expedients were resorted to
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^^ r

to pack the cattle in the circumscribed space which was now left to them,

.

barbarities which it would not be thought could be practised in a Chris-
tian country,: if they were not authenticated beyond all doubt. We sub-
jomone statement of them in a note: it deserves the attentive perusal of
every one connected with cattle, and, we trust, will lessen the virulence
With which some, more from an erroneous calculation of interest, than
ii'om an actual want of human feeling, oppose the removal of the cattle-

market once more to the outskirts of the city, and the establishment of
abattoirs or slaughter-houses there. The extract is taken from ' The
Voice of Humanity/ an excellent and cheap quarterly publication, that
ought to be in the hands of every one who is averse to unnecessary cruelty*

* ^ In Smithfiekl market there is not room to tie up to the rails much more than half of
the cattle sent there for sale ! The remainder are disposed of by being formed, in groups
of about twenty in eachj into " rings" or " off-droves/' as such divisions are termed. About?-

two o'clock in the morning the Smithfield barbarities are at the height, and the constables,
being sent into the market in the daytime only, are consequently not in attendance. The
drovers surround the unfortunate bullocks which cannot he tied up in the market, and
commence by aiming with their bludgeons blows at their heads, to avoid which they
endeavour to hide their heads, by keeping them towards the ground. On attempting to

run backwards, the bullocks are restrained by blows upon their hocks and legs, together

with the application of goads; whilst, if they venture to lift up the head, a dozen blud-
geons are instantly hammering on it, until again lowered to the ground. This scene of
barbarity is continued until every bullock, however refractory, obstinate, stupid, or dan-
gerous at first, has been disciplined to stand quietly in a ring—their heads in the
centre, their bodies diverging outward like the radii of a circle: this is done that they
may conveniently be handled by the butchers. The barbarity of Smithfield is at its

height during the night; but in the daytime, by seeing the process by which one or
more bullocks, when sold, are driven out of a "ring" or "off drove,"—and observing
the hammerings with bludgeons on the head; the thrusting the goads into the nos-
trils of the animals to make them move backwards, after similar instruments had been
applied to urge them in the contrary direction ; by witnessing the mode of re-forming the
" rings" or '• ofF-droves," which are constantly broken through by the withdrawment of pur-

chased animals, as well as by the passing and repassing of carts and drays, some faint idea
may be» formed of the amount of needless barbarity inflicted, and of the consequent dete-

rioration of the meat. The deterioration of the meat has been calculated at no less a
sum than 100,000/. per annum, notwithstanding the care which the drovers take to

strike chiefly where there is no flesh interposed between the skin and the bone ; where the
animal feels most acutely, but there is no black mark to tell tales.—^' I have lived fourteen
years in Smithfield," said a very intelligent witness, ''and I find it perfectly impossible to

sleep in the front of my house on the Sunday night. The cruelty practised upon the cattle,

m beating them into the * rings,' no person can believe who has not seen it; and, as it is

a matter very easily to be seen, I hope some of the committee (now sitting) will see it

personally. Supposing a salesman to have twenty beasts (which could not be tied uj>)^

he will have them all with their heads in and their tails out; they form a ring; and m
order to discipline them to stand in that manner, the drovers are obliged to goad them

behind and knock them upon the noses. Thev strike them with great force upon the

nose, and goad them cruelly behind, by which means they form themselves uito * a rmg ;'

so that at the period I speak of. there is a great deal of unnecessary cruelty. At length

the cattle will stand in that manner, so perfectly disciplined, that, at breakfast-time, there

rings' of this kind standing in the middle of the market.

nian is

shall be twenty or thirty
.^ ,, - ,, j. ^ . . .

-

If the ' ring' is broken by any means, they are aU in the greatest anxiety to get in again;

and when the drovers are obliged to separate these ^ rings,' and drive the cattle away,

they have a great deal of trouble, and the labour of the men is excessive to get one single

teast out. Indeed, if you can conceive first getting the cattle into ' a ring, as I have

stated, and if one is sold out of the ring at eleven m the day, the beast is ordered to be

clriven through fifteen hundred cattle, whichever way he goes out of the market, and the

goading that beast all the way—if you can conceive men compelled to exer-

cise this cruelty, they will not be very delicate of the manner m which they use it alter a
time I"

Ji J J

' Another witness, who had been '' a salesman about eight years," thus described the
scene :

—

' "I have stood behind eight of these off-droves, and the cruelty which is necessarily

exercised to get them to stand properly is very great indeed, and which, by tying up,
might be totally removed, and is the cause of the great complaint which exists of the
bruises and the wHdness of the different animals when passing through the streets. I
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The dairies of the metropolis are objects of much interest to the strano:er

and to the agriculturist. In pursuit of the object of this work we travelled

will describe simply the manner in which it arises. Perhaps more than an hour's violence

has been exercised towards the cattle, to get them to stand about twenty in each circle,

—

and during the whole of this time they are beaten, now about the hocks, and then about
the head. If the head turns outward, they are beat about the head till they are turned
inward. The great cause of the inhumanity described arises from this circumstance, that
whe^n a bullock is driven, perhaps from the centre of the market, by the butchers* drovers,

that bullock will run into five, six, seven, eight, or nine of the droves before he gets out
of the market : perhaps in every one of the droves that bullock is beat about the head
for ten minutes before he can be got out of it again, and then he runs to another drove,
from the circumstance of having been so beat about in the early part of the morning.
Consequently, perhaps, this bullock is beat out of ten droves before he gets out of the
market, to the very great injury of the animal. He is often beaten nearly or quite blind;
and when it gets into the public streets, the bullock, irritated by the violence committed,
§C£^rcely conscious where he is, runs at any thing, or over every thing, or through every
thing. All this would be entirely prevented, if there were room to tie each bullock sepa-

rately up."

We subjoin, in connexion with this, an account of an undertaking of an opulent and
benevolent individual, Mr. Perkins, who, at the expense of 100,000/., has erected a cattle-

market, in the Lower Road at IsUngton, which will contain double the number of cattle

usually exhibited in Smithfield, and render the cruelties there practised in the packing
of them, no longer necessary. The building, so far as it has proceeded; was first thrown
open to the inspection of the pubUc, on the 13th of September, 1833.

^ The new mart stands upon an area of 22 acres, immediately abutting upon the Lower
Road, Islington, The situation is airy and healthy, and is peculiarly appropriate for the
purpose, as it is on the high road for the northern and eastern parts of the country,

whence the principal supply of cattle for the London market comes. An immense
sqiiare is enclosed by high walls, around which are erected a continuous range of slated

sheds, supported by 244 Doric pillars, under which the cattle may at all times be pro-
tected from the severity of the weather. These sheds are subdivided into numerous
compartmenis, with lairs enclosed by oak paling in front, to which the beasts may be
either fastened, or allowed to be at liberty, so as to be conveniently subject to the exami-
nation of the purchasers. In each lair there is a water-trough, constantly supplied with
fresh water, by means of pipes passing underground, from two immense tanks, which are
kept filled by machinery from capacious wells which have been sunk for the purpose.
The average length of the sheds is 830 feet, and they are capable of accommodating at
least 4,000 beasts, and here they may remain from one market-day to another, or till

such times as it may be convenient for the purchasers to remove them—an advantage
wholly impracticable at Smithfield.

^The open space in the centre is divided into four quadrangles, intersected by wide
passages, and m these quadrangles are to be erected sheep-pens (the materials for which
are all ready), capable of holdmg 40,000, so placed as to be approached with perfect
facility. Other pens are constructed for calves, pigs, and such animals as are usually
brought for sale to the cattle- market, upon an obviously simple classification, so as to

avoid confusion or irregularity of any sort.

' Every necessary office for salesmen and clerks of the market will be erected in a large

area in the centre, and the ingress is obtained through a large arched passage under the
market-house, a fine substantial building, with appropriate offices on each side for check-
clerks, and with accommodation up stairs, either for the counting-hoiises of bankers, or
pubUe meetings connected with the business of the establishment. To the leads of this

house the visitors proceeded, and from thence a full view of the whole market was ob-
tained, as well as of the surrounding country; at once showing the perfect appropriateness

and unobjectionable character of the site, which, in point of extent, is four times larger
than Smithfield. The piers and layers are all to be paved, if we may use the expression,
with hard bricks ; and the drainage is so contrived as to ensure perfect cleanhness in the
most unfavourable weather.

' Abattoirs.—Adjoining the market it is intended to erect abattoirs for slaughtering*
cattle of every description ; in which persons may either be accommodated with private
slaughter houses, or have the animals slaughtered under appointed inspectors at a certain
fixed and moderate rate ; so that all the expense, inconvenience, and mischief arising
from the presentmode of driving the cattle through the crowded streets on the market-
day may be avoided.

' A marker tavern, with stable-yard, stables, and sheds, capable of aceommodating the
horses of the frequenters of the market, is also to be erected, together with a range of
shops for the sale of such things as are calculated to meet the wants of the various classes

\
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over t?ie greater part of the United Kingdom ; and although we often had

no other recommendation than the simple statement of the purport of our

journey, we met with very few cases of incivility or of unwillingness to

give us the fullest information ; but when we returned to our usual resi-

dence, and where we expected most facihty in the attainment of our

object, we will not say that the refusal to admit us was accompanied by

rudeness, but the gate of the dairy remained closed. This was the case

with our overgrown milk establishments. It was a species of illibe-

rality on which we had not calculated ; but it mattered little, for we had

seen many of the smaller ones, and we could guess with tolerable accuracy

at the difference of treatment in some points—indeed they had been

already wliispered to us, and we had besides a minute and accurate account

of them in the Magazine of our friend Mr. Berry.

The number of cows kept for the purpose of supplying the inhabitants

of the metropolis and its environs with milk is about 12,000. They are,

with very few exceptions, of the short-horn breed—the Holderness or

Yorkshire cow, and almost invariably with a cross of the improved

Durham blood. The universal preference given to this breed by such a

body of men, differing materially on many branches of the treatment of

cattle, is perfectly satisfactory as to their value, and that on three distinct

points.

First, as to the quantity of milk. This we need not press, for the ene-

There is no cow

ing's milk.

mies of the short-horns have never contested this point.

which pays so well for what she consumes in the quantity of milk that she

returns.

This, however, is not all, though it may be the principal thing which

enters into the calculation of the metropolitan dairymen.

The name of new milk has something very pleasant about it, but it is an

article which rarely makes its appea»-ance at the breakfast or lea table of

the citizen. That which is got from the cow at night is put by until the

morning, and the cream skimmed off, and then a little water being added,

it is sold to the public as the morning's milk. The real morning's milk is

also put by and skimmed, and, being warmed a little, is sold as the even-

This is the practice of most or all of the little dairymen who

keep their half a dozen cows ; and if this were all, and with these people

it is nearly all, the public must not complain : the milk may be lowered by

the warm'water, but the lowering system is not carried to any great extent,

for there is a pride among them^hat their milk shall be better than that

of the merchants on a yet smaller scale, who purchase the article 'rom^[|e

great dairies ; and so it generally is. The milk goes from the yard ot the

great dairy into the possession of the itinerant dealers perfectly pure ;
what

is done with it afterwards, and to what degree it is lowered and sophisti-

cated, is known only to these retail merchants.

The proprietor of the large dairy is also a dealer in cream to a consider-

able extent among these people ; he is also a great manuacturer of

butter, for he must have milk enough to answer every demand and that

demand is exceedingly fluctuating ; then it is necessary that the quality

of the milk should be good, in order that he may turn the overplus

The employment of

to

profitable account, in the form of cream or butter.
. ,. . u -n

the short4iorn cow, in all the dairies, is a eonvincm- proof that her milk

is not so poor as some have described it to be.

It is the practice in most of the dairies to fatten a cow as soon as her

who ay be drawn to the spot by their respective avocations. Every possible want has

in fact been foreseen ; and, as the place is now open lor inspection; the public have an
opportunity of judging of its utihty by personal observation.
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milk becomes less than four quarts a day. They are rarely suffered to

breed while in the dairyman's possession. The fact of their being so often

changed is a proof that while the cow gives a remunerating quantity of
milk for a certain time, she is rapidly and cheaply fattened for the butcher
as soon as her milk is dry. Were much time or money employed in pre-
paring her for the market^ this system would not answer, and would not
be so universally adopted. Fattening and milking properties can, there-
fore, combine in the same animal, and they do so here.

Mr. Lay cock, however, does not adopt this as a general rule. The
cows that are more than usually good milkers are suffered to take the
bull when in season. He always keeps some good short-horn bulls for
this purpose. It sometimes happens that the cow will continue to ""ive
milk until within a few weeks of calving; and he judges, and 'perhaps
rightly, that this is a more profitable course than to fatten and o-et rid
of her, with the probability that he might replace her by a cow that^vould
give a less quantity of milk.

The present market-price of a good dairy cow is about 20/., but the
owners of the small dairies have no little trouble to get a good cow. The
jobbers know that they will have a ready market for a considerable portion
of their lot in the yards of the great cow-proprietors, and will probably
get a larger price than the poorer man would give ; and therefore Messrs.
Rhodes, or Laycock, or one or two others, have always the first selection.

Mr. Laycock has peculiar advantages for obtaining good cattle. In
addition to his dairy, he has sheds that will contain five or six thousand
beasts. A great proportion of them halt on his premises for a day or two
before they are brought into the market. In addition to the shilling a
night which he charges for their standing, he claims the milk of the cows
as his perquisite. The cows are milked by his people; he therefore
knows beforehand the quantity of milk which each will yield, and he is

thus enabled to cull the very best of the herd. The dairymen do not like

a cow until she has had her third or fourth calf, and is five or six years
old.; she then yields the greatest quantity of milk, and of the best quality.

Two gallons of milk per day is the quantity which each cow is expected
to yield in order to be retained in the dairy. Taking one cow with an-
other, the average quantity obtained is rather more than nine quarts.
When she begins to fail in her milk, she is fattened on oil-cake, grains,

and cut clover hay, and disposed of The dairyman calculates on gettino-
something more for her than when he first bought her, but sometimes he
meets with an animal that seems to verify the old prejudice against cows
in good condition. He bought her for her known milking properties, butv^ •-' *^ * i J

she continues so poor that he in a manner hides her in some corner of his

dairy. She, however, does her duty ; she yields him plenty of milk, but
that at length dries up ; and he is unable, try what he will, to get much
flesh upon her bones, and he sells her for less than half of her first price.

The quantity of milk yielded by all these cows, at 9 quarts per day,

amounts to 39,420,Ono quarts, or 27 quarts of genuine milk for each
individual. The retail dealers usually sell the milk for 4c?, per quart,
after the cream is separated from it, and then obtain 3s. per quart for the
cream ; beside this, a great deal of water is mixed with this skimmed
milk: so that we far underrate the price when we cal(;ulate that the
gemiine milk sells at 6d, per quart, which makes the money expended in
milk in the British metropolis amount to 985,500/. or nearly a million
pounds per annum.

If we again divide the 985,500Z. by 12,000, (the number of cows,) we
shall have the strange and almost incredible sum of more than 82/. as the
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money produced by the milk of each cow. This is divided among a

variety of persons, and after all affords but a scanty subsistence to many
of them ; but it unequivocally proves the rascality that pervades some of

the departments of the concern.
We acquit the wholesale dealers of any share in the roguery, nor do we

believe that their profits are exorbitant. They sell the milk to the retail

dealers at a price that, according to Dr. Middlelon, would enable them to

clear 64 per cent., without adulterating the article—(we believe that 50

)
business

When
the distance the milk-girls have to travel; and the time wasted in

selling their little quantities from door to door, this profit is not too great

;

but when they abstract the cream, and add the water, and, unless they

are much belied, some extraneous and abominable articles, the actual

profits will far exceed cent, per cent. In the spring of the year, when

London is full, the consumption and the deterioration are greatest. In the

latter part of the year the cream is converted into butter, and the butter-

milk given to the hogs.

Rhodes's dairy has been established more than thirty years, but some

of the same family or name have lived in that neighbourhood nearly a

century. ' Mr. Rhodes, farmer, near Islington,' is referred to by Dr.

Brocklesby, in his treatise on the murrain which prevailed among cattle

about the middle of the last century. The writer of * London Dairies,'

in the British Farmer's Magazine for February 1831, gives a description

of it, of which the following is the substance:—The surface on which the

buildings arc placed is a gentle slope of two or three acres, facing the

east. The sheds run in the direction of the slope, as well for the drainage

of the gutters as for the supply of water for drinking, which will thus run

from trouo:h to trouoh the whole lenq;th of the shed. The sheds are

twenty-four feet wide; the side-walls being- about eight feet high, with

rising shutters for ventilation, and panes of glass let into iron frames for

light. The floor is nearly flat, with a gutter along the centre, and a row

of stalls, each seven feet and a half wide, along the sides, and adapted for

two cows, which are attached by chains to a ring that runs upon an

upright rod in the corner of the stalls. A trough or manger, of the ordi-

nary size of those used for horses, is placed at the top of the stall. Four

of these sheds are placed parallel and close to each other, and in the

party-walls are openings a foot wide, and four feet high, opposite to each

cow. The bottom of these openings is about nine inches higher than

the upper surface of the troughs, and contains a one-foot square cast-iron

cistern, which contains the water for drinking ; each cistern serves for two

cows that are placed opposite to each other, but in different sheds
:

all

these cisterns are supplied from one large tank. These cisterns have a

wooden cover, which is put on while the cows are eatmg their grains, to

prevent their drinking at that time, and tainting the water by dropping

any of the grains into it. At the upper end and at one corner of this

quadruple range of sheds is the dairy, consisting of three rooms each

about twelve feet square ; the outer, or measuring-room—the middle, or

scalding-room, with a fire-place and a hoiler-and the inner, or milk and

butter room.
, j j u i ,

At the lower end of the range is a square yard surrounded by sheds,

some for fattening the cows when they have ceased to give milk, and the

others for store and breeding pigs. The pigs are kept, to consume the

casual stock of skim-milk which remains on hand, owing to the fluctua-

tions of the demand. The milk is kept in a well, walled with brick laid

in cement, about six feet in diameter, and twelve feet deep. Tiie milk
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soon becomes sour there, but is then most nourishing to the hogs. Breed-
ing swine is thought to be the most profitable, and the sucking pigs are
sold for roasting.

Beyond this yard is a deep pit or pond, into which the dung is

emptied. There is a stack-yard, sheds, and pits for roots, straw, and hay;
a place for cutting chaff, cart-sheds, stables, and every huildin"- which
such an establishment can require,
four to five hundred.

The number of cows varies from

The cows are

e of them have

The treatment of the cows is singular in some respects,
never untied while they are retained as milkers. Some
stood in the stall more than two years. Mr. Laycock, on the contrary,
turns his cows out once every day to drink from troughs in the yard, and
they remain out from half an hour to three hours, depending on the
weather and the season of the year. From the end of June untirMichael-
mas, they are turned into the fields from six o'clock in the morning until
twelve or one, and from two o'clock in the afternoon till about three
o'clock on the following morning. Mr. Rhodes's cows have always
water standing in the cisterns before them.
We can readily conceive that, from the want of exercise, and consequent

cutaneous perspiration, Rhodes's cows may give a somewhat greater
quantity of milk than Laycock's ; but on the other hand, when we think
of an animal tied in the corner of a stall for twelve, or eighteen, or twenty-
four months together, we cannot help associating the idea of disease, or
tendency to disease at least, with such an unnatural state of things;
the feet and the digestive system would particularly suffer, and we
should suspect a little vitiation of all the secretions, and some dete-
rioration in the quality of the milk. We should like to know the com^
parative state of health of the animals in the two establishments. The
inclination of our opinion would be strongly in favour of Mr. Laycock's
plan.

The principal food of the cows in both of these, and in all the dairies
of the metropolis, is grains; and as the brewing seasons are chiefly in
autumn and spring, a stock of G:rains is generally laid in at those seasons
for the rest of the year. The grains are^laid up in pits, lined with brick^
work set m cement, from ten to twenty feet deep, and of any convenient
size. Ihey are firmly trodden down, and covered with a laver of moist
earth, eight or nine inches thick, to keep out the rain and frost in winter,
and the heat in summer.
daily, the cost of which is from fourpence to fivepence, exclusive of car-

riage and preservation. The grains are, if possible, thrown into the pit

while warm and in a state of fermentation, and they soon turn sour, but
they are not liked the worse by cattle on that account; and the air beino-

perfectly excluded, the fermentation cannot run on to putrefaction. The
dairymen say that the slow and slight degree of fermentation which goes
on, tends to the greater development of the saccharine and nutritive prin-
ciple, and they will have as large a stock upon hand as they can afford,

and not open the pits until they are compelled. It is not uncommon for
two years to pass before a pit of grains is touched ; and it is said that
some have lain nine years, and been perfectly good at the expiration of
that period. The dairyman, however, must know his brewer, and be
able to depend on him.
most nourishing:.

A cow consumes about a bushel of these '^-rains

The grains from a larii:e ale brewery are the

Those from the porter brewery are not so good ; and
those from the little brewers, who first draw off their ale, and afterwards
extract every particle of nutriment in the formation of table beer, are
scarcely worth having,
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^

Each cow is allowed a portion of salt. In Rhodes's establishment it is

given with the grains. Laycock salts his rick when it is first made;—

a

most excellent plan, for the hay is not only effectually secured from be-
coming mow-burnt or mouldy, but it is rendered more grateful to the
animal, and we may venture to say, almost doubly nourishing, from the
development of the saccharine principle. It is to be doubted, however,
whether the cows obtain a sufficient quantity of salt in this way. Some
should be given with the grains.

The grains are usually given about three o'clock in the morning, and
two o'clock in the afternoon, being a little before the usual milkins; hours.
Between the milkings they have green meat, as long as the season will
permit. Cut-grass is a favourite and excellent food f but where it can be
managed, the plan of Mr. Laycock to let the cows cut the grass for them-
selves is a far superior one. Tares come in before the grass, and are
afterwards given alternately with it. In winter, turnips, potatoes, and
mangel-wurzel, are given as long as they can be obtained at any reason-
able price

; and then the dairyman is driven to hay or chaff; the supe-
riority of chaff is now generally allowed.

Both of these gentlemen fatten off their dry cows with grains, oil-cake,
and clover-chaff, to which Mr. Laycock adds boiled linseed. Our readers
may recollect the experiments made by the Duke of Bedford on the fat-

tening quahty of Hnseed, boiled and unboiled, (p. 213), and in which the
simple unboiled linseed fattened the animals more expeditiously than any
cooked preparation of that seed. Mr. Laycock boils the linseed in a com-
mon boiler, and when reduced to a pulp, conveys it by tubes into large
wooden cisterns, where it is mixed with clover chaff roughly cut, and
sometimes with grains.

These wholesale dairymen usually agree with the retail dealers, that they
(the dealers) shall milk the cows. The dealer knows the quantity of
milk that he wants, and the dairyman knowing the usual quantity of milk
yielded by each cow, calculates what number of cows will meet the de-
mand, and the retail dealer attends at three o'clock in the morning and
two in the afternoon, to milk these cows. He carries it into the measur-
ing-room, where its precise quantity is ascertained. If, as cows often vary
considerably in their flow of milk in the course of two or three days, he
has milked more than his quantity, it is put into a vessel belonging to the
dairyman

;
or if the cows should not have given their usual supply,^the de-

ficiency is made up from the dairyman's vessel. The milk which is left on
hand is put into shallow vessels, the cream skimmed and made into butter,
nd the skimmed-milk thrown into the pit for the hogs.
The Joint-Stock dairies, which a few years ago sprung up in such

abundance, have either ceased to exist, or the number of cows, much di-

minished, have fallen into private hands. While there were many partners,
and the business was controlled by a committee of persons who knew
nothing at all about the matter, they all proved to be lamentable failures.

Some of them, even in the hands of private individuals, who brought with
them little or no experience, were sadly ruinoiis concerns. The Metro-
politan Dairy was a striking illustration of this; but now, under the ma-
nagement of those who have been drilled into the business, it is doxuo^
better.

a

SURREY,

\

This county, like Essex and Middlesex, cannot be said to have any
distinguishing breed. The short-horns undoubtedly prevail ; but in the
parts bordering on Sussex, the valuable breed of that county is found in
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266 CATTLE.

great numbers. In some parts of the county, particularly in the neio-h-
bourhood of Reigate, the Devons are the ikvourites; but there are to%e
found cattle of every breed, and crosses of every kind. Many calves are
reared for 'the London market about Chobhani and Bagshot and some
few about Esher and Ripley

; but the business has beenlfound to be not
so productive as it was once imagined to be, and has decHned narticu
larly m the two hitter places. ' ^
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Chapter VIII.

THE FOREIGN BREEDS OF CATTLE.

..jiSia <i;'^W^:^

mm

[The Alderney BulL']

ALDERNEY CATTLE.

we
im-

FiRST among them,—and a regular importation of which is kept up,
have the Normandy, or Alderney cattle. The Normandy cattle are „xi-
ported from the French continent, and are larger and have a superior
tendency to fatten ; the others are from the islands on the French coast •

but all of them, whether from the continent or the islands, pass under the
common name of Alderneys.

y^ Except in Hampshire, they are found only in gentlemen's parks and
pleasure-grounds, and they maintain their occupancy there partly on ac-
count of the richness of their milk, and the great quantity of butter
.which it yields, but more from the diminutive size of the animals Thpir

t

real ugli 5S is passed over on these accounts ; and it is thouo-ht fashion-
nable that the view from the breakfast or drawing room of the house
should present an Alderney cow or two grazing at a little distance.
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^w'^
?^.r^^^^"

[ The Alderney Cow»^

John Lawrence describes them as ' light-red, yellow, dnn or fawn-
coloured; short, wild-horned, deer-necked, thin and small-boned, irreo-u-

larlv, but often very awkwardly shaped.*wardly shaped

Mr. Parkinson, who seems to have a determined prejudice against them,
says that * their size is small, and they are of as bad a form as can pos-
sibly be described; the bellies of many of them are four-fifths of their
weight the

ends,

•k is very thin and hollow; the shoulder stands up, and i„

the highest part: they are hollow and narrow behind the shoulders ; the
chine is nearly without flesh; the bucks are narrow and sharp at the

the rump is short, and they are narrow and light in the brisket/
This is about as bad a form as can possibly be described, and the picture
is very little exaggerated, when the animal is analyzed point by point; yet
all these defects are so put together, as to make a not unpleasing whole.

The Alderney, considering its voracious appetite^for it devours almost as

much as a short-horn—yields very httle milk. That milk, however, is of
an extraordinarily excellent quality, and gives more butter than can be
obtained from the milk of any other cow. Of this no one can doubt who
has possessed any Alderney cows. Some writers on agricultural subjects

have, however, denied it. The milk of the Alderney cow fits her for the

situation in which she is usually placed, and where the excellence of the

article is regarded, and not the expense: but it is not rich enough, yield-

ing the small quantity that she does, to pay for what she costs ^.

coast of Hampshire, there

it

On the

is

We must refer our readers to

great facility in obtaining the Alderney
cattle, and they are great favourites there,

the 'Description of Hampshire,' p. 215, for the manner in which they

* John Lawrence saySj that an Alderney cow that had strayed on the premises of a
friend of his, and remained there three weeks, made 19 lbs. of butter each week

; and the
fact was held so extraordinary, as to be thought worthy of a memorandum in the mrish
books. ^
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have established themselves in that part of the country, and the various

ways in which other breeds have been crossed by them.

One excellence it must be acknowledged that the Alderneys possess :

when they are dried, they fatten with a rapidity that would be scarcely

thou«-ht possible from their gaunt appearance, and their want of almost

every grazing- point, while living. The Duke of ^Bedford exhibited a

French ox at the Smithfield cattle show, in 1802, whose four quarters

weighed 95 stone 3 lbs., and the fat 17 stone 3 lbs,, Smithfield weight.

Some have assigned to the Norman cattle a share in the improvement

of the old short-horns ; but the fact does not rest on any good authority.

\

EAST INDIAN CATTLE.
F

Several varieties of these have been imported, and attempts made to

naturalize them, but with varied success,
#

I

NAGORE CATTLE,

A bull and cow were exhibited at the Christmas cattle show, in 1832,

under the denomination of Nagore cattle. They were beautiful animals,

and attracted much attention. They were the property of Henry Perkins,

V.9;a.. of Snrino-field. near Wandsworth, to whom we are indebted for the

substance of the following account of them.

They were bred by Lieutenant-Colonel Skinner, at his farm at Danah,

near Pokah, on the borders of the Bichaneer desert, 100 miles to the west-

ward of Delhi. They are not buffaloes, but of the highest breed of Indian

cattle. They are used in India by the higher orders, to draw their state

carriages, and are much valued for their size, speed, and endurance, and

sell at very high prices. These specimens arrived at Calcutta, a distance

\^

I
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[The Nagore Bull] I
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wof 1400 miles, in January, 1829, and were then something under six

months old. They were sent as a. ^..^ -
r -n ^

'

residing- at Calcutta, and by whom they were forwarded to Mr. Perkms.

Colonel Skinner has a large stock of them ; and six or seven beasts are

always kept saddled to carry the military despatches. They remain saddled

three or four hours, and if not wanted in that time, fresh ones are brought

out to relieve their companions. They will travel, with a soldier on their
^

back, 15 or 16 hours in the day, at the rate of six miles an hour. Iheir a
>_

action IS particularly fine •nothing like the English cattle, with the side

way, circular action of their hind legs
They are very ''

Mr. Per

V. t,-
the Nagore cattle bring their

hind legs under them in as straight a line as the horse,

active, and can clear a five-barred gate with the greatest ease.
^

kins has a calf which has leaped over an iron fence higher than any fave-

barred gate; and the bull frequently jumps over the same fence in order

to ffet at the water, and when he has drunk his fill, leaps back again.
.9- _ . ^ . ^ . 1 tj* _ T „,,i,:u;f^,l tick 1

^

ni

piter) He is em

ployed in a light cart, in various jobs about the farm :
sometimes he goes

fore-horse in the waggon-team, to deliver corn ; he also drags the bush-

harrow, and draws the light roller over the ploughed land. He is

docile and tractable, when one man drives him. and attends
very docue ana irauiaoie, wiieu one man drives hira,

upon him, but he has, now and then, shown symptoms of dislike to

others.
, , , / ,.,,,

He is fed entirely on hay. Except that when he works, a little

bran is given to him, and in the turnip- season he is treated occasionally

Avith a few slices of Swedes, of which he is very fond. He was at first

very troublesome to shoe ; and it was necessary to erect a break in order

to confine him. He was unwilling to go into it for some time, but now

walks in very contentedly.
, •

i
•

fond of being noticed; and often, when he is lymHe is very S

down if any one to whom he is accustomed goes and sits down upon him,

and strokes him over the face, he will turn round, and put his head on

their lap, and lie there contentedly as long as they please.

Mr. Perkins very properly observes, that the chief advantage of these

Brahmin bulls would probably consist in their speed and strength, in both

of which they surpass any of our breeds.

morning and
)

when they are driven to be milked; but Mr.
iJiui 11111" anu evening, .v.i^»i ^^-^ «.-- -- -- -

Perkins has not ventured to have her milked, on account of the f^omme

danger of the attempt: the value of these cattle for ^^e pad is theretore

unknown. Two calves have been bred from them, and a milch cow is

"Ne\rr oK'calts is yet old enough, or ready, for the butcher and

theVete the quality of the Leat is unknown
; b"\^;;-;;^^f;Sly be"!

left upon the hand when it is passed over them, there may possibly be a

peculiar taint in the meat.

BUFFALO AND INDIAN CATTLE.

Winn, of Nostal, near Wakefield some cattle, the progeny
Mr u. VVinn,

«i^^°^^^\"'^.'^' /^^Thev breed once in the year, and
of a zebra bull and a Brahmin cow. itiey oreeu

, c^L„ e
the calf is suffered to run with the mother as long as it pleases. Some of

them have been castrated, but with little development of form or improve-

ment of meat. When fattened, they weigh from 25 to 30 stones One

was killed, we^^^^ncr tr^nrp than .35 stones, imperial weigfht. ihe bone is
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«

I

exceedingly small, but the meat is not well-flavoured, and is compara-
tively destitute of gravy. They have bred with the English cattle, but the
offspring has never been reared. A calf from an Ayrshire cow, bv one of
these bulls, became so fat at one month old, that it weighed 25"^lbs. per
quarter, and was most delicious meat.
The Duke of Northumberland has a fine breed of buffalo-cattle in his

beautiful park at Alnwick. They are not, however, the pure Indian
breed, but a cross with the Highland Kyloe, the original bull having died
soon after their arrival at Alnwick, more than twenty years ago. They
have never been allowed to increase much above their present number,
about 30, and only one or two bulls are suffered to be among them at one
time. They have promiscuously bred among each other, car^ beino- taken
to preserve those for breeders which most resembled the originals, the size
of the characteristic hump on the shoulder being the princijDal guide.
They are treated in a great measure like the other cattle, only, from

their wild nature, no attempt has been made to handle them.
severe weather, or a storm in winter, they have a hovel to run into ; and
although they do not seem to bear the cold cHmate so well as one of their

progenitors, the Kyloes, they are usually very healthy.

When the calves are dropped, the mother endeavours to secrete them
among the long grass for a few days, like other wild cattle, so that the

herdsman has to watch the place, and a favourable opportunity, to castrate

or spay them.

^
They are good graziers ; the young ones getting into excellent condi-

tion in the summer; and although they evidently lose flesh in the winter,

yet by the time they are killed in the fall of the year, when four or five

years old, they are very good beef. The meat is finely marbled, and well-

flavoufed. ,

During

Wentworth IS a
herd of beautiful Indian cattle. They were presented to Lord Rockinf^--

ham, sixty or seventy years ago, by Mr. Verelst, who was at that time
Governor of Bengal. They have been occasionally killed for the table,
but their flesh had a peculiar sweetish taste, not pleasant to every palate.
Two years ago some of the calves were castrated, in order to see how they
would answer as grazing cattle ; they are not yet old enough to kill, but
they do not appear to thrive so well as those that were left in their natural
state. In winter they are driven into a yard with sheds ; for they would
nearly starve in the open ground. No cross has been attempted between

these and the cattle of the country, from an impression on the mind of

the noble proprietor, that it would be more a matter of zoological curiosity

than of practical utiUty
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THE STRUCTURE AND DISEASES OF THE HEAD OF THE OX.

Having described the various breeds of cattle, and touched incidentally on
some of the principles of breeding, the method of rearing young stock,

and the general management of the ox, we are prepared to enter into the
consideration of his structure. This will afford us opportunity of more
satisfactorily elucidating the peculiarities, or points, on the development
of which the excellence of the beast, for certain purposes, is supposed to

depend ; and will also enable us to understand the nature and proper
treatment of the diseases to which neat cattle are subject. The first

is an important but disputed topic : it has been founded too much on
mere assertion

; it has varied with the caprice of individuals, or the fashion
of the day ; and it has rarely been referred to principle, and to the necessary
effect of certain conformations on the capacity of the animal for certain
purposes: the latter, more important still, has been altogether neglected, for

until lately there did not exist, in the English language, and s ly in

any other, a scientific and satisfactory account of the nature and causes

and cure of the maladies of neat cattle; but these animals were, with few

exceptions, abandoned to the tender mercies of those whose practice may
be characterized as a compound of ignorance and brutality.

We should have endeavoured to make this part of our work perfect, with-

out reference to any other ; but having, in our treatise on * the Horse,' en-

tered into a laboured description of the different parts of the frame of that

quadruped, we shall avoid repetition, by occasional reference to that por-

tion of the Farmer's Series: and shall be enabled to make our anatomical

detail as brief as a clear understanding of the medical treatment of cattle

will admit, and consisting of that only which is peculiar to cattle. For the
purpose of future reference, and in conformity with the treatise on * the
Horse/ we first introduce the skeleton of the ox.
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{^Skeleton of the Ox^']

a^ The upper jaw-bone.

bj The nasal bone, or bone of the nose.

Cj The lachrymal bone.

dy The malar, or cheek-bone.

e, The frontal bone^ or bone of the fore

head.

Xy The eight true ribs.

?/, The false ribs, with their cartilages.

Zj The sternum.

1, The scapula, or shoulder-blade.

2, The humerus, or lower bone of the

shoulder.

/, The horns, being processes or continu- 3, The radius, or principal bone of the

ations of the frontal.

g. The temporal bone.

hj The parietal bone low in the temporal

fossa,

I, The occipital bone, deeply depressed

below the crest or ridge of the head.

J, The lower jaw.

kj The grinders.

/, The nippers, found on the lower jaw

alone.

arm.

4, The ulna, its upper part forming the

elbow.

5, The small bones of the knee.

6, The large metacarpal or shank-bone.

7, The smaller or splint-bone.

8, The sessamoid bones.

9, The bifurcation at the pasterns, and
the two larger pasterns to each foot.

10, The two smaller pasterns to each foot.

THy The ligament of the neck, and its at- II, The two coffin-bones to each foot.

tachments.

fly The atlas.

0, The dentata.

Py The orbit of the eye.

q^ The vertebrss, or bones of the neck.

r, The bones of the back.

s, The bones of the loins.

ty The sacrum,

Uy The bones of the tail,

v&«^,The haunch and pelvis.

12, The navicular bones.

13; The thigh-bone.

14, The patella, or bone of the knee.

15, The tibia, or proper leg-bone.

16, The point of the hock.

17.17, The small bones of the hock.

18.18, The metatarsals, or larger bones

of the hind leg.

19. 19, The pasterns and feet.

The head of the ox may be divided, like that of the horse into two
parts ' " _ -

both.
the skull and the face. The following cut represents a section of
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I Section of the Head of the Ox.']

L

Oy The horn, showing it to be a process j, The anterior condyloid foramen.

of the frontal bone, and the manner ky The posterior do.

in which it is hollowed.

Jj The frontal bone.

ly The basilar process of the occipital.

niy The sphenoid bone.

e. The frontal sinus, extending from the n. The crista galli of the ethmoid bone,

nasal bone almost to the tip of the o. The pterigoid bone,

horn and the great foramen. jp. The perpendicular portion of the pa-
_ r

J-

dy The condyloid process of the occipital latine bone.

bone, and the foramen, through y, The nasal bone.

which the spinal cord passes from

the skull.

Ty The ethmoid bone.

Sy The superior turbinated bone.

ty The inferior turbinated bone.Cy The cavity of the skull.

/> -^^® petrous portion of the temporal m, The lower cell of the ethmoid, so

large in the ox as to be termed by

some the middle turbinated bone.

bone appearing in the cavity of the

skull,

g, The passage to the internal part of v. The maxillary sinus.

the ear. Wy The cells of the palatine bone,

hy The foramen lacerum, or irregular Xy The superior maxillary bone its pa-

foramen, through which several of

the nerves escape from the space

latine process

y, The grinders.

and some of the blood-vessels enter. Zy The anterior maxillary bone, destitute

*; The foramen ovale—oval foramen. of incisor teeth.

¥

The cranium or skull, that portion of the head which contains and pro-

tects the brain, is composed of eight bones : two frontals e, p. 272, and 6,

p. 273 ; one parietal, h, p. 272 ; two temporals, g, p. 272, and/, p. 273
;

one occipital, i, p. 272 ; and d and /, p. 273 ; one ethmoid, n, and r,

P- 2?^ 5 ^nd one sphenoid, m, p.
Ihe difference in the appearance of the head of the ox and the horse, is

principally caused by the different extent and form of the frontal and pa
T
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frontal bones extend but little more than half way from the orbit of the

eye to the top of the head ; and, above them, the parietals, thickly covered

by the temporal muscles, form the arch-shaped roof of the skull ; in cattle,

the frontal bones extend from the nose to the superior ridge of the skull,

presenting a flattened but irregular surface, and entirely bare of mua-

cular or fleshy covering. In the foetal calf, there are two distinct fron-

tals, but the suture soon disappears, and one broad and lengthened bone

remains.

THE FRONTAL BONES.

Nature has "-iven to most species of cattle a formidable weapon of

offence the horn. To be effective, it must be securely based; and it

could only be so, or it could best be so, by this expanse of frontal bone.

From this bone the horn springs, and it is in fact a contirmation of the

frontal, (see a, p. 273.) To the male animal this weapon seems to be

most necessary, or by him it is most used : he is, in his wild state, the

natural and the courageous guardian of the herd, and many a contest he

has with his fellows before he establishes his supremacy over them, and

his right to be their protector : therefore, in order to give a firmer basis

to that by which alone he could maintain his power, or defend his sub-

jects, the forehead of the bull is considerably shorter and broader than

that of the cow or the ox. It is so in every breed.

The Ayrshire cow is distinguished by her small head, and lengthened

narrow brow ; but the bull (see cut, p. 129) has as broad and masculine a

forehead as any of them ; and the animal, whose portrait is there repre-

sented, was too furious and impatient of control to be safe. It was neces-

sary always to confine him, and even under confinement, he was a perfect

nuisance by his bellowing.

This shortness and breadth of forehead is not only characteristic of dif-

ference of sex, but it is regarded, and properly, as an essential point in a

bull. A deficiency here argues deficiency of constitutional power, and

materially diminishes his value as a stock-getter ; we do not recollect an

exception to this rule : and, on the other hand, we have rarely seen a cow

with a large head and broad forehead that had not, in other respects,

lost the most valuable points of the feminine character—she was neither

a o-ood milker, nor a good mother, nor did she often fatten kindly ; there

was a coarseness in her whole form, and her very flesh was coarse when

she came to be slaughtered.

;

^ , ^ j . ,, ,

We have said that the sraallness of the head in the horse or mare, how-

ever it may be considered to be a point of beauty, is very questionable

in its bearing on the temper and actual value of the animal
;
but we believe

that there is no point more generally assented to by breeders than this,—

that a fine small head, tapering towards the muzzle, usually mdicates a

good milker and a good feeder, and a good temper too.

We present our readers, in the next page, with a cut ot the head of

Lord Allhorp's bull, whose full portrait was given in page 242. With

the exception of somewhat too narrow a muzzle, it is a good illustration

of the masculine character of a superior bull of the improved short-horn

breed.

With regard to some species of hornless cattle, this notion of the proper

form of the frontal bone, is carried to a greater extent. The expanse of

this bone not being wanted as a base for the horn, is not found ; on the

contrary, the frontal bones begin to contract a little above the eyes, and

terminate in a comparatively narrow ridge at the summit of the head.
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This narrowness of the parietal ridge (it is not the occipital ridge in cattle,

for the occipital bone is pushed out of its place, and the parietal occupies

the situation of the superior portion of it) is deemed a characteristic of the

purity of the breed and its grazing qualities. This is particularly the case

among the Galloway and Angus breeders. We believe that there is some
truth in this. It is a kind of pledge as to the fineness of the form, and
the smallness of the bone everywhere.

IHead o/Yivhy—Lord Althorfs Bull]

THE FRONTA^L SINUSES.

If this expanse of bone were solid, its weight would be enormous, and

it would fatigue and weigh the animal down. To obviate this, as in the

Horse (6, p. 68, ' Horse,') it ife divided into two plates, separated by

numerous vacuities, or cells ; but, unlike the horse, these extend^ through

the whole of the bone—nay, they penetrate even through the parietal and

occipital bones. Hence it happens that the frontal sinuses (so these ca-

vities are called in cattle as well as in the horse) extend from the angle ot

the eve to the very foramen through which the brain escapes from the

skull, nay, as we shall see presently, to the very tip of the horn ^vide a

"""Ther^" ifthe same septum, or division, in the centre of the frontal si-

nuses as in the horse ; but there is not the same perfect division between

the nostrils. Commencing about half way up the nose, the septum is

wanting at the lower part, and the two nostrils are, as it were thrown into

one ; and the frontal sinuses communicating with the frontal, and the

frontal with the nasal, there is one continuous cavity from the muzzle_ to

the tip of the horn, and from one muzzle to the other.
w

INFLAMMATION OF THE FRONTAL SINUSES.

The whole of this cavity is lined by a prolongation of the membrane ofthe

nose, and when one part of it is inflamed, the whole is apt to be affected.
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This accounts for Ihe very serious character which nasal gleet, a discharge

from the nostpil, sometimes assumes in cattle. In the horse we think

little of it, pt it has a c^landerous character, or is connected with con-

siderable coiigh or fever ; but the sooner a gleet from the nose of an ox is

examined into and properly treated the better ; for the inflammation is far

more extensive than that which occurs in the horse.

After a little cough, with slight nasal discharge, we occasionally find

the beast rapidly becoming dull and drooping, and carrying his head on

one side. Either grubs or worms have crept up the nostril, and are lodged

in some of the sinuses, and are a source of irritation there; or inflammation,

at first merely that of the membrane of the nose, and connected with

common cold, has extended along the cavity, and is more intense in

some particular spot than in others ; or has gone oh to suppuration, and
matter is thrown out and lodged there, and generally about the root of one

of the horns. The vetennary surgeon does one of two things; he either

opens the skull at the root of the horn with a trephine, or he proceeds in a

more summary ,and a better way—he cuts off the horn al its root. More
than a pint of pus has sometimes escaped from the Orifice; and although

there may not have bc^eii any suppuration and throwing out of pus, yet

the inflammation will be materially relieved by the bleeding that neces-

sarily follows such an operation. The opening into the sinus which is

thus made should, however, be speedily closed, or the stimulus of the

atmospheric air will render the inflammation worse than it was before.

On account of the vast extent of cavity from the communication be-

tween all the parliliohs of the sinus, the ox occasionally suffers much
from the larva of ia speciies of fly that creeps up the nose and lodges in

some part of the sinus; He is tortured much more than the sheep from

this cause; and the annoyance is sometimes so great as to be scarcely

distinguished from phrenitis. This, however, does not often happen ; for

the sinuses of his skull are more the accidental than the natural and re-

gular habitation of these insects.

THE USE OF THESE SINUSES.

These plates of the skull are separated from each other at least an inch

at all places, and in some parts more than double that distance (see cut,

p. 273.) Do we not see the design of this ? The skull is the covering of the

brain. The weapons of offence in cattle spring from the skull, and they are

often used with terrible effect, and more about the skull than any other part.

Even the polled cattle use their heads as weapons of offence, and sometimes

butt each other with tremendous force. From the expanse of the forehead,

theroof of the skull cannot be covered and defended by the yielding but

most effectual resistance which the temporal muscle afibrds to the horse
;

and although the frontal bone were so solid as almost to resist the very pos-

sibility of fracture, yet if the brain lay immediately underneath it, the

concussion that would result from the shock of their rude encounters

would always be dangerous, and often fatal. Therefore the bones ure di-

vided into two plates, and separated as widely as possible from each other,

where, as at the parietal crest, and the root of the horn, the shock is most

likely to fall. There are also inserted between the plates numerous little

perpendicular walls, or rather scales of bone, (see c, p. 273.) (for many of

them are of wafer-like thinness,) which, by their number, give sufficient

support to the outer plate in all ordinary cases, and by their thinness and

elasticity afibrd a yielding resistance similar to that of the temporal muscle
in the horse, and capable of neutralizing almost any force. Thence it

iiappens that if the external plate is fractured, the inner one is seldom
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jnjured; or if the external one is perforated by the horn, the inner one

is rarely touched. Hence also it occurs that in the occasional encoun-

—and furious enough they sometimes are—the

injuries are inflicted on other parts, and the head is comparatively un-

touched. Old and vicious beasts seem to be aware of this, and aim their

thrusts at the side or the flank.

ters between these animals

THE FORAMINA OF THE FOREHEAD.

There are some marks of contrivance in the structure of the head of the

ox, which should not be entirely passed over. At 6 (p. 66, ' Horse,*) are

seen the two foramina or holes through which the nerves and blood

vessels pass out to supply the forehead : but so much larger an expanse

as that of the forehead of the ox requires more nervous influence, and a

greater supply of blood ; and, therefore, there are two foramina, one for

the escape of the nerve, and the other of the artery. Each of these,

however, must be of considerable bulk, and they have to run over a flat-

ter surface than in the horse, and a surface, passing over which, they are

exposed to much danger. There is provision made for this. A curious

groove is formed, in which they run for a considerable distance above

and below, securely defended by the ridge of bone on either side, until

they have given off various branches, and are either so diminished in bulk,

that they are comparatively out of the reach of injury, or if one branch,

; or the artery were injured, the nervous influencewhether of the

and the blood would be supplied by other ramifications.

>

h

4 +

THE ARCH UNDER WHICH THE TEMPORAL MUSCLE PLAYS.

In the cut (p. 66^ Horse), and better seen in the cut in the next page

of that work, a strong process of the frontal bone goes to contribute to

the formation of the zygomatic arch under which the head of the lower

jaw moves and is defended; and not only the act of mastication is thus

securely perforn^ied, but there is so much room for the play of the muscle,

that the animal is enabled to use his teeth as weapons of offence. In

the ox the teeth are never weapons of offence ; he may gore and trample

upon his enemy, but he does not bite him : and his food is more leisurely

gathered in the first imperfect mastication, and still more lazily arid

sleepily ground down in rumination ; this arch therefore needs not to be,

and is not so capacious and so strong. It is likewise, from its situation

and the general shape of the head, exempt from the violence and injury

to which in the horse it is exposed ; and therefore the arch not only does

not project like the other for the purpose of strength, and to give rooni

for a mass of muscle that is not wanted, but the frontal bone does not

enter into its composition at alU (See g and e, p. 272.)
i

r

THE HORNS.

The o-reatest difference between the frontals in the ox and the horse,

consists" in their prolongation in theTormer, under the name the horns

The foetus of three months old has no horn
; ^"P^ja^""'*!^.."'^^^;

begins to appear, and may be detected by a little^m0^ of he frontal

bone. ThiTincreases, and by the seventh month it is evident to the eye

under the form of a distinct tubercle eleyatin- tto;skin. I^now gradually

forces its way through th^cutis/^or true sBn, which^it has.j^^OTP^ished

oat-thetrtne of partuHtiori ; and; cc^^tffimng to grow, it detaches the cuticle

or s^arfsHn from the cutis, and carries it with it; and this gradually hard-

ening over it, forms the rudiment of the future horn or the covering of

the bone. Beneath this cuticle the horn soon begins to form
; but it con-
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tinues covered until the animal is twelve or fifteen months old o-ivino- (o
it a skinny roughness, which then peels ofF shewing the shinin'And per-
fect horn. The horn of the ox then is composed of an elono-ation of the
frontal bone, covered by a hard coating originally of a gelatfnous nature.
Its base is a process, or continuation of the frontal bone, and it is, like
that bone, hollow and divided into numerous compartments or cells, (a and
c, p. 273) all of them communicating with each other, and lined by a coa-
tmuation of the membrane of the nose.
'^'iThe bone of the horn is exceedingly vascular ; it is the most vascular
bone in the whole frame, for it has not only to carry vessels for its own
nourishment, but for that of its covering; it is therefore much rou"-hened
on Its surface, and has the appearance of being perforated, or as i't wereworm-eaten by innumerable vessels. It is on this account that when it
is broken the haemorrhage is so great—there would scarcely be more pro
fuse bleeding from the amputation of a limb. A veterinary friend of ours
had to remove a large half-bony tumour which had grown on a broken
horn. He sawed it off, and the blood flew out in a stream as large as
his finger

; and it was only by the repeated application of large buddin
irons, heated red-hot, that he was able to arrest the bleedino-.

FRACTURE OP THE HORN.

Young bullocks will often make too early use of their horns, 'and
many are the desperate encounters before it is determined who is master of
the pasture. In this way the horn occasionally gets fractured. If the
bone of the horn is evidently broken, but the external covering is not dis-
placed, nothing more is necessary than to fit some splents to the part,
and bind the whole well up, so that the fractured edges shall be kept
securely in apposition with each other, and in a fortnight or three weeks
all will be well.

Sometimes the horny covering is torn off. If the bone is not fractured
it will be best to leave the process to nature. Young beasts are parti-
cularly subject to this loss of the covering of the bone, from their violent

ZT'iT\t ^^""^
''^^f

^^^'^ ^'" b^ ^ 8"-eat deal of haemorrhage at

bloi(i Th^.'lvV'"^ TT ^"^ '"^^"^ '^' ^""^ ^-"^^^e^ by coagulatedblood. This by degrees hardens and forms a temporary case for the boneIn the mean ime another process commences at the\ase of the boneA dense flexible substance is found there, of the nature of which we shall
say more presently, and this begins rapidly to thicken and harden, and to
assume the character of good horn ; it then runs up the bone, displaces
the crust of coagulated blood as it grows, and, in a less time than would be
thought possible, covers the bone completely, and, much resembles
»^ ^ .. 1* t . .1 ..-1
pearance, and is nearly as strong- as, the original horn.

in an-

dages.

At other times, after the horny covering has been torn off, the bone will
be found to be fractured, but the parts are not perfectly separated from
each other. They must be broug-ht in exact apposition with each other
bound carefully up, and confined with splents, or sufficiently strong ban-

Union between the divided edges of the bone will speedily take
place, new horn will grow over, and there will be scarcely a vestio-e of
the accident.

^

At other times, not only is the horny covering torn off, but the bone is
also snapped asunder and perfectly separated. The bone will never be
reproduced

; although nature will often attempt to do it, and a rude mis-shapen mass will be formed, half bony and half cartilacrinous Toprevent this the horn must be sawed off level below the fracture andtne nearer the head the better, because it will be the sooner covered *by a
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and beina: now admitted unrestrained

prolongation of the cuticle. The hot iron must be freely passed over

the level surface, after which this effort at reproduction will seldom be

attempted
; or, if it is, the first granulations may be easily destroyed by the

cautery, and there will be an end of the matter. As soon as the bone has

been sawn off level, and the haemorrhage stopped, and the cautery applied

to the exposed surface, the part must be bound up as quickly as possible,

and with one tar-cloth above another, so as completely to exclude the

access of atmospheric air : for although the air has never been quite shut

out from the frontal sinuses, owing to their communication with the nostrils,

yet it has not had free access there

;

to a membrane so extensive and so irritable, it may produce dangerous in-

flammation. The cases are not unfrequent in which inflammation of the

brain or tetanus have followed a broken horn, and precisely from this

cause,—the exposure of the lining membrane of the cells of the head to

the unaccustomed stimulus of the air.

COMPOSITION AND GROWTH OF THE HORNY COVERING.

The horny covering is composed of albumen, with a little gelatine, and

about half per cent, of phosphate of lime. The ingredients are the same

as in the hoof of the horse, but there is rather more albumen which gives

the superior hardness to the horn. There is very little earthy matter in

the horn. It does not yield by calcination more than one three- hundredth

part ; in fact, everything is excluded that can impart to it the slightest

degree of brittleness.

After long maceration the horn has been resolved into lamellse or thin

plates ; but no nerves or blood-vessels have been found in it, although

they must exist there, or the process of nutrition and growth could not be

carried on. The horn is exceedingly thin at its base, and appears as if

it were a continuation of the cuticle. The most careful dissection cannot

trace any separation between them ; but maceration has shown one, and

has proved that the cuticle and the covering of the bone of the horn are

two distinct substances. As from the coronary ligament at the upper part

of the foot of the horse, and which is connected with the cuticle, or is rather

a thickened bulbous prolongation of it, the hoof, or a portion of it is se-

creted, so, in the ox, from a less distinct prolongation of the cuticle pro-

ceeds the covering of the bone of the horn, or at least the basis of it.

The rings at the base of the horn, and which gradually recede from the

base, prove this : but the horn, like the hoof of the horse, thickens as it

grows down, and this thickening, and in fact the gr^^te'- portion of the

horn, are derived from the vascular substance that surrounds the bone and

wSlsfed by the innumerable vessels, that are interposed between it and

tie ho n This substance, dense, vascular. filamentous,_ reticulated, is

verv easily demonstrated by dissection ; but there is not the^same closeness

of Connexion or the mutual interposition of horny and sensible laniinee
of connexion, or^^^

^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^.^^ ^y^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^f

the horse to support.

RINGS OF THE HORN.

^

These rings, proving the first growth of the horn from the b h

hee„ eo„s.erea . for.^ h, wh.ch^.^— th. age^^of

.f f 1^ r
^ L Pnd SO on, one being added on each sue-

at lour-vears-old two are seen, ana so uu, ^"^ , •? ^ j i i .

r*^o^;«
^ mu . Alrh^o9d the lulc, that if two were added toceedmg year. Thence was deducea l"c ^u

,

the number of rings the age of the animal would be given.
^

These rings, however, are perfectly distmct in the cow only
; in the ox

because

the ox.
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they do not appear until he is five years old, and they are often confused':
in the bull they are either not seen until five, or they cannot be traced at
all. These rings are not always distinct even in the cow; the two or
three first may be so, but then comes a succession of mere irreo-ula-
rities of surface that can scarcely be said to be ring-s, and which it is im-
possible to count. Another circumstance must also be taken into the
account, that if a heifer goes tp the bull when she is twp-years-old, or a
little before or after that time, there is an immediate change in the 'horn,
and the first ring appears ; so that a real three-year-old would carry the
mark of a four-year-old. To this may be added, that after the beast is six
or seven years-old, these rings are so irregular in their appearance, and so
little to be depended upon, that the age indicated by the two horns is not
Eilways the same. We have repeatedly seen a difference of one year, and
in isome instances we could not make the horns agree by two years at
least. Therefore, regarding this as a process of nature, it is far too irreo-u-
lar for any certain dependance to be placed upon it. It is a mere general
rule, with far too many exceptions.

There is also a certain instrument called a rasp, the use of which has
been sajd to have made many an arm ache a little before a large cattle
fair. What human being can tell whether the ring farthest from the head
has, or has not been removed ; or whether the second may not have fol-
lowed the first? If the rasp is fine and gently used, and a little dirt,

with or without soot, is rubbed over the part, there is nothing to tell

tales, except a rather too great smoothness of the horn thereabouts ; and
this is said to be obviated by giving the whole of the horn a smooth and
pohshed appearance. We have never liked these pretty, small, smooth,
glossy horns. That art had been at work no one could deny ; and we were
uncharitable enough to suspect that it was oftener employed in the removal
of a defect, than the heightening of a beauty. Cattle-dealers are not so
bad as the horse-merchants ; but strange stories have been told of them.
We are the less scrupulous in describing this deception, because we shall
presently have to speak of a method of judging of the age of cattle,
where no roguery can lead us astray.

THE DEGREE Of FEVER ESTIMATED BY THE HORN.

This thinness Of the horn at the base xvill afford us an' explanation of
the custom of the farner and the cowleech, when examining a sick beast
to feel, almost first of all, the root of the horn, and the tip of the^ear.'
There is much good sense about this. If the temperature is natural in
both, he concludes that there is no great degree of fever; but if the ears
are cold, i:Jeathy cold, it shows that the blood is no longer circulatino'

through the small vessels, but congesting round some important or^-an
which is the seat of inflammation—and nothing can be more dangerous
than this. He also gains from the horn an indication quite as important.
We have described the horn at the base as being very thin ; it is quite as
much so as the cuticle or scarf skin, and it covers one of the ipost vascular
bones in the whole body. No where else can the practitioner get so near
to the circulating fluid, or to so great a quantity of it. He, therefore, puts
his hand on the root of the horn, assured that he shall there have the precise
temperature of the blood, and thus be enabled to judge of the degree
of general fever or constitutional disturbance. The horseman puts his
fingers into the mouth of the horse for the same purpose

; but he cannot
judge so accurately, for the vascularity is less, and the coverino- is thicker.
On the same principles—the thinness of the horn and the vascularity

and consequent tenderness of the bone beneath—brutal drovers often aim
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thejr blows at the root of the Jiorn. In the cruelties which they inflict,

they are restricted by the butchers to the head, to the hocks and below

the hocks, because the meat must not be injured; and these being parts

with no yielding muscle interposed to break the violence of the blow, but

the mere integument covering the Ibone, and, at the root of the horn,

the covering not being a quarter go thick as the general integument,

the pain is abundantly more acute than elsewhere. We have already

spoken of this when describing the cattle-market of Smithfield.
'

Jt is by reason of the extreme tenderness at the root of the horn, that

some fool-hardy and brutal fellows have declared that, armed only with a

stout bludgeon, they should not fear any bull ; for one or two heavy
blows on this part would stupify and put to flight the most ferocious

beast.

^ -

r
»

MANUFACTURE OF BEAUTIFUL HORNS.

On this account also it is, joined to the imperfect formation and yield-

ing nature of the bone at an early age, that some miscreants have been

said to have acquired the art, by means of heated irons, of giving the horns

any direction and form that they please. It has often been hinted that

the peculiar turn of many beautiful horns is artificial. How far this

practice may be followed now we will not pretend to say; we hope that

it is fallino^ into disuse. The crreat improvement which has been efi'ected

in all the breeds of cattle, and particularly the introduction of the short-

horns, who have little pretensions to beauty in this part, have directed the

attention of gentlemen and agriculturists to far more important objects.

Barrow, in his travels into Southern Africa, tells us that this brutal cus-

tom was not confined to Britain or to Europe, and probably had not its

origin in either of them ; for oxen being used for the saddle as well as

draught, by the Naguamas and other tribes, and particularly, being often

ridden by ladies, great care was taken to select the handsomest for this pur-

pose ; and the horns of the young cattle were twisted into spiral curves

and a variety of fantastic forms by means of heated irons.

^ THE HORNS THE DISTINGUISHING CHARACTER OF THE DIFFERENT BREEDS.

In the preceding chapters, we have classed the different breeds of cattle

according to the length of the horn, and we cannot have a better guide.

Under the table of the middle-horns, we have ranked all the native horned

cattle, the Demons, the Sussex, the Herefords, the Welsh, the Scotch, and

some of the Irish. Of the origin of the long-horns we had some doubt;

they were either derived from a particular district of Yorkshire, or they

were of Irish extraction. The short-horus, now naturalized in every part

of Eni?land, and becoming as it were the British cattle, were confessedly

In the crosses between them, the horns seem to follow a

determined course; as long as the breed remains pure, our cattle may be

increased or diminished in size, according to the whim of the breeder or

the nature of the soil—they maybe changed in the proportions of various

parts accordingly as a judicious or injudicious selection has been made
for certain purposes
true grazing, or of the
the distinguishing badge of the breed.

In the present race of short-horns there is a great variety in the form of
the horn. Some persons think this of little or no consequence

; we con^
fess that we are not of that number. It sometimes tells tales of crosses

foreigners.

they may be made to assume the character of the

dairy cattle, but the horn remains the same ; it is

long gone by or forgotten, and totally unsuspected ; and we imagine it

to be possible that they will indicate certain peculiarities, excellencies or
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defects, reaching perhaps to no great extent, but yel worthy of notice
and record. A treatise on the horns of cattle, and especially on those of
the improved breed, might be made a very interesting work • but it would
require experience that rarely falls to one man's lot, and an unusual
freedom rrom hypothesis and prejudice.

When speaking of the long-horn cattle, we described some that attained
an enormous and most inconvenient length; but they shrink into com-
parative insignificance, if compared with the oxen of the northern part of
central Africa. The Galla oxen, although smaller than the majority of
the English cattle, have horns that are nearly four feet in length, and
will contain more than ten quarts.

The Burmese oxen, which are much larger, have singular horns of a
half-spiral form. Captain Clapperton says that ' the c'orneous external
coat is very soft, distinctly fibrous, and at the base not much thicker than
the human nail

;
the osseous case full of vascular grooves, and the inside

very cellular
; the pair together scarcely weighing four pounds, yet they

are three feet seven inches in length, two feet in circumference at the
base, and one foot six inches midway, towards the tip.'

The longest horn, however, is that of the Great Arnee. Captain Wil-
liamson speaks of one of the true Arnee buffaloes of Bengal, who pursued
a sportsman to his elephant; and which, when killed, was more than
six feet in height, three feet wide across the breast, and had horns five
feet and a half long;. Mr
horns occasionally obtained from the Abyssinian cattle. * The animal

monstrous horns is a cow or bull, which would befurnishing these

reckoned of a middling size in England. This extraordinary size of
its horns proceeds from a disease that the cattle have in these countries, of
which they die, and is probably derived from their pasture and climate.
When the animal shows symptoms of this disorder, he is set apart in the
very best and quietest grazing place, and never driven or molested from
that moment. His value lies then in his horns, for his body becomes
emaciated and lank in proportion as the horns grow large ; at the last
period of his life, the weight of his head is so great that he is unable to
hft It up or at least for any space of time. The joints of his neck be-
come callous at last, so that it is not any longer in his power to hft his
head In this situation he dies, with scarcely flesh to cover his bones,
and It is then his horns are of the greatest value. I have seen horns that
would contain as much as a common sized water-pail, such as they make
use of in the houses in England *.*

THE INFLUENCE OF SEX ON THE HORNS.

Of the influence of sex on the horn, we have proof every day ; but it is

exerted in our domestic cattle in a manner difterent from all other rumi-
nants. It is the head of the male, and when in his perfect state, that is

lly encumbered or adorned with branching honours : the castrated
male loses his antlers altogether, or wears a pair of diminutive size

while the female is generally hornless. Onmarking his degradation

the contrary, our bull is distinguished by a short, straight, comparatively
insignificant and ugly horn ; while a weaker, but longer, handsomer and
beautifully curved horn adorns the head of the ox ; and a still more' deli-
cately-shaped one is reserved for the cow.

OCCASIONAL HORNS ON THE GALLOWAYS.

The most singular variety of horn, is that which now and then hand's

* Bruce's Travels, vol. vi. p. 50.
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from the brow of some of our polled cattle. It is no prolongation of the

frontal bone ; it is not at all attached to that or to any other bone ot the head

:

but it grows from the skin, and hangs down on the side of the tace. We

have already discussed the question whether the polled cattle were one ot

the original native breeds, or an accidental variety introduced at a very

early p'eriod. This abortive horn gives much plausibility to the latter

notion. There is an occasional attempt at breeding back even at this

distant period.

THE FRONTALS IN POLLED CATTLE.

The frontal bones hold the same situation in polled cattle. They reachj

from the nasal bones to the parietal ridge ; but as they were not designed^

\

to form the base of horns, they materially diminish in breadth towards the\

poll. The breeders of polled cattle consider this to be a proof of pureiiess \
of blood, and of the possession of a disposition to fatteri ; and we have

already said that they are not very wrong in this supposition.

Lare-e cavities between the plates of the frontal bone are found in the
t? _^ • .^ t 11 111 j1_ .»^i- ^n Jr^^-rv nrf^r r\ r\

polled as well as in the horned breed ; but they are not so deep, "or do

they extend beyond the frontals. This, however, varies much in the dit-

ferent breeds of cattle.

COMPARISON BETWEEN THE HORNED AND HORNLESS BREEDS.

There was a time when this question was much, and somewhat warmly

discussed. It was taken for granted, by those who brought a great deal

more theory than practical experience to the consideration of the subject,

that the horns were not only useless things, but that they were a serious

evil ; and one, whose name will ever rank high as a scientific surgeon,

has scrupled not to say that, ' on a very moderate calculation, it would be

found that the loss in farming stock, and also in the diminution of animal

food is very considerable from the production of horns and their apperi-

dao-es
' The fact, however, has never yet been thoroughly determined,

wh^ether the Galloway, or the Kyloe, with his branching honours, is the

most profitable grazing stock ; each has its zealous advocates, and each

is excellent. But it has been determined, that during the reign of the

Bakewellian stock, no cattle displayed such a propensity to fatten as the

lonff-horns ; and as the chest became deeper and more circular, and the

aptkude to fatten developed itself, the horn lengthened. It has also been

determined, that for grazing and milking properties, and particularly tor

early maturity, no cattle can vie with the short-horns.

The question was most warmly discussed by those who k"7 "o^hing

about the matter; the existence of horns, or the length of he horn, have

Tn themselves no connexion at all with grazing or with milking : a beast

does not fatten the quicker because there are no horns to consume a por-

tion of the nutriment, nor is he longer in getting into condition because

his brows happen to be adorned by them. They are at least ornamental
;

th y'^t tt'Ceder nothing ; they are useful for various purposes
; a

Ihev hrino- so much clear gain to the manufacturer. 1 he hornless cattle

- m\Thow^::r, be occasionally packed --^^'^^
f
^^

l^/^l, ^^i;^,';-'
and being destitute of the natural weapon of offence, they are ^ss quarrel-

some and more docile. But the ferocity of the horned beast is oftener the

effect of mismanagement than of natural disposition.

THE USES OF THE HORNS OF CATTLE.

We.f V. vfiii i;uuciuue tins aucuviiiL v» *—
-\/t r l l k

Professor Babbage's excellent treatise on M^nutactures ;"-r Amongst
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pauses which tend to the cheap production of any article, may be men-
tioned the care that is taken to allow no part of the raw produce out of
which it is formed to be wasted. An enumeration of the nnrnn^P<j tn
which the horns of cattle are applicable furnishes a strikin/examnlp of
this kind of economy. The tanner who has purchased the^hide. Jr.T
i^tes the horns, and sells them to the makers of combs and laiterns'The horn consists of two parts, an outward horny case, and an inward
conical-shaped substance, somewhat between hardened hair and boneIhe lirst process consists in separating these two parts, by means of ablow against a block of wood. The horny outside is then cut into three
portions, by means of a frame-saw. 1st. The lowest of these next the
root of the horn, after undergoing several processes by which'it is ren
dered flat is made into combs. 2d. The middle of the horn, after beino-
flattened by heat, and its transparency improved by oil, is split into thin
layers, and forms a substitute for glass in lanterns of the commonest kind
3d. Ihe tip of the horns is used by the makers of knife-handles and the
tops ot whips, and for similar purposes. 4th. The interior, or cone, of the
horn,

18^ boiled down in water. A large quantity of fat rises to the sur-
face, which is put aside, and sold to the makers of yellow soap 5th The
liquid Itself is^used as a kind of glue, and is purchased by the cloth-
dresser for stiffening. 6th. The bony substance which remains behind, is
ground down and sold to the farmers for manure. Besides these various
purposes to which the different parts of the horn are applied, the chippin-s
Tvhich arise in comb-making are sold to the farmer for manure, at about
one shilling per bushel. In the first year after they are spread over the
soil, they have comparatively little effect, but during the next four or five
their efficiency is considerable. nnu_ i • ,. . „

the lantern-makers, are of a much thinner texture.

The shavings which form the refuse of

A few of them are
cut into various figures, and painted and used as toys, for they curl up
when placed in the palm of a warm hand ; but the greater part of these
shavings is sold for manure, which, from their extremely thin and di-
vided form, produces its full effect on the first crop.'

THE OTHER BONES OF THE SKULL.
We Shall be very brief in our account of the other bones of the skull, ashttJe of a practical nature is connected with them
The Parietal bone—We speak advisedly when we call it one bone • foreven in the foetal calf there is no suture. In the Horse (vide pp 66 nd

67), the parietal bone forms the chief part of the roof of the skull
^j

the ox (A, p. 272), not the smallest portion of it appears on the superior
p^rt of the head ; but it is found at the back of it, usurping the place of the
occipital bone, giving attachment to the muscles of the neck, and par-
ticularly to its strong supporting ligament (m, p. 272). It, however, spreads
along the side below the horn, giving it some support; and it unites
there, as in the horse, with the temporal bone, and contributes to the
strength of the part.

The Temporal bones.—These bones (g, p. 272 and 273) have no stress
upon them in cattle

; they are therefore small, deep in the temporal fossa
and destitute of the squamous suture. The most important difference is
the form of the superficial cavity which receives the head of the lower
jaw, and which is peculiarly adapted to the lateral grinding motion of
rumination.

^
The Occipital bone.—This bone is, in the ox, deprived of almost all its

Tt^^K^^"^^"
^^^^^ ^^ "^ ^^^s^ no tuberosity, and very small condyles forattachment to the neck ; and even its base, although a little widened is
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riiiich curtailed in lerigtli; It, however, still contains the great foramen

through which the spinal marrow escapes from the skull (i, p. 272^ and

d and /, p. 273.) There are two foramina for the passage of nerves.

The Sphenoid and Ethmoid bones are in the sanie relative situation.

The pterigoid processes of the former are much larger than in the '^horse

(o, p. 273). In the ethmoid bone (r, p,

rial or practical difference.
)

THE BRAil4.

AH these bones unite to form the cranial cavity, and in which the brain

is contained. It is surrounded by the same membranes ; but, compar-

ing the bulk of the two animals, the brain of the ox is not more thi

one-half the size of that of the horse. The medullary substance which

forms the roots of the nerves is as large, and some of the nerves, and

nerve, or that of smell, are as much deve-particularly the olfactory

loped ; the deficiency is in the cineritious part

consider as connected with the intellectual principle.

that part which we ven-

to consider as conneciea witn me mtellectual principle. The

medullary substance is that by which impressions made by surrounding

objects are conveyed to the brain, and received there, and the volitions of

the mind transmitted, and motion given to every part : the cineritious is that

portion where the impressions are received, and registered, and pondered

upoti, and made the means of intellectual improvement, and from which

the mandates of the will proceed. Now the senses of the ox are as acute

as those of the horse ; he sees as clearly, hears as quickly, and has the

sense of smelling in greater perfection ; but he has not half the sagacity.

He partly has it not, because he does not receive the education of the

horse ; but more, because nature, by diminishing the bulk of the intellec-

tual portion of the brain, has deprived him of the power of much improve-

ment. Yet the difference is in degree, and not in kind. We have endea-

voured to prove, in the second chapter of this work, that he possesses

sufficient intellect to qualify him for the situation in which nature has

placed him, and to enable him to render us all the service that we can

justly require of him. We ventured to go farther than that, and to show

that when education lent her aid, and too wide a field was not opened, the

ox would display sagacity and docility for which the common observer

Shall we somewhat enliven a dry part of our

work by adding one or two additional anecdotes to those already related ?

would not give him credit.

THE INTELLIGENCE OF OXEN.

First—maternal affection, mixed with a process of reasoning :—A person

was walkino' through a field, when a cow ran towards him, lowing

most piteously. For a moment he was alarmed, and the suspicion of

madness occurred to him; but when she came near to him, she turned,

and went back the way she had come, looking earnestly at him and lowing;

He wondered, but passed on. Again she came close to him, gazed

anxiously at him, and then lowing, trotted away in the same direction;

His curiosity was now roused, and he followed her. She led him to the

farther end of the field, where her calf had fallen into the ditch, and was

nearly drowned. He rescued the little animal, and the mother expressed

her joy in many an awkward but expressive gambol.
^

Next—attachment to their keepers :—' Two bipanes, or carriers of grain

and merchandise on the backs of buffaloes, were drivmg a loaded string of

these animals from Palamow to Chittrah. When they were come within

a few miles of the latter place, a tiger seized upon the man in the rear,
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(herdsman)

buffaloes grazing.uuiiuiutrs "1C.Z.W-0- He boldly ran to the man's assistance, and cut the

ti'rer very'severely with his sword, who immediately dropped the biparie

and seized the herdsman. His buffaloes observing it, attacked the tiger,

and rescued the herdsman; and they tossed the tiger about from one to the

other until they killed him. Their aid was,^ however, ineffectual ; for,

although the biparie recovered, the herdsman died/

Every farm-yard has anecdotes of the attachment of cattle to particular

mals. A gentleman

persons, and the power which they have over them. A cow has often

retained her milk day after day until her udder has been distended to the

utmost, and would suffer no one to approach and milk her, until her fa-

vourite dairy-maid returned. In the establishment of Mr. Bakewell, we

do not know that there were illustrations of this strength of attachment,

or of extraordinary sagacity, but there were numerous ones of the most

perfect docility.

One anecdote more, illustrative of the reasoning faculty in these ani-

Lag-gan, in Scotland, had a bull which grazed

with the cows in the open meadows. As fences are scarcely known

in that part, a boy was kept to watch lest the cattle should trespass on

the neighbouring fields and destroy the corn. The boy was fat and

drowsy, and was often found asleep ; he was of course chastised when-

ever the cattle trespassed. Warned by this-, he kept a long switch, and

revenged himself upon them with an unsparing hand, if they exceeded

their boundary. ,

The bull seemed to have observed with concern the consequence of their

transgression ; and, as he had no horns, he used to strike the cows with his

hard forehead, and thus punish them severely if any one crossed the

boundary. In the meantime he set them a good example himself, never

once entering upon the forbidden grounds, and placing himself before the

cows in a threatening attitude if they approached it. At length, his ho-

nesty and vigilance became so obvious, that the boy was employed in

weeding and other business, without fear of their misbehaviour in his

absence.

We,.^ ...il not push the argument too far. The ox has but one-half the

bulk of brain of the horse, and not more than one-half of his intelligence ;

and we shall see in another part of our series, that the horse has not one-

half of the comparative bulk of brain of the dog, and certainly not one-

half of his sao-acity and fidelity: therefore the dog is our companion and

friend as mu'ch as our servant ; the horse is employed in some of the

upper' and more important departments of our service ;
while the ox occu-

pies an inferior rank-but he, nevertheless, is our servant and has sufficient

kpacity to perform the duties we require of him. The difference be-

tween him and the rest-the difference that pervades all nature-is in

degree, and not in kind. He is, therefore, not so despicable as many

imagine him to be, and he deserves better treatment than he sometimes

receives. Except in some districts, where he is used for the plough and

on the road, and where he displays stoutness and doc.hty equal to any

horse, (it is true, indeed, that no great degree
f
^
.'"^^"^^^^"f P^^'f.'-^J^

required for this,) we have degraded him to a state in which he has little

concern with anything beside his food, and the reproduction of the species.

In a country like ours, and with better servants at our command that is

the situation which he ought to occupy ; but if it were needed he has in-

tellectual power far superior to this ; he occasionally disp ays the germ of

every social affection ; and the knowledge of this should give us a kind-

lier feeling towards him, and protect him from many an abuse.
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PECULIARITIES OF THE BRAIN OF THE OX.

Of the peculiarities of the brain of the ox we will say little, for they

are unconnected with that which is the main object of our treatise, the

' useful knowledge' of the animal ; but at the posterior part of the brain,

under the cerebellum, or little brain, and at the commencement of the

spinal chord, (see p. 68, * Horse,') is a condensation of medullary matter,

(the medulla oblongata^ whence proceed the nerves that are connected

with the involuntary motions of life, and by which the heart beats, and

the lungs play, and the intestines propel the food. In the horse it is nearly

double the proportionate size of the same part in the human being, be-

cause the heart will often have to propel, and the lungs to purify, a greater

quantity of blood, in order to enable that animal to support a degree of

exertion rarely required from the human being. In cattle this part is,

in proportion to the size of the animal, of yet greater bulk, for he has to

contribute to the food of man, while living and when dead; and the

heart must strongly beat, and the stomach and the intestines must be con-

stantly and actively at work, in order to furnish the requisite quantity of

milk when living, and the expected abundance of flesh and fat when con-

signed to slaughter.

The ox, however, is, in a manner, exempt from labour. Even in the

districts of our own country, in which he is employed on the farm or the

road, his work, although not always light, is slow, and it is nothing com-
pared with that of the horse. At the termination of this medulla oblongata^

(^, p. 68, ' Horse,') commences the spinal chord, whence proceed all the

nerves connected with the voluntary motions of the body. Now although

the medulla oblongata is proportionally larger in the ox than in the horse,

for the reason we have just stated, the spinal cord is considerably smaller,

because so much muscular power is not needed. To the comparative

anatomist, this is a most valuable proof how admirably each animal is

adapted to his situation and destiny; and these comparisons cannot be

devoid of interest to any one who has been accustomed to the observation

and study of the works of nature.

THE EAR.

Two of the senses, hearing and sight, have their residence in the head

:

of them, therefore, we shall next speak.
In horned cattle, where the ears are often comparatively small, and.

On account of their situation, limited in their motions, and can be seldom

erect, they are little regarded. The bull has usually the shorter horn

and the larger ear ; and in some breeds, and particularly the Kyloe, and

the Kyloe bull more especially, it has much to do with the beauty of the

head.

In polled cattle, the ear of a fair size but not too large, freely moveable

and well-frino-ed. corresponds with the beautifully curled forehead, and is

'
- The Dortrait of Mr. Wat-

(p. 128,)
. In the

considered to be a point of some importance.

(p. 169) will illustrate our meaning ; wnue i

rs'of the Suffolk cow, (p. 176,) and even in

"^asi, vne disproportionate length of the ears in the Ayrshire cow,

^ill show how much they can diminish the beauty of the animal

Ayrshire bull, however, (p. 129,) the ears are a great addition to ...o nuuie

countenance. A laro-e ear v\ould be generally objected to, as indicating

coarseness of form, and possibly of flesh. The only advantage of a large

ear would be, that it might be better able to discharge one of its functions,

and rather an unexpected one, to guard the eyes from injury. A person
cannot long observe an ox, without admiring the adroit use he makes of

;
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his ears for this purpose
:
but even the weight of the ear would probably

interfere with the requisite rapidity of motion. The ear of the ox is fur-
nished with two additional muscles, apparently for this tjurnnsp
The internal mechanism of the ear is similar to that of fh h f

which an ample description has been given in the treati^P L *^
,^'

i

The osselets of the ear are, however, larger than the;t Ttli trL" aridso are the semicircular canals
; but it does not appear that the ox ha^ anvacuter sense of hearing than the horse. ^

DISEASES OF THE EAR.

The ears of cattle are comparatively exempt from disease. The pas-
sage into the ear is more tortuous and better guarded with hair than in
the horse, and no ignorant, brutal fellow sets to work to burn that hairAlso the irregularities of the conch are larger and more abrupt. The inconveniences which arise from the introduction of insects into Ihe ear seMom
occur. To contusions, however, these organs are much exposed, pro-ducing swellmg, abscess, and deafness. Fomentations will afford theprincipal means of relief or cure, with occasional washing out of the earwith warm water, or soap and water, and the application of a weak solution
of Goulard, while much inflammation remains, and of a still weaker solu-
tion of alum, when the inflammation has subsided.

_

Simple inflammation of the ear is a somewhat rare disease in cattle. It
is recognized by the animal carrying his head a little on one side

;this IS plainly referrible to the ear from the heat and tenderness of its base

frnr^ I'l Ju^u""^'
^"^

f
^'^^ ^^ immobility of the ear, resultingfrom the pam which the animal suffers in moving it. Bleeding from tht

jugular, a dose of physic, and fomentations applied to the partrwill usu-
fyS^f.'^Y-^/l]d^^^^^^^rds^]oi\ou composed of a drachm of the ex-
tract of lead and the same quantity of laudanum added to four ounces ofwater

:
a little of this may be poured into the ear, and the ear gentlv

moulded, so that the lotion shall find its way to every part of it.o
:.„gg the beast appears to be very much annoyed by an itchino- ofOn examination a dry scurfiness will be found spreading over agreater or ess part of the skin of the inside of the ear. That which wewill denommate the ' healing ointment' will afford the most readv cure Aittle of It must be gently but well rubbed into the LTiSe of the ea unttlthe scurfy skin is evident y softened, and this must be repeated daSvThe healing ointment is thus composed :—melt toe-efh.r l^"^^^^"^ "T

y'

lard, and one of common resin; set them by to ^ootanZw^r h
begin to thicken, stir in one pound of calamine powder, rubbed^owVto

^

state of the greatest possible fineness. In a very few instances a collec-
tion of fluid will appear between the cartilage and the inner skin of the
ear. The tumour must be opened from end to end.

Still more rarely fungous granulations spring up from the base of the
ear. They must be cut down with the knife. A strong solution of the
nitrate of silver must then be applied over the exposed surface, and analum wash, not too strong, afterwards used.

Someti
the ear.

THE EYE.

very strongly formed above, to defend it from the violence to which from
its situation, it is too much exposed, and below, in order to protect theMcrymal sac, and the commencement of the canal through which the
s^jperfluous moisture flows from the eye to the nose. The orbit and narticularly the upper part, the superciliary ridge, is very subject to fracture"
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and more so in the ox than in the horse. The same mode of treatment
must be pursued. The parts must be placed in their natural situation

;they must be confined there as well as they can be ; and inflammation
miist be prevented by bleeding, physicking, &e.

Ihe ox^ IS oftener wounded in the eye than the horse is, whether by
ine horn of one of his fellows or the prong- of the brutal attendant. Here
must be no probing to gratify foolish curiosity with respect to the wound,
but the evd must be combated by fomentations, bleeding, and physic.

It is too much owing to the thoughtless or brutal conduct of those who
nave the management of cattle, that the ox, oftener than any other domes-
tic animal, is subject to bony tumours about the eyes, or on the edge of
the orbit. The contusions which are almost daily inflicted on the face of
the ox, m some ill-managed concerns, cannot fail of producing diseases of
the bone

; and they mostly take on the form of tumours. What would be-
come of many of our oxen that are driven to Smithfield, and whose heads
are covered with contusions, if that hour were not near which delivers
them from the barbarity of man ?

f 1^^^'^V"'^""^'*
appear generally on some part of the external division

ot the orbit
;
they increase with greater or less rapidity ; they take a di-

rection which may or may not interfere with vision ; and occasionally they
Dend towards the eye, and press upon it, and are sources of torture and
Dlindness. It the tumour is on the upper part of the orbit, and appears
o be attached by a kind of pedicle, it may be sawn off; and the root
touched with the cautery

; in other situations we shall generallv be con-
fined to the use, and often the ineffectual use, of external stimulants. The
best IS the cautery. We shall not perhaps dare to apply it directly to the
part, but there is a method by which we may obtain the advanta<>-e of a
jery high degree of temperature without destroying the skin. An^'iron is
to be prepared, somewhat hollowed, and rather la^rgcr than accurately to
contain the tumour in its hollow. A piece of bacon-rind, with a little of
the fat attached to it, is then to be cut to the shape of the tumour, and so
as to cover it; and, being placed over it, the iron, heated nearly red hot, is
to be applied upon it, and firmly held there for the space of two or three
mmutes, aiid afterwards more lightly applied until the rind is dried or
burned. The object of this is to bring a degree of heat, far above that of
boiling water, but not so great as of red hot iron, to bear upon the part.UU will boil at about 600 degrees of Fahrenheit; the fat about the rind is
heated to that degree which will probably be sufficient to rouse the ab-
sorbents, and induce them to take up the bone, without destroying the life

of the part ; for we shall see presently that it is a tumour of a peculiar
character. This may be repeated two or three times, with intervals of two
days. Should the tumour not diminish, nothing more can be done

; for
these bony growths in cattle, arising from local injury, have very little

bfe in them, and soon degenerate into a state of caries.

Sometimes these tumours spring from the back of the orbit, produced
by the injury or perforation of the bone there by the point of a fork. No
Cure can be effected; but if the eye should become evidently painful, and
exhibit marks of intense inflammation, and then begin to protrude, there
IS but one course to pursue, and that is to destroy the animal.

ihese external bony tumours frequently ulcerate, and the bone becomes
carious. No possible good can be done here, and humanity and interest
recpaire us to put a speedy termination to the sufferings of the animal,

f th
^^^^.^^^ placed more on the sides of the face than in the horse;

. ^
*"^' *" a state of nature, being exposed to the attacks of ferocious

animals, needs an extended field of visiQii iu order that he may perceive
U
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the approach of danger from every quarter. He is oftener the pursued

than the pursuer, and therefore requires a lateral, instead of a somewhat
forward direction of the eyes. The eyes are prominent, in order to in-

crease the field of vision, and they are rendered thus prominent by the

mass of fat which is accumulated at the back of them. A prominent eye

is reckoned a good point in a beast; it shows the magnitude of this mass
of fat, and therefore the probabiHty of fat being accumulated elsewhere.

This prominence, however, should not be accompanied by a ferocious or

unquiet look ; for breeders have agreed that neither the grazing nor the

milking beast can have too placid a countenance, or be too quiet and do-

cile in her habits.

THE EYELIDS AND THEIR DISEASES.

The eye is supported and covered by the lids, which were designed

to answer the same purposes as in the horse, viz., to close at the approach

of danger, and so afford considerable protection to the eye; to supply it

with that moisture which is necessary to preserve its transparency; to

defend it from the light when diseased; and to droop over it, and permit

the animal to enjoy the repose which nature Requires. At the edge of each

of the lids is a cartilage, to preserve their form, and to enable them to close

accurately; and along these edges are numerotis little openings, which pour

out an unctuous fluid that defends them from the acrimony of the tears.

Cattle are very slibject to a pustular eruption on the edges of the eye-

lids, accompanied sometimes by great soreness, and considerable ulcera-

tion. It bids defiance to every application, except the mild nitrated

ointment of mercury, and occasionally it does not yield even to that
;

yet,

on the approach of winter, it frequently disappears spontaneously. It

indicates a foul habit of body, and is often connected with mange ; and
unless proper means are taken, it will assuredly return in the following

sprin<^. Purges of sulphur will be found useful ; but if the animal is so

fond of a mash, as not to refuse one with a powder in it, a course of altera-

tive medicine will be most serviceable. The powder should consist of one

part of iEthiop's mineral, two of nitre, and four of sulphur: and should

be given in doses of from half an ounce to an ounce every nignt, according
to the age and size of the beast.

Warts on the eyelids are best removed by the scissors—the root beii

afterwards touched with the nitrate of silver.

The ox has the same contrivance as the horse for cleansing the eye

from annoying substances. A flat piece of cartilage, of a semicircular

form, is placed within the corner of the eye. No muscular apparatus is

attached to it; but when its use is required, the eye is drawn back by

the retractor muscle, and the mass of fat at the inner side of the eye is

forced forward, and drives the haw before it over the eye. When the re-

tractor ceases to act, the fatty substance returns to its place, and again

draws back the haw within the corner of the eye.

This part of the eye is more disposed to disease in the ox than in the

horse. The little portion of fleshy substance towards the inner edge of the

cartilage, and the caruncle, or small fleshy body, placed at the corner of

the eve to give a proper direction to the tears, take on inflammation

from sympathy with the eye generally, or from some injury done to them-

selves, or from the irritation of dust or gravel; they swell prodigiously,

and the haw is protruded over the eye, and cannot return. Ulceration

soon begins to appear, and a fungous growth springs up. Sometimes
this seems to be as a kind of epizootic. I have seen more than a dozen
steers on one farm with the caruncle on the bulb of the haw thus pro-
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trncled, ulcerated, and much enlarc^ed, in consequence of a fungous growth
oil it; and there has sometimes^ been caries of the cartilage. Every
means should be adopted to save this part, for the removal of it will in-

convenience and tonnent the animal as long as he lives.

li the disease is connected with intlammation of the eye c'enerally, all

will subside with that inflammation, and this may be hastened by the ap-
plication of a Goulard wash, or dihited tincture of opium. If it appears to

be a disease originally of the part itself, the zinc lotion must be diligently

used, (two "rains of white vitriol dissolved in an ounce of water, and the

vitriol gradually increased to four grains ; the application of it confined as

much as possible to the part, and the liquid not being suffered to get to the

sound part of the eye). A perseverance in the use of the zinc wash will

often do wonders. When it seems to lose its power, a lotion of corrosive

KSublimate may be adopted, first of the strength of half a grain to an ounce
of water, and gradually increased to two grains.

If, after all, it becomes necessary to extirpate the part, the beasl must
be cast; an assistant must keep open the eye with his fingers; a crooked
needle, armed with strong silk, must be passed through the cartilage, by
means of which the part may be drawn out as far as possible ; and then,

with a pair of crooked scissors, the haw may be neatly dissected out. If
the ulceration has extended to any of the parts behind, or to the neigh-
bouring tissues, they also must be removed. Considerable bleeding will

probably follow the operation, and some inflammation of the neio-hbouring
parts; but they must be stabdued by proper meails. If fungus should
sprout, il must be touched with the caustic ; but there is little danirer
attending the operation.

The eyelids are more subject to disease in the ox than in any other do-
mestic animal. If any foreign body gets into the eye, and remains long
there, the eyelids never fail to partake of the irritation ; they become
hot and tender, and very much thickened. Sometimes the eyelid will

continue thickened after the inflammation of the eve has subsided.

Fomentations will be indicated here. Occasionally there is cedematous
swelling of the eyelid, and especially where the pasture is damp and
marshy. These enlargements are too little thought of, and left to nature
to relieve; but they indicate a certain degree of general debility, and a
disposition in the eyes to take on disease. We have seen many old cattle

whose eyelids were either distended with fluid iniiltrated into the cellular

texture, or from which a portion of the fluid had been removed by absorp-

tion, but a deposit remained, indicated by the impression of the finger

being left upon the lid. These cattle were always more or less out of

condition, or would not fatten kindly, or had lately had inflammation of

the eyes, or were attacked by it soon afterwards.

A curious appearance—we can scarcely call it a disease—has been ob-

served in the eyelids of fat bullocks. They have been emphysematous.

A certain portion of gas has been infiltrated into the cellular tissue. It is

said that in France this has, now and then, been the consequence of the

Rogueries of cattle-dealers. When there have been too many hollows, or

sahent points, about the cattle, a perforation has been made through the

s^^in, a little pipe introduced, and a quantum sufl\ of air blown into the

cellular substance, a portion of which, by degrees, found its way into the
eyelids. We do not believe that tricks like these are attempted here;
although we shall have to expose not a few of the dishonest and brutal
practices of cattle-dealers. If this natural emphysema is supposed to be
a dissight, a slight scarification may be made on the lid, and the gas gra-
dually pressed out.
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from the nostril. The finger was incautiously introduced to ascertain thedepth of the wound, when the cow fell as bv a stroU nf 1 ^f^"''"';^f
after lyipj? two or three seconds insensible, she^otTm and r "l^

'
'

as.l^. She fed and ruunnated for two da^s, arfd h 'n on h^^"". ,"
^"'''

to the water, she had no sooner quitted the Able ,h"; ^t!"-
'^'^'^" ""^

slowly round and round from theVft o t e r She w'
^'^'"^

''!
*'""

led a little farther on, when she comrn ced L ^^7ZT ''''''

r"^
and .n the same direction. She was immec^i:;;]'1:^:^^; U 7r "dpenetrated deep mto the brain, and ahnost to the base of' it.

"^

1 he very construction of the skull of the ox, which o-[ves a deoTce ofsecurity from ordinary dano-er denrivP^ ,i« .,r L ^" t->'^ts a aegue of
,• .

-^ '^'""c!>^'' t"t-piives us ot a va uable mpii'it; nf rt>I of
in case of compression of the brain from fracture I, L l!

"^'^.'"^^'

and in some situations in the horse, a hole may b; m"de lith T T^'at a httle distance from the depressed nort on nf ?v V ^ '"^^^^''^^

slightly curved unyielding piece [^^ Cd c /t^ii^r^cth"^^ ^^pnncple of the lever raises the depressed bone to its p ipe sUi^atio
,lh,s double plate o the frontal, and the distance interposed btween he

slaughter.

1 ,t .,
,

.--v..» V*..* lii.TLi LiiJicuL wim Mice
ox, and therefore the anima! should always be conslo-ned to

ON HYDATIDS AND TUMOURS IN THE BRAIN.

the^nnim .1^ " '^ ^'' ^'' f
^''''''" '^'^"^^'^ ^^^^^ TUUNSICK, in which

acid o an ;•
^'^%"^^^^^ "f this peculiar motion has been satisfactorilytiaced to an anunacule, called an hydatid, pressing upon the brain -uid

The cow will sometimes exhibit the same symptoms. First some deorePof fever comes on-she perhaps scarcely eats-lumination hi^eS'!!the muzzle is dry-the ears and roots of the horns hot-the breatht;;
It is fever

^ without any evident local

Iciborious, and the hair rouo^h

ing what he sees in his sheen' thrfl,
"

'^ ^ ^'^'"
' ^"*^' ^^^'^'einber-

enough that no opera^l^iTc^^fi-elt ""h'a;
""'^

f^''^^''^'
'^'^ '^ '« l''-"

Let fpm not, hLever, despair. U t^::;^a;^:Z:^::^tf
but !s the pressure of the hydatid the only one thiLn afl^'the br-W^^^^

'

produce this peculiar motion ? Would not effusion of blood or of any fl "Ton some circumscribed portion of the brain, produce the same effect ^Ihere may have been a somewhat too great determination of blood to tliPhead, and sonie little vessel may have given way. It is worth tryin-. fn,- -T
day or two at least, and the cow will not be much the worse for slauo-hfe, ;,tthat time She should be bled ggain, and that copiously ; and a slrono-lr
close pf physic shoulci be given. In some instances, perhaps we m-iv ^
juslihed lu saymg in the majority of cases, the animalwiU do'\vplIA somewhat spare diet at the time, and fbr a while afterwardc. vvill V
plainly indicated. Success wiU not, however, attend every case' -nidsome countries, much oftener than in Great Britain, cattle have h.ArT
on the brain. ^ njdatids

It is a disease, however, peculiar to young cattle. It spl.ir,,,, * i

any beast after he is a year and a half okl: Bartholin a f

and that when they were examined, vesicular worms were found ii the

«
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brain. In Switzerland, attacks qf the hydatid are said not to be unfre-
quent among- cattle

; and as soon a.^ the beasts begin their circular walk,
they are caug-ht and struck somewhat hardly on the head, and between the

KA^'' 7u^ ^ hammer, and the operator judges of the situation of the
nydatid by the shrinking of the animal, and the hoUowness of the sound.

iNow, we apprehend that enough has been said of the hollow between
the plates of the frontals, and occasional inflammation of the lining mem-
brane, and collections of pus about the roots of the horns, to satisfy the
reader with regard to the real nature of this supposed hydatid. The
shrinking will point out the spot at which thp membrane is inflamed ; and
trie suspension of the hollovy sound will indicate where the pus is collected.
There the operator makes an opening into the skull, and a fluid escapes,
which he conceives to be the contents of the hydatid.

Veterinary writers, in those countries where the hydatid in cattle is
known, very properly remark that it may be discovered in young stock in the
same manner that it is in sheep, by the softening of the bone at a particular
part

;
because the frontal sinuses are not fully developed in young beasts.

The hydatid may then be punctured with an awl in the common way, or
better got at with the trephine ; but for own parts the chance of perina-
nent cure is so slight in sheep, that we should be inclined to recommend
that the young cattle thus atfected should be immediately destroyed.

AVATER IN THE HEAD.

There is another species of pressure on the brain, to which young and
very young cattle are confessedly subject, and that sometimes even Tn the
foetal state, we mean hydrocephalus, or water in the head. The
fluid is usually found between the membranes, and it exists in so o-reat a
quantity, and enlarges the cranium to such a degree, that parturition is
rendered difficult and dangerous

; and it is often necessary to destroy the
progeny in order to save the life of the mother. There should be no
hesitation about this, for a calf with water in the head will never be good
for anything.

' ^

A calf was born with a large tumour on the frontal bone—it was weak
•It staggered as it walked—it was unable to raise its head to seize the

teat, but It sucked heartily when it was held to the teat, and the head sup-
ported. The tumour was punctured on the third day, and two pints and
a half of fluid escaped. The calf then walked of its own accord to the
mother, held up its head for the first time, and sucked its fill. For three
days it .^eemed to be going on well—when a bloody pus began io flow
irom the wound—the animal refused to suck—tetaiius supervened, and
the calf died.

We have sometimes, yet not often, seep hydrocephajHS appear after

birth in very weakly calves ; but we do not recollect an instance in an
healthy one; and in almost every case it has been fatal : therefore as in-

dicating weakness, and rapidly undermining the powers of the constitu-

tion, prudencp would immediately consign such an animal to death.

Iri the adult animal, the pressure of a serous fluid on the brain will

occasionally be a source of general disease, or death ; but it will then be
an accumulation of fluid in the ventricles of the brain, rather than between
the membranes, and not indicated by any change in the size or form of
the skull. The symptoms will very much resemble those of apoplexy,
which we are presently to describe, except that they are of a milder cha-
racter, and the malady is slower in its progress—and the plexus choroides,
or network of minute arteries and veins in the ventricles, are usually
considerably enlarged.
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APOPL

Cattle are very subject to sudden determination of blood to the head.

They are naturally plethoric; they are continually under the influence of

a stimulating' and forcini^ system ; and that without the exercise by means
of which the injurious effects of that system might in a 2;reat measure be
counteracled. The food of the horse is regulated by this consideration,

that w^hile he obtains muscular }30wer equal to the work that we require

from him, there shall be no useless accumulation of fat to impede him in

that work ; whereas the very object, in our management of the ox, is to

clothe him with as much flesh and fat as possible ; therefore it is that he
is so subject to all the diseases connected with a redundancy of blood,

and to apoplexy among the rest.

There are few premonitory symptoms in these cases. The animal is

struck all at once. The disease is called in many parts of the country

blood-striking. Had the beast been closely observed, it might have been
perceived that he was more than usually indisposed to move—that the

breathing was a little laborious, and the eye somewhat protruded ; but

the herdsman takes no notice of trifles like these. The animal seems to

he struck all at once—he falls—he breathes heavily and stertorously

—

he struggles w^ith greater or less violence, and then dies—sometimes in

five minutes—oftener after the expiration of a few hours.

If there is time to do anything, the beast should be bled, and as much
blood should be taken away as can be got. A pound and a half of Epsom
salts should next be given, and without any carminative; and this followed

up with doses of half a pound until the physic operates ; its action should

afterwards be maintained by six-ounce doses of sulphur every morning.
The cono-estion of blood in the vessels of the brain beins: removed, and

also the congestion which, to a certain degree, prevails everywhere, the

beast should be slaughtered ; for he is liable to a return of the complaint

from causes which would not, previous to his first attack, have in the

slightest degree affected him.

PHRENITIS.
The PH or SOUGH in cattle is too well known to the farmer and the

practitioner. There is generally, at first, much oppression and heaviness;
the animal can scarcely be induced to move ; the eyes are protruded and
are red ; the respiration is hurried ; and delirium, more or less intense,

rapidly succeeds. The beast rushes at everything in its way ; it mis-

chievously seeks out objects ; it is in incessant action, galloping about

with its tail arched, staggering, falling, bellowing hideously; its skin

sticking to its ribs, and the sensibility of the spine strangely increased.

There is even in health a peculiar formation of the eye of the ox, or a

sensibility of the retina to certain colours, which makes the beast dislike

a brilliant red object'^; under this disease it raises him to the highest

pitch of fury,
i

* The following anecdotCj related by Sir Walter Scott, will illustrate this antipathy to

red which cattle sometimes exhibit, and at the same time give the reader some idea of
the conversational peculiarities and powers possessed by that great man. The story was
told by him a year or two before his death.

' Talking of a mischievous bull puts me in mind of a similar case, which I myself
witnessed many years ago in Edinburgh. I was proceeding from the old to the new-
town, by the earthen mound, at the head of which I was led for a few minutes to look at
a bull that had got into an inclosure there, after the unmerciful butcher-lads had driven
it fairly mad. The crowd that gathered on the outside of the fence increased the brute's
fierceness. At last they began to cast ropes over its horns and around its neck, thereby
to puU it to a strong hold, that it might be slain in the place where it was, which drove
it to its most desperate fury. Its eyes now glared madness ; there were handfuls of foam
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As, however, the previous oppression and stupidity were much less in

the ox than in the horse, so is the succeeding violence increased ; not

even a rabid ox is a more fearful animal, and it is somewhat more diffi-

cult to distinguish between these two diseases in the ox than in the

horse. In the early stage of phrenitis, although there may be lowness or

oppression, there is nothing like apoplexy, or want of consciousness. Be-
sides, with all his fury, there is more method in the madness of the rabid

than the phrenitic ox. The latter will run at everything which presents

itself, but it is a sudden impulse 3 the former will, as it were, plot

mischief, and will endeavour to lure his victims within his reach. A much
greater quantity of foam will also be discharged from the mouth of the

rabid than the phrenitic ox.

The causes are much the same as those of apoplexy, too stimulating

food, and too great redundancy of blood ; to which may generally be added
some immediately exciting cause, as hard and rapid work in sultry wea-
ther, over-driving, &c. In the neighbourhood of London, too many in-

stances of phrenitis occur from the latter cause. It once used to be the
sport of brutes in human shape to excite it, by selecting a beast from the
herd, and driving it furiously from street to street.
As to the treatment of phrenitis there is some difficulty. Is any treat-

ment practicable ? Is human life to be hazarded ? Cases will occur in
which a bullet would be the best remedy ; but then the flesh will be in
such a congested state that it cannot be sold. If the beast can be ma-
naged or approached during a momentary remission of the symptoms,
bleeding should be attempted, and if a vein can be opened, it should be

Physic, if it can be given, will be
indicated. Sometimes the beast labours under an insatiable thirst, and as
his taste is not now very exquisite, he may be cheated with water in
which Epsom salts have been dissolved. If there is time to get down one
hornful of drink, a scruple or half a dram of the farina of the Croton
nut may be administered, mixed with a little gruel. All other medicines
are completely out of the question. If bleeding and physic will not
save the ox, nothing will. Use should also be made of any temporary

place

suffered to bleed on as long as it will.

respite to confine the animal ; or, if possible, to get him into

flyuig from its mouth; with its fore feet it pawed the ground, throwing lumps of earth as
high as the adjoining houses, and it bellowed so as to make one quake. It was anything
out an agreeable sig-htj so I moved away homewards. But before I got to the foot of the

mound, an alarming shout caused me to look back, when I perceived the animal at no
great distance behind me, coming on with all its rage. I had just time to spring to the

top of the wall that lined the footpath, and to behold its future progress,

^ I shudder to this hour when I think of what immediately I saw. Among the people

that were near me and in jeopardy, was a young lady, and, as you have said, she wore a

red mantle, which is a very offensive colour to many of the brute creation. As I did, she

also made for the wall, but had neither time nor strength to gain its top ere the infuriated

animal drove towards her. She turned her back, however, to the inaccessible eminence,

as if to see the full extent of her fate, and then stood as nailed to it, save only her arms,

which sire threw aloft in her despair, which would have been as fragile in defence as a

rotten reed. Her tender body would have been nothing against a force that could have

broken bars of brass and horns that might have transfixed an animal of its own size. As
I have said, directly towards the unprotected young lady the bull drove forward

: with

intentest eye he came on, he mistook his mark not an inch ;
for as the multitude behind

him yelled their horror, he dashed with prodigious strength and madness agamst her.

' Was it not a miracle that the dear young woman escaped unhurt and untouched ?

Yet, it was true ; for the terrific animal struck at her so accurately, that a horn smote the
dead wall on either hand, thus embracing, but from their great length shielding, her
person from even the slightest danger. But the staunch wall withstood the tremendous
thrust, and sent back with rebounding force, to a great distance, the huge and terrible
brute, throwing him prostrate, never to rise again; for numberless destruQtive weapons
were plunged into him, ere he had time to recover from the recoil,'
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where he cannot do much harm to himself or to any one else. Some
persons have recommended setons of black hellebore root inserted in
the dewlap, and when these be-in to act, they generally do so to some
effectual purpose

;
but the animal will usually have recovered, or be dead

l:)efore the seton begins to discharge.
' '

The phrenzy having been subdued, the pext consideration is, vyhat is
to be done with the beast. No more dependence can be placed on him
than on the one that had recovered from a fit of apoplexy. The puro-jivr
system should be continued to a moderate degree, and the fever media'ne
should be given to abate the quickness of the circulation

; and then, when
the congested blood is got pretty well out of tlie system, and the flesh
begins to look well, and has become healthy, the sooner he is disposed
of ihe better.

TETANUS, OK LOCKED JAW.

There

The nerves proceeding from the spinal chord are of two kinds, those by
which the power of voluntary motion is conveyed to the limbs, and those
by which the impressions of surrounding objects are conveyed to the
mind. We will treat first of the diseases of the nerves of motion.'
is a fluid or influence conveyed from the brain, through the medium of
the spinal chord, to the various parts of the body, and by means of which
those parts are moved.' In a state of health, that influence is communi-
cated in a uniform succession of undulations, or pulses. Jn disease, it

may rush on violently and without interruption ; if that is only partial and
has relation to a single muscle, or one set of muscles, the animal is said
to be cramped; if this violent and uninterrupted action extends over the
frame, he labours under tetanus; if the stream of influence is rapid and
strong, but there are suspensions, he has fits ; and if the nervous influence
is altogether withheld, there is palsy.

Tetanus is not of frequent occurrence in cattle, but it is seldom that a
beast recovers from it. Its approach is very insidious, and rarely observed
by the herdsman until the mischief is done. The animal is off its food
ceases to ruminate, is disinclined to move, and stands with its head pro-
truded, but there is no dryness of the muzzle, or heat of the horn or cold-
ness of the ears

;
and nothing is done. The next day the beast is found in

the same state; it has scarcely moved, and the herdsman beo-ins to be a
htlle alarmed and mentions the ease to the owner. The animal is now
standing straddling behind, he can scarcely be induced to alter his position
and, if he is made "to turn, he turns all togeiher. The finger is put into the
mouth, and it is found that the jaw is locked; p, discovery which mio-ht
have been made two or three days before, apd when the ox might have
been saved.

Working cattle are most subject to tetanus, because they may be pricked
in shoeing

; and because, after a hare} day's work, apd covered with per-
spiration, they are sometimes turned out to graze during a cold and
wet night. Overdriving is not an uncommon cause of tetanus in cattle.

The drovers, from long experience, calculate the average mortality amono-
a herd of cattle in tlieir journey from the porth to the southern n^arkets^
and at the head of the list of diseases, and with the greatest number of
victims, stands ' locked jaw,' especially if the principal drover is lono-
absent from his charire.

The treatment of such a disease \uust be of the promptest character.
The anin^al should be bled until the pulse faulters, or rather until the
patient blows, staggers, and threatens to falL There is nothino- so likely
to relax spasm of every kind, and to have some effect even in this exces-
sive and universal one, as bleeding almost to fainting. "We have known
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twenty, and even twenty-four pounds taken from the beast before the de-
sired effect was produced, and these are the cases which oftenest do well,

when the constitution resists the bleedinii: as ions; as it can, and ihea o-ives

way.

One effect, not always so lasting* as we could wish, follows the bleeding;
the spasm is somewhat relaxed, and the jaws can be opened a little way.
Advantage must be immediately taken of this to pour in a dose of physic.

That which is most active, and lies in the smallest compass, is tlie best

here; and half a drachm or two scrnples of the farina of the Croton nut
should be given in a little grnel with, if it can be then administered, or as
soon as it can, a pound or a pound and a half of Epsom salts in solution.

This rnust be followed up until the bowels are well opened. All other
medicine, all other means, will be thrown away until brisk purging is pro-
duced.

There is sometimes a great deal of difficulty in this. We shall have
occasion to show hereafter that the direction which a fluid takes, or the
stomach into which it goes, is uncertain. It may pass on at once through
the third and fourth stomachs and produce its effect on the bowels ; or it

may accumulate in the paunch witliout producing any effect whatever.
The manner in which it is given may have some influence here. If tlie

attendant is in a great hurry to take advantage of the relaxation of the
spasm, and pours down the whole drink as quickly as he can, and as it

were in ojie body, it is very likely to find its way into the paunch. If he
goes quietly to work, and gives a little at a time, or sutlers it to run
gently down the throat, it will probably flow into the fourth stomach and
the intestinal canal. Tlie explanation of this will be given in its proper
place.

The bowels mud he opened. After the first dose of Epsom salts and
Croton farina, half-pound doses of the salts should be given every six hours
until the desired effect is produced; but the first day having passed, the
E| som salts may be changed with advantage for common salt. Injections
should likewise be administered every third hour, and in sufficient ouaa-
tity, (four or six quarts at least,) and in each of them half a pound of
Epsom salts should be dissolved. If four or six doses of medicine have
been given, and the animal continues to be constipated, the pulse, the ear
and the horn should be examined as to the degree of fever; and if any
degree of it is indicated, or if the pulse does not plainly denote debility, a
second bleeding must be resorted to^ and carried on as before until tlie

circulation is evidently affected.

If the animal still remains constipated, it is clear enough that the

physic is accumulated in the paunch ; and that that stomach is not dis-

posed to act. Strong doses of aromatics and tonics must now be added
to the physic, iii order to rouse the paunch, if possible, to the expulsion

of its contents, and should that fail, recourse must be had to the assistance

of the stomach-pump. The oesophagus-tube must be introduced into the

gullet, and carried dowrj into the rumen, and warm water must be pumped
in until that stomach is filled and overflows ; and then the contents will

either be returned by vomitipg, or pass through the third into the fourth

stomach, and so into the intestines, and the wished-for purgative effect

M'ill follow. This instrument is invaluable to the proprietor of cattle, and,
on the smallest farm, would soon repay the expense of the purchase.

^
Purging being established, an attempt must be made to allay the irrita-

bility of the nervous system by means of sedatives; and the b^-st druo^
that can be administered, we should perhaps be warranted in sayino the
only effectual one, 13 opium. Thq crude opium dissolved in warm water
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and suspended by means of mucilage of gum, or the yolk of an egg, will

be the preferable form in which to give it. The dose should be a drachm

three times every day, and increased to a drachm and a half on the third

day, if the effect of the smaller dose is not evident. At the same time

the action of the bowels must be kept up by Epsom salts, or common
salt, or sulphur, and the proportions of the purgative and (he sedative

must be so manaa'ed, that the constitution shall be under the influence of

both. It may occasionally be necessary to suspend the sedative for a

dose or for a day, when costiveness threatens to prevail. The animal

should be supported by mashes, which it will sometimes contrive to eat.

or at least to suck up the moisture from them ; and as soon as there is

any remission of the spasm, the beast may be turned out in a field near

at hand during the day, and taken up at night.

A seton of black hellebore root in the dewlap may be of service. It is

introduced into a new system,^—a part not under the influence of the dis-

ease, and it often causes a great deal of inflammation and swellinpr.

The back and the loins may also be covered with sheepskins, frequently

changed, in order to excite constant perspiration, and, if possible, produce

relaxation in the part principally attacked : but the chief dependence

should be placed on the copious bleeding at first; a recurrence to it if the

spasm becomes yet more violent, or fever appears ; and the joint influ-

ence of the sedative and purging medicine. ,

If the disease terminates successfully, the beast will be left sadly out of

condition, and he will not thrive very rapidly. He must, however, be

got into fair plight, as quickly as prudence will allow, and then sold ; for

he will rarely stand much work afterwards, or carry any great quantity of

flesh.

CH

Of this disease, so frequent in the dog, either after distemper, or con-

nected with it, and an affection resembling which we sometimes recognize

in the horse, under the name of stringhalt we know nothing in cattle.

EPILEPSY.

This is a disease of rare occurrence, but one not easy to treat when it

does appear. It attacks animals of all ages, but chiefly those under three-

years-old. There are few symptoms to indicate the approach of the fit,

except, perhaps, a little dulness or heaviness which precedes many other

diseases> or which might be merely accidental, or the result of very trifiing

indisposition. All at once the beast begins to stagger—he falls; some-

times he utters the most frighful bellowings ; at other times he makes no

noise, but every limb is convulsed ; the heaving at the flanks is particu-

larly violent; the force with which the abdominal muscles act would

scarcely be credited unless seen ; the jaws are either firmly clenched, or

there is grinding of the teeth, and a frothy fluid is plentifvdly discharged

from the mouth, mixed with portions of the food, w^hich seem to have been

prepared for rumination. The faeces and the urine flow involuntarily.

Sometimes these symptoms do not continue more than a few seconds
;

at other times the fit lasts several minutes, and then the convulsions be-

come less violent—they gradually cease, and the beast gets up, looks

about him, seems to be unconscious of what has happened,

he joins the herd, and begins to graze as before.

This disease is usually to be traced to some mismanagement with re-

gard to the food. It oftenest attacks young cattle in high condition, and
who have lately been turned on better pasture than usual, or who have
been exposed to some temporary excitement from over-driving, or the heat
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of the weather. It is a species of vertigo, or stao-gers—a sudden deter-

mination of blood to the head ; and if the fanner does not take warnuig,

mischief will result.

A very serious part of this business is, that the habit of fits is soon

formed. The first is frequently succeeded by a second, and at length

three or four will occur in the course of a day.

Bleedin"-, physic, and short commons will comprize the treatment

here ; and the last is the most important of all. Perhaps, however, if

the beast were designed for the market at no distant period, the owner

will deem it prudent to hasten that time.

PALSY.

We
occasionally follows parturition, under the term ' dropping after calving

;

nor that partial and sometimes total inability to move the hind limbs,

which is the slow etifecl of rheumatism, or swelling of the joints; but that

difficulty to move the hinder limbs chiefly which is to be attributed to

other causes, or perhaps cannot be traced to any particular cause, except

that, in the great majority of instances, it is, after all, more or less con-

nected with a rhevimatic affection.

There are many low, woody, marshy situations, the cattle in which are

notoriously subject to palsy.
'
It is freciuent everywhere during a cold,

uno-enial spring; and there are seasons in which it assumes the character

of an epizootic. Old beasts, and those that have been worked, are parti-

cularly subject to it ; and ^specially when they are cruelly turned out to

o-ather their scanty food during a cold night, after a hard day's work. It

fs lamentable to think how many of the diseases of our quadruped servants

derive their origin from our negligence or cruelty. A damp and unwhole-

some cowhouse, from which the litter is rarely removed, but putrid effluvia

mino-le with the aqueous vapour that is continually rising, is a fruitful

source of palsy, and especially if to this is added the baneful influence of

scanty and bad food and stagnant water. Old cows, whose milk has been

dried, and who cannot be made to carry much flesh, are very subject to

this complaint.

Palsy is usually slow in its progress. There appears to be a general

debility
;
perhaps referable to the part about to be attacked more than to

any other; and it will be afterwards recollected, that there was a giving

way, or trembling of that part, and sometimes, but not always, a coldness

of it. The hind" limbs are the parts which are most frequently attacked.

It is at first feebleness which increases to stiffness, awkwardness of motion,

and at lenn-th to total loss of it. We have seen a few instances m which

the fore limbs have been the principal seat of the disease, but then the

hind limbs have always participated in the affection. In no case, how-

ever have we seen any affection of one side of the aiumal and not of the

other • this is a difference in the symptoms of palsy in the human being

and the brute, for which we are not able satislactonly to account.
_

In many parts of the kingdom this complaintjs traced to a mos ridi-

culous cause. The original evil is said to be in the tail
;
and all maladies

of this kind, involving the partial or total loss of motion of the hmd limbs

of the animal, are classed under the name oUad-ill, ov iail-shp. Our

friend, Mr. Dick of Edinburgh, has taken up this sul^ject in a very uite-

restiug point of view, in the 14th Number of the Quarterly Journal of

Agriculture
; and the public are much indebted to him for dispelhng a

''
'

- ---• • -
- ' .r.r.r.., Tiie farmer and the cowleechfalse and injurious and cruel superstition

believe that the mischief passes along the cow s tail to the back, and that
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it is on account of something- wrong- in the tail that she loses the use of
her leg's; and then some set to work, and cut the cow's tail off: while
otliers, less cruel, or more scientific, make an incision into the under sur-
face, and allow the wound to bleed freely, and then fill it up with a mix-
ture of tar and salt, and we know not what-

In some parts of the country, the practitioner is not content vvith this
treatment, but, supposing there is witchcraft in the business, he has re-

in addition to the cuttiu"; and dressing. Thi

w's

course to some charm
ciiarm consists in binding- a small piece of the rowan tree on the extre-
mity of the t^il, and making- a black cat pass three timeg round the co
body, over her back, and under her belly, which (if it happens to be a
strange cat, as is often the case from the necessity of the colour bein'r
black) so enrages the animal, that she mews and scratches with all the
fury to which she is so easily excited, until she escapes from the hands of
the necromancers, leaving them convin&ed that the devil has got into the
cat.

Mr. Dick, with a kind consideration, for which he deserves m.uch
credit, condescends to reason the case with these foohsh people, and what
he says is so much to the purpose, that we cannot refrain from introducino-
it here. ' The disease, in ordinary cases, is said to consist in a softenino-
of the bones about the extremity of the tail, and is to be distinouished
by the point of thfe tail being easily doubled, back upon itself, and^havino-
at this doubling k soft and rather a crepitating kind of feel. But what
is the real state of the case? The tail is lengthened out to the extent of
about three feet, and is formed like a common whip. Towards the ex-
tremity, the bones terminate gradually, becoming insensibly smaller as
they proceed downwards. At this part is said to be found a soft space—
the tail-slip. Beyond this again, a firm swelling cartilaginous portion
is found, covered with hair to brush off the flies within its reach. Now
why have we the long column of bones ; the termination with a soft
space of a few inches

;
this thickened, hard, cartilaginous part at the very

extremity, and that extremity covered with haii-, but with a view to form
a whip to drive oli; and with the greatest possible effect, the insects which
wound and torment the animal ?

the

le the

' here the. column of bones forms the shaft or handle of the whitJ
soft part tne connexion between the handle and the thon^r, whue me
thickened extremity may be easily recognised to represent the^'thono- and
the hiiirs to form the lash, or point ; so that we have a whip to drive'away
the flies, and so complete a one, that the coachman may borrow a lesson
from its construction.'

We trust, therefore, that our readers will never be found again lookino-
at the tail of the cow for an explanation of palsy, or any other complaint-
(for vv'e believe this tail-slip is supposed to be connected with various
other maladies)

; but we will allow them to examine it once more, in order
to admire its adaptation to the purpose for which it is required, and the
peculiar contrivance of this supposed diseased part, for the more effectual
accomplishment of this natural purpose.

It may, liowever, be asked,— is not relief sometimes given by these
operations *on the tail?—Very probably. We do not know what M^ould
make a cow get up and use her limbs, if the punishment of the knife and
the rubbino-in of the tar and salt failed ; and we can very readily conceive
tliat the loss of blood would often be beneficial, but not more because
taken from the tail than from any other part.

^

The most frequent cause of palsy is the turning out of beasts of every
kind;^ but particularly of cows, too early to grass, after they have been
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housed during" the winter and first p&rt of the spring. We have known
one-tourth of the stock completely chilled and palsied behind in the
course ot two or three nights. The general health has not been much
anected, except that, perhaps, hoose has come on ; but the beasts have lain

ee or four weeks (we recollect one thdt lay three months) before they
recovered the use of their limbs.

-The treatment of this disease would be half summed up in one word
comjort The cattle should, if possible, be immediately removed into awarm, but not close, cow-house, and well littered up, and perhaps a ru<v
thrown over them. It has been proposed to sling them, but they arl
rarely comfortable in the slings, and very frequently galled. If they arewen Jittered up, turned twice in the day, and so laid that the faeces and
urine will flow from them, they will be tuuch better without the slino-g.

^
rhysic should be the first thing adrhinistered. This species of "palsy

IS usually attended by considerable constipation, which must be over-come; but with the physic, a good dose of cordial medicine should alwavs
be mixed. We would give an ounce of powdered ginger, and we wouldcrown the whole with a half pint at least of good sound ale. Except iu
diseases of a decidedly inflammatory nature, or of such a state of nervous
irritability, as tetanus, the physic of cattle should be mixed with aro-
matics and frequently with ale too. It is to the administration of these
cordials in cases of fever that we so peretaptorily object ; there is nooccasion that fuel should be then added to fire ; but in general cases there
is something in the constitution of the cow with which mild cordial' medi
cine does not disagree.

.

The patient does not quite refuse to eat in palsy, but there is usually an
indifference to food. This is another reasoti for giving a little cordial
with the physic The beast should be coaxed to eat-the food which isin season should be offered to it, and frequently changed. Two-drachm
doses ot antimonial powder have been recoiumended as a diaphoretic
but we have not much faith in the action of this drug on cattle. Good
hand-rubb.no., aud plenty of it, should be used two or three times every

con-

and

J , ^ -i-r. , . - - .
' "kjv,v* i-»Tw wi mice Liuitibday about the loms

;
a stunulating hniment may also be applied

WlsL'i^ '?,r ^"f^"^ T'' "^ turpentine, camphorated spirit,;ha tsl orn. lie chief dependence is on keeping the bowels open, and the

mZh r '^'l '^^'
i/"^ '^^" ^" a variable p^eriod, from t^i days to aixionlh, he will usually get up ixg^nu

There is an account iu one oF the t^rench journals of the cure of a pa-
yaiytic ox, by the administration of nux vomica. We are not aware that
It has been tried by any English veterinarian. The strychnine would be
^orth a trial where the purgative comfortable system fails ; but that sue-
p^'eds so often, that we should be loth to have recourse to anythino- else
in the first instance. The nux vomica elJ'ected a cure, but the doses were
enormous, consisting of more than an ounce each.

Mi^UROTUMY,

^^
Veterinary surgeons have lately adopted an admirable method of re-

levmg the pain which the horse must otherwise endure from several
diseases of the foot. They cut out a portion of the nerve of the leg. They
cannot interfere with the motion of the limb, because there are no muscles
^neath the knee for the nerve to supply; but they cut off the communi-

ca ion of (he feeling of pain. If a nerve concerned with feelins; is dividpri

t 4

Vision

ipi^essions, whether of pleasure or of pain, made on it, below the di-
3
cannot be conveyed to the brain, and therefore the animal is to-
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tally unconscious of them. Many a valuable animal is thus relieved from

torture, and perhaps his services are retained for many a year.

The workingWe know not why this should not be applied to cattle.

ox is subject to several diseases of the feet, the consequence of shoeing and

hard labour, and which are as painful and as difficult to treat as those of

the foot of the horse. From the division of his foot, and the hardness

and occasional inequality of the ground, and the consequent inequality of

pressure on the two pasterns, he is subject to sprains ot the fetlock jomt,

and injuries of the shank-bone, which are rarely or never seen in the horse.

Enlaro-emeuts of the lower head of these bones are frequently iound in the

ox that have no parallel in the disorganization of the fore limbs of the

horse While labouring under these diseases, the animal is capable of

little work, and will not carry much flesh. Beside this there are diseases

which may be said to be natural to cattle, and which are productive of a

C-reat deal of pain, and materially lessen the profit that we derive from

these animals. There is not a farmer who has not had cows in his dairy

that have lost, for a time, full half of their milk, on account of the pain which

tender or diseased feet have occasioned. There is not a grazier who has

not occasionally lost the advantage of three and four months feeding from

the same cause. In the London dairies tender feet is often a most serious

ailment; ;aud compels the milkman to part with some of his best cows, and

in very indifferent condition too.
, , o rru

Why should not the operation of neurotomy be resorted to here f Ihere

is notliino- difficult in it to any one who is acquainted with the anatomy

of the part ; and its beneficial effect cannot admit of dispute. It is like-

wise free from many of the objections which attend the same operation on

the horse The alteration in the going of the animal, and the joltmg and

somewhat dangerous uncertainty of action would not be regarded, or at

all observed here. The ox seldom would be subject, and the cow never

would to that hard and rapid work which, the sense of pain being removed,

has a tendency to batter and bruise the parts, increase the inflammation,

and aggravate the evil. j .u i,
•

Thloperation is thus performed :—The ox is cast and secured, the hair

having been previously cut from the limb or limbs to be operated upon.

The le"- is then to be removed from the hobbles, and distended, and a

tio-ht hgature passed round it beneath the knee, to prevent bleeding.

Tlien, on the centre of the back of the leg, (the cut, p. 308, No. 1, repre-

sents 'the left leg,) but a little inclining towards the inside, and about 2-^-

inches above the fetlock, the artery will be felt for, and recognized by its

pulsation. Lying immediately inside of the artery towards the other leg-,

[s he vein and dose to that the nerve ; so that the nerve will be found

about one-'slxth part of an inch vvithin the -^ery. The artery, we repeat

is recoo-nised by its pulsation-the vein by its yielding to the pressure of

he fino-er, and Ihe nerve by its being a hard, unyielding body The ope-

rator then n.akes a cautioL incision, an inch -d^ a J^aU^- length^upon

the nerve, taking care merely to cut through t^^j^^S-^™'"''
- - and the nerve exposea.

lular substance is dissected through, A crooked
lular suDsiance is uibsectcu tiii».»^.x, c..... ...-

needle, armed with silk, is next passed under it t« ra se ,t a httle it is

Sis^ected from the cellular substance beneath, and abou three-quarters of

an inch of it cut out ; the first incision being made at the upper part, in

th d case the second cut will not be felt Ihere is only one nerve to be

rxcised here, because the operation is to be performed a little above the

bifurcation of the nerve.

The ed-es of the wound are now brought together
; a small bit of tow
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or int 's placed over them, and upon that a bandage is drawn tolerably
tigiit. ihe wound should not be examined for the first three days, afterwmcu It may be dressed with the healing; ointment, or the tincture of

immp'r /' "" T^ ^^^'^^ '^^^''^ '^ '^'''^ ^2 q"'^^ ^1^^^^^' but the relief will be

hJ^l! t\T .

""^^' ""^ ^^'^ ^""^ ^i'^ ''^turn, and the grazino; beast will

?i
to fatten m the course of a day or two.

We give a cut (No. 1) of the lateral and posterior part of the leg and
loot ot the ox, showing the distribution and relative situation of the blood-
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

15.

[Leg and Fool of
19.

16.

17.

18.

No. 1.

The tendon of the extensor of the foot.

Capsular ligaments of the fetlock joint.
Capsular ligaments of the pastern joint.
Tendon of the perforans muscle.
Ligamentous portions.

Tendons of the perforans and perforatus
muscles. [phalangeus.

Division of the tendon of the carpo-
The lateral external artery of the canon,

or shank.
The mesian and posterior artery of the

fetlock.

The lateral internal artery, [arteries.

The posterior branches of the plantar

The lateral external vein of the canon.

The lateral internal vein of the canon.

The lateral vein of the pastern.

A branch which is formed by the plan-

tar veinsj and the venous reservoir

of the plantar.
The vascular reservoir; covered iu part

by the coronet.
The plantar nerve before its bifurcation.
Nervous branches, which; after having

parted from the preceding, take a
<lirection, the one backward and
^owinvavd to the lateral and external

If^-^
of the fetlock, and the other

f '^"^r^.^'^^
to the internal part of th

samejoiut, ^
e

20.

21,

22.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

the Ox,]

The mesian division of the same nerve.

It pursues its course by tb.e artery
' of the same name.
A continuation of the plantar nerve,

accompanying the internal lateral

artery.

The sensible laminse of the coffin bone^
corresponding with the horny la-

minse of the hoof.

The usual horny excrescence at the

posterior part of the fetlock.

No. 2.

The tendons of the extensor of theY-as-
tern below their bifurcation.

The tendons of the extensor of the foot.

Internal lateral ligaments.

The capsular hgaments of the fetlock
joint.' ^

The capsular ligaments of the pastern
joints.

A portion of integumentj which unites

the two hoofs at their superior and
internal part. The blood-vessels

brought principally into view, are,

the superficial veins of the leg above •

the anastomosis of the profound and
superficial veins below, between
the figures 2, 2 ; and the superficial
jilantar arteries and veins, stilllower
down.
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vessels and nerves of those portions of log-, fetlock, and foot. Besides these
there is on.y one .superficial nerve accompanying- the superficial vein down
to tlie centre of the great metacarpal, or rather, in the youn^v animal, the
suture or union between the two bones, few or none of whose fibres extend
below the fetlock, and which may be easily got at and divided in disease
of that jomt.

The cut (No. 2) is introduced to show how few nervous branches
extend down the front of the lower part of the leg ; and how completely
the object of neurotomy will be accomplished by the division of the nerve
at the posterior part of the leg, in the manner that we have recommended
It to be done. The figures may illustrate the anatomy of the fore-part of
the fetlock and pasterns of the ox. The nerves are represented by a plain
black line as in No. 1. j i

It will be seen from the foregoing cut, that there will be plenty of room
for fancitul theory as to the precise portion of the foot which is diseased
and the branch of the nerve which it will be proper to excise. There are
the two lateral and the median trunks for the operator to choose from

;but as he who is wise, when operating on a head of draught or slow action,
will always make sure of his case, and excise the nerve above the fetlock in
the horse so the prudent man will operate on the ox sufficiently above
the fetlock, and rather above than below the situation marked 17 in the
cut, and before the division of the nerve.

RABIES.

old

There is one more disease of the nervous system, the most fearful of
the list, VIZ. Rabies. When a rabid or mad dog is wanderinP- about,
labouring under an irrepressible disposition to bite, he seeks out first of
all his own species

; he travels out of his road to attack them : but if his
road hes by a herd of cattle he will attack the nearest to him, and if he
meets with much resistance he will set upon the whole herd and bite as
many of them as he can.

Many nostrums have been celebrated as preventing the appearance of
the disease, but no confidence can be placed on one of them. Let the
farmer save his money, and perhaps the life of the beast, by giving cre-
dence to this. There are old women in many a villa-e who prepare won-drous preventive drinks, but the stories of thpJr 1 ,..

^^ Y
women's stories* and nothing else. '

'"''''' ^'^ '""''^

When there is any suspicion that a beast has been bitten, the wound
should be carefully searched for. If any one was by when the attack was
made, he probably will be able to point out the limb that was most in
danger, or that was actually seized.

The wound being discovered, the hair must be cut from the edo-es of it
and the lunar caustic (nitrate of silver), the stick being reduced to'' a point'
introduced into it. and brought in contact with, and made thorouo-hly to
act upon, every part of it. If there is any doubt about the probability of
the caustic coming into contact with every part of the wound, it must be
enlarged with the knife, so as to give free access to the substance applied
This is the only preventive, and the caustic being freely used upon the
whole of the wound, and there being no other wound, the beast is safe
But who, on an animal thickly covered with hair, will venture to say that
there is no other wound ? It also unfortunately happens that the sliitest
scratch neglected is as dangerous as a lacerated wound. *

In this state of uncertainty, therefore, the farmer must look out for the

lTL^. ^^"r "^u^"' J' \l ^'PP'^-7i ^"' '' T" ^ '^""^ 'he expiration of

double th' f;-^'^' '\'^ ""'^ ^^ "° ''^'°'"^" security in less thanuouDie the number ot months.
Then tho beast win appear dull, languid, feverish, scarcely grazin-, and
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and the nr!
^^'' ^ ""^^ ^^ ^'^® precursors of many a different illness,

about to foil
^"^^^'^'^"^^^^"'^^^ ^^""^ ^""^"^ excite suspicion of what is

siderable d\^7' c
^^^^ ^^come anxious, protruded, red—there is con-

be Qner^oZf r^!"
of sahva, and to this succeeds a thirst that can scarcely

This is ? •
'' "'^ hydrophobia, no dread of water at any time.

mind and wr ">;'"'' ""^"'^ "^""°* ^^ ^""^ «t^°"g^y ^pressed on the

has t^ r vl''?
""^y P'"'"^"^ ^i"^ f'-o"^ d^"^er, anxiety, and fear, who

Xacteri2 /'^'f^'^'^ ^"^"^"^^ «f any kind-that the constan andCharacteristic dread of water is confined to the hum being". The horseand thp n ^ iT
""*'^* *^ ^.unniicu Lu Lnt5 iiumau ueing". me norse

fluids hn?;.''"
the sheep, occasionally exhibit a momentary dislike to

is nc;ea.pl'"fr ^u ^'y ^^" ^""^^ *° ^he last, and their desire of water

dread of water!
" diminished by the disease. The dog never has

to m Hi!!!!
'^°": '"^ ^'''^ ''" *^^ "^' ^^^ ^'^^^^6' f^«"^ «0"^e cause unknown

unde; whaf r r ^^^^?^fy
.d'ff^^^'^t characters. The dog, labouring

every sTale of thr'" "f-'^r^
^"^"^^^^ ^^ ^''^^"^^^tly harmfess through

Soned%re .' '^'^IPI^^"^ ' ,^° ^" ^^^^ o^' the symptoms that we have

^nd pa nftl aL ^? '^ ^^ ^'"'l"""* ^"^ P^'^^"! lowings-a continual

fh. 1.;

"
""""P^ "^ evacuate the f^ces. Staggerina- a^i,

~ %^^ ----- —^_

Staggering and weakness ofthe loins ann«a. ^v. .r
^'""'"""^ ""^ iceceh. oiaggering and weakness of

mlsv oftK 1
^^' '"'""^ ^"^ ^^^^^ ^^y' ^"^ t^^'« i« soo" succeeded by

dlctal'ttmt'ro '•"''?•
1

-^^^
^"r^^

^^^'^ «" ^^« ^-""^hes, makingineirectual attempts to rise—looking wofully around it, and eaeerlv olunn^ingits muzz e into the water, when placed within its reach, butTt makes"Sattempt to do mischief. At other times, the early symptoms are sTicccededby a dreadful state of excitation. The animal is eagef to do eve riSnd of

trtot^d :i:h'h'\""" "r ^f ^^^^^^^^^^ "---^^y' and telr g'up

npl^ ^f 7 V

^°™'- ^" ^ ^^^ ^^«e^' the quiet and melancholy mad-ness suddenly changes into that of a ferocious character The^e irno

drsLTd^ar?"'""^
will have ayail here: and the animd sllld b

ful V ^L K ?
'^« Po^^^ble- One circumstance also should be care-

^:^r^t.?^ZJ'?f^^^^ rabid animals seems to reside inthe saliva

inoculated

rabid and died.

and the saliva of an ox is as dangerous as that of a doo-
a dog with the --'-- " ' *

saliva of a rabid bull, and it also became

rabid cow and two .. I
"'"^ ^"^^^^'^^ed a fowl from the saliva of a

apriaranc; and^s
" ^^erwards the fowl had a wild and strange

became "r'dn^H ^'!-
""^'^ ^'^^^-shot

;
it ran at the other fowls, andoe^me gradually paralytic and died.

f^ Vl^^^w'^^^
°^ ™^y attempt to do more mischief with its horns than its

u'l J

occasionally it will bite ; or, if it should not, yet it must not be
meddled with too much. This dangerous foam is continually runnino-
Irom the mouth

; it may fall on a sore place, and it is then as dangerous
as if it had entered the circulation by means of a bite.

The knowledge that the virus is confined to the saliva will settle an-
other matter that has occasionally been the cause of considerable uneasi-
ness. A cow has been observed to be somewhat ailing for a day or two
but she has been milked as usual ; her milk has been mingled with the'
j'^st, and has been used for domestic purposes as heretofore. She is at
^«ngth discovered to be rabid. Is the family safe ? Can the milk of a^abid cow be drunk with impunity ? Yes, perfectly so, for the poison is

eat"en
"^"^ to the saliva. The livers of hundreds of rabid dogs have been

fried\^" •
^^ "^ ignorance, dressed in all manners of ways, but usually

eieanf« v"'^^^^
^^ possible, as a preventive against madness. Some mis-

e-iten withr^'?'*
"'^ ^"'^ °^ '^^'^ '=^"'' ^"^ *^^ '^'''^'^^' ^"^ '^ ^^s ^een

the milk ouL.T: """'^ '"' ^'tl'«"gh "°^ ^^'y pheasant to think aboutlae milk ot the rabid cow may be drunk without the slightest danger

\
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impression which is made by the odoriferous particles of bodies strikino-

on this diffused pulpy matter, that produces the sense of smell • and in
proportion to the extent of surface over which the nerve is spread is the
acuteness of the smell.

'^ '

The ox partly breathina: through the mouth, and the air passao-e beinff
widened by the removal of a portion of the septum, provision can be made
for the more extensive diffusion of the nervous pulp. Nearest to the skull,
and situated at the upper part of the nasal cavity, are the cells of the
sethmoid bone, (r, p. 274,) and if these are compared with the cells of the
same bone in the horse, (/, p. 68,) the superior development of them in
the ox will be evident. The lower cell of the aithmoid labyrinth is so
much lengthened in the ox, that it is sometimes described as a third turbi-
nated bone. It is represented at w, p. 274. Below these are the two tur-
binated bones, (s and t, p. 274,) both of them, and especially the lower one
considerably more developed than in the horse. Each of these bones is
composed of a labyrinth of cells, divided from each other by wafer-like
plates of bone, perforated like the cribriform plate of the ethmoid bone,
lined by the Schneiderian membrane, with the nervous puip spread over
or identified with that membrane,—and a thousand communications be-
tween the membranes in every part, by means of the gauze-like, perforated
structure of the plates.

This membrane is either covered with an unctuous fluid, or the air
passages are so complicated that the pure atmospheric air alone is suffered
to pass

; the slightest odoriferous particle or solid substance of any kind
is arrested. The confirmed snufF-taker will afford a sufficient illustration of
this. However enormous may be his pinch, and with whatever force he
may sniff it up, not an atom finds its way to the lungs, or even into
the larynx

;
the whole is arrested by some portion o° other of the

Schneiderian membrane. This is not only a wise provision for the per-
fection of the sense of smelling—it not only secures the contact of every
particle -with the membrane of the'nose, and its temporary lodgment there
but it protects the air passages from many a source of annoyance, danger,'
and death. Considering the numerous deleterious substances which, under
one form or another, are floating in the air, it is scarcely possible to con-
ceive how any animal could live an hour without some such protection to
the lungs as this affords. ^

Nature, then, has provided an acute sense of smell for ih
^ 1 Ti. il- A .1 • ^ ,

Allien iin in^ UA . It wcis
wanted. It was necessary that the animal should detect the peculiar
scent of every plant, as connected either with nutrition or destruction
Instinct perhaps teaches him much, but he is more indebted to the lessons
of experience. In the spring of the year, when the scent of the infant
plant is scarcely developed, cattle are often deceived with regard to the
nature of the herbage ; they are subject to peculiar complaints of indio-es^

tion; and they are sometimes poisoned.

When the great Linnaeus visited Tornea, the inhabitants complained
of a distemper that had killed many of their cattle, and especially when first

turned out into the meadows in the spring. He soon traced the disorder
to the water-hemlock, which grew abundantly there, and which in the
spring the cattle did not know how to avoid. The power of instinct is
great in animals that have not been reclaimed from a state of nature • but
in proportion as they become domesticated, instinct ceases to prompt,
and they are dependent on our guidance, or on the lessons which expe-
dience teaches. Thus when our calves and lambs are taken too soon
from the dam, and turned with little or no experience into the pasture,
they eat indiscriminately of every herb that presents itself, and many of

e ox: it was
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them are lost.
_

Had they been sufFered to browse a little while, or a little
longer with the mother, she would have taught them to distinguish the
sweet and wholesome herbage from the deleterious and destructive ; and
their keen sense of smell would have imprinted the lesson for ever on
leir minds. This is a point of agricultural economy not sufficiently

attended to.

Workin.o-
BLEEDING FROM THE NOSE.

are occasionally subject to bleeding from the nose, and sometimes very
profuse bleeding. If he is too hardly and too long worked during the
heat of a summer's day, nasal hemorrhage may occur ; we, however,
nave been accustomed, whatever may be the excuse or the story of the
servant, to trace the bleeding to blows inflicted on the nasals or on the
muzzle by a brutal drover or ploughman, far oftener than to any other
cause. It is not often that any unpleasant consequences have ensued-
Ihe bleeding has gradually ceased, except in one ease, v»^hcn it returned
again and again, and would have destroyed the beast had not the result
of the case been somewhat anticipated.

I/EECHES IN THE NASAL CAVITY.

We
.

seen.

crept into the nostril of the ox when drmking at a stagnant pool, and
which the ox is strangely fond of doing. One ofthese blood-suckers havino-
once introduced himself into the cavity, will usually shift from place to
place, biting here and there, and causing a very considerable haemorrhage.
The beast will tell us plainly enough the cause of the bleeding, by tlie
uneasiness which he will express, and by his continually snorting and
tossing his head about.

On examining the nostril in a good light, the leech may sometimes be
It was so in a case that we recollect ; and covering the end of

the finger with a little salt, we were enabled to introduce it sufficiently
high to detach the blood-sucker from his hold. At other times when a
leech is suspected, salt and water may be injected up the nostril. At all
events, however, when he is fully bloated, the intruder will detach him^
selt; and, except he has crept up the superior meatus, through which
tnere i? no air passage, he will be expelled by the sneezing of the ox.
Unly temporary mconvenience can result from this accident, for the
bleeding will in due time stop, even from so vascular a membrane as that
or the nose.

POLYPUS IN THE NOSE.

This is a rare disease in the horse, and still rarer in the ox. We have
seen only one case of it; and that might have been said to be more
polypus in the pharynx than in the nasal cavity, had not its pedicle been
traced into that cavity, and seemingly attached to the upper part of the
inferior turbinated bone. A cow was anxious to eat, and was otherwise
in good health ; but occasionally she was unable to swallow, and the
pellet was returned with an effort resembling vomiting. This increased
yntil she was scarcely able to eat, and was rapidly losing flesh. The case
indicated some disease of the back part of the mouth, or the commence-

"^h-^h^^
^he gullet ; and we caused one of the pieces of wood through

^hich the tube of the stomach-pump is passed into the mouth, to bemade with an aperture sufficiently large for the hand to go through. Thecow was secured and the mouth-piece fixed, and the hand passed into the
fauces, when a round body, moveable and attached by a cord, was felt an
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evident polypus, the pedicle of v»'hich could be traced upwards and for-

wards into the cavity of the nose, but the termination of which could not
be reached. It was seized with a pair of strong forceps with deeply
roughened blades, and attempted to be removed by tortion, i. e., by twist-
ing it round and round until it broke. At the third turn the pedicle o^ave
way, and a polypus nearly half a pound in weight was brou"-ht out.
Polypi should be removed by a ligature round the pedicle, and as near
to the root as possible, or by tortion, and by the former whenever it can
be effected.

CORYZA.

By this term is meant inflammation of, and defluxion from, the nasal
cavity, or the cells with which it is connected ; when the same affection
extends to the fauces, it becomes catarrh. Catarrh is usually connected
with coryza, and is the natural consequence or progress of it ; but simple
coryza may and does occasionally exist in the ox. We are too often
teased and frightened by a discharge from the nostrils, mucous, purulent,
foetid, and excoriatiug, and unaccompa?iied by covgh. It is seen in
croM'ded and over-heated cow-houses; it arises from imprudent exposure
to extreme cold, and it is frequently produced by the dust and gravel of
the road. The ox was not designed to be exposod-like the horse to this

last annoyance; and he has no false nostril to turn off the current of
minute and irritating particles from the more susceptible parts of the nasal
cavity. Therefore, oxen driven any considerable distance to fair or market
in sultry, dusty weather, usually suffer from coryza. Dairymen whose
cows have to travel half a mile or more on a dusty road, wonder that,

with all their care, their cattle should have such frequent discharge from
the nose, and that this should sometimes run on to hoose. The cause is

plain enough, although little suspected by them.
There is a periodical coryza in cattle. During the winter season, and

probably from our mismanagement—from undue exposure of the animals
to cold, or to the extremes of heat and cold, there is considerable nasal
gleet, not interfering much with health, but unpleasant to the eye and
annoying to the animal, and which, in despite of the most careful treat-
ment, will remain. When, however, the genial warmth of sprino^ returns,
it sometimes gradually disappears. This, however, is one oflhe most
favourable cases ; for it will occur that, from some improper manao*ement
hoose or cough has gradually become connected with the nasal discharo-c!

The farmer has not observed this connexion, nor is he alarmed althou^'h

the coui^h should remain when the nasal discharge ceases : nay, he cares
little about it, although the cough should be a frequent and harassinn-

one, if the beast does but carry its usual flesh, and yield its full quantity
of milk: when, however, the milk fails, and the cow begins to lose condi-
tion, he, for the first time, looks about him, and then it is too late. We
shall return to this point again and again ; for it is the source of the
greater part of the mischief attendant on chest affections in cattle.

We are now, how^ever, speaking of coryza, inflammation of, and dis-

charge from, the membrane of the nose. It is a matter of the utmost im-
portance for the proprietor of, or the attendant upon cattle, (o assure himself
that it is simple coryza. He should carefully examine whether there is

any cough, especially whether that cough is painful—any increased la-
bour of breathing—any diminution of appetite—suspension of rumina-
tion—fever? The pulse, felt at the left side, and the temperature of the
root of the horn, will best ascertain tliis last particular.

If there is nothing of these, still we have inflammation, and of a cha-

M
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racter that soon connects itself with some or all of them ; therefore a mash
may be given in the evening-, and a few doses of cooling medicine.

Ihe best fever medicine for cattle is nearly the same as that recom-
mended tor the horse, but in doses of oidy half the quantity. Half amnchm each of powdered digitalis and emetic tartar, and two drachms
eacn ot nitre and sulphur, will constitute the medium fever powder, to be
given as occasion may require, and increased or diminished in quantitv,
according to the size and age of the beast, and the intensity of the disease.
Ihis should be given in the form of drink, for reasons that will hereafter
be stated.

If the proprietor or the practitioner is assured that it is simple coryza,
lie may add half a drachm of sulphate of copper (blue vitriol), tinely pow-
(leieu, to the othpr ir.a-r«.i;o,.to Tj^jg ^jj-jig. gpgjj,„ ^^ j,^^,g ^ pecuhar and
a very beneficial determination to the Schneiderian membrane, and is very
"selul in pure inflammation, or ulceration of that membrane, or discharge
trom It A very slight degree of hoose, however, and particularly of
pamf^^d hoose, should be received as a sufficient indication that the fever-
l)owdors alone are to be used.

If the coryza degenerates into catarrh, bronchitis, or inflammation of
the lungs, the proper treatment will be indicated when those diseases are
taken into consideration.

GLANDERS.

Of this dreadful disease of the membrane of the nose in the horse we
have never met with a case in cattle. Some singular accounts are on
record, but they are of doubtful authority. We acknowledge that this is
not a point fairly settled, and it deserves peculiar attention >rom the nro-
pnetors of cattle. ^

FARCY.

There are cases, however, the authenticity of which cannot be doubted
/ One of the most frequent and

decisive characters of farcy in the horse, is inflammation, and thickening

b V ?. fr.'V'"\P"^^''"^^^'^y^t ^'^^ "^"^^^^ of the valves. The?

umour 1^7 ';"f/^''"S'^ " ^^^-^^'^ P"^^'«" «f their course; and little

X;V t °'
^'f''''^ "PP^"^ ^t ^ S'^^^t^'- "^ ^^^^ distance from eachomer along the cord.

There were four oxen in a farmer's yard, each of which liad consider-
able cough, and a large corded absorbent could be traced in each from
the fetlock up to the forearm. Farcy-buttons were evident, not only to
the touch, but to the eye, through the whole extent of the corded vessel.
Most of them were hard, schirrous ; and others had suppurated and ulce-
i^ated. The hot iron was applied to the budsy the wounds healed, the
t;ordines3 of the absorbents gradually diminished, and the cough disap-
peared.

Two months afterwards, however, the farcy-buttons and the corded
absorbents were seen again, and the cough returned at the same time.
A he same means were adopted with the same results. All appeared to be
cured. Two of them were sold, and on the other two the disease did not
^^ urn, nor was it communicated to any of the cattle that grazed in the

atTh
^^^^^"^^: ^t should be observed that these cases did not all appear

^
J .^

^^,^^^^ ^^*^^^' but a space of three years occurred between the fir^ifand the last.
^ ^^^^

need the farmer entertain serious apprehension of
Was

this latal disease breaking out in his herd? The practitioner to whom
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required to be alive, as it were, to the slightest motion of his driver or
rider and to anticipate his very thoughts

; but his muzzle is to be con-
tinually in contact with the ground, among smooth and rou-h herbao-e _
things pleasing and annoying; and therefore all acute feeling is withheldfrom him, and, consequently, he is rarely seen using his lins is •^uhTi^
tntes for hands, and forming his opinion of the obfectsaXnd him by'the indications which they afford him, as we continually observe in thehorse.

_

There can be scarcely greater difference than in the habits of thesetwo animals in this respect.

The excess of glandular substance in the lips of the ox is easily ac-
counted for. They must not only afford their share of the natural mois-
ture of the mouth, but they are, from their situation, form and use ex
13osed to various nuisances. Insects will be continually c;awlina- aboutthe muzzle, and dirt and gravel will accumulate on it. If the o-rass iVt
be firmly held between the pad in the upper jaw and the te?th in thelower,_ and the upper lip must materially assist in the firmness of thegrip, It must of necessity be continually in absolute contact with theground, and cannot always be in the cleanest state. Nature has given the
best of a 1 defences against this. The outer covering of the upper lip is
h.ckly studded With glands, and a fluid can be seen pouring out from
them. It an ox. standing and ruminating, is watched, drops as clear as
crystal are seen coursing one another down his muzzle, and fallino- on
he ground. The upper lip, in liealth, is always wet; the insect cannot
then fasten, and dirt cannot accumulate

; or if the one should adhere, or the
other begin to collect, the long tongue of the beast is protruded, it passes
over the moistened surface, and all is cleai "

-' 2gain.
We take considerable notice of the secretion from these glands when weendeavour to form some judgment of the health of the animal, and the

degree of disease. While the muzzle is moist, /. e., .vhile the natural se-
cretions are going forward,there is no great constitutional disturbance and
consequently no great danger

; in proportion as that secretion is lessened
there is general sympathy with some local affection

; and when it becomes
altogether suspended, it is an indication of so much universal deran-e-ment that It behoves us to look about us. There is nothino- more in thissecretion than in any other, but it is one which is easily obser ed, and thechanges in which can be accurately marked.

v^ustivcu, anu me

THE MEMBRANE OF THE MOUTH.

This is thin and delicate, compared with the external integument. Every
part of the mouth is lined with it, and it contains numeroirs glands, occa-
sionally rising into little papillEs, from which a considerable portion' of the
usual moisture of the mouth is derived. The gums and the bars are
vered by this membrane, but they are denser and less sensible.

CO

forty feet long, the bTitt-end being about four inches in diameter, while the smaller runstapenng to a point. The front end is generally made of a piece of willow, i-ecured to ihlend of the cane, and is armed at the tip with an iron point, neatly and curiously lashed
cm by strips of horse-hide. This goad is hung in a kind of inverted stirrup attached tothe end of the before-mentioned string, by pulling of which the driver, as he sits in thp
cart, can elevate or depress at his pleasure the stirrup which serves as the fukn'im of higoad, and supports it nearly in equilibrio, as the thick butt-end counterbalances'thelifrli^e''
longer end tending forward : thus suspended, the point can easily be thrust forwa-d or°d 1

'^

way, so as to goad the haunches of the forward yoke of oxen': about fiveVeeV from tht
extremity, another small goad, armed with iron, hangs pendent by a strin.r so llr.t b
giving the cane a sideway motion, and lifting the bult-end, the point can be'dexterouslydirected, at the pleasure of the driver, upon the haunches of the second r.niv ,f nt

'^

gort lance held in his hand serves to gJad. forward the ^^.iu.i^:T\j^:l^:^^;^
Uiili and La Plata, vol. i. p. 244.

' i^meis %n
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THE EARS.
These consist of a firm substance of a cartilaginous nature, adhering- to

the bones of the roof of the mouth, by numerous little cords, penetrating-

into these bones. They are thus hard and adherent, that the food may
be rolled ag-ainst the palate, and formed into proper masses for swallow-
ing, whether in the first or second mastication. The palate is divided
into numerous ridges running across the mouth, and on the posterior
edge of which there is a fringed border, consisting of papillae of no little

consistence and strength, and all pointing backward; so that the food is

permitted to travel backward, in this process of formation into pellets,

but cannot again get into the fore part of the m.outh.

THE PAD ON THE ANTEllIOR MAXILLARY BONE.

These bars are flatter, harder, and more irregular in the ox than in the
horse, and these papillae at the edges of the bars are very considerably
stronger. The bars thicken towards the fore part of the mouth, and there
they accumulate into a pad, or cushion, which covers the convex extre-
mity of the anterior maxillary bone. This pad is of a somewhat mot
fibrous and elastic nature than the bars,

upper incisor or cutlino;' teeth.

'e

and stands in the place of
The irrass is collected and rolled to^'ether

by means ot the long and moveable tongue; it is firmly held between the
lower cutting-teeth, and the pad, the cartilaginous upper lip assisting' in

this ; and then by a sudden nodding motion of the head, in which the
pterigord muscles are the chief agents, the little roll of herbage is either

torn or cut off, or partly both torn and cut.

The intention of this singular method of gathering the food, it is some-
what difficult satisfactorily to explain. It is peculiar to ruminants, who
have one large stomach, in which the food is kept as a kind of reservoir

until it is ready for the action of the other stomachs. While it is kept
there it is in a state of maceration ; it is exposed to the united influ-

ence of moisture and warmth, and the consequence of this is, that*a
species of decomposition sometimes commences, and a vast deal of gas
is extricated.

That this should not take place in the natural process of retention and
maceration, nature possibly established this mechanism for the first gather-
ing of the food. It is impossible that half of that which is thus procured
can be fairly cut through

; part will be torn, and no little portion will be
torn up by the roots. If cattle are observed while they are grazing, i£

will be se^ii that many a root mingles with the blades of grass ; and these
roots have sometimes no inconsiderable quantity of earth about them.
The beast, Kowever, seems not to regard this; he eats on, dirt and all,

until his paun^^i^ \^ filled.

It was desigft^j that this earth should be gathered and swallowed. It
was the meaning ^^ t^jg mechanism. A portion of absorbent earth is

found in every soh sufficient not only to prevent the evil that would result
ffom occasional dec^^^ Q^jtion, by neutralizing the acid principle as ra-
pidly as it is evolved,

j^^^j. perhaps, by its presence, preventing that de-
composition from takin^

place. Hence the eagerness with which stall-fed
cattle, who have not th^ opportunity of plucking up the roots of grass,
evince for mould. It is s^^.^^^

^1^.^^ ^ ^ov^ will pass a newly-raised mole^
mivvuhout nuzzling into K

^^^^j devouring a considerable portion of it.mis is particularly the case
mould here is comminuted to KV^Teltest^ degree, and probably possesses
peculiar freshness. When desc.gj^^^, thcKyntore ox, at page 104 we
remarked that he always had a ba.^;-^^

^^^ ^^.^h standing by him, of whiHi
he occasionally ate a considerable qu

ana uevuuiui^ tt ^^.*^.^^^^.*^^^ ^.^...^,^ ^^ ^^^

Mien there is any degree of indigestion. The

uUity, and which operated as a gentle
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^

ones most of all ;
but afLer the second or third month, the edge of the

tooth will begin to wear down, and there will be more of a flat surface
with a broad line in the centre.

About this time a new change will begin, but very slowly to be seen.
The central teeth will not only be worn dovyn on their edo^es but the
whole of the tooth will appear diminished, a kind of absorptfon will have
commenced. There will be a little but increasing space between them.
The face of the tooth will likewise be altered, the inner edge will be
worn down more than the outer, and the mark will change from the ap-
pearance of a broad line to a triangular shape. The commencement of
this alteration of form and diminution of size may be traced to about the
fourth month, and our cut gives a representation of the two central inci-
sors at eight months. The central teeth are now not above half the size
of the next pair, and they are evidently lessened.

Eight months. Eleven months.

At eleven months the process of diminution will have extended to the
four central teeth in the manner represented in the cut. The vacuities
between them, will now be evident enough.

This cut gives the mouth of a young steer fifteen months old.

*

i

Fifteen mouths. Eighteen months.
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THE TEETH.

all the incisors b a hnfll^ ''\
!

'''"'''"' ^"^ diminutive appearance of
cult for him to oblL'n"' ffilvf '''; '"°"^^' "'^- ^^ ^""^^ appear diffi-

It is somewhat sraLTt n. k
'"^ '"^P"'' ^''"''^^'" -°"^ '"^^^'^'°"-

'» the teeth, and Jhe diffi^,lf^ V" "" ^'^^^ measure owing to these changes

«?
"'any disorders frotsetr ^'"''^ "" "'^^''^ ''

«ften out of condition The^ "J-^^'
r^"'^' ""^ "P^^^ds. and Ire so

Porary disadvantage by dil'^ence in
1''

v'^'^'^V''
"^^^^' "P ^^' ^his tem-

to another animairweLvSnnwn ^"^
'

^"'^' ^^ """^" ^^'^ ^ '""'^'^"t
a toothless ewe thrive as vvp

"^-"/^ "ot only a broken-mouthed, but
the day, and ruminatfnt Xn,2 "^ ^^ ^^e flock, for she was grazing all

thau
hal/ther;:;Srlrsize"°tf'

"^1' '^' ''''''' ''''^ ^^^^ "^^ be more
^nd, as the cut verv a tSi'

''"^'"' ^"'' ^^^' ^^ y^^ more diminished
Jl-ost equal tl the' w d o? ZTeT' T^ ""T''^'

^^^"^^" ^^^^ -''^ be
f-ees as remain, vvill be lenJ'hened 'th

'• 1
"^ '^' ''''^ "^^^' «^'^^»

and principally in the centil teeTh
' .m

^^'''^"S"^^'' ^^rk will diminish,
shaded, will begin to appearLw '*h- """t^'-"'

"^''^ ""^ '^«« deepl^:
AH this while the ^^rn, \ i c

^^ ^'^'g^nal mark. '
^

growing in their' sockets and^'^nnrn^^'v'
'^' P^T^"^"^ ''"^«' have been

is said to be generally the case with th'"^"
-''^ '^^ ^"""^

^
but not as

being in particular, pLssntt'rl?;.^^";?.^'!.^^^^ ^^ humanbeing in particular, pressing unonL. ""'Tu^'^
^"^ ^'^h the human

them to be absorLe^d, until ^t length' f
'^

'^'
i^'!'^ ''''^'' ^"^ ^^^^^i"^-

they fall out. The process of !hi'"-' "^ ''^ ""^^^ "' the socket
milk^ooth, and as Tcht the cr'vTr^^^^^^^ ^^^ -J^^^e
The process of ^reneral Mfn':';!?!" '

^"""^^ ""^'^ ^^ ^t its root.

now for awhile retarded;

rpi •" tuc t^iuwn or DodThe process of general diminution seem;t is confined to the cent alt e h and thl^v'
""7

u^'
'^^"^^ ^^^^^^^^

'

they are no larger in the bnrW?>. ^ ?i-adually waste away until
the second year or I mteteo;;
way, and the two central permte^'ttth Ipp'^fr

'" P"^'^' ^"^ ^^ ^-e

centra^nds?rr:retrng',;'aLrih;X^'^^
'^^-r. ^'"J"°P™ "^^

bone m front of the lower iaw tl t\l ""!'''
'i^ ^' '^' <^«th remain. Thebone in front of the low ? jZ' fs'aken 1.
""

"^'f
*^^^^ ^^•-^"- The

^

''''^ ^' ^^'^"^ ^way, in order that the alveoli, or

T'V'o Years
Three Years,
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cells for the teeth, may be exposed. The second pair of incisors have
ahnost attained their proper size, but have not assumed their proper form
The third pair are getting ready but the jaw is not yet sufficiently widened
for the development of the fourlh pair.

The process of absorption will still be suspended with reo-ard to the
two outside pairs of milk teeth, but will be rapid with regard to" the second
pair, and a little before the commencement of the third year they will
disappear. This cut represents the three-year old beast, with four perma-
nent incisors and four milk teeth.

Now the remaining milk teeth will diminish verv fast, but they show
no disposition to give way, and at four-years old there will be '^ix perma-
nent incisors, and often apparently no milk teeth ; but if the mouth is
examined, the tooth that should have disappeared, and the tooth
that IS to remain until the next year, are huddled together and concealed
behind the new permanent tooth. They are often a source of annoyance
to the animal; and the tooth whose turn it was to go must be drawn.
Ihe four-year-old mouth then, as represented in this'cut, should contain
SIX permanent incisors and two milk teeth.

Four Years.
Five Years.

At the commencement of the fifth year the eioht permanent incisors
will be up

;
but the corner ones will be small. This cut gives a five-year-

old mouth, or perhaps one a month or two after five years ; so that the

/ all the incisors fully up,
until it is six years old. It will be seen, however, in this mouth of five
years, that the two central pairs are beginning to be worn down at the
edges, and that in a flat direction, or somewhat inclining towards thet5

inside.

At six-years old, the teeth are all fully grown, but this mark has extended
over the whole set, and all the teeth are a little flattened at the top ; while
on the two centre ones there begins to be a distinct darker line in the
middle, bounded by a line of harder bone*.

* We are perfectly aware against what aulhority we are contending., ^vhen we thus
compute the age of cattle by the appearance of the teeth. The pleasing author of the
Illustrations of Natural History" gives the beast a full mouth at three°vears old andso does Buffbn and the Editor of the Encyclopaedia Metropolitana. Mr. Parkinson' says

m „S 2 }^ ^f ''\^°'''> although he acknowledges that the teeth are not perfectlyup until the animal is six years old. We have no hesitation, however in anrealin- tothe expeneuce of the breeders of cattle, for the general accuracy of our acciun? =

f
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From this limp iU

out nnri Vk .
>^^'^'^^st that is most

iJse'hfs ;

"^ '' compelled most to

worn ?,Tr)^^^h'^'" have themworn farthest down. Perhaps as a^-eral rule, but admitting !:trZ^an except.on t may be said that, a{

hroTJ:r f' '^''' ^'"^ '^ becoming

of the tlv
""^

'T' ''''S^^^'^ i" all

broader and more circular mark ap-
pears within the centre of the former
«ne and most distinct in the central
or two central pairs —and which, al
eight years, has spread over the six
centra] incisors. a- ^

A I'on A 1
"'^ Jtears.

taktr The nrn ' ^TV'"". '^'"^^" '^^''' P'^^^ ^^'^'^ ^^"""^ bemis-

whe e it dS Thenl '^-'"T'^""
^'' ^S"'" commenced, and precisely

Incisors but U is .In
•'"•"''^ ^"' four months old, viz., in the centralnusors but it is slow in us progress, and it is never carried to theextPnfto which we observed it in the milk teeth. It is, however cffic^^^^^^^^plam, and the two central teeth are evidently smdler than th fnei^h^

A \
^''^^^°/^^^k "'^^J^s ^re rubbed into one in all but the corner teeth

^:itr :::i^tr-—^
^i-i^'i^hed his., and the marMsbecominrr smaller and fainter. The^t represents the mouth at this age.

,

At eleven, the six central ones are
smaller; and at twerve, all of them
are very considerably diminished • b'lt
not, as we have already observed to
the same extent as in the young- beast,rhe mark is now also faint, o? nearly
obhterated, except in the corner teeth!and the msule edge is worn down to
the gum.

^
The beast is now getting old ; the

teeth continue to diminish, and it is
not often that the animal, after fonr-
teen or sixteen years old, is able to
^aintain his full condition. He must
then be taken up and partly fed in
thp I. - . - /, ' •' .

Ten Years..,
'^^ iai^.cn up iiuu paiuy jcu ill xeu i:ears.^e house: yet there are many instances in which favourite bulls have

cow" ff?^
'"^^^' '^'^^ ^^'^'^^ "^^''^ ^^^^" ^^^^^^y 5'^^''^ ^^^ '> ^"^ w^ ^^now a

fair T ^^'"^ ^^^ ^'^^ pastures with the rest of the dairy, and gives a'"^quantity of milk.
.

^
'^ ^

tiMhar"^'^^''^'^^^^
asserted, that a good cow will usually continue goodage; but the dairyman would discover his error, both in the

t the qualitV of his milk if llP rpfpivpri U no n o-onov^l ,-.,V„ ji

quantitv anH fi

' ciairyman would discover his error, both in the
a good cow v!n

^"'^^•'^^' ^^ ^^'^ "'''''' ^^ ^'^ received it as a general rule, that
Mr. Watkins

^.""^"^"e to breed and give milk until twenty years old
from ten to twen t

" ^ "^ '"'' ^'""'^ ^ ^""'^ ^^""^ ^°'' seventeen years gave him
When taken up • X'll'n''^ '?'"' ^'"'^ ^T\ '^''

''I

^^oderate conditiou
i » 5>ix months in fattening ; and, being then twenty years old

t

t
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was sold for more than 18^. Mr. John Holt, of Walton, in Lancashire,

had a healthy cow-calf presented to him, whose dam was in her thirty-

second year, and could not be said to have been properly out of milk for

the preceding fifteen years.

This method, then, of judging of the age of cattle by the teeth, is more
satisfactory than by the horns, and little of the imposition can be practised

to which the buyer is sometimes exposed, whether the animal is young or

old. It is true, that from six to nine we can only guess at the age ; but

we can form a shrewd guess, and can scarcely be out more than a few
months.
With regard to the horn we are subject to imposition at all times ; we

are obliged to ask questions as to the first calf; and, when the animal
gets old, the supposed rings often present a mass of confusion of which
the best judges can make nothing.

The grinders will rarely be examined to ascertain the age of a beast.

They are too difficult to be got at; and the same dependence cannot be
placed upon them. The calf is generally born with two molar teeth, and

sometimes with three in each jaw above and below. The fourth appears

about the expiration of the eighth month, and the fifth at the end of the

year, about which time the first molar is shed. The second is displaced

at the end of the second year, and so with the rest, at intervals of a year;

but the sixth molar, which is from the beginning a permanent tooth, does

not appear until the sixth year.

THE TONGUE.

The tongue occupies the base of the mouth. It is firmly held in its

situation by muscles principally derived from the os hyoides, a singular

bone common to it and to the larynx. It is composed of the union of

these muscles, which extend their fibres through every part of it, and with

which is intermingled a considerable quantity of tatty matter, which gives

to the tongue its peculiar taste and appearance when cut into. It is

covered by the membrane of the mouth, but curiously modified ; it resem-
bles more the cuticle or scarf-skin, but the internal layer is fibrous and
sensitive, and between the two is a soft, reticulated substance which serves
as a bed for the papillae, or little eminences scattered all over the tongue,
some of which, at least, are supposed to be the terminations of the gus-
tatory nerve, or that branch of the fifth pair on which the sense of taste

depends. The use of the tongue, generally, is to dispose of the food

between the grinders during mastication
; to collect it afterwards, and,

by the assistance of the bars, form it into a pellet for swallowing: it is

also the main instrument in drinking, and the canal through which the

fluid passes in the act of drinking. The outer covering of the tongue of

the ox possesses a hardness and roughness not found on that of the horse.

The peculiar way in which the food is gathered renders this necessary
;

and while the horse expresses his friendship for his companion by nib-

bling him with his teeth, two cows will rub and rasp each other with their

tongues for an hour or two at a time.

In the ox, however, it answers other purposes ;
it helps to collect the

grass together and form it into a roll before it is biought between the pad
of the upper jaw and the incisor teeth of the lower one

; it serves to clean

the muzzle from annoyances to which it is exposed by means of dirt or

insects; and it likewise wipes from the nostril the filth that is discharged

from it in the various diseases of the membrane of the nose or the air

passages, to which the ox is so subject. The month is shorter than that

of the horse : the tongue, as it lies iu the mouth, is shorter, and yet it is

^
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able to discharge all those functions, which are only imperfectly performed,

W.P ^M rn^"" ''^""^^ b« performed at all, by the tongue of the
horse. ^ he following cuts will explain this .—

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

r

The spur.

The basis, or greater cornu or horn.
The inferior lateral cornu.

The superior lateral cornu.
The epiglottis.

The aryteenoid cartilage.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

The thyroid cartilage.

The cricoid cartilage.

Rings of the trachea.

The interposed liganaentous substance
between the rings.

The Rimse glottidis.

!• The spur,

~s ^^^^6 basis, or greater cornu or horn

% n^f^^
inferior lateral cornu.

4
*

}^y^ niiddie cornu.
• Ihe superior lateral cornu.

6 ^^^ ^-n'iglottis.

*
-^^^e arytenoid cartilage.

7/wL^^^"" ^ ^"PP^^^ ^vliicli the OS hyoides, resembling

ZtT^'P^''^ to the larynx, and its connexion Nvith all i

7. The thyroid cartilage.

8. The cricoid cartilage.

9. Rings of the trachea.

10. The interposed hgamenious substance

between the rings.

11. The Rimee glottidis^ or entrance into the
yi'indpipe.

the Greek letter

ts connexion with all the motions of thatbeantifiil •
larynx, ana us connexion >\iui a.ii lut^ luuuuus ot that

uiui cartilaginous box in the common function of breathing, or m the

\

\
.
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production of the voice a^nd also in the contractions of the pharynx, we
shall treat hereafter. VVe have now to do with the tono-ue.
will remark the spur projecting from the centre of the "body of this bone
in the horse, ^g-. 1. It is from two to three inches in extent and it
penetrates deeply into the root and body of the ton<jne • and from its
sides, roughened for the purpose, there spring, through the whole extent
ot the bone powerful muscles, (the g-e;Ho-%o-g-/o,m muscles, belono-i„a.
to the chm, the hyoul bone and the tongue,) whose object is to draw down
the tongue within the mouth, and limit its action.
Why this in addition to muscles likewise confining the tongue which

are common to other animals ? Why this in the horse alone, at least to
anything like the same exten? Because he was designed to be subjected
to the government of the bit. Because he was to be ridden and driven
at our pleasure. A tongue of considerable, or of loose motion, would bean inconvenience to him. Under the unequal pressure of the bit, it would
roll from one side to the other, and be excoriated or lacerated by the teethBut thus tied down by the spur, or appendix of the hyoid bone, it forms*

w-!u ^u.
""" '''^'^^^ ^^^ ^'^ "'^y ^^«t' a"f^ o" which it may be worked

Without this contrivance the jaw, which even now is too often brutally
injured by the bit, would be exposed to yet more frequent and severe
mischief, and, therefore, the tongue of the horse is thus confined. We
rarely see the tongue of the horse protruded from his mouth, except he
has acquired the trick of licking his manger.

There is nothing about the ox which ""requires this confinement of the
tongue

;
but, on the contrary, he has need of one possessing an extraordi-

nary fi^eedom of motion. Look at the os hyoides of the ox Its spur (1.

l:fi\'M I \" f
™''' ^''^'''^'- '^^^''''' '' "« penetration or confine-mentof the root o the tongue. The same muscles spring from it asfrom the spur of the hyoid bone of the horse, but they aie diminutive

and weak, and have little or no power over the bodv of the ton<nie
Look again at the construction of the hyoid bone. The rnu^cle'which

next to that which belongs to the spur, influences the motions of the

Ihe^nuV Vi'
°""^". ^''°'"'- ^' '^ ''^^""'^'^ *"^ '^'^ ^«™" «f the bone nearthe spur. There are two joints connecting the cornu with the body of thebone, in order to oive a certnin froorir^™ r , , ,, , l

"' ^'"^

^ •. p , ^ •*, certain fieedom ot action to the bone but thpextremity of the cornu is tied down to ih^ f. i

'

nrtilio-P Tn thp Tn.-o,vi u r ,

temporal bone by a strongcartilage In the hyoid bone of the ox, the muscle (the hvo-'rlossiTslongus the long muscle belonging to the hyoid bone I'd the ton" e)has the same origin and attachment; but there is an additional joint to
give greater freedom of motion, and not only so, but the bifurcation ofthe superior lateral cornu, swelled out into a head or tubercle, has lost its
unyielding cartilaginous attachment to the temporal bone, and is fitted into
a curious socket, formed between the mastoid process of the temporal bone,
and a plate of bone let down on purpose, and in which it plays loosely, yet
securely. 1 hese are points of comparative anatomy which the physioloo-ist
will know how to value, and which will not be quite uninteresting to anyone who loves to trace the marks of design in the various works of Himwho made us all.

GLOSS-ANTHRAX OR BLAIN
There is a disease of the tongue in cattle, which, from its sudden attack

uotipp Tr^''"''' T-'^ ^J^f'•^qf
""y fatal termination, requires particula'r

1 otice. Ihe animal is dull, refuses his food, and rumination ceases A
hloSv^lfr ""^l'""'

^'""^ '^' "^°"'^' '^ '' "^ fi'-^t limpid' andiuoirensive, b.ut It soon becomes purulent, bloody, and exceedino-ly fcetid •
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\

Incisions into the tongue are not

the head and the neck begnn to swell; they become enormonsly en-
larged; the respiratory passages are obstructed; the tHiin-ul breathes
with the greatest difficulty, and is, m some cases, literally suffocated.
inis is the Blain or Gloss-anthrax—inflammation of the tongue.

't
'

^^aniination of the mouth, the tongue is apparently enlarged, but
|t is, m fact, only elevated from its bed between the maxillary bones; and
the cause of this being examined into, large vesicles or bladders, red, livid,
or purple, are found running along the side and base of the tongue, and
particularly towards its anterior part. These bladders are strangely rapid
in their growth; they become of a great size; they quickly break; and
they form deep ulcerations. Other vesicles immediately arise in their
immediate neighbourhood, of a similar character, but of a still larger size.
Sometimes the animal dies in twenty -four hours from the first attack;
but at other times fever rapidly succeeds of a typhoid or malignant kind.
In a few cases these bladders have been found "^ou the upper^part of the
tongue, and even nearer to the top of it than to the frtenum. The
tongue soon becomes really enlarged, and particularly when the lateral or
inferior parts of it are the seats of disease. General inflammation of it

speedily follows, and that part of it on which the ulcers first appeared be-
comes mortified, and may be cut into, or cut away, without the animal
expressing the least degree of pain.

followed by blood, but they bring to view tissues decomposed at some
points, and black at others, and bearing the marks of incipient gano-rene.
The primary seat of the disease is the membrane of the mouth beneath

or above the tongue. As the sublingual glands lie along the under part
of the tongue, and their ducts open on the side of the membrane
ligament under the tongue, it is possible that this disease may proceed
from, or be connected with, obstructions or inflammation of these ducts.
Dissection, however, has not proved this, but the membrane at the base of
the mouth seems to be the part primarily concerned.

Post mortem examination shows intense inflammation, or even gangrene
of -the part, and also inflammation and gangrene of the cesophao-us
the paunch, and the fourth stomach. The food in the paunch has a most
offensive smell

;
and that in the manyplus is hard and dry. Inflammation

reaches to the small intestines, which are highly inflamed, with red and
black patches m the coecum, colon, and rectum. We cannot speak with
confidence as to the cause of this disease; indeed, we believe it is, in a
great majority of cases, unknown. Some have said that it is more
frequent in low, marshy lands than in others ; that it attacks beasts that
have been in poor condition, and are suddenly changed to good pasture;
and that it oftener happens in spring and autumn than in the summer or
winter.

We have considerable doubt about this, for we have seen it at all

seasons, and under all circumstances ;—in the stall-fed cows of the me-
tropolis, whether newly bought, or those that are used to their situation •

and in the grazing pastures of the country. When it becomes epidemic,'

—

"vvhen many cases occur about the same time, and over a considerable
^xient of country, and in the town dairies as well as the country ones, it

is usually in the spring or autumn. Most epidemics of an inflammatory
^baracter occur at those periods, for the process of moulting is then going
^orward, and the animals are, to a certain degree, debilitated, and disposed

1 1tl4^~

or

^JJ

"'^^'""latory complaints ; and these assume a low and typhoid', and

fh
^^ ^ ^"^%'iant, form, nluch oftener and much more speedily in cattleinan in other domesticated animals. Our friend, Mr. Sewell, of Brighton,

.peaKing of this disease, and of the prostration of streng-th by which it is
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328 CATTLE,

frequently accompanied, says, that ' there appears to be a deficiency of
courage; and nervous energy in cattle, compared with the horse, and a
consequent inability to contend with disease.' It is a very judicious
remark, and affords a key to the progress and treatment of many of
the maladies to which these animals are subject.

Hurtrel d'Arboval, under the title ' Gloss-anthrax,' in Lis valuable
• Dictionary of Veterinary Medicine and Surgery,' gives a fearful list of
the numerous times that it had appeared _ „„ .^._ .^.,-

If we owe nothing more to the establishment of veterinarytinent.
an epidemic on the con-

schools, about the middle of the last century, we are at least indebted to
them for the disappearance of these epidemics, or their being deprived of
their murderous character. The truth is, that these epidemfcs, although
dependent on, and produced by, some atmospheric agency, required a pre-
disposition in the animal to be afflicted by the disease ; that predisposition
vvas the result of the injudicious treatment of cattle which then prevailed.
That treatment was improved by the suggestions of veterinary men, and
then, although the agent remained, the predisposition was removed, and
the_ epidemic ceased. It is singular, however, that although this is too
plain to be denied, the breeders of cattle have little to do with veterinary
men they prefer their own antiquated recipes, or they liave recourse to
the blacksmith, or the uneducated cow-leech; and some veterinary schools,
kicking down the ladder by which they climbed to a certain degree of repu-
tation, have abandoned the study of the diseases of cattle—so curiously do
extremes occasionally meet,

^M ^F^ 4 4 - ^ ^ ^Wh
there can be no doubt of its being contagious, and especially under the
malignant form. The disease, however, like glanders in the horse, is not
communicated by the breath; but there must be actual contact. The
beasts must eat from the same manger, or drink from the same trough, or
be in such a situation that the saliva, in which the virus seems to reside,
shall be received on some abraded or mucous surface. The malady is
readily and too frequently communicated when animals graze in the same
pasture. The farmer and the practitioner should be aware of this, and
should adopt every necessary ])recaution.
We fear that we are justified in stating, that this is one of the maladies

which may be communicated from the tii-i,f<. tr. tu \ i • t j .i,
,. , r ,v, r r II .

".""' ^"^ oiute to the human suhiect, and the
ist of these IS fearfully increasing. We are unwilling to excite unfounded
ear, and we do not believe half the stories that are told us of herdsmen that
have attended on cattle, suffering under the blain, and becoming afflicted
with a similar disease; but there are several accounts which are too
well authenticated to be for a moment disputed. We relate one A man
held down the tongue of an ox with a silver spoon, in order to examine
the mouth, which had many of the characteristic vesicles. He afterwards,
and without any great care about cleaning it, ate some broth with the same
spoon. Not many days had elapsed, when his mouth felt sore, pustules
appeared on the side of the tongue, malignant fever succeeded, and he
died. Wlien this disease raged at Nismes, in 1731, it was communicated,
not only to the human being, but to various species of domesticated
animals. The appearance of this epidemic was strangely accounted for.
It prevailed in the autumn, after an exceedingly dry summer, and when
the beasts, all the grass being burned up, were compelled to feed upon
the leaves of the trees covered with snails. The danger, however so far
as It can be ascertained, is trifling, and easily avoided

; and a man may

^z!!??/"" ^
h""dfed of these animals without injury: he has to take caremat me saliva or discharge fro7}i the mouth does not touch anv sore vlace.

I
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or lodge upon the lips; and if he should fear that it may have come into

contact with any Httle wound or sore, he has only to apply the lunar
caustic lightly over the part, and there will be an end of the matter.
The treatment of blain is very simple ; and, if adopted in an early period

of the disease, effectual in a great majority of cases. Blain is^ at first, a
local malady, and the first and most important means to be adopted will

be of a local character. It is inflammation of the membrane of the
niouth along the side of, and under the tongue, and characterized by the

appearance of vesicles or bladders
;
perhaps pellucid at first, but becoming

red or livid, as the disease advances. These vesicles Tniist he freely lanced
from end to end.

In some parts of the south of Scotland, the farmers, and the prac-
titioners, too, are anxious that the bladder should be carefully taken away
with a piece of cloth after it has been thus lanced, and especially that the
yellowish fluid which it contains should be removed ; the swallowing of
which is considered to be very dangerous. There is no necessity for tl)is

;

it is quite sufficient if the vesicle is freely lanced. There will not be much
immediate discharge; the bladder was 'distended by a substance imper-
fectly organized, or of such a glary or inspissated nature as not readily
to escape. If this operation is performed when the saliva first begins to
run from the mouth, and before there is any unpleasant smell or gan-
grenous appearance, it will usually effect a perfect cure*. If the mouth is

examined four-and-twenty hours afterwards, the only vestige of the disease
will be an incision, not looking very healthy at first, but that will soon be-
come so and heal.

Some rub a little salt well into the incision as soon as it is made, and
others apply a solution of alum. Either may be done, and the first is pre-
ferable, if the owner should appear to wish that something of the kind
should be attempted, but neither of them is necessary. If the disease has

ap-begin to have a lividmade considerable progress, and the vesicl

,

pearance, or perhaps^ some of them have broken, and the smell is be-
coming very offensive, the mouth must be carefully examined, and any

* It IS agreed, on all hands, that these vesicles must be opened. The free use of the
lancet seems to us to be the most simple and effective method of opening them; Mr.
iraiKinson, however, whom we have often quoted with respect as a breeder, and a judge
ot cattle, recommends the following injudicious and dangerous method. We should not
allude to it, had we not reason to believe that, on the faith of his name, it has been too
irequently practised. He says, ' Breeding and Management of Live Stock,' vol. i., p. 234,
provide a cane or stick that will bend, long enough to reach into the great bag, or

stomach, of the animal ; then take a piece of soft woollen cloth, or linen, but flannel is the
test, put into it some tow, soft hay, cotton^ or wool, to the size of an egg, or a little

larger, and tie it on the end of the stick, this being done, dip it in tar, and open the mouth
of the animal ; with one hand take hold of the tongue, while with tlie other hand 30U
gently thrust the stick with the tar upon it down the throat into the stomach, there let it

lemain for about half a minute for the tar to dissolve and disperse, then draw it very gently

^\}y the slower the better, as wind will follow, which, in some cases, gives great ease. Re-
peat this three times, andthe animal will be immediately relieved.'

Now for the rationale of all this : the effect to be produced, and on an animal already
scarcely able to breathe—distressed by the increased respiration produced by the slightest

motion, and in fact threatened with absolute sviffocation every moment. * The immediate
^fficacy of the medicine, I apprehend, arises from thrusting the stick, or cane, down the
throat, which breaks the bladders, and it is for that reason I prefer flannel to linen as more
likely^ in passing the root of the tongue, to have that effect ; while the tar being
nauseous, cans-.'s the animal to throw up a large quantity of thick saliva^ coughing and
sneezing violently.'

i ^ ^ ^ ^

Tr'lU^
*1^^^^^ this passage not only to protest against a mode of treatment far more likely to

fi! } f ^f
^^^^^

' ^"^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^ *^^^ deplorable state of cattle medicine, when one of
the best ot our authors on the breeding and management of Uve stocky and a practical
man too, can write thus ridiculously.
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r

vesicles still remaining whole, or new ones beginning* to rise, must be
deeply and effectually lanced, and the nicers washecf half-a dozen times
in the day, or oftener, with a diluted solution of the chloride of lime (a
drachm of the powder to a pint of water). By means of a syrino'e or
piece of sponge, this may be brought into contact with every part of the
ulcerated surface.

In a very short time the unpleasant smell will diminish or cease, and the
ulcers will begin to assume a more healthy character. When all fcetoi

*

removed, the mouth should be bathed with a lotion composed of equal
parts of tincture of myrrh and water; or a pretty strong solution of alum,
to which a fourth part of the tincture of catechu has been added.

This plan of treatment will also be usually successful if the ulceration
has not assumed too much of a gangrenous character, and if symptomatic
or low fever has not appeared in too intense a degree. These are very im-
portant circumstances, and should not be passed lightly over by the pro-
prietor of cattle; for several of the most fatal diseases to which they are
exposed, are of comparatively little importance, and easily got rid of in the
early stage, and it is neglect that produces all the danger. It does so here

;

for the blain, although easily cured when attacked in its early state, be-
comes uniformly fatal if neglected. We do not, however, mean to say that,
in these early stages of the blain, the disease, should be always so simply
treated, and that the mere lancing of the vesicles should be the only means
adopted

; but it should be the first thing done, and that on which we place
the greatest dependence, as attacking the fountain-head of all the after
mischief, and getting rid of the danger of suffocation at least.

The blain, suffered to take its course, speedily becomes connected with
fever, and that fever is not long in taking on a typhoid form ; even then
we should certainly abstract blood. Four, or five, or six quarts should be
taken away according to the size of the beast, and the urgency of the case

;

or, rather, we should bleed until we begin to perceive its effect on the general
circulation.

In addition to this, as constipation usually accompanies the commence-
ment of fever, and is never absent in cases of blain, we should administer
a purgative,—from a pound to a pound and a half of Epsom salts ; and
we should likewise throw up some laxative injections.
We take this opportunity, when treating on one of the first serious dis-

orders of cattle, to protest against the unscientific, inefficient, beastly
method of administering purgatives, prevalent not only amone: the io*no-

rant pretenders to the possession of foolish nostrums that are to be found
in every village, but among farmers, and some of them of the better sort,

and also among the lower class of practitioners. If a beast is to have a
dose of physic, it is ordered to be dissolved in a quart of human urine;

and if the drink is sent, and not given for a few days, its horrible stench

betrays the menstruum. There is something abominably disgraceful in all

this ; and the man who hereafter recou^imends it deserves to be drenched
with his own medicine. Let the Epsom, or Glauber's, salts, or the com-
mon culinary salt, be dissolved in simple water or thin gruel. They want
nothing to ensure or increase their effect.

From the inveterate apathy and neglect of the farmer, the practitioner

may not be called in until gangrenous ulcers fill the mouth, and the mem-'
brane of the mouth, and the tongue itself, seem to be sloughing away in

pieces ; ulcers, perhaps, have also begun to appear externally behind or
nnder the jaw, and most of all to be dreaded, and frequently accompany-
ing the worst stages of blain, ulcers begin to break out about the feet, and
particularly at the junction of the hair and the hoof, and threaten the loss
of the hoof.

)]
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fr

vvhat IS the practitioner now to do? He must be more diligent in his
ocal treatment. That invaluable disinfectant, the chloride of lime, must
be used from morning- to night, until the gangrenous character of the ulcers

h '^c-^'k'^^
^^^d then the tincture of aloes, or the tincture of myrrh may

I'^l^" K
''^"*^^' '^^'^ ulcers that may appear in any other part, and particu-

y about the feet, must undergo a similar treatment. Some have recom-
mended the application of the cautery to the bottom of the ulcers, but
there is no necessity for this. The chloride of lime, the solution being by
degrees strengthened, will not only remove the fbetor, but usually give the
ulcer a healthy surface.
No bleeding will be required here : the stage of acute fever is passed,

t'hysic should be given—one dose at least, whatever is the state of the
bowels, and even although the diarrhoea of typhoid fever should be
established

;
but, at the same time, the system must be roused and sup-

ported. A double dose of aromatic powder should accompany the physic
;

and, after that, the gentian, calumbo, and ginger roots should be regularly
administered in powder, suspended in gruel; the half-pint of ^strong

Two di-acbiTis of o-eiUian andhome-brewed ale not beino- foro;otten.—
"^'"iS '^j'o^'Licii. xwu uiaciuns oi o-emiau ana

calumbo, and one of ginger, will constitute an average dose, and may be
repeated morning and night.
The practitioner should pay considerable attention to the food. It is not

always that the appetite fails in this disease; nay, we have seen it, as in te-
tanus, remain unimpaired to the last ; but the soreness of the mouth has
prevented the animal from either eating or ruminating. He should be fed
with gruel some of it should always be within his reach, and he will
occasionally sip no inconsiderable quantity of it. More should be poured
down, or given by the stomach-pump—the latter being the better way of

When poured down bodily from the horn, it will
administering it.o --- r "^... ^^y^,Lj iiuiii uic uuiii, 11 will
generally find its way into the rumen, and there it will be retained, and
be in a manner lost; but when given from the small pipe of the pump,
and not too strongly forced on, it will trickle down the gullet, and be likely
to tlow on into the fourth, or true digesting stomach, and be converted
into immediate nutriment.

nf "Ilr?
''

'"''f" V'"""^^
^^^^ ^hi« is one of the somewhat numerous class

to vvl T'.'t,""
"^ '^' ^^"^ """'^^^^^ ^'ther cannot labour a second time, or

L T^ .

constitution betrays an evident insusceptibility for a con-
siderable period. Cattle that have recovered from the blain have been
auerwards purposely subjected to the danger of contagion, but without

THRUSH IN THE MOUTH.

y

There is a disease, sometimes an epidemic, and especially in the spnno-
'tnd winter, when the weather is unusually cold and wet, that may he
mistaken, and we believe has been so, for gloss-anthrax or blain. It
consists in the appearance of pustules, or sometimes vesicles, not mere]
along the side, and at the root of the tongue, but all over the mouth, and
occasionally even on the outside of the lips. These pustules break, and
Minute ulcers succeed, which may run a little into each other; but they
^Itener speedily heal. Some persons have taken to themselves a great

^m ^^^^^i^^^it for the treatment of these supposed cases of blain.
--his is a very harmless affair. There is sometimes a slight degree of

. . ,. -".-.y such as to interfere WMth the appetite, and never such as^o nidicate d
- -

-— ir> a vt
^^ver, but rare!

more • h '
^"8"^^^ The disease may last for ten days, or a fortnight, or

thouo'ht^V^
S^adually yields to a few mild doses of physic

; and we have

ciomlTthlnlfi*^
^^^ beast throve the better afterwards for having got rid ofbometmng that was oppressive to the constitution.
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muscle, immediately to be described. Thus they act quite as much as
muscles of mastication, as they are concerned in the bendin"' of the head,
and perhaps more so. The whole muscle may act on the head—the
separate portions of it on the function of mastication.

7. The sterno-hyoideiis, from the sternum to the hyoid bone, and to
the thyroid cartilage of the larynx, in order to draw the bone and the
cartilao:e downward and backward.

8. The masseter (masticatino^

angle of the mouth.

muscle) is far less developed than | in
the horse, but the fibres run more obliquely, and are shorter, and
therefore do not lose so much in power as their want of volume would
seem to indicate. It occupies nearly the same situation as in the horse,
except that there is no projecting ridge of the malar bone. It covers the
greater part of the side of the superior maxillary bone, and is inserted
into the roughened surface of the angle of the lower jaw-bone.

9. The buccinator (the muscle by which the human being blows" the
trumpet) extends from the alveolar borders of the upper and under
grinders, over the cheeks, and the membrane of the mouth, and to the

It tightens the membrane of the mouth, and thus
principally assists in the disposal of the food in the mouth, and also in

retracting the angle of the month.
10. A branch of the os hyoides.

11. The stylo-maxillaris, from the styloid process of the occipital bone,
to the angle of the lower jaw, to draw it backward, and to open it. There
are considerable differences in the structure and connexion of this muscle
in the ox and the horse, but they would be difficult to explain in a work
like this.

12. That portion of the stylo-maxillaris, which is called the digastric,
from its double belly, is seen here.

13. The little flat muscle, the stylo-hyoideus, is here represented, but
even thinner than in the horse; extending from the styloid process of the
occipital, to the angle of the corner of the hyoid bone, and its action con-
fmed to the retracting and elevating of the corner of that bone.

14. A muscle of the larynx.
15. Ih^ parotid gland {the gland in the neighbourhood of the ear),

the greater part of it reversed, to shew the parts beneath.
16. The parotid duct winding within the angle of the jaw, and escaping
am at a very little distance (its course within the jaw not being one-half

so long as it is in the horse), and in company with the maxillary vein and
artery climbing up the cheek, and perforating the buccinator muscle, in
order to discharge its contents into the month.
found about the third or fourth a'rinder.

The orifice is generally

The situation of the duct, so
much more posteriorly than in the horse, should be carefully observed, for
obstruction and fistula of this duct is far more frequent in the ox than in
the horse, and operations of various kinds may be necessary.

17. Th^ sub-maxillary gland (the gland under the jaw), placed more
posteriorly in the ox than in the horse. Its commencement is almost as
high as that of the parotid, but behind it; thence it reaches down to the
angle of the jaw, and there begins to take a direction forward between the
branches of the lower jaw, and terminates in a duct which opens on either
side of the frsenum of the tono'ue.

18. Ly^iijjhalic glands (glands containing lymph) of the neck, placed
still more posteriorly.

19. Lymphatic glands found between the branches of the lower jaw
;

neither belonging to the sub-maxiilary, nor sublingual glands, but often
confounded with them. They become inflamed and enlarged in almost
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glands often enlarge to a vet
;''^^"'^;?^ Slanders i" ^^^e horse. These

^b'TV"^^''"'^^"'---^^^^^^^
in the ox,andsuppa-

l>:eed somewhat lower anrl ,f
"^^^."" ^"^ bleeding. Cow-leeches, however

, 21. The sub-ma:v7llr^^f
' '' "^ S'reat harm in that.

''''

"louth.andthefaee"^^^^^^^^^^ the blood from the tongue, the
of the lower jaw, but rl! 'T' \u f^''"'^ ^"'^ ""^ ^" ^"^hin the an-le
-^-nta,e in som'e af^e'^ns ^f^^the f

^^' 1^^' "^' "^'S'^^ ^e opened with
and begins to climb up he f.r! I-

/"' ,^^^'" '^ '"^''S^' ^^"^ the jaw,
the^sub-maxillary

artery.
'' ""^ ^'^^''" '^' P''''^^ duct ind

blood from' Ire^rnp^Tant/fh/^^"^^' "^^^ ^^^ bifurcation receiving theA bleeding. fromZs Cch^" '^
:,Tc.blf "^?k'' T' ^'^^ ^^^"^ ^'^ ^rai^

^esn-able when it is our object Ts 'n cas ! of ^ ^"'''' "^^ ^'^ «o-^etimes
n^uch as possible from the I rtl. Iw • °^f

^ao-g-ers, to get the blood .possible from the brain
"•"

hS'^-
"'

,r"^^"''' ^^ ff^t the blood j,

t would h.™l^A '" '^'.^-' it is so near to the
bifurcation

parotid g-land, that it wonlr L ^ m '
, '" ^^^ «^' it

is .sometfmes comnletl :?f
'"'^ '^ "P^" i' there.

-

.s cont^nl^;;^! S-:.t?l^ ! P-5^^ We
The

be always contentVilh bleeZt biov (f
",°'-''-^'°"?-

u'*^'=
"""'therefore

oaroHd under .hat nrusCe, i/ofarked V'S .llff
^'>^ '^^ '''" »'"'=

^b. Ihe caro/zcZ arterv (^n ollprt K«.
^-

produce sleepiness or com )",;h e U "? '
'f'^"f f ^^ "^^ ^"^I^-^ to

byoKleus muscle. Its path n.der th,f ^T ^?''' ^'^°^ *'"^ subscapulo-
J"Sular, is also marked by 1 dotted hue T'^'' "^^ ^'" ^^^'^ ^^ ^'^ -^tlrnal
vessels. The figures are placed at hi T'f "'" ^•^""^^^i"" of the two
ven,ent to operate, if circmn anccs sh.'^r/

^'"^" '' ^^^^^^ '^^ "^°^t con-be p^ass^d round the carotid.
'^^^'^ ^^^""'^ that a ligature should

-ingits::,::'::::;:;^^;!^^^^ the main tmnl, and pur.

wiTh ./' '^ ^^^^^'^^^''d« see'n emerL ^f'
^"^'^^^ ^^^ -'S'^^ -^ the lower

;r'th the sub-maxillary vein S?5 r,T^''
'^'^' bone in company

*h«. three, ft will be oble v^f th-
^ "^

^"'^^"^ ^^'"8' ^^^ l°-««t of
r««ity of the lower law i,wLl .Y"""

''?'-'°""' °^ *^^"''^ ^eing no tube-
U'lder thn ;.

-^ ^^ttle, the sub-maxillary artery escanes Fmrr.

^»-«ittefin'reVrsrl?!"/'"f '^r ^^-^ t.^. inc'LySXr ba."
P"l«e is asce tained inIt p'

'"'' '^' ^^^^^ "* ^^ich the state of the
evenatth.r fu

'' removed thus much farther back • an.T

«^ the pecilfarn d rr/ "'" ""^^^"-^^^ ^^^ distinctlyfelt,on ^o"^
^^ttle (V d fi^ fi

"1, ^°"^^^
^"'T^\""

°^ '^'' sterno-maxillaris muscle n
^^^|ibji«f ,1;-^;:-^)^;-;^ the artery is, in a mamie^!

e^^amined."
^"'"'^'"'"^ ""'^''y ^^ ^^^^^h the pulse may often be conveniently

30.' The e'^l/ll?
""'^.^''es supplying the parotid gland.

31- One of the
moved. ^

r the motor organic nerves.
''^n^ualcs, or nerves by means of which the tongue is

The parotid o-ia^d^^^"^'^"^^^^"^ °^ "^"^ parotid gland.
' "^ cattle, is very subject to inflammation, Contu-
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sions, or wounds, of the part, are frequent causes of inflammation ; and
this g*Iand, in the ox, sympathizes strongly with catarrhal affections of the

upper air-passages. A bullock will rarely have hoose, accompanied by
any degree of fever, without some enlargement and tenderness of the
parotid. There is scarcely an epidemic among cattle, one of the earliest

symptoms of which is not swelling of the head and neck. These swell-

ings under the ear are guides on which we place much, and, perhaps, tlie

greatest dependence, in judging of the intensity and danger of the disease;

and particularly, and most of all to be dreaded, its tendency to assume a

typhoid form. These enlargements have been confounded with strangles,

but this has been through want of proper examination of the parts.

Inflammation of the parotid gland is accompanied by heat and tender-
ness of the part, and which render the beast unwilling to eat, or to rumi-
nate ;

and sometimes by so much swelling as to threaten immediate suffo-
cation. This, therefore, is one of the varieties of swelling about the
head of cattle characterized by the expressive term of strangidlion.

The swelling of the parotid gland extends oftener and more rapidly

downwards than upwards, reaching the throat, and pressing upon all the

neighbouring vessels. When there is much swelling, suppuration and
abscess are at hand, and should be encouraged by. diligent fomentation;
and as soon as any fluctuation can be detected, the tumour should be freely

lanced ; the fluid will then readily escape, and the abscess fill up : but if

the swelling is suffered to burst, ulcers will be formed, exceedingly diffi-

cult to heal, and that will too often run on to sranoTene. It is a sina'ular

thing that while the flesh of the ox is one of the supports of human life,

and no food contributes more or healthier nutriment, there is no animal in

which gangrenous ulcers are so frequently formed, or in which they are so
From inflammation, apparently of only an in-

considerable portion of the parotid gland, we have known ulcers of the
most offensive character extend from ear to ear, and expose the most im-
portant vessels of the upper part of the neck.

This inflammation is to be combated, like all others, by fomentations,
cataplasms, and, occasionally, blisters, in the early stage; bleeding and
physicking must be resorted to according to the degree of general fever;
and after the ulcer has formed, the chloride of lime must be used to arrest
the progress of gangrene, and the tincture of aloes to heal the part after
the bursting of the abscess. Mdd purgatives will be very useful, each of
them containing aromatic or tonic medicine.

Obstruction to the passage of the saliva will sometimes occur in the
duct ; swelling will ensue at the place of obstruction

; and, at length, the
fluid continuing to accumulate, will burst the vessel, and a fistulous ulcer
will be the result. Personal examination alone will indicate the course to

be pursued in such a case, but the care of an expert veterinarian will be
required.

corroding and malignant.

THE SUB-MAXILLARY GLANDS.

The second source of the saliva is from the sub 'maxillary glands. The
bulk of the maxillary gland is seen at fig. 17 (p- 332), even posterior to

the parotid gland. The direction within the branches of the jaw is also

plainly traced ; and there is a continuation of glandular substance, or a
collection of little glands extending on either side within the branches of
the jaws, the common duct from all of which pierces through the sub-
stance at the root of the tongue, and opens on either side of thefrienum.
The termination of the duct is particularly evident in cattle, and is very

curiously constructed; a cartilaginous plate doubles upon itself, and serves
as a covering, or roof, to the little teat-like orifice of the duct.
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^ash will be all h V- "P""''^ ,,—-,_-
Jeech should be kenf

'^ "^^^^<^- The scissors and the irons of the

„
In cases of deeo T "'"'^'' ""^ Possible from the mouth of the cow.

A dose of
the barbs

In cases of dee T ' ""' possible from
f'om

inflammation^ nr'^'^^'u^^^J'^'^
sometimes appear under the tonoue,

^;de of lime will be fLT". iT''
^^"^ ^n^Proper treatment, the c5ilo-

^he very bottom ot the .;!'
'"^ ^^lef application. It must be injected to

theday%vhi,e a.wunpSn?;rn -'"^''""^^ ^" ^' "-^' -veral times in

Jl"m-wash, or a,7in?usiou of ^TV" P^'"'''^- '^"^ ^^''"^ ^^''^ '^'^^^'^ the
be found in the nsltTeX-ratthetd-^^ri^l'r^^^"=^ ^^^^^'^ "^'^

The third source of thp Ir'"''''-''''/^''
''''^^^'•

the membrane of the mZh iJ^ '^, ?' ""^^^-^^s ^'ands scattered over
and under the ton ue and the"T ^'

^.f
P^^^P^^y ^^^^^^^ed at its base,

consist of small c^lSctTons 'r^frds ^^h'^^' •

"^^^'^^^^^^^ The;
tnouth, but which also a 1 ttle e! lar'e w"h n T'""-'

."P'."'"»^ "^^« ^^e
rnation in the mouth. No lar.n .^n^

' ! '" "^''^'' ^"^^"^y *« >»flam-inauon in ttie mouth Nn hor.v, ^
-v, .o icuueucy lo intlam-

BEKS if the cow-Ie ck dfes o Lrit'"o""' '' ^'"^^^^ ^"^^--
i:„„ .u . , .

oes not make it. On every part of the cheeks and
necl from

on or

lips these little Hands are fo „ d % ii,
" "'''^ P^^' "^ ^^'^ ^^eel.

f'rpcr>nr»f f 1 , -
^^^^ noseCTescent-formed border of hp nVlr^'' r"'"^^'

''"^ ^^ hang-s from
the palate almost to the entrlf '"!, ^°"'' P" ^^^- ^t reaches
horse it does quite so U.'' '"^^ ^^'^ S'^'^^t and wind-pipe. In

It reaches from
thenorse it does ouitp ^n • if i.

^ """* *w..^A-pi|jc. a,

glottis, and therefore;] I

''^"«^"P«" the back of the tongue and epi-

P'pe is .cut of? ..n'r.v ^ """""'^f'°"
between the mouth a"id the wind-

s nose ; and as
m before, but re-

In the ox, however^ not

P'Pe is cuf nfr r~ "" -""'"'"Hicaiion oetween the mout
this cnnJnt^'^ V" \"''' '^"'^ ^'^^'^^ «"'y through hi

«i«t that whi.h ^
"''7''' f /^ ^''^^ '" ^"y P'-^^^"'-^ from before, but re-

throa but
' ^'

'T'!
'""'

^'i""^'
'^^ f""^ P-"'"'' ""^^^r it to arrive at the

- horse th,'?"";' '''r"'
^"^therefore also when vomiting is excited a

reach
'^ returned through the nose. ^ '

"

^«'retS"lo'tl?
'^";'

^'^Vv'"''' ^T^'"'
'^'''''"^ '^' ™«"^h. theVood

vomitin" ? "'T^^ '" ^^^ "^'^"''^^ P''^'^'^ «f rumination, and also m
place oT f

?'' """ "'^^^ '^'^''"''^ ^'''y '^'^'y hideed, that process takes

whether tV
' '''8""''8'itation from the rumen, for we much doubt

^^'^rseen ircaTtk
^'"^'' °'' ^^^ ''^^"''" °^ ^^"'^ ^'"^"^ ^^"^ ^^"""'^^ stonuch, was

The food hav-
"^"^ PHARYNX.

cavity between 11"° P^^^^'^ beneath this soft palate, reaches a funnel-shaped
mpmK .• ,:

"-".e mouth and the gullet and windpipe. ^membrane full

pellet of food

It is lined by a
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gullet. Witlunlhis membrane are muscles that contract with considerable

force ; and the food, almost beyond tlie action of the tongue, is seized, as

it were, by these muscles, and forced along the pharynx to the entrance

into the oesophagus or gullet.

Having thus completed our survey of the head, we must entreat the
patience of our readers while we take a rapid view of the anatomy and
proper form of the neck and chest of the ox ; and if we draw occasional

comparisons between the structure of these parts in the ox and the horse,

as connected with the use and destiny of the two animals, a recollection

of the peculiar valuable points of each will be more deeply impressed on
the mind of the reader, and we shall have interesting proof of the adap-
tation of each to the purposes for which it was desio-ned.

Chapter X.
^ w

THE ANATOMY AND DISEASES OF THE NECK AND CHEST.

In order to understand the proper conformation of these parts, differing

so materially as they do in a kindly feeding and an unprofitable beast, and
differing, too, so much in various breeds, each excellent in its way, we
must have recourse to two anatomical plates, which we will contrive so as
to include, as much as possible, the whole muscular system of the ox.^

1. Orbicularis oris (the ring-shaped muscle of the mouth). This
muscle is found within the border of the lips, and constituting their prin-
cipal substance and thickness, forming two semi-ovals, and united too-e-

ther at the angle of the lips. It is much larger in the ox than in The
horse, and mixed with more tendinous fibres, because the lips are more
powerfully employed in the ox than in the horse, in grasping and assisting
in tearing off the food.

2. The elevator of the upper lip, and angle of the nose. This muscle is
much smaller in the ox than in the horse, because the lips are not used to
examine and to play with things as in the horse ; and the ox is not a beast
of speed, requiring rapid and extensive dilatation of the nostrils : to which
may be added, that there are no false nostrils in the ox to be dikited, and
about which this muscle is principally employed in the horse.

3. The Zygomaticus (arising near the yoke-formed arch under which
the temporal muscle passes) lies along the middle of the side of the face •

it also assists in the motion of the lips, and particularly in retracting- the
angle of the lips. This is particularly developed in the ox, for it has much
to do in the gathering of the food.
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To separate

4 T*1 ^

siderabledeTeWm'p'^^^^"^ ^^^^^ ^^^^'^' a sub-cutaneous muscle of con-

jaw," nnd\oTJ'lnlh^-^ ?' ^T'' ^'P' 'y'"ff ^^«"g the side of the lower
the nnder^ZirlJ}^ '""'

u'"''"^
P^^^ ^^ the under lip.

6. OrUcXlTJ^'r^"'' '^rV'
"^^" ^"'•g-^'* th^" '" the horse.

Ployed in v^^rtKTro^t' tr^'T' ""^t °' ^^^ ''^^>' ^™-
eye closes, from the eL7 f ^/.u ^m" ^^'' "'""'^^^ ^^^«^« to act, the

7. The )emL nf fr'^^^'^ty
of the cartilage at the edge of the lid.

±^'^^ levator of the upper eyelids.
»• 1 he depressor of u,r. tar mmdiately under fhp l'

"''' *^"^- Ams
and reachino- from u" ' ?""'"^ °^^'' ^"^ attached to, the parotid"gland

^^'-ynx. rfe hn?J\' '' ''^' "^ *^^ '°°^ °f the ear, down to

of languao-e by meL^ofT-^rlT'^' ''•'"" ^^ '^^ ^''^'•' ^^^^ ^olds a kind
"^ore exten.wJT^"!!^ ^^'_ ^"* '^'^ ™°t,on of the ears of the ox have a

This is a sinfrular muscle, lying- imme-
1 gland

;

the very

"lore extensive althnno-}, IL
^"^ '""^'"n ot the ears of the ox have a

those of th; hoVse rarelv d oh""''''

"""''""' ^"^^ '^'^ ^'^^ ^» ^^^^ ^'hich

9. The diSt Son of T'7'"/' *? ^'^^"^^ '^' ^y- f^«'" "--«ts.

their course the upper mrtofth 'f' '^'T"'"'''
'^^""^^ the whole of

^^usclethe form TtheTower t t"^^^^^
«" this

trrt r i^f^-'^Pe^ Tso^e brU^: Tht^rX J;tt t'aU ft L^

de^r^bke ^ m^; wi^h^^"n^cfo"f ^^ ^? ^"
^'-t

^"-^'
.«— ^^in and

of the head, we borfo. plenty of LuscLTtlrh h
^' '^'^^ ^^^^^"^ «"

have neither strength nor'sublUL'^raty ;Vrfof'rarm'lt'
" "^ ^'^"

0. The sterno-maxillaris, described at p^33
united ^ith ttsi^s^jir.^;:^^^^^^ ^^-^ -^^^^^^ ^^ ^^« - ^^

immediately below the tTe S, Tnd ITc tt.% "2
^""^-^"^^^ ^^^-

the^j:^m f^rfpp^rpL ^/\^,f;^
o- the spLrbeneath, depend

th^ cervical portio'n'o TLanicula v /nf Th
"''

"v ' ^^^ ^^'."^ ^^^^^^'

Who^ is to raise the scapulS, rdt::i?h:-bone fo^^dr'
^^^^^" ^' ^^^

multle^f^httrandSchinrr
th"^

^;^-^-^'being the widest
part behind the scapula of whi^h^h -^^ ^^°'' "^ ^^^^ "PP^^ «"^ -de
ward, and elevatin^Us intl';t r!.l^

- a^,, |,, ,,,^.„^ j^ ^^^,^_

This muscle in the ox is

(S

ward, and elevating itri;:;^ -^:,^,;^
the horse pvnpnf ^k ^ i i

^^^^^""^y* ^^ js nunm
fibres, and o-fves t all-

^
"''•'"'^ insinuates itself between the

less wnvhi 71 .

appearance of substance,less work to do than in the horse.

It is thinner in the ox than in

2S itself between the
In fact, it has much

the onlv n f'"'r''^" r"^"''
^*^ ^^'Ser pectoral muscle). It is in the ox

Therp ^ ^^i '""'u
^' P'^'P^'^'y '" speaking, for the minor is not found

accon T' h«"^f^'-' the transverse pectorals, of which we shall give ariccount presently. From the ensiform cartilage at the termination of the

forw-w!''
""""^ ^'^^^ ^'"'^ ^^^ external oblique muscle of the belly, it extends

the t ' '^'""»^y attaching itself to the fourth, fifth, and sixth pieces of

part of r"''
""""^ '^'''' *° ^^^ ^^'^^' ^"^^'^^^ "^ the humerus, and the inner

into an
^''"d "t- the scapula or shoulder-blade. Tt draws the scapula

horsp ,
"P"Sht position. This muscle is considerably smaller than in the

U Th
"""'^ 't has not the work to do.

whole ^^^^''{''''nal oblique muscle of the abdomen.

the contents o?fr'''l''"'^
^""^^'^^ portions of the belly, giving support to

urine, and also' >,

^^'y' ^^^''^ting in the evacuation of the faeces anp
process of breath"

^^ ^^^ ^°^'"^' ^^^ ^^'"° ^ valuable auxiliary in the
?n auxiliary musH ^- ^^though it has not so much work to perform as''^'e m respiration, or in supporting the abdomen and its

It extends over the
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and bring- them forward, and thus expand the chest, and assist in the pro-

cess of inspiration. This is a small muscle compared with that of the

same name in the horse, because from the idle life of the ox, his breathing

is seldom hurried.

10. The internal oblique muscle, or inner layer of muscles constituting

the walls of the belly. These muscles assist the external ones in support-

ing the weight of the belly, and compressing its contents. Being placed

somewhat farther back than the external oblique, they will offer less assist-

ance in respiration, but contribute more to the expulsion of the urine and

faeces.

17. The iliacus internus^ or inner and larger muscle belonging to the

flanks,

thigh.

occupies

Its use is

the upper and inner space between the spine and the

to bring the thigh under the haunch, wliich, in the

slow-motioned ox, is rarely performed with much rapidity or force, there-

fore they are not so developed as in the horse. It enters into the com-

position of the aitch bone and the upper part of the round.

18, 19, 20. The glutcei muscles lie on the upper and outer pads of the

haunch, and the good or deficient form of the quarters depend upon them.

They are important in the horse, as indicating the strength of the quarters.

They are valuable in the ox, as indicating the general muscularity of the

system. This may, however, be carried too far, and it used to be in the

old Holderness cattle. In the horse, in whom they have so much to do,

these muscles are coarse and fibrous ; but, contributing to the formation of

the rump, and, in a certain degree, of the round, they constitute some of

the tenderest and most valuable parts of the ox.

21. The pyriform (pear-shaped) muscle, found within the cavity of the

pelvis, and on the inside of the aitch-bone and the rump. Small and

tendinous in the horse ; much larger, and composed of softer fibres, in the

ox. Its office is to assist in the extension of the haunch.

22. Levator caudce brevis (the elevator of the tail), of which

the horse makes beautiful use, when, in the moment of excitement, he

gallops along with his tail arched : it is used in common with other muscles

to drive away the insects which annoy the animal.

23. Levator caudce longus (the long elevator of the tail).

24. Depressor caudce, by which the tail is pressed upon the haunch, and

that sometimes with a force that would scarcely be thought possible.

25. The intertransversal muscles, whose oblique fibres run from the

base to the edge of the bones of the tail, through its whole extent, and by

which the lateral motions are affected. By the union of all of these muscles

the tail is made a most effective instrument in driving away or destroying

thousands of winged blood-suckers, by which the animal would otherwise

be tormented.

These muscles are not so large or so strong in the ox as in the horse.

26. The rectus femoris, or straight muscle of the thigh, runs along the

whole of the anterior portion of the thigh, from the ilium, to the patella, or

knee-cap. It is a very conspicuous muscle in the round, and helps to

extend the thigh and advance the haunch. This muscle, however, is not

so large in the ox as in the horse.

27. The vasti muscles, so called from their occupying the greater part

of the thigh. The three branches are much more distinct than in the

horse, but they are not so much developed, for they have not the work to

do. The butcher thinks, and very truly, that there is a great difference

between the round of the beast that has worked, and of another that has

done no work at all; and he is very right, for nothing tends so much to

the development of the muscular system as regular exercise.

•n
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high
leg

occupies fl

^^^^^ ^'^d^ictor, or bringer forward of the thigh. Tiiis muscle

hiffh as th
^ ^^.ternal face of the posterior part of the thigh. It rises as

"^

bv fh
^

^v'"^
"^ ^^^ sacrum, and reaches the anterior portion of the

"'^uucto ^f^
"'(^"^rent branches or heads, and thence called the triceps

limb h-
^,

-^^^f"*-
It flexes the leg upon the thigh ; it carries the whole

part f i'lf^^?
'" ^^^ ^^^ of kicking, and also assists in elevating the fore-

rp:,oh-
,^^^^y "1 preparing for a leap. It is larger than in \he horse,

29 Th^^^^ spine, to the very angle of the croup.
.
Ihe semi-tendinosus

, so called from its half-tendinous construction,

hanf!!"'''; '''^^ *^« next 'muscle,haunch and thidi. It is a flexor of the Te^.

the posterior and internal face of the

. Adductor tibicBlongus (the long adductor, or bringer forward of the
'to'U ; sometimes naliori r^r.,^ ,-f„ („.,„*;„„ tu,. „,„.,• j„..j-

thigh)
;

niuscle.
called, from its construction, the semi-tendinosus

ih^ V. ,
^^ "°^ ^° closely connected with the former in the ox as it is inine horse, but it is, like it, a flexor of the leg.

Ihe reader is now, perhaps, prepared to enter with us, so far as we can"o It without bemg too drily anatomical, into the consideration of the formand structure of the neck and trunk of cattle ; and particularly as con-
nected with the two grand purposes for which they are bred—the production
ot miJk while living, and animal food when dead.

DESCRIPTION OF THE NECK.
The neck of the ox (see cut of skeleton, p. 272) is composed of seven

bones, possessing the same relative situation, and distinguished by the
same names, as in the horse. (See p. 63, ' Horse.') Let us first take a
rapid glance at the neck of the horse. Observe the long chain of bones-
each small, compared with the length of the chain—smooth—so connected as
to assume an arched form,—and the head so set on, that pressure or power
pearing upon the lower part of it, the mouth, and in the direction of the body.

We
convinced

ZT7 m''. ""r"'"^
"1'^ beautifully accomplished, were -racefulness, Lht-

he ;id:ro ^/ ^"'*^'"' '"^ '^' ^''^''' l^^^y ^^ ^'^^^'^ity- If ^he hand of

he 'Si2 '^
''''''' '^^''' ^^^' ^^^^ ^ P^^^*^^" «f the weight, and have

contrlvl^^^^^^^^^
management of the whole machine, everything is so

s^n ^h V .^^^
""''^^'^ '^^" ^^ ^^^^^^^y f^lt' ^"d that the in?mense

child
^^^^ ^^^ ^''^^^^ ^^ ^^^^'^ managed by the energies of a

Now, let us observe the neck of the animal that is the subject of the
present Treatise—an animal valuable, but for other purposes. Observe
the shortness of the neck generally^—the shortness, and yet the magnitude
ot every bone—the avoidance of the comparatively smooth surface which
^e have observed in the horse, and the springing out, above and below
^i^d on one side and the other, of processes which, although found in the
"orse, are neither so long nor so broad, nor so roughened. Then that
proudly-arched crest which we admired so much in the horse—it has
^^nished; or rather, if it exists at all, it is reversed: while the head is set

1
^^ ^ ten-times more awkward manner than we find it in the most

ino^^^^^*^^^
star-gazer. Pleasure of riding or driving cannot, for a

mov^^^^'
^^ associated with such an animal; and there is not an elastic

ridde^^^"^^^^^^^^^
^^^ whole of this part of the machine. True, oxen are

countrv^*^ !?^- ^^^^^^^r of India. It is because they are the cattle of the

else than^h
^^^^ borses are there; and, after all, they are used for little

consults th^
^^^"^^yance of despatches, in which the superior officer rarely

e ease or comfort of the messenger; or for the drawino- of
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i

carriages, where pleasantness of action is a matter of no consequence.
They are used, also, by the inhabitants of the vales of Mandara, but
horses are there unknown.
The intention of nature is plain enough in the construction of the neck

of the ox. All these widened, roughened, tuberous bones are for the
attachment of muscles—the accumulation of flesh. More can be got on
the neck of one ox than of two horses. True, these are not the prime parts
of the animal, but we see the commencement of the principle. The one
animal was destined to carry us for our pleasure, and the other to produce
flesh and fat for our nourishment. Let the reader compare two almost
perfect examples—the neck of the horse (in p. 154 of that Treatise) and
the neck of Mr. Mure's Queen of the Scots, and deservedly was she called
so, in p. 166 of this work. In both of these, Nature is working wisely and
well, and in both she is fitting the animal for the situation iroccupies in
the creation.

A little of the arched form of the neck maybe traced in the Devon ox,'and
is no detriment either to his appearance or his actual value ; although com-
mon consent seems to have determined that the line from the horns to the
withers should scarcely deviate from that of the back. Is this trait of the
thorough bred horse, here appearing in cattle, connected w^ith that activity
in work for which this breed has ever been unrivalled? This form of the
neck is seen to advantage in the cut of Lord Western's working Devon ox,
just beginning to fatten. The Sussex, and Hereford, and Pembroke, and
Welsh, generally, and all the Scots, horned or humbled, have, occasionally
at least, this rising of the forehand ; and we must be permitted still to
retain this form of the neck, as one of the characteristics, and no defect, of
the middle horns, who, in particular districts, and for particular purposes,
will still remain and be duly valued, when the triumph of the short
horns is complete.

We must _ _^
an essential point in every good bull of every breed. It shall be, what, in
the majority of cases, it perhaps is, nothing more than an accumulation of
fat about

muscles
the ligament of the neck, and the splenius and complejcus
but it indicates that broad base of muscle beneath—that bulk

and strength of neck, so indicative of the true masculine character. We
refer to the Devon bull (p. 13), to whom, indeed, it beloncrs, in virtue of
his breed.

)

imagme.

has the same claim to it, and also to the Old Craven bull (p. 189) • to the
new Leicester bull (p. 196), and even to the short-horned bull (p. 242)

;

nay, we must not forget the Nagore bull (p. 268), who to the arched form
of his neck owes much of the beauty which he actually possesses, notwith-
standing the unsightly hump upon his shoulders.
The actual bulk of muscle, however, in any part of the ox is not so

much greater as the extended and roughened surfaces would lead us to
The head, or the insertion of the muscle, may be spread over

the whole surface of the bone; but we have not proceeded far in our
examination of that muscle, before we find that its structure, at least in the
unworked ox, is not so compact as that of the horse. A great deal more
cellular and adipose substance is inserted, not only between the different mus-
cles, but between the little divisions or bundles of which each muscle is com-
posed; and, in fact, between the very fibres of the muscle itself; and that to
so great an extent, that in a well-fatted beast it is almost impossible to meet
with any simple muscle. The whole is marled—streaks of fat enclosed in
cellular substance, run parallel with almost every fibre. This, at least, is
the case with many breeds of cattle ; and it was one of the "-reatest
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triumphs achieved by the early advocates of the short-horns, when tliev
vere enabled to get rid of the dark llery flesh of the old Holderncss, and

siiiute the far superior, yet not even now, to its full extent, the fine-

ff^T7. "''''^^^ ^^^f «f "ther breeds.
eirected here, and it is well worth the trial.

s

Some improvement might be

THE PROPER FORM AND SIZE OF THE NECK.
Some breeds of cattle used to be remarkable for the fineness of the

neck at the setting on of the head, and this was considered to be one of
Uieir greatest beauties, as well as the surest proof of the purity of their
reed

: this was long the case with the North Devon ox, and when, by
lance, this fineness extended to the withers, and was accompanied by a

snoulder almost as oblique as that of a thorough-bred horse, the anuna1
was imagined lo be perfect. He was a beautiful and a valuable animal,
and particularly as this fineness of the neck and withers was usually
contrasted in him by a deep breast and an open and wide bosom. That
nian, nevertheless, deserved the thanks of the Devonshire breeders, who
first stealthily introduced one cross with the Hereford ; he a little dimi-
nished this fineness of the neck, but he did not impair the general beauty
of the animal

: he did not lessen his activity in the slightest degree ; but
he increased his size, and his aptitude to fatten, too.

In the Ayrshire cow of twenty years ago we had a specimen of the
extent to which a clean neck and throat might be carried, without per-
haps, diminishing at all the milking properties ; but, we apprehend mate-
rially to the disadvantage of the farmer when her milking days were past
This prejudice in favour of the small neck led the farmer even to ' prefer
i^eir dairy-bulls according to the feminine aspect of their heads and necks'
1 erhaps the disparity of size which then existed between the northern
and southern cattle might somewhat justify them in choosing the smallest
variety of the new breed. This, however, having passed over, the Ayr^
shire breeder, still fond of a neck finely shaped towards the head, has
produced one a great deal thicker towards the shoulder and breast: and

auairtivVof'tf/'"^' 'f
^^Pf".^"^^ has now taught him, with the milking

qualities of the animal, while it gave an earnest of aptitude to fatten after°

fn.!!!!^^'^''^'f '
^^^"^ flescribing the new Leicester breed, speaks of ' the

/ore/irf being long, but light to a degree of elegance; the neck thin, the
cnap clean, and the head fine; the shoulders remarkably fine and thin as
to bone, hut thickly covered with flesh, and not the smallest protuberance
of bone discernible.' He also thus speaks of Mr. Fowler's celebrated bull,
Shakspeare :

—
' His head, chap, and neck were remarkably fine and clean

;
but his chest was extraordinarily deep, and his brisket down to his knees.''

V ¥"11 .* 9^-. ....
state of greatest and mostThe present improved short-horn, in his

Unnatural fatness, has, or ought to have, a tendency to fineness of the
)^eck, at the setting on of the head, however that neck may rapidly
increase in bulk, and, in the opinion of some, give too great weight to the
fore-quarters.

e sple7ims, trapezius, and complexus muscles are those which have
n^o^t to do with the usual bulk of the superior part of the neck, and^ith that which it mav attain nnrlpr the

Th

may attain under

332
process

the

of fattenino*. The

S^'rr ^^^ ^^ ^^^" ^^ ^^' ^' P* ^^*^' ^^^^ trapezivs is depicted at

uni'teH
' ^* ^^^

' ^^^ ^^^ rhomhoideus longus, with which the trapezius
i

mofot
'•' ^^^ ^""^ '^ brought into view atVig. 3, p. 341.

,.^.o^
^'^ situated under them. Some of it rises as 1

Th

verse processes of the four or five first bones of the back, and fro

07nplcxus
low as the trans-

m all,
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except the two higher of the bones of the neck. It therefore h-is its
greatest bulk about the lower part of the neck; and on it, and theVaity
matter connected with it, the form and bulk of that portion of the neckdepend Its office ,s to raise the neck; and elevate and protrude the

^Chnrl ^'V. r'''';
S^"^^-^"y «Pf^l^i"8-. a much smaller miscle than in

notiornffh . .
'•'

Tr"
^"

f" ^
'^''' '' ""^ ^" ^^^^"^^^^ -"^ rapidmotion of the head required from the ox. The form of the under part ofthe neck IS much influenced by the levator hufneri, which is seen at fio-. 4

p. 662; hg. 9, p. 338; and, still lower down, by the pectoral muscle t for
there is but one in the ox seen at fig. 13, p. 339. Considering, however,
the laxity of the muscular fibre in the ox, and the interposition of fatty
matter in every part of the muscular system, this muscle can acquire con-siderable bulk, and is, as we have said, that on which the form and bulkof the neck, at its lower and more important part, principally dependWhatever may have been said of fine and small neks, the neck muslrapidly thicken as it descends, or we shall have a general lioh ne^sof
carcase, which will render the animal comparatively wonhless as a g^aSng

There are other muscles, however, placed under the complexms-xh.,
the complea:us minor, and the large and small recti and oblique muscles
concerned in the lateral motion of the head, which have comparativei;
greater bulk in the ox than in the horse, and contribute materially to thebulk of the neck. •'

THE ARTERIES OF THE NECK.
Before we leave the neck we should describe the principal blood-vesselswhich are brought mto view in the cut at p. 332. The carottd artery (fio- 26

pp. 332 and 335), and some of its ramifications, are the only arterifs thit wecould bring into view, ihe carotid artery on either side, as in the hors.^
proceeds from the heart—escapes from the chest with the windpipe andthe gullet

;
and approaching the windpipe, and cHnging to its posterior

^rtt^lf^f
'''' "'^^' '".PP'^'.'f '^' ^^'^"^^^"^

P-'-^« ^^^^h blood, until itarrives at the larynx, where it divides into two branches
internal. ^^~ „..

. 1
the external and

head.
Ihe external ramifies over the face aiul external part ol' the

' ? '"'?™lf"!!r '"^^•"'". -! - II- main source >^he„ce thebrain derives its arterial blood. S^:, ',„'";
"."to'tt" I

'''

from the vertebral arteries, which, defended and narllT.n i ,

,"

fortnod for Ihetn in the bok-s of Jhe neck,^^:' Cir^e'^r.tielghZr!
ing parts, likewise expend the remainder on the brain, enterin <? bv the
great foramen, through which the spinal chord escapes. A third and
smaller branch leaving the main trunk high up in the neck, sends asmall vessel to the brain, under the title of the occipital arteryWe can conceive of very few, if any, cases in which it would be either
necessary or advisable to bleed from an artery in the ox. The temporal
which we sometimes, but not quite justifiably, open in the horse, is in amanner, out of our reach in the ox; and the artery of the forehead
although larger than in the horse IS so defended by its bony canal

1 T ' 1*as not to be easily got at
; besides which, in bleeding Irom an artery there

will always be extreme difficulty either in getting the quantity of' bloodwhich we want, on account of the contraction of the vessel or of stoopmg the haemorrhage, if the blood flowed freely. We will, therefore onlvspeak of a few anatomical points of difference, of which it is possible th-itadvantage may, yet very rarely, be taken in a practical point of view
'

A here is one circumstance which will strike every one who comonres tliPvascular system of the horse and the ox, and that is,--.with the exr;aon of
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the larger vessels immediately from the heart,—the smallncssof the arteries,
and the largeness of the veins.
le corresponding ones in the horse, are the jugulars and milk venis .w la a torrent of blood will pour from them if a large incision is made ! Is

1 hat there are fewer large venous trunks in the ox than the horse, and

7 ---_ ,-- ._._^

A¥hat enormous vessels, compared with
' and

Anatomical research does
that, therefore, these few must be large?
not sanction this ;—or has it reference to the functions which the two
animals are generally called on to discharge, or does it give us a practical
lesson, as to the nature and proper treatment of these two classes of the
vetermary surgeon's patients? We do not feel ourselves yet qualified to
. " ^^ "^^^ ^"6 consideration of these questions, although they are most
nnp()rtant ones. We shall bear them in mind as we pass on.
Most of the arterial vessels of the head and face are smaller than in the

norse.

The sub-maxillary artery has been already described (fig. 27, pp. 332 and
•^oo), pursuing its course anteriorly, to bury itself beneath the angle of the
lower jaw, whence it speedily emerges again, and much closer to the angle of
the jaw than in the horse. This should be remembered when we are fe'elino-
for the pulse

; for many a beginner has felt himself a litde mortified, because
he could not find the vessel in what he supposed was its proper place, and
sometimes could not find it at all. It occurs under some circumstances of
disease, that even in the horse it is difficult, or impossible, to ascertain
the pulse at the jaw. This is oftener the case in the ox, from circum-
stances that have already been explained, and should, therefore, teach
us to go at once to the side when there is any difficulty about the jaw.
The temporal artery is much larger in the ox than in the horse, because

It has a greater surface to ramify upon and to feed : the figure will point
out the spot at which the pulse will usually be most conveniently felt.
The anterior auricular artery is also large in the ox. It supplies not

only the anterior muscles of the ear, but also the temporal muscle; not,
indeed, so developed as that of the horse, but deeply lodged in the temporal
fossa. The pulse may be very readily felt by means of it, and perhaosmore readily than from the temporal.

^

.The superciliary artery, escaping from the foramen above the orbit ofhe eye, is a considerable one. It forms two branches, of which one goeso ine root of the horn, and contributes to the vascularity and nutriment ofmat part. The other descends downward, on the side of the face.
Ihe occipital artery is smaller than in the horse : the brain of the ox,

which a branch of this artery supplies, is but one half as large as the biaiu
of the horse.

THE VEINS OF THE NECK.

We here recognize the two jugulars which are found in most animals
out not in the horse. The smaller, or internal jugular (fig. 25, p. 332), is
deeply seated, and no practical advantage can be taken of it, save the
knowledge, that in inflammation and loss of the external vein from bleed-
ing', the return of the blood from that side of the face and head would be
lacilitated by the internal one : but even in the horse little injury is sus-

„ ^ -
is wonderfully

"S^nious in making provision for carrying on the circulation-

--™*v.v* l^y l.Ht 111 LCI 11ai Wilt* LJUL l^V^ll 111 tll^ XlVJl O^ i.11

ained by the loss of the external juguUir, for nature

BLEEDING.

, , ? Jugular is, by common consent, adopted as the usual nlace fnrbleedmo- cattia mu ^ -
i ^ f ;* •

i i
v^^^^ lor

hp mi^.a 3
1?' ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^y ^'^^ ^^

'
^^ ^^ ^^^S^' ^^^^^ ^'^i^ scarcelyue mibbea by the clumsiest operator. The strap round the neck, in order
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INFLAMBIATION OF THE PERICARDIUM.
We

sionally the seat of obscure, unsuspected, and fatal disease. The cow is a
greedy animal

;
she will swallow almost everything- that comes in her way,

as we shall have occasion to show when we treat of the rumen or paunch'
The wire-riddles, or sieves, which are used in the winnowing of corn, have
sometimes been demolished by her out of mere idleness. She will pick up
large pms and needles, and especially if the latter should have any thread
attached to them. A friend of ours lost a cow from some disease which
neither he nor the medical attendant understood. On opening her, a piece
of wire, two inches in length, was found sticking in the perfcardium, and
which had produced extensive ulceration and gano-rene there.

Mr. Cartwriffht of Wh She was

ings about her.

near the time of calving, when she became seriously ill, but the symptoms
did not indicate any connexion with parturition

; indeed they were of that
obscure nature that it was impossible to say what was the malady. They
were dulness, unwillingness to move, constipation, and oedematous swell-
"

'
'

'

She died on the sixth day. On opening her, it appeared
that the heart, and its investing membrane, or bag, occupied nearly three
times their natural space. The delicate and transparent membrane was
thickened until it bore no slight resemblance to a portion of the paunch •

and the bag contained a gallon of discoloured fluid. A piece of a darnino^
needle, two inches and a-half in length, with the eye broken off, was found
in the pericardium, and a small ulcer, three-quarters of an inch deep, ap-
peared near the apex, or point, of the heart. Two sixpenny nails 'were
found in her paunch.

Mr. Horsefield, of Wentworth
sired to see a large fat heifer.

r

He was de-
_

,

She was dull ; the breathing quickened

;

the pulse, also, quick, but intermitting
; the extremities cold ; she refused

to eat, and there was no rumination. It was impossible for the most
skilful practitioner to determine what was the nature of the disease; there

could be affirmed.
was' fever, general derangement, but nothing more
Mr. H. did all that he could do

; he bled her, and the bowels beino- already
open, he administered fever medicine. ""' " "

» J

he bled her again, and physicked her.

The next day she was no better
;

+ *a ' :u ' u .
- On the following day, some slight

symptoms o dropsy in the ches appeared
; he watched them; he made use

of that invaluable, but too much neglected method of detectino^ disease —
the application of the ear to the side and belly of the patient, ^nd he as-
sured himself that there was effusion in the chest. He then knew w'ell
that no good could be done, and he ordered her to be destroyed. Not
only the pericardia bag, but the whole of the chest was filled with "serum-
the inflammation had spread overall the membranes ; but the focus of the
evil was a large pin, two inches long, which had pierced through the peri-
cardium, and wounded the heart.

^'
-

--
.

_

the ap of the heart enlarged.
The pericardium was thickened,

These cases are extracted from
and

'Th
Veterinarian,' a valuable monthly periodical, devoted to the diseases and
general management of domesticated animals, and from which we shall
derive much assistance in the progress of this work.
We

has been suspected
;
and it is an unfortunate circumstance that these

pointed substances, which in other animals take very strange paths but
generally comparatively harmless ones, in order to work their way out ofthe body, should here select this dangerous and fatal course. The pre
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pnetors of cattle, and of cows parti
alone, has this strange propensity,

-

manner of feedin- them

ticularly,—for the cow chiefly, or almost

-will be a little more careful as to the

THE HEART.
An all animals the existence of life is connected with, or we may rather

say, dependent upon, the constant supply of fresh arterial blood. There is
iiot a secretion that can be performed, or a function discharged, or a single
motion accomplished, without the presence of this vital fluid. The
heart is the grand engine by which it is circulated through the frame. It
is a large muscle, or combination of muscles, totally independent of the
Will, as those essentially connected with life should be, and working with-
out cessation and without fatigue, from the first day of existence, until its

Close. It is the forcing-pump by which the vital current, having com-
pleted its course, is made to flow again and again to every part of the sys-
tem. It consists of four cavities surrounded by muscular walls, which,
stimulated by the organic nerves, can contract upon, and drive out, and
propel forward, the fluid which they contain, and then, left to themselves,
can instantly re-assume their open dilated state by their inherent power
of elasticity,

A portion of the blood has completed the circulation, and enters the

where it accumulates as in a
reservoir, until there is enough to fill the second and lower cavity on the
same side—the right ventricle—when the auricle suddenly contracts and
drives the blood forward into the ventricle. But this blood is in a venous
state, and will not support life ; then we must change its character before

upper cavity of the heart the right auricle

we throw it back again into the circulation. We
lungs, there to be exposed to the influence 0^ the atmospheric air, and puri-
fied, and arterialized. For this purpose the ventricle, stimulated by nervous
energy, contracts, and, as it contracts, it drives a little of the blood back,
but it forces more under a dense fringed membrane which hangs around
the opening between the auricle and the ventricle, and this membrane,
thus raised up all round, closes the openino-, and prevents the return of
the prmcipal part of the blood that way, and it is urged through another
aperture into the lungs.
We enter into these particulars that we may have opportunity to de-

scribe two or three points of difference in the mechanism of the heart of
the horse and the ox. These fringes, which, in the dilated state of the ven-
tricle, hang loose, but which are forced up as the blood insinuates itself

behind them when the ventricle contracts, discharge the function of
a perfect valve : but they are, as we may suppose, tied down to a
certain extent by cords attached to their edges, and which spring from
certain fleshy or muscular columns that arise within the ventricle. The
edges, therefore, are permitted to be elevated, until they have attained an
horizontal direction, and meet each other, and perfectly close the opening,
and then are stopped by these tendinous cords, which oppose their strength
to the further elevation of the fringes, and that regulated or increased by
the muscular power of the columns beneath.

DIFFERENCES OF CONSTRUCTION.

more developed thanm the horse. The vessels are more numerous and larger, and more blood
js pouring on towards the right auricle and ventricle of the heart. These
lendinous cords, and the muscular columns beneath, are very considerably
iarger and stronger in the ox than in the horse, in order to afford adequate
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contracting on the blood.

4

resistance to the greater pressure of the blood. In this ventricle of the
heart of the ox, there is nlsoaband, or fleshy muscle, running across from
one side to the other, the double effect of which is beautilijlly''evident, viz
to prevent this cavity from being too much dilated, or possibly ruptured'
when the blood flows rapidly into the heart ; and to assist the ventricle in

A smaller and more tendinous band runs across
the same ventricle lower down, and for the same purpose. There is no
contrivance of the kind in the horse. The heart of that animal has enouo-h
to do, and especially under circumstances of excitation or disease, to cfr-
culate the lilood in sufficient quantity and with sufficient force; but the
walls are thick and strong;, the pump has great power, and there are only
occasional demands on all its energies. In the ox, however from the pecu-
liar arrangement of the circulatory system, there is always this pourin^ on
of blood to be arteriahzed

; for the secretion of milk, or the deposition of
fat, constitute the daily, unremitting duties of the animal. There is not
only to provide against accident, but, to fit the heart for this incessant hard
work

;
and this supplemental muscle in the form of a fleshy band stretchino-

across from one side to the other is given, preventing dilatation, and assist^
ingm contraction. The right ventricle of the heart of the ox is worth
inspecting for the purpose of examining this contrivance.
The blood is driven out of the right ventricle into the lungs, and is there

exposed to the action of the atmospheric air, and purified'; thence it is
returned to the left auricle, passes into the left ventricle, and, by the con-
traction of that cavity, is propelled through the arteries. Tiie left ven-
tricle is composed like that of the horse, except that these vessels, bein-r
large enough doubtless for the distribution of sufficient blood for the general
purposes of nutrition, yet are not large enough for the occasional enormous
demands on the heart of the horse

; in fact, being- smaller than thev are in
the horse, more power is required to force a ff uid through a narrow' than a
capacious canal, and the walls of the ventricle are thicker in the ox. The
diminished calibre of the arteries is nowhere more apparent than in the
neck ; the carotids of the horse are nearly double the size of those of the

J

We
ence i

the ox.

the jugulars are scarcely half as large,'

, ^ j,.„, „„ ..«,^ ^ ^iiiAijjo^ \ji LUC cau&u ui ine eviaeni airrer-
the size ot these different classes of blood-vessels in the horse and

. t u u*^!"^
'^'^^ °^ ^^^ ""''' ^'though hard, is equable.

in the habits or the services of the one to can;
There is little

,,. ., , rru I u r.u , .
much variation in the de-

mand for blood. The labour of the other is irregular, often to the greatest
degree, and the vessels must be enabled to accommodate themselves to this
irregularity. The artery is a highly elastic tube, and will accommodate
itself to the smaller quantity of blood usually circulating in the horse, but
it IS actuilllv of o-rpatpr siyp in o-ivp frpf n^cc^rro fr> Viz-.c.n t-.,,lJ„it is actually of greater size, to give free passage to those sudden rushes of
blood from which the ox is, in a state of health, comparatively exempt.

In the posterior aorta, however, or the large vessel which first receives the
blood from the heart in order to carry it to the viscera and the hinder extre-
mities, this is, in some measure, reversed, or at least some of the arteries
attain a magnitude not known in the horse. This is particularly the case
with the coeliac artery, which supplies the liver, the spleen, and the stomachs
The branch going to the liver is not much enlarged, but the splenic one is
because many ramifications from it go to the rumen ;

and the gastric artery'
or the artery of the stomach, is considerably larger than the whole of the
cceliac in the horse. We need not, however, wonder at this when we con-
sider the immense size of the rumen, or paunch, and the important offices
discharged by the other stomachs.
The vessels from the left ventricle, which carry the arterial blood throu^-h

i
lihi
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blldT'he'''lunS''''i;f^^ *!''
r^^^

^'"^''^'" ^^'^^ ^o«^^y the venous
--'J' that separate; t /'S';"? '"".^^^f

™"^^"'- ^^ fleshy septur., or

constant

wall, that separatP, 7i^
'^'""" ^'""^ ^^'^ muscular and fleshy septum, or

two distinct mrtsTr '^^^'^'^f
^^ the heart, and divides that organ mto

in which they are connpT.l''^'rv;"f
'"'" '" strengthened by the manner

t-tion in th^e horse is scar-i 'K'^'^'T'
^^at their rupture or dila-

action of the heart B.^ ^^ "^T-'Y"'
^^'^"'' P"^^^"^^^ ^^y ^e the

and wi' ,
^^^ ventricles of the heart of the ox have morP

--ertion of a bone""!^ '?.'^' ^"' ^'''^^°^^' «^-"«-^h is given b'the
belon^nng to the aorta fh" Y .f

^'"7 ^' '^" ^'"'" ^^ ^^^^^ ^^teries, more
port to both Thk ! ", ^ pulmonary artery, but meant as a sup-
nants, except the rn' 'Z r^^ ^'?"^ of the heart, is found in most rumi-
^^outthe expiration of^th. ^f-T '' V ?^ they appear to be formed
nations have been occL on. v1 'Z'

^^ the animal's life. These ossifi-
^nd considered to be the Pff^f 7f '" '^'' ^'^'^ «^ ^he human being,
mature to give streno-thwherfif '''f'V

^hey are rather an effort of
disease, allhou^h too ofrenTclr.'JT^^ ' ""^ ?'''' '^ ^^^^^ "^ avert
The heart ^cf o K- 7 ?

contrary effect is produced.

It wouM^b n\incSv .:
"'^^--^""'.""^ "«

^
^« «^^"^ - i" the horse

the bounding ac oTof ^tl e hf'"f''^ -V
'^' ^'^^"-^^ °^ '^' P"^^^' -dT;

on the side^of tt ches and whiJh "' 'T^""
"^^" ^^^ ^^"^ - P'-^d

distance. '
""""^ "^hich may be seen and heard even at a

THE ARTERIAL SYSTEM.

yield to the gush of blood the m ' "^''V^'
'^'^t'^' ^Y which they

tracts again when the Lush of blo^h ''"1 ^^ "^^''^ '^' ^^tery col
glistening coat, which' lessens th.fr P'''.'^'

l"^
'^^ ^""^'•' ^^ ^^^^^th,

^^^ vessel, audits coL^^^^^^^rdlttKS:! ^^^ ^'^ ^

rp,
THE PULSE.

--yrSt^- -
-^ -^ -he .It gr^ng way to the gush

the pulse. Every one who know thp f ^I V^^ ^^""^ P^^^^'^' i« called
ynportanceof the indicationfto bV J'''' fu'"'

'^"'^ is sensible of the
hlood may be felt at the root c^ffh'l"'^^ ^^ '""' P"'^^' ^he heat of
^jo^"^ ««me important b,^M-nfl^™' ^"'^ the rallying of the blood
«f the coldness of the

" '

,f
^'^'^ P^^^' "^^y he guessed at by means

state of fh. !!1 1, *" ^'''' °^ the extremities : but here we asceKaiu thestate of the o-eneral sv.tJ;.
the extremities

: but here we ascertain the
^•^1 machine on whfr' the increased force or debility of that cen-
^^^« been stateS hat hS

ev^ry secretion and every function depends. It
temnor-?! / ,

P"^''' '' "°* '° '^^^i'y f^lt ^t the jaw in the ox Thp
^iU^bel's ? '''''^Tf'^

""' sufficientl/distinct; but, on the wholJi^
T.l.„..'

'""^t convenient to ascertain the beating of the heart itse'n byP'^^iHff e hand n„ T^ ^.r ; ",'
1

^'"''"^- °^t^^^ heart itself, by
'J^he averal n^l '"r ff "'"^'^

I
^'

'u
^^'^^" ""^ ^^^ind the elbo./

^^^ here reir^A u
^
["^^f^^^"

healthy ox is about forty. The reader
Horse

"''''^ to what has been said of the pulse in the Treatise on '' uL

The U '^^^^ CAPILLARIES.

J-amificationl ITl'T^.
^o/irculate along the arteries, until they and their

or hair-like
tubes .IT'^'f^'^

'"^ '""'^^^ '" ^'^^^ ""^ *^ he termed capillaries
targe as a hair V/ "Y'"='^ ^^^y of them are not one-hundredth part sohehmd could dr;.,„ ,

^?^rt ceases to have influence here. No force from
Another power

2 A ^

could drive ti^'ff
''^''

"^e the blood through vessels so minute.
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3is called into exercise, namely, the influence of the oro'anic motor nerve

on the muscular sides of these little tubes.

This is by far the most important part of the circulation. The blood is

carried through the arteries mechanically, and without chang-e ; it is re-

turned through the veins mechanically, and almost without change : but it

is in the capillary system that every secretion is performed ; and that the

mitrition of every part is effected. The arteries and veins are mere me-
chanical tubes ; these are connected with the vital principle ;—they are

portions of life itselC

INFLAMMATION.

The arteries are subject to inflammation, yet so rarely in the ox as to

tender it unnecessary to detain us in describing it; but a similar affection

of the capillaries constitutes the very essence and the most dano^erous
part of every ^other disease- Inflammation is increased action of these

vessels. When the increased action is confined to a few capillaries, or a
small space, or a single organ, the inflammation is said to be local ; but
when it embraces the whole of the system, it assumes the name of fever.

If inflammation is the consequence of increased action of the capilla-

ries, the object to be effected by the practitioner is to reduce that inordinate

action to the healthy standard, before the part has become debilitated or

destroyed by this overwork. Bleeding is one of the most effectual mea-
sures, and especially local bleeding. The increased action of the vessels,

and the consequent redness, heat and swelling of the part, are at once
the consequence of inflammatory action, and tend to prolong and to in-

crease it. A copious bleeding, therefore, by relieving the overloaded ves-
sels, and enabling them, once more, to contract on their contents, is un-
questionably indicated. To this physic will follow, and there is scarcely

an inflammatory disease in the ox in wiiich it can, by possibility, be inju-

rious. Mashes and cooling diet will be essential.

As to external applications, they will be best treated when the different

species of inflammation pass in review before us ; but, as a general rule,

(for the practitioner will occasionally be puzzled as to the propriety of hot
or cold remedies,) in cases of superficial inflammation, and in the early
stage of the disease, cold lotions will be most useful ; in cases of deeper-
seated injury, and of considerable standing, warm fomentations will be
preferable. The first will best succeed in abstracting the inflammatory
heat ; the other will relax the fibres of the neighbouring parts, which press
upon, and perpetuate, the injury, and will also restore the suspended per-
spiration. Cases, however, will continually occur in ^which the most
opposite treatment will be required in different stages of inflammation.

FEVEI?.

We
any local affection

; or it is the consequence of the sympathy of the system
with inflammation of some particular part. The first is called pure or
idiopathic fever; the other syinptomatic fever.

Pure fever is far from being unfrequent in cattle. A beast, yesterday in
good health, is observed to-day—dull, the muzzle dry, rumination and
grazing having quite ceased, or being carelessly or lazily performed, the
flanks heave a little, the root of the horn is unnaturally hot, the pulse is

quickened, and is somewhat hard. The owner or the practitioner removes
him into the shed, and carefully examines him

; the animal is evidently not
>vell, but he cannot discover any local affection or disease

; he, however, does
9
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bleeds
; he JJ^IT u ^f^^ '^"' ^^ ^''^'^ ^ ^^^^ ^^ P^^y^'^ ;

perhaps he
beast is considPiVn? Tu "" ^'' P''^^''"^' ^"^' «» the following day, the

rently better i n f1

,

' '"V^""
°'' P«^^'bly, the animal, although kppa-

abont the hour r
'^y™^^' becomes worse as the day advances, and, atat the h

-'"ini;, uecomes worse a

What is thirw'^'l'^w
^^^'';' ^f'^n be was seen on the preceding day.

especial V livn!
'^1'^

""^'r^'
"^ ^^'''' without local affection? Who,

TMs i a s eS^ofTnir-H^ "."f""^'
''^'"^^^' '^^^ "°* ^^-'^^ ^his ?

-nd which ioe on for r^ r ^'"T
'''^^ ^^^^""* ^«^^' determination,

at a particular hoTrn rT ""' """' ^^^^"' ^'^tiirnin<v, or being aggravated
titiouer orthe o" '; K^^'"'""' °^ *'^^ '''^^^^ P^''^Satives the prac-

Af .fuL. "'"^"^^ '^_as broken the chain.
'

intermissions. It in-

f^^umes the ^0^.^^^-^^^ o^eSll^s'^''
"' '"''!'^' -'"^-^^' ^'"^'^^

'Complaint. ^^- •• •^' t!"5;eruis,

iase. ^o u !^'f ' S" ^^^^^ ^-e^^abis without thesecreases daily notwithstandin

proper remedies cannot

tion must her"e be pushed Vo^'tUlull extenf
™""' «f -bating inflamma-

No orofan of

be so fearlessly and successfully used.'

"S
'""'' '«« be pushed to their ful, „.„.„.

parts bei„. disturbed, "and thr^ho y" ™ Zac °"llv
'::"^"'™"?=

disturbance. By the deo-ree nf fhle
^3'''tem gradually sharmg m the

mouth, and the frequen f of VZl .
"^''^''^^ ^^ '^'' ^'^' '^ ^he

the degree of o-enera dTsturbtc I

' -^1!^^"'"^ '^ ^"™^^ "«t only of
tion. The subSdence of the nl A'^' '"''"^'^^ ^^ ^^e local affec
tf'e recommenceme r^^^^

^"^ the return of the appetite, and
<^i.inution of f;^:rjn^':^£:t^z::^^^^ '-'' ^^ ''-

unwell, they are feverish • a dose of nhW
^'' ^""^^^^- battle get

commons for a day or two a„d thpv^^
''

'',P''"'
^^^^ '^'^ P^t on short

feverish, and that Ler aTat "1 ,
^ ""'.

' /^' °ther times they are
one case, there is fever 1^.^ ^^'"^^'"^^^^ '« ^^^ove or pneumona.' la
^n the other it sneedi.tr • f''"'",°

^'^"''"^'^^ ^^''th local affection;
^«. for awhile LTIJ^ termmates m local affection

; but, in both, therl
^vere th^re nJ '

•
^^ ^^"^^ ^' ^""''^^^y necessary to recur to this

^^•ly treatmen Z T""^
^"^tances of bad and dangerous practice in the

y treatment of these cases. If fever were plainly recoo-nised the

affection'^K f

«7geon would be more anxious to get rid o'f the 'local

of pure tr "^^-Tf '^
^^f

"^^terially affected
; and if he was aware

befire if . ,

^''"1 ^^'/f'
^^ would endeavour to knock that down

tice wh- V.
" local determmation. These are the golden rules of prac-

for^et
""^ uonsensical theories should cause any one for a moment to

Owner
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- °'' ytl;™' "r'y ^''yf:-'
'? ffer of common intensity, whetherP"'"^ or svm t

'''=''''> Miuject to tever of common intensif

disease which f''^"''
^""^ thousands of them fall victims every year to a

termed inffam'm.tT .'^' ^'^'^"[ent character and speedy course, may be
nnmK«. „.•

.

>"^atory fever. A disease of this character, but known by a
-".i.uci ur strano-e v f

•
'-"-^^ "^ .i^xo ^iic^.a,i,uci, uui Known by a

andexceedino-Ivfa. i
inexpressive terms, is occasionally prevalent-'y tatal among cattle in every district. It is termed black
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quarter, quarter 6vil, joint murrain, blood-striking*, shewt of blood, &c. ;

and although it may not, at any time, embody all the symptoms of either

of these diseases, according", at least, as they are understood in some parts

of the country, there are few cases in which the prevailing symptoms of
most of them are not exhibited in some of thes tages.

Cattle of all descriptions and ages are occasionally subject to inflamma-
tory fever ; but young stock, and those that are thriving most rapidly, are its

chief victims. So aware is the proprietor of young short-horn cattle of this,

that while he is determined to take full advantage of their unrivalled early

maturity by turning them on more luxuriant pasture than prudence would
always dictate, he endeavours to guard himselfby periodical bleeding, or by
the insertion of setons in the dewlap of all his yearlings. This disease is

sometimes epidemic, that is, the cattle of a certain district have been
pushed on too rapidly ; they have lurking inflammation about them, or
they have a tendency to it ; and, by-and-by, comes some change or state of
the atmosphere which acts upon this inflammatory predisposition, and the
disease runs throusfh the district.

There are few premonitory symptoms of inflammatory fever. Often

without any, and generally with very slight indications of previous ill-

ness, the animal is found with his neck extended ; his head brought, as

much as he can effect it, into a horizontal position ; the eyes protruding,

and red; the muzzle dry ; the nostrils expanded; the breath hot ; the root

of the horn considerably so ; the mouth partly open ; the tongue en-

larged, or apparently so; the pulse fufl, hard, and from 65 to 70 ; the

breathing quickened and laborious ; the flanks violently heaving, and the
animal moaning in a low and peculiar way.

Sometimes the animal is in full possession of his senses, but generally

objects : he willthere is a degree of unconsciousness ot surrounding
Stand for an hour or more without the slightest change of posture ; he
can scarcely be induced to move, or when compelled to do so, he staovrers

;

and the staggering is principally referrible to the hind-quarters ; rumi-
nation has ceased, and the appetite is quite gone. After awhile he,becomes
more uneasy, yet it is oftener a change of posture to ease his tired limbs,
than a pawing: at length he lies down, or rather drops

;
gets up almost

immediately
;

is soon down again ; and, debility rapidly increasing, he con-
tinues prostrate

;
sometimes he lies in a comatose state ; at others, there are

occasional but fruitless efforts to rise. The symptoms rapidly increase
;

there is no intermission; and the animal dies in twelve or twenty-four
hours.

In the majority of cases, and especially if the disease has been pro-
perly treated, the animal seems to rally a little, and some of the symp-
toms a])pear_, from which the common names of the disease derive their

The beast attempts to get up : after some attempts he suc-
eds, but he is sadly lame in one or both of the hindquarters. If he is

not yet fallen, he suddenly becomes lame ; so lame as to be scarcely able
to move. He has quarter evil—-joint murrain.

This is not always an unfavourable symptom. The disease may be
leaving the vital parts for those of less consequence. If the apparent
return of strength continues for a day or two, we may encourage some
hope, but we must not be sanguine; for it is too often only a temporary
and delusive respite.

One of the symptoms now most to be dreaded is the rapid progress of
that which has already begun to appear—tenderness on the loins and
back. The patient will not bear even the slightest pressure on these parts.
The case is worse if to these are added swellings about the shoulders.

origm.
r'i
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if some ^a^L\^'^^ ? peculiar crackling emphysematous noise, ks

of deTon.C,V r.''i"''''^
^" '^'' ^^""'^^ membra'ne, and the process

even than f
}!•"., commenced during the life of the animal. Worse

«eems to be de'ad ski?^'^"'^'^'"^ t"'
^''^' ''"^^^ ^'''^'' «^^^"'

mencement nP 1 ^
'' "" ^'""^ ''^ ^'"^^ g-«7j^re«e, and it is the com-

ceivablTdel. '^''f^'^'S
process, extensive and rapid to an almost incon-

characters.
Now, we have black quarter, with all its fearful

but thev f A
""PP'^' ''^''"* ^^'^ ^^"y' t^« quarters, and the teats,

muzzle Th
^^^""y^^^ere

;
and particularly about the mouth and

blistered .^A
™^"^^ ^^ ^^"^ost invariably ulcerated, and the tongue is

offensive n m'''J^'i^°^ '
'""^ ^^^'^ '' "^her a discharge of sanious,

hL!'It'„^"^^^««^y .fl"l^/^«'" the nose and mouth, o? considerablehffimnrrh^o.^ f "j -"" i.uui ine nose and moutti, or considerable

h^TclSjT '^ f ' ''™- ^°^' ^^^ "^'"^' ^hi^h had before been

of blood over it Tr.?'^'''
^^-^^o^dy; the dung likewise has streaksor Dlood over it, and both are exceedingly foetid.

a mass of '^ulrlA^^ ^'"'T^ '"^u^
"""^"^"^ ^^^ °^ ^hree days, until it diesamass ot putridity; unless there has been an honest active assistantwho never shr r.l.-a f..^™ u- i . . .

'^^ liuiiebi, aciive assisiant.
who has some courage and a good

who never shrinks from his duty

^eS^^^^ ^^^- *he ulcers and administer the

^ase and T; 7 ^ ''^'' ^^ ^'"^^ ^^^^^ ^^^" ^^ ^^is point of the dis-ease
,
and the farmer or tTie veterinary surgeon should prize

servant. The
the foetor

suchr.
——J -^i^^wii oiiwuiiA prize sucn ahrst favourable symptom will be a slight diminution of

Thp M f
'"'' '' /^^'^ 'P^'^^'y h^^'' ^"d the strength return.Ihe chief appearance after death will be venous congestion everywhere

b'^r :r tTI l'lS,^L^^,^,^-^^-" ¥ i^'-k. and distended alLst To

the anim.l \Z '^^l^
'""strat.on of the peculiar vascular system of

of treat^^thT. '

1

"" ^ ^-''''"'^y '^^"' 'P'^^'' ^«l""^e« ^^ to the mode^^ating this and similar diseases.

tercos^ara3?h°" ''i

^^^^y^^^''^- I* affects both of the pleurae, the in-tercostal and the pulmonary; and the whole substance of the lun-s. It

metbtnrofthe^nTere:""a;;l^^^^^^ ^^^ ---
are found in every par of the colon Tt'^

inflammation and ulceration

the animal is carried offlirrno^ ft^'fl
'"'' ^'^ ^^' appearances when

If the cnmnl^Tnf i,
^ !^'^ inflammatory stage of the disease,

ofwh ch caTs^ca e!l l! T""^^l^
P^^rid type, there Is effusion, the smell

and al!lnf • T I ^i? ^u^™"'
^"^^ ^" '^' '^hest and belly

;
with adhesion

and
%"'"*"^^tion of all the small intestines. Often vomicae in the lungs.

fonwl! 1

^" '" pericardium. Every stomach is inflamed, and theurm ulcerated through. The substance of the liver is broken down.
» nere are ulcerations generally of the smaller, and always of the larger,
ntestines

; and in every part of the cellular membrane there are lame
patches of inflammation running fast into gangrene.

^

^
There cannot be a doubt respecting either Ihe nature or treatment of

infl.

a disease. It is, at first, of a purely inflammatory character, but the
^^ammation is so intense, as speedily to destroy the powers of nature,

orde ^fPjl^^^y
'^^ssels must have been working with strange activity, iti

the
r^

•

^"*^ ^^ ^^^^. ^^^^y '^^"o^s canal. The congestion prevails in

the s^^b^""^
^''^ ^^^^ ^^ ^" °^^^^ parts, and the distended vessels press upon

mencem^^'^"'^^
^^ ^^^ brain, and that pressure is propagated to the com-

Perfect ir^l°^-Sf-
"^^^^^

5 ^"d hence debility, and staggering, and almost

stupor is eari^ • •^' ^^ *^^ congestion early takes place, the coma, or

The nerv ^ ^" ^^^ appearance,

first to fail •
°th^

^"^^87 being thus impeded, the power of locomotion seems
'

"en general debility succeeds, and at length other parts of the
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vascular system are involved. The mouths of the excretory ducts can no
longer contract on their contents, hence fluid is effused in the chest and
in the belly, and in the cellular membrane; and hence, too, the rapid
formation of ulcers. The vital powers generally are weakened, and in
consequence of this there is the speedy tendency of every excretion to
putridity, and the actual commencement of decomposition while the animal
is yet alive. The blood shares in this abstraction or deficiency of vitality,

and hence the disposition to ulceration, gangrene, and dissolution, by
which the later stages of the disease are characterised.

Inflammatory fever, although not confined to young stoct, is far most
prevalent among them. It appears principafly in the spring and fall of
the year, for then we have the early and late flush of grass. On poor
ground it is comparatively unknown ; but the young and the old stock, in
thriving condition, need to be closely watched when the pasture is irood
and the grass springing. If it is at times epidemic, it is only when
the season, or the eagerness of the farmer, have exposed the consti-
tution to an excess of otherwise healthy stin^iulus ; and when the ani-
mal is, in a manner, prepared for fever. Some have attributed the
disease to an undue quantity of crowfoot, or other acid plants. They are
harmless here. It is the excess of healthy stimulus.
When the early part of the spring has been cold and ungenial, and then

the warm weather has suddenly set in, nothing is so common as for

inflammatory fever to appear: but the change in the temperature, or other
qualities of the atmosphere, has had only an indirect effect in producing
this; it is the sudden increase of nutriment which has done the mischief.

are moved from a poor to a more luxuriant pasture, if the
Hew grass is sufficiently high, they distend the paunch almost to bursting,
ahd hoove is the result; but if the change is more in the quality than i^^i

the quantity of the food, the evil is more slowly produced, and it is more
fatal— a disposition to inflammation is excited, which wants but a sh^'ht
stimulus to kindle into a flame. It is the penalty which the breeder must
pay, or the evil which he must carefully, and not always successfully,
endeavour to avoid, when he is endeavouring to obtain all the advantage
he can from the richness of his pasture, and the aptitude to fatten, and
early maturity of his cattle.

A gentleman, who speculated—and with very considerable advantage
in the enclosing of a considerable tract of land, newly recovered frorn the
sea, running down from Wareham towards Poole, bought a dairy of
thirty Suffolk cows. They arrived in the very early part of the spring; they
were liberally fed on Swedish turnips, and, as soon as it was practi-
cable, they were turned on this maiden and luxuriant pasture. In the
course of less than three months twelve of them died. This was rather
singular, for milch cows are, generally speaking, exempt from inflamma-
tory fever; and perhaps this circumstance prevented both the owner
and the bailiff from tracing the fearful mortality to its true cause.

A veterinary surgeon was sent for from London to inquire into the

There was not a sick animal on
the premises, and the only circumstance which could excite attention
was, that the cattle looked in much better condition than Suffolk cows
usually do, or ought to do. The bailiff was a little jealous bf the inter-
ference of the veterinarian, and threw no more light upon the subject than
be could help; and the veterinarian was, in his turn, cautious and
guarded. He expressed a wish to see a little of this fine estate. The
.request could scarcely be refused, and, indeed, was gratifying ; and, soon
arnvuig at a somewhat upland, but still very good pasture^ he stopped,

nature and cause of the disease.
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and, turning to the bailifl", thus addressed him—' Bleed and physic every
oiiB ot your remaining- cov/s, and turn them up here ; and do not change

h u
P^^}"'^^ ""til you are forced to do so, and then take care that they

snail work a little, in order to obtain their living.' This led to a friendly
vmderstandmg between them ; the nature, the cause, and the remedy of

e disease were canvassed; the suggestions of the veterinarian were

W '^ ^^' ^"^ ^°' another animal was lost.

_

VVe have known inflammatory fever caused by the driving of fat beasts
n tne beginning of summer,—perhaps no very great distance,—but with
somewhat too much hurry. It has broken out among stall-fed cattle still
a ei m the year, but only when the process of fattening has been inju^
ciiciously hastened. In fact, from the peculiar vascular system of cattle,

.
^^citement which would produce pneumonia, pleurisy, or inflam-

ation of the feet in the horse, is the usual cause of inflammatory fever in
inem. The weakest part is attacked
fiom our mismanagement in the horse

the lungs and the feet suffer most
.

_
u the vascular system is most subject

o disease in the ox, for we keep him, as nearly a"^3 we can with any
rat^nal hope of safety, in a state of plethora.

Ihe very name of the disease, inflammatory fever, indicates the mode
ot treatment. In a case of excessive vascular action, the first and most
important step is copious depletion. As much blood must be taken as
the animal will bear to lose ; and the stream must flow on until the beast
staggers or threatens to fall. Here, more than in any other disease,
there must be no foolish directions about quantities. As much blood
mud be taken away as can be got ; for it is only by the bold and persever-
ing use of depletory measures that a malady can be subdued that runs its
course so rapidly,

_
Purging must immediately follow. The Epsom salts are here, as iij most

inflammatory diseases, the best purgative. A pound and a half, dissolved
in water or gruel, and poured down the throat as gently as possible, should
be our first dose ; and no aromatic should accompany it. If this does not
operate in the course of six hours, another pound should be given ; and,
after that, half-pound doses every six hours until the effect is produced.

At the expiration of the first six hours the patient should be carefully
examined. Is there any amendment ? Is the pulse slower, softer? If
not, he must be bled a second time, and until the circulation is once
more affected. If the animal is somewhat better, yet not to the extent that
could be wished, the practitioner would be warranted in bleeding again^
provided the sinkina; and fluttering of the pulse does not indicate the com-
niencement of debiUty.

If the pulse is a little quieted, and purging has taken place, and the ani-
'^al is somewhat more himself, the treatment should be followed up by the
diligent exhibition of sedative medicines. A drachm and a^half of digitalis,

^»d one drachm of emetic tartar, and half an ounce of nitre, should be
given three times every day ; and setons inserted in the dewlap. Those
of black hellebore-root are the best, as producing the quickest and the
niost extensive inflammation. No trouble need to be taken about remov-
ing the beast now, although he may be in the pasture which has been the
cause of all the mischief, for he will not eat until he is very considerably
etter

; and then he cannot be too quickly moved,

has 1

^^^"^^^ is not seen until the inflammatory stage of the fever

vPthi Passed, the skill of the practitioner will be put to the test ; and

the an
"^

. T^ ^"^ '""'^h difficulty in deciding how he ought to act. Has

of hipT '^ ^^^'^ ^* ^^^ ' if i"^ has not, nothing can excuse the neglect
Dieeaing now, except debility too palpable to be mistaken. It 'may
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perhaps be more truly affirmed, that even that should be'no excuse. This
conn^estion of blood is a deadly weight on the constitution, which the
powers of unassisted nature will not be able to throw off. It must be very
great debility, indeed, which should frighten the practitioner from this
course; ---' '^ •'• ....

terminate in death.'

J J u
•""-.* o.ii^u.vi ji.giitcii iiic |jiai;imoner irom mis

and debility which, in ninety-nine times out of a hundred, would
As a general rule in this stage of the disease, the

cauvery

If the pulse gets

effect of bleeding should certainly be tried; but cautiously
tiously—and with the finger constantly on the pulse,
rounder and softer as the blood flows, the abstraction of blood will^'as-
suredly be serviceable, and if the pulse becomes weaker, and more indis-
tinct, no harm will have been done, provided that the orifice is imme-
diatelv closed.

Physic will, in this stage of the disease, also be indispensable • but double
the usual quantity of the aromatic should be added, in order to stimulate the
rumen, if the drink should get into it,—and also to stimulate the fourth sto-
mach and the whole ofthe frame, if fortunately it should reach so far as this
stomach A pound of the Epsom salts at first, and half-pound doses
afterwards, until the bowels are opened, will be sufficient in this stage

;

and if, after the fourth dose, (injections having been given in the mean
,) purging is not produced, the quantity of the aromatic, but not of

the purgative, may be increased. It is probable that the medicine has
found Its way into the rumen, where it will remain inert until that cuticular
and comparatively insensible stomach is roused to action by the stimulus
of the aromatic. No other medicine should be given until the bowels have
been opened

;
and in many cases very little other medicine will afterwards

be required.

The bowels having been opened, recourse should be had once more
to the pulse. If it indicates any degree of fever, as it sometimes
will, (for the apparent debility is not always the consequence of .,,_
haustion, but of vascular congestion,) the physic must be continued, but
the constitution, would perhaps be too weak for the direct sedative medi-

On the other hand, however, no tonic medicine must be ffiven •
cine.

the fire must not be kindled afresh after it has been partially subdued!
It however the pulse is weak, waverino-, irregular, ffivinff sufficient
intimation that the fever has na^c^^rl ^^a^ a kmw i 5

I. u J X ^ • /.
passed, and debility succeeded, recoursemay be had to tonic medicines. The tonics, however, which in such caseswould be beneficial in cattle are very few. The exhibition of the mineral

tonics has rarely been attended by any satisfactory result—the barks have
not always appeared to agree, but in gentian, calombo, and gino-er, the
practitioner on the diseases of cattle will find almost every thing That he
can wish. The two first are excellent stomachics, as well as tonics ; the
last is a tonic, simply because it is the very best stomachic in the cattle
pharmacopoeia. They may be given three times every day in doses of adrachm each of the two first, and half a drachm of the last. They will
be more effectual in these moderate doses than in the overwhelmino-
quantities in which some administer them, and in which they oppress and
cause nausea, rather than stimulate and give appetite. They should
alvvays be given in gruel, with half a pint, or even a pint of sound ale
The practitioner may possibly be called in after ulcers have broken

out, and the sloughing process has commenced : there must be no bleedino-
then

;
the vitality of the system has received a sufficient shock, and vari'^

ous parts of it are actually decomposing; but physic is necessary, with a
oouble dose of the aromatic, in order to rouse the energies of the di^res-

iLTted^^*"""!'
'^""^ ^^ ^^' ""^ ^^ """"^^ offensive and dangerous matter 1:ol-

-
ti m the intestinal canal. Epsom salts will here also constitute the
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^^d ?"^P^'^^'
'^^^ enlargements about the knee, and elbow, and stifle,

an lock, should be fomented with warm water ; and any considerable
indurations, and especially about the joints, embrocated with equal parts
or turpentine, hartshorn, and camphorated spirit.

J- lie ulcers should be carefully and thoroughly washed several times
every day with a solution of the chloride of lime, of the strengtii already
recommended. The ulcers about the muzzle, mouth, and throat, should be
treated in a similar manner ; and a pint of the solution may be horned
down twice in the course of the first day. If there is hoove, this will
combme with the extricated gas, and prevent the continued formation of it;
and It will materially correct the fcetor which pervades the whole of the
digestive canal. Mashes and plenty of thick gruel should be offered to
Uie beast, and forced upon him by means of the stomach-pump if he re-
cuses to take it voluntarily. In this case, the pipe should not be introduced
more than half-way down the oesophagus, as there will then be
probability of the liquor flowing on into the fourth stomach.

Ionics should on no account be neglected, but they should not be ad-
ministered with any nonsensical views of their antiseptic nature, or their
changing the properties of the animal fluids, but simply as calculated to
rouse to action the languid, or almost lifeless powers of the frame.

If the stench from the ulcers does not abate, the solution of the chlo-
ride should be quickly increased to a double strength ; but as soon as the foetor
has ceased^ and the wounds begin to have a healthy appearance, the heal-
ing ointment or the tinctiire of aloes maybe adopted, and the latter is prefer-
able. ^^^^— ''

' ' • '
... - . I

greater

Wh
at hand, the grass of which has been cropped pretty closely, A seton, or
a rowel should be retained for three or four weeks ; but as for medicine, it
cannot be too soon discontinued when the animal is once set on its le'o-s.
When art has subdued the disease, nature, although slowly, will most sue-
cessfully resume her wonted functions.
.
The breeder has much in his power in the way of prevention. His

cattle should be carefully examined every day. Any little heavins; at the
flanks,orinflammationof theeyes, or heat-bumps on the back or rub-bing will be regarded with suspicion, and met by a gentle pumative orhe abstract,™ cf a little blood

; but the decided ipp^arance rf Mamma-
lory lever in one of them will not be misunderstood for a moment : it will
convince him that he has been making more haste than good speed, and
in the disease of one, he will see the danger of all. All who have been
subject to the same predisposing causes of disease, should be bled and
physicked, and turned into a field of short and inferior keep.

John Lawrence, whose work on cattle has often been mentioned with
I'espect, expresses himself in his own somewhat peculiar way, but very
ITlUch to iho. nnrnoRP. nn this nninf. * Prpvpnfinn nf this maladv '"^uch to the purpose, on this point. * Prevention of this ...^.^^j ^^
the only cure worth notice, because, after the attack, the very nature of
the case renders all remedy either uncertain, or of very little profit, even if
successful, on account of the expense of time and money. A piece of
short or inferior keep should be reserved as a digesting place, in which the
cattio i_- . 11 . 1 .

i_. ^^^ exercise themselvesemptycattle may be occasionally turned to .— ^.^ ^.
ihose observed to advance very fast may be bled monthly for several
i^onths, of the efficacy of which practice I have, however, by no means

obs^^^^-^^
opinion as of that of giving medicines which prevent internal

nurnb"^^*T"
' ^^^ ^^^'^ aware of the difficulty of such measures with a

or alter V
^^^^^^ ^^ *^^ ^^^^' ^^^ ^ ^^ convinced that occasional purges,

flipJrvio •
^ "medicines, would prevent those diseases which seem to takemeir rise m over-repletion and accumulation/

It
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There is a great deal of sterling good sense and practical knowled-e in
this quotation. The editor perfectly agrees with him in being somewhat
afraid of these periodical bleedings. So far as he has had opportunity
of observing, they have increased rather than lessened the disposition tomake blood and fat. He does not see so much difficulty, but a "-reat deal
of good, in the occasional administration of physic; and he re-ards thedigestmg place, and the wearing of a seton, and the frequent, careful ex-ammation of the owner or the bailiff, as worth the whole veterinary Dhar-
macopoeia. •' '

The editor is far from being certain that he has been enabled to give a
description of this disease satisfactory to all his readers, for it differs mate-
rially in its symptoms m different districts, and in the same district at
different times. The difficulty lies in the other diseases with which the inflammatory fever is combined, sometimes one, and sometimes another,

while they all generally follow
assuming a prominent character, and
inflammatory fever, yet some of them occasionalirpre"cedin-"k

In the North Riding of Yorkshire, the first symptoms a^e those ofquarter lU. Ihe cattle are seized first in one quarter, and then in the other
Ifie skin puffs up, and the crackling noise is heard almost from the beo-in-
nuig-. The disease is usually fatal when it assumes this form.

West
.. from the rapidity with which it runs its

course it is called the speed, it also generally beffins behind. Inflamma-
tion, or rather mortification, seizes one hock. It runs up the quarter
which becomes actually putrid in the course of an hour or two, while the
other hmbs continue sound. Few, and especially young beasts, survive
an attack of this kind. Here the active use of local applications is indi-
cated

;
and yet they will rarely be of much service

In some parts of Surry, under the name of the puch, the fore-quarter, or
the side, IS the part mostly affected

; and the animal frequently dies in
an hour or two. On skinning the beast, the whole quarter appears black
from the extravasation of blood, and is softened and decomposed as thouo-h
It were one universal bruise.

^

Mr Turner, of Reigate, puts this in a very clear point of view. Hesays, The name (quarter-evil) is indicative only of a variety of it- orrather, is one of the diseases that connects itself with it : and^this d s'ease
IS generally as completely limited to the quarter attacked as a fit of emtplegia IS to one side of the human being. The animal is generally in the
highest possible state of fever

j but the quarter-evil is limited to the quar
ter, which feels, as it is popularly expressed, precisely like a jelly. There
is no remedy, but there are many preventives, in which great confidence
is placed, and which agree only in being composed of the most powerful
stimulants.'

Mr. Tray ton has a singular notion about it, yet containing in it some
truth. He says ' that it is caused by cattle feeding on the buds of trees or
shrubs in copses and hedge-rows, together with an over-indulgence inruminating while lying down, whereby they acquire a sluggish habit and
the blood becomes torpid. His preventive is very consistent with this
theory, but it is rather a singular one. He says that they should be turned
into large enclosures of coarse sharp-bladed grass, and there should bemixed among them colts of a year or two yeVs' growth, which, by their
mischievous gambols, will harass the calves thoroughly; and by keeoinc'-them in action keep them in health.'

"^

v^U^^m'^ ri'^'"'^^'^' T trust, will have recourse to that preventive,

• Some sk'J-M ""T-"'^
describes in his usual happy manner (p. 586).^ome skilful leech introduced the following most extraordinary operation

t
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as a preventive of the disease, which I apprehend, in the contemplation
either of physiology or commonsensolog-y, could have no better prophy-
Jactic or preventive view than shaving the animal would have, and which
1 beg to recommend in its stead, as at least free from cruelly. The ill-

starred beast is cast, bound to a stake, and then all his four legs are cut
open from the claws upward to the height of several inches, in order to
nnd among the tendons and ligaments a strong blood-vessel of a bluish
colour, guilty of the sin of producing joynt-murrain ; and which, being-
caught with a crooked needle, is cut away. It is a great pity that the
abovesaid blue blood-vessel had not been called a worm, since the brains
or so many of our cattle-folk have been infested with worms from very
high antiquity/

±nis Gisease, there called the liasty^ was once prevalent in Caithness
and many of the Highland straths; and it was traced to the numerous
shrubs which grew on some of their wild pastures, and shaded the coarse
grass from the sun until it had attained an enormous growth,
become of an acrid and stimulating nature. It is added that when, as
agriculture improved, these shrubs were cut down, the herbage became
milder and more wholesome, and the disease rarely appeared.

with

and was

The effect
may greater probability, be attributed to the improvement in

management of cattle, and the increased
constitution

general
the

f,^..-^*^^ of cattle, and
and diseases.

knowledge of their

Indeed, some more accurate knowledge was
required of the nature and treatment of the diseases of cattle, when the
following absurd and cruel superstition was had recourse to in Caithness,
not merely by the peasants but by those who ought to have known better!
The beast attacked by black quarter was taken into a byre, or house, into
which cattle were never after to enter ; the heart was taken out while the
animal was alive, and carried into the byre where the farmer kept his
cattle, and hung up there ; and while it remained there none of the beasts
would be attacked by this malady.
They have more harmless superstitions in other countries. A French

veterinary surgeon was called on to treat this disease in some cattle. The
owner was the more grieved at its breaking out in his farm since he had
ately purchased, at considerable expense, an amulet that was to ensure
the safety of his cattle for ever. The surgeon inquired about this charm,
ami was told that it had been buried with great ceremony at the door of
the cow-house, with the assurance that every animal that passed over it

was charmed against the complaint. M. Desplas expressed his determi-
nation to dig up this amulet, and see what it was made of. He was
untreated not to do so, for certain and sudden death would follow the
profane attempt. He obtained the proper instruments, and presently dis-
interred the awful talisman. It was in the form of a packet ; and, on bein^v

unfolded, presented a farthing, a little leavened bread, and a bit of wax,
Wrapped in a small piece of black stuff pilfered from the stole of a priest.

M, Desplas placed these sacred things in his museum, and set to work
and cured the beast. The enchanter had received a quantity of wheat.
Worth five francs, and several couples of pullets. It is added (and if

descriptive of the lower class of French agriculturists, it is no less so of
those of England) that, after all, he who had taken the money and had
iiot cured the animal, inspired more confidence than the veterinary surgeon,
'Who, seat by Government, had cured the beast gratuitously.

TYPHUS FEVER.

ad -t^ r
'^^^ species of fever is yet to be described, that has not beenaamiuea into the sadly incomplete veterinary nosology, but with which every
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farmer is too well acquainted. It is of a low, chronic, typhoid form It
sometimes follows intense inflammatory action, and then it may be consi
dered as the second sta£re of that which has just been considered • but
often, there have been no previous symptoms of peculiar intensity at leastnone that have been observed, but a little increased heat of the ear's hornsand mouth

;
a pulse of sixty or seventy; a certain dejrree of dulness • adehciency of appetite; an occasional suspension of rumination

; a disincli-
nation to move

; a gait approaching; to staggering ; and a gradual wasting-
Ihese are plam mdications that there is a fire burning, and rapidly con-
«nrv.,r,,^ ih^ .*„„„„...

j^f ^j^g animal. The vital energies are evidently
suming the strength

^
which will be described in due place ; it is not murrain for the earlvsymptoms of ulceration and decomposition are not found • and it is notinflammatory fever, for the intense inflammation, which has been renresented as characterizing that malady, is seldom seen -—it is true typhus

As soon as it becomes established, diarrhoea succeeds; and this is either
produced by small doses of medicine from which no danger could be sus-
pected, or it comes on spontaneously. It is not, however, violent but it
continues day after day. It bids defiance to the skill of the most'experi-
enced practitioner, or, if it is arrested for a little while, it is sure to return
Ihe discharge is peculiarly foetid ; occasionally mixed with blood and
generally containing a considerable quantity of mucus.

'

Three or four weeks have probably now elapsed, and then succeed the
peculiar symptoms of low fever in cattle. Tumours form round the joints
or appear on the back or udder ; these ulcerate, spread, and become foetidIhe beautiful, sweet breath of the ox is gone,—it is as offensive as the
ulcers; and, in fact, we have that which can scarcely be distino-uished
from the second stage of inflammatory fever.

It ^is mjist prevalent in the spring and fall of the year, and when the.„„ I,
,

......
,pj^^ pasture generally pos-
its herbage may be coarse

;

when first attacked by the

first has been ungenial and the latter wet.
sesses some degree of luxuriance, although
and the beast is usually in good condition
malady.

This disease has sometimes been epidemic and fatal to a dreadful extentoc asional ly assuming the form of, or being connected with, p^ "^
catarrh; at other times accompanied by dysentery; but frequently^beZ
for many a day, or for some weeks, typhoid fever without any local deter-

n^ wet

mination.

The cause of typhoid fever both in the ruminant and the human bein<r
is involved in much obscurity. Some have accounted for it from the ex'^
tricatiori of certain gases or miasmata from vegetable substances under-
going the process of decomposition. Certainly it is most prevalent, on
cold, wet lands

; and during cold, wet, variable weather. A
winter is sure to be followed by typhus fever in every low, marshy
district. In the higher pastures, where the cattle seem exposed to o-reater
cold, but have less wet, little of it is seen.

"^

It is much to be doubted whether it is infectious ; but all the cattle have
been exposed to the same predisposing causes of disease. The farmer
would do well to remove the infected beasts from the sound ones as soon
as possible

; and the carcase of the animal that dies of inflammatory or
typhoid fever should be buried without delay.

^

These are cases which puzzle the farmer and the practitioner too • and

rkil? Xu^"^
'" ^^^ ^''^ ^^^y' ^^'y *°^ frequently will not yield to medical

•
-I here is one rule, however, which cannot mislead. If there is fire

1
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it must he put out. No apparent debility should mislead here. That debi-

lity may, and often does, result from the presence of fever, and not from
any dang-erous impairment of vital power ; and the incubus beinnj thrown
off, nature will rally ; at all events, the debility is the consequence of the

fever, and is daily and rapidly increasing while the fever continues: there-

fore, the first step is to bleed, and to bleed until the character of the pulse

beg-ins to change,
practitioner that

It should never be forgotten by the proprietor or the

ofone bleeding this kind will often do good, and
cannot be injurious. It is the fear of bleeding lest the animal should
be more debilitated, or the pushing on of the bleeding, in order to obtain

a definite quantity, after the pulse has begun to falter, that has done all

the mischief.

If the heat, and heaving, and disinclination to food should have been
relieved by this bleeding, but, a day or two afterwards, should threaten

to return, more blood should be taken, but with the same caution as to the

pulse.

Pliysic will naturally follow, but with some caution, too ; for it has

been already stated that there is a natural tendency to diarrhoea connected
with this disease, and which is often troublesome to subdue. One dose of

Epsom salts should be given with the usual quantity of aromatic medicine ;

but the action of this purgative should be secured and kept up by half-

pound doses of sulphur, administered as circumstances may indicate.

To this will follow the usual sedative medicine—digitalis, emetic tartar,

and nitre. The practitioner must not be deluded here. While the mouth
and horns are hot, and the pulse rapid, tonics would be poison : he wants

them not at all. He has to put out the fire, and not to ft When
the fever is subdued, but nature finds some difficulty in rallying, we may
give our gentian, calumbo, and ginger, with advantage. There are few

circumstances in which the cow-leech has done so much harm or destroyed

so many victims, as when a fire has been smouldering and consuming the

energies of life, and he has fed it, and caused it to burst out with resistless

force, by means of his abominable cordials.''^

Wh
matory fever is established, and the measures recommended when that

malady passed under consideration must be adopted. This disorder attacks
cattle of all ages. Full-grown beasts are more subject to typhoid than to

inflammatory fever ; but among the younger ones and the weaning calves,

and those of eight, nine, and ten months' old, it is extremely fatal, for

they have not strength to bear up against this secretly-consuming fire.

The mode of prevention, when it first breaks out among the stock, is

similar to that of inflammatory fever,—namely, to bleed and physic
;

the grand thing of all, however, is to remove not merely to shorter, but

to dryer pasture. With the youngsters, bleeding may, perhaps, be dis-

We transcribe the injrretlients of z. felon drink, a name tor cold, rheumatism, lever,

It is recommended by Mr. Knowlsou, who has been

He first describes the disease. The beast's hide is

find various unclassed diseases.

^'ly-seveii years in full practice.
. ^ , ,, .-^ •. r u -^

, ,

stiff, and not .rood to get hold of: it loses its flesh ;
walks stiff m its limbs

;
its eyes look

dim and waterV ; and it neither eats nor drinks so freely as it should do. lake, lor a

strong beast, 2 ounces of beast spice, 1 do. turmeric, 1 do. powder ot aniseed, 1 do canary

**eed in powder, 2 do. ginger in powder, 2 do. grains of Paradise in powder, 1 do. diapente,

1 do. sweet fennel, 1 do. Mithridate. All these are to be mixed together in 2 quarts of
ale with a little treacle, and to be given fasting.

, ^. ,,., <.^,
^he next he calls the common felon drink : it is the usual cordial drink of the cow-leech,

and administered for almost every disease. Take 2 ounces of beast spice, 1 do. ginger,

MN.U "^f^^^^^
1 do. long pepper, 1 do. diapente, 1 do. Foenugreek, 1 do. turmeric, 1 do.

xviittiridate, 1 do. grains of Paradise, 1 do. Galengal, 1 do. carraway seeds.—Can we
wonder at the almost uniformly fatal termination of maammatory diseases ui catties'
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pensod with'; but a dose of physic should be given, and a seton inserted
n. the dewlap; and the change of pasture should be considered as indis-

Low and damp situations do not agree with ruminants of any kindAfter a long, wet waiter, there is a strange mortality amono- the Velin

dSt whid.T "'"^'"V-^
^'^ acknowledged cause oflhe most 4tdisease to which sheep are subject; and the inhabitants of low marshvgrounds have too often a sad account to render of their cattle.

'
^

THE VEINS.

The principal diseases of the capillary vessels, including inflammationand the various kinds of fever, having thus been disposed of the bloodmast be again traced back to the heart"
By means of the various important functions which are discharo-ed byw 'Z'kS ^l

^^^'^
^^.

''^r^'^^^'y
'^-'-Sed as it traverses them. ^

becomes black, venous, and no longer capable of sustaining life ; and it mustbe sent back to the heart to be again rendered arterial.^ Therp irr^s

uffiotnl K^^'^f
""1"^^"^ '^'' ^'^^"--« begin to unite, .ndXCl

suffi lent number of them have joined their streams, that branch is calleda vein Ine coats of the vein are much weaker and thinner than those of

ItfTPu '"fl ' ^^T^ ^.""1 ^^'""S"'^ *^^^ ^y a d-ff^--^"* principle fromthat which mfluences the circulation eitherin the arteries or capilkries.
All the veins of the limbs, or that are subject to the pressure of any ofthe muse es, have valves, which permit the blood to flow on towards the

heart, but oppose an insuperable obstacle to its course in a contrary direc-
tion

;
bus by the pressure of the muscles, a considerable power is, occa-

sionally at least, called into exercise to propel the blood along the vein!All the veins however, are not under the influence of these muscles. Thelarge veins of the chest and belly are out of the reach of muscular pressureand are destitute of his valvular apparatus, but they are acted upon bv amore powerful printiple.
i ^y ^

The heart has been described 'as an elastic muscle. It has scarcelyclosed by the stimulus of the organic nerves when it expands a^ain by Usown inherent elasticity, and that important principle, by the influence of

dt, r'/"' 'fT^ '''' ^"^'^^^ '" ^he common pumV and rushes inand fills the barrel when thp nJcfor. Jo ^ • j • .i
i'"'"l>y '"•""J luhiies in

einle—the pressure onL J ^
u

"'"^ '" ^^^ fire-engine,—that prin-ciple the pressure of he atmosphere,—acts here, too, and the cavities ofthe heart are hlled again as soon as they expand • anrl ihi.v •

^'"^^ "^

11 1 I .1 1 ^ ^"'^y cAjjdiiu
, ana tnis Jivin<r pumnwould work on while there was fluid in circulation. It would be forced infrom the nearest and from the most distant veins, in the same manner asthe water would flow along the pipes from the most distant reservoir inorder to supply the inferior machines—the works of men's hands Thus

the circu at.on is maintained by the action of the heart, while the blood ispassing through the arteries
; by the muscular power of the capillaries

while It permeates those little vessels ; and by the pressure of the musclesand the valvular apparatus of the veins in some part of its course throuo-hhem
;
and by atmospheric pressure, and the principle of the pump, throu-h

their whole extent.
^ i i' ''"u^n

VARICOSE VEINS.

The horse, except under the form of bog and blood spavin and nnn-,
sional enlargement of the jugular and thigh veins, is free from varicosetumours

: in the cow, they seldom appear, except in the veins of the ndderand ,, the neighbourhood of joints that have suffered even Zrethan us aitrom the tumours of these parts to which cattle are so liable.

1

An old cow
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that has been a superior milker, frequently has the veins of the teats per-
manently enlarged. No application will take down the swelling", but
which, however, is rarely productive of any serious inconvenience. The
veins of the teats are sometimes much enlarged under Garget. Warm
lomentations, in order to abate the general inflammation of the bag, will

aiiord most relief. In two cases, however, in the experience of the writer,
one connected with garget, and the other not to be traced to any satisfactory
cause, there arose a tumour on the bag, evidently containing venous blood.
They were superficially situated, and were rapidly increasing. The first

"Was punctured and venous blood flowed out in a full stream, nor could
the hsemorrhage be arrested but by the severe application of the cautery, and
that applied at a venture, for the precise situation of the bleeding vessel
could not be ascertained. Alarmed by this, the operator dissected out
the other. He found that two considerable venous trunks poured their

blood into a cellated structure, dense within, but the cells increasing in
size towards the surface, and communicating with each other,
vessels were secured by a ligature, and thecellular substance was removed,
and which, emptied of its blood, shrunk into an unexpectedly small
compass.
The varicose enlargement was never removed from the first cow, and

occasionally it became hot and tender, and interfered with the milking.
The wound presently healed in the second cow, and there was an end of
the matter.

THE CHEST.

The form of the chest is of as much consequence in the ox as in the
horse; nay, it js of considerably greater moment; for plenty of courage
will compensate, to a certain degree, for defects in the form, and for dimi-

These

own natural spirit will horse,nution ot strength. His uwn naiurui spwii win carry many a
evident deficiently in physical power, through exertions under which the
coward would sink and die. No labour of this kind from
th e ox

is required
but still there are important offices to be performed by the viscera

of the chest which demand constant energetic action, over which the
mind has no control, and where all depends on the form and extent of the
thoracic cavity. The blood must be purified, and it must be circulated
through the frame, and that with a rapidity and perfection which must not
know a moments intermission.

The chest consists of 13 ribs on either side, or 26 in the whole; being
10 less than are found in the horse. Of these 8 on each side are, as in
the horse, directly connected with the sternum, or breast bone, and are

termed true ribs ; the other 5 are attached to cartilages, which are linked

together, and also connected with the sternum in an indirect manner
these are termed false ribs.

The true ribs are considerably longer, larger, thicker, and farther apart

from each other than in the horse; for, in consequence of the smaller

i^umber of short, or false ribs, they take a more backward direction, and
cover a portion of the abdomen above, while the sternum supports it

below.

They are so formed in the ox as to render the cavity of the chest of a
far more circular shape than iit could be in the horse. The reader is

referred, in the first place, to the sternum, or breast bone. In the horse,
as shown in page 163 of the Treatise on that animal, the breast bone is
narrow and deep; it bears no indistinct resemblance to the keel of

I
*P' It is plainly contrived tor the purposes of strength

; it opposes i

a

, ^ ^^^^ i^nd its depth to the weight which it is destined to support,na the momentum, or force, with which that weight will sometimes bethrown on it in rapid motion/
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4

[ The Breast Bone of the Ox?\

4. The xiphoid cartilage (resembling; a sword wh;.!. \, A *t.

horse) atlhe post.dor part of U,e s.e.nL,^^^^'^ ;'„„fr
'" '"^

Will; tt sLC
"^ ""'' '«->-"^. ™"inS Ihe carUIages

6, 6. Do., uniting- the cartilages with the ribs
7. The socket, receiving the moveable bone at the point of the sternum

pres"entaTe'veT
''^'^ '''' 1''

IT' ''^ ^^ernunf"^hh. and fat'Tt'presents a level surface of considerable width for the fioor of the chest, and
therefore, ensures a crcular fonn for the chest, which the horse could nev rhave It would be a defect in hnn if he had it, for it would throw too muchweight before, and would render him dangerous both to ride and drive

Jireadth at the breast is an essential requisite in the ox. The Lin-
colnshire ox was one foot and ten inches between the fore legs. It is thisconformation alone which will give sufficient surface for the attachment
ot muscles of the character of those of the ox, and will secure sufficientloom for the lungs to purify, and the heart to circulate blood enouo-h for

o pS't ^TauF "' 7',? '""'^^'""- ^^^'' ^^^'"^'"= ^"t «f the breast

obse viuot ^'^ ' ^""' ^^^' "^"''^ ^ P'^'^^'-'"' illustration of these
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f

[Lo7-d AlthorjI's Bull.']

Now comes another illustration of the admirable manner in which differentammals are adapted for the pnrposes which we require of them ; and ofthe economy of nature m giving to each that which he needs, and no moreThe horse cannot have this permanently circular chest; for although (t

Theiviniri ?
7^'"'^'^ supply of arterial blood, i^ would give^imaheaymess before and a general accumulation of muscle and fat which

IZt " '^ T^ ^"' -""'"^^ usefulness: yet that the chest may pos-sess the power of expansion to a certain degree, every rib is attached tohe s ernum by a per ect jomt ; and thus the hurried breathino of un-

expenditure of Z.lT ^ ^' ""^ ^"^ "" "''^^^^^ ^^^^ent, and with less

joints
' P""^"'"' ^'^"" ^°"ld be effected without these

a ^rl^^'^'T' "I
^^^ ^'^^'^ b^"^ ^t the base of the chest of the ox secures

and H
sufficiency of capacity; and a perfect joint between the ribs

eoi Ki
^^^^"""^ '^ "^^ f'uly not wanted, but might interfere with the

4"able action of the respiratory apparatus in this animal. The union,
owever, between the rib and the sternum does admit of a considerable
egree of motion, and would, to a great extent, contribute to the enlarge-
uent of the chest, if rapid action, or accident, or disease should require^'it.

^
A he sternum of the ox has a process projecting very considerably

J
" ?^^^''^y. but not closing the entrance into the ches't so much as is done

^^^
which is found in the horse. That process, or first division of the

det^""'"'
^^^ ^ J"^"^ which is not found in the horse. It admits of a certain

actlr^ f^
lateral action only. It materially assists the walking or other

we c } animal, and which appears to be absolutely necessary, when

espec^aU H
*''^^.^^^' accumulation of flesh and fat about these parts

; and
the brisket, scarcely a vesti^-eof whioK

•^'''\^ singular collection of them

The m^LS'TV" *'^^ '^"'^^^•

the transverse vf '""^
l^^^'^

concerned in giving bulk to tlie breast are
2 ectorals. They form the grand prominences in front of the
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chest, and extend from the anterior extremity of the sternum to the middle

of the arm.

The great pectoral (fig. 13, pp. 338, 339), arising from the lateral and
the posterior part of the sternum, may be considered more as a con-
tinuation of the muscles of the breast, extending laterally and backwards.

much.

THE BRISKET.
r *

This is a singular portion of the breast of the ox, and to which, and
very properly, much importance has been universally attached, although,

perhaps, on false grounds. It has been considered as a part of the anterior

wall of the chest, and as a proof of its depth and capacity. This is altogether
erroneous. It is a mere appendix to the chest. It is a projection of sub-
stance, partly muscular, but more cellular and fatty, from the anterior and
moveable division or head of the sternum, extending sometimes from
12 to 20 inches in front of it, and dipping downwards nearly or quite as

It is no proof of depth of chest. It is found of a great size

in^all the improved cattle, varying in sfze in different breeds, and in

was always looked for and
valued in the better specimens of the old cattle. It is, at least, a proof of
tendency to fatness. A beast that will accumulate so much flesh and fat

about the brisket will not be deficient in other points.

In the Lincolnshire ox, the brisket was only 14 inches from the ground.
Mr. Mure's Queen of Scots carried her brisket only 15^ inches from the

iXronnd.

It is very probable that this maybe carried too far. An enormously pro-
jecting brisket may evince a more than usual tendency to fatten ; but not

have it

different cattle of the same breed ; and it

unfrequently a tendency to accumulate that fat irregularly to

too much in patches, and not spread equally over the frame. M;
examples of this must present themselves to the recollection of the grazier,
and especially in some of the short-horn breeds. In a very few instances
it has been almost fancied that this enormously projecting brisket was a
defect, rather than an excellence; at least, that it somewhat impaired the
uniform beauty of the animal, if it did not diminish his sterling excellence.

The brisket should be prominent as well as deep
;
perhaps on one

account more promment than deep, for it will then be more likely, either
before, or by the time it arrives at the posterior border of the elbow or
fore-arm, to have subsided to the thickness of the fatty and other substance
naturally covering the sternum. One defect, but not of half the con-
sequence which it is generally supposed to be, would then be avoided
the apparent diminution of the chest at the girthing place, or immediately
behind the elbows. Some have evidently considered this to be an actual
elevation of the floor of the chest, and a consequent lessening of its

capacity at this point ;
and, on that account, a most serious defect. There

are few things which the patrons of the short-horns have laboured more
zealously, and generally more unsuccessfully, to remedy. It is certainly
a defect, because it evinces a disposition to accumulate fat in a somewhat
patchy manner; but it is not so bad as has been represented or feared.
It indicates no elevation of the sternum,—no diminution of the capacity
of the chest: it is a rather too sudden termination of the protuberance
of the brisket, eitlier from the accumulation of the principal part of
its substance too forward, or from a want of disposition in the beast to
fatten in an equable way. If the brisket were removed, the bicast-bond
vvould be found to be gradually rounding, and rising from this spot, and
J^ot let down lower between the elbows. It will be interesting to compare

I
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The

exist in Iff
'"^ '^"^ ^'"""^ Altliorp will show liow mucli variety can

and ihn/ 7^"*^ animals, and favourite ones too, of the same breed;

brisket?
""'^'^ [^^"'le^t the portrait of Mr. C. Collino's Comet, to whose

of i'nyrl
^^^' P^^"^PS' '^o"ld at first reconcile themselves So fur as beauty

m '''I'
^^"^^'"^^^' ^^ill be aware of greater variety still,

nnwllu
/''.^«b^^7^^'i^«^v admires or wonders at the protuberant andunwieldy briskets of these cattle, lie will recognize the use of the joint In

w.li;'
:/'" '"PP'e^entary, bone of the sternum of oxen. They could not

it WP '"'^'V'^f ^' f"d it would be scarcely possible for them to turn at all, if

mnJ ; ! '''^"^^ ™«^'on which this joint permits. The muscles

intPrm 1 ;

brisket, are the anterior portions of the external and

and h '^f'';'°^''''^f
^ muscles (those which are concerned with the sternum

chp.f i
^^'-"""^''^^^ ^'^^''''^ ^^ to elevate the ribs, and so dilate the

<-iiest, and assist m inspiration.

constitute the bulk of the

THE RIBS.

.trr^n'^ ^^ "'^ on either side is a short, rather straight, and particularlystiong bone. It has much of the head and neck to support ; and it isUie fulcnim or fixed point on which all the other bones are to move.

Smostt-Jthaf:? thetVe!'"^
'' ' ''''''''' ^^ ^"^'^"-^^ -"^'^^ -^"

ho^se'^'anf?
^'°'''

^^i '^i"'
"' " ""''' horizontal direction than in the

ab ve'a vi rrr V^'V' %P^°^'^'°" ^'' '^'' ^^P'^^^^ «f the chest

ev Zr.l • f Z'
^^'' "^' ^^ ^^^^ ^^°^^^ take from the beghining an

elasticity and ease of motion by their multiplied joints; the withers, and

thrnv I 1 "'"''"'''
r"''''"'^"''^"' the convenience of the rider: but in

men? nf . l^v"' T "^f '
^" ""'^^^ that they may be larger for the attach-

Hirectln t n
"''^',

' 'l'^
^^^'"^ °"t at once latemlly, taking such

order to secur tit
''"''' '^'"^ exceedingly awkward for the saddle, in

theox requhe!
P^^^^^'^nt capacity of chest which the functions of

beUe^rTmav\p f
^^^^ '".'°"' ^'^^'^' ^ ^•ttle flat-sidedness (the less the

the sninT ^ torg.ven, because the width of the sternum below, and of

Hbs aho " ^°"^^ degree, but more particularly the springing out of the

on tl
• '

^^'^^"^ a sufficient and an unsuspected capacity of chest. It is

an 1 f
^^^^^^"^t that the Devon ox is active and profitable while at work,

(i afterwards grazes kindly. The conformation of the bones which have
en just described give him a considerable capacity of chest, notwith-

standing his somewhat too flat sides : yet in the animal which was chiefly
a ued for his grazing properties, something more would be looked for,»"d would be found.

and
^^ ^^^"'«^er being past, this horizontal projection of the ribs is more

as •t^"'^^
evident

; and, in order that the barrel-form shall be as complete

upvva'^?"
be made, each rib is twisted. Its posterior edges are turned

beyon'i ^i'^"'^
outwards; and as, proceeding backwards, each projects

but al^o tl

P^^^^eding one, not only until the eight true ribs is passed,

hicreases^"*^
tive false ones

; the carcase of a well-made, profitable beast

loins. Fo^"'l7^^^^^
^"'^ "' capacity, until we arrive at, or nearly at, the

cuts of the^K Z^'^'^^'''*^"
of this reference may be made to any or all of the

1" point of f
^1 Galloway, or New Leicester, or Short-horn cattle.

'let, however, the thorax is now passed, and the abdomen
2 B 2
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In addition to this, it will be observed by the comparative anatonust,

and by every one who feels pleasure in comparing- the structure of animals
with their situation and wants, that there is no careful and intricate over-

r

lapping of the cartilages behind as described in 'the Horse,' p. 1 59
;

they are simply brought into approximation with each other ; and their op-
posing edges project behind so that they are very loosely bound to the

cervical vertebra. There is also no transverse muscle, because the calibre

of the tube can seldom or never be so much varied as in the rapid progres-

sion of the horse : but then, by way of compensation, the lining membrane
of the trachea is denser and more extensible, and more elastic, and
capable of discharging, although imperfectly, a function similar to that of
the transverse muscle.

At the lower part of the windpipe there is even a more strilung difFer-

ence; the triangular prolongation of cartilage for the defence of the tube
in the immediate neighbourhood of the luniks is smaller, and the addi-
tional plates of cartilage given to the horse for the same purpose are alto-

gether wanting. The rings of the windpipe of the ox are about 60^ or 8
or 10 more than are usually found in the horse.

%

)

TRACHEOTOMY.

Although there are fewer diseases of cattle in which the animal is

threatened with suffocation than there are in the horse, yet occasionally
in blain, in inflammation of the parotid gland, and in those varieties ot

fever which in the ox are so much characterized by the formation of
tumours, there will be pressure on the windpipe, much contracting its

calibre, and rendering the act of respiration laborious, and almost im-
practicable. In inflammation of the larynx, to which cattle are much
exposed, the distressing labour of breathing is scarcely credible.

Tracheotomy, or the formation of an artificial opening into the wind-
pipe, is an operation very easily and safely performed. The beast should
be secured, and the hair cut closely from the throat over the windpipe,
and opposite to the fifth or sixth ring. The skin is then lightened by the
finger and thumb, and an incision is made through it at least three
inches m length. This must be carefully dissected ofl^ from the parts
beneath, and then a portion of the windpipe, half an inch wide, and an
inch in length, carefully cut out. There is no occasion for 'the soli-

citude required in the horse, that this shall consist of equal quantities of
two rings, for any little contraction of the windpipe here would be a
matter of no consequence: sufficient speed is not exacted from the ox for
roaring to be a nuisance, or even to be perceived. The lips of the wound
should be kept open by threads passed through the edges and tied over the
neck; until the pressure or inflammation above no longer exists, and then
they may be brought together and the w^ound healed.

It is wonderful what instantaneous and perfect relief this operation
affords. The beast that was struggling for breath, and seemed every
moment ready to expire, is in a moment himself

In cases of permanent obstruction, as tumour in the nostrils, or distor-

tion of the larynx or trachea, the animal will generally be consigned to
the butcher; but instances may occur in which it is desirable to pre-
serve the beast for the sake of breeding, or for otlier purposes.
tube maybe introduced into the opening two or three inches long, curved
at the top, and the external orifice turning downward, with a little rino* on
each side, by which, through the means of tapes, it may be retained in its
situation. Ahorse has worked two or thiee years wearing' a tube of this

Then a

\

>
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kind, and a favourite cow or bull might be thus preserved, but extraor-
dinary cases alone would justify such a proceeding

\

THE THYMUS GLAND, OR SWEETBREAD.

Before the track of the windpipe is followed into the chest, it may be
convenient to notice an irre^rular glandular body, of a pale pink colour,
situated in the very fore part of the thorax, and vulgarly called the sweet-
bread. In the early period of the life of the foetus, it is of no con-
siderable sizC; and is confined mostly to the chest; but during the latter
months It strangely develops itself It protrudes from the" thorax ; it
climbs up on each side of the neck, between the carotids and the trachea,
and reaches even to the parotid gland, and becomes a part and portion of
that gland. It cannot be separated from the parotid ; and when cut into, a
Kiilky fluid exudes from it.

Very soon after birth, however, a singular change takes place ; it spon-
taneously separates from the parotid ; it gradually disappears, beginning
trom above downwards

; and in the course of a few months not a vestige
of It remains along the whole of the neck. It then more slowly diminishes
within the chest

; but at length it disappears there too, and its situation is
occupied by the thoracic duct.

It is evidently connected with the existence of the animal previous to
birth, and more particularly with the latter stages of foetal life. It seems
to be a part of the nutritive system. It pours a bland and milky
fluid through the parotid duct into the mouth, and so into the stomach, in
order to habituate the stomach by degrees to the digestive process, and to
prepare it for that function on which the life of the animal is to depend

;and also to prepare the intestines for the discharge of their duty. When'
after birth, it begins to be separated from the parotid gland, it has no
means of pouring its secretion into the stomach, and it gradually dwindle
away, and disappears.

s

1

THE BRONCHIAL TUBES.

The windpipe pursues its course down the neck, until it arrives at the
chest.

^
It there somewhat alters its form, and becomes deeper and nar-

j'ower in order to suit itself to the triangular opening- through which it is
^0 pass. It enters the chest, and preserves the same cartilaginous struc-
ture until it arrives at the base of the heart, where it separates into two
tubes corresponding with the two divisions of the lungs. These are called
^^^ bronchial tubes. They plunge deep into the substance of the ]un<rs-
these presently subdivide; and the subdivision is continued in every direc-
tion, until branches of the trachea penetrate every portion of the lungs.
These are still air-passages, and they are carrying on the air to its desti-
nation for the accomplishment of a vital purpose. The lungs of the ox
aitord the most satisfactory elucidation of the manner in which these air-
tubes traverse that viscus. They can be followed until they almost elude
the unassisted sight, but the greater part of them can be evidently traced
luto the lobuli, or little divisions of the substance of the lung which are
so evident here. The minute structure of these lobuli has never been
aemonstrated

; but we may safely imagine them to consist of very small
cells HI which the bronchial tubes terminate, and to which the air isconveyed

;
and that these cells are divided from each other by exceedin^rlv

delicate membranes *^

^

m
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THE ALTERA.TION OF THE BLOOD.

I

1

The blood has been already described as sent from the riMit ventricle of
the heart into the lung, and the blood-vessels dividing; and subdividino-
until they have attained a state of extreme minuteness, and then ramify-
in": over the delicate membrane of these cells. The blood, however, is m
a venous state

;
it is no longer capable of supporting life ; and it is forced

through the lungs, in order that it may be rendered once more arterial, and
capable of supporting life and all its functions. For this purpose these
minute veins spread over the delicate membrane of the cells, and for this

purpose also the air has been conveyed to these cells by the bronchial tubes.
Now the chemical, it may almost be said, the vital difference, between

venous and arterial blood is, that the former is loaded with carbon' and defi-
cient in oxygen . It here comes, if not in absolute contact with atmospheric
air, yet so close as to be separated only by a gossamer membrane, which
offers little obstacle to the power of chemical affinity or attraction; and
the carbon which it contains is attracted by the oxygen which abounds in
the atmospheric air, and is taken out of the circulation, and empoisons
the air instead of the blood. Carbonic acid gas, or fixed air, is formed
by the union of the oxygen and the carbon, the presence of which in
undue quantities renders the air destructive to life. The other con-
stituents of the blood have also an affinity for oxygen, and more of that
gas is taken from the atmospheric air, and passes through the mem-
brane of the air-cells, and mingles with the blood.
The change, then, from venous to arterial blood consists in the carbon

being taken away, and oxygen imbibed ; and this is effected by the blood
being brought so nearly into contact with atmospheric air, of which oxygen
is a constituent part, and which has a greater affinity for carbon, and other
principles in the blood, than it has for the gases with which it was
combined in the constitution of atmospheric air.

The capillary vessels, now carrying arterial instead of venous blood,
unite and form larger and yet larger vessels, until the united stream is
poured mto ^the right cavity of the heart, thence to be propelled through
the trame. fhis subject has been treated at somewhat £rreater lenMh,
because the ungs of the ox afford the best illustration of ^the division of
the bronchia tubes and the separation of the substance of the lungs into
distinct lobuli, or little lobes, ni which the bronchial tubes terminate and
the air-ceJls are aeveloped.

CATAUUH OR HOOSE.

_
Anatomical detail may now, for a considerable lime, be laid aside, and

inquiry be made mto the diseases of the respiratory organs. Those only of
the first of the air-passages, that of the nose have as yet been considered
however, inflammation has spread beyond the lining- membrane of the nasal
cavities, and begins to involve the fauces, the glands of the throat, and
the upper air-passages generally ; it is no longer corvza, but assumes the
name of catarrh, or is better known in the country'by the term hoose
This IS a disease too little regarded by the owner of cattle, but the fore-
runner of the most frequent and fatal diseases to which they are subject.

It is often hard to say whence catarrh, or common cold, arises The
slightest change of management or of temperature will sometimes nro-
duce It.

_

In the_ beginning of spring, and towards the latter part of

are vo"'
'^

!!-
Particularly prevalent. Young beasts, and cows after calving.

^ry subject to it. In a great many cases, however, it is the result of

^
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M

'

mismanagement." When cattle are crowded together they are seldom
without hoose. If the cow-house is suffered to be heated to a considerable

number of degrees above the temperature of the external air, it is sure to

be present there. Many a sad cold is caught at the straw-yard, and particu-

larly by young cattle : the food is scanty there ; it is not sufficient to afford

proper nourishment, or to keep up the proper warmth ; and the more
forward drive the others about, and permit them to obtain only a small

portion of their proper share of the provender; and then the depressing

effects of cold, and wet, and hunger, so debilitate these poor beasts, that

they are seldom without catarrh—and that catarrh too frequently runs on
to a more serious disease.
Some breeds are more subject to hoose than others. The natives of a

southern district are seldom naturalized in a norttiern and colder clime

without several times passing through the ordeal of severe catarrh; and,

where the system of breeding iji and in has been carried to too great an
extent, and been pursued in defiance of many a warning, hoose, perpe-
tually occurring, difficult to remove, and degenerating into confirmed
phthisis, will painfully, but somewhat too late, convince the farmer of his

mistake.

The principal error, however, of the agriculturist is not that he suffers

the causes of hoose to exist, or always gives them existence, but that he
underrates the mischievous and fatal character of the disease. To this

point we shall have to refer again and again; and if we can but induce
him to listen to the dictates of humanity and of interest, the present

those which have diffused some * usefulamongtreatise may rank

knowledge.

'

There is no disease of a chronic nature by which cattle are so seriously

injured, or which is eventually so fatal to them, as hoose
;
yet not one

herdsman in twenty, and very few of those whose interest is more at

stake, pay the slightest attention to it. The cow may cough on from week
to week, and no one takes notice of it until the quantity of milk is

seriously decreasing, or she is rapidly losing flesh, and then medical treat-

ment is generally unavailing. The disease has now reached the chest

;

the lungs are seriously affected ; and the foundation is laid for confirmed
consumption.

It is far from the wish of the author to inculcate a system of over-

nursing. He knows full w^ell that those cattle are most healthy that are

exposed to the usual changes of the weather, yet somewhat sheltered

from its greatest inclemency. He would not consider every cow that

hooses as a sick animal, and shut her up in some close place, and physic

and drench her, but he would endeavour to prevail on the farmer to be a

great deal more on the look out. The farmer or the herdsm.an should

be aware of every beast that coughs. It may be only a slight cold,

'-ind in a few days may disappear of itself. He may wait and see whether

it will unless there are some urgent symptoms ; but, these few days

having passed, and the cow continuing to hoose, it begins to be im-

peratively necessary for him to adopt the proper measures, while they

may be serviceable.

Let her be taken up and examined. Does she feed as well as ever?

Does the dew stand upon her muzzle? Are her flanks perfectly quiet?

then one or two nights' housing, and a mash or two, or a dose of physic,
n^ay get all right. But if, on examination, the muzzle is a little dry, and
the root of the horn hot, and she heaves (although not much) at the
flanks, and the coat is not so sleek as usual, and she is a little off her
feed, let her be bled. Experience will teach the /armer that these chest

I
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affections in cattle, often and speedily assume a hig-hly inflammable cha^
racter, and that they must be conquered at the first, or not at all
To bleeding should succeed a dose of Epsom salts, with half an ounceof o-inger m it, to prevent gripin- and to promote perspiration and toexc.te the rumen to action

; but none of the hot, stimulatino- dSs of thecowleech, and of the farmer too, by means of which they cause hefire to burn with tenfold fury, instead of extinguishing it* To^his shouldbe added warmth warm mashes, warm drinks, warm gruels, and a warmbut well-ventdated cow-house.

EPIDEMIC CATARRH.

Catarrh occasionally assumes an epidemic form ; it spreads over wholedistricts; It IS more than usually virulent; it associates with it«elf thesymptoms of other and of worse diseases, and it is strangely fatal If acold yet variable spring succeeds to a wet and mild winter, there will be

numb r 'of
'''^ °'

-,f

traw-yard in some districts in which a considerablenumber of cows wil not labour under distressing hoose. Obstinate
costiveness attends the early stage of this disease, on which neither
l^psom salts, nor common salt, nor linseed oil, can make any impression
All seems to go into the rumen, and has for a while no power on the cuti-
cular coat of that stomach; and then, whether the purgative course is pur-
sued or suspended, diarrhoea suddenly comes on, and bids equal defiance
to all astringent medicines. Sometimes, however, diarrhoea is present andobstmate from the very beginnino-.

^

Tumours about the head, the 'roots of the ears, the neck, the backand oins, and many of the joints, soon succeed, accompanied by usingular crackling sound when pressed upon. There is decomposition
going on everywhere, and in the cellular texture among the rest, accom-
panied by the extrication of gas, the passage of which amona- the cells
beneath the skin is the cause of this crackling.

°

nndToHn ''^"f
,^"™«"'"s ij^dicate decompositio^n in one part, the appearance

The dtnl '^' fj'^^^.show that it is not inactive in Ihe intestinal canal.

a^'d be uteSn^^^^^^^^^ ^^« ^^^^^ '-- ^^« PecuHar

In mt; ^f tSe e^^idemir^te^S^urcr^'^^ ""fT^':^ <-& me nrst attack seems to be made on the

I

r

there are son. iaeVfc^^s, a^d^ebulk i^ i^X.^^? Z^S:tZ^' "'^'^ '^'^'^^

'7^i^^^^l '^tTi'^^l ^^^"^^ *-' «- «--
;
tl.e yolks of t.o e^gs :beat them well together in a large basiu until thev" ai-"7rm7rw' lnrJ'''''\''\ ^'l^ ^^^'i I- 1^ 1 , -y ^^^ propeuy incorporated, then add

imm-seeds, elecampane-root, P-rainc: of r,'>rnri;--. i r 1
J o li c / J- r ,\.H^*^^"^ ^>^ parauise, and liquorice-root,

Tiowrlpr .Snit nf tartar haU" «„ __ * i ' « ^ "vi^j

ginger aniseeds, cummin __ . , ^,,,,,, ,,, „^^,^ and l.quoricOf each one ounce, in powder. Salt of tartar, half an ounce; honey four ounces MIkall together and add by a httle at a time, constantly stirring, one quart of waVaieor gruel. If gruel is used, add a wine-glass of gin J brandy, 'and give it wheiwiewmilk warm, •'^ " »viicu new-

11 ^V^ ^? ^'I'" ^V?"
^°^"»^encement of the disease, one or two of the drinks are irene-rally found sufhcient to remove the complaint. Its effects are powerful in re.nov iig^andcarrying off the offending humours from the pulmonary vessels, and in restoring, them totheir proper tone again. It warms, stimulates, and g.ves fresh action to the stomach ai dintestines by which nature will return to its regular course, and the health of ?he a Imalbe speedily restored ' annnai

^
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powers of organic life, and soon afterwards the animal system shares in

the deleterious influence. The beast is unwilling to move it scarcely

can move
; it staggers as it walks. It loses flesh every day ;

the coat

stares, and clings to the bones ; the appetite is quite gone ; a foetid dis-

charge commences from the mouth and nostrils, and death soon follows.

The treatment of this disease in its early stage, and when alone it can

be treated with reasonable hope of success, may be characterized under

two words—promptitude and vigour. The state of inflammatory fever

which accompanies the early period of the disease is intense ; and unless

arrested it will (as we have seen in treating of that disease) speedily

exhaust every vital power ; therefore, fever existing, bleeding is impera-

tive. The quantity of blood to be abstracted will be regulated by the

intensity of the inflammation, the apparent approach or commencement
of debility, and the effect produced while the blood continues to flow. All

of these circumstances should be most carefullv attended to. If the fever

vages, the ox will bear to lose a much greater quantity of blood than the

horse, and uniformly with manifest advantage. If the state of debihty is

evidently approaching, or has even commenced, bleeding, regulated by the

pulse, and stopped the moment that that falters, will generally be bene-

ficial : but, debility being established, or the bleeding carried on, after the

pulse has forbidden it, the abstraction of blood will only hasten the

catastrophe.

Aperients should undoubtedly be administered, accompanied or not by
aromatics, or the proportion of the aromatic regulated by the preponder-

ance of fever or debility. The sulphate of magnesia will be preferred
;

and early recourse should be had to the stomach-pump, in the manner
which has been already described, should the physic seem to accumulate
in the paunch.

The other medicines will also be regulated by the symptoms,
fever continues, the digitalis emetic tartar and nitre will be indicated.

When the febrile stage is passed, spirit of nitrous ether, laudanum, gen-
tian, and ginger will be indicated. The cow-house should be warm, yet
well ventilated. Mashes should be given, and green meat of every kind,
and this changed daily, if necessary, in order to humour the capricious
appetite of the patient. Tlie strength being a little renovated, the beast
may be turned into some pasture, close at hand, for a few hours during
the middle of the dav.

While
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Epidemic catarrh much oftener assumes a malignant form in cattle than

in horses, on account of the greater vascularity of the system, and intensity

of febrile action, and consequent vital exhaustion. It also appears as a

disease which is malignant from its very commencement. In former

times it was the pest of cattle, while horses comparatively escaped
; and,

in the present day, there is no disease of the horse, with the exception of

farcy and glanders combined, so malignant as the murrain of cattle. It

once used to sweep away the horned stock of whole districts, and there

are few years in which it is not now seen in some part of the kingdom.
It is here ranked under the diseases of the respiratory system, because that

system is usually first of all affected, and for a longer or shorter time alone
atfected; but the disease gradually takes on a typhoid character, and its

pestilential influence invades every portion of the frame. It principally
appears in marshy and woody districts, or where under-draining has been
neglected, or the cattle have been exposed and half-starved.

There are few diseases that assume, in its earlier or later stages, a
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greater variety of forms; but, disarmed of somewhat of its virulence in
modern times, or at least having not appeared in all its terrors for some
years past, it will generally be distinguished by some or the o-reater part
of the following symptoms.

There will be cough, frequent and painful, and, in many cases, for a
week or more before there is any other marked symptom. The farmer
may not always be aware of this, but he will find it out if he inquires
about it; and he will be fully aware of the importance of the fact before
we have done with this division of our subject.

After a few days some heaving of the flanks will be added to the cou^-h
;

the pulse will be small, hard, frequent, and sometimes irreo-ular • the
mouth hot; the root of the horn cold ; the faeces sometimes^ hard' and
black, at others liquid and black, and then very fcetid. Presently
afterwards, that of which we have to speak again and again, is observed

extreme tenderness along the spine, and particularly over the loins.
The cough becomes more frequent and convulsive, and a brown or

bloody matter runs from the nostrils and mouth ; the eyes are swelled and
weeping; the patient grinds his teeth ; there is frequent spasmodic con-
traction about the nostrils ; and the animal rarely lies down, or, if he does,
rises again immediately.

The eyes soon afterwards become unusually dull ; the pulse remains
small, but it has become feeble ; the respiration is quicker ; the flanks are
tucked up

; the tenderness on the loins is removed ; insensibility is steal-
ing over the frame

; and the feeces are more loaded with mucus, and more
foetid. The patient moans and lows, and grinds his teeth almost inces-
santly; the head is agitated by a convulsive motion; blood begins to
mingle with the foeces : the breath, and even the perspiration, become
offensive ; and the beast staggers as he walks.
f Tumours and boils now^ or often earlier, appear on various parts. If
they are to come forward, the sooner they rise the better, for much de-
pends on what becomes of them. If the animal has sufficient strength for
them to go through the usual process of suppuration, although the s'lough-
ing and the stench may be greater than could be thought possible, the
beast will have a chance to recover

; but if there is not energy to brinn^ them
forward—if they become stationary—and, most assuredly, if they recede
and disappear, the patient will die.

The treatment of this disease is most unsatisfactory. If the farmer
if, here, he hadcould be brought to attend more to this cough in cattle,

recognised the violent and increasing cough,—and, although he had not
dreamed of murrain, had bled and physicked the beast on account of the
cough, the disease would probably have been arrested, or at least its viru-
lence would have abated.

The early stage even of murrain is one of fever, and the treatment
should correspond with this—bleeding. Physic should be cautiously yet
not timorously resorted to. For sedative medicines there will rarely be
room, except the cough should continue. Small doses of puro-ative
medicine, with more of the aromatic than we generally add, will be
serviceable, effecting the present purpose, and not hastening or increasing the
debility which generally is at hand ; but if the bowels are sufficiently open,
or diarrhoea should threaten, and yet symptoms of fever should be apparent,
no purgative must be given, but the sedatives should be mingled with some
vegetable tonic. The peculiar foetid diarrhoea must be met with astrin-
gents, mingled also with vegetable tonics. In combating the pustul
and ^^louo•hing gangrenous stage, the chloride of lime will be the best
external application; while a little of it administered with the other
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medicines inwardly may possibly lessen the tendency to general decompo-
sition. The external application of it should not be confined to the
ulcerated parts alone, but it should be plentifully sprinkled over and
about the beast ; and the infected animal should be immediately removed
from the sound ones.

i-here is no satisfactory account of the malignant distemper which
occasionally appeared in former times, and swept away almost the whole
of the cattle in many districts. Those which do exist were written mostly
by physicians. They were the best chroniclers, certainly, which the age
afforded, but they knew little about cattle eitherin sickness or health ; and
were not avvare how little many of the principles of human medicine
apply either to the theory or the treatment of the diseases of cattle ; and
(most to be lamented, and most disgraceful to the parties) the farmer
would not furnish the physicians with sufficient relations of the symp-
toms, but purposely misled them, because they had recommended to the
government restrictions with regard to these diseased cattle inconsistent
with the inattention, prejudice, and fatalism of the owners.
An endeavour will here be made to supply this chasm in the history of

cattle, and to collect a connected account of these devastations. It will be
useful and not uninteresting as a record, and it will throw considerable
light on the nature of the disease which yet remains, but, fortunately for
the farmer and his cattle, under an incomparably milder form.

The earliest record we have of murrain is the destruction of' the cattle
of the Egyptians (Exod. ix. 2, &c.) :

' If thou refuse to let them p^o,

behold the hand of the Lord is upon thy cattle which is in the fiefd

'

there shall be a very grievous murrain. To-morrow the Lord shall do
this thing in the land. And the Lord did that thing on the morrow, and
all the cattle of Egypt died.'

During the siege of Troy vast numbers of the cattle of the Greeks, and
of the Greeks themselves, are said to have perished by a pestilence.
Homer, the father of Grecian poetry, who is supposed to have written
about 900 years before Christ, in attributing the disorder to the arrows
of Apollo, might have meant only to suggest that the cause of these
malignant diseases was in the air: and^hus, perhaps^ brutes receive
the contagion first, because their sense of smell is more acute than that of
the human being*.

Hippocrates, who flourished about 500 years after Homer, and is the
earliest writer on medicine, while he justly ascribes all disorders to
divine agency, yet combats this supernatural and judicial interference, as
^he offspring of superstition and hypocrisy f-

Plutarch tells us that, during the reign of Romulus, a pestilence, after

destroying the fruits of the earth and the cattle, swept off many of the
Romans ; and Livy, speaking of another visitation of the pest, says that
^he consuls had the greater difficulty in raising their recruits, because the
plague which the year before had raged among the horned cattle had
then broken out amona.' the men t.

Virgil^ in his ' Georgics,' by very far the most beautiful of his poems,

BiiXA.—Iliad, lib. i.

On mules and dogs th' infection first be^an,

And last the vengeful arrows fixed in man.

,-ni r^''^ ^^'^^s^ilil^ns eo difKcillor crat, quod pcstHentia cpne
ui^ruerat, eo verterat in homiuum morbos.—Liv. lib. xli.
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prevent the supposed ill consequences of eating the flesh of tainted beasts,

as well as to save the little remnant of cattle that was left, all beef and
veal were forbidden by the senate to be eaten throughout their state.

The Journal des Savans for 1682 contains an account of an epidemic
which destroyed a great number of cattle in most of the provinces of
France. The history of its symptoms shows how little was then known
of the diseases of cattle, or how careless were the examinations that were
made even by scientific men, and for the purpose of enlightening the pub-
lic. The animals ate and worked as usual until they fell dead in a
moment. The explanation of this is a little marvellous, and does not
quite agree with the previous story. * A violet-coloured vesicle is found
under the tongue, on which an eschar or scab forms in five or six hours,
and on the falling of the eschar, the animal dies ; and when he was
opened, the intestines were in a state of gangrene, and so was the tono-ue
for it often fell to pieces.' This was the gloss-anthrax, or blain which^as
been already described, but of a very malignant character, and associated
with murrain, as it is now sometimes found to be ; but the marvellous
story of the animal dropping all at once betrays inattention or ignorance,
or both, and makes us a little cautious how we implicitly trust to the re-

cords of those times. The practitioners of that day had, however, a
glimpse of the mode of treatment on which alone the slightest depend-
ence can be placed, for they rubbed the part (the vesicle under the tongue)
with a piece of silver, until it bled, and then they washed the wound with
vinegar, well seasoned with pepper and salt.

It was in 1711 that the epidemics commenced, which, although some-
times suspending their ravages for a few years, or rather visiting new dis-

tricts when they ceased to desolate others, continued to be objects of terror
until the establishment of veterinary schools.

The origin of the epidemic of 1711 seems to be clearly traced*. Some
cattle-merchants were importing, according to their annual custom, beasts
from Dalmatia, which were in request in some parts of Italy. One of
these oxen being taken ill, and straying from the herd, was abandoned by
the merchants in the neighbourhood of Padua. A servant of the canon
of Padua found him, and, whether with or without the knowledge of his
master does not appear, took possession of him, and put him into a cow-
house among others that were perfectly well. In a few days he died ; but
not mitd he had mfected every beast ; and so surely that they all perished
except one, in whose neck setons had been placedf. The contao-ious nature
of the disease (for the contagiousness of true murrain cannot for a mo-
ment be doubted), finding a too powerful auxiliary in some peculiar state

of the atmosphere at that time, the malady quickly spread through the
whole Venetian territory.

Two Italian physicians, Rammazini and Lancisi, have left us more in-

telligible and consistent accounts of it than we have of any of the epi-
demics which speedily followed on the continent of Europe, or of those
that occurred in our own country nearly half a century afterwards.

By giving a short sketch of it as it appeared in Italy, there will be less

occasion to dilate on the succeeding epidemics of the Continent. It com-
menced with a shivering fit, followed by unnatural heat, extreme thirst,

difficulty of breathing, and general debility. A thick mucous discharo-e

from the nose and mouth speedily succeeded, attended by a very un-

* Vid. Rammazini et Lancisi.

f Rammazini de Contao-iosa Epidemia, p. 456. See also Hira on the Mortalltv of
Horned Cattk, p. IG,
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If after the flill of the

r

pleasant smell There were twitchirii^s of various parts of the frame

;

Irequeut foetid and bloody ejections; and the appetite and rumination
ceaseri. On the fifth day there was a pustular eruption in the mouth,
which covered the tongue and the pharynx ; and abscesses followed, and
the bones beneath quickly became carious. The cattle died o-enerally on
or about the fifth or ninth day.
The hair usually came partly or entirely off,

liair, the skin became firmer
; or if the disease attacked the leg-s or thighs,

and there were swellings of the joints, or about the limbs, and which almost
prevented the motion of the animal, he generally recovered. Cows that
gave milk often survived, but their calves uniformly perished.
On examination after death, hydatids were found in the brain and

lungs
; and it was said that they contained an infectious gas that could

scarcely be endured. If this were the case, they were vesicles formed by
the extravasated air in the process of decomposition, and not hydatids.
Ulcers were found at the root of the tongue, and gangrene in the intes-
tuies. The third stomach always contained a hard, black, infectious mass,
\vhich adhered to the fining membrane, and could scarcely be separated
from it.

r

Ijancisi says, that he found no medicine effectual against this com-
plamt. Setons and the actual cautery were sometimes serviceable. Ram-
mazini fully confirms this, and says that the cattle in which either setons
or the cautery, or natural tumours and ulcerations had produced a copious
discharge of thick, purulent and foetid matter, were the only ones that
escaped *.

The pest was soon propagated over the greater part of Italy. It ap-
peared in Milan, under even a more virulent character than it had assumed
in the Venetian States; and when it reached the duchy of Ferrara, it had
so fearfully acquired strength as it proceeded, that it was the prevalent
opinion among the best-informed persons in the duchy, that the whole
species of horned cattle would quickly become extinct. As it travelled
it selected other victims; horses, deer, swine, and domestic poultry of
every kind were attacked by it.

As might be supposed, the most absurd ideas were entertained of its
nature and cause. Many of the beasts that had died in the preceding
year had not been buried deep enough, and clouds of hornets had bur-
rowed down to them, and fed on the putrid flesh. It was confidently
affirmed that a great proportion of the cases of murrain might be traced
to the empoisoned sting of these hornets. Some persons pretended to

find the black stings of these winged insects in different parts of the

animals f.

In 1714 it reached Piedmont, still apparently increasing in malignity.

According to Fantoni, Professor of Medicine at Turin, more than seventy

thousand cattle perished in that little territory J.

From Piedmont, it easily found its way into France. All the provinces

of the south of France, and bordering on Germany, were devastated by
i^- And now its progress was rapid and murderous to a fearful degree;
for before the end of the year, it had reached Brabant and Holland, in the
latter of which at least two hundred thousand cattle perished

; and
it had crossed the channel to England, where it was as destructive as
on the Continent : but of its history and specific character in Britain
there is not any authentic record.
The disease afterwards beffan to. exhibit new symptoms. If it first

* Via. Rammazioi, et Laucisi in loc.

I
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attacked the membrane of the nose it sometunes ronfined its virulence to

that and the neighbouring* parts, and the malady assumed the precise

form of maHg-nant acute glanders. The septum was ulcerated through
and through, and the horse and the ox died, in consequence of the local

mischief there done, and the constitutional irritation consequent upon
it, without determination of the malignant principle to any other part.

If the first attack was on the alimentary canal there the fury of the

disease was expended, and the animal was destroyed by dysentery: if the

membrane of the mouth was affected, it was soon covered by tumours, of

greater or less size, and many of them running on to ulceration.

The extensive ravages of murrain seemed now for awhile to cease;

but it frequently appeared in certain districts, confining itself to them, but
being there murderous enough, and exciting the too well-grounded fear

that it would break out again, clothed with all its terrors.

In 1731, the epidemic of 1682 seemed to return. Glossanthrax, or
blain, of a malignant character, was prevalent in many of the provinces
of France, and very fatal there.

The vesicle formed most rapidly, and, if neglected, suffocated the
animal in less than twenty-four hours; or, if the vesicle broke, it was
succeeded by a chancrous ulcer, far more corroding than chancres gene-
rally are, and which, destroying the tongue and the posterior part of the

mouth, produced the death of the animal. The incomprehensible story

was again revived (there were no veterinary surgeons yet), that the beast
continued to eat and to drink, and to appear well, until the tongue fell

piecemeal from the mouth.
The cause of the disease was supposed to be the same*^ as in 1682, and

it fared even worse with the horse than it did with the ox.

In 1743 and 1744, it appeared again, wdth increased fury, in the north
of France, and great part of Germany,

In 1745, it laid Holland waste a second time. More than 200,000
cattle now perished. In the same year, it again found its way to the
coast of Britain. It seems to have been clearly brought to us from Hol-
land, although there are two versions of the story. Dr. Mortimer says
that it was imported by means of two white calves which a farmer at
Poplar sent for, in order to cross his own breed ; and that it spread into
Berkshire by nieans of two cows that were brought out of Essex. The
other account is, that one of our tanners bought a parcel of distempered
hides in Zealand, and which were forbidden to be sold there, and should
have been buried, and so transplanted this dreadful disease amono- us.
" Thus by one man's unlawful gain," says Dr. Layard, " if by this" way
it was conveyed, the ruin of many graziers and farmers was effected."

~

is certain, however, that the pest first appeared in the immediate
neighbourhood of London, and on the Essex side of the river, and
that thence it gradually spread through Essex and Hertfordshire, and the
whole of the kingdom.

For more than twelve years it continued to lay waste the country. The
number of beasts that were actually destroyed by it was not, and perhaps
could not, be ascertained ; but, in the third year of the plague, when the

government had so seriously taken up the matter as to order that every
beast that exhibited the slightest marks of infection should be destroyed,

a remuneration being made to the owner, no fewer than 80,000 cattle were
slaughtered, besides those which died of the disease, and which formed,
according to the narration of one of the commissioners, nearly double
that number. In the fourth year of the plague they were destroyed at
the rate of 7000 per month, until, from the numerous impositions^ that
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were practised, this portion of the preventive regulations was sus-
pended.

In the year 1747, more than 40,000 cattle died in Nottinghamshire and
Leicestershire, and in Cheshire 30,000 died in about half a year.
' J-he^ symptoms of the disease are best described by Drs. Brocklesby
and Hird, who, with many other medical men, exerted themselves in the
Kiost praiseworthy manner to ascertain the nature and method of cure, or
the prevention, at least, of this dreadful malady. Dr. Layard's work is

the most laboured performance ; but he drew too much from Hippocrates,
and Sydenham, and Aldrovandus, and Aretseus, and gives us far too little

of the result of his own observation.
The disease generally commenced with a dry, short, husky cough, as it

does at the present day ; but, as cattle are very subject to hoose, and par-
ticularly in the spring and fall, this, although it continued without any
other svmntomR for eight or ten days, was generally overlooked. Atsymptoms
length the
I'umi nation

coat began to appear unhealthy ; the eyes were heavy

;

ceased ; the animal refused all food and drink ; the milk
began to decrease; it acquired an unpleasant taste; it became yellow, and
soon afterwards dried up.

^
These were precursory symptoms,

disease was a shiverin
The real and serious attack of the

S fit,

remissions.

tiva inflamed.

succeeded by an intense heat and uncertain
The^eyes became more heavy and dejected, and the conjunc-

now more violent, and respiration soThe cough was
difficult that the animals seemed to struggle and pant for breath.

A swelling became visible externally about the glands of the throat,
which, in some cases, became so large as to threaten immediate suffocation.
The tongue and internal part of the mouth were hot and slimy ; the head
hung down ; the ears drooped ; there was an unusual listlessness and
nnwiJlingness to stir; a choice of solitude; a separation from the rest
of the herd :

disturbed.
and an evident dislike of beino-, in the slif^htest deg-ree.

The bowels were at first costive, but looseness succeeded in less than
forty-eight hours after the shivering fit. The excrement was at first
green, watery, and intolerably foetid ; but it afterwards altered to a viscid
slimy matter. The purging continued, in fatal cases, through the whole
ot the disease

; m those that recovered, it began to abate about the seventh
day. The existence of this looseness for a while was necessary to the
layourable termination of the disease ; for all in whom it did not appear
within a few days after the shivering fit died.

A considerable foetid discharge proceeded in every case from the nos-
*nls, and, in some instances, from the eyes and mouth. It was thinner,

^ud of a more serous nature in the animals which died of the distemper;
but more consistent and better digested in those that recovered.

If the disease terminated fortunately, the inner surface of the mouth, and
the glands of the throat continued to have a healthy, inflammatory blush,

'without any tendency to gangrene or mortification. Internal ulceration was
generally regarded as a most unfavourable symptom ; but if the external

swellings, whether of a greater or less size, which usually appeared.
about the third or fourth day, broke, and discharged a great quantity of
stinking purulent matter, the beast usually did well, although the ulcers

occasionally spread to a most fearful degree, and were always very difficult

to heal. Most of the beasts had a universal emphysema, or crackling
under the skin, and this in some proceeded to a very strange and curious
extent.

The continuance of the disease was very uncertain, 3ome died almost
2 C 2
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The lungs exhibited traces of the

suddenly; in others, iuflammatioa of the brain seemed to (?ome rapidly
on, and the cattle became so furious and dangerous, that it was necessary
to destroy them. Most died on the sixth or seventh day, and very few
lived on to the eleventh. The approach of death was usqally indicated
by the mouth becoming cold, the breath foetid and cadaverous, the eyes
sunk in their orbits, the skin tense and clinging to the bones, and especially
the horns and teats becoming intensely cold.

The recovery was generally very rapid. On one day a beast appeared
in extreme distress, with every symptom urgent, and in less than four-and-
tvventy hours rumination had returned, the milk flowed free, and of its

natural colour, and she turned to the crib with some degree of appetite.
On dissection the paunch was always found very much distended with

food. In the second stomach there was nothing unusual • but on
third being cut into, there generally flowed from it a great quantity of thin
greenish water, of a most offensive smell. The fourth stomach exhibited
marks of inflammation, sometimes running on to gangrene. The intes-
tines had patches of inflammation, or gangrene ; but the liver, the spleen^
and the kidneys were scarcely affected.

intensest inflammation ; they were usually congested with blood, while
purulent matter ran from every part of the bronchi.

The disease was evidently epidemic. It would cease, in a great deo-ree,.

towards the approach of summer. During one or two summers, in the
twelve years that it raged, it seemed to have altogether disappeared; but
at the approach of winter it broke out afresh, sometimes in districts, the
cattle of which it had previously thinned ; at other times, in places which
had hitherto escaped its fury, and very distant from those in which it had
seemed gradually to die away. It prevailed most generally and was mosfc
fatal towards the latter part of the winter, February and sometimes^
March were destructive months. There was also' a strange caprice abouC
it. It would select its victims here and there. It would carry off half the
cattle in every dairy round a certain farm, and not touch a single beast there;
but six months afterwards, it would return, and pounce upon this privileged
spot, and not leave one animal alive. There were other instances in which,
although it attacked the cattle on a certain farm, it readily yielded to the-
power of medicine, or to that of nature, and not one in a dozen was lost

;

while on a contiguous farm, the soil, the produce, and the management-
being apparently the same, not one in a dozen was saved. Its virulence;
evidently depended on some mysterious atmospheric agency.
Was it contagious as well as epidemic? This seems to have ^een

taken for granted by every one who 1:
'

disease; and on this were founded the orders in council for'the^ion-
removal of infected beasts, the slaughter of them, and their burial within
three hours after death.

That it was communicable by immediate contact there can be little
doubt. The history of its introduction into Padua, and its propagatiorr
through the neighbouring territory, were sufficient proofs of this. "^That;
it might be communicated in a more indirect way, by the contact of the
person or thing that had been near or had touched the deceased animal,,
was probable enough, and there were said to have been numerous instances
of it; but, as is natural in these cases, the public were a o-reat deal
more frightened about tiie matter than the real danger would justify.
The disease had far more of an epidemic than of a contagious character

about it; and all that was really necessary, or could be of avail in those
cases, (and in the same disease, when it appears in the present day,) was
to remove the infected animal from all possible contact with others as sooa
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as possible
; to destroy all the litter and forage which was left behind ; to

burn the less valuable harness or utensils ; to scour the place well with
chloride of lime ; and to forbid those who attended on the sick beasts from
having

-Ihe contagion would now be limited in virulence and extent ; and, in

anything to do with the heahhy ones.

^any cases, it would be altogether destroyed by the plentiful use of the
chloride of lime. ..

It was '^Iso very proper to have the carcases buried as soon as possible.

After &iich diseases the body runs to decomposition very rapidly, and the

>^ieigh'feourhood of a mass of putrid matter cannot at any time be conduciv
*^ tealth.

As to the using for human food the flesh of an animal that had died
*^f such a disease, common decency would forbid it. The law which pro-
hibits the flesh of an animal that had perished by any disease from being
^aten, is a very proper one ; for it is impossible to say, however strong
niay be the antiseptic power of the stomach, or the power of converting;'
a semiputnd matter into wholesome nutriment, that injurious effects

imght not be produced on constitutions debilitated, or predisposed to
disease.

There were stories of pigs, and dogs, and ducks having perished in
consequence of eating the flesh of an animal that had died of murrain;
but, on the other hand. Dr. Brocklesby relates a story of a countryman
who had often solicited a butcher to give him a beef-steak : at length the
butcher, tired with tlie fellow's importunities, determined to satisfy his
desire, and presented him with a large slice of meat from a beast that had
died of murrain. The clown was thankful enough, and soon afterwards
he returned with fresh solicitations for such another steak. After three
tveeks had elapsed, the man was pointed out to Dr. Brocklesby, and
apparently in perfect health; but he certainly did not know what kind
of meat he had eaten.

Inoculation for this disease was tried by some celebrated agriculturists,

and particularly by Sir William St. Quentin, of Scrampton, in Yorkshire.
Eight calves were inoculated; seven of which bad the distemper and
recovered, and were afterwards turned into a herd of infected cattle,
without being diseased a second time.
He likewise inoculated an old ox, which had the distemper from inocu-

lation and recovered. This beast was afterwards turned into a herd of
infected cattle, and continued in the pasture with them until they were
all dead ; he was then put with another herd of infected cattle, but
still he escaped.

Dr. Layard produces some singular testimonies to this effect. He
speaks of one farmer who had eight cows that survived the distemper in

1746, and which, when the disease was again among his stock

1755

i

m 1749,

D, and 1756, were in the midst of the sick cattle, lay with them in the

same barns, ate of the same fodder, and even of such as the distempered

l>easts had left and slavered upon, drank after them, and constantly

i^eceived their breath and steam, without being in the least aifected. The
farmers were so assured of this, that they were always ready to give au
advanced price for those who recovered.
By order of council, boards of health were established in various parts

of the kingdom. They had instructions to prevent the sale or removal of
cattle from one district to another ; to cut off' all communication between

Ih ^f^^^^^y
^^d infected parts of the country ;

to kill every beast that
tliey deemed to be iqfccted, and to see that every |Deast that died wa^
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immediately burled. They were likewise charged with the institution'of
certain means ot cure, and more particularly of prevention.* ,

* As a matter of curiosity, we put upon record, the first legislative enactment on such

.-_.,,, ,
First Commission, March I2th 1745

l^, ^'If^^J^/ty bemg desirous of doing all in his power to put a stop to the spreadinir ofthe said distemper, has thought it fit, by and with the advice of his privy council rwho
have consulted physicians and surgeons thereupon, and they have given it as their opinion
that all the methods of cure, which have been put in practice both at home and abroad
have proved so unsuccessful, that they have rather contributed to propao-ate than stop the
infection

; for while means have been using to save the sick, the disease spread amongst
the sound, and is increasing more and more, m proportion to the number seized with it^
to make and establish the rules and regulations following, which his Maiestv does bv
this order of his privy council, requiring and commanding all his subjects, in the severalcounties, cities, towns, corporations, and parishes, and all parts of his realm, strictlv topursue and observe, during his royal pleasure.

"'<-tiy lu

First. That all cowkeepers, farmers, and owners of any of the said several sorts ofcattle, in any place where the said distemper has appeared, or shall hereafter appear doas soon as_ any ot the said cattle shall appear to have any signs or marks ofT 'saiddistemper, immediately remove such cattle to some place distant from the rest, and cause
the same to be shot, or otherwise killed, with as little effusion of blood as may be, and
the bodies to be immediately buried, with the skin and horns on, at least four feet in
depth above the body of the beast so buried, having first cut and slashed the hides
thereot from head to tail, and quite round the body, so as to render them of no use

feecondly. That they do cause all the hay, which such infected cattle have brekthed
upon, and all the hay, straw, or litter that they have touched or been near, to be forthwith
removed and burned

;
and that no person who shall attend any infected cattle, shall no

near the sound ones m the same clothes, °

Thirdly. That they do cause the houses, or buildings, where such infected cattle have
stood, to be cleared from all dung and filth, and wet gunpowder, pitch, tar, or brimstone,
to be burnt or fired in several parts of such buildings, at the same time keeping in thesmoke as much as possible

;
and that the same be afterwards frequently washtd withvinegar and warm water

; and that no sound cattle be put therein for two months at
least.

Fourthly. That they do not suffer any of their cattle that shall have recovered from
he said distemper before the notification of this order, to he brought amongst the sound
cattle until they shall have been kept separate a month at least, and until they shalliiave been well curried and washed with vinegar and warm water

T^aJ^n^li,JS ''°
^^f°M

^^'^t^o'^^er do buy, sell, or expose for sale, the milk, or anypart of the flesh or entrails of any such infected cattle ; or feed, or caise to be fed an?hog, calf, lamb or any other animal therewith; or drive, or cause to be drove any suchinfected cattle to any fair or market either in or out of the county where tTie'sa7cattlenow are, or to or from any place whatsoever out of thpir «,„„ ^ t- , , .

they are so distempered.
'

""^ *^'"^ "^^ respective ground while

.
Sixthly. That no person do drive or remove any of the said sorts of cattle, whether

infected or not infected, from any farm or ground, where any such infected cattle are or
shall have been, within the space of one month before such removal.

'

Seventhly. That as soon as the distemper shall appear in or amongst any of the said
sorts of cattle of any cowkeepers, farmers, or other persons, they do immediately givenohce thereof to the constable of the town or parish, and also to the churchwardens and
overseers of the parish or place where such mfected cattle shall be, of the appearance of
such infection, or to any inspector to be appointed by the justices of the peace for the
district where such parish or place shall be, pursuant to the directio-ns hereinafter given
to the end that the said officers may be the better enabled to do their duty, according to
the directions hereinafter mentioned. °

That no person do presume to obstruct any constable, churchwarden, or overseer of the
poor or other person, to be appointed by the justices of the peace, to assist in the execution
ot the powers or directions given, or to be given, in pursuance of this order.

That whosoever shall disobey these said rules, orders, or regulations shall be strictlv
prosecuted for the penalties inflicted by the said act.

^

And his Majesty doth further strictly command all constables, churchwardens and
overseers of the poor, and such inspectors, if any shall be appointed as aforesaid as' soon
as they shall know, or be informed, that any of the said sorts of cattle within their

sor^f^f
""^

*^i'^"fn'' .^-^t

infected, to go to, and take an exact account of the number and

as are not }%
'" ^^"^ Possession of any person, distinguishing the infected from such^* «e not so, and to repeat those accounts weekly j and to see that the infected be shot,

I,
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s They were composed of some of the magistrates of the district, and

of physicians who very handsomely proffered their gratuitous services;

and they laboured twelve years, and with so little avail, that at length, as

it were, by a simultaneous act they dissolved themselves. They could

discover no preventive—no cure for the disease, and the restrictions with

regard to the sale or removal of cattle, and communication between dif-

ferent districts were so frequently evaded, that it was either impossible or

impolitic to levy the penalties.

There was so much caprice about the disease, and beasts so ofteu

recovered after all hope had seemed to have passed away, that the farmers

resisted the slaughtering of their cattle, or concealed them when they

were sick ; and, on the other hand, in ridicule of the competence of these

judges, they brought all their old and worn-out animals, or those that

were ill of totally different complaints, and had them destroyed, and

claimed the remuneration which the government allowed for those that

Were infected with murrain.

Of the propriety, however, of this bonus for the destruction of infected

cattle, there cannot be a doubt ; for there were xfumefous instances ni

which those who began to kill the sick as soon as the distemper appeared

among their cattle, lost very few ; but others, who would kill none until

their own folly had made them wiser,"] did not save more than one out

of ten.

As to the more strictly medical part of the affair, there were such con-

tradictory opinions among these scientific men

was an inflammatory fever, and _/.

—

each defending his theory with so much warmth and obstinacy, that the

simple farmer was first puzzled and then disgusted ; and there were also

such different modes of treatment recommended,—drugs both for pre-

vention and cure, which either had never been used for the diseases of

cattle, or had been proved, even by the beast-leeches of the day, to be

some maintaining that it

others that it was a bilious fever, and

perfectly inert in theVuminant ; and all evidently founded on conjecture

and hypothesis, and borrowing nothing from experience that, in the

language of Dr. Davies, "the graziers found more recover when left to

themselves, than when tampered with, and that nature was abetter director

than an officious pretender." Dr. Layard gives a very curious account

of the matter.... w.^ ...^...x. "Disappointed in their hopes from regular practitioners

of physic, they (the farmers) despised all regular methods, and ran head-

long after such remedies as were at once to remove every complairit, and

were honoured by the authors with the ever-recommending title ot

Infallibles. Nor were these remedies more efficacious : tar water, iJate-

or otherwise kLlled, as aforesaid, removed, and buried, according to the beforementioned

rule • and that all that the other beforementioned rules, orders, and regulations and such

directions as shall be given by the said justices, be punctually performed and obeyed

Andfor the encouragement of the owners of suchmfected cattle hrs Majesty doth

hereby promL' that they shall be paid by the commissioners ot the treasury, for every

such InS^r beast as shall be killed according
'^}}Z l^^^ ^^^^^^^̂ l ^«

aflfectiou shall appear upon them, one moiety, or half the value ot his such cattle, not

churchwardens, overseers, or uispectors, to be taken before one or tjopHhe said justices,

ivho shall certfy under their hands, or the hand of one of them, the sums ot money

^^hich such ownL shall appear to thdr or his satisfaction to
_

be entitled to, hy virtue of

this order, for infected beasts shot or killed, slashed and buned, according to the above

regulations. p • i

And it is hereby further decreed, that for the better notifying of this order the same
be forthwith printed and published, and also inserted in the next London Ixazette.
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man's drops, Godfrey's cordial, worm powders, and many other things,
were all given, and all to no purpose, until, bewildered in a labyrinth
of opinions, and distracted through their absurd credulity, they became
as superstitious in this case for their beasts^ as fatalists are with rep-ard to
themselves * They would only bleed and give milk-pottage, because they
believed these things innocent; and when by loss of blood or scourinn-
the cattle died, they said that they left the whole to Providence. If they
were cured, they said it was well ; if they died, they said no one knew
anything of the matter, nor could anything have done them good.

It is the character of these epidemics gradually to wear themselves out.

They are frequent, and malignant, and fatal enough at first; but in pro-
cess of time they become more rare, and more tractable, and at lenn-th they
disappear ; or they select some other country, near or remote, as the scene
of devastation. About the year 1758, this epidemic was evidently declinino-
throughout the whole of the kingdom ; but it could not be said to have
quite left us for several years afterwards.

In 1757, it again appeared in France, assuming a somewhat new
character. It was compoiinded of inflammation of the tissue beneath
the skin, shown by the appearance of tumours on every part, asso-
ciated with acute inflammation of the lungs. It spread Irom cattle to
horses. The poor ass is said, for the first time, to have fallen a victim to
it, and these animals perished in p:reat numbers. The stains in the neio-h-

bouring forests did not escape; and many flocks of sheep, over which

r

I

tliese epidemics usually pass harmlessly, were swept away. The malady
yielded to bleeding and purging in the earliest stage ; but, being once

* For the amusement of our readers, and as a proof of the ignorance of the times, we
place upon record some curious preventions and modes of cure.
The infected beast was buried alive in a hole full of mud, with nothing out but its

head, for nine hours, when it was taken out quite well.

For every beast seized with murraiuj a small round pie was made up, with stiflF paste
made of flour and butter, as is usually made for mince-pies, and as large as would hold
about six ounces of tar. When the tar was put into the pie, it was covered with a lid of
the same paste (it is not said whether or not it was to be baked, nor how it was to be
given), and one given to each beast.
Take a gallon of human urine, if a fortnight or three weeks old the belter, put into it

ten handtals of heiVs dung. After ten hours' steeping, strain it off, and give to each
beast a pmt and a half of it, throwing into each drink a good handful of rue, bruised or
ground.

Take two ounces of assafoetida, the like quantities of garlic, and a handful of rue, beat
them together into a kind of paste. A ball thereof, about the size of a walnut, must be
put into the ear of the beast, and stitched up. This is strongly recommended by a pee
of the realm.

We will add but two remedies more; the one a very pleasant, and the other a very
marvellous one.

As soon as the distemper appears in any one or more of the cattle, on any farm, make
some good, strong, genuine rum-punch, in proportion to the number of cattle on such
fdrni. Then give every beast one, two, or three half-pints, in proportion to the size of the
Least, and that will put an immediate stop to the contagion, or if not, it may be repeated.
A very prevalent practice was to smoke the cattle almost to suffocation, by kindling

straw, litter, and other combustible matter about them ; and this arose from the following
circumstance, whicli *' rests on indisputable authority." An angel was seen to descend in
Yorkshire, and to set a large tree on fire. The strange appearance of the thing, or the
smell of the smoke collected the neighbouring cattle around it, whether sound or infected,
and those which were infected were immediately cured, and on the others was bestowed
an immunity against the disease. The angel did not communicate verbally with any of
the people of the district, but he left a written dlreclion^ that they should catch this super-
natural fire, and communicate it from one to another ^vith all possible speed ; and that
iu^ case, by any unhappy means^ it should be extinguished, a new fae of equal virtue
?*^ight be obtained, by rubbing two pieces of wood together until they caught fire.
^*or some weeks the whole coimtry was in an uproar, and the sacred fire was commu-
nicated from one farmer to another oyer a very great extent of couutrj%

'ibi!
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established, it ran its course in spite of all medical treatment ; and the
measures adopted usually hastened the catastrophe.

In 175S, it had spread to Finland. There it assumed another form,
modified by the climate, and many local causes. Some cattle were taken
all at once. There was violent trembling, amounting almost to convulsion

of every limb, and blood ran from the nose, and bloody slime from the

mouth, and the animal died in a few hours. In other cases the attack

^as not so violent ; but after the shivering fit, tumours began to form
between the thighs, or on the front of the breast, or beneath the jaws

;

when the jaws were affected, the patient was supposed to be most in

danger. Diarrhoea usually followed. If it appeared early, it seemed to be

an effort of nature to throw off the evil, and frequently a successful one
;

if it came on after the second or third day, the beast had not long to live.

General bleeding was supposed to be dangerous, except in the very

earliest stage of the first species of the disease. Stimulants were thought
to be more useful, and particularly free and deep scarifications of the

tumours, and the surface of the ulcers.

From Finland the murrain passed into Russia, and was said to be very

fatal there ; but we have not any satisfactory account of its progress in

that country.

Half a century had now elapsed, and, with occasional remissions, and
often very short ones, this malignant epidemic had prevailed, and now it

had reached the very extremity of Europe. The attention of every

government had been anxiously directed to it. Prompted by benevolence,

or urged by the hope of honour or reward, the most eminent physicians

of the day had devoted their time and medical skill to the elucidation of

its nature, cause, and mode of treatment; and all, not only withou.t

success, but, it would almost seem, with an unfortunate result; for the

malady continued to spread, although it was not so untractable or

murderous.

At length it became evident to the medical men who had fruitlessly

laboured to remedy the evil, and to the agriculturist who had suffered so

severely by it, that they were contending with the foe at much disadvan-
tage ; for they knew not his mode of warfare, nor the source whence he
derived his power.

They had not studied—no persons had then studied—the anatomy of

domesticated animals, or the influence of the conformation of the parts

on the discharge of the various functions, or the nature and cause of the

diseases of domesticated animals, and the effects of medicines on cattle in

health or disease. At length common sense suggested the propriety of the

establishment of veterinary schools; and in 1761 the first European

veterinary school was established at Lyons, under the superintendence of

the justly celebrated Boargelat.

Partlv, perhaps, from natural causes, the disease beginning, a^ we have

liinted, to wear itself out in France, but, to a considerable degree, from the

diligence and skill of the professors, the ravages of the epidemic were

evidently and quickly restrained ; and, although it could never be said to

have quite disappeared, either in France, or elsewhere, and is yet occasion-

ally far too fatal, yet its victims are, comparatively speaking, few, and it in

deprived of most of its terrors. This altered character and decreased

devastation of every subsequent epidemic must be traced mainly to one

cause—the preventive or curative measures suggested by veterinarians,

and the former, perhaps, much more than the latter.

The beneficial consequences of this new study and profession were so
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that certain drugs effect this purpose in the human being ; the exhalents
of the bronchi, under their influence, pour out an increased quantity of
mucus, far less adhesive in its nature, and expelled with little difficultv
Some practitioners are so much in the habit of mingling numerous drugs
in the same ball, or drink, that they cannot be assured of the precise effect
of each

;
and others, from an equally erroneous habit of contracting their

pharmacopoeia, and shunning almost every drug in which the human
practitioner places confidence, have made few well-conducted experiments
on the power of different medicines even on the horse, and none on those
which are administered to cattle. The turpentine should take the pre-
cedence in any trial that may be made to expel the strongyli from the
bronchi ; and, that failina:, it miirht be wnrfh ™h;io *., •

i. .i,

fP . o Ml ,, =" ,
""o"' "'^ worm wmie to experiment on the

effect of squills, or the gum benzoin, or the balsams of Peru and Tolu.

INFLAMMATION OF THE LUNGS.

The beautiful appearance of the lights or lungs in cattle, compared with
those of the horse, will sufficiently prove that these animals are compara-
tively seldom subject to pure inflammation of the lungs. It has been
acknowledged, however, that, to a certain extent, it accompanies bron-
chitis; for, when the membrane of the air-passages is inflamed, it is
to be expected that the air-cells in which these passages terminate willnot quite escape.

The substance of the lungs is made up of thousands of these little cells
or pouches, into which, as has been already stated, the air is at len-th
conducted; and over ih^ delicate membranes constituting the divisions'of
which, mynads of minute vessels are ramifying, and where the bloodtindergoes its important change. It is easy to imagine that this mem-brane, so delicate and so loaded with blood-vessels, must be subject oJnflammation, and that of an exceedingly dancrerous character

_
Still however, these air-cells are not so oft'en the seat of inflammation

in cattle as miglit on first consideration be imagined. There are excitin'rcauses enough of inflammation in the air-passages from exposure^o till

ca iT:":^ltt"''^'f:i.^"'^
'''^^ ''^^ g^^-^^ '-^ managdnt to which

ulcers and deith ' ^^^^'" """^ ™" "" *° '^^ formation of tubercles and

den a^d txor\1ttt'd iTd "forLferi T'f^'' i^'
exercise-the sud-

blood through these minute vest s^rdlTtl'^^^ ^"^'^r
^^ ^^^

.f them, and their consequent dispositio'rT.iflf.^^^^r'
^^TheT^"::different parts of the lungs which are exposed to danger in the two speciesof animals

;
and this sufficiently accounts for the different character of

Until lately all chest affections were confounded under the term nnen^.oma, or inflammation of the lungs
; and there is no reason for pusll-;our distinctions too far, except that it is satisfactory to know the nrecisenature of the disease which destroys our cattle, for that will probably lead

tis to the discovery of the actual cause of the malady, diff-e/ent as we seehere m bronchitis and pneumoma. It may also lead to minute, ylt im!portan differences in the treatment of disease, as we shall hav; to pobtout in the present case. ^

Pneumonia occasionally attacks all cattle, but more particularly workino-
beasts, and those that have been driven a long way, or that have beenunnecessarily hurried on a journey of a considerable leno-th The dk
ease usually appears at the distance of some hours, or a day 'or two fromthe exciting cause of it, and can generally be clearly traced to fhTtL ..1In the catching weather of harveaf, in the'haste to ieUkf^:^,:! orthe

%'
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or drooping^ g*razing; and rumination have ceased.

ground when a sharp hoar-frost suddenly appears and that does not
seem hkely to last long, and in the hurrying from fair to fair when the
markets follow each other closely in distant parts of the district—we trace
evident causes of pneumonia. The beast is dull—the head is extended

_ .. ^, ^ The flanks heave,
but not so laboriously as in bronchitis. There is cough, frequent—sore,
but not so frequent, nor so urgent, nor so painful as that of bronchitis.
The mouth is hot, but the horns and ears and feet are cold—deathy cold.
The animal will not lie down—he will scarcely move, but more from
inability to move because he wants the use of the muscles for other pur-
poses, than from fear of suffocation—and he plainly and anxiously points
out the seat of disease by looking at one or both flanks. Pneumonia,
then, would be easily distinguished from the disease which has been just
treated of, and from pleurisy, which will next come under consideration,
if the symptoms of the maladies of cattle were but a Httle more attended
to than they generally are.

The treatment will vary in some minute particulars. Bleeding will
be indicated, and as early as possible, and, pursuing the old rule, the
blood should flow until the pulse is affected. A much greater quantity
will be abstracted in this disease thnn in bronchitis, because the animal
will bear up, or struggle with the loss of blood. In a membrane so vascular
as that which lines the air-cells, the inflammation will often be so intense
that it will not yield to one bleeding, and the progress of the disease must
therefore be watched with this view.

Physic will be as plainly indicated as in bronchitis; and in despite

of a very proper fear about its being carried too far in the horse, and pro-
j._.- ,.„_._ii_ 1-

jj^ ^YiQ abdominal cavity, physic may
cattle in pneumonia, generally with advantage, and always

^vithout apprehension. It should, however, be of an iinirritating

The purgative effect should be first produced by the Epsom salts, and
^^ept up by sulphur. In an acute inflammation, like that of the lungs, it

is necessary that the physic should act speedily, and yet it may amazingly
accumulate in the rumen. The practitioner hardly dare to unite with it

much aromatic or stimulating matter in order to rouse this comparatively
insensible viscus to action, but he must have speedy recourse to the sto-
mach-pump in the way already pointed out.

Blisters will here be especially indicated. The inflammation is no
longer that of the air-passages deep in the substance of the lungs, but of

their terminations, upon the surface of the lungs, as well as everywhere
else. It is difficult to cause a blister to rise on the thick skin of the ox

;

yet the common blister-ointment, thoroughly rubbed in, will occasionally

have effect. The turpentine tincture of cantharides, repeatedly applied, will

cause considerable swelling; or, both of these failing, there remain, in bad

cases, boifing water and the hot iron at the command of the surgeon.

Setons in the dewlaps should never be omitted.

The same attention to diet is requisite as in other acute inflammations

of the chest.

ACUTE AND EPIDEMIC PNEUMONIA,

An acute species of pneumonia in cattle is sometimes met with, and it

- • " '1 •- rjy^Q beast hangs his head—there

—the flanks more

ducing a more untractable disease

be given to

kind.

occasionally appears as an epidemic.
is dryness of the muzzle—the mouth and breath are hot

or less agitated—there is a hard, dry, and frequent cough—the appetite is

gone, but the thirst is excessive—the excrement is solid and black, or
liquid, black, and fetid—the coat rough—the horns and ears hot, or alter-
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nately hot and cold-there is languor and apparent weakness, and some-
times direct lameness, and most frequently of one of the hind leo-s
To these rapidly succeed other symptoms-that tenderness alonlThe spine

and the whole of the lumbar region which has been again and ao-ain described
as so characteristic of almost every inflammatory disease of cattle • the head
IS now stretched out—the eyes are unnaturally bright, yet weeping—there

the mouth and breath become hotter
is grinding of the teeth

a mucous,
or sometimes purulent discharge runs from the mouth and nostrils at
hrst clear, but soon becoming brown, red, or bloody—the flanks heave
more violently the cough is more urgent It has become convulsive
the nostrils dilate and contract with spasmodic violence-the animal no
longer hes down, or if he does, rises again immediately-sweats breakout on oifferent parts of the body—the temperature of different mrtsvanes, and very curiously changes—the secretion of milk is suspended
but the teats become hard and swelled-tumours appear on various parts-a shivering, partial or total, succeeds, and the tumours disappear buttney speedily rise again and are more permanent. Possibly some of the
most urgent of the symptoms remit when the tumours begin to appear
tmt towards night an exacerbation succeeds, which does not subside until
the moraino-.

The prostration of strength increases
corded—the flanks heave with
become bowed-

greater violence

the belly is tucked up and
the back and loins

the limbs are drawn together towards the centre of gra-
vity—the stools are liquid and fetid, and accompanied by much strainino-
and tenesmus—the sensibility of the loins is now subsided-the sensibility
generally is almost gone-the flies collect about the beast, and he makesno elh>rt_to drive them away—every irritant ceases to act upon the skin—
the respiration is quickened, and more and more laborious—it is accom-
panied by a gurgling noise in the chest, distinctly heard even without the
application of the ear to the side—the nostrils become yet more dilated
and the mucus flowing from them varies in colour, but exhales a cadaverous'
intectmus odour—the breath is now become cold, and is as otfensive as

'^
^'""'^ " .the pupd of the eye becomes dilated—an offensive secre-

the discharge

^'The^^ostr^^^^
^^^'' ^"^'^^^" ^"'^^'^1 il e\Tdenti;^ WomVnV b^

^

me piostration of strength still Q-oe ' ^ ' ' '

rises again for a little while
3 on

and then falls and dies.

the beast Talis—he perhaps

The disease is sometimes rapid in its nroo-rpc^c, ^„,i ,i • t i .

• . . r .1 1 ;• . ,
A ^S'^^^S'^'itl the animal is destroyed

jn twenty-four or eight-and-lorty hours after the first attack Th?s
'

.

particularly the case with young cattle, and those that are in o-ood condi-
tion. At other times, the beast lingers on six or seven days

'°

On examination after death, the lungs are gorged and black with b^ood •

they are softened, and easily torn
; they, however, contain some snots of

hepatization, or condensed substance, and often abscesses filled with pusIn many ])arts gangrene has begun, and chiefly about the anterior portion
of the lung. The pleura, the pericardium, and the diaphragm are black
thickened and disposed to gangrene. Traces of inflammation are foundm the abdomen, but not of so intense a character. The rumen is filled
with dry food; the contents of the manyplus are so hardened that Ihevmay be broken and reduced to powder ; the fourth stomach is more or
less inflamed; the liver is enlarged, and of a yellow colour, and the bile
is thickened.

It is evidently inflammation of the lungs, associated, more or less with
that typhmd form of disease to which cattle are so subject. Solitary'cases
ot It are seen

; but it often appears as a kind of epidemic. It used to betauea gangrenom inflammation of the lungs, from the supposed gan-
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grenous state in which the lungs were found ; but veterinary surgeons
are now
tion

contagious.

aware that these appearances are produced more by conges-
and indicate the violence with which the blood has been driven

through the vessels of the air-cells, and by which those vessels have been
ruptured, and the cells filled with blood. The blood, once effused, soon
coagulates in the cells, and gives that black, softened, pulpy kind of
appearance which the cowleech and the herdsman used to think was
proof positive of rottenness. It is true that this effused blood soon begins
to be decomposed, and the foetid smell of corruption ensues ; but this is

very different from gangrene of a living part. These congested lungs
show that the inflammation was of the intensest character, and had not
been long in destroying the animal.

Foreign writers give several accounts of this disease raging as an epi-
zootic, and destroying a considerable proportion of the cattle„ The his-
tory given by the poet Silius Italicus of an epidemic which raged in
Sicily two hundred and twelve years before the Christian era paints the
disease of modern times with almost perfect accuracy. It followed a long-
continued and excessive drought, which corrupted the water everywhere.
In 1693 the principality of Hesse lost the greater part of its cattle by a
malignant inflammation of the lungs. Here the winter had been wet and
cold, and the spring which succeeded was as hot as summer. It was also
said that an acrid and corrosive dew fell which tinged the Unen with a
yellow hue.

These writers imagined that the disease was not only epidemic, but
They affirm that an epizootic pneumonia, which ravaged the

department of Loiret, was brought into the environs of Montargis by some
cattle that had been sold by the drovers ; that it rapidly spread in all the
villages in which the infected cattle had been purchased, and that its com-
niunication from place to place could easily be traced.

Professor Abildgaard, of Copenhagen, speaks of a species of pneu-
monia which he considers to be contagious, and which spread through
the establishment of the King of Denmark. The contagious character
of the disease, however, is far from being established. No other variety
of pneumonia with which we are acquainted is contadous, at least under
ordinary circumstances

;
yet the accounts that have^been given of it are

so contradictory, and veterinary science, as it regards cattle, is so truly in
its infancy, that the farmer should take the most prudent course, and
avoid, as much as he can, the possibility of contagion.

^
Few years pass in which this acute pneumonia does not visit some

districts of the United Kingdom. The symptoms vary, but it is decidedly

3- disease of the respiratory system primarily, and the danger depends on
the intensity of the inflammatory action in the early stage, and the degree
ij^ which the vital power being exhausted, disease of a typhoid and malig-

nant character succeeds.
Of the nature of the treatment there can be no rational doubt. Although

the state of acute fever is quickly succeeded by one of a perfectly contrary

character, it is not until it has committed the most fearful ravages. The
congested state of the lungs—the breaking down of the substance of that

important part—must be sufficient to convince any rational person of
the mischief that is going forward in the early stage, and the necessity

f^f disarming the enemy before that mischief is irreparably inflicted.

Therefore this acute pneumonia should be attacked in time, and by the
most energetic treatment. Bleeding is the sheet-anchor, and should be
pushed to its full extent. The important fact that the pulse, duly
attended to, will prevent the possibility of injurious consequences from
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bleeding in every case cannot be too often alluded to. While the pulse
keeps up, the power of the constitution, or rather the power of the disease,
is unimpaired

;
and the faltering of pulse gives timely warnino- that one or

the other is preparing to give way. It ^'s folly to object that the afte'r
weakness will be increased, or that the bleeding will undermine the power
of the constitution ; it is the disease which is doing this, and which will
perfectly and fatally accomplish its work if unchecked. By weakening
the power of the disease, and especially if it could be beaten out of the tield°
the vigour of the system would be preserved, and the animal would be
saved. In proportion to the intensity and rapid proo-ress of the inflam-
mation should be the vigour of the attack.

°

The state of the cough, and heat of the breath, and heaving of the flanks,
will indicate, in the space of a lew hours, whether the fever is permanently
diminished, or has again rallied its forces ; and by this the practitioner will
be guided as to the propriety of a second bleeding, and the quantity of
blood to be taken away.

"^

Pliysic will of course succeed. Two scruples of the farina of the croton
nut should first be given, as most likely to operate speedily ; and the
l.psom salts and the injection-pump should be in requisition until the
bowels are well opened.

This being accomplished, the nature of the medicines next to be admi-
nistered may well give the practitioner pause. If the inflammation
evidently continues, the digitalis, emetic tartar, and nitre will be given.
If the fever is, to a very considerable degree, subdued, but it is far from
certain whether there may not be lurking danger of its return, the sedative
medicmes must still be given, but half an ounce of the spirit of nitrous
ether should be added. This is an excellent medicine in such cases. It
is both a sedative and a Kmic. It allays irritation, and it stimulates to
healthy action. Its good effect, however, is often destroyed by its bein"-
given in outrageous doses. In these doubtful cases it will rarely be
prudent to give more than half an ounce ; and when designed as a stimu-
lant, the dose should rarely or never exceed double that quantity.

It the stage of debility is evidently and rapidly approaching, the chance

hpnT^hvfi.f ri' '^^™°1 ^°""- ^'^hat power will restore the former

ThllnuTf^ T-f-
T'^^here is no cause for absolute despair.

w.^h thpnSnn l2 7v 'a^ ^ -'PP-ating tumours must be washed
witn the chloride or lime. A small auanti*v ^h^ir ^ i u r.u i

, , J , .

^/'*^^A quanmy—haU a drachm of the powder
should be given internally, mornino^ and nio^ht.

in solution
c •. ,T_ 1 1 "i . ,

" ° —s-w The spirit
ot nitrous ether and laudanum, in doses not exceeding an ounce of the
former with half an ounce of the latter, should be administered

; and to
them may be added ginger, gentian, and Colombo, the whole bein'"- o-iven
in thick gruel, with half a pint of good ale.

"^ '^

Malt mashes, vetches, carrots, clover, hay— according to the season-
may be offered as food, and, should the situation and time of the year
permit It, the animal should be turned into a salt-marsh as soon as it has
strength to travel there.

The^epidemic nature of the malady not admitting of any doubt, and its
contagious character being yet a question of dispute, while the healthy
beasts are separated from the diseased, the owner cannot too often visit,
nor too closely examine his cattle, in order to detect the earliest symptom
of the disease, and to attack it while there is fair hope of success.

^^
The sound animals, every one of them, should be bled and physicked.

This inflammation is most intense in its character, and strong and healthv
beasts in good condition fare the worst ; then care should be taken to
'emove a plethoric state of the system, and thus to remove the predis-
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position to disease. They should likewise be (urued, if possible, into a
pasture good and containing; sufficient nourishment, but not quite so luxu.

riant as that on which they had probably been placed.

PLEURISY.
i

While disease of the substance of the lung-s usually takes on the form
of bronchitis in cattle, these animals are nevertheless, and much oftener

than the horse, subject to inflammation of the pleurae, or covering mem-
brane of the lung, and the lining one of the chest. Some—although, per

haps, not quite satisfactory—reasons may be assigned for this. The
exemption of the ox from many of the exciting causes of pneumonia in

the horse has already been hinted at, and to this may be added many of

the exciting causes of pleurisy also. Among these, and the most frequent

and active of them, is the exposure to partial cold. Ahorse may be hardly

Worked and ill used, but he generally has something which bears the sem-
blance of a stable or a hovel to shelter him at night ; but the ox, after hard
Work, and the cow, too soon after parturition, have nothing but the cold

damp ground to lie upon. If the horse is thoughtlessly and cruelly aban-

doned in the same manner, yet the food passes out of his little stomach

almost as fast as he gathers it, and he wanders about grazing during the

greater part or the whole of the night; but the paunch of the ox is filled

before a third part of the night has passed^ and then comes the slower

process of rumination, during which he usually lays himself down. What
can afford so prolific a cause of pleurisy ? If the hcrse can scarcely be

ridden against a keen wind, or immersed, although but for a little while,

as high as his chest in cold w^ater, without exhibiting symptoms, more or

less intense, of pleurisy, what will become of the ox, whose side, during
the greater part of the night, is in contact with the frozen ground?
Even in his stable the'ox is too much neglected. In many ill-managed

farms his shed is little more than a repository for dung, which there

A little fresh litter is occasionallyundergoes its first fermentation.

strew^ed over it; but underneath is a damp and poisonous m.ass, where the
process of evaporation and the diffusion of pestilential gas are in great
and almost equal activity. Supposing a beast to be couching on this

fomes of disease during the greater part of the night,—wliat can be more
likely to cause inflammation of the lining membrane of the chest, sepa-

vixted from the muck-heap by so small a distance ?

Pleurisy may be produced by contusions on the side, and by wounds

penetrating the thoracic cavity : to these evils the ox, among his horned

brethren, is far more exposed than the horse.

Whatever be the cause, post-mortem examination proves that, next to

bronchitis, the most frequent disease of the chest is pleurisy.

iono' the symptoms by which we may distinguish pleurisy from every

other infllimmatory affection of the chest, is the greater frequency of uni-

versal shivering, and particularly of shivering or trembling of the shoul-

This is a very peculiar symptom, and should be carefully studied.

Even while the animal is otherwise quiet, the shoulders and upper part of

the chest are trembling violently.

The cough of pleurisy is lower, shorter, and more painful than that of

niost other chest affections. The breathing, seldom so laborious as m
some other cases, is shorter and broken off in the act of mspu'ation, and
lengthened in that of expiration. The sides are tender; the animal shrinks

if they are but lightly touched; and there are twitchings of the skin, mni
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406 CATTLE,

away

a very curious succession of wavy lines running over the affected side or
sides.

The author recollects one case in which these symptoms of pleurisy
were said to be absent—they certainly were absent when he saw the
patient. It was a cow that, during nearly two months, had been wasting.
1 he emaciation had proceeded to a most unusual degree ; the skin clun-
to the very bones, the flanks were tucked up, and the hair was comino- off
bhe ate and ruminated as usual, and the only disease that could be^con-
necfed with this loss of flesh was obstinate constipation.

Plenty of purgative medicine was given, but she continued to waste
^"^ ,^'"'- fhere was no disease of any of the viscera of the ab-domen and the only unusual appearance was the almost total absence ofinternal fat, the diminution, or almost disappearance, of the mesenterif

glands, and a constricted state of the small intestines ; but the chest was
full of stmking puriform fluid, and there were adhesions in various direc-
tions. Ihe real disease was pleurisy. The proprietor and the herdsmanwere very closely questioned with regard to previous cough and other
symptoms of this disease

; but they had not heard herhoose at all—the
were sure that she had not.

She must have had cough and other characteristic symptoms of pleurisy,
but to so shght a degree as not to attract the attention of those who look
over their cattle so carelessly as both farmers and their servants generally
do. It IS, however, an instructive case, showing how much mischief may
be gomg forward when it is least suspected, and of what imperative
necessity an attention to the hoose of cattle is.

In bronchitis the animal dies of suffocation, or he is worn out by a'nntmuance of inflammation on so extensive a membrane

:

y

±1^^ • „ -wv.w>.iv^ CI iiiciiiuiciii^ .—in pneumonia
there IS usually congestion of the lungs, so that the blood can no lono-er
circulate, or there are tubercles or vomicae, or the animal sinks here like
wise under the continuance of the inflammation ; but the termination of
pleurisy is by the effusion of fluid into the chest, compressing the luno-s

Z.^JuP^ A
,^''^^^^al^y rendering respiration difficult, and at length im-

^ Ther: r"1*1f'^'vS"-
^h*^ ^^^^^ here likev^ se by suffocation.

In both the inflL r"'" '" ,"'^ treatment >f pneumonia and pleurisy.
J.11 uuLQ me intiammation must h^ qhK^.,^.! u ui j- i • ^ , . "'

blisters, setons, and restricted diet II if ^ ^"'"^''l^'.
P^'^''"' ''^'^'''^''

+ /• 1
^^^'-^A'^*;^ci uiet. ilalt an ounce of the common liouidturpentine may be used with a^Wantage, instead of the nitre when Uepresence of pleurisy IS clearly-oscertained.

No advantage has been taken of an operation on the pleuritic ox bvwhich the fluid might be withdrawn from the chest, as in the horse Itmay be worth the attempt; yet, when the few cases in which the punc-
turing ot the chest ha-s succeeded in the horse are considered, therewould not be room for any sanguine hope of success if it were practised
on the ox. i «

Besides this, there are generally adhesions between the coverino- of thelung and the lining of the sides ; and between the lung and the diap1ira-m
which would always interfere materially with the act of respiration and'the
health of the animal.

In all these cases of chest affection there is so little prospect of savin-
the beast, that it would be the interest of the owner to have him slauo-h"-
tered at the beginning, if he is at all in condition, or rather if he is not
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CHRONIC PLEURISY,

There is so instructive an account of a chronic species of pleurisy, or of

mingled pneumonia and pleurisy, in ' The Recueil de Medecine Veteri-

naire/ for May, in the present year (1833), that the author is tempted to

give it at considerable length. It is v^^ritten by M. Lecoq, one of the

teachers of the veterinary school of Lyons. There is considerable

resemblance between it and the account which has been given of common
pleurisy, but the reader will readily mark the difference, which is between

an acute and a chronic disease.

He is speaking of Soire-le-Chateau, in the arrondissement of Avesnes,

in which the farmers fatten more cattle than they breed, and therefore are

obliged to purchase out of the neighbouring districts, and principally

from Franche Comte. He says that' the cattle of that country are very

handsome, of a compact form, and fatten rapidly ; and that they are

the kind of cattle from which the grazier would derive most advantage,

were it not for some diseases to which they are subject. The malady by

which they are most frequently attacked, and which is particularly preva-

lent in some years, is one that is generably incurable, and the slaughter of

the animal before he has perceptibly wasted is the only means by which

the farmer can avoid losino; the whole value of the beast : this is chronio»
vleura'pneumonia—chronic pleurisy combined with pneumonia.

' The symptoms are scarcely recognisable at first, and often the beast is

ill a long time without its being perceived. He fattens well, and when he

is slaughtered the owner is astonished to find scarcely half of the lung

capable of discharging the fimction of respiration. When, however, the

ox has not sufficient strength of constitution to resist the ravages of dis-

ease, the first symptom that is observed is diminution, or irregularity, of

appetite. Soon afterwards a frequent and dry cough is heard, which be-

comes feeble and painful as the disease proceeds. The dojso-lumbar por-

tion of the spine grows tender, the animal flinches when the part is pressed

upon, and utters a peculiar groan or grunt which the graziers regard as a

decisive symptom o^ the malady.
' Quickly after this the movements of the flanks become irregular and

accelerated, and the act of respiration is accompanied by a kind of

balancing m.otion of the whole body. The sides of the chest become as

tender as the loins, or more so, for the animal immediately throws him-

self down, if pressed upon with any force. The elbows in many subjects
" ' ' ' The pulse

The muzzle is

the animal lies dow'n as in a healthy state, but

The fseces are harder than

become more and more separated from the sides of the chesty

is smaller than natural, and not considerably increased.

hot and dry alternately ;

rumination is partially or entirely suspended.

they should be ; the urine is of its natural colour and quantity
;
the mouth

is often dry, and the horns and the ears retain their natural temperature.

' This first stao^e of the disease sometimes continues during a month,

or more, and them, if the animal is to recover, or at least apparently so,

the symptoms gradually disappear. First of all, the appetite returns, and

the beast begfns to acquire a little flesh. The proprietor should then
^ ^ ^ .. . that the malady.make haste and ^et rid of him, for it is very rare

however it may be palliated for awhile, does not reappear with greater

intensity than before.
* In most cases the disease continues to pursue its course towards its

fatal termination without any remission—every symptom gradually increas-

The respiration becomes more painful
; the head ising in intensity.

more extended
; the eves are brilliant ; every expiration is accompanied by
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a grunt, and by a kind of puckering of the angles of the lins • the couohbecomes smaller, more .snnn»-P=co,i ^..a ..„. 1 ..„•/. "P® '
^'^^ ^°"S^becomes smaler, more suppressed, and yet more painful ; the ono-ue pro-trudes ft^om the mouth, and a frothy mucus is abundantly discCied •

the breath becomes offensive
; a purulent fluid of a bloody colour escapes'from the nostrils

;
diarrha^a, profuse and fcetid, succeeds\o"he consZ^^

a^"eWt'h^re"cHel
'"'"^^^ "^'"^ '''^'''

'^ '^ ''
^
'^"'^'^'^ skdet^nfaCd

'Examination after death discovers slight traces of inflammation in thentestnes discoloration of the liver, and a hard and dry substance con!

^™'U"„^!!:Z':^"f- 7^'^ ^""^ ^^'-- !" ^he sidiandtotheX-phragm by numerous bands, evidently old and very tirm. The substanceof the lungs often presents a reddish-grey hepatization throun'ro^t aWtIts whole extent. At other t.mes there ^are tubercles in every statT of
The portion of the lung that is not

hardness, and in that of suppuration
hepatized is red, and gorged with blood. Beside the old adhesions thereare numerous ones of recent datp Tho ,.i

• .
tu"esions, ttiere

but bv ,-fc <t,;„i • .
-^"^ plfimsi IS not much reddenedbut by ,ts thickness ui some points, its adhesions in others, and the effusion of a serous fluid, ,t proves how much and how long t has partfc -

pated m the mflammatory action. The trachea and Ihe bronchi are

tr I
red, and the right side of the heart is gorged with blood."M. i.ecoq hazards some conjectures respecting the cause of this disease which are very ingenious, and from which om- breeders and azfers'

t^e^a?"T K
"'

''f'^-
^'"'^- ^^' ^^y^ '^'' ' tJ- graziers imagine hi

trace n^t "^
'I^'

^ -'''' ^^'^^ ^^^^" ^''^"^ ^^eir native country^ and thet aces of chrome disease which are found in them, even when thev areslaughtered soon after their arrival, singularly confirm this opinion. Catt e

Ire oftraltrr T:''i
''^^' ^^^ °"^^" f^--' -"^ somewh^at too rapidlyare often attacked by diseases of the chest, which o-enerallv leave snm«dangerous traces behind them

; and besides this, the^reedl now thenterest sufficiently we 1 to get rid of those animals as soon as th^y cathat have been affected with chest complaints.
^

reviv^ thT'oM
'
l!"

1"'^
'i?

j°"^"^y '^ performed contributes much to
.

vne the old disorder The cattle purchased in Franche Comtt5 are

the spring. Those whthTreCulhtln'tt '"7"" *'' '"'^"" '''' '''

the disease than those which arrive fn he ,-•
""^ ""''" '"°'' '^ ^''^ ^"^

years in which the malady is most prevalent^ "rf 'thTse' f "^^l*.
^'^'^J'^' ^^e

tl^r was bad during the journey of^he bea^ts^rand thJ dist^^^s^^sS
fatal m proportion to the badness of the weather.

''^

' The journey, also, is performed by two different routes—thrnnn-T, Trame and Champagne, and often the disease appears on y n theTatfle^hat"have arrived by one of these routes. "^ ^ ""^"^^ ^^^'

' The manner in which the cattle are treafpd n,-. *),.,• • i

tribute not a little to the development of he diseaeTh'^T "'\'"""

brought into Avesnes
the

starved on their journey and thev arrhTfn J ^
^ney nave been i)alf-

fact the cneater ZrP\ a ^ P ^^^"^^'^^^ and M'orn out, and, iniciLi, ujt gieater part ot them are lame. -^ - • ' » "
appetite, the

them
graziers, instead of giving- ihem

consume the worst that the farm contains

Calculating on their ravenous
wholesome food, make

mouldy; and it is often by the cough whicItlact of e t

" of'T/lnecessarily produces, that Ihe malady is f^rst di'scoveied ' ^^ '^ ^"'^

excell!nr''"" •'

"^L^'-«"^^
P^^U'''«y i« t'^« most unsatisfactory part of this

He reI nn nds Iret tl'/ ^- °' '\" ^T^''
^is death will be hastened.amends green meat, m order to soften the strangely-hardened

*
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h

contents of the manyplus, and mucilaginous drinks (niade of oatmeal or
Imseed) for the same purpose. Wliey is often given with the same view,
and on account of the nutriment which it contains. Bleeding is rarely
employed

; or if the pulse should indicate venesection, very little blood is

abstracted at a time, but the small bleedings are occasionally repeated.
-I he principal dependence is placed on setons and rowels, which, if used
at all, are carried to a great extent : but before these are resorted to, the
proprietor is requested lo determine whether he is disposed to persist in
the medical treatment of the animal ; for this mode of treatment bavin or

been once commenced, the swellings and discolourations produced by the
setons and rowels will prevent the butcher from afterwards purchasing
these animals.

employed.
Injections, friction, and warmth are the auxiliary me^ns

alw ys

However skilful may be the treatment, or however steadily pursued, it

IS rarely that a beast is saved ; and that is not surprising, considering the
numerous adhesions which were formed between the lungs and the sides
of the chest before the animal began to exhibit any symptoms of illness.
M. Lecoq adds, that it is good, although unpleasant, advice to give—it is
what has been many a time inculcated in this treatise—that it is

preferable to send the diseased or suspected animal to the butcher before the
process of emaciation is established in good earnest: a part of the orio-inal

price of the beast is then recovered, and the expense of medical treatment
always long, and generally unsuccessful, is saved. M. Lecoq candidly
confesses, that of thirty beasts of which he had the care, two only were
apparently cured, and got into condition, and one of them died suddenly
a few days after he was sold.

^

M. Lecoq finally enters into the question of the contagiousness of this
disease. The farmers believe it to be contagious, and he is partly of their
opinion. When a beast falls sick in the pasture, the others, after his
removal, go and smell at the grass where he has lain, and which he has
covered with his saliva

cases
; and after that, M. Lecoq has always seen new

succeed to the first. He has also seen three cases in which the

or at least, he imagines that,

caitle of the country, perfectly well before, have fallen ill, and died with
the same symptoms, except that they were more acute after they have been
kept with pleuritic cattle. He, therefore, regards this affection as contagious

;

&-— -—5 in the progress of the disease, the breath
infects the air of a cowhouse in which there were other animals already
pt^edisposed to this, or similar, maladies. On the other hand, he acknow-
ledges that many cases usually appear at the same time, and in cattle

that have been widely separated from each other.

M. Lecoq has very clearly stated the chief causes of this disease, in

addition to which it has clearly an epidemic character.' There are certain

states of the atmosphere which call into action these lurking predispositions

to disease, found most in the stranger cattle, but sometimes in the natives

(for bad manao-ement, and hoose, and pleurisy exist too much every-

where), but there is not yet sufficient evidence of the contagious nature of
all these affections of the respiratory organs. He, however, can never err

^ho has recourse to the careful use of every precautionary measure.
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or, rather, it is a de*This is only a continuation of the same subject,

scription of another termination of chronic disease of the lungs. One of
the consequences of continued inflammation of the lungs is the formation
of tubercles. There is a greater or smaller number of httle distinct cysts,
or cells, into which some fluid is poured in the progress of inflammation!
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These enlarge, and occupy a space varying from the size of a pin's head

to that of a large egg. By degrees the fluid changes to a solid, and th

tumour becomes harder than the surrounding substance, and so continues

for awhile—the consequence of inflammation, and the source of new irrita-

tion and disease.

At length it once more changes. The tubercle begins to soften at its

centre, something like suppuration goes on there, and the contents of

the swelling become perfectly fluid, but of a different nature from that

which first filled the cyst. It is now pus. The cyst increases with greater

or less rapidity; it comes in contact with neighbouring ones, and the walls

of each are absorbed by their mutual pressure. They run together and
forpi one cyst, which is called an abscess, or vomica.

An animal possessing this tuberculated state of the lungs, and the
tubercles running into abscesses, is said to be consumptive^ So much of
the lung is destroyed, that there is not enough left for the purposes of hfe,

and the patient wastes away, and dies.

The lungs of the cow after chronic or neglected catarrh, or bronchitis,

or pneumonia, or pleurisy, are much disposed to assume this tuberculated

and ulcerated state. The symptoms of consumption are not always to be
distinguished from those of pleurisy, or even pneumonia or bronchitis :

regard to cattle.

and sometimes there may be extensive ulceration of the lungs without

any indication of disease sufficient to attract notice. When a bullock is

fattened for the butcher, and killed, we occasionally wonder to observe how
little of the lung is left for the purpose of breathing,

A cough is the earliest symptom, but a cough of a peculiar character.

It is too common to say carelessly, and sometimes cruelly, of a human
being, ^ that person has a churchyard cough.' The prediction is too often

verified: for although it would be difficult to describe that cough, there

is a character of its own about it which canaot be mistaken. It is so with
That veterinary surgeon is ignorant of his profession,

who does not at once, and at a distance, recognise the cough which,
although it may not precisely indicate phthisis, betrays a state of the lungs
pregnant with danger. How many a beast might the farmer save if he
would be attentive to this !

A bullock hooses :~if the cough is sonorous and clear, the lung is not
yet fatally injured. That cough, however, must not be neglected lon^-.

It tells of inflammation—it is the product of inflammatfon—and of
inflammation that may be silently, but rapidly, disorganizing the lungs.

The prudent man will not suffer such a cough to continue many days,

without giving a mash, or a dose of physic ; or, perchance, bleeding, and
This is one of the points to which we cannot too often

recur. It is new practice—it is new doctrine; but the interests of the

agriculturist are peculiarly connected with it.

But, by and by, this cough becomes altered. It is no longer loud, and
clear, and careless ; it is lower in its tone—feeble—hoarse. Mischief has

now been done, and perhaps of an irreparable kind. It must not, perhaps,

be said that the farmer will always be able to point out the precise nature

of the affection of the chest from the sound of the cough ; but he will soon
learn to do it much oftener, and much more certainly, than he has hitherto

thought it possible. In simple catarrh there is an honest and unchecked
effort of the lungs to force on the cough

;
yet some hoarseness may attend

that cough, plainly referable to the superior air-passages. In bronchitis

there will also be a forcible effort; the mucus is viscid; and the membrane
of the tubes is thickened ; and the passage is diminished

; and considerable
force must be usec| to urg-e on a volume of air, and to carry the mucus

t3

inserting a seton.
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before it; but it is a force which acts slowly, and by pressure, for the
membrane being inflamed is tender. The cough bespeaks pain; it is no
longer full and perfect, it is slowly performed, and at the same time husky
and wheezmg, and the mucus rattles in the passages as it is forced along.
In pneumonia the cough is frequent—sore ; but it is not so sore as in
bronchitis, for it has not the same inflamed membrane to pass over ; it is
however, painful, for the substance of the lung is inflamed, and therefore
it is low, and, to a certain degree, suppressed. In pleurisy the couo-h is

sharper, spasmodic, yet not loud. Hitherto the pain has been confined to
the lungs

; here the lining membrane of the chest is affected, and intense
pain is felt at every rising and falling of the chest ; therefore the couo-h is
short—it is cut short—it is somewhat spasmodic, and yet no louder than
can be helped.

AH this, it is confessed, is new doctrine, and may be considered as bor-
dering too nearly on the regions of fancy by him who, never having attended
to these things, knows nothing about them ; but let him begin to attend to
them, and the writer will venture to promise him that, although puzzled at
first, his progress in the art of distinguishing sounds will be most rapid ; and
he will at length begin to wonder that he could have lived so lono; amonS

The lungs

his cattle, and have been so deaf to that which is become too plain to be
for a moment misunderstood.

The cough of incipient phthisis is an inward, feeble, painful, hoarse
rattling, gurgling one. The farmer will have reason to tremble when
he recognises it, because it reveals fearful disorganization, which can
seldom be repaired. He needs not, however, quite despair. ^
of the cow have not been so sadly used as those of the horse*. She is not
hurried beyond her will or her strength at the caprice or cruelty of he.
owner. The progress of the mischief is not unnecessarily accelerated, nor
IS the process of disorganization rapid. Weeks and months, or, under
favourable circumstances, years, may pass on, and few other symptoms be
added to this peculiar cough.

There is one duty, however, which the farmer owes to himself 'and the
practitioner to him by whom he is employed, and that is, to take a
view of the whole of the case. Here is disorganization of the luno^s

r

fair

thatcough which, once understood, can never deceive, has plainly rev'ealed it.
It IS disorganization which may, in a few cases, be repaired; but in the
great, the decided majority of them, will proceed to its fatal termination.
At the same time, it is a disorganization which does not immediately inter-
fere with the discharge of the functions of life. The beast will fatten, and,
perhaps, almost as rapidly as before. In some cases it has been imagined
that, by careful feeding, a very considerable degree of condition has "been
acquired with unusual quickness; but this will not, cannot, last lono-.

The effect of diseased structure, and diminished substance of the luno-s

^ill soon tell in the unthriftiness and loss of condition of the beast.
Except, therefore, peculiar value is attached to the animal, will it be pru-
dent to attempt any medical treatment at all, or at least beyond that of a
i^ere palUative nature?

If anything is to be done, bleeding will be here, as in other inflammatory
cases, the first step, but pursued in a more cautious manner than in any
of the others—never pushed beyond the very first indication of its proper
effect, nor repeated until after due consideration, and a full couvictiou
that renewed irritation is beginning to be set up. To this must be added
mild doses of physic, and the use of the sedative medicines

; with proper
care that the animal is not unnecessarily exposed to the vicissitudes of the
weather, and ^^et avoidincc too much nursini?.
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Another view may be taken of the case. Induced by some peculiar
value v^^hich is placed on the breed, or by some circumstances which have
in the owner's estimation, a favourable appearance, or, somewhat too
often, by the unjustifiable representations and promises of the practitioner
the medical treatment of a phthisicky beast is attempted in good earnest.

*

The attempt appears to be successful; the animal rallies, the couoh
diminishes, the flanks become quiet, the appetite returns, the milk^'is
yielded more abundantly, the general condition of the beast seems to
improve, and both owner and practitioner begin to fancy that dano-er has
ceased. There is too much reason, however, for caution and fear.

There is one circumstance, and one only, which will enable them to
understand the real ground on which they stand, and that is, the character
of the cough, which will still remain, although much less frequent. Is it
again, the clear sonorous cough which indicates the comparative healthi-
ness of the air-passages, or does it continue to be, to a greater or less
degree, the painful, inward, feeble, gurgling cough? If it is the latter,
the amendment is delusive. It is one of those strange, but temporary
rallyings of nature, or transient effects of medicine, which are sometimes
witnessed ; or, perhaps, there has been some salutary change of atmo-
spheric influence ; but there is mischief still—irretrievable mischief—and
the most salutary advice that could be given to the owner would be, to
dispose of the animal while something like its value can be obtained.
Weeks, months mav nass on : but bv nnrl hv fmm crvrv^o oi;,vi.f ^o„^« or

which it is mixed.

from no cause that can be detected—the symptoms of confirmed phthisis
appear, and the animal is lost.

This secondary, and more violent attack, has many symptoms similar
to those that have been described as attending the later stages of bron-
chitis or pleurisy

; but there are a few which would point out the nature
and seat of the disease when there is no previous history of the case to
guide the practitioner. The milk gradually diminishes, and, h^id it been
examined before its diminution in quantity, an evident deterioration in
quality would have been observed ; it has acquired an unpleasant flavour
—It quickly becomes sour—it spoils, or gives a peculiar taste to that with

"The butter that is made from it is ill-flavoured, and
the cheese will not acquire a proper consistence. Some have said that the
milk is^of a blue co our, and that it has more serum in its composition
than ordmary and healthy milk. *

There are few dairies in which there are not occasional differences in
the quantity and quality of the produce. The disappointment and the loss
of the dairyman have sometimes been considerable, and he has puzzled
himself to no purpose to discover the cause; and has blamed the pasture or
the servants, when his want of common observation has been the principal
source of the evil. Some of our readers may recollect these occurrences
in their establishments; they may also recollect that a little while after-
wards one, or two, or more, of their cows had bad hoose, and were losing
condition, and they got rid of them as quickly as they could.
When consumption begins to be confirmed the animal loses flesh wilh

greater or less rapidity, and becomes evidently weak. She eats with
almost undiminished appetite; but the process of rumination requirino-
long, and now fatiguing" action of the jaws, is slowly and lazily per"^
formed. There is frequently a discharge from the mouth or nostrils, or
both

; at first colouriess and without smell, but soon becoming purulent,
bloody, and fcetid. Diarrhoea is present, and that to a degree on which
the most powerful astringents can make no impression.

^
Then, also,

appears the inflammation of the tissue beneath the skin. Whatever part
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^

of the animal is pressed upon, she shrinks ; and if upon the loins, she moans
with pain. The skin becomes dry and scaly; and it strangely creaks as
the animal crawls stao-frerin": alonir-

Une circumstance is very remarkable and characteristic. The mind and
animal desires even of this comparatively dull and insensible being are
roused to an extreme degree of intensity. The cow is, in many cases, almost
continually at heat. When she is impregnated, the oestrum does not
go ofF; and the consequence of this continuance of excitement is that she
is very subject to abortion.

One of the causes of consumption, almost unsuspected by many
breeders, and sufficiently guarded against only by a few^—hereditary pre-

disposition—cannot be spoken of in too peremptory terms. It is rare,

indeed, that the offspring of a consumptive cow is not also consumptive.
If it is a heifer-calf, she may possibly live a little after her first calving',

and then she usually sickens, and the disease proceeds with a rapidity un-
knowir in the mother. The author recollects two dairies that were almost
destroyed by this hereditary taint.

Change of climate is a more frequent cause than many imagine. Some
dairymen are aware how much depends on the cow being suited to the
climate, or, rather, being in her native climate. This explains the strange
difference of opinion with regard to breeds. Almost every farmer is par-
tial to his own breed, and undervalues those of other districts, and even
those of liis neighbours ; and to a very great degree he is right. His
cattle breathe their native air; they are in a climate to which, by a slow
and most beneficial process, and extending through many a generation
back, their constitution has been in a manner moulded ; and it is only
after a long seasoning, and sometimes one attended by no little peril, that
the stranger becomes at home in a foreign district ; and so adapted and
reconciled to the temperature, and degree of dryness or moisture, and to

the difference of soil and herbage, as to do quite as well, and yield as

much and as good milk, as in the vale in wliich she was reared. There is

niore in this than is often dreamed of iu the farmer's philosophy.

Experience teaches that a change of cUmate involving a material differ-
ence in temperature, or soil, or herbage, is frequently prejudicial ; and
that while there is derangement in every system, the respiratory one seems
to suffer most, and a slow, insidious, yet fatal change is there oftenest
effected. If a dairy of cows is removed from a moist situation to a dry
and colder one, consumption will often appear among them, although a
dry air is otherwise esteemed a specific against the complaint ; but if they

are taken from a dry situation, and put on a woody and damp one, phthisis

is sure to appear before the first season is past.

Hurtrel D'Arboval states a curious fact relating to the Swiss cattle, and
connected with this part of our subject. He says that the cows in Swit-

zerland are not subject to consumption, although they pass the spring and
summer on the mountains, unsheltered, breathhig the coolest and purest
air, and in the autumn and winter are shut up in close and hot stables,

where not a breath of pure air can reach them, except when they are

driven, as they daily are, far through the snow to water. They, however,

who have no upland pasture to which their cattle can be removed, and
whose beasts rarely go out of the miserable huts in which they are con-
fined and fed, lose many an animal from phthisis. Habit, and a consti-

tution gradually formed by the influence of these changes on many a gene-
ration, had prepared the first for them, or had rendered them in a manner
necessary

; but habit could not secure the others from the deleterious effect
of empoisoned air and unwholesome or insufficient food.
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There is one striking fact, showing the injurious effect of heated and
empoisoned air on the pulmonary system. There are some cowhouses in
which the heat is intense, and the inmates are often in a state of profuse
perspiration. The doors and the windows must sometimes be opened and
then the wind blows in cold enough upon those that are close to them
and, one would naturally think, could not fail of being injurious. No such
thing. These are the animals who escape ; but the others at the" farther
end, on whom no wind blows, and where no perspiration is checked, are
the first to have hoose, inflammation, and consumption. This fact sp'eaks
volumes with regard to the management in many a farm.

This is an unsatisfactory account of the nature and treatment of con-
sumption ;

and, in now dismissing the diseases of the respiratory system
the author is far more disposed to direct the attention of his readers to the
preventive than the medical treatment. By the former they mLy do much
Let the over-filled cow-houses be enlarged, and the close and hot ones
better ventilated

;
let cruel neglect, and exposure, and starvation yield to

more judicious and humane treatment; when cattle are fed on dry meat
let them have sufficient to drink two or three times everyday; let those
that exhibit decided symptoms of consumption be removed from the dairy,
not because the disease is contagious, but because it is undeniably here-
ditary

; and, in fine, where so little can be done in the way of cure, let
nothing be omitted In the way of prevention.

I
!»>'<(>>

CHAPTER Xr.

THE STRUCTURE AND DISEASES OF THE GULLET AND STOMACHS

THE (ESOPHAGUS, OR GULLET.

In:I°l^l"l^!^.^/°^f^f ^^«"°
?,^ P-^--^- V-rto{ the mouth by theconsecutive action of the tongue and the muscles of the pharynx, reachesthe cesopha^us, or ,uUeL This tube extends from the m^outh^ to the sto-machs, and conveys the food from the one to the other. I„ cattle this isrue m a double sense

;
for not only does the food descend from the Zulh

to one Ofthe stomachs, when it is first gathered, but is returned for a
second mastication, and afterwards, a third time, traces the same path to
its destination in the true digestive stomach. We may expect and we
shall find, some peculiarity of structure in the oesophao-us in order to
prepare it for this increased duty. • ® '

We first observe, tlip
„ „ --- — the

-
.. . ^ ,

'^ ''^^^^y worth while to compare
the two together, and see how that of the ox is fitted for its treble work

ox, compared with that ofthe horse.

S
1 he outer coat of loose cellular substance is the same in both—yielding
and elastic. The second coat is a muscular one, and of great substance
and power. Its increased substance enables it to dilate, when the laro-e
pellets of rapidly plucked grass, or pieces of parsnip or potato,' or other
hard roots, enter it

; and the same increase of muscular substance enables
It to contract more powerfully on such food, and pass it on to the stomach
Iherearetwo layers of muscles in the gullet of all our domesticated
animals, and the fibres of the outer and inner layer run in different direc-
tions, and with plain and manifest reference to the natural food and habits
01 trie animal.
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The horse lives on grass or corn ; or if, when he is stabled, roots are
sometimes given to him, especial care is taken that they are so cut and
sliced as to pass along the gullet without dangerof forming any obstruction
there. The form and symmetry of the animal require that the tube shall
not be large or prominent, and yet, in his state of servitude, and his labours
too often capriciously exerted, little time is allowed either for rest or food.
The two layers in him are thus arranged :—the fibres of the outer layer
are longitudinal, which, in their relaxed state, admit of the lengthening of
the tube when the neck is extended and the head brought close to the

ground in the act of grazing; and by their contraction they shorten the
gullet in the act of swallowing. The fibres of the inner layer are circular,

which, although not adapted to extend much, in order to admit of the pas-
sage of large and hard bodies^ are best calculated to contract on the kind
ot food which the horse swallows, and to force it down to the stomach
with all the rapidity that is sometimes needed.
The fibres of both layers of the muscular coat in the ox are spiral, but

they wind their way round the gullet in contrary directions, admitting
thus of the lengthening and shortening of the tube in grazing and swal-
lowing ; offering, perhaps, not so much pressure on the food, and which
the lazy mastication and rumination of the animaldoes not require; and
permitting a great deal more dilatation when some large and hard sub-
stance finds its way into the gullet.

Tiie inner coat, although a continuation of the membrane of the pha-
rynx, is of a different character. It is more cuticular, smooth, and glisten-

It lies in longitudinal plaits, so wide and numerous as sufficiently

to dilate when the food passes, and to add very little to the obstacle when
a portion of food unusually large is arrested in its passage.
The gullet pursues its course down the neck on the left of the windpipe,

until it reaches the chest. It enters with the windpipe and blood-vessels
through the opening between the two first ribs, and then winds its way
along the upper part, until it reaches the diaphragm, which it pierces, and
then soon terminates in a singular canal, which will presently be described,

OBSTRUCTIOxV IN THE GULLET.

This is commonly called choking, whether it occurs in horses or cattle,
and is far more fatal in the former than the latter, although not so fre-

quent'^. When a beast is first put on carrots, or narsnins, or notatoes, or

mg.

* Although this treatise is devoted to Cattle, yet we cannot forLear quoting a paragraph
or two relating to choking in the horse. The history of these curious casesj communi-
cated to ' the Veterinarian' by Mr, King, of Stanmore, may put the owners of horses a
little on their guard,

' I was some years ago, as I was accidentally passingj called in to the horse of a coach

proprietor. Tlie owner said that his horse had a bad sore throat, and cotdd not sw^allow.

He could not swallow ; in fact, he did not even make an attempt, on severe compression.

The history being, that he had worked and fed well the preceding day, and the oesopha-

gusj as far as it could be examined, appearing without any obstruction, I did not suspect

the real cause. He was blistered and drenched, but without any good effect, aU the

liquids returning without any efforts to swallow. On the third day after I first saw him
l^ie died. I much wished to ascertain the cause of the obstruction, and which proved to

fee a large ball of tobacco ashes, wrapped up in a double paper, and which rested in the

oesophagus, about halfway between its entrance into the chest and the stomach. AU
knowledge of its having been given was stoutly denied, but it was afterwards confessed

tbat the nostrum was exhibited as a supposed cure for worms.
' A cause of choking, and which has killed many horses, likewise exists in a notion that

w-laid eggs will improve condition. I believe the practice is, previously to giving the

^ggj to star the shell in a few places; and when the shell has not been sufficiently weak-
ened to yield to the pressure of the parts, the mischief ensues. I v/as once called to a
Very violent horse with supposed sore throat, He had taken nothing for two days. The
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turnips, he is very apt to be choked. The first mastication is always a

very careless affair, 'and everything that is put before the animal is swal-

lowed with very little chewing*. If the herdsman has not been atten-

tive in slicing or bruising the roots, mischief of this kind is likely to

happen. It happens oftener than the cow-herd or the owner is willing to

confess, when eggs, either to promote condition in cattle, are given whole,

or loaded with tar, or some nauseous drug, in cases of blain, hoose, maw-
sick, or other supposed stomach complaints.

When the root sticks in the gullet, and can be evidently seen and felt

there, the farmer or the cowherd first gets his cartvvhip—in good hands, not

a dansrerous instrument. on account of its being pliable and yielding;

Mr. King was

others take a cart-rope, which is somewhat more objectionable, because the

ends may do mischief. They who have neither good sense, nor regard for

the sufferings they may inflict, take even a common rack-stave. Whatever

it be, they thrust it down the gullet, and work away, might and main, to

drive the offending body down.

There is no doubt that some instrument should be introduced into the

gullet in order to push the root into the stomach, but it is the force that

is used to which we object, and that does all the mischief A case or two

will illustrate this. The first occurred m the practice of Mr. King. A
cow was choked with a turnip; the rack-stave was had recourse to, and

the owner was sure that ' he had passed the turnip, for the cow had swal-

lowed a drink that had been given.' Still she was not doins; well ; there

was no rumination, and she would neither eat nor drink,

sent for. He found his patient low and feverish, and she heaved con-

siderably ; she swallowed everything that was poured down the throat

;

there was no swelling of the neck ; no tumour could be felt externally, and

the probang went its full length into the stomach. The practitioner gave

the proper medicines in such a case, but on the third day the beast died.

On examining- her it was found that the rack-stave had been used wilh so

much force as to make a considerable rent in the oesophagus, through

which the turnip escaped, and lay in the surrounding cellular membrane.
The second case occurred to the writer of this treatise, A market gar-

dener, on rooting up his parsnips, ordered them to be cut into small pieces

The hind gave them whole, and the beasts greedily

devoured them. A large piece stuck in the gullet of a valuable cow, and
was evidently seen and felt about half way down the neck, and the poor

animal began to swell enormously, and panted sadly. The cow-leech was

sent for, who using, first, the butt-end of a cartwhip, and afterwards a long

and stout osier rod, forced it into the chest, and then had no more power

over it with either of his rude. instruments. The author was now sent for.

On applying a probang, he found the obstruction about three inches within

the thorax, and he soon ascertained that it was firmly impacted there.

The application of force in the common way was out of all question ; he,

therefore, withdrew the slider which guarded the protrusion of the stilett,

and endeavoured to move the obstruction forward by slight but repeated

percussions, and -was convinced that he was gaining ground, although

very slowly. He persisted, and after the expiration of about twenty

minutes the parsnip gave way, and the probang entered the stomach.

attendant swore he conld not account for it; but as the animal had every general indi-

cation of healthj I gave little credit to his statement. Having properly secured the

horsej I passed the probang down the throat, in doing which I experienced some resist-

ance. On its return to the mouth the bulb was literally covered with fragments of egg-

shell. The horse was soon well; but I doubt, if this egg had not been weakened, whe-
ther the quiet introduction of the instrument would have broken it down in that situation,'

Feterinarian^ January ^ 1833.

andiriven to his cattle.
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A vast quantity of gas, mixed with fluid of a very foetid character and
small portions of food, was violently discharo-ed. ~" '

" '

The enlargement of the
belly subsided, and the animal experienced sudden, and, as it was thought,
•nerfect rphpf By way of making everything sure, she was bled, and a
aose or physic was given to her; but in eight-and-forty hours she was
dead. The whole of the gullet, from about eight inches below its com-
mencement to within the same distance from the stomach, presented a mass
of laceration and inflammation which had destroyed her,

DESCRIPTION OF THE CESOPHAGUS PROBANG.

_
Every farmer should have a flexible probang ready for use, either of the

improved kind, as contrived by Mr. Read, or on the plan of that which
Was first introduced by Dr. Monro.

J-his cut will give a sufficient idea of the construction of the most use-
ful probang, or oesophagus-tube :

a
J'ig i

a z

Fig. 1. a. The tube, made either of simple leather, or of leather covering
a canal formed of spiral wire. It is about four feet and a half in length,
so as to reach from the mouth to the rumen, and leaving a sufficient por-
tion outside the mouth for it to be firmly grasped.

6. The stilett, represented as introduced into the tube, and running the
"svhole length of it. It gives greater firmness and strength to the tube,
when it is either passed into the stomach in cases of hoove, or used to
lorce any thing down the gullet.

^
^- The handle of the stilett.

^- A hollow piece of wood running freely upon the stilett, and placed
b^^tween the handle of the stilett and the round extremity of the tube,

^he stilett is longer than the tube by the extent of this piece of wood,
but is prevented from protruding beyond the bulb of the tube at the other
^nd by the interposition of this slider at the handle. The stilett may
be introduced at either end of the tube. It is usually inserted at e when
the instrument is used to force any obstructing body down the throat, be-

J^ause the enlarged and bulbous termination of the tube at the other end
^^s a flat or rather concave surface, and can therefore act with more
^«ect and power on the substance which sticks in the throat.

e. The end of the tube which is introduced into the paunch in cases of
oove. Its rounded extremity will permit it to be more easily forced

^nrough the roof of the pauncli, and it is perforated with holes for the
escape of the gas with which the paunch may be distended.
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Kg-. 2 represents the whalebone stilett, with the hollow piece of wood
running upon it, and shows how easily it may be withdrawn from the

stilett when that is taken out of the tube. The runniiii^ piece of wood
being" withdrawn, if the handle of the stilett is then pushed down on the
bulb of the tube, a portion of it will project at the other end; and by
moving" the stilett up and down in the tube, this may be made to act
on the obstructing body in the manner and with somewhat of the force

of a hammer.
Fig, 3 will be presently described.

Fig. 4 is a piece of thick strong wood, widest at the centre, and there

perforated. It is introduced into the mouth in order to keep it open
during the use of the probang, which is inserted through the hole in
the centre. Leathern straps are nailed to the extremities: these are
buckled round the horns, and by means of them this mouth-piece is

securely fastened
; while one of the extremities, being grasped by the ope-

rator, forms a very useful point of support during the use of the tube.
The farmer should also have another mouth-piece, with a central hole that
will admit of the passage of a small hand. He will thus be enabled to

get at and to remove substances that have not descended beyond the com-
mencement of the gullet, or that have been returned so far by means to

be hereafter described. This mouth-piece will be very useful^in cases of
polypus in the nose and many diseases of the pharynx ; but it would be
too large to be long continued in the mouth without great pain to the
animal, nor could the probang be so securely or effectually worked through
so extensive an aperture. It is high time that those rude, and danger-

,
and ineffectual instruments—the cart-whip, and the cart-rope, and the

rack-stave—should be banished from the practice of the veterinary surgeon,
and discarded by the farmer too.

MODE OF OPERATING FOR THE REMOVAL OF SUBSTANCES OBSTRUCTING
THE GULLET.

Let it be supposed that a cow has swallowed a potato, or turnip, too
large to descend the gullet, and which is arrested in its progress, and
evidently seen at a certain distance down the throat. The farmer should
have immediate recourse to the oesophagus-tube, introducing the flatter
end into the throat, and using moderate force. If the obstructing body
yields to this, he will be justified in pushing it on within the chesl ; but
if, with the application of a fair degree of force, it is very slowly, and
with difficulty pushed on, the operator should instantly relinquish the de-
termination to drive it down, for the fibres of the muscular coat of the

gullet soon become irritated by the continued distention, and contract
powerfully, and, as it were, spasmodically, upon the foreign body, and
imprison it there. It should also be remembered that the gullet itself be-

comes smaller as soon as it has entered the thorax ; and, consequently,
that, which could not be moved without difficulty in the upper part of the
neck, will not be moved at all in the lower portion of it.

The next consideration then is, whether, although the obstructing body
cannot be driven on, it may not be solicited, or forced backwards. The
fibres of the upper part of the gullet have already yielded, and suffered

this substance to pass them-—they are somewhat weakened by the unnatural
distention—they have not yet had time to recover their tone, and they
may yield again. It is at least worth the trial.

The internal coat of the oesophagus is naturally smooth and glistenin_
it may, however, be made more so, and the surface of the obstructing
body may be polished too.. A half-pint of olive oil should be poured down
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OPERATION FOR OBSTRUCTION IN THE GULLET. 419

the throat, and an attempt then made with the fingers, applied externally,
to give the body a retrograde motion. By patient manipulation this will

be effected much oflener^^than is imagined. The intruding substance will

be dislodged from the situation in which it was impacted, and will be
brought to the upper part of the oesophagus, or even into the pharynx, and
will then be sometimes got rid of by the efforts of the beast itself, or may
be easily drawn out by means of a hand introduced through the large

ii^outh-piece to which reference was made in the explanation of the oeso-

phagus-tube.

If the obstructing body cannot be moved in this way, we are not yet

without resource. Mr. Read has made an important improvement on, or

addition to, the cesophagus-tube, in the form of a corkscrew. Vide fig. 3,

in the preceding cut.

three inches longer than the tube.

down the gullet.

«. The leather tube, as before, but somewhat larger, and longer, and
stronger; and the upper part of it, for the purpose of additional strength,
composed of brass.

b. The handle of the stilett which runs through it, as through the other
tube.

c. One of two pieces of wood placed between the handle and the tube ;

hollowed so as to fit the stilett; removable in a moment, and, like the

hollow piece of wood in the other tube, permitting the stilett to be two or

They are here removed, and one of

them hangs down, suspended by a string.

rf. The bulb which is introduced through the mouth-piece, and forced

It is considerably larger than those at the ends of the

other tube, but not so large as the distended gullet.

e. A corkscrew fixed to the end of the stilett, and which, coming out in

the centre of the knob, cannot possibly wound the gullet.

When this instrument is used, the stilett is pulled up so that the screw
is perfectly retracted and concealed within the knob. The pieces of
wood, c, are placed upon the stilett, between the handle and the top of
the tube, and tied there, so that the screw is now fixed within the knob

;

and the instrument is introduced through the mouth-piece, and forced
down the throat until it reaches the obstruction. The pieces of wood

e then untied, and, by turning the handle, the screw is worked into
the obstructing body, as the common corkscrew is into a cork in the neck
of a bottle. If the potato or the turnip is fresh and sound, it would hardly
be credited what purchase is obtained, and in how many instances the

^luisance may be drawn up the throat and got rid of. If the centre of the
I'oot should give way, and a portion of it only be brought out, there is still

some good done, and the screw should be returned again and again, until

it will no longer take hold. By this time, probably, the root will have
been so weakened and broken down that it will yield to the pressure of
the first probang, and be forced along into the rumen ; or at least it will

he so weakened, that the stilett of the first tube may be used with advan-
tage.

The stilett must be withdrawn from the tube, and the running piece of

Wood taken away ; the stilett is then returned to its sheath, and may be
^ade to project a couple of inches beyond the knob. It is retracted, and
the tube is passed into the throat ; when it will be evident that the ope-
rator may use either the comparatively broad part of the knob, or the small
and sharp stilett, as the case may seem to require. To the first he can
only apply simple pressure—to the stilett he can give a percussive action.
By sharply pushing down the handle of the stilett, he will make the other
end act with the power of a little hammer, and thus more break down, and
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422 CATTLE.

tained. Prudence, however, would dictate the sacrifice of the animal,
while it could be fairly sold to the butcher.

If the cure is undertaken, the part must be opened—the forei"-n body
liberated from the cellular texture into which it had probably been driven—
all the dirt and indigested matter cleared carefully away—the raffo-ed and
lacerated edges cut off—the divided portions brought as neatly^'and as
closely together as possible—and the whole secured by bandages passed
several times round the neck ; while the animal is allowed gruel only for
many a day, and then mashes. The dressing should be the healing
ointment, daily applied. The power of nature is great ; and, the foreign
body having been removed before it could cause mflammation and mor-
tification by its presence, the parts may be reinstated to every useful pur-
pose, '

THE (ESOPHAGUS WITHIN THE THORAX.

As the oesophagus approaches the chest it takes a direction more and
more towards the left, and enters it on that side of the windpipe. It is
there found between the lamina of the mediastinum, following the direction
of the dorsal vertebrae. It passes, as in the horse, by the base of the heart,
leavmg the venoe cavae on the right, and the aorta on the left. It by de-
grees separates itself from the spine, but not so much as in the horse,
penetrating between the lungs, and, pursuing its course towards the
diaphragm, passes through the great opening between the crura of
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that muscle. As it travels throimh the mediastinum and between the

lungs, it diminishes in size, and acquires considerable firmness of texture;

but it has no sooner entered the abdomen, and begun to dip downwards,
than it becomes more muscular, and less firm in its structure. It also

rapidly increases in size until it assumes almost the shape of a funnel

;

and terminates directly in no particular stomach, but in a canal which
opens into all the stomachs, of which, as will be seen, the ruminant pos-

sesses four.

Recourse must be had to a few cuts in order to render this intelligible

to the reader.

The cut in the preceding page will exhibit the form of the stomachs

when filled, their relative situations, and their connexion with each other.

a. The oesophagus gradually enlarging as it descends, and apparently

running into the rumen or paunch, but, in fact, terminating in a canal.

6. A continuation of the spiral muscles of the oesophagus, thicker and
more powerful as they approach the termination of that tube.

Before the reader proceeds to the consideration of the other parts deli-

neated in that cut, it may be advantageous to take a different view of the

structure and termination of the gullet.

«

a. The oesophagus enlarging as it descends, and becoming more muscular,

and particularly the upper and posterior part of it. The continuation of

it along the stomachs is slit up, in order to show that it would form the con-

tinuous roof of the canal [which is here laid open, and which leads to

the third and fourth stomachs.

fo. The Gcsophagean canal exposed by slitting the roof from the termina-

tion of the gullet to the third stomach. A considerable part of the floor

is composed of two muscular pillars, lying close to each other. It would

therefore appear, at first inspection, to be a perfect canal, and that what

descended into it from the gullet would run on to the third and fourth

stomachs. These pillars are duplicatures of the roof of the first and

second stomachs, which lie immediately underneath them.

c is the continuation of the same canal into and through the many*

plus, or third stomach, which is known by its leaves and thin hooked

<^dges.

rf is a prolongation of the same canal into the fourth, or true digestive

stomach. It is easy therefore to perceive that the food, whether solid or

fluid, may, at the will of the animal, or under particular circumstances of

the constitution, pass into the third and fourth stomachs, without a particle

^f it entering into the first or second ;
and we know that this is the case

^ith ihe food after it has undergone the process of rumination, or a second
^i^stication.
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The following cutwill give another view of the same parts

a IS again the oesophagus, terminating in the oesophap-ean canal
6 IS, as before, the oesophagean canal; but now, at the will of the ani-

mal, or under cerlam states of the constitution, these pillars are no lono-er
in contact with each other, but there is a large opening at the bottom
of the oesophagus displaying the two first stomachs lying^ under them

c IS the rumen ox paunch, or first stomach, placed immediately under
the termination of the gullet, and substances descending that tube fall
through this opening, and are received into it. All the fbod, when first
swahowed, goes there to be preserved for the act of rumination

; and a
portion and occasionally the greatest portion of the fluids that pass
down the gullet enter the rumen. Farther on, at

d, is the reticulum, or second stomach. From the state of that
stomach, or at the will of the animal, the muscular pillars here also relax,

rafaTrLiteTlL T"","'
'"^'1 ^^''^' '' passing along the cesophagean

brthrlwr n n thP
'

r™'
^"' t^'^t the contents of the reticulum maybe thrown into the cesophagean canal. This is the case when the pellet

.of food IS returned for remastication,-it is thrown into the canalCn
the reticulum—it is seized by the powerful muscles at the base of the
gullet, and earned up by the spiral muscles of that tube in order to be
reniasticated. It will be seen the upper pillar (situated towards the rio-htm the living subject), and the lower part of the opening made by theV
laxation of the pilars, belong to the reticulum

; the lower pillai and the
anterior portion of the opening (situated towards the left) belono- to the
roof of the rumen. This is very satisfactorily seen in the dried sroniachs
or a young- calt.

stiU to be'trTcel tl''''

''' ^'"'"^ ''"'""'^'
^"'^ ^^'""^'^ ^^'''^ ^^" "^""^ ''

h. The abomasum, or fourth or true disgesting stomach. So that aswas asserted, this canal leads to no particular stomach exclusively, but to
all of them, according to circumstances.
We

2)

nants - d '
, ^™ "^ '^"

'}''T'^' '" '^' '^''''^'^^ P^^^ of rumi-

Cel'v ;^"f
P'^^^^^l^'-'y ;» «-en and sheep. It is situated somewhat ob-'queiy in the abdominal cavity, and occupies nearly three-fourtlis of it. It
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The right side

is divided into two unequal compartments, or sacs, and reaches from the

diaphragm to the pelvic cavity. By its superior surface it is attached to

the sublumbar region by its vessels, nerves, and a portion of mesentery.

On the right side it is covered by a portion of the intestines ; on the left

side it is more elevated, and is in contact with the left flank. It is on

this account that we are sometimes induced to adopt the unsurgical mode

of o^ivino- relief in cases of hoove; for when we plunge our lancet or

knife into the left flank, we puncture the distended stomach. Its inferior

surface rests upon the floor of the belly. The left side reaches to the

diaphragm, and thence, under the left flank, to the pelvis,

'rests on the floor of the abdomen, and is covered by the fourth stomach.

The anterior extremity is attached to the diaphragm by the oesophagus,

and by the cardiac ligament ; and the right extremity floats free, generally

occupying the pelvis, but pushed thence in the latter period of gestation.

Deep scissures not only divide it into two lobes, as has been mentioned,

but another scissure posteriorly, which will be shown in the next cut,

forms it into two others 5 so that its interior presents four compartments,

separated from each by deeply projecting duplicatures of the walls of the

stomach.

This cut represents two of the three coats of the rumen.

The external, or peritoneal, coat is here represented as turned back at

different places in order to show the muscular coat, which, as in the horse,

consists of two layers, the one running longitudinally and the other trans-

versely; yet not accurately so, for they appear to run obliquely, and

in many different directions, according to the varying curvatures of the

stomach. A very erroneous opinion of this great macerating stomach

would be formed by considering it as a mere passive reservoir in which

the food is contained until it is w^anted for rumination: it is in constant

; the food is perpetually revolving through its different compart-

ments, and undergoing important preparation for future digestion. These

muscles are the mechanical agents by which this is effected, and by run-

nino- in these different directions they are enabled to act upon all the

differently-formed cells of this enormous viscus.

d. The reticulum, or honey-comb, or second stomach, viewed externally,

and supposed to be filled. It is a little curved upon itself from below up-

wards, and is the smallest of all the stomachs. It rests against the

diaphragm in front of the left sac of the rumen, and is placed under the

oesophagus, and upon the abdominal prolongation of the sternum. There

are two layers of muscles belonging to this stomach, one of them run-

ning lono'i^udinally and the other transversely, as in the rumen.

e crlves the external appearance of the manyphis, or third stomach.

It isless rounded, and longer than the reticulum. It is curved upon it-

self from above downwards. Its Ultle curvature is applied on the left,

partly over the reticulum, and more on the paunch ;
and on the right, it

is placed over the base of the fourth stomach. It is situated obliquely

from the ri-ht side of the abdomen, between the liver and the right sac

of the rumen. Girard thus describes it
:—" Its anterior face rests against

the liver and the diaphragm—its posterior is placed over the right sac of

the rumen. Its great, rounded, convex curvature is attached to the fourth

stomach, and also to the rumen, by a prolongation ot mesentery; and

its little curvature is continuous with that ot the reticu um.

/"

motion

\

elon-
Fig, 1 and 2 represent the two layers of muscles as before.

/ The ahomasum, or fourth stomach, is described by Girard as *'

gated, and of a cone-like form, yet somewhat bent into an arch, situated

obliquely to the right of and behind the manyplus, and between the dia-
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426 CATTLE,

phrao-m and the right sac of the rumen/' It has two free or unattached
faces, one against the diaphragm and the other against the rio-ht '^ac of
the rumen—two curvatures, the inferior and larger .'convex and ohino-
attachment along its inner border to a portion of mesentery which ex^
tends to the mferior scissures of the rumen; and the superior' or smaller
receiving the portions of mesentery which go from the reticulum to the su-
perior scissures of the rumen. It is also said to have two extremities
the one anterior, vyhich is the largest and placed inferiorly, adhering to the
smaller curvature of the manyplus, and constituting the base, or great ex-
tremity of the abomasum—and the posterior and superior, which] is nar-
row, elongated, curved above and backwards on the superior face of the
right sac of the rumen, and called the smaller or pyloric extremitvA dissection of the muscular coat is given here as in the other stomachs

g^
represents the commencement of the duodenum, or first intestine

'

Ihe reader is now prepared for the consideration of the interior of these
StOKlElCnS*

a. The 'oesophagus, as before, enlarging, and assuming a funnel-lil<e
shape as it approaches the stomachs.

b. The cesophagus cut open at the commencement of the cesovhan-ean
canal, in order to show its communication with the first and '^ecnnH
stomachs, -ttuiia

J:J^^ '"""'"
^V"^ T" ^"^ "^'^'^'^ "'*° '*' ^'^^^^"t compartmenfs by

indentations, or duplicatures of the coats of the stomach. They are re-
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cognized under the name of the double-tripe when prepared for the table.

The rumen is divided into two larpje sacs, seen in the cut of the external

form of the stomachs (p. 422), and the walls that separate them are thick,

and perpendicular to the surface of the stomach, so as to form a very con-

siderable separation between the compartments of the stomach. These

aijain are subdivided by transversal bands, which form smaller compart-

ments. Two, belonging to the posterior portion of the stomach, are given

in this cut.
'

There are similar divisions in the anterior sac, but which

are here concealed by one of the folds of the stomach.

The whole of the rumen is covered by a cuticular membrane, consti-

Immediately under this, and arising from

the interposed tissue between the muscular and cuticular coats, there are

innumerable small prominences or papilla. They are of different sizes

and forms in different parts of the rumen. Towards the longitudmal

bands or duplicatures they are small, and thinly set; they are more nume-

rous and larger towards the centre of the compartments ; and largest of all

in the bottom of the posterior and most capacious sac. In every part of the

rumen they are more thickly set, and broad and strong towards the centre

tuting the third or inner coat.

or bottom of each compartment.

Wh
They are also harder and blacker in

be bent or inclined in different directions ; but when they are more closely

examined, they are all inclined in the direction which the food takes in its

passao-e through the various divisions of the rumen. They are evidently

erectife, and may sometimes bristle up and oppose the passage of the

food ; while at other times they yield and bend, and suffer it to pass

with 'little or no obstruction. Some have imagined that these are glandular

bodies, and that they secrete a peculiar fluid ;
others confine the glandular

apparatus to the tissue between the cuticular coat, and numerous little

prominences, which can be seen in the inflated stomach of a young rumi-

nant when eiiposed to the light, are best accounted for by considering

them as glandular bodies.
i i i r

There are two openings into the rumen ; the one already spoken of at

the base of the oesophagus, and through which the substances gathered at

the first cropping of the food, and perhaps all solids fall, and a consi-

derable proportion of the hquids swallowed. The other opening is below

this. It is larger and always open ; it communicates with the second

stomach ; but there is a semilunar fold of the rumen that runs obliquely

across it, and acts as a valve, so that nothing can pass from the first

into the second stomach, except by some forcible effort ;
and it is very

seldom that any thing is returned from the rumen directly into the oeso-

^^cfons'idering the size of the paunch, it has very few blood-vessels
; in

it has not much to do except macerating the food. The arteries are
fact

supplied by the splenics, which are of very great size in ruminants,

nerves are ffiven out by the cceliac plexus.

d. The r^eticulum, or second stomach. The cuticular coat here covers a

very irregular surface, consisting of cells, shallower and wider than those

of ; honey-comb, but very much resembling them ;
hence this stomach

is sometimes called the honey-comb. Each of these divisions contams

several smaller ones ; and at the base and along the sides of each are

found numerous minute prominences or papilla., which are evidently

secretino; glands.

There are two openings into this stomach ;
one through the floor of the

cesophagean canal, one of the pillars of which is formed of a duphcature

of the coats of the lesser curvature of the reticulum. Ihe other is that

already described, between this stomach and the rumen.
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The muscular coat of this stomach is thick and powerful but the blood
vessels are not numerous

; Tor it will hereafter appearthat its Inct^onsare very s.mple. The arteries and nerves of the'VtLlm are de ivedfrom the same source as those of the rumen
aenvea

e. The mawyphis, or third stomach. The internal structure of th;«s omach .s very singular. The oesopha^ean canal changes Ts form and

wS '
• ^^^^'^^T'"'^™^"^

^^ ^^^ '"-yPl-' -d the^fleshy Xs of

rnl Th fl ^^'}T '' "^^^" ^^^^' "^'^^' '^'"^^^S a kind ?f otLe
fan^LoTl r'

"^,*h\^^"^' i« now perfect, and notWng can any Ion!; rfall mto the stomachs beneath. A small circular apertSre alone is €ftbetween them, which conducts to the third stomach fhTflnnr^? K u
dosed but the roof is constructed in a remarlfa^e ^aV 'i" holfoHh'stomach pontributes to form thisroof • and from it ihlt A. J^

^^^

duplicatures of the cuticular coat, ekcT'dupt:!:?:' o'^S ."^[n i^ce lular tissue, blood-vessels, and a thin but powerful layer of musdeThey are formed mto groups. A long duplicature, resemblin ' a leaf o;cartam hangs from the roof, and float's free in the 'stomach and reachenearly down to the floor. On either side of it is a shorter leaf, and beyondthat a shorter stdl, until the, outer leaf becomes very narrow. Then commences another group with a long leaf in the centrJ, and Others pro 'retsively shortenmg on each side, until the stomach is filled wiKese"eaves, hangmg down from every part of it. floating loosely abmit and

Z':::;:^f^-^-^ ^^ ''^- --'^-^ ---^^^ conLSntf

^.ned ,t exlubits a file-like hardness, that w^uld scarcely be thm'^h ros-s^ble; and is evidently capable of acting like a file, or a little grind toneThese prommences are arger and harder towards the lower part of theleaf; and, m the central leaves, assume the form and office of little crot h-ets or hooks, some of which have the hardness of horn, so tha notWno-solid or fibrous can escape them.
nothing

numtriSs liXl-'""'

^

" '''^'''^' ^--^^«' -^the
and the canar s Ta f fa ^h''^' f

'""^ '-''^ ''' ^^'^ ^'^' thickest,

are most wanted. Toward h S"tn"'' f.'^
^'°"^^'' "^^^^ '''^^

open.
^ stomach the course is left more

M would be expected, from the complicated mechanism of this stomachtis more abundantly supplied with blood-vessels and with neres thanthe second, or even than the first, although that is many times lar^- ^^
f. The ahomasum, or fourth stomach is linPfl hv ^ c^^ff ^/n ^

like the digestive portion of the stoma h of the^tort iH ™" r"'

and wider part of the stomach
; and ;-fZ ^^T;; •:.;;? isplaced at the entrance into the abomasum, yielding o the Sauceswhich pass from the third stomach into the fourth, and leaving as t were

'

free and open way but opposing an almost perfect valvukr obstructtnto the.r return Th,s explains the reason why vomiting is so rare in h^ruminant; and that when it does occur, it must be pI'oducedTv such

ZlT.^n:;%t''' '' ^^ ^^"^^ "^ '""'^'^^ ^'- a'^proaTh of 'death

^hichthyuke '^^^^^^
'^^'^''.^ '^'° ™^ irregular in the courseeytake, some of them runnmg obliquely and even transversely.
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CHANGES OP TRk FOOD IN THE RUMEN. 429

This coat of the stomach, when the animal is in health, is thickly covered

with mucus, while, from innumerable glands, it secretes the gastric juice,

or true digestive fluid.
^

The pyloric or lower orifice of this stomach is guarded by a rounded

projecting thick substance, by which.the entrance into the intestine is much

contracted, and which, indeed, partly discharges th6 function of a spliiac-

ter muscle.

g- is a portion of the duodenum, or first intestine.

h crives the place where the biliary and pancreatic duds enter the duo-

denum. .

i. A stilett is here supposed to be passed through that portion ot the

cesophagean canal (the very beginning of it), through which the gullet

communicates with the paunch. •

Tc. A stilett is here supposed to ruri through that part of the canal by

means of which the gullet communicates with the second stomach.

I. A stilett here passes below the last, and under the cesophagean canal,

showino- the situation of the direct communication between the rumen

and the reticulum.

m. The supposed direction of the cesophagean canal to the third stomach

over the roofs of the paunch and the second stomach.

n. Its passage through the third stomach, and entrance into the fourth.

THE CHANGES OF THE FOOD IN THE DIFFERENT STOMACHS.

The ox rapidly and somewhat greedily crops the herbage, which under-

goes little or no mastication, but, being rolled into a pellet, and, as it passes

alono- the pharynx, being somewhat enveloped by the mucus there se-

crete'd, is swallowed. The pellet, being hard and rapidly driven along

by the action of the muscles of the oesophagus, falls upon the anterior

portion of the cesophagean canal, and its curiously-formed floor ;
and either

by the force with which it strikes on these pillars, or by some instinctive

influence, they are separated, and the pellet falls into the rumen, which is

found immediately under the base of the gullet, as represented at c, p. 424,

and ^, p. 426. The food, however, which thus enters the rumen does not

remain stationary in the place where it falls. It has been seen that the

walls of this stomach are supplied with muscles of considerable power, and

which run longitudinally and transversely, and in various directions all

over it, and by means of them the contents of the paunch are gradually

conveyed through all its compartments. At first the food travels with

comparative rapidity, for the muscles of the stomach act strongly, and the

papilte with which it is fined easily yield and suffer it to pass on
;

but,

the rumen being filled or the animal ceasing ^to graze, the progress of the

food is retarded The muscles act with less power, and the contents ot

the stomach with greater difficulty find their way over the partitions of the

diiFerent sacs, and, ' at the same time, probably, the papilte exert tne.r

erectile power, and oppose] a new obstacle.

Some cruel experiments have been instituted in order to ascertain the

nature of this muscular action of the coats of the rumen, so necessary to

produce this revolution of the food through its compartments. A consi-

derable opening was cut into the flank, immediately over the paunch and

a swinging or balancing motion of that stomach, both upwards and down-

Vards,\iid forwards and backwards, was plainly seen.

The uses of the papilla, seem to be various ;
they support the

_
weight

ofthe superincumbent food, rough, unmasticated, and liable to injure the

coat of the stomach over which it is continually movmg
;
they take away

the pressure from the follicular glands ofthe stomach, and which pressure
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432 CATTLE.

tory cases, that the absurd and mischievous practice of ffivino- them inevery disease, and every state of disease, arose. ^ ="

^
The reason and the propriety of the administration of cattle-medicine

ZVilTf U ''
^'"'' •^'^^'"*- ^ b^"' i" consequence of s we 'htand the forcible manner in which it is urged on bv the mnll^ f .

v,

'

trick] r^n 1 u
^''1"^''' ^^'""^istered slowly and ^carefuIIy, and

tW if
;'" *^' oesophagus without the possibility of the muscles ofthat tube acting upon it and increasing its momentum, is likely to Hideover this singular floor, and enter the fourth stomach ind the intesth esA hint may hence be derived with regard to the mannpr ^f i

'?^ff ".'^'^•

a drink. If it is poured down bodily^ from a lar^J^e v" Ll asl^'"' ''T,^done, it will probably fall on the canal with sufficTent fo'e rf'T ^

useksffo?!;, th>f"''J'^^°"
''' "^"^'^'^ ^'^^' '^' r"'"^" ^' ^» ^ "'-nneruseless, tor all the food goes on to the fourth stomach. It is of a linuid

rof^tilutili^f" Th
^" T.^"^q-ntities, and with little ife ^t ethact or deglutiuon. The instinctive closure of the pillars—an act oforganic life-(because the milk if suffered to fall into tl^ rumen won 1 be

he 'di:ern oJ"fh?S tl"'"^ ^'^"^T
^^^^^^-^^ ^^ more to do wi hine direction of the fluid than any mechanical effect resulting- from theform of the aliment, or the force with which it descended the "ullet lUscur,ous to observe the comparatively diminutive size of the rumen a^idthe development of the abomasum in the foetal calf

'

THE SUBJECT OF RUMINATION, AND THE CHANGES OP THE EOOD
'

HESUMED.
^

Ihe food, being returned from the reticulum to the mouth is there snhjected to a second mastication, generally very leisurely pe formed Tnd^hich IS continued until enough is ground not only to satisfy the cravingo hunger but to fill the comparatively small true stomach and intestre ?f
•

the anima
;
and then, if he is undisturbed, he usually f^dls asleen Thpl^f

pearance of tranquimty and ^ T ""^ vital power; and hence the ap-

beast presents. 'somJtiml tt^oSr •:%"''''. '''' countenance of th

standing, and especially if he is a^cSrmrd tTortrs tle^
''^^"'"^^' ^^

the working ox, if he is not driven too fast, or has not to 7^ '
i"""'^

behind him, will ruminate as he walks alo'no- The rnm^n f
^^^ ^^

never emptied
;
and probably the food, that Is returned for nin'/

"'

IS that which has been macerating in the stomach durin^ many hoZTlTprocess of rumination is very easily interruntpd \ \- I '• ^^^

or frightens the animal will have t^his effect' etnt^^^ '^fr ''''T''
couching beast to rise will suspend it; and it is sor^'r

"'"^'^ '"^" "^ '^'^

before the process is recommenced. '
'' '' sometimes a long while

Some persons have had the curiosity to count ih^ n„r>,T.. c .•

the jaws have moved in the act of grindir^
, eHe^ and t

""^'^
varied from thirty to forty, according^o the^ime ^he t,ll hid fa^or his freedom from interruption

; but the portion of food havt. beensufficiently comminuted, is at length swallowed a second time; and th neither being of a softer consistence, or not beino- .n violpntlv rC, i

;he gullet, or by some instinctive' influencc'it llslltel J^flo r" of

tomach ' T " "^"'"'"^^ P''^'"' ^"^ ^"^^^ ^^e manyplus, or thirdstomach. This is represented at b, p. 423, and m, p. 426.
.
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SWALLOWING INDIGESTIBLE SUBSTANCES. 4

The manyplus presents an admirable provision for that perfect commi
nution ofthe food which is requisite in an animal destined to supply us with

nutriment both when living and when dead. That which is quite ground
down is permitted to pass on ; but the leaves, that have been described
as hanging from the roof, and floating close over the oesophagean canal,

and armed with numerous hook-formed papillae, seize upon every particle

of fibre that remains, and draw it up between th and file it down by
means of the hard prominences on their surfaces and suffer it not to

escape until it is reduced to a pulpy mass.

These three stomachs, then, are evidently designed for the preparation

and comminution of the food before it enters the fourth stomach, in which
the process of digestion may be said to commence, and where the food,

already softened, is converted into a fluid called chyme. The villous coat

of the abomasum abounds with small follicular glands, whence is secreted

a liquid called the gastric juice^ and which is the agent in producing this

chyme. The change, in all probability, merely consists in the food being
more perfectly dissolved, and converted into a semi-fluid homogeneous
mass. This form it must of necessity assume before its nutritive matter
can be separated. The solution being complete, or as much so as it can
be rendered, the food passes through the pyloric^ or lower orifice of the

stomach, into the duodenum, or first intestine (g", p. 426), where its sepa-

ration into the nutritive and innutritive portions is effected, and the former
begins to be taken up, and carried into the system.

We are now prepared to enter into the consideration of the diseases of

this complicated apparatus.

DISEASES OF THE RUMEN OR PAUNCH.

It has already been hinted that the cow, and particularly while she is

m calf, is a greedy animal, and will not only choke herself by swallowing
broken food, half masticated, or scarcely masticated at all, but will occa-

sionally devour very strange things. Inflammation of the pericardium has
not unfrequently been produced by wires from the riddles or sieves which
the animal has demolished from mere wantonness, and from needles and
large pins that she has picked up. Three very instructive cases of this
were given in page 250.

This is particularly the case with the cattle of poor people, and where
the women and children live, as it were, among them.

SWALLOWING INDIGESTIBLE SUBSTANCES.

There are some singular records of this depraved appetite, if so it may
be called. The museum of the veterinary school at Alfort contains a cal-

culus that was taken from the rumen of an ox, and the nucleus, or centra!

body, around which the vegetable and slimy matter gradually formed and

hardened, was a woman's neckerchief, without one laceration in it. In

the same museum is a pair of scissors, to which a cow had taken a fancy;

and which had worked their way through the coats of the stomach, and
at length begun to protrude between two of the ribs, whence ihey were

extracted. It was necessary to break the rivet by which the blades were

united, before their removal could be accomplished. Another cow swal-

lowed a similar pair, but these were arrested in their passage down the

throat, whence they penetrated into the thorax, and at length protruded

between two of the ribs. An old shoe was found in the paunch of an ox
;

and the lash of a whip, with part of the handle attached to it, began to

elevate the left flank of a cow ^aid was extracted after an incision had
been made upon it.- An ox, destined to be slaughtered, was led to
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434 CATTLE.

the abattoir, where the man in attendance had taken off his waistco-

1

and left it in the slaughter-house, from which he was called away for a few
minutes. On his return the waistcoat was missing, and his companions
were accused of the theft, or trick; but it was presently found in the
paunch of the beast. A cow exhibited symptoms of choking and was in
extreme distress. There was evidently no obstructing body in the portion
of the gullet above the thorax, nor could it be detected lower; yet the
symptoms were those only which could be referred to the lodgment of
.some foreign body in the gullet, or the orifice of the stomach. A large in-
cision was made in the left flank, sufficient for the admission of a man's
hand

; that incision wa.s carried on into the rumen, and a buckskin glove
was abstracted, that had been fixed between the pillars of the floor of the
CEsophagean canal, between which lies the entrance into the rumen *
The presence of bodies like these in the rumen cannot fail of beino-'iniu

rious to the animal. They must produce local irritation, interfering with
the proper function of this stomach ; suspending the process of rumination
or rendering it less effectually performed ; and exciting inflammation, pro-'
bably of the stomach generally as this foreign body is traversing its diffe-
rent compartments, or of some particular portion in which it may be acci-
dentally arrested, and leading on to abscess and perforation of the stomach
at that spot. During the strange journey of these bodies through various
parts of the frame, previous to their final expulsion, and while they are, as
it were, seeking a way of escape, they cannot fail of producing much
serious indisposition. The symptoms which would indicate this peculiar
cause of disease are not yet sufficiently known ; but there must be con-
siderable disturbance when a body sufficiently hard and pointed thus to
force its way commences its journey. Inflammation, as conductin"- to
suppuration and destruction of the living substance, must precede its
course and make way for it; and as it passes along, the aperture closes, and
the wound is healed behind it. The nerves and blood-vessels which lie
in its way are, with mysterious skill, unerringly avoided, and as little
injury as possible is done to the neighbouring tissues

; but local inflamma-
tion and pain attend the whole process, which, in many cases, are accom-
panied by general and severe disease.

«r.ntiM'^'^^.K^''^"''^''^^'^'^"
^°"^^ ^^ «^^^^^» here, until the substanceapproaches to the skm, even if the case were understood. All that can bedone ,s to prevent the animals as much as possible, from having the op-

portunity ol swallowing these thmgs. ° ^

CONCRETIONS IN THE RUMEN.

A more frequent and a more serious complaint is the formation of va
nous concretions in the rumen.^ They are generally round, but occasion-
ally of various forms, and varying likewise in weight from a few ounces to
SIX or seven pounds. The composition of these balls is also very different.
Those which are decidedly peculiar to cattle are composed entirely of
hair matted together by the mucous secretion from the follicular glands
of the stomach. Sometimes they have no distinct central body • at other
times It exists in the form of a bit of straw or wood, or frequently of stone
or iron. J hey exist in the rumen, and in the abomasum. In the aboma-
sum they are composed exclusively of hair, irregularly matted and held
together by the mucus of the stomach ; in the rumen there is generally a
mixture of food, or earthy matter, in the composition of the concretion.

surMrhin.t'J!'' f I ^Jlf
f'"' Vet^rinaire, 1830, p. 324. Merr,oiies et Observations
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DISTENTION OF THE RUMEN FROM FOOD. 43")

collect together when floating in the semi-fluid contents of the

When simple food mingles with the hair, the ball seems to be formed by

a succession of concentric layers, and in the centre is a bit of nail or stone ;

or, if the beasts have access to running* water, a piece of shell often con-

stitutes the nucleus.

The hair is obtained by the habit which cattle, and even very young

calves, have of licking each other. Two cows will sometimes stand for a

lono- while titillating one another in this manner. A considerable quan-

tity of hair is loosened and removed by the rough tongues of these animals,

the greater part of which is swallowed; and there seems to be a kind o*

power in the stomach to separate these indigestible matters from the

other substances which it contains. It is also easy to imagine that the h

which the manyplus, with all its grinding power, cannot rub down, will

fourth

stomach, and gradually accumulate in considerable and hard masses.

These balls will begin to form at a very early age of the animal. Mr,

Linton, of Bishop's Auckland, found a ball * as large as his two fists,' in

the rumen of a calf that was slaughtered, when only five weeks old. This

calf, although it was made sufficiently fat for the butcher, was subject to

distention of the rumen, and was always uneasy for the space of an hour

after its milk had been given to it *.

When only a little hair enters into the formation of these calculi, they

are usually made up of earthy matter, with bits of hay, straw, or other

food, agglutinated together by the mucus of the stomach. These have

uniformly a hard central nucleus, generally metallic. The concentric

layers can here also be traced, but they are, occasionally, somewhat con-

fused.

In some cases, but not so often as in the horse, more of the various

compounds of lime, and still more of silicious matter, can be detected

by chemical analysis. These concretions are round ; they are seldom

found except in the rumen, and never in the intestines ; and there is always

the concentric layers are regularly

and the concretion, when sawn asunder, will

a central nucleus of stone or metal

and beautifully marked;

bear a high degree of polish.

Of the effect of these substances on the health of the animal it is

difficult to speak. One thing, however, is certain, that they are often

found and in greater numbers in those that are ailing and out of condi-

tion, than in stronger and thriving beasts ; but whether some fault in the

digestive organs, indicated by this poorness of condition, gives a tendency

to the formation of concretions in the paunch, or the presence of these

concretions impairs the digestive powers and produces general unthrifti-

«ess, are questions which it is difficult to answer. Each opinion may in

its turn be true, but it is probable that the latter state of things oftenest

occurs. However this may be decided, these calculi are not so injurious to

cattle as to the horse, because they are, with few exceptions, confined to the

stomach, where they may produce a sense of oppression and impairment of

appetite/ but cannot be the cause of that severe colic, and obstruction,

and inflammation, and strangulation of the intestines which destroy so

many horses.

DISTENTION OF THE RUMEN FROM FOOD

Cattle, when first put on succulent grass or turnips, or when suffered to

or even with chaff, will some
The disease is recognised in

gorge themselves with potatoes or grams,

times distend the rumen almost to bursting.

* Veterinavian, October, 1S33.
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town-dairies by the name of grain-dck ; in some parts of the couufry it

is termed maw-bound,

.
The history of the case will g^enerally unfold the nature of it; and it

will be distinguished from hoove from its not being attended by occasional
eructation, by the swelling- not being so great as in hoove, and bv the
hardness of the flanks. Should any'doubt, however, remain/the nrobanff
should be passed, into the rumen, when, if that is distended with gas, a
sudden and violent rush of the imprisoned air will follow. The proTiano-,
however, should always be used, not only to determine this point, but the
degree to which the rumen is distended by food,

^ „ , . , ^ , '
refusing to eat, and ceasino-

to rummate, generally lying down and shewing great disinclination to
move, yet the pulse is not materially quickened, and the muscle is cool
and moist, and there is little heaving at the flanks, and no indication of
pain, the practitioner may content himself with a free bleeding and a power-
tul dose of physic. These symptoms, however, are often treacherous, and,
without warning, uneasiness and heaving, and stupor and death, mav
rapidly succeed. Some farmers place great reliance on goose-grease,
which is carefully preserved to be used in this complaint; and, it is said]

Wl

that one pound of it boiled in a quart of milk will give immediate rehef
If it does give relief, it is because the goose-grease is an aperient ; but a
dose of olive or castor-oil w^ould have answered the same purpose, with-
out the danger of poisoning by the deleterious acid that i» someti
veloped in this animal matter.

de-

Mr strongly recommends his chamberley and salt, as an
effectual remedy for grain-sick, which they may use who are not ashamed
to administer so filthy a medicine. He, however, very properly adds,
that ''the beasts should be turned into the cow-stand or pasture, exercise
being an essential in the cure of this complaint.'' In these milder cases
stimulants may also be resorted to with frequent advantage. Ammonia'
ether, aromatics, and ardent spirits, have succeeded in rousinn- the stomach
to action, and establishing the process of rumination ; and that once

These stimulants
established, there is little fear of the result of the ^^
should, however, be always accompanied by aperient medicinps.
When, however, the symptoms are sudden dulness, uneasiness, shifting

of posture, moamng, swelling at the sides, the flank feeling hard and not
yielding to pressure

;
when rumination ceases, and the uneasiness and

moaning increase, and the animal gradually becomes unconscious, this is

a most serious business, and will admit of no delay.

demands mechanical relief.

It is a case that

The practitioner will probably be able to obtain some account of the
nature of the contents of the stomach, and the introduction of the piobana:
will ascertain the degree of distention.

Should the probang enter a little way into the stomach, and the operator
be able to move it about, he will have proof that, although the paunch
is sufficiently distended to produce severe annoyance and considerable
danger to the animal, it is not stretched to the utmost; and he will
consider whether he may not first try the effect of mild measures, and he
will be especially encouraged to attempt this if he finds that the food is

of a rather light nature.

A case related by Mr. Cotcheifer, of Newark,* will best illustrate the
method to be pursued. He was consulted respecting two cows that had
gorged themselves with eating wheat-chaff, and one of which was already

Veterinarian, June, 1830.
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oead. Mr. Cotcheifer, that he might lose no time, first administered a
strong purging- draught to the Hving one. He then proceeded to examine
the dead cow; and finding that both the first and second stomachs were
tilled with this chaff, he immediately saw that he must have recourse to
other means in order to remove this accumulated food. Reasoning upon
the nature of the food, and the distention not being exceedingly violent,
he sent home for Read's Stomach Pump, and, having passed the flexible
tube into the paunch, he injected a considerable quantity of water. He
then attempted to pump out some of the contents which he had thus
softened, but he found this to be impracticable, from the lightness and half
masticated state of the food, which soon stopped up the syringe ; he
therefore injected water into the rumen until it began to react upon its
contents, and a considerable proportion of them were discharged by vomit.
He afterwards threw up a large clyster of warm water, and ordered the
cow to be drenched with it several times in the day, and to be moved
gently about. The physic, assisted by the clyster, acted freely. On the
following day, the cow was better, and she recovered ; but it was a con-
siderable time before she fully regained her appetite and condition.

If the probang cannot be introduced at all into the rumen, or the food
eaten is heavy, as grains or potatoes or corn, the most judicious plan will
be to make an incision without delay through the left flank into the rumen
and thus extract its contents.

A case, related by Mr. J. Steel, of Biggar, N. B.,* will form a useful
commentary on the advice here given. He was sent for in haste to a cow
that was supposed to be very much hoven, and that seemed to be dyino*.
He found indeed every appearance of approaching dissolution. A sur-
geon had beeu prevailed on by the owner to puncture her with a trocar,
out no air came away ; and it was evident (as it would have been by exami-
^»ation with the probang) that the stomach was distended with food. She
had been feeding on clover pasture. Mr, Steel, with a decision that did
him credit, proposed an immediate opening into the stomach, and the
>^iechanical removal of its contents. He was supported by the opinion of
the surgeon; and the owner consented when he was assured that not a
moment was to be lost.

Mr. S. made an incision, five inches in length, through the flank into
the stomach. The contents immediately came rushing out in a large
stream, and continued doing so for some time; and when it stopped
coming of itself, he introduced his hand, and removed a great deal more
^t it; and he says that the quantity of this indigested mass that was
taken out was almost incredible. He then stitched up the wound, abstracted
some blood, and gave a purgative. Some days having elapsed, and the
bowels not acting, and the cow not feeding, he examined the state of the

^^^naen through the wound, some of the stitches having given way. He found
that the portion of the food, which was not removed, was lying in large
hard masses in the paunch. He was unwilling to open the whole of the
ground afresh ; but, with the pohit of a long syringe, he broke down these
Masses as well as he could, injected a good quantity'of warm water, and
gave a smart dose of physic, which acted briskly. On the next day, she
^as evidently better, and continued to improve; and, at length in spite
^f a severe catarrhal fever, which was brought on by an accidental cause,
^he perfectly recovered.

This mode of proceeding, however, is recommended only in cases of
^>^treme distention with heavy food. The rumen of cattle, with few
blood-vessels and n s, will endure very severe treatment without serious

*' Veterinarian, February, 1834.
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The principal daiiger is, and it exists considerable

extent, that a portion of the food will, during the extrication of the rest

from the stomach, fall into the abdomen, and there remain a source of

irritation, and the unsuspected cause of serious and fatal disease when the

fears of the owner had completely subsided.

A beast that has been subjected to this operation, or, indeed, whose

paunch has been distended to any considerable degree, should be prepared

for the butcher as soon as possible, or sold almost immediately, if in

tolerable condition : for a stomach, whose muscular fibres have been so

stretched and enfeebled, will not soon do its full duty again ; or a

small portion of food, which, notwithstanding the most careful manage-

ment may fall into the belly, will sometimes, after a while, produce inflam-

mation of the intestines, and death.
r

HOOVE, OR DISTENTION OF THE STOMACH FROM GAS,

If a beast, taken from poor or less nutritive food, is put upon clover,

or turnips, or rich-fog, it eats so greedily and so much, that the rumen

ceases to act. These green vegetable substances are naturally subject to

fermentation, during which much gas is extricated, but when inclosed in

the stomach and exposed to the combined influence of heat and moisture,

the commencement of the fermentation is hastened, and its effect increased.

The " Hoove" or " Blown" is distention of the rumen, by gas extri-

cated from substances undergoing the process of fermentation witliin it.

In a healthy discharge of the functions of the stomach, the food simply

undergoes a process of maceration or softening ; but if the food is retained

in the stom_ach longer than the usual period, it, or perhaps only a portion

of the juices which it contains, begins to ferment; or, as in animals with

simple stomachs, even this preparatory one may so sympathise with certain

states of the constitution, as either to secrete an acid principle, or to favour

the development of it in the food. It is from this cause that some

degree of hoove accompanies most fevers ; it has been seen that it is

the consequence of general irritation produced by obstruction of the

oesophagus
; and it sometimes accompanies difficult parturition, and to such

an extent, that it is necessary to puncture the rumen before the calf can
descend sufficiently low into the pelvis to be extracted.

Its most frequent cause, however, is that which has been just stated,

namely, the turning of a beast from poor, or less nutritious food, into

plentiful and luxuriant pasture, A\hen he frequently eats so greedily, and

so much, that the stomach is overloaded, and is unable to circulate the

food through its cavities, and from the combined action of heat and

moisture its contents speedily ferment, and gas is extricated. The follow-

ing are the symptoms

:

The animal gradually becomes oppressed and distressed. It ceases to

eat; it does not ruminate ;
it scarcely moves; but it stands with its head

extended, breathing heavily and moaning. The whole belly is blown

up; this is particularly evident at the flanks and most of all at the left

flank, ibr under that the posterior division of the rumen lies. When the

effects of this distention of the stomach in the horse were described, a

determination of blood to the head was spoken of as an early and a fearful

symptom. Many blood-vessels go to the stomach of the horse, and it

is richly supplied with nervous influence, therefore the brain soon sym-

this overloaded organ, and daggers are produced. Itpathises with

has been shown, however,

with either blood-vessels

^nuch affected in an early stage

organ,

that tlie rumen in

or nerves,

of hoove.

cattle is scantily supplied

and therefore the brain is seldom

Swelling, unwillingness to

\
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move, and laborious breathing, are the first and distinguishing symptoms.

In proportion as the stomach becomes distended by the extricated gas, the

case becomes more desperate, not only from the pressure on the other

contents of the abdomen, thus impeding the circulation of the blood;

and also on the diaphragm, against which the rumen abuts, and thus,

impeding respiration, and also the danger of rupture of the paunch, but

the construction of the oesophagean canal renders it manifest that the

^umen will be more obstinately closed in proportion as it is distended. It

is the relaxation of the muscular fibies which causes the two pillars that

constitute the floor of the canal and the roof of the rumen to be easily

opened, either for the admission or the return of food; but when the

stomach is filled and elongated, as well as widened, these fleshy pillars

must be stretched, and in proportion as they are distended, will they be

brought closer to each other, and firmly held there. Two cords, tied toge-

ther at the ends, may be easily separated from each other in the centre, when
they are loosely held ; but if they are tightly stretched, they are brought
close together, and the difficulty ofseparating them increases with the tension.

: This every-day illustration may explain the seeming difficulty of the

rumen becoming thus dangerously distended, with these moveable pillars

in its roof When the rumen is filling, there are occasional eructations of

a sour or foetid character; but when the stomach is once filled, there is no

longer the possibility of escape for its contents.

The animal cannot long sustain this derangement of important parts

;

inflammation is set up, and the circulation becomes seriously and dan-

gerously disturbed by this partial obstruction. Affection of the brain comes

at last, characterised by fulness of the vessels, hardness of the pulse, redness

of the conjunctiva, and protrusion of the eye. The tongue hangs from the

mouth, and the mouth is filled with spume. The beast stands with his back
bent, his legs as much as possible under him ; and he gradually becomes

insensible—immoveable—he moans—falls—struggles with some violence,

and, as death approaches, some relaxation of the parts ensues, and a quan-

tity of green sour liquid^ occasionally mixed vvith more solid food, flows

from the mouth and nose.

There can be no dispute as to the first object to be accomplished,

in order to save the animal; the gas must be liberated, or otherwise

got rid of. ^Some persons, when symptoms of hoove appear, drive the

animal about, and keep him for a while in constant motion. This is parti-

cularly the case with sheep. It is supposed, that in the motion of all the

contents of the abdomen, while the animal is moving briskly about, the

pillars of the roof of the paunch must be for a moment relaxed, and oppor-

tunity given for the gas to escape into the oesophagean canal, and through

the gullet; and this will, undoubtedly, be the case to a certain degree. In

sheep, that can be more easily driven about than oxen, this is sometimes

effectual ; but the ox cannot without much difficulty, and often not at all,

be induced to move with rapidity, which is necessary to produce concus-

sions sufficiently powerful to shorten and disunite the muscular pillars.

There must also be some danger of rupturing the stomach so much dis-

tended, or the diaphragm, against which it is pressing, by the very pro-

duction of these concussions.

In some parts of Leicestershire, the farmers still retain the old method
of very effectually producing these shocks : pails-full of cold water are

thrown one after another on the beast. A violent eructation follows, and
the animal is relieved; but it unfortunately happens that the stomach

»iow and then gives way, instead of the pillars of the oesophagean canal,

^nd the patient is lost.
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Some writers recommend the iidmiuistratiuu of vineoar, the proprrety of
which admits of much doubt, for the fluid contained in the stomach ia

already sufficiently acid. -
.

Others have recommended alkalis, and described them as almost a spe-
cific. Ammonia has been extolled as seldom failing to give relief It may
be conceded, that the alkali would be likely to neutralise the acid contents
of the stomach ; but there is one objection to it, (another will be stated
presently,) viz., that the same closing of the roof of the rumen, which
prevents the escape of the gas, would also prevent the entrance of the
alkali, which would, consequently, pass on to the third and fourth stomachs,
where there is no acid for it to neutralise.

Oil (whether olive, or spermaceti, or castor, or common whale oil seems
to be a matter of indifference) will sometimes prove serviceable in cases
of hoove; but it is either at the very commencement, before the muscular
pillars are tightened, and when a portion of it can enter the paunch, and
produce a disposition to vomiting or purging; or, if the whole passes on
into the fourth stomach, and so into the intestinal canal, a sympathetic
but inverted action is excited in the rumen, and a portion of its contents
is sent, by an unusual passage, from the rumen through the third and into
the fourth stomach, and so relief is obtained. In this way purging is

occasionally established, either in consequence of a stimulus applied imme-
diately to the coats of the first stomach, or from sympathy with the action
going forward m the intestinal canal, a portion of the food is carried from

'

_ returned to the mouth to be
remasticated. The grassy and harder fibres, sometimes found in the dun^^
in considerable quantities, prove that that portion of it could not have
undergone rumination. This, however, is not striking at the root of the
evil.

The object to be accomplished is the extrication of the gas, and the
prevention of any fresh quantity of it being developed. If the farmer or
the practitioner, at a distance from home, sees any of his cattle so danger-
ously hoven or swelled as to threaten speedy death, he adopts a summary
mode of getting rid of the gas : he takes a sharp-pointed knife, and
plunges it into the left flank, underneath, and in contact with which the
rumen is found. The gas rushes violently through the aperture, carryinf:;
with it steam, and fluid, and pieces of food. "
beast is immediately relieved.

The belly falls, and the
The safest place for this operation is the

Supposing a hue to be drawn close along the vertebrae, fromfollowing;

the haunch-bone to the last rib, and two other li of equal length ia
extend down the flank, so as to form an equilateral triangle, the apex ot

the triangle, or the point where these lines would meet, would be the
proper place for the operation, for there is no danger of wounding either
the spleen or the kidney.

It may also be suggested, that a small trocar is far preferable to a
knife for this operation, and might very conveniently be carried in the
instrument-case of the surgeon, or the pocket of the farmer. It consists

of a short strong stilett, terminating in three cutting edges converging to a
point, and having a handle that may be grasped with some force. To
this is accurately fitted a silver canula or tube, reaching from the ter-

mination of the three edges to the handle. It is, in fact, the instrument
used by human surgeons in tapping for dropsy. This is plunged into

the flank ; the stilett is then withdrawn, and the canula remains as long
as the operator pleases, and may be secured by tapes attached to two
rings at the base of it, and tied round the body of the animal

The gas is certainly extricated in this way, and generally successfully

t
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so When a;as ceases to escape, it may be taken for granted that the

manufacture^f it has ceased iu the rumen ; the trocar may then be witn-

drawn, and the wound will speedily heal. There are, however, oc-

casional bad consequences, which are altogether unsuspected hy me

former or the practitioner. At the commencement of the operation,

when the inside of the flank is in close contact with the paunch, the

tras fluid and fibrous matter will all be safely thrown out through the

two wounds, for, lying upon each other, ^^'^Y
.f
^^ut as one

;
but when

the stomach is partially emptied of the gas, it
^^»^^^' !"\^^,"" ^^^^

in contact with the parietes of the abdomen, fhe gas and P-^rUc'es

of solid food continue to be discharged for a considerable Ume af^^er his ;

and although the greater part may be ejected with suffioent force to

be driven through the aperture in the flank, yet some portion w.U neces-

sarily fall into the abdomen and remain there. '1 his will, ere long

become a source of considerable and dangerous irritation ;
slow or rapid

in its pro-ress and effects, according to the quantity of food that^ has

escaped from the stomach into the abdominal cavity accordingly it

happens, that althovigh the beast may appear to be perfectly reheved by

S operation, he does not thrive well afterwards, and, m the course of a

few weeks or months, sickens and dies of some obscure disease, but which

is Drincipallv refer, ible to inflammatory aff-ection of the abdomen I here-

fore the farmer or practitioner who has faith in and occasional recourse

to the mode of cure by puncturing the rumen should always carry a

^ocar wTth him, for the canula penetrating three or four inches into he

abdlln would form a continuous passage between the rume^ and
^1^^

flanks notwithstanding the subsidence of the former, and would preAent

the escape of any portion of the contents of the rumen into the abdomen

ATth mgh a pliLn of the gas may be liberated by this operation ye

the ploces's of frrmentation may proceed. The gas
-^YrJl^o^ X-

whi h would furnish a long, continued, and
-«"7>"f !"^/^i,"j;';^^^^^^^^

nlv nf it remains. Then the advocates for paunching carry tlieir operation

^
i-Hi fnrTer Thev enlar-e the aperture mto the paunch, until, as in

bid Lt o^'maw-^^^^ they can iLoduce their hand, and shovel out

the contents ; and, as before stated, the stomach, from its comparative in-

sensibility, and want of vitaUty, bears all this without any considerable in-

flammation or danger ; there is, however, as in the simple paunching, danger

from the escape of a portion of the contents into the cavity ot the abdo-

men.

Thi, larger opening int„ .he ™„,en
f^^:^Z^^^^f:'Stt'lZlLla veterinary surffeon, or a person perfecUy acqnamted w.tn ,

of eatlle, and thS preeise situation of the v,«era of the by. A eow had

"'- "f::',SoTf|rl l^rarollt-^^tr^adethiTlaigeTnision into

and tl,e aninta W-™^ 'o

^„ day"! atmal was dull-she refused her
not return, and on trie lonuwiHf, y-^j „,^rcA and on the

food, but vias eager for drink-she became worse a"d wors^ and on the

sixth day, she died. She was
f
^^

"
t

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

kidneys was found to be punctured, and the peutoneum m

hood of the wound was black
^'^^ji^f^^l^'^^'M^di^^ (for 1829, p. 390)

The French Practical Journal ot ^^5^
"^^^y/^^^^ deration, although

contains a case in which the cow was destroyed by th
p^ ^^^^^ ,^^

the larger opening was not ^esorted^to and eve
^^^

S:%iet^^:^ir^n:iC reHevJ ; but wUr the man
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of puncturing the rumen mav hf avnlrl^.i .1*1
near home, o?can obtain spSyL™t /.is f

^
"k*^"

practitioner is

the trocar will be completely discarded
=^t«"^^ch-tube and pump,tu , MI T-

^Fceuy acces
the trocar will be completely discarded. -—"
The animal havino- bppn rpKo,,^.? j ^u

paunch, apoundofE^sorL sThltdt d'""-^^^^^
'"^ ^'^^^^ ^he

carraway powder, and'half arounce o t^ler
"'^^^ "^'^^

f^
-"- ^f"

'«ornings, four ounces of Epsm^ salts fwolf' 1' °!;
''^'•'' successive

an ounce of ginger, should ^brgiven* iToHel :f1l^"''^?\-'"^
'^'^

the owner, should be to restnr. J i f "^ ^^^^ practitioner, or
the tone and acdon,f the rumen Th'e ! {

'"^
f/^-^^--^b as possible,

tion will show when that is b^^nnin/tobf^lf;;; d "a^^°""
'' '""'"^-

usually precede the desire lo eat
^^^ected, and rumination will

Attention should for some timp Hp n-^rl f *u
mash should be daily allowed and tCn /' ^"-""er of feeding. A
turned should be shon and bare' rather thn^nl"' 'Z ''^f^

'^'' ^^'^^ '«

kept in mind that the over-dis ended stn u'T/u^'u
^' '^'""'^ ^'^« be

soon, and in most cases wil?'''^ ""^ ^^^ h^^'^" ^^^^^ will not

thatJfdiebersirrtolerJbl '^'^^"'*^^ '^^ former energy
; and

or it should be go read^for ,h Tf' '' '^""'^^ ^' ''''' '' '^' ^^'"^^her,

be effected. ^ ^ ^^' '^" '"^'"^^^ ^^ 'i"''^l<ly '-^^ that can with safety

into the pasture in perS health was'f ', 'T '''^' ""''' ^-" ^^^^
labouring under ^^eat exHfJH

f«""<i' "^ the course of the morning.
vomit, and then |al lopi ^"ov IL^S^ • H""^' "^'kT'"^^

^^^^'« ^«

the saliva runnin "
from ft asTf Ih!

.^^^ ^^"^^ ^'^^^ «P^"' «nd
and fixed, and sta^ltinrfrl ^hei o'r^^^^ ^l^^f^

-- ^a^^-^^
dilated. When she stood ^till htrV i [ ^ nostrils were unusually

stretch herself out,\?d1o^nd\^;a^^trth:Te1k'"'r"^
speedily to swell, and she loanedVJalJ^;, S-cou^-^orbr^ilfe^

touTy.' ^rvast"' auann ^T'"^ '
'T^'"' P""^^"'-^'^ ^^e rumen with a bis-

the abdomenlSsidedlnlfh'
^^^^^ ^1-% out; the enlargement of

sently the efforts to vo^iU 1' '^'^''^T^
'^ ^^ P^''^^^^ ^^ ^^^e ; but pre-

being accidentally do^d! ".e
1™"'' '.",' '^^ ^P^^*"''^ ^^^ ^^'e paunch

tionernow suspected that the cause Taf th-^"^^"
''^'"'"- '-The practi-

somewhere in the gullet, or the entrance into thp I^'f""^'^^
^^« concealed

fully examined along th; whole exten of bullet in th "Tt ^' '^''-

detect any obstruction. He then op ned fhe moutJ "T^' •^"!, '""^^ ""^
'n order to introduce a flexible osier rod ntoT 'll ? T''^ '^' ^ead,
again making a sudden and more violent effort ?

S"ilet, when the animal
a snake in the posterior part of the mouth Rp c

^°'?'.*4^ «^^ the tail of
his right hand, and, steadying himself by iavin,r fir""^?

't/mmediately with
hi. left hand, he drew it out -it was dLd aifd

™ ^"^ ?' ^7" ^^'^^

eleven inches in length. There was no'aleaTaTof h^'
''^^ ""^

upon it, but it was covered with a greenish sSumeThi «•'/'' ^°""^
immediately ceased, the hoove disappeared and the clw if.

' !" ''''"'''

nate, and steadily regained her appetite and ^irits
^'" '" '"'"''-

bucking calves are occasionally subject to hoove T ittlp rv,^n.ecessary in this case than the introduction of the proban<^ 7r" T"
^'

^.on of the rumen arises from some accidental and tempo;arvl''' ''";
there is rarely any continued manufacture of gas wX^tl^rma^;;:!

" Recueil de Med. Vet., 1826, p. 403.
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Some calves become blown from the t.ick which they frequently have ot

suckina: each other's pizzle or ear. It is curious to see with what eag-er-

ness they will do this, and how quickly they blow themselves up by tne

air which they draw in and swallow. The introduction of the probang

will be sufficient here, but it will be prudent to separate the animals .

J

LOSS OF CUD.

The cessation of rumination, designated by the term « the loss of cud."

is more a' symptom of disease, than a disease of itself. It accompanies

most inflammatory complaints, and is often connected with those of debi-

lity It will be the duty of the practitioner to ascertain the cause ot this

suspension of second mastication, and to adapt his mode of treatment to

the nature of that cause. A dose of physic, with a very small portion ot

aromatic medicine, will be indicated if any fever can be detected
;
more

than the usual quantity of the aromatic will be added in the absence ot

fever, and still more, with tonic and alterative medicine, if general debility

is indicated. The carraway and ginger powder are the best aromatics that

can be employed, and will supersede every other : the gentian and gin-

wilh Epsom salts, as recommended in p 444, will prove a very
ger,

useful tonic and alterative, in of " loss of cud " that cannot be traced

to any particular diseased state of the animal, or that seems to be con-

nected with general debility.

INFLAMMATION OF THE RUMEN.

In almost every book on cattle-medicine mention is made of " inflam-

mation of the stomach ;
" and certainly cases do, although but rarely,

occur in which evident traces of inflammation of the rumen may be dis-

covered on examination after death. The cnticular coat is not discoloured,

but it peels from the mucous coat below at the slightest touch, and that

coat is red and injected. This is particularly the case when a beast oies

soon after apparent recovery from distention of the stomach by gas or

when he is destroyed by the accumulation of solid food that could not be

removed It is likewise found in every case of poisoning, but the

symptoms during hfe are so obscure that it would be useless to bestow

further time on the consideration of this disease.

POISONS.

Nature has endowed the brute with an acuteness of the various senses,

and with a degree of instinct which, so far as the life and enjoyment and

usefulness of the animal are concerned, fully compensate for the lack of

the intelligence of the human being. The quadruped is scarcely born ere

* It is amusins to observe the strange notions which some persons have formed of

hi. disease^nd its treatment. Mr. Parkinson contends that it chiefly arises from the
his disease

over-abundantly supplied with sahva, which, passing con-

g ands of/^^'^^X
,hroat the stomach becomes too full, and the end of the gullet or

SSerstoted so 'as to prevent the passage of the wind orbreath (What

Sn'ge^'aai: ty^'of 'the salivary glands, even to fill the enormous cavity of the ^rnen

and to stop the end of the gullet or wmdpipe ! Excellent anatomy !
The mode ot

'^'^.V^mS^i is solely occasioned by a too abunaaritflow of^lh. in tlies^m^
I have myself been much troubled with this comp amt, for -t^'^^' ^^^^^^ "^^^^

things preLribed by the faculty, 1 found an effectual r'^^^^'^^
'^.^^"^'if, tt'ck with a

1 do immediately kfter every meal, spitting as much as possible^ An)
beht adrii

knob thrust doJn the throat -m give ea.e ; bu I m .h
g>p^^^

liS!!^^ Svfs^:;:xri; rfer ::^^ as a .-t^t^me)^.d ..^
an effectual and immediate relief.-Parkinson's Treatise on Live Stock, vol. 1. p. -m.
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he is mysteriously guided, and without any of the les^nn^ nf «vr.o,.-«....
to the kind of food which affords him the mLt suiU^rur hS She ,s warned from that which would be deleterious. There is s^arcelv apasture wh,ch does not contain some poisonous plants, yet the beas c Lsthe grass_ close around them without gatherin/a particle of thatSwould be mjunous. In the spring of the vear, however, and espec allvafter they have been kept in the stall or the straw-yard during theSerand supported chiefly on dry food, as soon as they are turned inTi thefields cattle eat greedily of every herb that presents ifself, and frequemlv Irseriously diseased, and sometimes quite poisoned. They are under^ themfluence of appetite almost ungovernable, and few nlant« hauo ,i
quired their distinguishing foriS and colo'ur, and t.ste and srSell U ^already been stated (p. 310) that when Linn^us visited Torne"^ th 'i u'
tants complained of a disease which destroyed many of the"' caUi? ;especially if during the spring, they were turned into^ part.' ular me^d'owin the neighbourhood. He soon traced the disorder to tL water-hTmjlk

nt;tfw hoft'''""V." %^t
P'^^^' ^"^ ^^'^"^ ^^^ caul'n spring linot know how to avoid*. The common and water-hemlock, the water-

attr butt T'.W lu'
P"""'P^' P'^"^^ '^-' -« P-— tocattle

,
but It IS said that the common-crowfoot, and various othersof the ranunculus family, are occasionally destructive. The writer of thistreatise -collects losing one cow that had fed on the wild parsnip andanother by black henbane

; and there is a case on record in^which^ eightcows were poisoned by the stalks of the wild poppy f
^

The symptoms of poisoning by these acrid and narcotic plants are

a. principally sudden sweUing, with a p;;uh;: s^i; . J^^.^ ^ ^of the attack; cessation of rumination ; a change in'the quamy of themilk, which becomes thn and serous, and presently ceases to^ be secretedthe refusal of all solid food, and eagerness after water
; quickening of thepuke which yet becomes small, and, in some cases, scarcely to be feltana the animal frequently grinds his teeth, and paws, and n

'• '

T:Z ""^^IJ^LJI^ [- i"^i--«
the stupor passes

- ' . ^ -; ""? -""5 "* ^uuiK^ cases, scarcely to be fplt •

sevoi ^"^'"^Ifr^q^f% grinds his teeth, and paws, and rolls, as if it feU

See nf ' ^T"'
^" \ ^'^ ^"^'"""^^^ ^^e stupor passes o;er, and a

?or^m:dnesr^'*""^"^
^"' ^^'"^ f-y succeeds, vihich^as been Mistaken

On examination after Hi^affi 4U«

found in the paunch.'buttn 'atwSsTr V"' P"^°" '^ "^"^"^

conveyed into the fourth stomach and inStiner' Th^"
"^""^^t^^^ted, and

not seem to be very acute in cattle
;

it is a sleepy kind IT plelurwhictthey feel in rumination, and the acrid and bitter flavour of manv I T,Y ^
appears to give them little annoyance. ' "'^"^

Inflammation is found in the paunch and spf^nnd ctr.«,„ u t.

by the ease with which the cuticular coat se^ed fZ\ffk '''''l^

The yew is probablj the most destructive poison, espeeially when aquantity of it is taken unmixed with other food M H^.^rf h™.
relates that, in Hanover and Hesse, .he cattle are par«y ftHn iheTa^sof theve„_ He e a , ^ ^^^„ ,„ ,^^ J^^^

yew. — w».«,wixiivvi tiic tictcj «.o uucy grew in tj

those countries, and he found them to be the true yew.

* Lachesis Lapoinca^ vol. ii. p. 13^.

f Recueil de Med. VeCerinaire, Oct. J 829, p. 9;^.
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and branches is mingled with the other food. The quantity ot the yew is

small at first, but it is gradually increased until it constitutes the greater

part of the food ; and it has the reputation of materially contributing to

the fattening of the beast.

The inhabitants of Hanover and Hesse are, nevertheless, perfectly

aware of the poisonous property of the leaves of this tree, and are some-

times taught, by dear experience, that it will destroy their cattle, unless it is

manaired'with this degree of caution.
,

M Husard adds, that on his return to France he determmed to put this

matter to the test, but he selected the horse instead of cattle as the subject

of his experiment. He gave the yew mixed with oats in the proportion of

half a pound of the former to a pound and a half of the latter and the

horse did not appear to be in the slightest degree inconvemenced by what

he had eaten. , . , • . iu

This animal however, was enfeebled and emaciated previous to the ex-

periment • and it occurred to M. Husard that there might be a deficiency

of sensibility in the stomach, and in the frame generally, and that, m con-

sequence of this, the poison might not produce its fatal effects: he, there-

fore selected a mare in good health and condition, as the subject of a

seco'nd experiment. She ate the mingled yew and oats, and suffered no

inconvenience. ,.,/-^,-j jj--
He selected another horse as the subject of a third and decisive experi-

ment He took seven ounces of the yew, and bruised and mixed it with

twelv'e ounces of water, so as to make a kind of electuary, which he gave

to a horse that had fasted four hours ; an hour afterwards he fell and died .

The British agriculturist will scarcely be tempted to make experiments

like these except in times of the greatest scarcity, and then he would act

with all the caution of the Hanoverian, for several instances occur to the

recollection of the writer in which the P^e^ence of a considerable quant^y

of other food in the rumen did not preserve the beast from the fatal effects

of the jlv. Fortunately, it is seldom that cattle browse upon he green

vew • the mischief is usually done by the half-dried clippings of the yew-

trees,' or hedges, which are too often suffered to lie m the way of cattle,

and which they will eat, if not with avidity, yet freely.

Little can be done in the way of medicine when cattle have browsed on

these poisonous plants, and the only hope of the practitioner must be

founded on the early and persevering use of the stomach-pump. Plenty

of warm water should be injected and pumped out, and that repeated again

and again j and at length the stomach should be fully distended with water,

for the purpose, and in the hope of, producing vomiting, as in Mr. Cot-

cheifer's cas^e. Whether this succeeds or not, a brisk purgative should

be next administered, but as cautiously and gently as possible, tbat it may

Bass on over the closed floor of the oesophagean canal into the fourth

S V, «nd not bv the power with which it descends, force open the

X" that co^p;^^^^^^^^^^
and enter the rumen and be lost. Tonics

^nd aromitics wThere also follow the evacuation of the stomacn, in order

vv mie speaKiug oi poisons, it will, perhaps, be proper to mention that
VY uue spcaiv g ui

t- j' „„|rpmp danger from the application of
catt e are sometimes exposed to extreme oangei jiu«.

^.v,;^^,,.^^^^,,,
deleterious mineral preparations for the cure of mange and other cutaneous

.ruptionr A practFtioner had been attending on some mangy cows
;
he

had^applied th! usual preparation of sulphur mixed with a portion of

* Imtmctions sur les Maladies de les Arimaux Domestiqnes, tome vi. p. .300.

to restore its tone.

While
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mercurial ointment, and the animals were decidedly getting belter, al-
though not so rapidly as the impatient owner desired. '^"

_. _ ^4 V 1 ^

came dissatisfied, and another person
The gentleman be-

.
called in, who freely applied a

lotion to the sore and mangy spots ; but before he had dressed the last of
the cows, the first became suddenly and violently ill, and died The former
practitioner was sent for in great haste, but ere he had arrived, three had
died, and he came just in time to witness the death of a fourth. They
were all dead in less than two hours after the external application of the
lotion. He found the bottle with a portion of the lotion remainino- in it,

which he carried away, and appointed the following morning for the open-
ing of the animals, to which he desired that the second man should be
summoned, and arriving at his home, he set to work to analyze the con-
tents of the bottle. Combined with some unknown vegetable matter he
found a nearly saturated solution of corrosive sublimate.'' On the foIlowin.r
morning the post-mortem examination took place. Considerable inflam"
mation of the first and second stomachs was found, evidenced by the ready
separation of the cuticular coat ; the fourth stomach and the intestines
were ulcerated, and in many places nearly perforated. The gas which
proceeded from the abdomen and rumen was of so poisonous a character
that the butcher who opened the animals, although warned of his daao-er
yet exposing himself to the blast of the gas as it escaped, had erysipelatous
swelling of the face and head, which threatened his life. The 'cows were
poisoned by the application of the mercurial wash to the mangy and
abraded spots.

It is no unusual thing for cattle that have been incautiously dressed
with a strong solution of corrosive sublimate to become seriously ill.

They cease to eat and to ruminate; the saliva drivels from their mouths;
they paw with their feet ; look anxiously at their flanks, and are violently
purged—blood usually mingling with the faeces.

The remedy, if there is time and opportunity to have recourse to it is
the white of several eggs, beaten up with thick gruel, and gently poured
down the throat, that it may be more likely to pass on to the fourth
stomach

; and this repeated every hour, until the animal is either relieved
or dead. As soon as decided relief is obtained, a dose of physic should be

^u'^^?^ I .
'/ """^ ^''''^'" ^^^"'^ *^ ^^ coming on, a few pounds of blood

should be taken away. ^

It is scarcely possible that cattle should suffer from the poison of arsenic,
unless It IS maliciously administered, for it ought not to enter into the
composition of any medicine, or external application. The antidote woald
be lime-water, or chalk and water plentifully administered.

DISEASES OF THE RETICULUM

Of these, in the present state of knowledge of cattle-medicine, little can
be said. Some of the foreign substances that are found in the rumen
have been occasionally discovered in the reticulum, as pins, pieces of
wire, nails, small stones, &c. They were, probably, ejected over the
valve between the two stomachs, enveloped by, or attached to, the portion
of food that was preparing for a second mastication. In the forcible con-
traction of the stomach, it has been severely wounded by these substances,
and so much inflammation has ensued, that the animal has been lost.

The following narrative, by M. Dupuy, director of the Veterinary School
at Toulouse, which is almost exclusively devoted to the consideration
of the diseases of cattle, will form a sufficient illustration of this. A bull,
three years old, died after an illness of fourteen days. The symptoms
scarcely extended beyond the peculiar heaving and short cough of hoove.
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On examination, after death, it was found that the second, stomach

adhered to the diaphrao-m by a false membrane, which was clearly the

conseqnence of intense inflammation of that stomach. The coats ot the

reticuhim had been pierced, and in the aperture was a piece of iron wu'e,

that had penetrated throng-h the diaphragm and the pericardium, and

entered the rio-ht ventricle of the heart. Within the diaphrag-m, and

between it andthe heart, was a sac containing^ nenrly a pound of blood

niino-led with the hquid food usually contained in the second stomach.

The mischief had been of long standing, for the walls of the ventricle

were become white and of a cartilaginous structure, and the ventricle

itself was filled with coagulated blood deposited layer upon layer. The

pericardium was contracted and adhered to the heart, and mi;>ht almost be

said to have disappeared. The lungs were emphysematous, and con-

tained numerous encysted tubercles resembling hydatids, or actually

being so.

The writer of this treatise has frequently seen inflammation of the

second stomach—sometimes accompanying that of the paunch,^ and at

other times seemim^ly confined to the reticultim. This inflammation was,

as in the rumen, "characterised by the peeling olf of the cuticular coat,

and the redness of the tissue beneath it ; but the symptoms were so different

in different cases, and always so obscure, that no legitimate conclusion

could be drawn from the appearances that presented themselves.

DISEASES OF THE MANYPLUS, OU MANIFOLDS.

Althon"-h 'the function of this stomach is one of a purely mechanical

nature ttrere seems to be a strong bond of sympathy between it and ahnost

every part of the frame. There are few serious diseases by which cattle are

afflicted and there are none of an acute and inflammatory nature, in which

the manvplus is not involved. It is so common in cases of catarrh, con-

stipation, inflammation of the lungs or bowels, sin,p!e fever, dropping

after calvino- blain, and even murrain, to find the manypius either choked

with food in 'a hardened state, or, if continuing; sott, yet having become

exceedino-ly putrid and emitting a most nauseous smell, that the idea of

the aninud being fardel- bo2ind, or having disease of ihefaik is always

present in the mind of the farmer and the country-practitioner. They are

seldom wrong in this surmise, for the fardel-bag either sympathises with

the diseases of other parts, or is the original seat and focus of disease.

The manvplus has been described as containing numerous leaves or

curtains or dnplicatures of its cuticular coat, and with interposed layers ot

muscular and vascular tissue, which hang from its roof and float loose in its

cavitv These leaves are covered with innumerable little hard papiUjE or

prominences ; and many of these, and especially toward the lower edges,

assume a trek^r degree of buli<, and something of a hook-hke form. Those

?m"ions o1 tod that are returned after the second mastication and that

have not been thoroughly ground down, are seized by f-e hooked edges

of the leaves and drawn up between them,
^"t""-'''/' t^l for hp

action of these flexible grindstones, they are sufi.c.ently commmutedfor the

purpose of digestion.

It is
^. • *i ^^ o;fV.«r c;TnrIn(r in the irritability of other

easy to imagine that, eithei snarin^ m lu^ j

parts or be no- the orio-inal seat of irritation and inflammation, the many-

plu may spa moLali; contract upon, and f-^^'^
^f^^'^^'" ^^.^.^^^^

ihat have been thus talLi up between its leaves By this contiact.on the

natural moisture of the food, or that which it had acquired m the processes

of maceration and mastication, is mechanically squeezed out, or dramed
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away by the very position of the leaves, andahardand dry mass necessarily
remams. When the contraction is violent, and this imprisonment of the
food lono. continued, we can even conceive of the possibiky of its becoming
so hardened and dry as to be snapped between the fingers, Ld to be capable

U is'So "lo 'I
P"

T 7Y ?.' '^"''P^'"" '''' - -t'exa,^erated 'wfen

hand Tt r!n '°"^,.f
1^'^ ^^^ ^^^'^ ^^^ed in an oven." %n the other

S; ^^;^"
^^'-^^f

''y be imagined that, either debilitated by inflammatory
action peculiar to itself, or sympathising with, and sharing in the debility
ot other parts, the leaves may have lost the power of acting on the food
contained be ween them, and which, supported by the irregularities of the
cuticular coat, and imprisoned there in a somewhat pultaceous form willgradually become putrid and offensive.

^ '

nn'^no'i;'^
case may not unfrequently happen. The animal may be fedon too dry and fibrous matter, or he may lazily and but hTl7nerforrn

may accumulate in the manyplus more rapidly than they can be o-round

VVhaeer maybe the cause, this state of contraction or inaction of themanyplus often occurs, and either aggravates the pre-existing maladv, orbecomes a new source of disease, and hastens or causes the^ death of the

rli , A /T'"''-'
^''? ^^""^ spasmodically contracted, or long and forci-

d. ended the imprisoned food presents a very curious appearance.

animal.

Wh
blv

There is an mdentat.on of the papilla, on the surface 'of the detained massIhe impressiori is as perfect as could be made by any seal. All this forcemust have produced inflammation of the part; and that intense inflamma-tion does occasionally exist in the manyplus, sufficient to produce oreat andgenera derangement and even to destroy the beast, is rendered sufficien yevident by the easy separation of the cuticular coat ^ ^
.- •:.'•'

,
" "* ^"^ v.v...^.^,icii ^uu.L. In many cases, orperhaps in the m.jority of them, it is impossible to remove the detamedmass from its situation without a portion of the cuticular coat accompanyino-

stal'ofTr'° ; ' T'b ^°^''''"' ^^ ^«»fes^^d. that even this hardened

ease ^Vt'^^'^^^^^^ts of the manyplus is not always a proof of general dis-

other parts, without LLiJv " " "^^'"' "' '' '' ^"«^" ^° ^« "^ "^^"y

with general health and gTo?'co".:./;^or' ^rT' 'f^T^'
"^^^^^^^^"^^

1 1 * £1 ^- ^ , ,
^^^^^^^on, lubercles and abscesses in fliPlungs, and inflammation and almost complete disorganizatio^rf the liverwill ocrasionally be found on examination of the carcase, of the el^s^'ence of which there was not the slightest suspicion during the fife of heammal. So, in this case, the fardel-bag has been found choked with food

r;V!fpe:ii;tTiith.'^'
^"' ^^^"^^' ^"^ ^'' ''^^ '-- ^-' ^pp-ntf;

T3arfonl?onh,V?"
treatise has seen the loss of function confined to onepart only of this stomach. Between some of the leaves, or on one side orcurvature of the manyplus, the contents have been green and fluid • in theother portion of it they have been perfectly baked.^ It is a w e and k n^provision of nature that the general health and thriving of the aiirn^Sm various cases be so little impaired by local, although serious, diseaseMany a tnflmg circumstance, nevertheless, may cause this lockl evii tospread rapidly and widely

; and, even without any additional excitement
the mere continuance of such a disease, accompanied by such derano-ement
of function, can scarcely fail of being attended by injurious consequences.

duS whf h tb-'^T'' ^f"^^"'
""'"^^^^ of^he great length'oft medurmo ^hich this hardened matter may be detained between the leaves of

4i
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I

the manyplus. A person at Bourbourg; had a valuable cow that was fed

principally on vetches, A serious epizootic broke out in that neighbour-

hood, and the cow was removed to a distant and uninfected place, where

she remained for six weeks apparently well, and without the possibility of

her getting at any vetches ; she then became infected by this prevalent

malady and died. The third stomach wns filled with vetches, dry, hard,

and, as it were, roasted. Although there was no apparent illness, it is im-

possible to determine how flir this long-continued and unnatural state of

the manyplus had preyed on the strength of her constitution, and prepared

her for a fatal attack of the epidemic^'.

In the Veterinarian for November, 1829, several cases of " staking" or

*' bound " are recorded by Mr. Cartwright, which were plainly referrible to

this stomach. A drove of Anglesea cattle were on their journey to the

London market. They appeared to be in perfect health when they crossed

the ferry, and they stopped one night in a field near Bangor. They had,

not o'otfar from this place when one of them was taken ill, and, being alto-

gether unable to proceed, he was slaughtered. A little farther on two

others beo*an to fail ; and when they arrived on the borders of Shropshire

the disease was spreading rapidly among them. They were dull, moaning
;

they could scarcely be induced to move, and they remained obstinately

standino-. Proper measures were resorted to : they were bled and purgative

medicirre was administered, but four of them presently died. In two of

these the manyplus was full,—clogged with food,—but it was soft ; in the

third the o-reater part of the food was soft, but in the larger curvature it

was hard and friable. In the fourth beast the manyplus was quite full and

hard, each layer being so dried that it would snap short off; and upon each

layer there was a thin pellicle of secretion of a blueish colour that could be

ea'sily separated; the leaves of the stomach were of a light pinkish hue,

and the vessels were injected." Four others, that had been taken ill in the

same way, recovered ; but it was eight or nine days before any medicine

operated, although great quantities were administered. In the third sto-

mach of each there were a great number of small seeds from some unknown
in this field at Bano^or, and which hadsaid to have grownplant,

remained in the stomach from that night.

A more satisfactory proof of the serious nature of the maladies of this

stomach is recordedf.

Towards the end of September, 1746, a great number of cows died at

Osterwich, in the principaUty of Halberstadt. Lieberkuhn, a celebrated

physician, (there were not any veterinary surgeons at that time,) was sent

to examine into the nature of the disease, which was supposed to be one of

the species of murrain that was then committing such ravages among the

cattle in various parts of the continent. Tiiere were none of the tumours,

or pestilential buboes, that in an earlier or later period of the malady

usually accompanied and characterised murrain, but, on inspection of the

dead bodies, considerable peritoneal inflammation was found; the first and

second stomachs were filled with food, but the third stomach was the pal^

pable seat of disease—its leaves were black and gangrened. The mass

contained between the leaves was black, dry, and so hard that it could

scarcely be cut with a scalpel. It intercepted the passage of the food from

the two first stomachs to the fourth ; and this latter stomach was empty

and much inflamed. Neither the heart nor the lungs nor intestines exhibited

^ Moyens Curatifs, par Vicq-d'Azir, p. 481.

t Disputations de Haller, Tom. v.—Journal Pr^tititie^ 1826; p. 38.
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y trace of disease. Twelve cows were onpnpri aiu] ih^ «».,.«

arly the same in all of them.*
^"'^^ «P^»^^' ^"'l the appearances were

M^ Liej^erkuhn thus accounted for the disease : the pasture had beenoverflowed u. the preceding month, and when the water subs d d ve'Lt owas much quickened by the united influence of moisture and hJar and he

Z^eZr^Tr'^^'V "''; ""'^"'^ ^^^^ ^''^^''*y abounded (diLlu:

1 ntwfth^T '''""''''' ^"'^ '-^"""c^I^s growing- rapidly, and succu-

2J I t
''^ ^

v?^
possess.no- the natural odour or taste of the matureplant the beasts, like (hose m the island of Tornea, fed on them uncon-

scinusly, and the poisonous principle which they contained was evidenced
in tlie paralysis, or over-excitation of the muscles of the manvnUasTins state of the manyplus is one of the most serious species of indiges-tion to which these ammals are subject, and deserves thi attenl ve cm.sderation ot the practitioner. There are, nevertheless, manrd fficuiHes'accompanying the study of this important subject, and which chiefly a se

s^Tp oms'^rwhicT'^'^' ''^'^f'''
I<nowlei.e'of cattle-medicif' Th

d inlrshed 7 .r:Tl "^
l^"S-^'-«'^^

disease of the manvpkis may be

c^ f ,1 Tu '^""'f'^'
?ther stomachs, and (he manner in which itcan be successfully treated,_these are points on which no author lias writ-

1; Ta r' """^i
veterinary teacher on the south side of the Tweed

when tt ^r'
"'"^ p.;actit.oner on his way. Is it not disgraceful, hatwhen the veternwy art has professedly been studied in England mor; thanforty years, no effective school of cattle-medicine has yet been established

;

cont.W ^K '^I'P'}^^ T''
'''^'^^^'^ of the live stock of the agriculturist

th"v
1" fandoned to the ravages of the various diseases to which

forCvenZnt t
' /'

"f
^"=^ 'T '"' ^^^ ^'^^^^"^ ^^'"-"^ --«t'- -^

fhp ?.?,rl f

interfere, and to protect the most important interests of

wealth
"' '''' """'* '^''^"'^ '^"''' ^^ "^''°"^' prosperity and

the^mL.t^Mr-'^H-'f- ^"^'•?'^J """^'f ^y ""^''^ '^' ^^^^"^'«" °f ^h^ f"0d in

feed nt o r o" '"'^'''iT f'
™'^' ^' «^^^^''«^^^% Produced by the animal

fibrous may a" freir T'" '"^ '"'^^"^^"^ '"^^ *« ^'^^^ -'"'^h is hard and

Strange TLyT^lllTj^ZZ'l '' ""' ^ 7'' ''''''' ^'^^'^^ «^ ^^^
'^^^^

refuse^hesof[andnntri^ousfo^ofth?;a:^ "^^'ff^
''^"^^^ ^'^ '=^'^' ^"

grass and weeds which (he hedgef'^::^r:^:::::^-:^zmanyplus with hard and fibrous substances
; and many a beast has suffe edn tins way from bemg too rapidly and exclusively put on chaff of various

Ji* ^ k± KJ iJ f

The symptoms vary in different animals but fhp f^iu,,.; • n-
of thnm . +K^ ^„' 1 • -^ n

''''^'^^^, "ui tne lollowino' is an outlme

rat d and Wd h
'" r^^ ?P'''''^

'
^^^ P"^«« '^ ^"'-vvhat accele-

[he monfh h f
' 1 ^^^P^^^^'^" ""\^« "^"^h quickened

; the muzzle is dry
;the inouth hot

;
the tongue protruded, and seemingly enlarged

; the mem-brane both of the eyes and nose is injected
; tiie eye is protruded or^veeping

;
the head is extended

;
the animal is unwilling to move and thegai IS uncertain and staggering

;
the urine is generalfy voided ^ithdiffi!cuty, and IS sometimes red and even black. There is Apparent Td obsU-nate costiveness, jet small quantities of lic,uid faeces are dischara-ed Asthe disease proceeds, and often at an early period, there is evident deter-

* The reporter adds, (exhibiting the wretched state of veterinary science and how far

itate.-
' '^^'^'"^"^^ and divided the tail m various parts, and found it in its natural

'
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mination of blood to the head* evinced not only by this staggering gait, but

by a defrree of unconsciousness ; the eyes weep more; the hds are swollen
;

the costlveness continues or some hardened excrement is voided, but ioetid

and mixed with blood ; rumination ceases ; the secretion of mdk is usually

suspended, or the milk becomes offensive both in taste and smell ;
the urine

flows more abundantly, but that too continues of a dark colour.

Manv of these symptoms, distinguish this complaint from distension of

the rumen • there is not the hardness at the flanks, and the general swelling

of the belly, which is observed in distension by food; nor the greater dis-

tension and threatened snflbcation which accompany hoove. In bad cases,

and when the symptoms take on much of the character of that undescnbed,

and unintelligible disease, wocd-evil, tremblings of the frame generally, a de-

o-ree of palsy, coldness of the extremities, actual swelling ot the tongue,

tlie eyes glaring, and the ears and the tail being in frequent and convulsive

motion,—these are the precursors of death.

The period of the termination of the disease is uncertain ; it extends from

three or four days to more than as many weeks. Many of these symptoms

so often accompany other diseases that they are utterly insufficient always,

or a-ener-dlv to lead to a rii^ht conclusion as to the nature of the complaint

;

and careful enquiry must be made into the history of the case.

The treatment is as unsatisfactory as the history of the symptoms. It

b¥~4.o
will always oe piupc. lw ^.^^ -- •

i j- r .y- . .

prevent the occurrence of that which continued disease of his important

stomach would be likely to produce. To this should follow a dose of

phvsic in order to evacuate the intestines beyond the place ot obstruction,

and b'y its action on them, possibly recall this viscus also to the discharge

of its healthv function. The Epsom salts, with half the usual quantity of

crinoer wiUVorm the best purgative ; and it should be administered either

by means of a small horn, or the pipe of the stomach-pump introduced

half way down the gullet, and the liquid very slowly pumped in. By

this cautious method of proceeding the pil ars of the cesophagean canal

will probably not be forced open, and the liquid will flow on tlirough the

passage still partially open at the bottom of the manyplus, and thence into

the abomasum. Of the sympathetic influence which the establishment of

increased action of the intestines has on the stomachs above, in rousing

them to their wonted function, mention has already been made : it is a fact

of much importance, and should never be forgotten by the practitioner.

A consideration of the nature of the disease will necessarily lead to the next

step. Either a great quantity of food is retained between the leaves of the

manyplus in a natural and softened state, or it is powerfully compressed

there and has become dry and hard. Now the longer leaves of this sto-

mach reach from the roof almost or quite to the base of it, and some of them

floa in the continuation of the cesophagean canal hrough which all fluids

pass n heir way to the fourth stomach. Then plenty of fluid should be

made o flow through this canal ; and this may readdy be eff-ected by the

n 11 horn,"!- much better by the stomach-pump ^u almost constant

current of warm water may thus be kept up through the canal, by

means of which the food retained towards the lo..r "^S^
^^^^^ ^^^'/^^^

most obstinately retained there on account of the ^i'^^"^^^^

papiUee will be gradually softened and washed out Ihis will leave room
papi i£e, \Mii ue / ,

, natural action of this portion of the leaves
for the descent oi more ; ancl me naiuic^i «>-

• i ^ i

be n'pSy re-established, when freed from the weight and oppression

of thatC whfch they had been filled, the rnass that remains above vmII begin

to be loosened ; it will gradually descend and be soltened by the stream

and it too will be carried off"; and so, in process of time, a great part of
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tlie stomach will be emptied, and the manifolds will be so far relieved as tobe able to renew its natural function
ieiie\ea as to

r„o?wirb7L°„'L^ldrJr"'Tr'''''
'""^ "" P-''^"^^- '>"' ">e hardened

fluid Thatt" be Id' .s er d" slr:,o,r'"f
""""-'.'"^ °'^=«'"°-

1-
f 1 . ,,

'tumiiubLeiea. ;^ome portion or aperient salt c;f,nnlr1 ho

bo"c"m!'
^V^V''*7'

'"
V'^''

'^'^' P"--^^^'"" -^y be established a^^ooa as

faHno f'

'^^Pt ™°derately up when it is established
; but no heatin' sti^']a ng, ton.c rnedicme, beyond the prescribed proportion of aromati^ toXpurgative, should on any account be given, for it is impossible to tell wh.finflammatory action may be goin. ftward in the manypK , or to whadegree the spasmodic contraction on its contents mav be incLs;d No foodshould be allowed except soft or almost fluid mashes but ih! •

"^
^

"""^

be indulged in water or thin o-fuel without limi^ri ? '"""'"^ ""^^^

^m is ton the •;
'"""'"' .^'">- 'I'-efore, whe'n dLended by food

ve seV hat eh.rl, .hi b
•

'f, ""Pf '
""= <=''="''"!»" ">ronsh the mainvessej inat rehiins the blood from the nteslines to the hpnit ,,,,1 ih„.

Tf blood oThebr->f Tnff
'' "•

I"""'' "'T'^^'^y
"i- » determination

= ,;„„I Tu- T ' ™ "'« »">dnig up of the disease bv a suecies ofai^plexy. this however, will „„t aher the opmion that Ls bien 2en
thet nrePr„d:a":fof

""
""fT ''

''f
'^'" '^™- consider^bl 1?J ™

ha^etrhirhttrhSr/ertVu^tSo'od!™''''''""^ '- "- '-^- "'''^'>

MALFORMATION OF THE MANYPLUS.

from which some use?d hi„i;;;7brd r v d»
'

He si "that ""'r"'
""

were observed diirinrr fl^o .. u ^ ^ , u • \
* ^^^ ''^^*^ ^^^ ^ows

quantity of food
; Tfn ch Tot n

"
I'-

''' '' '^' ' "^^^'^ ^^^" °^di»-y
that which was consumed bv L^

""""'
'''T

'"^ ^°^^^^' ^"^ ^^'^" treble,

repay this great cons^tl^JntTblttSt-
^'"^^ '^^^ ""^' ^^^^^^

supply ofmilk; on the contrary, their mk ^^r.Yr'' °'i,"°'" P^'"^'^'^^

and of an inferior quality comp'aVed with LT^ ^t;?.^ 'i;^! ?"f"^.^^^'
of them was attended with great costandtroubL anUookmucM^than the usual time. ^ "^"'^^ longer

I for a long time narrowly watched them nmKlA+^ „•
reason for tl^ir great voracity, and S^n v tMnl^''' ^ll^'"''

'^^'^

(unnatural appetite) was ever Inown to'Ti'l f t 'b uL% e^t o 'it'""here presented to my view, for food of evervdescrinfinn '''^f'°'^>
\^

^^^
devoured by them 'with Wonderful rapid! y ^Th^ e'use of^.h"'"'^'-""?unknown and unsuspected until they were slauo-hte !h I

^'e^^^'ned

most important point in the physiologv of dit lo'^ fV
^'"' '" '""' "

clearly developed
;
for, upon eLminin|into tt^truc u ^ofTe'"^ •??;^

the internal surface of c!ne of them merely dspS
long as my finger, and in the other the' coSaUoi s^we^e.

^'
'i

'"

strongly marked.
•iUt,'U"Ons weie even less

The fkct, then, was plainly demonstrated, that the fnnd in ft. ,cases, owin"- to thp rml fo,- „f e .u t , ,

^^^^ lood in these twoowin^ to the mal-formation of the manifolds, was not retained that
* Veteriiifinan, 1833, p. 584,
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length of time which was necessary for the breaking or macerating; of it into

a pulp, for the complete action of the abomasum and intestines ;
and tnat

in its passage throu-h the latter, as much chyle could not be sepaiatea

from an equal quantity of food, as would have been had not nature pla>ea

this freak ; and that from this cause they were obliged to take in a targer

quantity, or in other words, to eat more frequently than ordinary cattle,

in order to produce the required quantity of nutriment for
^
their due

snpport, and the healthy performance of the various secretions.

THE DISEASES OF THE ABOMASUM OF FOURTH STOMACH.

Our knowledge of the nature and symptoms and treatment of these dis-

eases is as imperfect as of those of the manyplus. Concretions, and mostly

of hair, are occasionally found in this stomach, which, by their pressure

must i)roduce disease to a certain extent. Poisonous substances, received

into this stomach after rumination, as is sometimes the case when the

plants are fully grown, from the deficiency of acute taste in the ox, and

which oftener happens when, in spring, neither their taste nor their smell

is develooed, produce inflammation and ulceration of the coats of the

ahomrsum. Inflammation may and does exist from other causes, as

expo ureTo too great heat, and the continuance of unseasonable cold and

v^et father too sudden change of food, the admmistration of acrid and

sthnldng medicines ; but the practitioner can r-ely d.sting^^^^^^^ t.iem from

inflammatory disease of the other stomachs, or of the in estmal canal

SoTrTs tie catalogue of symptoms can be arranged, they are near y the

follow no-^ there is fever ; a full and hard pulse at the commencement, but

ramdly changing its character and becoming small, very irregular inter-

nUtent, andtatlast, scarcely to be felt except at the heart, 'll'e beast is

mu h depressed and almo/t always lying down, with is head turned

r.^rds its side, and its muzzle, as nearly as possible, restmg onj^e F,ace

beneath which the fourth stomach would be found
; o^i^!^;"

^Xto^'the
is curiouslv stretching out its fore limbs wUh its

^J-^^f^^^^^ ^"J^^J
ground, the inspirations are _ deep, interrupted by

'fj^f/"°^"^^^^^^

^rindino- of the teeth, and occasionally by hiccup; the tongue is dry and

furred and red around its edges and at the tip ;
the belly generally is

swelled, more so than in distension of the rumen by food, but less so than m
hoove, and, as further distinguishing the case from both, it is exceedingly

tender ; there is frequently distressing tenesmus, and the
"""^.^.^^J^'f^^;^

with difficulty and drLp by drop. After death, the stomach exbhs^
inflammation of the lining membrane, but very seldom any "JceraUon.

The remedies would be bleeding, P-f^-^'J^^^tctory i
rt!on of the

It is almost useless to dwell
^"f^^^/^^^^^^^^Tnllld the pecu-

natural state of the abomasum w cattle.

VOMITING.

Aoa fi\^a frpatment of a cow that had
.
A case was related, in page 436 of the tre^to^^^^^

imo the rumen.

gorged herself by eating wheat chaff.

Jj^ J ^.^^^^^. ^^, ^.^e absurd than

Some of the foreign remedies fj^^: ^^^^^ "f^^J^ant empirics in the British islands,

those which disgrace tlie practice ot the "i"*'' &
succeeded, or perhaps superseded by a

A pound of shot is first administered, ana i
i^ j-oasted with all its feathers upon it:

drug of a very different kind ; a ^ack F'"«
^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ tj^e animal. Toggia,

it is then pulled to pieces, boned, and cxammcu

Malattiede' Bovei, torn. i. jp. 63.
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until that stomacli beg-antd react upon its contents, and a considerable pro-portion of them was discharg-ed bv vnmif M rL 7
^""^^aeraoie pro-

f..u:„u .v.„ „„.,.„.,.„ „r.u. ^ "^ ^""^ *• ^- ^"^ard mentions a cr.se int_- . I 1 - c , °— •'
'""'"'• -t^ji. «Jirara mentinris u p"«p I'n

vvh.ch the contents of the rninen were thrown ofFwithont is „rection ofwater. He was sent for to some cows that had been feed n "m onn^lucern and hat were beginning- to swell. He fonnd one n%he act of

a.^d feiLTd^XXT P^^^f--'3' s.elled-they breathed wUh diffi U

ircl e^iei dbvTho r%''
'^^^^v^^e snfFocation

;
others were nuich

P fl.n f > u
^'^'^,""'^^«^ «^ the paunch. He hastened to puncturethe flank of one of those that appeared to be in extreme danger • and vvli phe was thus employed, the other, after some convulsive efforts ;omitcropailsful of unmasticatcd food. Her flanks imme-lT-nfPi. 1 JT i

the course of a very little while she scemefto have oel.tl
'" ^^' '^'^

'"

The knowledge of these facts, of the occasiorafte 4^^^^^^ ,

fe. pracut.oners can be ignorant, will point out a mode t proceed nth'^

afte; p I let T L"
.'•^^--^^dd-^^y and in a mass, instead of pe let

h o Xmaeh i} ]VwT7 '" '^''

''u"™
°'' ^""^^ ^^""^ ^he fourth or digest-notornach that which alone maybe considered as a veritable stomach

LtTf J""", u' T' P^^P^r^'^^T f'^^ctions discharged bv the otiier

'

rare process, and attended with extreme dcinjrer. The slig'litest recon-.ideratio., of the ..ru.U,.e a„d connexi™ ofT£ port „ ^'The d Sve'
hZuTu frr,''T '^"'"'^"^^ ""' «"'•" " "i-i"" that every Ihn'IS d.sposid to facl.tale the return of the food from the rumen to the mon f
^T:/?"''.". "?' .«'-" "iffl"'" fto- .he fourth .,o,„ach. P r!, h

'

e'ic fKo -T^] 1 r*u i X 1 ,

-»^^iii iiic iuiirui siornacn. i^irst thereIS the fold of^that stomach placed at the entrance into it from t ,e manvpin.. It is delineated at g and h, page 4:24. It evidently kaves ^
1 . 1 . ^ ' r"o^ ^^^^^- It eviaentiy eaves a frppand open way to the substances that pass from the third stomach into thefourth, but presents an almost perfect valvular obstruction to th i re'un'

storcfi ^''"'' ^ rTr'""'' '^ '^ ^^'^-^^ ^hat when :;:« fo th

tracTed thn "^"" ^^ ^^" abdominal muscles and the diaphrao-m con-

canal would be f^rmrelosed o^ ZTTf tlf^"""
'' "^^ ^'^'^ -sophagea'n

only a small circular aperture bet v en u^' "^V'"' "^'
'''"f'

'^^^^^ ^^

fourth stomach, throughwhich the returned LTflndnr" '''"T!
""^ ^^^

slowly, and not in the^quantity in which .twoirbereli^.Th!Tmasum in the effhrt tn vomit.
^^^"^ ^'°'^ the abo-

efforts .0 vo,ni., but not a partiele of tL't.':: S "roTia? etu:td'He injected more into the manyplus, whence it nn..Prl \n,r.ih V
The efforts to vomit were here klso violent, but fruitless

^^omasum.

There ,s, however, a case of true vomiting, so singular', as to deserve tobe put upon record. An ox presented thp Ixn . •
.

'^^ i" "esene to

rouU- he skin 1., r ?h ; \l
'''^'"^ ^PP^^^'a^^^s

• ^rou^ti the skin diy and adherent ; the muzzle dry; ihe appetite dimuushed; rumination slow and seldom
;
and slio-ht tensiVn of the lefLiPHavmg heard that the animal occasionally vomited, the practitioner e-'termmed to remain awhile in the stable in order to satisfy himsef of theaccuracy of the account. In about an hour rumination commenc d pre'ceded by deep and sonorous eructations having a penetratino^^rdour

* Memoire sur le Vomissement, par J. Girard p 04
t Recueil Med, Vet., Aout 1833. ' ^

"^ '
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lasted about ten minutes ; after which the animal got up, backed hunself in

his stall ; hung- on the chain ; his fore limbs trembled ; he brought his hind

extremities as much as possible under him, and bent his neck, and de-

pressed his head, and, after a deep and powerful inspiration, he vomited

15 pounds of semifluid matter, perfectly triturated. The vomiting ceased,

the ox remained for a moment motionless, and then lay down again, and

ruminated afresh. He continued this about thirty-five minutes, when he

had a renewed fit of vomiting perfectly similar to the preceding.

This was the only one of the herd that vomited, but the others were con-

stipated, and hidebound, and in every way out of condition. The cause

of this was supposed to be that the animals were driven nearly a league

twice every day in order to be watered, at a time when the heat was ex-

They were ordered to be oftener watered, and that at home ;
and

the one that vomited was bled, physic was administered, and the sickness

almost immediately ceased*.

It is impossible to doubt (he accuracy of this account, or that it

was a case of true vomiting. The matter discharged was semifluid, and

well triturated, and, consequently, could neither come from the rumen nor

the manyplus The same author, M. Creuzel, relates other instances of

what he terms vomiting, but evidently ejection of the contents of the_ ru-

men : all of them were connected with hoove, and in every case the animal

experienced immediate and perfect relief.

cessive.

CHAPTER XII.

THE AN\TOMY AND DISEASES OF THE SPLEEN, LIVER, AND
PANCREAS.

THE SPLEEN.

Melt

the left side, attached to the rumen, and between that stomach and the

diaphragm. It is longer, and yet narrower and smaller in cattle than in

the horse, and is more closely tied to the stomach by blood-vessels, and

cellular texture. In the horse, it is thick at one end, and tapers towards

the other ; in cattle, it is of a uniform size through its whole extent, except

that it is rounded at both ends. Of its use we are, in a manner, ignorant
;

and it has been removed without any apparent injury to digestion. Its

artery is laroe and tortuous, and its vein is of great size, and forms a con-

siderable portion of that which conveys the blood from the other coments of

the abdomen to the liver. It is probably connected either with the functions

of the liver, or with the supply of some principle essential to the blood.

It is subject to various diseases, inflammation, ulceration, increased size,

tubercles hydatids, ossification ; but in the present state of cattle medicine

it is impossible to state the symptoms by which the greater part of these

are characterised.
, r -^

In sheep, inflammation of the spleen, and hemorrhage from it or exu-

dation of blood throuo-h its coats, is not an uncommon disease. In those

that die of inflammatory fever, with which a high degree of intestinal in-

flammation is connected, or that perish in consequence of inflammation of the

peritoneum or investing membrane of the bowels, it is not unusual to find

an effusion of a deep blood-coloured fluid in the abdomen. J his has been

almost uniformly attributed to one or the other of these diseases, inpropor-

*Journal Pratique, 1830, p. 322
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.

tion as they have been observed to prevail; but the occasional seat of
disease, the spleen, and which is found most especially to have suffered is
too frequently overlooked. So it is in cattle. A beast in hi"-h condition
over-driven, or placed in too luxuriant pasture, is suddenly taken ill

'

he sta<rgers; his respiration becomes laborious; his mouth is covered
with foam

;
he stands with his head stretched out, labouring: for breath

;he moans
;
blood escapes from the nostrils or the anus ; the disease runs its

course in the space of a few hours, and the animal staggers and dies.
On opening- him, the vessels beneath the skin are all gorged with blood

;
the skin itself is injected and red ; the lunn^s and abdominal viscera are
congested with blood

; the liver is gorged with it. It is inflammatory fever
that has destroyed the animal

; but the spleen is most of all affected and dis-
organised—it is augmented in size, softened, its peritoneal coverin<r torn
and blood has rushed from it and filled the belly ; or the blood has^oozed
through the investment without any visible rnpture.

In such a malady, the skill of the practitioner can be of little avail. Had
ttie peculiar determmatiou of disease to the spleen been discovered, it could
not have been arrested

;
and all that can be obtained is a lesson of wisdom,

a caution to adopt a more equable and less forcing system of feeding, and
the avoidance of all those causes of general inflammation in whic4i the
weakest organ suffers most, and by its disorganization, causes, or, at all
events, hastens death. M. Dupuy, professor of the veterinary school at
loulouse, records a case of hsemorrhage from the spleen, but not attended
by so much general inflammation as is usually found. He says, that on the
2lst of March, 1831, a beast, eighteen or twenty hours after it died, was
brought to the school to be examined as to the cause ofdeath. It had a couo-h
for several months

; but the disease that had probably destroyed it, had
come on all at once, and had run its course in a few hours. The belly
contained 2^ gallons of blood, but the intestinal canal w^as perfectly sound.
All the vessels of the abdomen were carefully examined, in order to dis-
cover the source of hemorrhage, but no rupture was found. The liver
was double its natural size, soft, friable and of a grey colour. The spleen
three times as large as it is found to be in a state of health. The peritoneal
covermg was detached from the substance of the spleen, and the cavity
thus made was tilled by a clot of blood three or four lines in thickness fand towards the middle of the inferior border was a laceration four or five
inches in length, whence the blood had flowed. The substance of the
spleen was reduced to a semifluid form, and was of a livid red-colour
The pericardium contained half a pound of bloody serosity.*

THE LIVER,

This organ is situated on the right side of the abdomen, between the
iTianyplus and the diaphragm. It is principally supported by a duplica-
ture of the peritoneum extending from the spine; and is confined in its
situation by other ligaments, or similar peritoneal duplicatures connecting-
its separate lobes or divisions with the diaphragm. It is divided into two
lobes of unequal size. The right lobe is larger than that in the liver of
the horse; the smaller one is comparatively diminutive; and, alto^-ether
the liver of the ox is less than that of the horse.

It has just been stated that the blood from the other contents of the
abdomen, instead of flowing directly to the heart, passes through the liver.
It enters by two large vessels, and is spread through every parfof the liver
Thy means of the almost innumerable branches into whicli these vessels di-
vide. As it passes through the liver, a fluid is secreted from it, called th

* Journ. Prat, de Med. Vet., Mai 1831; p, 161.
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denum, n

hile, probably a kind of excrement, the continuance of which in the blood

would be injurious, but which, at the same time, answers a peculiar pur-

pose in the process of digestion, that will be presently described.

The bile thus secreted flows Into the intestines, and enters the duode-

num throuf>*h an orifice, the situation of v/hich is marked oat by A, p. 426.

In the horse, it flows into the intestines as fast as it is secreted or

separated from the blood ; but in cattle, a portion of it, probably a compara-

tively small portion, is received into a reservoir, the gall-bladder^ where

it is retained until needed for the purpose of digestion,

ing or asleep, there is no necessity for the whole of the bile to run on into

the intestines, but a part of it accumulates in the gall-bladder. While

it is retained there, it undergoes some change; part of the v;ater which it

contains is absorbed, and the residue becomes thickened, and more effec-

tive in its operation; and when the animal begins to ruminate, and por-

tions of food pass through the fourth and true stomach into the duo-

ot only is the flow of bile into the gall-bladder stopped, but, either

by sorne mechanical pressure on that vessel which no one has yet ex-

plained or, more probably, by the sympathy which exists among all the

organs 'of digestion, and the influence of the great organic nerve causing

the (probably) muscular coat of the vessel to contract, the bile flows out of iis

reservoir, and proceeds to its ultimate destination, along with the portion

which continues to run directly from the liver into the intestine, through

the medium of the hepatic duct. This pear-shaped reservoir, the gall-

bladder, is placed in a depression in the posterior face of the liver, and ad-

heres to it by means of a delicate cellular texture. The construction of

this vessel deserves attention. It has the same external peritoneal coat

with the viscera generally; beneath is a thicker coat, evidently composed

of cellular substance, in which no muscular fibres have yet been demon-

stratively traced, but in which they may be well conceived to exist, and in

which, doubtless, they do exist, in order to enable the gall-bladder to

contract and expel its contents. The inner coat is a very singular one. It

has not precisely the honeycomb cells of the reticulum in miniature, but

it is divided into numerous cells of very irregular and different shapes,

in the base of which, as in the cells of the reticulum, are minute follicular

glands that secrete a mucous fluid to defend the internal surface of the

gall-bladder from the acrimony of the bile which it contains.

INFLAMBIATION OF THE LIVER.

Cattle, and especially those that are stall-fed, are far more subject than

the horse to inflammation of the liver. This appears evidently enough on

examination after death, but the symptoms during life are exceedingly

obscure and not to be depended upon. An almost invariable one, how-

ever is' yellowness of the eyes and skin; but this accompanies, or is the

chief characteristic of obstruction of the biliary duct, and_ possibly exists

without the slightest inflammation of the substance of the liver. It should

also be remembered that there is scarcely any acute disease to which cattle

are subject in which the liver does not sympathise.

We shall have reason to suppose, by-and-by, that the bile performs an

important part in the process of digestion. It is secreted in great abun-

dance in a healthy state of the animal, and that secretion is very much

increased under almost every intestinal disease, on account of the sympathy

which exists between the liver and the other organs of digestion. The feed-

ing too much on oil-cake will produce in most cattle a yellowness of the

skin during life, and a yellow tinge of the fat and the envelopes of the

muscles after death
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In addition to the common ^vmr^i,^^r, ^c r /

iistless or suspended ruminahnn ^ k\.r. ,\. , Vl ^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^ne horn,
r-' n ,.^ ^ ,

^<^iniiianonj those that would IpaH fr. it. • •

of inflammation of the iver wr^i.M k^ i
•

- " *" ^"^ suspicion
slight spas,.s o„ ,h.t side or :"yli'„1^7"

"':="> °" ""^ "S'"^'''^.
the liver,-a general fulness of tl,? K m L .

'" '=''" the reaion of
side, and .he 'e.p.essi:;":? ct:^,;^: ^V^nThen'S: "

lll';^'"that side.

vours to rest his muzzle unonTh,,'" ^^" ^^^''^' ^"^^ ^"^^^-

pation
;
the beast cbesnnin'n T '" "'"""^ '^"^^ ^^^''^^ "^ ^^^sti-

re^^i:[x:5;::?-^sr;i-^sl^rT r?^^^ «^^e, ana
withdrawn. The most frequent causes onhk,'">^ ^'"^ ^^ ^^'"^^"liy
driving, the use of too stim3rn.Tod anJ th '""TJ'"'

'" ^'°^^^' «^~^r-

cutaneous disease
^

' ""^ ^^^ '"^^^» repulsion of some

tion was pallialed, b'uf^^t t^vedVtr' £s "aL'
J'™"

.'f"""'"months, or years, not charaeterl^,! K,. i j ,
"""? '='"'^' <" s»me

interleringU heluh "?;""! :"!„''«'''.1=' 5 "•'>'-• -« b-' li»lerpi ^ " ^ ^"'— ^j"'|JLuuj, aim out little

portion ohheliver/orof the ^relTIJart^f
,-,"''"';''''"' " ^'"'''"''"S "' a

for the sl^usage-makerfan? to thl f '^ ' -''' ''^'''^"''' ^'^ ^P^-*'
well with theothercatt; and hnir- i' T' '''^'^- ^^' ^^'"^^^J P^^tty
ment of the belly ;etow'rss of the 'sU^ ", ll

''"^^^' '""''P' ^"'^^8«-

flesh as the resi^On ermination a^e ^p'h ^^ T'
'^'^'^'"^ ^« "^"^^

than I371bs., and measured 74rfoneohet'n' .!'"'' ""''^^'"^ "« >^^^«

and a quarter. There was litie of^h^ I
'"'^^"'' ^°'' '^^^'^ ^ ^^'-'l

tion, but it was evide^Ibn/ J

'"™°" appearance ofinflamma-
occupied the Jar^ r pa t of t^r

'^^^^^''^^
^ '" ^'^^^^ ^^ey

cavities ofo,eaterSsrS:SersleO:f."' > ^^ ^'^""'"^ '^ '"^^ ^'^^'""^
ference, presented when opened 2^' '^'''y^ "early thirty inches in circum-
cells of which, and the whole of the excavlti"''

°^' ^ ^"^y'^o^^b, all the
from the size of a sparrow's e^o to that 7.' Z"'" "^"f

"'^'^ ^^^^^^-J^'

300 of them. Some cysts were filld with bloTd"' T T' "^^^'^
matter of a fibrous character, and others had r^eibrous cord"

",'
T-^'^'

any trace of its original structure. S d seat r-''!"i^''
''''''""'

dunno. a long period? and had only interfered with helrK '^'^ '""'"'"^

her attaining the usual condition of' fatted cattle
^^ preventing

Mr. Goodwoith, of Howden, relates another csp nf *>d^ease of the liver, apparently foraconsiderablep Ld aVd'Lr'f7'
"^

^f ^^lt^\ He says, that '' a cow, the properTyof ^ neM K '?^
calved, and done well. She was n.ilk;d twiJe a^da^ and ann f h""'' ^'"ihealth for s,x weeks, when the maid goin^ to mUk her inT ^" ^""^
found her very uneasy, and evidently i^. The cow 1-,.!^] ^

the morning
^^iW was sent to a druggist for mLlicineLtlir 'u '"^ ^ ™^^-
^-y a few minutes, the c^ow was dead Tn l^fret^-^'in'^^tt
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body, all the abdominal viscera were found in perfect health, except the

liver, the right lobe of which was much enlarged ; and on an incision Deing

made into it, a quart of matter of the consistence and colour ot cream

escaped.''*
. , • .t, iTn nf

The difficulty of detectini? this chronic inflammation durmg; the liie oi

the animal throws much obscurity on the mode of treatmg ,t. Perma-

nent yellowness of the skin-a constant, but not violent ough-a.id the

want of or the slowness in acquiring, condition beyond a certain degree

won d be he vmptoms of most frequent occurrence. The treatment should

Z istof he frequent exhibition of gentle purgatives with a rnore than the

usual quantity of'the aromatic (six ounces ofEpsom salts, and l-'f- oun e

of crino-er), and the food should be green, succulent, and as ht le stimu-

lating "as possible. Mercury, to which recourse is usually had when a

simifar complaint is suspected to exist in the human subject,^ would he

worse than Jhrown away upon cattle. In the majority ot cases m which it

is used for the diseases of cattle, it produces decided injurious eHect.

HiEMORRHAGE FROM THE LIVER.

Tt has already been observed that when these animals are turned on the

fresh o-rass in the spring or the fog in autumn they are subject to various

plethodc or inflammatory complaints. The ravages of apoplexy and in-

flammatory fever at these times have been described. An undue quantity

of blood rapidly formed oppresses the whole system, and, from some cause of

detenninat on lo it, a parlicular organ or part becomes violently congested

t iXmerand the Animal is destroyed. The liver occasionally sutlers in

A ca^e wiu UU..U... ..... It occurred in the practice of Mr. Tait of

Portsoy
- He was requested to see a heifer, two years old, that on the

prev ous ni^ht had been observed to be unwell. The pulse was 80, nearly

Cerc^tMe at the jaw ; the extremities were cold, and rumination was

sr;eiKllt atre Jas much trembling of the hmd quarters^ An aUeinp

was made to bleed her, but ere the blood could flow, she tell and ex-

nired On opening the belly, the cavity was found to contain nearly six

gallons of blood, which had escaped from a rupture, two inches in length,

fn one of the lobes of the liverf.

It would have been more satisfactory if fuller particulars of the previous

symptoms of the disease and of the appearance of the other viscera had

but the experience of almost every practitioner will supply the

Certain beasts have died of some obscure disease; it has been

this vvav.

A case will illustrate this.

been given, but the experience of almost every practitioner will ««PP'y ^^^

ceeded The pulse has been feeble, or almost indistinct

his be;n cold-the membranes of the mouth and nose pale.

s

suc-

-the mouth
The breath-

has been cold-uieine.uu..u......^^--^-^
extreme. After death, the

ing has been acce erated,
^l, found sofned- it has broken on the

substance of the liver has been tound sottenea

slio-htest handlin- •
it may be washed away, and the vaiious vessels wncti

sligniesi nauQun^ . ii uidj/ u
^^^,„^\r,„ has been loosened—elevated

permeate it exposed : the peritoneal covering has oeen
_

Lm the liver,Land the interval has ^een occupied^^^^^^

from some rupture in th>s
f.^^^^fl'jJ'tsteen poured out ; or it hat

of the viscus itself, a quantity of bloc^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^- P^^^
^^^^^^^ ^jl^^ ^^^

oozed through the covenng*, and paruauj^

cavity of the abdomen.
* The '^ Veterinarian," June, 1831, p. 307-

f Ibid. March, 1834; p. 147-
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In such a
_

the resources of medical art would be powerlessevery uistance of hemorrhage from the liver should be re"-arded. , J i-
o- -""' -wc livci Buuum De regardwarnuig a-amst the adoption of too forcino: a system of fattenin

cially m young- beasts, and in the spring or fall of the year.

:
but

as a

espe-

There are few

JAUNDICE, OR THE YELLOWS,

, , .
, ^.^

diseases to which cattle are so frequently subiecf orwhich are so difficult to treat, as jaundice, commonly known by the appropriate name of the yellows. It is characterised by a yellow colour of'tl^'eyes the sk.u generally, and the nriue. Its appearance is sometimessudden, at other times the yellow tint gradually appears and deeZs Insome cases it seems to be attended, for a while hv lit. l.
venience,or impairment of condition

; in other Us co'-P"'" "' '"'°'^-

nounced by an evident state of gener;i irritation and'^rrrd";!:^:^^-
larly by quickness and hardness of pulse heavino- of thp f^.J

P^'^"^^'

thirst and the suspension of ruminltion
! to" el ^p1^ceeW^Z^r

r 1:^17 \"^ .1?^^ ^/^PI-^'^^' ^^-".-^.^ and conSitio'n'^The ^Z:L"can scarcely be induced to move or they separate themselves fromthe herd, and retiring- to the hedge, either slowly pace alono- the side of.t or siand hour after hour, listless and half unconscious. Not onK heskin, but he very hair, gradually becomes yellow; a scaly ept on

Z'wor'st
•' by.-^---t^hing, and sometimes' degenefatltIZthe worst species or mange. Jt is seldom, indeed, that bad man^eappeai-s among cattle without being accompanied by a yellow skiir-and

:r:tior:rb^e1;:rt^^^^r^'^^^;
^^-^^

'^^ ^'^ i'--- ^.d rnsta"'excretion ot bi!e irritating the exhalent vessels of the skin A state ofcostiveness usually accompanies the yellow skin, at lea ^n the Lvperiod of the disease, although diarrhcel, which no kstringen s will subd'e^may afterwards appear, and, in fact, will generally wind up the affair andcany he pafent off. Jaundice cannot long exisi without bein. a c-ompan.ed by general impairment of health, and loss of condition CWsare particularly subject to it in spring and autumn. The milk oon sharls

^ptaJa^llTud bittt faL"'^^
^^""^^"^' ^^^ ^^'^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^

various wlys
;
but most f^eqtnt jtrbUikry^oneft^^^"^'"" 1 '^'^'^^ ^

ing the continuance of the 2ile in'he^'alh^Lrera ^taTn p r^^^^^ "^T
water which it contains is removed by the processW ThsorpVon !^The r ^

nnfrequently fonnd in the gall-bladder of catt.r^lf v^yinl i^rh-oTth"of a pins head to a large walnut. Their form indicates that thevwere composed by someprocess of crystallization
; they "round w i hconcentric cue es, or conical, or assuming in a rude way' the form' of acube or a pentagon, or hexagon. There is usually some central poit onof harder bile round which the rest is collected. They are of le"sspecihc gravity than the bile, and even than water, and ^re found svvitnming m the gall-bladder. They are composed of the yellow mat er ofthe bile, with a portion of mucus holding it too-ether • and fhi« ..V •

r.^nHor. ic x..,l.,.,i u„ .1 • . _^ tu^eiuer, ana this colouring

and almost

but it

matter IS valued by the painter on account of its peculiar ann
unrivalled permanence. It is insoluble in water and almhnl
readily diffuses itself in a solution of potash.

<iiconoi,

So far as can be observed, the presence of these calculi in the o-all hU,^^^vdoes not inconvenience the animal, or interfere with health, I,r they are

I
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found in the greater number of oxen that are brought to the metropohtan

slaui^hter-houses. At all events, there are no recognised symptoms by

which their presence can be detected, or even suspected. In some cases

the writer of this work has detected more than a hundred small calculi in

the bladder of one ox^.

Sometimes, however, they enter the duct (the cystic) which conveys

the bile to the intestines. They are likely to do this on account of their

swimmino* on the surface of the fluid which the bladder contains. The
cystic duct is large at its union with the bladder ; it is a continuation of the

neck of the bladder; and the gall-stone may be easily pressed into the com-

mencement of the tube : but it has scarcely entered it before its passage is

obstructed by the folds of the inner coat of the duct. These assume a

semilunar form, with the edges projecting towards the bladder, and they

act as partial valves, retarding the progress of the bile, so that it may
not be all pressed out at once, but gradually escape as the process of

digestion may require.

The gall-stone being thus impacted, violent spasmodic action takes

place in the muscles of the duct, occasioned by the irritation of its conti-

nued pressure. It is fortunate, however, that although the muscles of

these ducts act with some power, the obstruction is usually, with no

great difficulty, overcome. The duct distends ; as it distends, these

valvular folds lie closer to the sides, and no longer oppose the passage of

the calculus, which is pressed on until it reaches the common duct. The

calibre of this tube is larger, and, unless the calculus is of considerable

bulk no farther difficulty occurs until it reaches the opening into the duo-

denum, which being situated in the centre of a muscular prominence,

acting as a valve, and preventing the passage of all matters whether fluid or

solid^from the intestine into the ducts, a new difficulty is opposed to the

progress of the gall-stones, and there is some return of pain, and in a few

cases the pain is evidently more intense than in the early stage. At

lentrth this sphincter muscle of the duodenum dilates ;
the calculus enters

the^intestinal canal ; the pain ceases, and the natural colour of the skin

returns. In this species of jaundice, we have, in^ addition to the yellow

skin, the heaving of the flanks, the hard concentrated pulse, the diminished

appetite, the insatiable thirst and the other symptoms of fever. Then, too,

we have the alternate coldness and heat of the ears, the roughness of the

coat, the urine becoming first of a transparent yellow, and then opaque

red, saffi'on-coloured, or brown, and the sediment brown. The bowels

are constipated, the faeces seldom evacuated, and, when appearing, are

hard and black.

Bleedino- is now clearly indicated, and that until the anmial becomes

faint. Dming this partial sympathy, the muscles of the duct may cease

their spasmodic constriction, and the calculus may pass on. To this should

be added powerful purgation, consisting of doses of a pound and a half each of

Epsom salts, or of a pound of the salts, with 10 grains of the Croton Tiglii

;

the medicine being repeated once in six hours, until purging is produced.

Mashes should be given to hasten and increase the action of the physic,

and the beast should, if possible, be turned out to grass during the day,

and taken up at night. Opium or digitalis, and particularly the latter, may

be given, in dozes of half a drachm of either, with a view to allay the

violent constriction of the duct. From the knowledge that biliary con^

* " The number of calculi somethnes contained in the gall-bladder Is almost incre-

dible. Morgagni took 3646 out of this reservoir belonging to a human being
; and iu

the Hunterian Museum, at Glasgow, 1000 are preserved, which are stated to have

been extracted from ozie gall-biadder,"— Cyc/o/^ce^c^ia of Practical Medicine^ article

Jaundice,
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cretions dissolve in a solution of poiash, considerable quantities of nitrate
and acetate of potash have been oiven, but with doubtful succe>s. Ether,
hydrochlorate of ammonia, potash, and soda, have al^^o been fruitlessly
administered for the same purpose.

Another mechanical cause ofjaundice maybe the obstruction formed by the
fa^ciola ov fluke-worm. This singular parasite, resembling- in form a little
sole, and of the natural history of which, or of the changes that it has
undergone, or may undergo, nothing is known, is found in great quantities
in the livers of rotted sheep and deer, and, next to them, in the livers of
cattle, and especially of those that are bred in low and marshy situatioiss.

They accompany almost every chronic disease of the liver, and often exist
in the healthy animal. They inhabit the ducts into which the bile is
poured from the smaller vessels of tlie liver—they are swunming in the
bile, and said to be generally found working their way against the course
of that fluid,

w

There is no case on record in which it has been proved by examination
after death that the fluke-worm has mechanically obstructed the passag-e
of the bile, and thus caui^ed both the yellowness and the spasm, yet it can
easily be imagined that this will sometimes occur. There are no peculiar
symptoms to indicate the existence of these worms, for they have never
been voided froin the mouth or the anus ;—to the first, there would be a
mechanical impediment from the construction of bolli the lower and upper
orifices of the stomach; and the digestive process going- on through the
whole of the intestinal canal would render the latter improbable, if not im-
possible. Their presence could only be guessed at from the nature of the
pasture, or from their having been found in other beasts of the same
herd.

The same means would be adopted as In supposed obstruction by a cal-
culus, but with this probable difference, that the obstruction would be more
easily and quickly removed.
Of the other species of jaundice in which the attack is more gradual, and

apparently unconnected with pain, and in which the symptoms are weak-
ness, listlessness, oedematous swellings, high-coIoured*'urine, hardened ex-
crement, declining condition, and occasional death, anatomical observation
has dLscovered various causes. The state of the liver itself will some-
times account for every symptom. It may labour under chronic inflamma-
tion, without disorganization, and the secretion of bile will be considerably
increased, and produced more rapidly than the ducts can carry it off or
than it can be disposed of in the process of digestion, and it will lurk in the
intestines, and be taken up by the absorbents and carried into the circula-
tion. At other times the diseased state of the liver prevents the escape of
the bile, whether in its natural or even diminished quantity

; thus, oeneral
enlargement of the substance of the liver will press upon and 'partially
close the biliary ducts—tubercles, or other tumours in the liver, will effect

Inflammation may exist in the ducts themselves.
may become thickened or ulcerated, and thus

the same thing.

cease to give
They
passage to the bile, which will then be taken up by the absorbents of the
liver, or mechanically forced back upon the vessels whence it was secreted.
These are occasional causes of jaundice

; and when they exist, it will
not be wondered at that the complaint is obstinate, and too often fatal.

Sometimes the source of the evil may exist in the duodenum. It may
be inflamed or ulcerated, or thickened, and so the opening from the biliary
duct into the intestine may be closed: or the mucus vvhich maybe se-
creted in (he duodenum may be too abundant, or of too viscid a character,
and thus also the orifice may be mechanically obstructed.

^l1

't-
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states of the liver, or its ducts, or if the first intestine, is the cause of the
disease? or if it did, what means could he adopt in such a case with the
hope of ultimate success? The treatment of confirmed jaundice is a
thankless and disheartening business. The practitioner, however, must
look carefully and anxiously to the symptoms, and be guided by them.
There is no general rule to direct him here. If there is evident fever he
nmst bleed, and regulate his abstraction of blood by the apparent deo-ree
of fever. In every case but that of diarrhoea, and at\he commencement of
that, he must administer purgatives,—in large doses when fever is present,
or in somewhat smaller quantities, but more frequently repeated, when
constipation is observed; and in doses still smaller, but yet sufficient to
excite a moderate and yet continued purgative action, when neither fever
nor constipation exists. Considering, however, the natural temperament
of cattle, the purgative should be accompanied by a more than usual
quantity of the aromatic, unless the degree of fever should plainly forbid
it. There are few things respecting which veterinary practitioners differ
more than the kind of purgative that should be administered in this case.
Some, who are usually partial to the Epsom or Glauber's salts, here prefer
the aloes, Mr. Leigh, of Bristol, in a letter with which he favoured the
writer of this treatise, says, that ''jaundice is soon checked at the beo-in-
ning, by administering Barbadoes aloes, Castile soap, and Venice turpen-
tine ;'* Mr. Baker, of Reigate, as easily effects a cure by the admini-
stration of Epsom or Glauber's salts in doses according to the size of the
beast ; while the author of " the Survey of Somersetshire" gives us a
remedy for yellows, which seldom or never fails; "fl-ower of mustard,
niixed with any liquid, and in doses of two ounces, repeated two or three
times in the course of twenty-four hours.

^'^

It may not, perhaps, be quite a matter of indifference what purgative is

administered. The Epsom salts here, as in other cases, is the safest, the
niost to be depended upon, and the most effective : but the secret of treat-
ing jaundice, not with the almost invariable success of which some speak
but with the best prospect of doing good, is by the repetition of mild pur-
gatives, accompanied, and their power increased, and the digestive powers
of the animal roused, and his strength supported, by the addition of aro-
matics and stomachics in such doses as the slight degree, or the absence, of
fever may mdicate. The writer of this article certainly cannot confirm'by
his testimony the opinion of the comparative ease with which the complaint
may be removed : he has not only found it to be one of the most common
tiffections of the liver, but one of the most untractable and fatal ; and this
from the insidious manner in which it proceeds until it has fixed itself on
the constitution beyond the power of medicine to remove it

, r
' » _ _

* Some boil 8oz, of saffron in a quart of milk, and esteem it to be a never-failing
cure of jaundice. The drink will certainly be expensive, but -what good effect can be

ease yet remains to be proved. iiiVery _ ._.^ ^ - —^ •^^iu.

with cattle medicine would pronounce such a decoction to be altogether ineffective.

It was this superstitious notion of getting rid of one yellow by the application of an-
other, that gradually made the powerless and useless turmeric an indispensable ingre-
dient in cattle medicine^ since jaundice is more or less mixed up with the various
diseases to which cattle are subject.

The use of saffron, however, is of no recent date in horse as well as cattle practice.
The following recipe is extracted from the Harleian MSS, No. 5107, as arranged in the
library of the British Museum,
" Take three pennyworth of English saffron, two pennyworth of treacle, one penny*,worth of sallad oyle, three of sugar candy, two of turmericke, and a quarte of milke

Seethe all this together, and then let it stand until it is cool, and give it to the horse
fasting, and ride him a little upon it, and set him up warm, but he must be blooded
hrst

J
and three howers afterwards give him a mash,"

The followinfr

ure or jaundice. Ine drinlc wnl certamJy oe expensive, but wnat good effect can be
roduced by the employment of this inert yellow drug for the cure of the yellow dis-
ase yet remains to be proved. Every one who is in the slightest degree acquainted
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466 CATTLE.

short directions comprise all that can be^done:—subdue the'inflammation

or fever by bleeding and physic;—keep the bowels afterwards under the

mild but evident influence of purgative medicine ;—add aromatics and
. if thestomachics to the medicine almost from the beorinnino; ; to th

strength and condition of the animal should appear to be wasting, add
the head of them ;—and lastly.tonics the gentian root will stand at

when the disease has been apparently subdued, a few tonic drinks will

restore the appetite, prepare for the regaining of condition, and re-establish

the secretion of milk.

THE PANCREAS.

This is a long, irregularly formed, flattened gland, considerably smaller

in cattle than in the horse, and confined in them to the left side of the ab-
domen, in the neighbourhood of, but not adhering to, the fourth stomach,
and mostly connected with the duodenum and colon, by mesenteric attach-

ments. It is of a pale red colour, and evidently composed of an accumu-
lation of small glands resembling salivary ones; each of them is a
secreting gland, and a duct proceeds from each ;—these unite and form
one common canal, which takes its course towards the duodenum, unites

itself with the biliary duct, already described, and enters with it into the

duodenum, as represented at A, in the cut in p. 426. The nature of the

fluid thus conveyed will be presently considered.

This gland appears to be subject to very few diseases, and the symptoms
of these diseases are, in the present state of the knowledge of the patho-

logy of cattle, very imperfectly known. In a few instances, enlarge-

ment of (he pancreas has been found after death ; (in one case, this

conglomerate gland was more than treble its natural size ;) at other times,

there have been inflammation, tubercles, a schirrous induration, and con-

siderable abscess ; but there were no previous symptoms to lead to the sus-

picion that this gland was the principal seat of disease, and there were
other morbid appearances in the stomachs or intestines, to indicate

sufficient cause of death without reference to the state of the pancreas.
This is a subject which deserves the attention of the veterinary surgeon,
and on which no one has yet ventured to write*.
We are now prepared to follow the passage of the food from the fourth

stomach into the intestinal canal.

CHAPTER XIII. ^

THE ANATOMY AND DISEASES OF THE INTESTINES.

If the reader will refer to the cut of the Intestines of the Horse, in

page 202 of the Treatise on that animal in the Farmer's Series, he will

perceive a considerable difference in their appearance and structure in the

horse and in cattle. There is in cattle comparatively little of the irregu-

larity of size which is seen in the intestines of the horse. The colon

and the caecum, although larger than the small intestines in cattle, are

diminutive compared with those viscera in the horse. The reason of this is

* As some guide to the researches of the veterinarian, the following extract from
Dr. Abercrombie's valuable " Pathological and Practical Researches" is introduced.

*' Many cases are on record of chronic disease of the pancreas, exhibiting much
diversity of symptoms, and nearly in the following proportion :—Of twenty-seven cases

which I find mentioned by various writers, six were fatal with gradual wasting and
dyspeptic symptoms, and without any urgent symptoms. In eight, there were frequent
Vomitings, with more or less pain in the epigastric region; and thirteen were fatal, with
Jong-continued pain without vomiting : in some of these, the pain extended to the
hack, and in others, it was much increased by taking food. In several there were
dropsical symptoms, and in three or four there was jaundice from the tumour com-
pressing the biliary ducts. lu the morbid appearances also there was great variety."

/
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sufficiently evident. The enormous development of the rumen, occupy-

ing- nearly three-fourths of the abdominal cavity, leaves no room for an

intestine so bulky as the csecum of the horse : the bowels are therefore

diminished in size, in order that they may be morereadily packed wherever

room can be found for them.

The laro-er intestines, particularly the colon and the ca?cum, have not

the cellated structure in cattle, which the slif^htest inspection of their ex-

ternal coverino- shews that they possess in the horse ; and, consequently^

the food will pass through them with considerably greater rapidity. Lest

this, however, should prevent the abstraction of all the nutriment which

it contains, and thus interfere with the destiny of cattle,—the furnishing

of the human being with food while they are living and after they are

The intestines of thedead,—the intestinal canal is greatly prolonged,

horse are ten times as long as the body of that animal

the ox are twenty-two times as long as his body.

Each intestine shall be briefly described.

the intestines of

-^

1. The Duodenum.
2. The Jejunum.
3. The Ileum

4.

5.

6.

The Csecum.

The Colon.

The Rectum

7. The Mesenteiy.

8. Mesenteric Glands,

9. Blood-vessels,

THE DUODENUM -f

This, as will be observed at a, p. 203, in the Treatise on he Horse is of

considerabirsize in that animal compared w.th the sma I xn eshnes
; but .t

^vill be remarked (g, p. 426, and/g. 1. in this cut) that tl o duodenum is

at its commencement from the stomach, Uttle larger than the jgumim and
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468 CATTLE.

ileum, which are prolongations from it. The stomach of the horse is ail

exceedingly small one
; the food necessarily passes quickly out of it, and

the work of digestion, so far as the stomach is concerned, namely, the dis-
solving of the food, and the conversion of it into one homoo-eneous mass, is

imperfectly performed ; therefore it is detained in the upper portion of the
duodenum^ for this solution to be completed, or as much so as the nature of
the food will admit, before the true function of this intestine commences. In
consequence, however, of the maceration of the food in the rumen, the double
mastication, and the mechanism of the manyplus, by means of which every
fibrous particle is seized and ground down, the food is nearly dissolved
before it enters the fourth stomach; it is easily completed there, and the

On this account, the duode-
num of the horse is a capacious one ; it is a kind of second stomach : while
the duodenum of cattle is httle larger than the small intestines which
succeed to it.

The duodenum and all the intestines have, like the stomachs, three
coats. The outer one is the peritoneum, or the membrane by which all
the contents of the belly are invested; by which also they are all confined
in their natural situations, and bv the smoothness and moisture of

duodenum has nothing to do of this nature.

IS

in a

food.

which, all injurious friction and concussion are avoided. The second
the muscular coat, supplied by the motor orqanic nerves, and by means of
the contraction of which the food is propelled along the intestinal canal
in the process of healthy digestion, or hastened when those muscles are
made to contract more rapidly and violently under the influence of irrita-
tion, whether referrible to disease or to some purgative drug. The inner
coat is a mucous one, thickly studded with minu'te glands, which,
state of health, secrete sufficient mucous fluid to lubricate the passage ;

and, under the stimulus of a purgative, throw out a fluid increased in
quantity, and of a more aqueous character, and in which the contents of
the intestines are softened and involved and carried away.
On this coat likewise openthe mouths of innumerable vessels— the lac-

teal^ absorbents—which imbibe or take up the nutritive portion of the
These vessels ramify across the mesentery, and convey this nutri-

ment to a common duct that passes along it, and by means of which it
is earned into the great veins in the neighbourhood of the heart, where it
IS mixed wuh the venous blood returned from every part. Bv the power
of the heart It is propelled through the lungs, where it is purified and vita-
lized

;
and havuig been returned to this organ it is driven through other

vessels all over the frame, and bestows nutriment and life on every part.
The food, in a state of perfect solution, and under the name of chyme, is

forced on by the muscular coat of the fourth stomach into the duodenum,
where another change immediately commences. The food is separated
mto two distinct portions or principles—that which is nutritive or capable
of being imbibed by the lacteals—a white fluid called chyle;—and that
which is either innutritive, or which they reject, and which is propelled
along the intestines and finally evacuated.

There has been much dispute as to the manner in which this separation
is effected. The chyme that has been formed by the agency of the gastric
juice may contain in itself a tendency to this separation, or precipttation
of the excrementitious part; or this may be effected by some fluid secreted
from the mucous coat of the duodenum ; or the bile and pancreatic juice
may be the main agents in producing the change.
Ten or twelve inches down the duodenum, as may be seen at h, p. 426,

two ducts penetrate the coats of that intestine, and pour into it the fluid
secreted by the pancreas and liver. It would seem likely, from the dis-
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tance from the stomach at which these fluids enter, that some change
had ah^eady taken place in the contents of the duodenum, which was
to be perfected by means of these auxiliaries. The separation or pre-
cipitation is more rapidly and effectually made ; while the bile also has
some stimulating' effect on the coats of the stomachy urging the exhalents
and the absorbents, and the muscles of the intestines, to stronger and more
effectual action; and the pancreatic juice may dilute the biliary secretion,
and shield the intestine from its occasional too s:reat acrimonv.
Wh

(

the biliary secretion and the digestive process than cattle do,) the true
notion of it is, perhaps, that it is an excrementitious substance, containing
properties that would be noxious to the constitution, but, as in most of the
contrivances of nature, the mode of its evacuation answers another and
a salutary purpose*,

" The length of the duodenum varies according to the fancy of different
Writers. It terminates in the jejunum, but there is no assignable point
where the one can be said to terminate and the other begin.

THE JEJUNUM AND ILEUM.

These intestines, together with the duodenum, the caecum, and a por-
tion of the colon, will be seen (in the cut p. 467, at ^gs. 2 and 3) to be
United together and enfolded in one common expansion of the mesentery.
They lie on the right side of the belly occupying the flank, and resting

npon the right portion of the rumen. The jejunum and the ileum
constitute the border of this mesenteric expansion, and are disposed in the
Torm of numerous spiral convolutions. If they were unfolded the length
or these intestines would, in an ox of common size, amount to more
than 100 feet. This leno-th -^or small intestine is designed to compen^

/1 1

I'hey may be considered as dischannn^j'

sate for the want of development and of cancelli in the larger ones.
J-he food is detained by the length of the passage, and also by the con-
struction of the convolutions.

the funciion of the caecum and colon in the horse, and the principal absorp-
tion of chyle takes place in them.

r

r

THE C^CUM
Is a very different viscus from that which bears the same name in the

'** The gall of the ox Is applied to various uses ; it was formerly used medicinally, as
readily combining with the hardened wax of the ear and contributing to its easier re-
^ovalj and also as a mild and beneficial external stimulant in cases of inflammation of
the ear, and particularly those of a chronic character and connected with partial deaf-
^iess. It has also been adopted as a stimulant in some cases of ophthalmia, and old
people used to think that it was beneficial in difficult menstruation, and also in difficult

labour.

In commerce its value is of a more decided character. It is boiled and skimmed
;

one ounce of alum is then added to each pint of the gall ; to another pint of the gall
One ounce of common salt is added ; the liquids are placed in separate bottles, corked
^own, and kept close for three months ; the clear portion is then poured off from each,
pid the contents of the two bottles being mixed together, a precipitation or coagulum
^s rapidly formed, leaving a portion of the liquid above clear and colourless. This is

Called refined ox-gall. It is considered by some to possess a cosmetic quality ; it cer-
tainly combines with the greasy matter with which old paintings may be stained^ and
also

to
^ with that which may have been mixed Avith various colours; it gives a coating
ivory, and even to tracing paper and to satin, which enables the artist to paint

"ith water colours upon them, and to lay successive coats of colours when drawing-
and to fix chalk and pencil drawings so that they may be tinted. An extract of ox-gall
lias also been used instead of soap, more readily and effectually to clean greasy cloths
^ray and Bennie^s Supplements to the Pkarmacopoeia^ .
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(see Fig. 4. p. 467)., c w V ' n T . 1
, v-w^^i^, -t. p. 4tu/ I iiie superior

extremity of which is fixed o the portion of mesentery common to it and
the small intestines, while the inferior portion floats loose in the abdomen,
and IS prolonged into the pelvic cavity, where it has a rounded termination.The portion of food that can enter into it is smaller than in the horse, and
cannot be detained long there, because there are no longitudinal bands
to pucker the intestine into numerous and deep cells; but the contents of
the csecum have the same character of being more fluid than in any
other part of the intestinal canal. The length of the caecum differs httle
Jrom that ot the horse, seldom exceeding a yard*

THE COLON,

^This intestine is evidently divisible into two parts (see Fig. 5. p 467) •

the one sma ler than the caecum is supported by the common mesent'ery,the
other floats loose in the belly, and forms part of the second mass of intes-
tines. It has somewhat the same convolutions as in the horse, but is
destitute of its muscular bands. It is also less than the CcEcum, but, com-
bined with the next and the last intestine, the rectum, it measures more
than thirty-three feet, being almost double the len-th of those intestines
in thehorse. The want of mechanical obstructioirto the passage of the
tood IS thus made up by the increased length of the viscera. In the
colon, the process of digestion may be considered to be in a manner ter-
minated, and all that remains is fseculent matter, that continues to be
urged on in order to be expelled.

THE RECTUM.
This intestine, so called from the straight course which it runs, termi-

nates the digestive canal. It also has no longitudinal bands, foi It con-

rectum,

charged.

tains little beside the excrement that is to be discharged, or that should least
pf all be detained. The lacteal absorbents may still be traced in this
intestine, but it is probable that very little nutritive matter is taken up,
although from the occasional hardened state of the dung, it is possible
ttiat much fluid may be carried off.

^tim''tro'rr'\''
''^'''''^' ^" ^'^'''"' ^« P^^^ed ^t the termination of the

.turn, in order to prevent its contents from being involuntarily dis-

^h - K /u''P"^''^'Jrl'"^Kt"^'°^'^^^P"^t-^«'--d it readily /^^^^^^^when, by the pressure of the abdominal muscles and the diaphrao-m the
excrement is forced against it, in the voluntary efforts of the anirnal

'

The contents of the rectum in cattle are essentially different from those
thatoccupy the same intestine in the horse. They are semifluid—their
nutritive qualities are nearly exhausted, and they are of very inferior value
for agricultural purposes.

''

_ The scientific author of the treatise on " British Husbandry," in the
larmers Series, p. 227, says, that " when used alone, cow-dung has been
eonsidered, in niost cases, as nearly worthless. It has also been thought
that the dung of milch cows is inferior to that of oxen; but this can only
be attributed^ to their yielding milk, which probably deprives the dung
ot sonie portion of its richness, for when they are dried off and fattened
there is no perceptible difference." He makes two quotations in illustration
Ot the inferior quality of the cow-dung,—one from the Essex Report,
vol. 11., p. 238, in which it is stated that " fifteen acres having been manured
tor beans, six with horse-dung, and nine with dung from the cow-yard, th
SIX acres produced far more than the nine," and that "in an experimentmade near Grantham, in Lincolnshire, on a poor dry soil, the manure from

orse-yard, and that from a yard where neat cattle were wintered, were.

I
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ave greatly the

other kinds of

&

used separately for turnips, and the former was found to h
advantage." He adds, however, that "mixed with .

manure, it is exceedingly valuable ; that although its effect npon the soil is

slower and less powerful than that of horse-dung, it is more durable, and
that upon sand and gravel, and a dry and warm soil, its coohng qualities

render it of much service/' The comparison which he draws in other
respects, between the two kinds of dung will be found to be interesting:

^nd instructive.

THE DISEA.SES OF THE INTESTINES.

These, with the exception of diarrhoea, are seldom so acute or fatal as
in the horse,, but they are too numerous, and destroy too many of ouir

cattle. Those which belong to the membranes that invest or line the
intestines, and that are referrible to the greater part, or the whole, of their

extent, will with most convenience first come under consideration.

Those which affect only particular viscera, or parts of them, will naturally
follow.

ENLARGEMENT OF THE MESENTERIC GLANDS.

It has been stated that there are numerous vessels, termed lactealst

opening* on the inner coat of the intestines, in order to convey the

chyle to the thoracic duct, so that it may mingle with and supply the

^vaste of the blood. These little vessels, ere they reach the main trunk,

pass through a glandular body, in which some unknown change is probably

effected in the chyle. Some of these mesenteric glands are represented at

These glands occasionally become unnaturally enlarged.fis^ 8, page 467.

and then, whether from the abstraction of so much nutriment, in order to

contribute to this enlargement, or from this unknown change not taking

in the chyle before it mingles with the blood, or from the consti-

tutional disturbance which the presence of such a body in the abdomen

must produce, the animal ceases to thrive, his belly becomes enlarged,

cough and consumption appear, and he gradually wastes away and dies.

On examination after death, some of the mesenteric trlands are of

place

glands

unusual bulk, and occasionally have grown to an enormous size.

Mr. Brown, of Melton, has recorded a case of singular enlaro-ement of
one of these glands^. He was sent for to examine a cow with con-
siderable depression of countenance, the eyes shrunk in their orbits, the

membrane of the nose and the mouth of a pale yellow colour, and the skin

around the eyes, nose and mouth also presenting the same tinge. The
pulse was quick, the breathing diflicult, the belly swelled, and she could

scarcely be induced to move. When the hand was passed along the right

ide, a lar^e tumour could be distinctly felt, and which would not yield tos

pressure.

Mr. Brown very properly decided that the case was hopeless, and ad-

vised that she should be destroyed. She was, however, given up to hinx

for experiment. He determined first to try the effect of mercury, and he

gave her every night two scruples of calomel, with a drachm of hemlock,

and half a drachm of opium; he also administered four ounces of Epsom
salts every morning, in eight ounces of infusion of cascarilla. A more

judicious plan of treatment he could scarcely have adopted. As soon as

purgino- commenced, he omitted the internal medicme, shaved the hair

from the right side, and well rubbed in daily an ounce of strong mercurial

ointment wTth a drachm of camphor. This was continued for six days;

but the patient continuing to lose flesh, and becommg so weak as not to be
L

* Veterinarian, Feb. 1830. . '
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able to raise herself up when down, and the tumour not diminishing", he
ordered her to be destroyed.

'

-

i

'" On opening the abdomen, the first thing that presented itself filling the
iliac region was a large mesenteric gland, of irregular form, weighing
1601b. On making a section through it, its appearance was chiefly that
of a schirrous deposit. The mesenteric glands generally were unhealthy,
and many of them were schirrous. This case is a valuable one ; it is the

only one on record of schirrous enlargement of the mesenteric glands of
the ox ; but the recollection of every practitioner will furnish him with not
a few instances of .these tumours unexpectedly presenting themselves on
examination of the abdomen. They have been found chiefly in youu"*
beasts that had been bred too much in and in, or that had been weakly
from other causes, and particularly in those that had been subject to chronic
cough, associated with tubercles in the lungs. In low and damp situ-

ations these tumours have been found on the mesentery of cattle that have
been long unthrifty and out of condition, and that have at length died
apparently in consequence of some other disease.

The association, however, with these diseases has differed so materially

in different cases, and the symptoms have been so obscure, or so much
resembling those of various and almost opposite complaints, that they
have not yet been satisfactorily classed and arranged. This also must be
the work of future veterinarians, and when cattle medicine begins to re-

ceive that attention which it deserves.

The treatment of these mesenteric enlargements, when they are sus-
pected and pretty well ascertained, would be a course of mild purgatives,
mingled with tonics (the Epsom salts with gentian and ginger, a dose
sufficient to keep the bowels gently open being administered every morn-
ing), with the exhibition of from six to ten grains of the hydriodate of
potash, at noon and night, and the removal of the animal to good and dry
pasture.

INFLAMMATION OF THE BOWELS.
r

Of this malady, as in the horse, there are two species : the first is inflam-
mation of the external coat of the intestines, accompanied by considerable
fever, and usually by costiveness; the second is that of the internal or
mucous coat, and generally attended by violent puro-ino-.

The first of these, designated by the term ENTERiTrs, is, in most cases,

sudden in its attack. Beasts of middle age,'—strong,—in good condition,

and particularly working cattle, are most subject to it. Calves, old beasts
and milch cows are comparatively exempt from it. The disease is most;

frequent in hot weather, and after long-continued drought.
The beast, that on the preceding day seemed to be in perfect health, is

observed to be dull—depressed—his muy.zlf^ Hrv— hisdepressed—his muzzle dry hail rougli he
shrinks when his loins are pressed upon, and his belly seems to be enlarged
on the left side.

move—weakn ess
To these symptoms speedily succeed disinclination to

of the hind limbs- tremblins: of them
heavino; of the flanks protrusion of the head

—staggering-
redness of the eyes—heat

of the mouth and ears and roots of the horns, and a small, but rapid pulse,
generally varying from 60 to 80 beats in a minute. Rumination has now
ceased; the appetite is lost; the faeces are rarely voided, and are hard
and covered with a glazy mucus, and that mucus is sometimes streaked
with blood

y
—the animal also moans with intensity of pain.

These symptoms rapidly increase ; the patient becomes more depressed

;

tbe pulse more feeble; the moaning incessant, and the beast is conti-
nually down. He becomes half unconscious, and is evidently half-blind;

V J
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IS

the mouth is filled with foam, and the tongue is covered with a brownish

yellow deposit. There is grinding of the teeth, and difficulty in the swal-

lowing of liquids ; a tucked up appearance of the belly, mingling with the

enlargement of the left flank,—and the whole of the belly is exceedingly

tender. Until he is too weak to raise himself, he is exceedingly restless, lying

down and immediately getting up again, and with convulsive movements of

the muscles of the neck and extremities. The evacuation of the faeces is

entirely suppressed, or a little stream of liquid excrement forces a passage

throuoh the hardened mass by which the rectum is distended, and that which

is voided has an exceedingly foetid and putrid smell. This symptom

characteristic. The person who is accustomed to cattle says, that the

beast is fardel-hound or sapped, but he often mistakes the nature of the

case, and fancies that diarrhoea instead of costiveness exists. The urine

becomes thick and oily and brown, and has a peculiarly disagreeable and

penetratin"- smell. As the disease proceeds, the weakness and suffering

increase, until the animal dies, sometimes exhausted, but mostly in con-

vulsions, and frequently discharging a bloody foetid fluidJrom the mouth,

the nose, and the anus. 11., ^ .

Sometimes, when the disease has not been attacked with sufficient

enero-y, andoftener in despite of the most skilfultreatment, other symptoms

appear

veloped—rumination returns
The animal seems to amend ; the pulse is slower and more de-

the enlargement of

or fluid, is 'more
the patient eats a little

whether hard
the flanks subsides—the excrement,

^ ^, ,^,. . - , .^ , .

abundantly discharged : but the beast is sadly thin—he is daily losing

N

Kroimd—his coat stares—the hair is easily detached—the skin clings to

the bones—he is sometimes better, and sometimes worse, until violent

inflammation ag-ain suddenly comes on, and he is speedily carried off*.

On examination after death the first thing; that presents itself is the

enn-or"-ement of the sub-cutaneous vessels with black and coagulated blood,

and th^e discoloration of the muscles, softened in their consistence and be-

comino- putrid. The abdomen exhibits the effusion of a g:reat quantity of

bloody" fluid ; eight, ten, and twelve gallons have been taken from it. The

peritoneum is inflamed— almost universally so;—there are black and gan-

o-renous patches in various parts, and on others there are deposits of flaky

matter, curiously formed, and often curiously spotted. The liver is en-

laro-ed and its substance easily torn ; the rumen is distended with food,

o-enerally dry, and its lining membrane inflamed and injected, and of a

purple or blue tint : the reticulum does not escape the inflammatory action
;

the manyplus isfiUed with dry and hard layers which cannot be^detached

without difficulty from the mucous membrane of that stomach ;
the fourth

stomach is hio-hlv inflamed, with patches of a more intense character, and

its contents are liquid and bloody, particularly towards the pyloric orifice.

The small intestines contain many spots of ulceration, the lining membrane

is everv where inflamed, and they are filled with an adhesive or bloody

mucous fluid; the larger intestines are even more inflamed they exhibit

more extensive ulceration, and contain many clots of efiused blood. The

rectum is ulcerated and gangrenous from end to end.
,

* Hurtrel D'Arboval. in his " Dictionary of Veterinary Medicine and Surger^s" thus

descSrSn^e of the symptoms in a more
f-^-^J^^^ff^mh Jy^a^ai^^^^^^

vulsive movements were
--^-J^^JX' a^d beat S^ f/every direction^

thing arovmd h:ra
J^:^^^^.^ ^1 hS tongne, red and swelled, hung from hi

uttering the most irightfut lowmgs, nii, u" b ' tpa,.c • ill tl.o tv,,,

mouth the nostrils were dilated ; the eyes haggard and full ot teais
,

all the mucous

membrane were of a scarlet red; the ears and horns were burning, as also was the

whole surlace of the body. The beatings of the heart were violent and rapid yet the

pulse was scarcely perceptible, and no blood cQuld be obtained from the jugular."
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There is usually considerable effusion in the chest ; the coverlnn-s of the
lungs are inflamed ; the bag- of the heart more so ; the substance of the
lun-s IS sometimes emphysematous, and at other times goroed with blood
and the heart is marked with black spots outwardly, and °in its cavities'The lining- membrane of all the air-passages is of a red brown colour • the
larynx and the pharynx are intensely red, and so is the membrane of the
gullet.

Of the causes of this disease it is difficult to speak. It seems occasionally
to be epidemic, for several instances of it occur of the same character, and
in the same district. M. Creuzel gives an illustration of this in his descrip-

lo'.'."^
^^^

^T^"""".
^^'""^ destroyed so many cattle in the years 1820 and

1827, m the department cle la Nievre. Out of 218 cattle belon"-ino- to
three farmers, 113 were attacked by the disease, and 83 of them diedOne farmer, in a neighbouring district, had 19 head of cattle, all of whom
sickened, but only three of them were lost. These were unusually hotsummers. Ihe upland pasture was burnt up, or what remained of it was
rendered unusually stimulating; and the acrid plants of the marshes and
low grounds acquired additional deleterious agency *.

., When isolated cases occur, they may generally be attributed to mis
management. Exposure to cold, or the drinking of cold water when
heated with work

; too hard work in sultry weather ; the use of water
stagnant, impure, or containing any considerable quantity of metallic
salts; the sudden revulsion of some cutaneous eruption; the'crovvdino- of
animals into a confined place ; too luxuriant and stimulatino- food o-ene-
rally

;
and the mildewed and unwholesome food on which cattle ai^e too

oiten kept, are fruitful sources of this complaint,

WOOD-EVIL, MOOR ILL, PANTAS.

These are but varieties of the same disease, frequently produced, as the
first name would import, by browsing on the young buds of trees and par-
ticularly on those of the ash and the oak. These buds are temptino- to cattle
at the commencement of the spring, but they are of too acrid and'stimulat-

nl-xtof^TT!^ ^"ff """^ ^™^^""^^y "' ^^y considerable quantities.Heat ot the month and skin—redness of the membranes-thirst-obstirate
constipation-hardness of the little faeces that are expelled-the covert^ofthem with mucus and blood-difficulty of voiding uVine, and its red colourand penetrating odour-colicky pains-depression,-ar; the ehaitteri
symptoms of this disease.

Some veterinarians give the name of wood-evil to complaints allied to
rheumatism, or being essentially rheumatic ; others consider it to be a
disease of debility, looking to the consequence of inflammation, and not to
the inflammation itself. If any distinction were drawn between wood-evil
and enteritis in cattle, it would be, that although in wood-evil there seems
to be more afFection of the head, and the animal appears now and then as
It It were rabid, there is not so much intestinal inflammation, and the
disease does not so speedily run its course f. Wood
twelve to twenty days.

may last from
3

* Rec. de Med., Oct. 1828, p. 243.
t M. Girard observed in 1816, a similar disease among the co-.vs in a villpo-p tip^^Bne. At the commencement the animals were dull, disinclined to eat .n, mfdropped from the mouth, and the spine was tender. There ran from the va-ina of hpcow a bloody matter, of a peculiar smell, which the urine also possessed The con

S"VIT"^''T'''
t^-.'l-^g-- hard and in pellets, and co4-ed with streaks ofaiood. The animal remained m this state twenty-lour hours, after which thp h^ZL

SlndLfT'^ the patient became palsied'behind
; videt'dilrtffoltfdicetid, and infectious, and the patient was presently lost.~-Z>'^;-^..a/, Diet. ckVet.Mcd.
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The prognosis, or expectation of the termination of the disease is always

vinfavourable when after a certain time much fever comes on, or the

costiveness will not give way, or the urine is thick or bloody, or the disease

attains its full intensity in the space of a few days. Then, instead of ter-

minating* in resolution, the inflammation runs on to gangrene; all the

acute symptoms suddenly disappear, and death is not far distant. On the

other hand, the result will be favourable when the disease does not reach

that def^-ree of intensity of which it is capable 3 when, after a few days, the

symptoms gradually disappear, and the animal regains his former habits,

and the excrement resumes its natural form and consistence^.

The history that has been given of this disease will leave little doubt

respecting the course of treatment that should be pursued. A malady of

so intensely an inflammatory character shoxdd be met by prompt and deci-

sive measures ; and to them it will, in its early stage, generally yield.

Nothing is so easy as to give relief to a sapped or fardel-bound beast,

before he begins to heave at the flanks or ceases to ruminate; but

quickness of breathing, and heat of the mouth, and evident fever, being

once established, the animal will probably be los

The patient should be bled. If it is simple costiveness without fever,

the abstraction of six or eight quarts of blood may suffice; but if the

symptoms of inflammation cannot be misunderstood, the measure of the

bleeding will be the quantity that the animal will lose before he staggers

or falls. Purgatives should follow—the first dose being of the^ full

Ktreno-th, and'^assisted by quickly repeated ones, until brisk purging is

produced. Hot water, or blisters, should be applied to the belly, and the

food of the beast should be restricted to gruel and mashes. This will, in

most cases, include the whole of the treatment.

If other symptoms should arise, or other parts appear to be involved,

the practitioner will change his mode of proceeding accordingly; but he

will be cautious how he gives aromatics or tonics, until he is convinced

that the state of fever has passed over, and circumstances indicate the

approach of debility and of typhus fever.

DIARRHCEA AND i)YSENTERY t- "

The frequent and abundant evacuation of faecal matter, whether with or

without mucus, may be considered either as simple, or connected with

other diseases. In its former state it will be the subject of present consi-

deration, and may be regarded as acute or chronic. Acute diarrhoea may
the abuse of purgatives, by theirbe produced by various causes

plants

but occasionally from

bein"- administered in too active a form—feeding on certain poisonous
"

sudden change of food, generally from dry to green aliment,

to dry—excess of food—the drinkina- of

bad water or by some humid and unhealthy state of the atmosphere,

From the last cause it usually assumes an epizootic character, particu-

larly in autumn. A great many cows in a certain district are suddenly

attacked by it, although there is no reason to suspect that it is in the

slightest degree contagious.
. ,..,.-

Calves and milch cows are far more subject to this species of intestinal

inflammation than are full grown or working; oxen.
.

The proper treatment of acute diarrhcea will consist in the administra-

* D'Arboval, Diet., Article Entente.
-, -^ • c .• i

•

i The distinction between these two diseases, and it is of essential importance to

observe it in the treatment of cattle, is, that diarrhoea consists in the. evacuation of

faecal matter, in an undue quantity, and more than naturally liquid form. In dysen-

tery more or less mucus, or mucus and blood combined, mingles with the faeces.
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tion of a mild purgative, in order to carry ofF any source of irritation in
the intestinal canal

;
the abstraction of blood, if there is any de-ree of

fever, and in proportion to that fever ; and then the exhibition ofalkahs and astringents. The most effectual medicines are prepared chalkopium, catechu, and g-inger, in the proportions of one ounce of the first'one drachm of the second, four drachms of the third, and two of the last in'each dose, and to be administered in thick gruel.
This will generally be successful: but, occasionally, these acute cases of

diarrhoea are obstinate and fatal ; and too often it happens that what has
been represented to the practitioner as a sudden attack turns out to be the
winding up of some chronic disease, and he does not discover the mistake
until it is too late.

Diarrhea is not always to be considered as a disease. It is often a
salutary effort of nature to get rid of that which would be injurious ; or it
is a somewhat too great action of certain of the digestive organs, whichsoon quiet down again to their natural and healthy function! An occa-
sional lax state of the bowels in calves is known to be favourable to the
acqmrement of fat; and a beast that is well purged on being first turned
on spring-grass or turnips thrives far more rapidly than another that is
little, or not at all, affected by the change. Diarrhoea, in some critical
stages of disease, is to be hailed as the precursor of health, rather than
feared as the attack of a new malady

; it should be so in pneumonia, red
water,

_

and puerperal fever. All that is then to be done is to prevent itsbecommg so violent as to depress the vital energies. Diarrhoea may
assume a chronic form, with greater or less severity, and producing- loss
of condition and dt;bility; it maybe prolonged for many a month^ and
even for vears, and at length terminate fatallv. This is often the case
With cows that have been drained of their milk and badly kept The
diarrhoea of calves will be considered when the diseases of those animals
come under notice.

The treatment of chronic diarrhoea is difficult, and unsatisfactory Pur-
gatives cannot be dispensed with, but they must be administered with con^

t der:d't."iV the'''
^'^ "^''""^ ^"^ ^^^ ^"^"^''^ «^-^^' be well

inc"eatd a^^ ^^^'^ ?^ ^''^"'^^^^ "^''^ ^^

1 ^ *

^^'^^vi
,
and It It IS loo strong-, both these effects will heproduced to a greater extent and fatal h.flan.natioa and super,L^a ionmay ensue. Castor oil will be the safest, and the most etfectual medicine

in doses from a pint to a bottle ; and a small quantity, ten <rrains ofpowdered opium, will not interfere with the aperient quality of the 'oil
while It may allay UTitation. After two doses of the oil have been

'

the powder already recommended
quantity of ginger, and half a

a drachmwhile,

may be tried, but with a
drachm of powdered gentian.

of the Dover's powder may be o-iven,

given,

double

After a
morning and

night
;
and tha also ceasing to have effect, the first powder may again be

administered. Alum whey is often of considerable service. If the animal
IS turned out, it should be on the driest pasture, but it will be better for
her to be kept up with plenty of hay, and gruel to drink.

It is, however, with dysentery that the practitioner is most loth to
cope, a disease that destroys thousands of our cattle. This also may be
either acute or chronic. Its causes are too often buried in obscurity and
Its premonitory symptoms are disregarded or unknown. There appears tobe a strong predisposition in cattle to take on this disease. It seems tone the winding up of many serious complaints, and the foundation of it is

fsTat

r

LhJ^ tV!"^'' 'Y "PP?^. ^« ^' «.f ^he most trifling nature. Itis tnat in cattle which glanders and farcy are in the horse^i ine constitution.
the breaking up
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neglect at the

the feeding on meadows that

lying

Dysentery may be a symptom and a concomitant of other diseases. It

is one of the most fearful characteristics of murrain ; it is the destructive

accompaniment or consequence of phthisis. It is produced by the sud-
den disappearance of a cutaneous eruption; it follows the cessation of
chronic hoose; it is the consequence of the natural or artificial suspen-
sion of every secretion. Were any secretion to be particularly selected,

the repression of which would produce dysentery, it would be that of the
milk. How often does the farmer observe that no sooner does a milch
cow cease her usual supply of milk than she begins to purge! There
may not appear to be anything else the matter with her, but she purges^

and in the majority of cases that purging is fatal.

It may, sometimes, however, be traced to sufficient causes, exclusive of
previous disease. Unwholesome food—exposure to cold

time of calving—low and marshy situations

have been flooded (here it is peculiarly fatal)—the grazing (according to

Mr. Leigh, and our experience confirms his statement) upon the clays
over the blue lias" rock—the neighbourhood of woods, and of half

stagnant rivers—the continuation of unusually sultry weather-

work, and all the causes of acute dysentery may produce that of a chronic
nature—or acute dysentery neglected, or badly, or even most skilfully

treated, mav dej^enerate into an incurable chronic affection. Half starve a

cow, or overfeed her ; milk her to exhaustion, or dry her milk too rapidly,

dysentery may follow.
"

The following may probably be the order of the symptoms, if they are

carefully observed. There will be a little dulness or anxiety of counte-

nance, the muzzle becoming short and contracted

when the loins are pressed upon—the skin a little harsh and dry— the

there were will be a sli^i'ht deo:ree of uneasiness, and
shivering, that scarcely attracts attention—then (except it be the dege-

neracy of acute into chronic dysentery) constipation may be perceived—it

will be to a certain degree obstinate—the excrement will be voided with

pain— it will be dry, hard, and expelled in small quantities. In other

cases, perhaps, purging will be present from the beginning
; the animal

will be tormented with tenesmus, or frequent desire to void its excrement
and that act attended by straining and pain, by soreness about the anus
and protrusion of the rectum; and

over-

a slioffit shrinkino-

hair a little rough

spasms
sometimes by severe colicky

In many cases, however, and in those of a chronic form, few of

these distressing symptoms are observed even at the commencement of

the disease, but the animal voids her faeces oftener than it is natural that

she should, and they are more fluid than in a state of health ;
but at the

same time, she loses her ap'petite and spirits and condition, and is evi-

dently wasting away.

In acute cases, if the disease does not at once destroy the animal, the

painful symptoms disappear, and little remains but a

decree of dulness, disinclination to food, rapid decrease of condition, and
The faeces are often voided

greater or less

frequent purgmg. in a peculiar manner •

theyVe ejected with much force, and to a considerable distance, and the

process of shooting has commenced. The faeces, too, have altered their

character; a greater quantity of mucus mingles with them; sometimes it

forms a great proportion of the matter evacuated, or it hangs in strings,

or accumulates layer after layer under the tail. The farmer and the prac-

titioner anxiously examine the evacuation. As the thin mass falls on the

ground, bubbles are formed upon it? They calculate the time that these

vesicles remain unbroken. If they burst and disappear immediately, the

observer does not quite despair: but if they remam several minutes on the
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surface of the dung, he forms an unfavourable opinion of the case, for
he knows that these bladders are composed of the mucus that lined the
intestines, and which is not separated from them except under circumstances
of great irritation

;
or which being thrown off, the denuded membrane is

exposed to fatal irritation. In this state the beast may remain many
weeks, or months

; sometimes better, and sometimes worse ; and even
promising- to those who know little about the matter, that the disease
will gradually subside.' The farmer, however, has a term for this malady

^1 ^i??T-^!.^r^^^
result, although not strictly applicable to what is

1 ,,
,, . , gj^^ is rotten, he says, and she

The writer of this treatise will not say, with one well-informed and
skilful practitioner, that " chronic diarrhoea invariably wears the animal
down, sooner or later, in spite of all means*," nor with another, that "the
animal loses its flesh, becomes exceedingly thin, and ultimately dies in
despite of any treatment

; and in this stage the cow-leeches have each
their avourite specific, the only good of which consists in the money they
can obtain for itf. ' There are cases of recovery, but they are few and far

In most cases the tragedy gradually draws to a close. The beast is sadly
wasted—vermin accumulate on him— his teeth become loose

actually taking place within the animal,
dies as if she were so.

between.

appear under the jaw, and he dies from absolute exhaustion
the dejections gradually change their character
mucus—purulent matter succeeds to that

swellings

or

blood mingles with the

it is almost insupportably
foetid—It is discharged involuntarily gangrenous—ulcers about the anus
sometimes tell of the process that is going on within; and, at length, the
eyes grow dim and sunk in their orbits, the body is covered with cold per-
spi ration, and the animal dies.

In some cases the emaciation is frightful the skin cleaves to the
bones, and the animal has become a living skeleton ; in others there
have been swellings about the joints, spreading over the legs generally,
occasionally ulcerated

; and in all, the leaden colour of the membranes, the
rapid loss of strength, the stench of the excrement, and the unpleasant
odour arising from the animal himself, announce the approach of death.ine appearances after death are extraordinarily uniform, considering oihow many diseases this is the accompaniment or the consequence, andihe
length of time that it takes to run its course, and during ihich so many
other organs might have been readdy involved. "" ^- '^ - ^ •'

gof

considerable state of disease.

The liver is rarely in any
The first and second stomachs are seldom

much affected
; the third stomach presents a variable appearance with

regard to the state of the food that it contains, and which is sometimes
exceedingly hard, and sometimes almost pultaceous, but there is no inflam-
mation about the stomach itself. The fourth stomach exhibits a peculiar
change_ ;

there is an infiltration or collection of serous fluid in the cel-
lular substance between the mucous and muscular coat, showing some
but no very acute degree of inflammation in the submucous tissue. The
small intestmes are frequently without a single trace of inflammation
but sometimes, however, they are thickened and corrugated, but not
injected. It is in the caecum, colon, and rectum, that the character of the
disease is to be distinctly and satisfactorily traced.

Mr. Cartwright, describing the morbid appearances in a beast that had
died of dysentery, says " that the colon and caecum were inwardly of a
dirty colour, with blackish streaks running over them in every direction.

* Mr. Farrow.

+ Mr. Halt

Veterinarian, June, 1831, p. 3]6,
•Ibid. August, 1831, p, 438. -
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The parietes were very thin, without the least covering of mucus. The
liver was the smallest I ever saw. It was perfectly sound, of a uniform
clear light--blue colour, and firm in textureV In a subsequent commu-
nication f, he narrates the lesions of some other beasts that had been under
his treatment. He thus speaks of the first case—" The plaits upon the

fourth stomach were about an inch thick, and underneath the secreting

coats there was contained a quantity of serum and Ivmnh. which
had the appearance of jelly |. The csecum had

and lymph,
two or three smallcsecum naa iwo or

abscesses just under the inner coat, but which had not burst, and many
places of it were marked with black streaks. The whole of the abdo-

minal cavity was very white, and infiltrated with serum/' In the

second case, he states, that '' the plaits on its internal svirfaee were much
filled with serum, and which would gravitate when held in different posi-

tions. On the villous coat of the large intestines, and throughout them,
Were a great many reddish spots, and in other places there were whole
patches of the same ; and on wiping this red secretion off, the coat was
found to be abraded or ulcerated, and the intestines between those spots

were thickened §."

* Vetermarian, Feb. 1829, p. 71. f Ibid. Dec. 1831, p. 669.

X Mr, Farrow also has noticed these serous depositions between the coats of the
stomach,

—

Feterinarian, June, 1831, p. 31 G.

§ It may not be uninteresting to give a short sketch of the symptoms and appearances
after death, of dysentery in the human subject. Its identity with the rottenness of

cattle will not be for a moment doubted. The quotation is selected from that

most valuable work '-The Cyclopeedia of Practical Medicine;" article Dysentery, by
Dr, Joseph Brown.

'^ A case of this description may commence with feculent and liquid stools, and they
may subsequently become mucous, with occasionally a slight admixture of blood, or

they may be of the latter character from the beginning. There is little, if any, fixed'

pain in the abdomen, but considerable griping during the evacuation/and heat of the
anusj with distressing straining. The dejections, however, do not exceed seven or

eight times in the day. Difficulty of breathing and of voiding the urine attend severe

cases of the disease. The appetite is generally impaired—the thirst considerable, and
the tongue is sometimes furred. The mean duration of this slight form of the disease
is from seven to eight days : it may be said to be never fatal, but it not nnfrequently
lays the foundations of chronic dysentery, and often leaves such a tenderness of the
bowels; as renders them more prone than before to morbid action, from cold or other
causes.

" A more intense form of the disease will be found of frequent occurrence when
dysentery is prevailingly epidemic. Occasionally a well-marked rigor (shivering fit),

followed speedily by febrile heat, introduces the disease, while in other cases the first

symptom is pain in the bowels, to which the mucous stools, characteristic of dysentery,
in a short time succeed. In many instances, some sh'ght derangement of the stomach
or bowels, indicated by flatulency, costiveness, inappetency, and nausea, is experienced.

When the disease is* fully formed, the characteristic mucous, or^muco-sangulnolent

stools ar

There
covered with a white mucous coat, or it is dark and dry—there is great prostration of

strength, and the urine is scanty and high-coloured, and is passed with pain and diffi-

culty. The griping which precedes each evacuation is very distressing.

^' Should no relief be afforded by the remedies employed, the prostration of strength

becomes great, the pulse feeble^ with coldness of the extremities, the tongue either

furred and brown, or glazed and red ; the discharges from the intestines are dark and
offensive ; the mind is low and desponding, and death sometimes takes place in a
period varying from a fortnight to three weeks from the commencement of the attack :

hut much more frequently, even in bad cases, some mitigation of the symptoms is ob-

tained, and the disease degenerates into a chronic form,
" Restoration to health may be expected when there is diminution of pain in the abdo-

nnen, of straining, and of the frequency of discharges, and especially, if, instead of the
Hiucous or muco-sanguinolent dejections, the stools become natural. An abatement of
the febrile symptoms, and thirsty and a return of appetite, are all favom-able symptoms :

tut all favourable symptoms are to a certain extent fallacious, for, after a tiuce of a few
dayS; we may discover that we have that insidious and slowly wasting disease^ chronic

ire passed very frequently, with great pain, and an extreme degree of straining.

is a warm skin—a hard, generally frequent and small pulse—the tongue is either
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A under the names of
diarrhoea and dysenteric enteritis, thus writes of the first variety; ''The
mucous membrane of the large intestines is more or less red and thickened,
offering sometimes erosions, and at other times characters of extravasation
of blood, or being black, without consistence, and diffusing a noisome
odour." Ofthe second he says, '' there was more considerable thickening of
the mucous membrane, with different shades of redness, and freqiient deep
ulcerations. The muscular coat of the intestine was untouched, and pre-

sented a sort of floor for the ulcerations. These ulcers were more numerous
in the rectum, and towards the curvature of the colon, than in any other part
of the large intestines ; many other organs presented some morbid chano-e,

in proportion as they had participated more or less in the inflammation,
but they were only secondary changes, and deserved little attention."

The account of these post Qiiortem appearances is given-at considerable
length, because they clearly indicate the hitherto unsuspected nature of the
disease,—unsuspected at least among veterinarians ; and they will probably
lead to a mode of treatment that promises a little more success than has
hitherto attended the efforts of practitioners.

(at first acute, but "gradually assuming: a ch
iflammati

dysentery to combat. Chronic dysentery may be considered as almost a more dis-
tressing termination of the acute form than death itself, for recoveries from it are rare.
The fever M'liich attends the acute form subsides, and a temporary recruiting of
strength and appetite is experiencedj but this truce from distress proves deceptive.
The patient occasionally feels sharp pains of the bowels, with frequent stools, consistino-
of food apparently little changed by the process of digestion, mixed with slight streaks
of blood : these symptoms may subside and continue to occur at intervals, either from
some manifest imprudence in regimen, or without any assignable cause, until extensive
disorganization of the intestine takes place. The stools are then mucous and bloody,
sometimes mixed ^with purulent matter, varying from three or four, to seven or eioht
times in the day—the abdomen feels full and hard, and without being very painfufon
pressure—the urine is high-coloured, and is passed with pain. The patient when in
bed lies on his side, with his body much curved, so as to relax the muscles of the abdo-
men as much as possible. The pulse is feeble, intermitting, and generally slow ; the
skin is cold, sallow, dry, and rough ; emaciation proceeds rapidly, the feet and legs
become oedematous, and ascites occasionally takes place ; the patient sometimes becomes
jaundiced, and finally, after the lapse of weeks or months, he sinks from irritation and
exhaustion.
"The pathological appearances vary according to the period of death, and the nature

of the case. If dysentery prove fatal in an early stage, the appearances are those of
inflammation simply, or of inflammation and gangrene of the mucous membrane of the
Jarge intestines, with few or no traces of inflammation. If at a more advanced period'
the other coats of the bowels are found to participate in the disease, and numerous
and extensive ulcers are discovered. The external appearance of the bowel is healthy
but on opening it, portions of its mucous membrane throughout the whole extent of
the colon and rectum, and occasionally some part of the small intestines, are found of a
bright red and brownish colour, and sensibly elevated above the level of the more
healthy parts. These inflamed portions are sometimes covered with a puriform
sanguineous, or sanious secretion, which gives them the appearance of ulceration but
if this is scraped oiF with the back of a scalpel, the surface is found unbroken.

" In cases which have terminated fatally in a more chronic way, there is thickening
of the tunics of the intestine, and the bowel is contracted in diameter and ulcerated.
The ulcers are diffuse or follicular. The former may be of the size of a sixpence or a
vshilling, or an extensive portion of the membrane may be in a state of almost con-
tinued ulceration, the diseased surface being varied by portions in astate of red funo-ous
elevation running irregularly over it. The ulceration occasionally perforates the coat of
the intestine so as to allow its contents to escape into the cavity of the abdomen. Ad-
hesion to the neighbouring viscera and serous effusion into the cavity of the abdomen
are not unusual occurrences.

^'The mesenteric glands are sometimes enlarged—the'Iiver is occasionally found small
and indurated, or enlarged and at the same time of a firmer consistence than natural
or an abscess has been formed in it, but changes in its structure are much less frequeuC
than was imagined^ and by no means essential to dysentery."
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of the human race, but thousands of whose victims are now rescued

from its grasp by the discovery of its real seat and character, and the

adoption of those measures which such a disease plainly indicates.

If this malady is of an inflammatory type, the first, and most obvious,

and most beneficial measure to be adopted is bleeding; and this regulated

by the ao-e size and condition of the beast, the suddenness and violence

of the attack arid the degree of fever. From two to five or six quarts of

blood should be abstracted. There must be very great debility—the

disease must in a manner have run its course, or the practitioner will be

without excuse who, in a case of inflammation of the large ij^.testines, neg-

lects the abstraction of blood. General bleeding bleeding from the

jugularj^^„.„. will be of service, as lessening the general irritation, and the de-

termination of blood to the part ; but in this case the practitioner can in some

measure avail himself of the advantage of local bleeding, for by opening

the subcutaneous or milk vein he takes blood from the parietes of the

abdomen, and from that portion of them which is nearest to the inflamed

^^The repetition of the bleeding must depend on circumstances, of which

the practitioner will be the best judge.

If this has not been the common practice in the treatment ot dysentery,

it must be attributed to the disgraceful state of veterinary education so far as

cattle are concerned, in consequence of which so few persons have been

aware of the nature of the disease. The author, however is happy to be

enabled to refer to Mr. Sorby, (with whose present residence he is un-

acquainted,) to Mr. Storry, of Pickering, to Mr Baker, of Reigate

and to his friend Mr. Dickens, of Kimbolton, as having long, and with

evident advantage, had recourse to this best antagonist of inflammation.

As another abater of inflammation, t^^/^terinary surgeon w.l next

administer a mild aperient. A little oonsideration wdl show that this is

not contra-indicated even by the degree of purging which then exists
; for

the retention of matter, such as that discharged in dysentery, must be a

far "-reater source of irritation than the stimulus of a mere laxative.

The kind of medicine is a consideration of far more consequence than

seems to be generally imagined. There would be a decided objection to

the aloes so frequently resorted to in these cases : there would be some

deo-ree of doubt respecting that excellent and best medicine for general

purposes, the Epsom salts. Both of them might add to the exc -«

irritation which the practitioner is so anxious to
-^^y.'^^^f^^^'}^^^^

here as in acute diarrhoea, be decidedly preferred, and m the same doses.

Some hid" ment will be required as to the repetition of the purgative. Its

oblTctis the simple evacuation of morbid f^cal matter, and not the setting

uTof any permanently increased action of the bowe s
:
therefore, if instead

of the comparatively scanty and mucous discharges ot dysentery, a fair quan-

dty of actual f^ces has been brought away, there can be no occasion for,

or rather there would be objection to, the continuance of the purgative.

The ir could refer to ma^y a practitioner, justly ^eld - esti-a^^^^^

the agriculturist and by his brethren, for testimony to ^he beneficiaUttect of

mild anerients in the early treatment of dysentery. They may ditter, they
mua apeuenib lu lue cmij

r,nroative but they unite in the prm-
may a little err in the choice of the P«r«at ve. bu y^

^^^ ^
i

ciple. :ie names ui ui» xn^t^^ -—
Mr. Nobbs, of Cattistock, and Mr

Jtieiffate* ivir. ixodds, or i^aiuatuv^iv, •*"- -
, - ^ \ j j.

•
i

him! Mr. Baker gives linseed oil, which certainly stands next in value to

the castor oil as an aperient, when the bowels are in an irritable state.
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three days

and attended by 1

This being'inflammation of the large or lower intestines, there will be
evident propriety in the administration of emollient injections These
intestines, although longer than in the horse, are not so capacious as in
that animal

;
and they have not that irregular and cellated structure which

prevents the injected fluid from filling, or even reaching them to any ex-
tent. By means of the newly invented enema-pump, the intestines in the
ox, which are the seat of this disease, may be completely filled with some
emollient fluid; and that which is most of all indicated here, and especiallym the early stage of treatment, is gruel, well-boiled and thick ; a pailful
of It may be thrown up with advantage two or three times every dav

Let it now be supposed that this treatment has been pursued 'two or
... .U.,. ._if the discharges are more faecal, a little greater in quantity,

by less pain or less effort in the expulsion of them, that pur-pose has been effected which the practitioner was anxious to ac'comnlish
and he must look about for other measures; or, if the state of the animalremains the same, it will be useless longer to pursue this plan. Then the
snrgeon refers once more to the character of the malady-inflammation of
the mucous membrane of the large intestines—and he asks what he can
bring in direct contact with the diseased surface, that is likely to allay
irritation or to abate inflammation. He does not lono- hesitate here
Opium immediately presents itself, at once an astringent and an anodyne—
an astringent, because it is an anodyne—and he determines to o-ive it in
doses of half a drachm, and in the best form in which it can be^dminis-
tered, namely, in that of powder, mixed with thick gruel. He likewise
adds It to the gruel of the injection, either under the form of powder or
he l3oils a few poppy-heads in water, and then causes the gruel to be m'ade
With the decoction.

Here all practitioners seem to agree. Whether they prepare the way
tor the opium by the administration of an aperient, or whether, deceived
by the state of purging, they give it at once, they are all anxious' to try the
power of this drug; but too many of them, either forgettino- or notknowing the nature of the disease, add medicines of an opposite character

rnnii u^T""^
^''''^ i ^"^'"^ i"J"'-ious. They administer astringents and

but whne"the^?nfl'
"^^"^ indispensable in a later stage of the treatment.

firP Th! ^"f
^•""^afon remains unsubdued, are only addin- fuel tofire. There are too many practitioners who scruple not to give alum andsulphate of zinc as soon as they are called in to s„ih a case ; 1.ndSe theJming membrane of the intestines^is prepared for their action. These druo-s

acrid they are caustic as well as astringent—they are astringent
because they are caustic, and they too frequently set up another and de-
structive inflammation. No better illustration than this would be required
of the lamentable consequence of the utter neglect of the diseases of
cattle in the system of veterinary instruction south of the Tweed When
Will agriculturists and agricultural societies awake to a sense of their true
interest?

It is usual, however, to add something to the opium, in order to increase
or to regulate, or to modify its power; and that which is without compari-
son the most serviceable is one of the mild preparations of mercury, viz
calomel, or the blue pill, or mercury triturated with chalk. Mere theory
might induce the fear that mercury would add to the irritation already too
unmanageable, and so it would, if given alone; but, combined with and
guarded by the opium, it has the most beneficial effect : the opium does
not produce costiveness,—the calomel does not gripe and pur"-e but irri-tatmn is allayed, while the natural action of the bowels is promoted.

J-^ir. Dickens gives calomel and opium. In a letter with which he
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favoiired the author, in 1831, he says, " This disease has been Very pre-

valent in our neighbourhood this spring, and I have been tolerably suc-

cessful in the treatment of it I at first administered the various astrin-

gents, as chalk, kino, opium,—but, much to my disappointment, I found

little or no good effect from them. I then administered one drachm each

of calomel and opium in some good thick gruel, which I consider of the

greatest importance, acting as a sheath to the intestines, already under a

state of excitement. I repeat this according to the size of the animal, and

the violence of the disease, but I have rarely had occasion to repeat the

dose more than twice in the course of three or four days, continuing to give

the gruel in the interval ; but I ought to state, that if the disease is of recent

He, with his

given

date, or what Mr. Blaine calls acute, I always bleed.

Mr
usual openness and humour, thus describes his practice, and at the same

time shows the injurious and undeservedly low estimation in which veteri-

nary sur«-eons are held by many farmers, and in which they will be held

until the public are assured that they are competently instructed in the

treatment of neat cattle :
— *' I have frequently seen bullocks at farm-

houses, (when I have been attending a horse for the owner,) that have

been a lono- time ill with diseased liver and constipated bowels, and been

under the treatment of what they call a skilful cow-leech, who has at length

them up as incurable, and the animals have been, comparatively

speakino', wasted to skin and bone. I have now and then asked the farnief

to allovv'rne to undertake the case; I have given calomel, aloes, and sul-

phate of soda ; I have brought the liver into action by repeating my doses

at intervals, and keeping the animal upon bran-mashes and Unseed; and

he has recovered, returned to his work, and afterwards grazed and fatted

as well as any other beast. Yet the very men for whom I have done these

things, when they have fresh cases, send for the cowleech in preference

to me *'^

The author will not again contest with his scientific friends the question

dn which his opinion hal been already freely stated respecting the natur6

andseatof this disease—inflammation of the large intestines, and no neces-

sary affection of the liver—but he is happy in being enabled to add his

decided experience of the efficacy of mercurial preparations in this malady.

Mr. Meyer gives a favourable report of the blue pill, combined with

Dover's powder (a preparation of opium with ipecacuanha) : but the

author very much doubts whether either of these medicines, although

excellent in human dysentery, is sufficiently powerful for cattle
;
and

acknowledges that he gives the preference to calomel and simple opium.

In order that this mode of treatment may have a fair chance, the beast

should be housed and fed on bran-mashes, a little hay, and plenty of well^

While the patient continues at grass the practitioner has
his treatment mav be.

boiled gruel.

no chance, however skilful in other respects

The

green

So much depends on the avoidance of all green and succulerit food, that

many a beast, from whom every symptom of dysentery had disappeared,

has relapsed, and been lost, from having been turned out too soon.

food of one day has produced irreparable mischief.
^

^ ^
There are other auxiliary measures which deserve consideration Setons

in the dewlap have been strongly recommended. They may be useful

when much fever accompanies the early stage of dysentery, for they will,

in some measure, divert the current of blood from the inflamed and uri-

tated part, and thus lessen the local inflammation and discharge, and also

the general fever ; but no very material degree of benefit can be expected

* Veterinarian; Sept,_1831; p, 511
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telligibly of the prevalence of the ly. "hL^'lStcS ^tL^^ndanimals
;
bu the fact is that cattle will not bear diseaseTno Z "^^^^^^^^^^of disease like some other animals, and particularly as the horsj wiPiseases speedily run their course in cattle, and thJpati nts often Zk

nfZ^T"""^' '"^ "^S-orous and scientific treatment of the malady An
undTl-n rr.'"^'""'

^^''"^'"^ "^"' b^^ he cannot be bled'"a.i"

^ur/aUon to' T' "'''^' ^\' ^^'" '^'''''' '^'' "^^^^^ advantage fTon

nerate into the disease which is now under consideration. The orac-titioner will therefore mingle stomachics, and probablv fn .r./ .f ?
astringents in this case. Here also he ^;i]l 60^111 S, • T'

^^''

f'"
kingdom. Not only custom but experience of is bnefictl'ff^t^S'^lr'J^ginger a necessary ingredient in almost every medicine unlfssthp I ?evident y abours under fpv^^ r r ''''^"'^'"f'

""^^ss the animal

Will necessardy vary with the age and strength of the aXal and heCharacter durafon, and ravages of the disease!
' "''

Vegetable astringents and tonics havin^ been fairlv fnVrl nn^ .'iU
not producing the desired effect, or beginning to os^iV'olrte
TeH rm^'tVr^tf ^" ^''^ ^'^^^^^^^^^ should uildo^S;given to alum, and that in the common and very convenient form nf J],!^

r. Jl
^!""'^.''' '^ Medicines.) To this the usualquLTt ty o^o" 'er ma^

. H h - f .? f '^Z'"^
'"' "'""" ""i^ <'™'^'"" Of 'he former and hM

auxiliary.

the iLLTance „f,."°' ^"^ "'S'-^^'"' » "'^^ ''"S' "{ the disease. Wilh
.nyredLrs th. tn'Te 1°," ^"T 'V"™'"'='= '" "= - efficacious as
bought into imtdi" e':„ ,tr:th"l''? ^ '"r'"' ^ ""-^ "'^y ^
Gruel maybe made wilh a dec„"t oVnf '

f' ."^ "'^""'''d sur/ice.

tended. To this ,„ay succeed a, ^^?„:'„rSt-l;,:"f' "^ '''"":''' "">•"
bark aud with or without opium; "nd poss i;?:'™];. tl^tlro"/ ,?''"

caut'^ut'srsrer^t'i^f ^Kn"„t'.d''''v'' 'r "r"
'"' -'''

altogether to o-v... ...... „„,i
'j^^^^^"^^^'-

.

He must not soon return

ture.

ner to green meat, and more esneeiallv n n ]

"

J "R JiVfh^ c r o
*^^peciaiiy not to luxuriant pas-^' i^., in the burvey of Sussex, sneakincv nf ih^ >. .- c

t affooK ^^ j:_.. 1 -^ , , '
^iJt-dKing or the prevention nfthe first attack of diarrhoea and dyse^ er i rZk-:;,^:, r^^.^"^'""

''

excellent advice, which is applicable to all cL e i t "dfrTo ^' "^T '•™?
a recurrence of the disease.' - The best waft'o p^evem thl /h '^h

"\'

When I%pp1 •
^^'^P/^™ *«° ^^^"y ^^^^--^ ^t a time from waterWhen I see it coming on I keep the ox as much as possible on hav .n ibran, and let him have water often in small quantities '' ^ ^""^

'The bis t^^inT to be Hon? T' 'fJ^" '''^"'^' ^^^^^"^ management.tning to be done is to get him, as quickly as the state of his

1

^1

I
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INFLAMMATION OF THE DUODENUM. m
constitution will admit, into fair condition and sell him ;

but there will be

some difficulty in accomplishing this, for abundance even of the most

wholesome food will often be more than his debihtaled powers of digestion

can manage, and hoove, or diarrhoea, or dysentery will ensue. At the

best, he will rarely be got beyond fair condition, and with that the farmer

must be content. While the experience of the writer of this treatise fur-

nishes him with various instances of permanent recovery from dysentery,

it supplies him with but few cases in which the patient has "afterwards

grazed and fatted as well as any other beast."
_ , ,, , ,

However perfect may seem to be the cure, the amraal that has once

been a decided shooter should never be bred from. There is a taint about

him which will almost certainly be communicated to his stock. Dysentery

is not only the pest of certain districts, and especially of cold and wet

ones, but of certain breeds. The beautiful Dishly breed of long-horned

cattle was swept away by it, when the master-mind of Bakewell no longer

reo-ulated the admirable, but (to the inexperienced agriculturist) dangerous

system of breeding from near affinities ; and there is reason to believe that

many of the yet more valuable short-horned stockhave been destroyed by

it. The breeding too far, and too incautiously m and m, will prodnce

a weakness of constitution that predisposes to dysentery
;
but without

insisting on this, the experience of many a farmer and many a dairyman

will convince him, that the sooner he gets rid of a beast that has been a

scanterer the better it will be for his stock.

One point more should, perhaps, be adverted to before this subject

is dismissed—the supposed contagiousness of dysentery. There is a

rrreat deal of contradictory evidence with regard to the contagiousness of

tliis complaint in the human being, and it would probably be deemed

presumption in a veterinary surgeon to give an opinion on the subject

;

but of his own patients he may speak, and he would say that there is not

the slightest reason for believing that the dysentery of cattle is contagious

As the large intestines are the principal, and in most cases, tlie only

seat of that inflammation which is characterised by the term dysentery,

other intestines are occasionally subject to maladies either peculiar to them,

or in which the neighbouring viscera participate to a greater or less extent.

INFLAMMATION OF THE DUODENUM.

Examination after death has occasionally discovered an inflammatory

affection almost confined to the duodenum, or first intestme. Ihis

occurred to the author in two varieties of jaundice In the one there

appeared to have been an undue secretion of bile ;
and this being received

in^to the duodenum in its undiluted state, the mucous membrane of the

Ihole of that viscus was inflamed. There were also spots ot effused

blood and a small ulcer that seemed to have penetrated the mucous

coat alone. In the other case there was considerable inflammation ot the

thickened substance that surrounds the orifice through which the bile

enters this intestine, and which was probably produced by the contmued

presence and irritation of a gall-stone that had been here arrested in its

progress. There were numerous red lines radiating in --y c^irec o„ I^^

both cases there was slight inflammation of the
-^^^E^^^^^^'

In neither of these instances were there any pecuhai
^Jj^"^^^^^^^^^

symptoms that would at once direct the attention of the practitioner to the

J i lu 1 • r *i. ^v,K7 cpnt of disease ; but in both there wasduodenum as the chief or the only seai ui uir^caot.; w i,,ixo

a yellow skin—evident pain—fever and purging.

A history of this disease must be left to future observers.
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COLIC.

Of this disease there are two varipfiPQ Th^ «v,^ •

arisinff from the distension nfT!
^""y^^'^^' -l he one ,s flatulent colic,

by the^food contained inXmnnT^"
portions of the intestines, occasioned

pain which the aZa "e St y suE'lii: ZT' "^^r^"^^-''^"-
'^^^

fcelly with his hind rZt ! ^
?

'
,
"^oanings, his strikino; at his

ccca^siond di charge of ^as Cf hf
"

f.' 'f'
'''' ''' ^^^ ^^"j' ^^e

i>ess, continual StUnI x^n nnTl T"^^ ^"^.^»"s, constant restless-

this;cco.pa"nt\Tf:?erfw::;,ti^^^^^^
^f

all

labouring under flatulent colic.
suspicion that the animal was

There are various reasons, however wtiv r-ntn^ u , ,

subject to this complaint Bv thp ^ Z^ f f '^°"'^ ^^1^"^ be
in the paunch, and thr;econV l^r.- '? ^^'v"^u

'^' ^^°^ ""^^'-^"^^

rumination, it s prenared for nl T f^'^^,
^^ ^^'^h it is subjected in

n^echanism'that Seen adm r'dln Tr^^'r ''?"''""
'
^"^ ''^^'^ ^^ ^^e

is to be found in cattle The
''^ " ?. ^''J''

^"'' '^^ ^^^^"**°" «f ^he food

stances containedTn he inte tTnl callYf ?v
"''' ^"^"^'^'°" '" '^' ^b"

be set up; and ifthere we e ^e"re, ^
"

l^b '^J\r'''' ^^^^'''^^^^^tion to

the gas! but it would be re d, y p^^^^
motion of the bowels and exmXrt ^

« \ ^' *^' ^""^^"on peristaltic

mistaken for thanhidi has le '
,^P^^/"«^'l\^»>i^' has sometimes been

bowels; or, more frrq, entlv infln.^

occasioned by the distension of the

tines (the rci col ofTe £« fv!" he "^ " '\T^' '''' '^ ^''^ "^^^«-

This species of co i will "Lralv be^T Tk'^"'"'^^
''^^'

alnxost aiy aromatic drint-lu th 'ch or ifofh
' ''' -^--''^^tration of

to be depended upon. Two drachms of A? H /' ^' '" ^°"^"' '^ '"^^^

of warn, water, to which an oune of the t !I? ^T'
^'^^ ^'^ ^ ^"'^^t

drachms of the powdered Xp^ . nH / /i ^"'^ "^ ^'"-''' («'• ^wo
mint have been^adS wm Trr;^

7';'^' '^'"'f^' ^^ essence of pepper-
that can be administer'/ ThJ^^^ "^ '^'' "lost effectual colic drinks
gen gas, and causes it or tl o^-e eTlrt'of-rf r'

^^^"^^^^' ^y^^^"
aromatic stimulates the intestine fn. f .

' *" ^'^^PP^^'- ;
while the

expel any small portion that r^y relZ "^'^ ""^ '^^^^ ^"^^^^'"^ ^"^
The beast should be walked about •

the gas to be expelled; but the owneTmTs^ "I^T" J''^ 'T"*'""^ ^^"«e
expedient of driving or worryino- the beaTt wVh d

'"^"i^^^e dangerous

produ st u, ,?n, or U,^^^^ ^ftl'Sst^^'^^ '' ^"^^

should not be neglected, and with eac ifeMwo n""' %''T f"'^^'

tincture should be administered. Frictionlt hiXllv ar/ f''
"''''''

sionally useful, and, in obstinate cases, it will be Lvi-hll? 7'"
I'

°''^-

M.hole of the belly with spirit of turp;ntine well ruTbtd n'
^t-mulate the

cases, but not until other remedies have been applied ! vvill h"
''"'? ^^

bleed. Warm mashes, warm oruel and P-ond Jft l 7 ,^ "'''^"' ^«

the food of the beast fo'r som" time aftertafdf
"'' ''^' ^'""'^ ^°-^^^"^«

wui before the requisite quantity is poured out.
"' ""^ '' ^^•'^'^ *^^«
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STRANGULATION OF THE INTESTINES. 439

A more prevalent species of colic, yet not so frequent in cattle as in the

horse, is the spasmodic. It is spasm, or contraction of a portion or por-

tions of the small intestines, and accompanied by more excruciating' pain

than the former. The animal is exceedingly uneasy, lowing, pavvin^

striking at his belly with his hind legs or his horns, continually lying down
and gettino* up, becoming very irritable, and sometimes being dangerous to

handle. It is distinguished from flatulent colic by the smaller quantity of

gas that is expelled, the comparative absence of tension or enlargement of

the belly, the more evident spasms relaxing for a little while and then

returning with increased violence, and the freedom with which the animal

moves during the remissions.

The feeding on acrid plants, or even on healthy food too great in quan*

tity or too nutritive, the commencement of feeding on grains, exposure to

cold after work, the drinking of too cold water, and especially after exercise,

or of water impregnated with metallic salts, are occasional causes. More
dangerous ones are the long continuance of purging and also the long con-

tinuance of costiveness. The treatment will be the same, except that as this

proceeds from irritation in the intestinal canal generally, or in particular

portions of it, which is apt to run on to inflammation, bleeding will be

earlier resorted to; and the practitioner will not suffer the first symptom

of inflammation to appear without adopting this best method of subduing

it. After every case of colic, whether flatulent or spasmodic, the animal

will require some attention and nursing, for in both of them the intes

tines are considerably weakened and predisposed to a repetition of the

attack, and there are few maladies, the habit of the recurrence of which is

so soon formed.

STRANGULATION OF THE INTESTINES.
J-

Spasmodic colic, if neglected, or bidding defiance to medical treatment,

occasionally leads to such an entanglement of different parts of the bowels

with each other thcit they become tied into a kind of knot, and the passage

of food along them is obstructed. This is no unfrequent consequence of

colic in the horse, and when the small intestines of cattle are observed,

hanging loose, as it were, at the end of the mesentery, (see Fig. 2.

p. 451,) it is not to be wondered at, if, in the disturbed, increased, hurried,

and sometimes inverted peristaltic motion which takes place in consequence

of colic, one portion of the intestine should be entangled among the rest,

and the fatal knot should be tied. Occasionally a small piece of fatty matter

disengages itself from the mesentery and hangs floating in the belly, and

then, ^either in the changes of situation which the bowels undergo in

natural exercise, or more particularly in the commotion of colic, it en-

twines itself round a portion of the intestine and obstructs the passage.

These twists, and loops, and knots are sometimes strangely intricate. When
the dead animal lies before the practitioner it is almost impossible to un-

ravel them. This is the true net or knot so dreaded in some parts of the

country. It is the result of those colicky pains which have been mistaken

for strangulation, and which have been increased and hurried on to the

production of this involved state by the absurd and brutal measures that

have been adopted. ' Strangulation having once taken place, there is and

can be no remedy. All that can be done is to attack every case of colic in

good earnest, as soon as it is perceived; for no one can tell how soon the

displacement, twist, knot, or whatever it be, wall occur m consequence of

the perverted action of the intestines, or the violent struggles of the animal,

caused by the torture which he endures.
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493 CATTLE.

is generally punctured in cases of hoove, and ^vhere a small portion of thejejunum, and that which is the most likely to be entano-led is protruded
over the rumen, and floats by itself at the extremity of thrie'Irv
b hhJLwarV f or a little oblique fn a d ireckonto^Demna lorwards. A small onenino- should

^
,. .

, , ,
- opening .„..„,., ,,,^, ^^ j^aae tJ

first be made. through

this te first and second fingers of theleFh^^d^rou^ bHSduc d

thpt r* ^ T^'""'
'^

^
probe-pointed bistoury, guarded and guided by

Ln of tf h' r 7T^ '"'^ ^' ^"^^"-^^^^ ^° ^« *« P«^""t the'introduc-
tion of the hand of the operator. There will probably be a considerable
g.ish of blood when the external oblique is fiVst divided, but that wiUspeedily cease by the retraction of the artery
The peritoneum should next be divided,' if it has not been so alreadvand the hand ot the surgeon, the arm having been bared and well

t°o n 'anUh r"i"'"".^
^"^^ the wound; the^piploon or ca^ tmly

S;:lt^^^^^"!^J^-f'"- ^a^ection upwardsS
Th

/

operator wi
1
soon feel the strangulated part Tnd h ^r 'bywS it is suspended or tied and usually "attached to some part of the^pllvi . ' Hav":

satisfied himself With regard to the situation of V.e cord, he will withdrawhis hand and takmg another shorter and more curved ;nd probe-pointedbistoury,- and havmg It in the hollow of his hand, and guardiL the cuttingedge with h,s finger and thumb, he will introduce it int'o the ab^domen findout the cord again, and cautiously divide it. The hand will once mo^e beremoved, in order to get rid of the bistoury, and then re-introduced to as-ceT am whether the whole of the strangulated part has been liberatpdwhich is easily effected by tracing all the neighCinT drcumvo^^^^^^^^^^^and passmg them through the hand. " ^"^^""^^^^""ons

The operator being satisfied as to the state of the bowels, brino-s theedges of the wound together, and confines them by a sufficient number of

Sc?/''ASSir'tP"-'T"'!;''" integument, in the same

passed tiif ^ 1 r " P^^''? T'' '^' ^«""^' ^"d ^ broad bandage

dCLlays-] 4TtVa7s'^'
''' '-''' ^'^^^^ "^"^^ -^ '^ ---^

wound ?s"ustlirss -1 :::^tiir^:!T' "^^^r ^^^^^' ^"^ ^^^

ever, be supposL that afteT™tr:t\en1 ve^^^^^^rtto t'h' "bJ'
'°^

cavi^;, and this laceration of the cawl, and gropT"^d 'cutting ator\t
intestmes. some alarming symptoms will occasionally supervene "^Th
belly will swell, and sometimes to a considerable extent. Fomentation,and, ,f necessary, scarifications may be resorted to. There may be manifes;symptoms of fever, as shiverings, heaving at the flanks and cess-iffon ff
rumination. Blood should the'n be abstracted a cordig to the ateof the pa lent

;
half-pound doses of Epsom salts should be^en mornrn!and night, until the bowels are moderated onened «nrl ihlZ ? I ^?

have >itt,e besides .ashes a„„ grue,. and IZTt ke^l t'^T^os-

INTROSUSCEPTION OF THE BOWELS,
This is another fatal consequence of colic. While certain portions ofthe ileum or jejunum generally, but occasionally of the larger bowels aredistended by gas other parts are spasmodically contracted, and then bvthe increased peristaltic motion which is going on, the collapsed part of

i
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INTROSUSCEPTION OF THE BOWELS. 493

Being at

/

the superior or anterior intestine slides, or is forced down, into the dis-

tended part behind ; or, by that inverted action which takes place in the

intestine commotion of colic, a contracted portion of the bowel slides or is

forced into the distended part before, and thus one intestine is strangely

contained within another, and that occasionally reaching to a considerable

extent. The mesentery is usually torn in this unnatural procedure, for

otherwise that too must be taken up or carried down into the distended

intestine above or below.

It will be easily conceived that this will inflict great torture on th

beast, and an examination after death will sufficiently prove the intensity

of the suffering ; for there will be much inflammation, and generally gan-
grene of the involved part, and sometimes of both portions of the intestine.

The symptoms by which the practitioner may be induced to suspect, or may
know that colic has run on to introsusception, are not yet determined.

Increase of pain, attended by obstinate constipation, rapid prostration of

strength, and comparatively little fever, may be obscure indications. It

is evident that this case must be beyond the reach of medical skill. The
most powerful purgatives, the crude mercury, the shot, the living trout of
some practitioners,"''^ must be useless ; a knowledge of the anatomy of

the stomachs, however, should have taught these men, that the shot, and
the mercury, and the trout would necessarily have found their way into

the rumen, where they could not possibly have produced any good effect.

Mr. Cartwright furnishes the only case on record of the occurrence of
introsusception in cattle. He saw a bull-calf six days old, that ap-

peared to be in pain. It was continually lifting its head towards its belly;

it discharged some blood from the anus, and it would not suck.
~

some distance from home, he gave it two ounces of Glauber's salts, and
two table-spoonfuls of common gin in a pint of the cow's milk. In the

; it was almost continually down ; it shifted its legs

towards its belly; it continued to discharge blood in small quantities;

and the pulse was quickened. He ordered it to be drenched with new
milk.

On the following day, it was weaker; it could not stand; it breathed
very quickly and laboriously ; but the discharge of blood had ceased. The
pulse could scarcely be felt, and no vein could be raised in order to ab-
stract blood. Six ounces of Glauber's salts were given, but the calf died
in the afternoon.

On examination after death, the rectum was found to be hard and dis-

tended ; it presented both strangulation and introsusception, for one por-

tion of intestine was contained within another, with its coats much thick-

ened and black, and in a completely gangrenous state.f

The case-book of the writer of this treatise furnishes him with a more
extraordinary and decisive case. It was an old and rather overworked
ox. The beast had performed its task well three days before. That day
was cold and wet, but the animal fed as usual on his return, and there

was no indication of illness. On the following morning, however, there

* A pupil of Mr. Dick was consulted respecting an ox labouring under constipation of

the bowels. The disease proved obstinate ; it resisted every reniedy adopted, and tiie case

was abandoned as utterly hopeless. At this stage of the business the old-estabUshed

leech of the district stepped in, and confidently engaged to set matters to rights. He
commenced with no less active a remedy than a lively trout, transferred from the river to

the stomach of the patient, with the conviction that his agent would thread his way
through all the mazes of the intestines ; and he ascribed the failure of so notable a dose
to the previous mismanagement of the Edinburgh student.

—

Quarterly Journal of Agri*
culture.

f Veterinarian, Feb. 1829, p. 7h
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496 CATTLE.

to act in another way; a portion of the fluid that it contains may be in-

jected into the oesophagean canal by a process somewhat resembling' that

by which the pellet of food is thrown there for remastication ; and the
muscles of that canal, and of the base of the gullet, not being able to o-rasp
it because it is a fluid, it will necessarily pass on through the manyplus
into the fourth stomach and intestines. It has been stated that there are
other ways in which the rumen may be excited to act, viz. when, although
comparatively rarely, the contents of that stomach, instead of being returned,
pellet after pellet, are thrown in great quantities into the oesophagean canal,
and conveyed to the mouth by a process similar to that of vomiting ; and,
more frequently, when, although they are still ejected from the stomach in
considerable quantities, the muscles of the oesophagean canal, and of the
gullet, do not lend their aid to effect their expulsion through the mouth • and
consequently, a passage being denied them through the gullet, they are
driven through the base of the manyplus, and are recognised in the duno
by their fibrous character.

It is by some mechanism of one of these kinds that purging is at length
established after obstinate cases of constipafion ; or, when the animal dies
and almost all the purgative medicine that has been given is found in the
rumen, it is because that stomach has not been sufficiently stimulated. There
is something in the structure of cattle which renders certain medical rules

and principles altogether inapplicable, and which, in defiance of all fever,

occasionally compels us to mingle strange doses of aromatics and stimu-
lants with the very means by which we are endeavouring to subdue inflam-
mation. This is a very important consideration in the treatment of disease,
and the profession owes much to Mr. Friend for having first directed their
attention to it; although it should be stated, in justice tq the lecturer on
veterinary medicine in the University of London, that it was a doctrine
which he had long inculcated on his pupils.

CALCULI.

It has been stated (pp. 434 and 435) that various concretions are
found in the rumen of cattle. It is the natural situation for them, for
there the food is longest detained, and there they have time to form, as in
the colon and csecum of the horse. A few, but much smaller calculi, are
occasionally found in the reticulum; others, composed of thin and friable
concentric layers, occupy, yet comparatively rarely, the large intestines of
cattle; but they also are not of great size, for the food passes too rapidly over
the smooth surface of these portions of the digestive canal. There are no
symptoms by which their presence can be recognised, nor is there any
evidence of their being the cause of disease, although it is not improbable
that the presence and pressure of these bodies, and the irritation produced
by them, may in some instances be the cause of colic, strangulation,

and other serious affections.

WORMS.

These occasionally are found in the intestines of cattle, but in no great

quantities ; nor are there any authenticated accounts of their being the

cause of irritation or disease. The food is so perfectly prepared for diges-

tion, and that process is so rapidly accomplished, and the nutriment is so

completely extracted, that there is little left for the support of worms ; nor,

if they are received into the intestines in the state of ova, or eggs, would
they be likely to escape the processes of digestion which take place in
cattle.

The Amphistoma conicum, a worm with ^ mouth, or the appearance o
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DROPSY. 497

one, at each end, and often found plentifully in the intestines of birds, fre-

quently inhabits the rumen and reticulum of cattle. It is here of con-
siderably larger size, and swells into a somewhat conical form.
. The Tce?ua denticidala, the denticulated tape-worm, small in size, and
the neck becoming fine, and sometimes almost threadlike, is found in the
fourth stomach and in the small intestines.

• The Lwnhricus teres, the common intestinal round worm, and fully as
large as in the horse, lives in the small intestines.

* A small species of the Strongylus is a frequent companion of the last;

and another small long worm, the Tricocephalus affinis^ with its minute
head attached to its lengthened and threadlike neck, has been discovered

in the csecum.
'- The presence of these worms is rarely taken into account by the

practitioner, and few means are taken for their expulsion.

Mention has already been made of the hydatid (^Ccenurus cerehralis)

inhabiting the brain; and others {Cysticerci teiiiiicolles) found in the

hver, the lungs, the spleen, and in the peritoneum and the pleura; the

Strongylus filaris, occupying the bronchial tubes of cattle, and the Disioma
hepaticuTU^ ihejluke worm^ swimming in the biliary ducts.

DROPSY.

This is an accumulation of fluid in the cavity of the belly. The whole

of that cavity is lined with, and every viscus which it contains is covered

by, a polished, glistening membrane, so that the contents of the abdomen
may glide over and move easily among each other, and the injurious effects

of friction be as much as possible avoided. In a state of health there are

certain vessels which continually secrete or pour out the fluid that is re-

quisite for this purpose, and which are called exhalent vessels ; and there

are others that take this fluid up and carry it into the circulation when it

has discharged its duty, or when it is secreted in undue quantities, and

which are denominated absorbent vessels. Dropsy, then, is the conse-

quence of the pouring out of an undue quantity of fluid, and faster than the

absorbents can carry it away 3 or it is the pouring out of the natural

quantity while the absorbents are paralysed, or do not do their duty in

removing it; and in either way it accumulates in the abdomen, '^' 'It is

easy therefore, to suppose, that when the lining membrane generally,

or a portion of it, is inflamed, and a greater quantity of blood than usual

is determined to that part, the secretion from the exhalent vessels will be

increased; and in consequence of this there will be accumulation of fluid

in the bag of the heart, when that organ, or its investing membrane, is

inflamed; dropsy in the chest will be the consequence of pleurisy, and

dropsy of the abdomen that of inflammation of the peritoneal membrane

o^enerally, or of any part of it. Chronic inflammation of the liver or spleen,

or of any particular portion of the intestinal canal, will have the same ter-

mination from increased action of the exhalents ; a similar effect will occa-

sionally be produced by the sudden stopping of any long-continued eva-

cuation, or acute or chronic eruption 3 and on the other hand, feeding in

low, marshy situations ; the privation of wholesome aliment, and every

cause of general debility, will produce an accumulation of fluid from loss

of power in the absorbents.^
^

* The luminous description of the cause of dropsy given by Mr. Knowlson is here sub^

joined, When a person who has " been fifty-seven years in full business ' can write so

nonsensically, the knowledj^e of cattle medicine must be at a low ebb.

*'lt is a stoppage in the gall-pipes which lead from the gall to the bladder, and enter

the neck of the bladder, from whence there is a passage between two skins to the bottom,
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1.^ 1!' „^f "' °''^''' ''' .''^^^'^ ''Sht as in flatulent colic, but of the

condition" ^."-•V'.,^°'"^*'''^^^
almost as slow as in the increase of

Of acute dropsy the practitioner has occasional examples. A beast,
apparently well on the preceding day, suddenly exhibits manifest symp-
toms of uiflammation of the bowels. The disease proceeds in defiance of
all medical treatment, and in two or three days the patient is lost On
suZwr r f'"V^

^^' ^^"'^^ "^ inflammation of the peritoneum are

adheZ ^ ri
"*

'
^^''' ^' deposition of flocculent matter ; there areaanesions; but, most important of all, the belly is filled with clear, or

lurDitl, or bloody fluid
; and the death of the animal was as much occasionedDy the irritation produced by the pressure of this fluid, and the labour of

Dreathing. which it occasioned, as by the previous or still-existina; in-
liammation.

,

°

r.r2!F''^'r^u'''u'T?'
""' ^ '^''T' ?"'"- ^^ ^^^ ^""y- ^^ ^as more frequent

fh.l'a f beast increases slowly in size; it is an enlargement, not oftne lett side as in ho""" r ^i
•

i
. . „ ,

^

belly g-eneraliy, and

nnr...- u
^- ^^^^^^^^Y ^^ not that, for the limbs are wasting ;"orTthe"y

occasiona ly increase in size, it is a puffy oedematous enlargement,ana not the honest accumulation of flesh and fat. The animal at thebame timeis dull
; disinclined to move ; the skin is dry; the coat is rough ;me thirst is excessive

; there is alternate constipation and diarrhoea ; the
membranes of the mouth and nose are pale, and the conjunctiva is of a faint
yellow. By degrees the belly drops, and leaves a considerable hollow atme tlanks, and by tapping on the sides the evident fluctuation of water
can be perceived. The pressure of the fluid on the diaphragm lessens the
cavity ot the chest, and does not leave sufficient room for the lungs toexpand—labour of breathing ensues—it increases ; the animal is not able
to stand long, and when he lies down the respiration is so difficult, and
ine reeling of suffocation is so strong, that he scrambles up again as
quickly as his remaining strength will permit, and at length dies either of
absolute suffocation, or mere debility.
The chance of success in the treatment of such a disease must be little,

lab
°^-'^^^ '^ ^^ ^^'^^'^^ ^^^ ^^^ oppression under which the animal

the"fl;!d ToJc^L'Xu" "^""'-a
^^ P""^t"rg the belly, and suffering

The heJt\t7f\ ^^^ ^^ neither art nor danger about the operation.

shouM be macle tith att"e? of t"'
^"'

'. '''l 'T ^"^ ^" ^* ^ ^""^^"^^

from thP ndr]pr 1^ V i7
"^ trocar under the belly, six or eight inches

iZV!Z A ' ?. 1

'' """'^
['T '^' ^^^d'*-' l'"« °f the belly, and on

the right side,—the milk vein and the artery which accompanies it beino-
caretully avoided. The opening should not be larger than would admit the
little finger

; and if it is made with a trocar, the canula may be left in the
wound until the fluid has quite run out.

The wound being thus small there is no need for the often fruitless care
to cose it again with adhesive plaster when the purpose for which it was
made has been effected. There will not only be no danger, but manifest
advantage, in a small drain of this kind being left open ; for the fluid which

^'!h?,.' tr*"-
*^'

^'""'l*^'/- , ^J'''^
"^" ^'^'*' ^^'^ t°° "^"'^^^ f"^-'=''<^' °' stopped by glueish

rnattei, the unne cannot find a free passage, but oozes out, and in time fills the beast's
Dody. —Knowlson s Complete Cow-Leech or Cattle Doctor, p. 65.

* Many veterinary surgeons prefer to cast the beast; but rupture of the diaphragm has
lollowed the violent struggle which generally occurs in casting, and especially wh-n
there was previously so much pressure on that jiart by the accumulated fluid. The dis-
tress of the dropsical animal is frequently extreme after it is thrown, not only on accoimt
ot the resj)iration bemg hurried, but the additional pressure on the lungs when the patient

an Jn'"^ ,\ ^^'f''' \' ""* t^"" supposed danger of wounding tlie intestines whde the

mem
;','.*;"V""'

-^"'J^'^
'''" ^°^'*'"S '""''^ "' ^^'^ ^""'' ^^^^ ^•^<^«^« l^'^fore the instru-

to ahnult the la" d'-'

^ti^'antagein the standing position, that the fluid drains away
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DROPSY. 499

removed.

may continue to be secreted will dribble away during- two or three days,
and thus permit the peritoneal membrane and the abdominal viscera (freed

from the oppression around theni) to recover their healthy tone: whereas
if the wound is immediately closed, the fluid of dropsy will begin at once
to accumulate again, and there will be far less chance of effecting perma-
nent benefit. The quantity of fluid that is sometimes got rid of by means
of this operation is very great. Mr. Wright, of Burnhatn Overy, told the
author that he once took away twenty-seven gallons at one time, and ten

gallons more from the same cow a little while afterwards. It is by no
means uncommon for twenty gallons to escape, and there are records of
thirty-two gallons having been drawn at once. There is little chance of
permament cure in cases like these, for there must have been great disease

and disorganization in order to produce effusion to this extent^ and that

disease must have been of long standing, and therefore not easy to be
In addition to this, all the viscera of the abdomen must have been

debilitated, and have lost their natural tone and function by the continued
pressure and maceration. Still a cure is worth attempting, for the prac-
titioner has done little by the mere temporary relief which the operation

has afforded.

In order to prevent the refilling of the belly two objects must be ac-

complished, namely, the determination of this fluid to some other part

where it shall be regularly discharged, and the restoration of the general

health of the animal, and, with this, the proper balance between the ex-

halent and absorbent vessels. It is therefore usual to give a dose of phy-

sic immediately after the operation, that the fluid which might otherwise

begin again to fill in the belly may be carried off by the discharge thus
established ; the physic is repeated as frequently as the strength of

the animal will permit. This is a way of proceeding, however, not very
favourable to the re-establishment of health and strength, and therefore

greater reliance is placed on a course of diuretic medicine, with which

tonics can be combined ;
purgative medicine being still occasionally given.

Half an ounce of nitre, with a quarter of an ounce each of tartrate of iron,

common liquid turpentine, gentian and ginger, may be given daily with
great advantage. Bran and malt mashes will be useful at first, and when the

beast goes again to grass, care should be taken that the pasture is good,
but not too luxuriant or rank. Mr. Tait, of Portsoy, N. B., operated on a
cow that was dropsical ; eight gallons of fluid escaped. The cow seemed
to be faint when she got up ; and, in general, some weakness and disin-

clination to food wall remain tv/o or three days after the operation, at-

tended at first by considerable heaving, and apparent distress, for it is a

great change from the tumid and overloaded belly to the perfectly free and

natural state of its contents, and which do not at once accommodate them-

selves to that change. He gave her a dose of physic consisting of Epsom
salts with ginger, and commenced a course of nitre in doses of half an

ounce. The animal became *' quite well again." *

This was a favourable case, and the quantity of fluid evacuated was

comparatively small ; but the belly so frequently fills again after the lapse

of two or three weeks, that it will be prudent to part with a cow that has

been dropsical as soon as she can be got into tolerable condition. The
exhibition of diuretic and tonic medicines will, perhaps, stave off the re-

turn of the disease until this can be accomplished; but the organs of di^

gestion have been so debilitated, and these exhalent and absorbent vessels

have been so habituated to an unnatural action, that a perfect and perma-

nent restoration to health can seldom be expected. A second operation

* Veterinarian; Feb. 1833; p, 78,
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diance
are then most materially diminished.

There is scarcely a book on cattle medicine in which if this disease is
mentioned at all, there is not strict caution that the beast should not have
too much water. This is altogether erroneous. The object to be accom-
plished IS to restore the animal as nearly as possible to a state of health •

and this can never be effected by curtailing- the proportion of fluid that
IS necessary for the maceration and digestion of the food, and the supply
ot aJl the secretions. A state of unnatural thirst and fever would, on the
contrary, be induced, which would weaken the animal, and dispose it for
a recurrence of the disease.

HERNIA, OR RUPTURE. '

" A portion of the intestine occasionally protrudes throu-h the walls of
the abdomen. This may be the consequence of external violence, the
beast having been g-ored by one of its companions. The external wound may
probably be small, or, in some cases, the skin may not be broken at all,
but the internal wall of the belly is injured, and partially or entirely rup-
tured. In consequence of this a tumour soon appears, varying in size ac-
cordmg to the extent of the injury. It is a portion of the intestine that is
protruding, riie enlargement is tender when pressed upon, but it does
not seem to interfere with the health of the animal, and a fortni-ht or
three weeks elapse before any serious consequence is observed : at
length the tumour begins to increase very rapidly ; the animal expresses
considerable pain on being moved, and is only comparatively easv when
lying down, and even then it moans occasionally; the breathing is^quick-
ened

;
the countenance is anxious

; the pulse is quick and small ; rumination
tias stopped, and the usual evacuation of faeces is diminished. It is plainly
a protrusion of the bowels, and now attended with some degree of strano-u-
lation, orpressnreof the edges of the wound upon them and thus obstructfno-
the passage of their contents. The tumour is generally soft and yieldino?
and, on pressure, a gurgling noise is heard within it. On inspection Sfine cut, p. 467, and observation of the loose manner in which the small

acc^nllrth
'"''^'^

'? '^' '^°e of the mesentery, it will be easy to

Tf iSinel^i:h?s7;„lrd™°"^ "'^^ '' ^'^ ^"'"^"'•' ^"^ "^^ ^'^^"^'^^

It is rarely possible, by any manipulation ^taMsX to return the bowel-and If It could be returned, It would immediately escape again It is there-
fore loss of time to endeavour thus to treat the case. It would be worse
than loss of time, for considerable inflammation may be set up by a
long-continued and rough handling of the part.

The beast must be thrown and held on his back, with the hind parts
somewhat elevated. An incision must be made through the skin corre-
sponding with the length of the tumour, especial care being taken that
the protruded intestine, which will be found immediately underneath, is
not wounded. Ihen, if there is any strangulation of the intestine which
in most cases there will be, the first and second lingers of the left handmust be introduced between the bowel and the edge of the wound ; a
crooked knife (a bistoury) must next be passed cautiously between the
lingers, and the wound enlarged sufficiently to enable the protruded mass
to be returned. The bowel having been thus replaced in its natural cavity
the edges of the wound through the walls of the belly must be brou"-lit
together and retained with stitches, the skin, if necessary, beino- dissected

then hJ'"'" "^ ?"'^'' /° ,^'* ^' ^^'^ ^'^^^^' °^ ^^'^ ^O'^nd. StUches musttnen be passed through the skin, the divided edges of which should be
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HERNIA, OR RUPTURE. 501

brought together in the same manner. In a few cases it will be practi-

cable, and always advisable when practicable, to include the skin and the
muscular wall of the belly in the same stitch. A pledget of fine tow must
be placed over the incision, and upon that another pledget smeared with
simple ointment. This must be confined by a bandage five or six inches
wider than the wound, and which must be passed twice or thrice round
the body, firmly sewed, and, if possible, not removed for ten days. At the

expiration of that period the edges will be found to have adhered along
the o-reater part of the incision, the stitches may be withdrawn, and what
remains unhealed may be treated as a common wound. Should much
oedematous swelling appear on either side of the bandage, the parts should

be well fomented with warm water, or, if requisite, lightly scarified. The
beast should be kept on rather short allowance, the food consisting chiefly

of mashes, with a little hay or green meat, and a dose or two of physic

should be given during the progress of the cure.

If the horn should have broken the skin, as well as lacerated the mus-
cular part beneath, and the intestine protrudes, it must be cleared from
any dirt or extraneous matter about it, then carefully returned, and the

wound closed and the bandage applied as already directed.

The author has not only seen a considerable portion of bowel protruding,

but the bowel itself torn. Even then he has not despaired, for the heal-

ing power in these animals is such as the human surgeon would scarcely

deem possible. The rent of the intestine may be closed by a stitch or two,

with well-founded hope of the edges uniting, and the intestinal canal

becoming perfect and whole.^

Calves are occasionally dropped with ruptures. They principally occur

along the middle line of the belly, and not far from the navel. It is usually

a protrusion of a portion of the omentum or caul ; but in a few instances

one or two small convolutions of the intestines have been involved* The
principal danger is that the rumen, when unnaturally distended by food

or gas, may press upon and injure the portion of caul or intestine imme-
diately within the abdomen, and turning over the edge of the opening.

* Dr. Cheselden relates a very extraordinary case of this healing power, and does not
forbid hope, although the intestines may have been injured to a very great extent. *^ An
ox," he saySj ^'was suffering under constipation of the bowels. Thomas Braj^er, a doctor
for cattle, opened the ox in the flank; and took out great part of his bowels; upon
searching which he found there was a perfect stoppage in the guts, and the gut was,

about the stoppage, putrified for three quarters of a yard ; whereupon he cut off so much
of the gut as was putrified, and took it quite away, and then drew the ends of the guts

which remained sound, after what was cut off, together upon a hollow keck, which was
about three or four Inches long, and sewed the said ends of the guts together upon the

said keck, leaving the keck within the guts, and then sewed up the hole cut }n the liide

upon the flank of the said ox. Within the space of one hour after this operation was

performed, the ox dunged, and the piece of the keck which the said ends of the gut v/ere

sewn upon, came away from the ox with the dung, whereupon the ox recovered, and lived

to do the owner service several years."

Mr. Thomson, of Eeith, relates a similar case in the pig. He was castrating one, and

he says, " having laid the animal on a table, and while I wvas in the act of cutting

through the peritoneum one of the assistants lost his hold; the pig sprung up, and the

scalpel was plunged deep into the belly. 1 proceeded to extract the testicles, but saw-

that some of the intestines were wounded, as faeces were escaping from the opening^ iu

the side. The greater part of the small intestines had to be drawn out through the opening

before the injury could be discovered. The knife had entered deep among the convolu-

tions of the ileum, and divided one of the guts almost through, and it had also made a

considerable wound in the mesentery. A fine needle and thread were immediately pro-

cured; the gut and mesentery were nicely adjusted and sewn together, and returned into

the belly; the side was secured by stitches, and the pig was liberated. I had not much
hope of success in this case, but the healing power in the swine appears to be strong, for

iu two days afterwards little appeared to be the matter, and the anunal soon completely

recovered,"

—

Feterinarian, March, 18345 p. 149.
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502 CATTLE.

Any serious operation wlih a view to the reduction of the rupture would
scarcely be advisable, but it would be prudent to fatten and dispose of the
animal as soon as convenient. ^

Bull calves are sometimes born with rupture in the groin The oneniiur
through which the testicle afterwards descends into the ba- is lax a„d
yields to slight pressure, and in the motions of the foetus inihe womb asmall convolution of the intestine slips down. This sometimes continues
ot nearly its original size for several months: in some cases it is g-raduallv
retracted and disappears; in others it increases in volume with greater or
less rapidity. A remedy is often to be found for this as soon as the testicles
descend intothe bag; and at which time, if the hernia will ever be serious

A^f "!i,
"'•'"^^ % *"" ^ strangulated—the beast should be castrated'

Aftei' the animal is thrown and properly confined, the protruded intestin^should be gently and carefully pushed up through the ring or open"!' hetesH.eie beuig somewhat drawn cut, in order to reader this more pTacti

w!u mor? f^.lrr. 7 if '^'
r''""'' 'Pi^'^^^^ ''' ^^'« '''^'' «f ^he tumour

Zl r'^/^^'^'^'-^^^
t'^''^ than the application of the greatest force. Theintestnie having been returned, the linger of an assistant is placed at theopening, and the operator proceeds to cut into the scrotum L quickly ashe can and to denude the testicle, to apply the clams, (which will be here-

after described,) and to divide the cord. The clams will fbrm a temporaryand effectual support; and by the following day, when it is usual to re-move the clams, a degree of inflammation and engorgement of the parts

r hat -f uV'-
"^''

''ki T'^
'?"^- ''^'''''''' ^^^^ '-"^^ - - f- contrail

It, that It will be impossible for the gut afterwards to descend

fnlK nt? 'I
^^^.^Jr^-'un^stai^ce to which the practitioner should most care-

Soie m
.The P^«/-^f.»^test.ne always carries with it a portion ofperitoneum-it IS contained in a bag formed by the investing membrane of

_

Ihe wliole of this bag may not have been returned when the
intestine is pushed up : the operator must ascertain this, and by no meansopen any part of the peritoneal covering that may remain

Castration will usually remove this hernia and all its unpleasant or

:„ "';-!.T.!?:!f''!'°"'"'r- "><= h"'"" «i" be strangulated.

the bowels.

tion of intes in;; ^r oFS-a \;'tTe"" "":, . ^^^-^=-''^^^^^- So great a por-

that the operato; canLt retu^ Thiouo^fth'ff 1"' ""1 have'^descended,

somewha/^desperate expedient of ^oilldllg^ h!^^ i^-thf^.^^^
and endeavouring- to find out the portion of intestine connected with 1.;which has descended, and forcibly retract it, may fail : a different kind ofoperation must then be attempted, and which a skilful veterinarian alonecan perform. «-iuue

A species of rupture very difficult to be treated, has occurred to
1 n an advanced period of preg-nancy. An

cows
excessive accumulation of-fl„- i i,,,^ .1 1 • ,1 ^ ^ , -^ '-^^v.'^or^ivc accumuiai on orfluid has taken place in the womb, or calf-bed, and the tendinous exoan-s.on of the muscles which support the lower part of the b 1 y has Xenway. The farmer says, that " the rim of the cow's belly is ruptLed "A

i^i^r^or s

" "7 --M-S through the opening, and clesc^^^ds into tl^g.oin 01 seems to occupy the udder. Mr. Allinson, of Idle, relates "
case,^- in which the head of a calf had been forced diwn into IfL o olrrhe calf was extracted with no great difficulty, but the bowels" thendescended through the rupture into the place that had been occu ie 1 hvthe fetus, and the animal was irrecoverably lost.

occupied by

lore species of rupture to which cattle are subject, and
•-'

Vcierinarian, O.tol)cr, 1831, p. 55;>.
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the existence of which cannot always be ascertained during h'fe, namely,

that of the diaphragm, or midrifF. In distension of the rumen there is

always great pressure against the midrifF. This is increased when severe

cohcky pains come on, and especially when improper means have been re-

sorted to, such as strong stimulating drinks, or rude exercise, or when the

animal, in a state of half-unconsciousness, has violently beaten himself
about. The midrifF has then given way, and a portion of the intestine, or

of one of the stomachs^ or of the omentum or caul, or of the liver, has been

forced into the cavity of the chest. This may be suspected when, after

the usual symptoms of hoove or colic, great difficulty of breathing suddenly

comes on, and is evidently attended by excessive pain—when the animal is

every moment looking at her side, and especially at the left side—when
she shrinks, and bows herself up as if the muscles of the belly were vio-

lently cramped—and when she stiffens all over, and then suddenly falls

and dies in convulsions.

Examination after death has sometimes displayed chronic rupture of

this kind. The attack has been as sudden, but the colicky pains have not

been so violent; they have intermitted—disappeared; but an habitual

difficulty of breathing has been left behind—disinclination to rapid motion

fright when suddenly moved—anxiety of countenance—perhaps impairment

of condition—and certainly impossibility of acquiring any considerable de-

gree of condition. This has continued during several months, until the

animal has been destroyed, or has died from some cause unconnected with

these symptoms; and then an old rupture of the diaphragm has been dis-

covered, the edges of which had been completely healed, and the second

stomach, or the hver^ had been firmly placed against the opening, and had
occupied it, and in a slight degree projected into the thorax. No medical

treatment or operation could be of the slightest service in this case.
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Chapter XIV.

THE URINARY ORGANS AND THEIR DISEASES.

THE KIDNEYS.

The blood contains much watery fluid, which, after it has answered cer-

tain purposes connected with digestion, or the various secretions, is sepa-

rated and carried out of the frame. The kidneys are the main instruments

by which this is effected ; and they are often called into increased action in

order to compensate for the deficiencies of other parts. When the usual

discharge of perspiration from the skin is suspended, the kidney takes on

increased activity ; and when fluids are accumulating in the frame gene-

rally, or in particular parts, they escape by means of these organs. Also

other substances, the accumulation or the continuance of which in the

frame would be injurious, are got rid of by means of the kidneys. The

essential principle of the urine (the urea) is one that would be noxious, or

perhaps destructive.

The kidneys are two glandular substances attached on either side to the

spine beneath the muscles of the loins. They are not, however, exactly

opposite to each other, but the left kidney is pushed somewhat backward

by the great development of the rumen. A very large artery runs to each.

The quantity of blood which that vessel carries shows the unportance of

the kidneys, and well accounts for the inflammation and other diseases to

which they are occasionally subject. These arteries divide mto innume-

rable little branches, coiled upon and communicating with each other in a

sino-ular manner; and the blood, traversing all these convolutions, has its
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504 CATTLE.

watery and noxious ingredients separated in the form of urine which is
carried on to the bladder while the portion that remains is returned to the
circulation by means of the veins, which bear a proportionate size to that
of the arteries.

As_ the process of dig-estion is so much more perfectly performed in cattle

maTter"w Teh trV'd
^"/'^

""^'^r'
^"' '^"^^ P^^^'^^ ^'^^^matter which the food contains, is taken up and received into the circula-

tion, the kidneys have more to do in order to complete this process of
separation

;
they are therefore of considerably jrreater size in cattle than in

the horse
;
they are more complicated in their appearance ; they present

an assemblage of different .lobes or lobules, separated by deep scissures
;there are additional provisions made for their securiiy—thev are deenlvembedded in a covering of fat and there is another accumulation of fl/tsurrounding and defending the different vessels that are received or o-iven

off. The bulk of the rumen, and the danger of occasional pressure Ivom
it may in some degree account for these provisions of safety; but a more
satisfactory reason is to be found in the greater extent and importance ofthe function which these organs in cattle have to discharo-e.
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RED-WATER.

. Although the destructive stimuli, which, under the form of unwholesome
food, or diuretic medicine, are so often applied to the kidneys of the horse
arerarely used in the general management of cattle, or in the treatment of
heir diseases, these organs are, from the natural extent and importance of
their function, much more liable to inflammation than the kidneys of the
horse. The disease, termed red-water from the colour of the urine isone of the most frequent and untractable maladies of cattle. It may
be conveniently divided into acute and chronic; in fact, two disease's
essentially different in their symptoms, demanding different treatment, and
referrible to different organs, have been confounded under this name.-
A cow, in somewhat too high condition, and in whom the prudent pre-

cautions of bleeding or physicking had been omitted, frequently, a week or

heaves rthoV™!'
°^^^^^'"=' ^"ddenly exhibits symptoms of fever; she

and that is smill innZl^^u ^[™"»"S- '" order to evacuate her urine,ana mat is small in quantity, expelled with force, hio-hlv tin-ed with bloodand sometimes consisting of almost pure blood.*
° '

At other times, a few days after calving, when she had not cleansed
well, or was in too good condition, and had not had that dose ofpuro-ative
medicine which should always follow parturition, she suddenly manifests
the same symptoms of illness, speedily succeeded by a similar dischargeof
bloody urine.

The nature and cause of the disease are here evident enough. ^...„..
he period of pregnancy there had been considerable determination ol"
blood to the womb. A degree of susceptibility, a tendency to inflamma-
tory action had been set up, and this had been increased as the period of
parturition had approached, and was aggravated by the state and general
lulness of blood to which she had incautiously been raised. "'

Durino-

The neio'h-
bounng organs necessarily participated in this, and the kidneys, to which%o
much blood is sent for the proper discharge of their function, either quickly
shared in the inflammation of the womb, or first took on inflammation
and suffered most by means of it.

'

iouJl^'SlJ^'^^' force with ^vhich it is expelled, says, that he has sometimesneck ot the bladder so contracted that he was compelled to use a catheter.
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In other cases there is not this additional local determination : an over-

driven bullock is seized with acute inflammation of the kidneys ; another
that has been shifted from poor to luxuriant pasture is soon observed
to have red-water.* There are some seasons when it is in a manner
epidemic, when a great proportion of the beasts in a certain district are

attacked by it, and many of them die. Atmospheric influence has not been
taken sufficiently into the account in the consideration of this and almost
every other disease. It is seldom that one dairy is attacked by red-water

without many or most of the neighbouring; ones being annoyed by it, and
especially if the soil and the productions of the soil are similar; and even
cattle in the straw-yard have not then quite escaped. It is more prevalent

in the spring and autumn than in the winter, and more in the winter than
in the summer: it is particularly prevalent when, in either the spring or

the fall of the year, warm days succeed to cold nights and a heavy dew. It

is peculiar to certain pastures ; the farmer scarcely dares to turn even the

cattle of the country upon some of them ; and a beast brought from a

distant farm or market is sure to be attacked. It oftencst occurs in

woody districts, and particularly in low marshy lands ; but in them there

are exceptions, which, in the present state of the botanical knowledge of
the farmer and the veterinarian cannot be satisfactorily accounted for.

A wall or a hedge may divide a perfectly safe pasture from another which
gives the red-water to every beast that is turned upon it. One farmer

scarcely knows what the disease is except by name, while on the grounds
of his neighbour it destroys many a beast every yeai\ The same pasture

is safe at one time of the year and dangerous and destructive at another.

The fields surrounded by copses may be stocked with impunity, or advan-

tage, in summer or winter; but the farmer must beware of them when the

buds areshootino; or the leaves are fallinfr.

The result of general experience is, that it has more to do with the

nature of the food than with any other cause; and the production, or the

unusual growth of astringent and acrimonious plants may have considerable

influence here. The different species of crowfoot, or ranunculus, and also

the anemones, and particularly the white-wood {anemone nemorosci) and
the yellow-wood {anemone raminculoides) have been accused as the most
frequent causes of this disease ; but instinct will generally warn the animal

to avoid sources of evil so palpable as these ; and the malady may with

more probability be traced to the quality of the general produce of the

soil than to the prevalence of certain plants of known acrimonious or

poisonous properties.

- This noxious quality may be communicated by excess or deprivation of

moisture. There is no farmer who is not aware of the injurious etiect of

the coarse rank herbage of low, and marshy, and w^oody countries, and

he rco-ards such districts as the chosen residence of red-water.

.- Mr^ Ford, in a letter with which the author was favoured from him,

that *' red-water Avas very prevalent in the neighbourhood of Etruria,

in"Staffordshire, about twenty years ago before the wet lands were drained.
savs,

In a dairy of twenty or thirty cow^s, two-thirds of the number were afflicted

with this disease annually, but since the draining not more than one or two

annually have been attacked by it. The fair inference is, that swampy

land is one cause of the disease, whether from the insalubrity of the

atmosphere occasioned by the stagnant w^ater. or from the coarse

On the other hand.aquatic herbage with which such land abounds.
'*

=^ A dairy in my neighbourhood was once removed from a farm on a flmty soil, to one

on a strong clay, and every one of them, consisting of seventeen, were^ affected. Three

of them died; although iheij had been charmecL—Letter from Mr, Nobbs\
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and
Harrison,

south-east

r

of Lancaster, * that m the land situatedsays, txaai m -me land situated east
of that town, a lofty and wild region, and where, in

hot and dry summers, water can rarely, if at all, be procured by the
parched animals thereon, red-water rages like an epidemic, annually
attacking' all ages, and numbers falling victims to it, while in the sur^
rounding valleys a case very rarely occurs/' He adds, " I have known
red-water make its appearance as an epidemic upon farms where it had
hitherto remained unknown except by name, and which could be traced to
no other apparent cause than an excess of draining, by which process the
natural and artificial grasses had become altered in quality and quantity/'
The farmer must carefully observe the effect of the different parts of his

farm in the production of this disease, and observation and thouo-ht may
suggest to him that alteration of draining or manuring, or other manage-
ment which may to a considerable degree remedy the evil.

Jcute Red-water is ushered in by a discharge of bloody urine, and is
enerally preceded by dysentery, suddenly changing to obstinate costive^

§•

ness and as soon as the costiveness is established the red-water appears.
There is laborious breathing, coldness of the extremities, ears and horns,*
heat of the mouth, tenderness of the loins, and every indication of fever :

it often runs its course with fearful rapidity, and the animal is sometimes
destroyed in a very few days.

When the carcase is examined there is generally found some inflam-
mation of the kidney, enlargement of it, turgescence of its vessels, yet very
rarely any considerable disorganization, and certainly not so much affec-
tion of it as would be expected ; but in cows the uterus exhibits much
greater inflammation; there is often ulceration, the formation of foetid pus,
and occasionally gangrene

; there is also peritoneal inflammation, exten-
sive, intense, with adhesions and effusions, while the lining membrane of
the bowels rarely escapes inflammation and ulceration.

There can be little doubt about the treatment of such a disease. There
has either been an undue quantity of blood determined to the kidneys with
much local inflammation and before the pressure of which the vessels of that
organ have given way, or so much blood has been always traversino- the
kidney, that there is a facility in setting up inflammation there,
will be the first step indicated. The first bleeding should be a copious onelbut he repetition o xt will depend upon circumstances. The h^morrhao-e
or bleeding, IS clearly active. It is produced by some irritation of the part •

Its colour shows that it proceeds from the minute arterial or capillary
vessels. When bloody urine flows from the kidnev. that nro-an

-

Bleeding

way under an increased discharge of its natural function, and that func^
lion is increased in order to compensate for the suspended one of another
part, namely, the natural action of the bowels. Three objects will be
accomplished by venesection : the first, a diminution of the general quan-
tity of blood

; the second—a consequence of the first—the removal of
congestion in the part; and the third is the giving a different direction to
the current of blood.

Purgatives should follow with a view more quickly and effectually to
accomplish all these objects ; and from the recollection of a circumstance
most important to the practitioner, that red-water closely followed the esta-
blishment of constipation. A pound of Epsom salts should be imme-
diately exhibited, and half-pound doses every eight hours afterwards, until
the bowels are thoroughly acted upon.

There is too frequently great difficulty in purging cattle when labourino-
under red-water

:
dose after dose may be administered for three or fou'r

* Veterinarian; May, 1833; p. 244.
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days, and yet the bowels will remain obstinately constipated. Either there

is a strang:e indisposition in them to be acted upon, or, the rumen sympa-
thising with the derangement of other organs, the muscular pillars of its roof

yield to the weight of the fluid, whether hastily or cautiously administered,

and the medicine enters that stomach, and is retained there, until the

beast is lost. The physic must be repeated again and again; it must
gently trickle down the gullet, so that it shall fall on thereof of the paunch
with as little force as possible; and, after the second day, in spite of the

fever unusual doses of aromatics must mingle with it, that the rumen,

or the intestines, or both, may be stimulated to action. In the majority

of cases, and especially before the strength of the animal becomes exhausted,

the, commencement of purging will he the signal ofrecovery.

It, nevertheless, too often happens that the constipated state of the

bowels cannot be overcome, but the animal becomes rapidly weaker, while

the blood assumes a darker, and sometimes a purple or even a black

colour. The danger is now increased, and, probably, death is not far dis-

tant. In many cases, however, the beast not being too much exhausted,

the dark and coffee-coloured urine is a favourable symptom, especially if it

is discharged in evidently larger qiiantities and not so Irequently.

The appearance of the darker fluid, and even the continuance of the

florid red urine, when the fever has subsided to a considerable degree, will

indicate a different mode of treatment. The haemorrhage will have

become passive. The blood will flow because the vessels have lost their

o'lvepowder of contracting on their contents. It has then been usual to

astrino-ents ; but this is dangerous practice, for the constipation, which is

the worst symptom of the disease, and which immediately preceded the

red-water, and was, probably, the exciting cause of it, may be confirmed

or recalled. Stimulants, and those which act upon the kidney, wiU be

most likely to have beneficial effect. The common turpentine, the balsam

of copaiba, or even spirit of turpentine, especially if it is guarded by the

addition of a few drachms of laudanum, may be given with advantage.

The weakened vessels of the kidney may occasionally be roused to close

on their contents, and the heemorrhage may be arrested : but the author

cannot agree with some of his correspondents, who say that it can easily

be cured by almost any diuretic.""

* A remedy of much repute in the neighbourhood of Chester is a very simple and a

very ridiculous one. A handful of salt and a handful of oatmeal are fried in a pan
until blackj and given in a quart of cold buttermilk, the beast being kept without food

a little while before. ^'This/' say the credulous, '^ given once or twice will remove the

complaint, if?iot ieo long neglected:' There is always some salvo of this^kind attending

the exhibition of these wonder-working medicines. A friend of the author's was standmg
'

' ' The
the

*

me exUiDition ot tuese wonaer-woiiviu- mcuxciuca. ^ ^licnu. ux l*.^ «,v....^. « „«^ ..^..

by when Webb's infallible medicine for the cure of rabies was given to a dog.

animnl <\\^'A Khout the usual time, and the fellow was reproved on account of

the Highlanders find a beast troubled with red-water, they search either for a trout or a

fro'^. and put it alive down the aniir-aVs throat; while others give warm milk as a specific.

In Inverness, cold water poured dovai the throat was formerly estcem.ed a sovereign

remedy ; or a decoction of nettles with a handful of salt.

In Dumbarton it is cured by water in which a portion of earth has been infused, with

a few leaves of ash or alder.
, ,, ^.^ ^

In Roxburghshire a handful of salt was mixed with a pint of the beast s own blood as

it came warm from the vein, and this was poured down his throat.

In some districts of Ireland a very successful preventive was used : the beast was daily

drenched with water thickened with clay, until it became accustomed to the pasture.

Some of the I'armcrs in Norfolk used to give a quart of churned milk, and a handful of

salt. Others gave a quart of round coal reduced to powder, or a quart of coal ashes min-

gled with a quart of spring water, and this was deemed to be nifalhble.
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Chronic red-water is more prevalent than that which is acute, and,
in its first stage, is far more a disease of the dio-estive organs' and
especially of the liver than of the kidney. The urine fs observed to be of a
hrown colour, or brown tinged with yellow ; the beast feeds nearly as well
as before, but ruminates rather more lazily. In a few days a natural
diarrhoea comes on, and the animal is well at once ; or a purgative drink
IS admmistered, and a cure is presently effected. This occurs frequently
in cows of weak constitution and in calves.
At other times there is manifest indisposition: the animal is dull,

heavy, languid—the ears droop—the back is bowed—she separates from
the herd—she refuses her food—she ceases to ruminate. Presently she
gets better—she rejoins her companions ; but this is only for a little
while.* The urine, which af ^ '

'

_,— jj „
is increased in quantity-

times with considerable straining
ing of the back,

or brown

-own, or it is of the colour of' porter. It
it is discharged sometimes with ease, at other

in httle jets, and with additional bow-
The milk diminishes—it acquires a slight tinge of yellow

the taste becomes unpleasant—it spoils all that it'^is mingled
with. The pulse is accelerated—it reaches to 60 or 70. If blood is drawn,
the serum which separates from it is brown. The skin is yellow, but of a
darker yellow than in jaundice—it has a tinge of brown. The conjunctiva is
also yellow, mclining to brown. The urine becomes of a darker hue—it is
almost black. The animal usually shrinks when the loins are pressed upon •

occasionally there is much tenderness, but oftener the beast scarcely
shrinks more than he is accustomed to do when labouring under almost
every disease. ""

the sides.

The belly is not so much tucked up as drawn to2:ether at
* •Till *- m t^

There is considerable loss of condition the legs and ears iret
cold—the animal is less inclined to move—there is evident and general de-
bility. In every stage there is costiveness, and that exceedingly difficult to
overcome, but, on close inquiry, it is ascertained that there was dlarrhccaat
the beginning, and which was violent andfcetid, and which suddenly slopj^ed.

Mr. Dickens, ofKimbolton, says, that "a few years back there was a gentleman livinjr

most ren'jHW 7^ ""^°:T
'""y '''^''^'•^^^'^ ^^ ^he cure of red-water, and his son, I

San S^a WdiT^f' u 'T ^\' ^''^^''"''"^ ^^^^ ^'' "ever-failing recipe
: Bol. arme-

ma^^^dHnt'^vSttl^rio ^eS::- i'r;-
^'^'^ ^'""^ ''' -—-"le; of this he

damp situation, and the farmer cures it by the adminSSoxl of brandy
'"' '" " ^'"^

Mr. Ford, speaking of the treatment of red-water in the neighbourhood of Etruria
says, that " some use astringents, as rock alum, tincture of cantharides, and the juice of
nettles

;
some give writing paper boiled to pieces in skimmed milk ; while others giveJipsom or Glauber's salts, or common kitchen salt, in order to counteract the tendency to

constipation, and leave the disease itself to the effort of nature, which usually stops the
Dlood atter a greater or less degree of exhaustion."

In a book which is found on the shelves of many agriculturists, and a very useful one
so far as the general treatment of cattle is concerned, the following remedy for red-water
stands recorded

:
- Take two or three handfuls of stinging nettles,''and boil or stew themslowly m three quarts of water unhl reduced to one quart; when cool, give it to the beast.Then having ready a pint of common salt, put it into a quart bottle filled up with chamber

lye, shake it well until the salt be dissolved, and immediately give it to the beast Thisremedy I believe to be infallible, and my success in this disorder has led me\o many
other discoveries. It is a doubt with me whether the nettles have anything.- to do with
the cure, as I have known this disease cured with buttermilk and pig's dung," and a froirwith a large quantity of cold spring water ; but I have known each of these remediesto fad; the former prescription never."

—

Parkinson s TretUise on Live Stori vnl i n Od-iBut enough of this absurdity

!

' ^
"^•

re^wl^%^''^^^°^''
however, has one case strong in his recollection, in which there was i

leS;'rST "'"''"' '"'^'''*''^'''''''"'^ '™''' ^"^ ''''y -w in the dai;; a^
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Examination after death shows the skin and the cellular membrane
underneath to be of a dark yellow ; the fat about the belly is of the same
hue, or perhaps of a lighter ting-e. The first and second stomachs are
full

:
there is no fermentation and little gas, or sour smell. The manyplus

is perfectly dry—baking could hardly add to the hardness—^were it not for
its weight it might be kicked about as a football. The leaves of the many-
plus cling to the food contained between them : the papillie leave their evi-
dent indentations o\\ the hardened mass, and that mass cannot be detached
without considerable portions of the cuticle clinging to it. The fourth
stomach is empty, and the lining membrane covered with brown mucus,
exhibiting patches of inflammation underneath. The Intestines are rarely
inflamed. There is no fluid in the belly, nor inflammation of its lining
membrane. The kidney is of a yellow-brown colour, and sometimes a
little enlarged, but there is rarely inflammation or disease about it. Drnns
of dark and brown-coloured urine may be pressed from it.

display no mark of dangerous disease, but they too have a yellow hu°e
The fluid in the bag of the heart is yellow. The chyle, which is travers
ing the lacteal vessels, is yellow too, and there is the same discolouration of

The lungs

the fluids everywhere.

/

general

inflamed, sometimes rotten, andjilled with black blood. The gall-bladder
is full, almost to distension. The bile is thick and black : it looks more
like lamp-black mixed with oil, than like healthy bile.

All these appearances lead to the necessary conclusion that this is far
more a disease of the digestive organs than of the kidney ; in fact that it

is not primarily an affection of the kidney. It is disease of the liver,
either consisting in inflammation of that organ, accompanied by increased
secretion of bile, or a change in the quality of the bile. In consequence
of this the whole circulatory fluid becomes tinged with the colour of the
bile, and which is shown in the hue of the skin generally, and in Ihe colour
of the blood, and particularly in the change that takes place in that blood
when drawn from the vein.

The fluid discharged from the kidneys participates in the
change ; it becomes yellow—yellow-brown—brown. The chano-els most
evident here, because so great a quantity of blood, in proportfon to the
size of the organ, circulates through the kidneys;' and more particularly
it is evident here, because it is the office or duty of the kidneys to separate
from the blood, and to expel from the circulation, that which is foreign to

the blood, or would be injurious to the animal.
The bile, however, possesses an acrid principle to a considerable degree.

While it is an excrementitious substance that must be got rid of, it stimu-
lates the intestinal canal as it passes along in order to be discharged

; it

particularly does so when it is secreted in undue quantities, or when its

quality is altered. There is abundant proof of this in the bilious irritation

and diarrhoea which cattle so frequently exhibit. The kidney, at length, is

evidently irritated by the continued presence of this diseased fluid; it be-
comes inflamed, its minute vessels are ruptured, and a red hue begins to

There is found discolouration and increased size

of the kidney, and pain in the region of that organ ; this, however, is rarely

carried to any considerable extent, and the seat and principal ravages of
disease are to be clearly traced to a diiferent part, namely, the liver.

mingle with the brown.

II

M
princq3 of

most diseases to which they are incident, has long been observed by me.
* Veterinarian; May, 1833. p. 244.
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BLACK-WATER.

This is only another and the concluding stage of Red-water. When
it follows the acute or inflammatory disease, it may be considered as a

favourable symptom if the urine contains no purient matter, and has no

to keep the bowels open. Mr. Slaker writes like a sensible man; and would beat many a
veterinary surgeon out of the field.

Mr. A. Henderson, land surveyor, Edinburgh, was bred a farmer, and had afterwards

most extensive opportunities of observing this disease, and of which he appears to have
diligently availed himself. He considers queys and cows most liable to red-w^ater, which
occasionally prevails at all times, but is most prevalent in cold spring, or long-coutinued

dry summer weather. The causes are various : scarcity of water in summer,—the drinking

of bad or stagnant water,—change of pasture, particularly from fine to coarse quality,

yet often observed on a light soil, during a dry and hot season, and when cattle on a
deeper soil would escape, and when on that soil, in a moist season, not one would be
affected,—change of atmospheric temperature,—strains,—bruises,—or anything that may
excite inflammation in the kidneys or neighbouring parts. When cattle were journeying,

he observed that twenty females were attacked for one male, and particularly such as had
had calves,—that at the commencement of the journey the disease was rarely very preva-

lent, provided there was a constant supply of water, and the weather proved steady,—that

want of water and sudden changes of weather soon produced it,—that the tendency to it

was increased by strains and bruises, and the cattle fretting, and riding upon each other,

and by the unmerciful blows of the drivers, for those that fell behind, and were thus

exposed to mal-treatment, were most frequently affected. It was his opinion, that it was
more an accidental disease, and brought on by ill treatment, than a constitutional or

epidemical one
;
yet some animals of the same breed and age were more subject to it

than others, and those that once had the disease were more apt to be again affected by it.

Prevention,—A supply of pure water—the cattle not being put on change of pasture,

and particularly of inferior quality, when hungry—not being pnt on rough, coarse pasture

in summer, nor fed on heated hay in winter—not being put at once into a damp, cold

pasture in the evening, after having been overheated during the day—and when the dis-

ease commences in a stock, a little blood being taken from all of them.

Cure,—Removal to some moderately warm, dry, and sheltered place ; bleeding
;

purging with common salt. In more advanced stages, and when the inflammation is

subdued, two ounces of Castile soap, one ounce of bole armenian, half an ounce of

dragon's blood, and one drachm of rock alum, in a quart of warm ale or beer. (?) In

the 'still later stages the same drink, or occasionally a cordial one; clysters^ and a stimu-

lating embrocation to the loins.

Next stands Mr, A. Watt^ druggist, Kintore. Every one who is really acquainted
with the treatment of the diseases of cattle, views an essay on cattle medicine by a drug-
gist south of the Tweed with a great deal of suspicion ; and there seems to be cause for

that suspicion further northward. It is strange that the Society should have admitted a
paper recommending so many deadly poisons ; and if a portion of it is here extracted, it

is that the readers of the Fanner's Series maybe warned against so murderous a practice:

"A liberal use of opium, with mercurials, alkalies, sulphuric acid, turpentine, ether, and
nitre, is the best practice. I have found the annexed recipe to answer better than any

yet tried, as out of 200 trials it only failed in four: take of tincture of opium half an

ounce, sulphate of potash half an ounce, sulphuric acid sixty drops, spirit of hartshorn

one ounce; mix, and give in a bottle of new milk: repeat every eight hours. If there

should be costlveness, injections of butter, green oil, and warm water, should be em-

ployed. Loss of the hoofs and part of the' tail may be prevented by rubbing the back

and legs with salt brine twice a day for a week after the disorder has been subdued."

The veterinary surgeon is always glad when the scientific practitioner of human medl-

chie condescends to bestow some attention on the diseases of domestic animals. Dr. James
Bayne, of Oatfield, Inverness, favoured the Society with a paper on red-water. If lie

is a little in error when he says that the disease is most severe and obstinate in males.

that bulls are particularly liable to it,—and that it generally makes its appearance during

the summer months, and in the beginning of autumn, but 7?everin winter and spring
j

yet his mode of cure is simple, scientific, and effectual. It forms a singular and pleasing

contrast to that which was last mentioned. On the first appearance of the disease the

animal is confined to the house or yard, and from half a pound to a pound and a half of

Glauber salts administered; and if there is much appearance of fever, about a quart

(qy. four or five quarts ?) of blood is taken from the neck
;
and if costiveness is present,

fi-equent injections of warm water are administered. He^has frequently injected a pailful

at a time. During the continuance of the disease the animal should not be allowed to go
out to pasture, but small quantities of cut grass should be given.
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unpleasant smell. It shows that the blood is not discharged so rapidly and
forcibly as it was; and that it hangs about the mouths of the vessels, or
is contained in the cavity of the kidney, or in the bladder sufficiently long*

to be changed from arterial to venous blood, and the practitioner will be
encouraged to proceed in the course which he had adopted : but if purulent
matter mingles with the black blood, it indicates the sad extent of the mis-
chief that has been done. It is a proof of ulceration, if not of o-ano-rene,

and shows that a degree of disorganization has taken place which must
speedily terminate in death.

If in chronic red-water, or that which depends on disease of the liver,

the discharge becomes of a darker and still darker brown, until it has

The three other competitors for the medal were veterinary surgeons.
Mr. B. W, Laing, of Banchory Ternan, Aberdeenshire, states, that in his district red-

water occurs most frequently in autumn^ winter, and the early part of spring; and is pro-
duced by want of exercise, want of access to earth, every cause of costiveness, the use
of barley, and chafF, and the sudden setting in of frosty weather,
recommends as much, liberty as possible during the winter,

two or three weeks before calving,—

As preventives^ he
bleeding and physicking

thawing the turnips in frosty weather, and giving no
boiled food or grain. As a cure, he has recourse to bleeding; he then gives, in the form
of bai/s, twelve drachms of Barbadoes aloes, three of calomel, and an ounce of Castile

soap ; twelve hours after the administration of which he administers two ounces each of
Epsom salts and common salt in cold water: after this, occasional doses of linseed oil

are given until the physic operates. He then has recourse to the following drink, which
is continued morning and evening until the w^ater becomes clear: acetate of lead half
a drachm, alum two drachms, and catechu two drachms, dissolved in boiling water, and
given blood-warm. Immediately after this, two ^iih of vinegar, mixed with a bottle

of cold water, are horned down. Surely, if the medicine is not deprived of much of
its astringent power by the decomposition which must necessarily take place, this is

almost as injudicious a practice as that of Mr. Watt, the druggist of Kintore.

Mr. Peter Smith, of Ardgethan, Aberdeenshire, stands next on the list. Although
the reasoiiing on which it is founded may not be perfectly admissible, or, rather, it is

too complicated to be easily understood or assented to, yet he adopts the very proper
conclusion that red-water is not a local, but a constitutional disease. He would prevent
it by administering aperient medicine during those states of the constitution, and under
those circumstances, and at those periods of the year when an attack of the disease is

most to be dreaded. As a cure, he places his chief dependence on purgation. He begins

with a pound and a half of Epsom salts, and half a pint of castor oil, and this is soon
accompanied by injections containing common salt and butter. The purgation is repeated
every twelve hours, nnti/ t/te urine becomes clearer. When this has been accomplished
he diminishes the dose, but he keeps the bowels under the influence of the medicine until

the animal is quite recovered. Succulent vegetables are given at first, but after the
bowels are well cleaned, and the urine becomes clearer, the cow may be allowed the
moderate use of straw or hay. In bad cases, he inserts a blister in the dew-lap. When
the animal is getting better, he gives half an ounce of each of carraway, aniseeds, and
spirit of hartshorn.

Mr. Smith remarks, that in hisneighbourhood red-water occurs during the summer months
to cattle out at pasture ; that animals reared in the district are rarely affected by it, but

those from a district where the darn (the provincial name of this disease) does not occur,

are almost sure to be seized with it ; and that the inhabitants when purchasing cattle are

careful to ascertain whether they are darn-bred, that is, whether they come from a district

where darn prevails. The inhabitants attribute the disease to the wood anemone, (ane-

mone 7iemorosa,) and give that plant the name of darn-grass, and which, they say, is a

rare plant where darn does not occur, but is very common in the darn district. Mr.
Smith's essay does him much credit.

The seventh competitor, and the most deserving, is Mr. R. Thomson, now of Beith.

After a most accurate detail of symptoms, he states it to be his opinion, that it is the

black, inspissated bile, which, taken up by the absorbents, and passed into the blood,

colours all the secretions. He believes purgatives of any kind, given in large quantities

of water, to be the best medicine that can be employed, and he prefers common salt. He
continues his purgative, with plentiful dilution, until the bowels are well opened; and he
afterwards keeps them in a lax state by administering linseed oil. Diuretics and astrin-

gents combined can be only of service when the bowels are open; and even then, the

improper administration of them often causes inflammation of the bowels and kidneys. If

the bowels are kept open by laxatives, the disease will generally disappear without their use.
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duty of the surgeon is now, in most cases, easily and quickly performed.
An oblique incision must be made upon the calculus, sufficiently lono- to

enable it to be taken out. By means of the 06%7/e incision, the calculus
and the urethra are less likely to roll under the knife, and the wound
will more readily heal. One or two sutures should be passed throuMi the
edges of the wound, which will speedily adhere. The operation is

simple, but the danger of neglect is great ; and many a beast has been lost
by the bladder being distended, and continuing so until violent inflamma-
tion of its mucous coat has taken place, or it has been ruptured.

Should not the calculus be in this anterior portion of the urethra, that
between the scrotum and the anus should be carefully examined - and if it

is not found there, it is imprisoned somewhere in the inverted S curve.
An incision must then be made anteriorly to the scrotum, in the manner
already described

;
the penis drawn out ; the curve for a while obliterated •

the situation of the obstruction discovered ; the urethra laid open at that
point; and the calculus extracted.

M. Peyron relates a singular case of calculus in the urethra. He was
sent for in great haste to an ox that was evidently in great pain. Theani-
mal was continually getting up and lying down, and straining to void his
urine, but only a few drops appeared. On looking attentively at the course
of the urethra, while a tapping motion was made on the upper part of it, the
fluctuation of some fluid could be perceived. From this, M. Peyron concluded
that the passage through the urethra was obstructed. He cut into the
canal at the place where it proceeded from the ischium, and the urine im-
mediately gushed out. He did not push the operation further, persuaded
that after he had been so fortunate as to extract the calculus, another

from the bladder and form afresh^ obstruction. The
beast was kept during a month, and then sold advantageously, having fully
retained its condition, but the urine had continued to flow from the wound
during the whole time.* The reasoning of M. Peyron would not have
satisfied most practitioners, but they would have endeavoured to ascertain
the precise situation of the calculus, and extracted it, undeterred by the
fear of that which might never have happened: the case, however, shows

MT
"^^^^""'^^ mischief will be done, even if the wound should not readily

Some veterinarians have remarked, that oxen are most subject to the
formation ot these calculi durmg the autumn and winter ; and that, as the
spring advances, the new grass produces a more abundant secretion of
urine, and thus relaxes the urinary organs, and enables the calculi more
easily to pass ; while the fresh herbage gives an alkaline and soapy charac-
ter to the urine, which causes some of the recently formed calculi to be
dissolved in the bladder.

RUPTURE OF THE BLADDER.

This is the necessary consequence of over-distension of a vessel the coats
of which are naturally weak

; or it may be produced by a careless or brutal
mode of casting the animal. It w^ould not require any 'great shock in

\

\

I

\
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fA
Percev
Royal
andth „

^^arian," for ApriL 1834, p. 201 . The operation of DiLlrATroNr^aiich Mr Perceval

onlySX^Crat^ ?-.^7') describes as singularly applicabie in veterinary pract^^e^^^^^^^oniy m the female but in the male subject; could not possibly succeed in the ox.
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INVERSION OF THE BLADDER. 521

order to rupture the bladder, after suppression of urine had existed several

days,' and the coats of the bladder had begun to be weakened by inflam-

mation.
• r

M. Peyron examined a beast that had laboured under suppression oi

urine eight days : he was slaughtered, and the bladder was found to be

ruptured. No mention is made of any effect produced by the urine in the

abdominal cavity, either as exciting peritoneal inflammation or discolour-

ino- the flesh it is, therefore, probable that the rupture had taken place a

litUe while only before death, and perhaps in the act of falling. In ano-

ther case, the perfect depression of the animal, the feeble and slow pulse,

and the staggering walk, coupled with a long suppression of urine, excited

a suspicion that rupture of the bladder had already taken place ;
and on

examination 'after death, the whole of the abdominal cavity was so dis-

coloured by the urine that the meat could not be used.

The circumstances which would most unerringly indicate a rupture of

the bladder would be the the impossibility of detecting that vessel in the

pelvic cavity when the hand w^as introduced into the rectum; or, after the

bladder had been felt, round and hard almost as a foot-ball, and the ani-

mal had been expressing in every possible way the torture he endured, 'a

perfect calm all at once succeeding. This. would probably be hailed by

the inexperienced practitioner as a symptom of recovery, but the skilful one

would regard it as the forerunner of death. If a day or two liad passed

since the^rupture of the bladder, the experienced eye would detect it by a

certain eno-orgement of the limbs, and particularly of the hind limbs;

and there would often be an evident urinous smell about the animal even

before it was dead. In such case, the bladder is commonly found in a

state of gangrene; the intestines are highly inflamed, and the whole of

the meat is discoloured and nauseous. It is, therefore, of consequence to

ascertain the state of these parts during the life of the animal, either that

an operation may be attempted, or that the farmer may sell him, while there

is any thino- about him that is saleable beside his skin. In fine, when it is

recoUectedlhat the existence of these calculi betrays a constitutional ten-

dency to their formation, and that the removal ofone may at no great length

of time be followed by the appearance of another ; when, from the length

and narrowness, and, more especially, from the singular curvature of the

urethra in the ox, it is in a manner impossible for calculi half so large to

pass as those that easily traverse this canal in the horse ; and that the walls

of the bladder in the ox are so weak compared with those of the horse,

it will become a matter for consideration, whether the beast, in good sale-

able condition, should not be destroyed as soon as this obstruction is clearly

ascertained : and, most certainly, the animal that has been successfully

operated upon for suppression of urine, and that is not then fit for the

market, should be fattened, and got rid of as quickly as possible.

The 'cow is in a manner exempt from these sad accidents, because the

calculi readily find their way through her short, and capacious, and straight

urethra.
INVERSION OF THE BLADDER.

This has occasionally taken place in the violent throes of parturition.

The efforts of the practitioner must then be confined to the preservation of

the calf, for the bladder can never be returned to its natural situation : and

although the mother might possibly survive the removal of this vessel, yet

as the urine must continue to be secreted, and to be got rid of, and,

trickling down her legs, would produce constant soreness and ulceration,

she would ever be a nuisance to herself, and a disgusting object to those

who had the care of her.
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The following case, wh.ch happened to a skilful practitioner, may per-
haps be a warnmg to others

: A cow had been three days in the act of
calving and I.ttle advance had been made. She was lyiL on her right
side exhauste( but occasionally lowing mournfully, and making violtnt
efforts to expel the foetus. A round, Bbrous, white tumour presented itself-It was evidently distended by some fluid, for the fluctuation was ittected at the slightest touch. Not dreaming that it could be any thin«-
beside the membranous bag which contained the natural uterine fluid he
punctured it, and he was astonished when that which ran out had the
colour and smell of urine. It was the bladder which had protruded throuo-h
a rent in the vagina, and which he might have recognised by its smalfer
bulk, Its firmer texture, and by the ease with which the neck would havebeen discovered after a very slight examination. The calf was saved—themother might, probably have been saved too-the internal laceration
might have been healed, and the practitioner would have escaped the
consciousness of having made a somewhat disgraceful blunder.
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Chapter XVI.

BREEDING.—PARTURITION.
The characteristics of the different breeds of British cattle, the peculiar
excellencies and the peculiar defects of each, and their comparative value,
as adapted to different climates and soil and pasture, have been already
considered

:
a few remarks on the principles of breeding were reserved

lor this chapter.

That which lies at the foundation of the improvement of every stock or
the successful management of it, is the fact,—the common, but too much
neglected axiom, that " like produces like." This is the governino- law inevery portion of' animated nature. There is not a deviation from Tt in thevegetable world, and

_
the exceptions are few and far between

Wh amonc
not seem at a,l tim. .o hoM good/it Vrbi'S;.; ^oVh .pL^" thTiSleclual-the .ma.,native-somewhat controls the mere organic one iMr,T„•

i ,, .
—---"'- -"^ .A.tic uigauic one: or, ina great many instances, the organic principle is still in full activity for

the lost resemblance to generations gone by is pleasingly and strono-jv
revived. The principle that "like produces like,*" was that which o-Jye
birth to the valuable, but too short-lived, new Leicester breed ; it "was
the principle to which England is indebted for the short-horns, that are

* '' The simple observation that domestic animals possess a tendency to produce ani-
mals of a quality similar to their own, was the ground-work of all Bakewell's proceed
ings. It was equally obvious to others as to him, but by him first applied to the useful
purpose to which it has since been rendered subservient. Having made this ohserv^
tion, he mferred, that by bringing together males and females possessinrr the samevaluable properties, he should insure their presence in their offspring probablv in an
increased degree, they being inherited from both parents ; and he concluded that bv
persisting in breeding from animals the produce of such selections, always keepine- in
sight the properties that constituted their value, he should at length establish a bre dof cattle of which those properties would form the distinguishing and necessarv ch

^

teristic. By this process it was that in his time, with respect to his lone-horns ^^^W
subsequently with regard to other breeds of cattle, the term b/ood came to be d*%^"tively applied. When reference could be made to a number of ancestors nfr^l^t;,.

^stinc-

:ri"S *= """ '"»" "^' '^""''•-T''e ««v. H,Berry. a'SblSTII
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4.

now establishinjr their superiority ih every district of the l<ingdom. Every

cow and heifer of the Shakspeare blood could be recognized at first

si"-ht as havi no- descended from Mr. Fowler's stock; and the admirer ot

tlfe short-horns can trace in the best cattle of the present day the un-

doubted lineaments of Favourite.
,. . • .

This principle extends to form, constitution, qnalities, predisposition to,

and exemption from disease, and to every thing that can render an animal

valuable or worthless. It equally applies to the dam and to the sire. It

is the foundation of scientific and successful breeding .

Let it be supposed, that the cattle of a certain farmer have some

excellent qualities about them ; but there is a defect which considerably

deteriorates from their value, and which he is anxious to remove. He

remembers that " like produces like," and he looks about for a bull that

possesses the excellence which he wishes to engraft on his own breed.

He tries the experiment, and, to his astonishment, it is a perfect failure.

His stock, so far from improving, have deteriorated.

The cause of this every-day occurrence was, that he did not fairly esti-

mate the extent of the principle from which he expected so much. This

new bull had the good point that was wanting in his old stock
;
but he

too was deficient somewhere else, and, therefore, although his cattle had

\

in some fieoree improved by him in one way, that was more than

counterbalanced by the inheritance of his defects. Here is the secret of

every failure—the grand principle of breeding. The new-comer, while

he possesses that which was a desideratum in the old stock, should like-

wise possess every good quality that they had previously exhibited—then,

and then alone, will there be improvement without alloy. What — -

farmer expect if he sends a worthless cow to the best-bred bull

the other hand, if his cows, although they may have many good qualities,

are served by a bull that perhaps he has scarcely seen, or whose pomts he

has not studied, and whose only recommendations are. that he is close at

hand and may be had for little money ?
. ,, • a n. a

The (luestion as to the comparative influence of the sire and the dam
^ _ 1_ rlooi/liJ ^T^V.«i- 4\^^rw-xr\v* •111! -n/^f ^**1* ILirVir* #l'r\-r\l i^ri V» rfl

can a

or. on

is a difficult one to That farmer will not err, who applies the

f^rand" principle of breeding equally to both of them. In the present

system of breeding, most importance, and that very justly, is attributed to

the male. He is the more valuable animal, and principally more valuable

on account of the more numerous progeny that is toproeeedfrom him, and

thus his greater general influence; and therefore superior care is bestowed

on the fi>st selection of him for rearing. The farmer stud.es the bull-calf

closelv and assures himself that he possesses, in a more than usual degree,

tt c LcteHstic excellencies of the breed. When this care as to the pos-

session of such combination of good points has extended from the sire to

theson throu'>-h several successive generations, it may be readily supposed

that he will possess them in a higher degree than the female can. They

* There are a few strange exceptions to this, showing the power of imagination

even over so dull a beast as the cow. Her progeny is often much effected bj^circum-

stanreTthat happen during the time of conception, or rather dunng the V^^^oAjhe y,

• Ln Mr Boswell savs, " One of the most intelligent breeders I ever met with

Sn ScoZd iZstaVrof Angus, told me a singufar fact with regard to what I

have now suted One of his cows chanced to come in season while pastunng on a
have now stateo. ^"^ "

^ j^;^ neighbours, out of which an ox jumped,
field, ^-l"*^l\7.««.^«"^f,*^*,,^y

*^f,'
";^*;^ home to the bull. The ox was wliite

tlTi: k^spot an^r ;^ ^ad not a horned beast in his possession',

rior one with any white on it. Nevertheless the produce of the following spring was

rbl^ck and white calf with horns.-Quarterly Journal of Agriculture, vol. i. Essays,

p. 28.
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will be made, as it were, a part and portion of his rnnct,^. r j u .,.

acquire the power of more certainly, and to a ^rS'^^^^^^^^^^^
^^ ^'."

eating them to his offspring-.
greater extent, communi-

In this way the influence of the sire m-iv In «, n u ,

considered as superior to that of fhff i /'. u
"^^"^''ed animals, be

must not be forgotZ In Arabia ih.^ ^"* ^''' '\^'^^y« ^r^^^' ^nd
attention, and ifer 'ood onnH £ '

''^'''
'^,^,

'"^''^ >« the object of chief

bred in her. tL Xnee of ! f''' ^'^ "i^r^^'^^
'"^ systematically

the same Principle", t^at^f he -/hrb^ ^"^V«"
of the half-bred bull. Her excdle^ici s a.e - "^ ^^^ '

"'""

part of her, and more likely to L «uni ated to h^
^^''^ -'"^ ''^'"'^"'

which have been only lately and accTdra,;^^^^^^^^
ped.ffree, or with many a blot in it. Custom and conven enr^

''
^^ ""^

..
M.erality of breeders to look most to theTale * '

"'""'
At the outset of his career, the farmer chm.M h ,

mined conception of the obiect LThp '/t I
^"^^ ^ '''^'' ^"^ ^^^^r-

consider the nature of is farm ul\t T ' '" accomplish. He should

the character of th soi the e;sons offh""'
"'
'f'T'' ^^ P^'^^"-^- ;

or deficiency of food thriocalitv of h « V'""'
''''.'" ''" ^'" ^"^'^ P'^^'y

has access, and the produce whh w 11 Lr^T V'^' "^V^'f
'' ^h'^^' ^^^

profit, and these thhfgs wi 1 aT once noin o ht ,f"l'^
,"^^'^^ ^'"^^^^^^

he should be solicitou^s to obtJn!^" Th^rV^fvl h a'mf nftHoT'
"''^''

have more extensive views and nnMv h ^i \
' ?^^^'^" ^"" patriotism may

British cattle ; but theSer trh^i l"^^'^'
°^ improvement of

that press upin hi,rr Ss iTiscat 1

"
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keepmp:, and be turned to the besf advantage
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up as a milker, and the proportion of f.^^ •
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beast which his land will bear—the kinrf nfT T ^«"«i^er the kind of

constitution to the climate and soil
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self;Si;^;^.^s ^:^^^zt:ii^:rr ^^" -^^^ ^--
Will trace the connexion of certain 'ood ^o,i t ! ," ^^" ''"'^- ^'
with an almost invariable pecSliarTy of^h^e Ts ru\furrt"d'f, °"^l'he will arrive at a clear conceptionf not so' much ofteauly^"? tm"(?i'
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i.

advantages to a certain extent.

though that is a pleasing object to contemplate) as of that outline and

proportion of parts with which utility is oftenest combined. Then care-

fully viewing his stock, he will consider where they approach to, and how

far they wander from, this utility of form; and he will be anxious to pre-

serve or to increase the one, and to supply the deficiency of the other.* He
will endeavour to select from his own stock those animals that excel in the

most valuable points, and particularly those which possess the greatest num-

ber of these points ; and he will unhesitatingly condemn every beast that be-

trays manifest deficiency in any one important point. He will not, however,

too lon«- confine himself to his own stock, unless it is a very numerous one.

The breeding: from close affinities—the breeding in and in—has many
It may be pursued until the excellent form

and quality of the breed is developed and established. It was the source

whence sprung the cattle and the sheep of Bakewell, and the superior

cattle of Colling ; and to it must also be traced the speedy degeneracy

the absolute disappearance of the new Leicester cattle, and, in the hands

of many an agriculturist, the impairment of constitution and decreased

value of the new Leicester sheep and the short-horned beasts. It has,

therefore, become a kind of principle with the agriculturist to effect some

chancre in his stock every second or third year, and that change is most con-

veniently effected by introducing a new bull. This bull should be, as nearly

as possible, of the same sort ; coming from a similar pasturage and climate

;

but possessing no relationship—or, at most, a very distant one—to the

stock to which he is introduced. He should bring with him every good

point which the breeder has laboured hard to produce in his stock, and, if

possible, some improvement, and especially where the old stock may have

been somewhat deficient ; and most certainly he should have no manifest

defect of form ; and that most essential of all qualifications, a hardy consti-

ution, should not be wanting.

There is one circumstance, however, which the breeder occasionally

fori?ets, but which is of as much importance to the permanent value of his

stock as any careful selection of animals can be—and that is, good keep.

It was judiciously remarked by the author of the " Agricultural Report of

Staffordshire/' that " all good stock must be both bred with attention and

well fed. It is necessary that these two essentials in this species of improve-

ment should always accompany each other; for without good resources of

keeping, it would be vain to attempt supporting a capital stock.'' This

true with regard to the original stock ; it is yet more evident when animals

are absurdly brought from a better to a poorer soil. The original stock

* '' Upon Ike principle that ' like produces like,' he XBakewell) started, and the

advantaires which crowned his exertions may be thus stated : an increased perfection of

general svrametry, by which is to be understood not only a form attractive to the eye

of taste hut one in which the judgment acknowledged a considerable preponderance of

the valuable parts of the carcase over those of less value ; an increased tendency to lay

on flesh of a superior quality under all circumstances of feeding, and, of course, a

superior article for the use of the consumer, produced by a decreased consumption of

vegetable or other food. .,..-, i

*' A person would often be puzzled : he would find different individuals possessing

different perfections in different degrees—one, good flesh, and a tendency to fatten,

with a bad form—another, with fine form, but bad flesh, and little disposition to acquire

fat—what rule should he lay down, by the observance of which good might be generally

produced, and as little evil as possible effected ?-Utility.
_

The truly good form is

that which secures constitution, health, and vigour-a disposition to lay on flesh, and

with the greatest possible reduction of offal. Havmg obtained this, other things are

of minor, although perhaps of considerable, importance.' —The Rev. H. Berry s Pnze

Essay.
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Tosetonnf'
if neglected ,nd half-starved; and the improved breed willlose ground even more rapidly, and to a far greater extent.

the^^::;^"SS HnsSr;^ ^nd^thieSi^-^^-t? ^^""^^ '^

but the few hints that have hereTeen"drip;:d'w ti^X^^^ to^t funda^

THB PROPER AGE FOR BREEDING.

and a half, or three years old, they would becomelaro-er L^ ""T
'''''

valuable
;
and their progeny w'ould be larger and stronler' tuhT^

"^''^

of the keep for so long- a time is a niiP^^tinn ih.!t
^"^'^"^^'^

; f"*
the expense

considerat on. The custom whlph^T
*^.^'^'""st be taken into serious

and therJwill bf^uch unce^^inras fn"^^
'.'" ^' '" *"" ^^^^ ^«"d'^'°"'mucn uncertainty as to her becoming pregnant.f At an

an: Z^^llTL'lTnti^^^^^^^ ^-^'^ ^^-e Essay" contains the su.

scriptions, and in different degrees In Seed t^romt^' hi, ''T' "^ ^'^^'•^'^' 'J*'

ment, and decide what are indisoenslhIp nr^l' n '"'^^.'l^
^"'^ exercise his jndg-

animals with a view to esLL'sh C Hf. . ^^ '^"t 'f''''
^""^ *^'" cro.s wifh

kind. He will submit to Sffnticti^n .J-?? fl"^ ""f.^^
"^ ^'^^ ' ^''^^ «"d take'

profit by a great excellence
, an^be weenT^^^^^^ S'^'"'

'" '"•'^'^'- *1^«* ^e may
he wdl decide <,n which is the greatest a"JlTviTf' ^^'t'^'

somewhat incompatible.To a person commenrino- fJ^
'^^*"^' ^"'' g'^e »t the preference. '

he can
;
and if he be a Jood ?r^orhir;:i?.'d' t us^f

^'^'^•^> *« ^^^ ^ ^--i ^ *"^' -cows; and when by this proceeding, wS^uXtne";""^^^^^^^^ -" J>i^
with an occasional change of bullf become su£entlv.taZ^H"'' •'?'.^'^ ^'"'^'^ »-««.

^^tS wiii"2^^ii:: S;^t^r's.rr?^r^ ''-'
-i:

^'^^ ^-"^—d to,
perties to their ofTspring • but he r^„«t^l a^ T ^'^^"S'"'' their own valuable pro
the risk of degeneracj^

'

' '""'' "^' '^"^^"'^ "" ^^'« '^l^e, or he will soon ?«„

tutln\"dS:di;'grdf ^L'S^^^^^^^^^
of perfection, and where the consti-

be allowed-as the Ion ^vfth the mothe, Twhr "-"'^
"J^''*^

^'"'^^ '""'^'^ding may
with the sister. But this must no be iniudic^nX'' TJ ^^'^''^^^od-or the brother
although it may increase and confix^ v^lS' prp^i^s ? wiira,''"'''^

''' ^^'•' ^"^
firm defects; and no breeder need be long iS dCveHn/thi^ ° ^

animals have a greater tendency to defectthTn to perfSf rl'^r^-i^^^d «*«te
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early age'there will often be danger in calving from the heifer not having

attained her proper size; and another, that has her first calf too late, will

be in danger from fever.

It will be evident from this that the bull should not be suffered to run

with the young stock ; and although it is said that cows are quieter, and

thrive better, and are more readily and surely impregnated as they come
in season when they have the bull with them in the pasture, yet it is

becoming more the practice, and often very advantageously so, to separate

him from them altogether. By>atching the cows as they come into season,

That which has been said of the best age for beginning to breed in

and keeping them back when the time of parturition woqld be inconvenient,

the farmer will be enabled to get them to calve at the periods that best

suit his pasture or his arrangements. The calves may be dropped at the

beginning of the year, when veal and butter will yield the greatest profit

;

or later in the season, when the spring grass is preparing to come in, and

when the young animal will thrive better, and a greater secretion of milk,

and the habit ofyielding it at every subsequent calving, will be established

in the mother.*
the

cow will equally apply to the bull. It is absurd and dangerous to begin

to use him as some have done when a yearling. He will come into season

at two years old—he will be better at three ; and although the farmer may
not deem it prudent to keep him more than two or three years, he may
then be sold advantageously, in his full prime, to another breeder.

ABORTION, OR SLINKING,

The usual period of pregnancy in a cow is nine calendar months, or

270 days ; but there is often considerable variation in the time of what

seems to be a natural delivery, and when the calf is likely to live.f*

The cow, however, is more than any other animal subject to abortion.

This takes place at different periods of pregnancy, from half of the usual

time to the seventh, or almost the eighth month. The symptoms of the

approach of abortion, except the breeder is very much among his stock,

are not often perceived; or if perceived, they are concealed by the cow-

herd, lest he should be accused of neglect or improper treatment.

took the bull at one year old, I believe, in consequence of their being reared in the open
air at the haystacks, which caused them to be forwarder. I had not the least idea of

this happening, or I should have prevented it, as 1 think it very injudicious. It is the

opinion of some persons, that by suffering heifers to be three or four years old they

make fine cattle, but I never found any material difference ; while there is a loss of

one year, besides the danger of not standing the bulling; and it adds very much to the

profit of the heifer if she be given to the bull at two or two and-a-half years old, for

the time she is in calf, added to that of the calf sucking and the time she will be

fattening, bring her to four or four years and a half when she is slaughtered. A heifer

that has had a calf will fatten quicker and tallow better than one of the same age that

has not while a calf is gained, worth, if of a good breed, eight or ten pounds as a store

Ijgast." Treatise on Live Stock, vol. i. p. 99.

* Most of the various recipes to bring a cow into season are absurd and dangerous.

One given by Mr. Parkinson is the simplest, the most harmless, and the most success-

ful too :

—

'^ Give a quart or more of milk, immediately drawn from a cow that is in

season, before the bull has been admitted to her, and in three or four days it will have

the desired effect."—7Vea/«5e on Live Stock, vol. i. p. lOL
The repeated return of the period of heat during the spring and summer months will,

if the farmer keeps his bull apart from the cows, enable him to arrange the periods of

parturition almost at his pleasure.
,

t M. Tessier, in a Memoir read to the Royal Academy of Sciences at Paris,^ says,

at in 1131 cows, which he had the opportunity of observing, the shortest period ofthat

gestation was 240 days, and the longest 321

nine months, 51 days over and 30 days under

difference 81 days ; and counting from
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.

The cow is somewhat off her feed—rumination ceases—she is listless
and dull—the milk diminishes ov dries up—the motions of the foetus
become more feeble, and at length cease altogether—there is a sli"-ht de"-ree

there is a little staggering in her walk—whenof enlargement of the belly

she is down she lies longer than usual, and when she geirupshe stands
for a longer time motionless. As the abortion approaches, a yellow or red
glairy fluid runs from the vagina (this is a symptom which rarely or never
deceives)—her breathing becomes laborious and slightly convulsive. The
belly has for several days lost its natural rotundity, and has been evidently
falling—she begins to moan—the pulse becomes small, wiry, and inter-
mittent. At length labour comes on, and is often attended with much diffi-
culty and danger.

If the abortion has been caused by blows or violence, whether arising from
the brutality of the cowherd, or the animal being teased by other cows in
season, or by unskilfully castrated oxen, the symptoms are more intense Th
animal suddenly ceases to eat and to ruminate—she is uneasy, paws the
ground, rests her head on the manger while she is standing, and on her flank
when she is lying down—hemorrhage frequently comes on from the uterus,
or when this is not the case, the mouth of the uterus is spasmodically con-
tracted. The throes come on, they are distressingly violent, and they
continue until the womb is ruptured. Should not all these circumstances
be observed, yet the labour is protracted and dangerous.

Abortion is sometimes singularly frequent in particular districts, or on
particular farms. It seems to assume an ejjizootic or epidemic form. This
has been accounted for in various ways. Some have imagined it to be

It is destructively propagated among the cows, but this is
contagious.

probably to be explained on a different principle than that of contagion.
It has been stated that the cow is an animal considerably imaginative, and
highly irritable during the period of pregnancy. In abortion the foetus is
often putrid before it is discharged

; and the placenta, or afierbirth, rarely
or never immediately follows it, but becomes decomposed, and, as it drops
away in fragments, emits a peculiar and most noisome smell. This smell
seems to be singularly annoying to the other cows—they sniff at it, and
then run bellowing about. Some sympathetic influence is produced on
their uterine organs, and in a few days a greater or less number of those
that had pastured together likewise abort. PJence ari-„,u:^u ,u^ r^t • " ,, ,

"- '^-^">-»= ""•->ca the rapidity withWhich the fetus IS usually taken away and buried deeply, and far from the
COWS

;
and hence the more effectual preventive of smekring the parts of the

COW with tar or stmkmg oils, in order to conceal or subdue the smell ; and
hence, too, the ineffectual preventive of removing- her to a far distant
pasture.

Chabert, in his '' Veterinary Instructions," relates a singular case of
this—a kind of pest or plague in the dairy of a farmer at Toury. For
thirty years^ his cows had been subject to abortion. His cowhouse was
large and airy

; his cows were apparently in good health ; they were fed
like others in the village ; they drank from the same pond ; there was no-
thing different in the pasture; his servants were not accustomed to ill-use
the cattle, and he had changed these servants many times in the thirty
years. He had changed his bull many a time—he had pulled down his
cowhouse, and he had built another in a different situation, with a different
aspect, and on a different plan; he had even (agreeably to the superstition
of the neighbourhood) taken away the aborted calf through the window
that the curse of future abortion might not be entailed on the cow that
passed over the same threshold ; nay, to make all sure, he had broken
through the wall at the end of the cowhouse, and opened a new door, in

t
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order that there^ might not be the possibility that an elf-struck fetus had
previously gone that way; but still a greater or less number of his cows
every year slunk their calves.

Thirty years before he had bought a cow at a fair, and she had warped,
and others had speedily followed her example ; and the cow that had once
slunk her calf was liable to do the same in the followin
destructive habit had been perpetuated among his beasts^

Several of the cows had died in the act of abortion, and he had replaced
them by others ; more of those that had aborted once or twice, or oftener
had been sold, and the vacancies tilled up. M. Chabert advised him to

This had never occurred to the farmer, but

g year, and so the

make a thorouoh change.

he at once saw the propriety of the counsel,
the plague was stayed ^

He sold every beast, and
This sympathetic influence is one main cause of
There is no contagion, but the result is as fatal

the slinking of the calves.

asthe direst contagion could have made it.

Another cause of abortion is the extravagantly high condition in which
cows are sometimes kept. They are in a continual state of excitement •

and from the slightest cause inflammation is set up in the uterus, rendered
more susceptible by the state of pregnancy, and abortion is the frequent
consequence of that inflammation.

M. Cruzel has giten an instructive account of abortion thus produced.
He was consulted by a farmer who had ten breeding cows, that occa-
sionally worked at the plough, as is often the case in France. During-
the first year three of them aborted. They recovered, and were soon ao-ain

Two of them slunk their calves a second time, between "^the
calf.

were

Wed

fifth and sixth month of pregnancy; the third went her full time, and pro-
duced a weakly calf that died on the second day. In the following vear
a fourth aborted, and M. Cruzel was sent for. He was immediately struck
with the unnecessary high condition in which all the cows and their calves

he carefully inquired, but could discover no other probable cause
for these repeated accidents, and he at once attributed them to the state of
plethora in which the beasts were kept. He ordered their quantity of food
to be materially reduced—he bled every one of them—the farmer took
care that nutriment should not afterwards be so dangerously wasted upon
them, and abortion ceased to appear on the farm t.

fe, in his *' Survey of Cheshire," confirms this. He says that
" slmkmg happens generally in wet seasons, or when ike cattle are in very
high condition, and generally continues for two or three years too-ether. In
several parts of North Wales, where the cattle through necessity are kept
in lower condition, instances of the kind very rarely happen."
The pastures on which the blood or inflammatory fever is most pre*

valent are those on which the cows oftenest slink their calves. Whatever
can become a source of general excitation and fever is likely, during pren--

nancy, to produce inflammation of the womb ; or whatever would, under
other circumstances, excite inflammation of almost any or^ran, has at that
time its injurious effect determined to this particular one.

There are some curious illustrations of this. It is well known that cattle

of all kinds are sometimes seriously injured by feeding in the autumn on
grass thickly covered with hoar-frost. Inflammation of the bowels of a

dangerous character, and sometimes palsy of the rumen, have been thus
produced. In Switzerland, the commencement of the hoar-frost is the signal

for the appearance of abortion. It is occasionally seen at other times in all

the cantons, but now its victims are multiplied tenfold. M. Barruel, V. S.

* Instructions V6terinaires, torn. vi. p. 117,

t Journ. Theor. etPrat., 1832, p. 157.
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1

of Chartres, speaks of sixteen cows that aborlerl at different periods of

preo-nancy from this cause, and most of whom died^.

It has been stated (pa^e 505) that acrid plants are often prejudicial to

cattle. " There is no farmer who is not aware of the injurious effect of the

coarse, rank herbage of low, marshy, and woody countries, and he regards

these districts as the chosen residence of red-water ;" it may be added, that

these districts are also the chosen residence of abortion.

Hard and mineral waters are justly considered as laying the foundation

for many diseases in cattle, and for this among the rest. A writer in a

German periodical gives the following account:— '* In 1822 twelve of

his in-calf heifers cast their calves, and in the following year the like

accident happened to twelve others, the whole of which used to drink from

ponds the water of which was strongly impregnated with iron. In 1824 ten

cows that were watered at other places all calved safely, while a single cow
that was allowed to drink of the ferruginous water cast her calf. The
same occurred in two following years t."

Some careful observers have occasionally attributed abortion to the dis-

proportion in size betwen the male and female. Farmers used to be too

fond of looking out for a great overgrown bull for their dairy or breeding

cows, and many a heifer or little cow was seriously injured : she either

cast her calf or was lost in parturition. This error has been long exploded

among the breeders of sheep; and breeders of cattle are beginning to act

more wisely J.

Cows that have been long afflicted with hoose, and that degenerating

into consumption, are exceedingly subject to abortion. They are continually

at heat—they rarely become pregnant, or if they do, a great proportion of

them cast their calves. When consumption is established, and the cow is

much wasted away, she will rarely retain her calf during the natural period

of pregnancy.

An in-calf beast will scarcely have hoove to any considerable extent with-

out afterwards aborting. The pressure of the distended rumen seems to

injure or destroy the foetus. Even where the distention of the stomach

does not wear a serious character, abortion often follows the sudden change
from poor to luxuriant food. Cows that have been out and half-starved

in the winter, and incautiously turned on rich pasture in the spring,

are too apt to cast their calves from the undue general or local excita-

tion that is set up ; and, as has been already remarked, a sudden change

from rich pasture to a state of comparative starvation will produce the same

effect but from an opposite cause. Hence it is that when this disposition

to abort first appears in a dairy, it is usually in a cow that has been lately

purchased. Fright, from whatever cause, may produce abortion. There

are singular cases on record of whole herds of cows slinking their calves

after being terrified by an unusually violent thunder-storm §. Commerce

with the bull soon after conception is a frequent cause of abortion. The

casting of the calf has already been attributed to the sympathetic influence
^

* Journ. Theor. et Prat., 1832, p. 154,

f Landund Hauswirth, March, 1827, P- 132.

J Mr. Wedge, in his " Survey of Cheshire," sa}^ „ -"ft-j -J -~ ? says that a whole dairy of nearly twenty

cows cast their calves in one year. The farmer sold the hull he liad used to a neigh-

bour, and the whole number of cows to which lie was put cast their calves also. The
ori^nnai owner took back the bull, and three of his cows were again put to him, and

the^ also cast their calves. In this instance there was clearly some delect in the male.

§ Instructions Veterinah-es, vol.vi.p. 154. Dr. Kudge, in his " Survey of Gloucester-

shire," says, that there was an enclosure near Arlingham, close to which was a dog-

kennel. Eight heifers and cows out of twenty warped, in consequence, as it was sup-

posed by the farmer, of the frequent exposure of flesh, and the skinning of dead horses

Wfor^ them. The remainder were removed to a distant pasture and did well.
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of the effluvia from the decomposing placenta: there areplenty of instances

in which other putrid smells have produced the same effect, and therefore

the inmates of crowded cowhouses are not unfrequently subject to this

mishap.

Besides these tangible causesof abortion, there is the mysterious aa:ency
of the atmosphere. There are certain seasons when abortion is strangely
frequent and fatal ; while at other times it in a manner disappears for several

successive years. In the " Leipsic Agricultural Gazette," March '22, 1777,
it is stated, that, '* by an unheard-of fatality, the abortion of cows in that

district was almost general, and that af(er the most anxious research, no
assignable cause for it could be discovered, nor would any medicine or
medical treatment arrest the plague."

In 1789, all the cows in Beaulieu aborted. This, however, was traced

to the lonsr continuance of wet weather*.
V J'

In 1782 the cows near Granvilliers slinked their young, and this was
attributed to the excessive heat of the preceding summer. In 1784
almost all the cows and mares at Chaluns aborted, and the cause was
unknown t. In 1787 all the cows at Bournonville cast their calves. They
had not been out of the cowhouse during the whole of the winter, and had
been well taken care of J, There is no doubt that this must be added to

the number of epidemic diseases.

The consequences of premature calving are frequently of a very serious

nature. It has been stated that there is often considerable spasmodic closure

of the mouth of the uterus, and that the calf is produced with much difficulty

and pain, and especially if a few days have elapsed after the death of the

young one. When this is the case the mother frequently dies, or her re-

covery is much slower than after natural parturition. The coat continues

rough and staring for a long time—the skin clings to the ribs—the appetite

does not return, and the milk is dried up. Some internal chronic com-
plaint now takes its rise, and the foundation is laid for consumption and
death.

When the case is more favourable, the results are, nevertheless, often

annoying. The cow very soon goes again to heat, but in a great many
cases she ftdls to become pregnant ; she almost certainly does so if she is put
to the bull during the first heat after abortion. The heat a2;ain and airain

returns, but she does not stand to the bulling ; and so the season is wasted,

while she becomes a perfect nuisance by continually worrying the other

cattle §.

If she should come in calf again during that season, it is very probable

that about the same period of utero-gestation, or a little later, she will again

abort; or that when she becomes in calf in the following year, the same

fatality will attend her. Some say that this disposition to cast her young
one o-radually ceases; that if she does miscarry, it is at a later and still

later period of pregnancy ; and that, in about three or four years, she may

* Instructions Veterinaires, torn. vi. p. 137. f Ibid. pp. 130, 131.

J Somewhat analogous is an account given by White, in his most interesting and
instructive work, the " Natural History of Selborne." Dr. Johnson says, that in I77I

the season was so severe in the Isle of Skye, that it is remembered by the name of the

b/ack spring. The snow, which seldom lies at all, covered the ground for eight weeks
;

many cattle died, and those that survived were so emaciated that they did not require

the male at the usual season. The case was just the same with us here in the South.

Never were so many barren cows known as in the spring following that dreadful period :

whole dairies missed being in calf together.—P. 396,

§ The French have a very expressi ve name for these cows : they call them taureilleres.

A kind of nymphomania is produced, under the influence of which the cow frequently

wastes awav and becomes a perfect skeleton*
2 M 2
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animal, either with raw eira's or srood o-rnel^ ^ o &

be depended upon as a tolerably safe breeder : he, however, would be
exceedingly inattentive to his interest who kept a profitless beast so long-.

The calf very rarely lives, and in the majority of cases it is born dead
or putrid. If there should appear to be any chance of saving it, it should
be washed with warm water, carefully dried, and fed frequently with small
q".^"^j^>^s of new milk, mixed, according to the apparent weakness of the

w^hile the bowels should, if
occasion requires, be opened by means of small doses of castor oil. If any
considerable period has to elapse before the natural term of pregnancy
would have expired, it will usually be necessary to bring up the little animal
entirely by the hand.
The treatment of abortion will differ little from that of parturition, pre-

sently to be described. If the farmer has once been tormented by this pest
in his dairy, he should carefully watch ihe approaching symptoms of cast-
ing the calf, and as soon as he perceives them, should remove the cow
from the pasture to a comfortable cowhouse or shed. Jf the discharge is
glairy, but not offensive, he may hope that the calf is not dead : he wfll be
assured of this by the motion of the foetus, and then it is possible that the
abortion may yet be avoided. He should hasten to bleed her, and that
copiously, in proportion to her age, size, condition, and the state of excita-
tion in which he may find her; and he should give a dose of physic imme-
diately after the bleeding. The physic beginning to operate, he should
administer half a drachm of opium and half an ounce of sweet spirit of
nitre. Unless she is in a state of great debility, he should avoid above all
things the comfortable drink, which some persons so strangely recommend,
and which the cowleech will be almost sure to administer. He should
allow nothing but gruel, and he should keep his patient as quiet as he can.
By these means he may occasionally allay the general or local irritation
that precedes or causes the abortion, and the cow may yet go to her full
time.

Should, however, the discharge be foetid, the natural conclusion will be
that the foetus is dead, and must be got rid of, and that as speedily as pos-
sible. Bleeding may even then be requisite, if much fever exists ; or, per-
chance, the aforesaid comfortable drink may not be out of place. In other
respects, the animal must be treated as if her usual time of preo-nancv had
been accomplished. ^ ^ ^

Much may be done in the
of abortion among the cows.

s^ay of preventing the formation of this habit
- ^^^^/^^^^-^ mvst be got rid of immediately.

It should be buried deep, and far from the cow-pasture. Proper means
should be taken to hasten the expulsion of the placenta. A dose of physic
should be given

; the ergot of rye, as hereafter to be described, should be
administered

; the hand should be introduced, and an effort made, cautiously
and gently, to detach the placenta : all violence, however, should be care-
fully avoided, for considerable and fatal hemorrhage may be speedily pro-
duced. The parts of the cow should be well washed wilh a solution of the
chloride of lime, and this should be injected up the vagina, and also o'iven
internally. In the mean time, and especially after the expulsion of the
placenta, the cowhouse should be well washed with the same solution, ia
the manner that was recommended when the treatment of the malio-nant
epidemic was under consideration.

The cow, when beginning to recover, should be fattened and sold. This
is the first and the grand step towards the prevention of abortion, and he is
unwise who does not immediately adopt it. All other means are compa-
j;atively inefficient and worthless. It was the charm by means of which
^habert arrested the plague which for thirty successive years had devas-
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tated the farm at Tonry. Should the owner be reluctant to part with her,

two months at least should pass before she is permitted to return to her

companions. Prudence would probably dictate that she should never return

to them ; but be kept, if possible, on some distant part of the farm.

Abortion havino; once occurred on the farm, the breedino; cows should be
carefully watched. Althoui^h well fed, they should not be suffered to get

into too hi£>:h condition. Unless they are decidedly poor and weak, they

should be bled between the third and fourth months of pregnancy, and a

mild dose of physic should be administered to each. If the pest continues

to reappear, the owner should most carefully examine how far any of the

causes of abortion that have been detected may exist on his farm, and exert

himself in carefully removing them.

SYMPTOMS OF PREGNANCY.

The symptoms of pregnancy in its early stage used to be thought ex-

ceedingly unsatisfactory. The period of being in season (which gene-

rally lasts three or four days, and then ceases for a while, and returns

in about three weeks or a month) might entirely pass over ; and although

it was then probable that conception had taken place, yet in a great many
instances the hopes of the breeder were disappointed. It was not until

between the third and fourth month, when the belly began to enlarge, or

in many cases considerably later, and when the motions of the foetus might

be seen, or at all events felt by pressing on the right flank, that the farmer

could be assured that his cow was in calf That greatest of improvements

in veterinary practice, the application of the ear to the chest and belly of

various animals (in order to detect, by the different sounds—which, after a

short time, will be easily recognised—the state of the circulation through

most of the internal organs, and consequently the precise seat and degree

of inflammation and danger), has now enabled the breeder to ascertain the

existence of pregnancy at as early a stage of it as six or eight weeks. The

beating of the heart of the calf will be distinctly heard, twice, or more than

twice as frequent as that of the mother ; and each pulsation will betray the

singular double beating of the foetal heart. This will also be accompa-

nied by the audible rushing of the blood through the vessels of the placenta.

The ear should be applied to the right flank, beginning on the superior

part of it, and gradually shifted downwards and backwards. These sounds

will soon be heard, and cannot be mistaken ^.

TREATMENT BEFORE CALVING.

Little alteration needs to be made in the management of the cow for the first

seven months of pregnancy 3 except that, as she has not only to yield milk

for the profit of the farmer, but to nourish the foetus which is growing in

* The following is an extract from an" Essay on Auscultation, as the only unequi-

vocal Evidence of Pregnancy," by Dr. J. C. Ferguson, Professor of Midwifery at

King's College, London. The whole of the Essay is important even to the vetennary

practitioner, and reflects the highest credit on the power of philosophical investigation

and the truly philanthropic spirit of the writer:—*^ A goat had been procured for a

very different purpose by Drs. Hunt, Corrigan, and myself, and bound on its back on

the operating table. 1 casually applied the stethoscope to its abdomen, without the

slightest previous knowledge of its pregnancy, and was surprised to detect almost imme-

diftely th^e distinct double pulsations of a fcetal heart. My two friends to whose accuracy

of observation I have often been indebted, satisfied themselves perfectly ot the fact

;

and on examining the uterus about an hour afterwards, we extracted a fcetus, the heart

of which did not exceed the size of a hazel nut. On inquiring of the person who sold

us the goat

seven w
Series.

did not exceed the size of a hazel nut. On inquiring ot tne person wno sold

roat, and on Avhose accuracy we could depend, we learnt that it was exactly

eeks from copulation."—Dublin Medical Transactions, vol. 1. part 1 ; New
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"her womb, she should be well, yet not too luxuriantly fed. The half-starved
cow will not adequately discharge this double duty, nor provide sufficient

nutriment for the calf when it has dropped; while the cow in hi£>'h con-
dition will be dangerously disposed to inflammation and fever, when, at
the time of parturition, she is otherwise so susceptible of the power of
every stimulus. If the season and the convenience of the farmer will admit
of it, she will be better at pasture, at least for some hours in the day, than
altogether confined in the cowhouse.
At a somewhat uncertain period before she calves, there will be a'new

secretion of milk for the expected little one ; and under the notion of some-
what recruiting her strength, in order better to enable her to discharge her
new duty, but more from the uniform testimony of experience that there
is danger of local inflammation and of general [ever—garget in the udder
and puerperal fever, if the new milk descends while the old milk continues
to flow, it has been usual to let the cow go dry for some period before
parturition. Farmers and breeders have been strangely divided as to the
length of this period. It must be decided by circumstances. A cow in
good condition may be milked much longer than a poor one. Her abun-
dance of food renders a period of respite almost unnecessary ; and all

that needs to be taken care of is that the old milk should be fairly

gone before the new milk spri?igs. In such a cow, while there is danger
ofinflammation from the sudden rush of the new milk into a bag already
occupied, there is also considerable danger of indurations and tumours in
the teats from the habit of secretion being too long suspended. The
emaciated and overmilked beast, however, must rest a while before she can
again advantageously discharge the duties of a mother.

Were the period of pregnancy of equal length at all times and in all

cows, the one that has been well fed might be milked until within a fort-
night or three weeks of parturition ; while a holiday of two months should
be granted to the poorer beast ; but as there is much irregularity about this,

it may be prudent to take a month or five weeks as the average period.
The process of parturition is one that is necessarily accompanied by a

great deal of febrile excitement; and therefore, when it nearly approaches,
not only should a little care be taken to lessen the quantity of food, and
to remove that which is of a stimulating nature, but a mild dose of physic,
and a bleeding regulated by the condition of the animal, will be very proper
precautionary measures. ^ ^

A moderately open state of the bowels is more necessary at the period
of parturition in the cow than in the mare. During the whole time of
pregnancy her enormous stomachs sufficiently press upon and confine the
womb; and that pressure may be productive of injurious or fatal conse-
quences, if at this period the rumen is suffered to be distended by unnutri-
tious food, or the manyplus takes on that hardened state to which it is

occasionally subject. Breeders have been sadly negligent here.

NATURAL LABOUR.

The springing of the udder, or the rapid enlargement of it from the
nPwpH spr»rp(innnr rr^Ml^—the enlargement of the external pans of the

1 «m« *m^ A«
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ness and narrowness between the shape and the udder
^ess and fidgetiness—moaning occasionally—accelerated respiration all
these symptoms will announce that the time of calving is not far otf. The
cow should be brought near home, and put in. some quiet, sheltered place.
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In cold or stormy weather she should be housed. Her uneasiness will

rapidly increase—she will be continually getting" up and lying down

her tail will begin to be elevated, and the commencement of the labour-

pains will soon be evident.

The natural progress of parturition should not be vmnecessarily inter-

fered with. The cow should be frequently looked at, but not disturbed.

Althouo'h her pains may not be so strong as could be wished, she should

not be too closely approached or examined until the water-bladder or bag

containiu"- the fluid in which the calf has hitherto floated has protruded

and is broken. Soon afterwards it may be proper to ascertain whether the

calf is " coming the right way.'^ In the natural presentation of the foetus,

the calf maybe considered as couching or lying on its belly ; its fore-legs

protruding into the passage, its head lying upon them, or being a little be-

tween them, and reaching down about as far as the knees, and the back of

the calf corresponding with or opposed to the back ofthe mother.

While the throes continue tolerably strong, the farmer or practitioner

should have patience, although the progress of the labour may be tediously

slow. Nature will at length safely accomplish her object. But if the pains

are evidently diminishing, and hour after hour has passed and the calf

protrudes little or not at all more than it did, assistance should be rendered,

A pint of sound ale, warmed, should be given in an equal quantity of gruel

;

warm gruel should be frequently administered, or at least put within the

animal's reach ; and access to cold water should be carefully prevented.

To the first pint of ale should be added a quarter of an ounce of the

er'i'otofrye (spurred rye), finely powdered; and the same quantity of the

ergot, with half a pint of ale, should be repeated every hour until the

pains are reproduced in their former and natural strength, or the labour is

terminated *.

MECHANICAL ASSISTANCE.

The power of medicine failing, recourse should be had to mechanical

assistance. Twelve hours or mo^re having elapsed from the commencement

of the labour, this should be done, even although the calf may continue

to be alive ; and it should not be deferred one moment after it is ascertained

that the foetus is dead. Even now, however, the cow should not be dis-

turbed more than is absolutely necessary ; and itcanridt be too deeply im-

pressed on the mind of the farmer, that the frequent habit of rousing the

poor animal, and driving her about, while she is in the act of calving, or

even before the labour begins, is an unnatural, brutal, and dangerous one.

* There is some difference of opinion among practitioners as to the power of the

spurred rye. Mr. AUinson, of Idle, says C Veterinarian,", Feb. 1834, p 73)—
^* The erjrot of rye has never yet failed in my practice to stimulate the nterus o[ cattle,

whether the muscular power of that organ was exhansted by previous efforts, or

torpid from peculiar temperament." On the other hand, Mr. Harrison, of Lancaster,

C' Veterinarian," July, 1834, p. 360,) relates a case in which he gave it to the extent of

more than a quarter of a pound without its producing the slightest effect.

The experieuce of the author of this work is undoubtedly in favour of the ergot. On

the morning in which he writes this note, he witnessed its power in exciting the

Avomb of a deer to very powerful action ; but he must acknowledge that he has more

than once, like Mr. Harrison, been disappointed in his expectations from it, which

he is inclined to attribute to the peculiar formation of the stomachs of cattle which

so often suspends the action of the most powerful purgative. He likewise adds Ins tes-

timony to that of Mr. Harrison, that although it may not produce the desired stimu-

lating effect on the uterus, there is no danger to be apprehended irom its use in mode-

rate quantities. He would therefore advise every practitioner and every larmer to

have it at hand.
. • • 4.1,

Some interesting accounts of its power of exciting uterine action in other animals

are contained in the Numbers of the '' Veterinarian" for September and October, 1833.
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Mr. Skellett, in his work on " the Parturition of the Cow," (a truly
valuable one as it regards the point now under consideration, the mecha-
nical assistance that can be rendered in difficult and protracted labour,)
observes, " As the business proceeds, and the pains increase in strenot'h
and rapidity, she confines herself to a lying posture, and in this posture she
IS delivered of the calf. When we reflect on this conduct of the animal,
left to herself, we cannot too much reprobate the advice of those
recommend the driving her in the act of calving, or immediately before it

takes place. The author has known a great many instances where it has
proved the deatii of the cow, by producing inflammation and all ifs bad
consequences. Every rational man will agree that the above practice is
both cruel and inconsistent; for the animal herself, as soon as the hours
of calving come on, immediately leaves the rest of the flock, and retires to
some corner of the field, or under a hedge, in order to prevent the other
ws or any thing else coming near that may disturb her in brinoina; for-

ward her young."—P. 113. ,

If the head is sufficiently advanced to be grasped by the hands, or for a
hand to be introduced by the side of it so as to urge it forward, an assistant
at the same time laying hold of the fore-legs, and pulling with moderate
force at each of the throes of the mother, the little animal m'av often be

CO

brought forward without endangering its life. If, however, it firmly
impacted in the passage, a cord with a slip knot should be fastened round
each leg immediately above the fetlock, and a third cord around the lower
jaw._ Greater power may then be applied, the persons holding the cords
pulling in concert, accommodating themselves to the natural pains of the
mother, and exerting their strength, although somewhat forcibly, yet quietly
and gradually. Here again the brutal violence resorted to by some per-
sons IS much to be reprobated ; it inevitably destroys the calf, and en-
dangers the life of the mother. If the foetus cannot be extracted by moderate
force, one of the shoulders should be slipped (taken offj, which may easily
be effected by means of a small knife curved like those used for pruning,
so as to be easily introduced into the passage in the hollow of the hand,
and there used without danger of wounding the cow. An incision should
be made m the fore-arm of the f(jefus, and the skin elevated and turned
back by means either of the knife or the fingers. The shoulder may thenbe easily detached from the body and drawn out ; and the bulk of the
calf being thus materially lessened, the remainder of it will be readily
extracted.

UNNATURAL PRESENTATION.

It will soon be evident whether the calf is in the right position. Th„
appearance of the feet and the situation of the head will be satisfactory on
this point; but from fright, or violence, or some unknown cause, the posi-
tion of the foetus is sometimes strangely altered, so as to render its ex-
traction difficult or impossible. Mr. Skellett has given a very useful account
of these unnatural or false presentations and to whicli the reader is referred

;a slight sketch only of the most frequent of them being here introduced.
In some cases, although the throes rapidly succeed each other and are

not deficient in power, nothing, or perhaps only the mere hoofs, protrude
from the vagina. This must not be suffered long to continue, for if it does,
the strength of the cow will be rapidly wasted. The hand and arm, havino-
been well oiled, must be introduced into the passage in order to ascer°
tain the position of the foetus. The whole of the passage beino- probably
^ell occupied by the head or fore-limbs, and the uterus and The vao-ina
powerfully contracting, the arm of the operator will receive very consider-

e and benumbing pressure ; and sometimes to such an extent that the
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perfect feeling of the limb will not be restored until some hours have passed.

This must not be regarded, but the surgeon must steadily, yet not vio-

lently, push the arm forward, taking care that he does not wound the cow

with his nails.

If he finds the fore-feet far up the passage, and the head between them,

but sunk down below the bones of the pelvis, he will immediately perceive

that the extraction of the calf is impossible while it remains in this position.

He will therefore pass a cord with a slip-knot round each of the feet, and

push them back into the womb. Next, with the slip-knot of a third cord

in his hand, he will push back the whole of the foetus gradually, but firmly,

until he is able to get his hand under the head and elevate it and pass the

noose round the lower jaw : then grasping the upper jaw and endeavouring

thus to raise the muzzle above the rim of the pelvis, his assistants will draw

the three cords and easily bring the head and the feet into the passage in

the natural position.

If the head is not depressed between the feet, but bent down on one side

below the passage, cords must be put round the fore-feet, and they are to

be returned as in the other case. The head is to be sought out, and a noose

passed round the jaw, and then the operator putting his hand against the

chest of the foetus and pushing it back, his assistants are to gently draw

the three cords, until the head and the feet are properly placed. Great

care should, however, be taken that, in drawing out the fore-feet, the

womb is not injured by the hoofs ; they should generally be brought for-

ward separately and guarded by the hand of the operator within the womb.

If there should be insuperable difficulty in raising and bringing the head

round, and the calf is dead, the skin must be turned back from one of the

legs, beginning at the fore-arm and reaching the shoulder, as already de-

scribed, "and the shoulder detached, which, considering the weakness of

and ligaments at that age, will be readily effected.

ure.

tliG ruiiscl^s >~

assistant then pullinj steadily al the legsrand the surgeon forcing the chest

*back into the belly, the extraclion of the fretus will rarely be dithcult.

It may happen that after many throes no portion of the foetus appears,

but the calf is found turned in the womb, with his back resting on the

belly of the mother, the feet against the spine, the head depressed below

the bones of the pelvis, and the poll pressing against these bones. To
' turn the calf in this position will be difficult, and often impossible; but,

cords having been fastened, as before, to the feet and the lower jaw, the

liand should be introduced under the head, so as to raise it in some m

and enable the assistants, by means of the cords, to bring it and the feet

into the passage. If the foetus should be dead, or the life of the mother

appears to be in danger, it will be very easy, while in this position, to sepa-

rate one or both shoulders, and the head may then be readily brought out. .

is not uncommon for the tail alone to be seen at the mouth of the

passaoe This is a breech presentation, and a very dangerous one. The

calf c^'annot be expelled by the natural throes of the mother, the doubling

of the hind legs offering an insuperable obstacle ;
nor will it be possible for

the fffitus to be turned in the womb. The hand must be introduced ;
one

of the hocks searched out, and the noose end of a cord brought round it

:

next the free end of the cord must be carried in and passed through the

noose, which is to be tightened and fixed above the hock The operator

must then press against the breech, forcing the calf backwards and up-

wards, while the assistants draw the hock to the commencement of the

passage by means of the cords. The surgeon should then shift his hand

down^o the hoof in order to guard the uterus, as the foot is brought over
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the ridge of the pelvis. The other hock being afterwards drawn from under
the foetus in the same way, the birth may be easily accomplished.
The birth being effected, the practitioner should examine the womb in

order to ascertain the state of the placenta, and whether there is a second
calf. The cases of twins will not often give the practitioner much trouble,
for the calves are generally small and easily brought through the passage'
unless they should both present themselves at the same time; thereforerat
the commencement of every labour, the surgeon should carefully ascertain
whether the parts presenting may not belong to two distinct calves; in
which case one must be pushed back until the other is delivered, for in the
attempt to extract them both together the mother and the calves would in-
evitably perish.

FREE-MARTINS.

The opinion has prevailed among breeders from time out of date that
when a cow produces two calves, one of them a bull-calf and the other a
cow, the male may become a perfect and useful bull, but the female will be
incapable of propagation, and will never show any desire for the bull. The

f/ That accurate
enquirer, Mr. John Hunter, spared no pains or expense to ascertain the
real foundation of this belief; and he availed himself of the opportunity
of examining three of these free-martins. In all of them there was a
greater or less deviation from the external form and appearance of the
cow; and in the head and the horns some approach to those of the ox;
while neither of them had shown any propensity to breed. The teats were
smaller than is usual in the heifer ; but the outward appearance of the bear-
ing was the same.
They were slaughtered, and he examined the internal structure of the

sexual parts : he found in all of them a greater or less deviation from the
form of the female, and the addition of some of the organs peculiar to the
male ; and he ascertained that they were in fact hermaphrodites. His
description of one of them is given in the subjoined note, and will be in-
teresting to the veterinary and medical student*.

It is not then a mere vulgar error that the female twin is barren ; and
Mr. J. Hunter has very satisfactorily accounted for the reason of h
berngsof. On the other hand, there are several well-authenticated in-

* '[ Mr. Arbuthnot^s free-martin, seven years old. The external parts were rather smaller
than in the cow. Ihe vagina passed on, as in the cow, to the openinjr of the urethra^ and
then it be^an to contract into a small canal which passed on to the division of the uterus
into the two horns, each horn passed along the edge of the broad ligament laterally
towards tlie ova?^ia,

^^ At the termination of these horns were placed both the ovaria and the testicles. Both
were nearly o: the same size, which was about as large as a small nutmeg. To the ovaria
1 Could nut find any Fallopian tube.
" To the testicles were vasa de/erentia, but they were imperfect. The left one did not

come near the testicle^ the ri^^htone only came close to it, but did not terminate in the
body called the epididymis. They were both pervious and opened into the vagina^ near
the opening oi* the urethra.

*' On the posterior surface of the bladder, or between the uterus and bladder, were the
two bags called vesicu/ce seminales in the male, but much smaller than they are in the
bull. The ducts opened along with the vasa-deferentia. This animal then had a mix-
ture of all the parts, but all of ihtm were imperfect."—Philosophical Transactions, vol
Ixix. p. 289.

f It is singular that the Romans should have called their barren cows iaurcc^ as if they
had something of the bull about them. Columella, lib. vi. cap. 22, speaks of ^^ taui^m
which occu])y the place of fertile cows, and should be sent away." Varro also, l)e Be
Riisficdj lib. ii, cap. 5^ calls the barren cow tanr^a. This would be a curious subject of
inquiry.
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stances of these free-martins having bred. An anonymous writer in the
*' Farmer's Magazine, for November, 1806," describes a free-martin be-

longing* to Mr. Buchan of Killintringham, that had a calf, and who was a

handsome beast, with a well-placed udder, and was a good milker. The
same gentleman, however, had another free-martin, which never bred.

Another writer in the same Magazine, November, 1807, says, " on the

11th of November, 1804, a cow of mine brought forth two calves, one a

bull, and the other a cow calf; and in spring last the female twin produced

a very o-ood male calf; yet a neighbour of mine assures me that a female

twin belono-ino; to him never would take the bull, and was sold on that

account to the butcher at the age of four or five/

It would hence appear that the rule is, and a very singular anomaly in

natural history it is, that the female twin is barren, because she is an her-

maphrodite ; but in some cases, there not being this admixture of the organs

of different sexes, or those of the female prevailing, she is capable of

breeding.

There have been instances of the cow producing three calves at one

birth, but they have been so rare that there has been no record of the pro-

creative power of the female. The editor of the * British Farmer's Ma-
gazine,' May, 1828, speaks of three calves being produced by a small cow
of the mixed Alderney and Yorkshire breeds, which in size, shape, and

make, were a fac-simile of each other, and between which the most minute

observer could not detect a difference.

There is a more singular account in a French periodical. A cow pro-

duced nine calves at three successive births; four at first, all females, in

1817 ; three at the second, of which two were females, in 1818 ; and two

females, in 1819. All these, except two at the first birth, were nursed by
the mother*.

THE C^SARIAN OPERATION.

Some practitioners have lately recommended, in desperate cases, the

opening of the side of the mother, and the extraction of the calf. The

circumstances must indeed be desperate which can justify such a procedure.

If, at the very earliest period of parturition, the veterinary surgeon can

ascertain that there is a malformation of the pelvis, which will render

delivery in a manner impossible, and the breed is a valuable one, and the

mother, with this malformation, would never again be useful as a breeding

cow, and no violent attempts have been made to extract the foetus—nothing

has been done which could set up inflammation, or give a disposition to

inflammatory action ; or if it can be clearly ascertained that there is a

deformity in the foetus, an enlargement of the head, or a general bulkiness,

which will forbid its being extracted either whole or piecemeal, the prac-

titioner mi"*ht be justified in attempting this serious operation : but in a

later stao-e of the process, when the usual measures have been adopted

when the parts have been bruised and injured, and the animal has been

fatigued and worn out, and the fcetus itself probably has not escaped injury,

such an operation can scarcely be defended on any principle of science or

humanity. The writer of this work has twice attempted the operation,

but in neither case did he save either the mother or the calf; nor is he

aware of any English veterinarian who has succeeded. There is an account

of one successful case by M. Chretienf, but it is one only out of the

several that he attempted, and he attempted this, because, on exammution,

he found that there was a hard tumour in the womb, which nearly half

filled the cavity of the pelvis, and forbade the possibility of delivery.

* Nouveau Bulletin des Sciences. f Journ. Pratiq^uC; 1826, p. 221,
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In such case the experiment was justifiable, and it must have been very
gratifying to M Chretien to have succeeded, but let not the dawn of vete-
rinary science be clouded by the reckless infliction of torture on anv of our
quadruped slaves. ^

If a similar impossibility of delivery should occur in the practice of the
veterinary surgeon, and equally
must be thus performed,
flank, or some of the solution

justifying the experiment, the operation
The rumen must first be punctured at the

,

of the chloride of lime introduced, in
order to get nd of any gas which it contains, and thus to bring the uterus
better into view, and prevent as much as possible that pressure on it, and
on the intestines, which will usually cause a troublesome and dano-erous
protrusion of them as soon as an incision is made into the belly

'^

The
animal is then to be thrown on the left side and properly secured • the rio-ht
hind leg, being detached fiom the hobbles, must be brought as' far backwards as possible, and fixed to some post or firm object, so as to leave'
the right flank as much exposed as it can be. Commencing about two
inches before and a little below the haunch bone, an incision is now to bemade through the skin, six or seven inches long, in a direction from above
downwards, and from behind forwards, and this incision is afterwards to be
carried through the skin, and the muscular wall of the flank. A bistoury
being taken and two fingers introduced into the wound in order to protect
the intestines, the wound is to be lengthened five or six inches more over
the superior and middle part of the uterus.

At this moment, probably, a mass of small intestines may protrude ; theymust be put a little on one side, or supported by a cloth, and the operator
must quickly search for the fore feet and head of the foetus. An incision
must be made through the uterus of sufficient length to extract the calf,
which must be lifted from its bed, two ligatures passed round the cord, the
cord divided between them, and the young one, if living, consigned to the
care ot a stander by, to be conveyed away and taken care of. The placenta
is now to be quickly yet gently detached, and taken away. The intestines
are to be returned to their natural situation, the divided edges of the uterus
brought together and retained by means of two or three sutures, the efi^used

heTd ioTih^'" K
°"^ ^'''"' ^^'^ abdomen, and the muscular parietes likewise

Drv lofthnit\r'''T'u''^ ^^^'^' '"^"^'^ P^^^^^ through the integuments.

by means ot pioper bandages, and the case treated as cousistino- of aserious wound. Some valuable observations on this operaiiin will btfound in the Dichoniiaire de Med. Vet., Gastro-Hysterotomie.

E5IBRY0T0MY.

In cases of malformation of the calf, or when, as now and then happens
the powers of nature seem to be suddenly exhausted, and no stimulus can
rouse the womb again to action, the destruction of the foetus, should it still
live and the removal of itpiecemeal, is a far more humane method of pro-
ceeding, and much oftener successful. All that will be necessary will be avery small kind of pruning knife, already described, with the blade even a
little niore curved than those knives generally are, and that can be carried
into the passage in the hollow of the hand with scarcely the possibility ofwounding the cow. A case related by M. Thibeaudeau will best illustrate
this operation*. ' I was consulted respecting a Breton cow twenty years
old, which was unable to calve. I soon discovered the obstacle to thedehvery. The fore limbs presented themselves as usual, but the head and

* Veterinarian; June, 1831, p. 346,
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neck were turned backwards, and fixed on the left side of the chest, while the

foetus lay on its right side on the inferior portion of the uterus.' M. Im-

beaudeau then relates the ineffectual efforts he made in order to brnig the

foetus into a favourable position, and that he at length found that his

only resource to save the mother was to cut in pieces the calf which was

now dead. He afterwards describes the knife which he had manufactured

for this purpose, and thus proceeds :
' I amputated the left shoulder of the

foetus in spite of the difficulties which the position of the head and neck

presented Having withdrawn this limb, I made an incision through all

the cartilages of the ribs, and laid open the chest through its whole extent,

by means of which I was enabled to extract all the thoracic viscera. Thus

having lessened the size of the calf, I was enabled, by pulling at the remain-

ing fore-leg, to extract the foetus without much resistance, although the

head and neck were still bent upon the chest. The afterbirth was removed

immediately afterwards. More recently I have employed the same instru-

ment in oyjerating upon a cow the neck of whose uterus was so constricted

that the finger could scarcely be introduced ; I divided the stricture, and

saved both cow and calf.'

INVERSION OF THE WOMB.

In the convulsive efforts in order to accomplish the expulsion of the

foetus, the womb itself sometimes closely follows the calf, and hangs from the

bearino- as low as or lower than the hocks, in the form of a large red or

violet coloured bag. ifall of the calf- It

should be returned as soon as possible, for there is usually great pressure

on the neck of the womb, which impedes the circulation of the blood, and

the protruded part quickly grows livid and black, and is covered with

ulcerated spots, and becomes gangrenous and mortified; and this is rapidly

increased by the injury which the womb sustains in the continual getting

up and lying down of the cow in these cases.

The womb must first be cleansed from all the dirt which it may have

gathered If much swelling has taken place, and the bag looks thickened

and gorged with blood, it should be lightly yet freely scarified, and the bleed-

in"- encouraged by warm fomentations. While this is done, it should be care-

fiiTly ascertained whether there is any distension of the rumen, and if there

is either the common puncture for hoove should be made in the flank, or a

dose of the solution of the chloride of lime administered. A distended rumen

would form an almost insuperable obstacle to the return of the uterus.

Two persons should now support the calf-bag by means of a strong yet

soft cloth, while, if the placenta yet remains attached to it, a third person

gently separates it at every point. It would be useless to attempt to return

the womb until the cleansing is taken away, for the labour pains would

return as violently as before. The operator will carefully remove the

little collections, or bundles of blood-vessels, which belong to the foetal

portion of the placenta, and which are implanted into the cotyledons or

fleshy excrescences, that, for some reason, never yet fully explained, grow

upon the surface of the impregnated womb, and gradually disappear again

after the birth of the calf U much bleeding attends this process, the parts

are to be washed with a weak mixture of spirit and water. The bleeding

being a little stayed, and every thing that may have gathered round he,

calf-bag being removed, the assistants should raise the clolh, and bring the

womb on a level with the bearing ; while the surgeon, standing^ behmci, and

having his hand and arm well oiled, and a little oil having been likewise

smeared over the womb generally, places his right hand, with the fingers

bent or clenched, against the fundus or bottom—the very infenor and iar-
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ther part of that cornu or division of the uterus which contained the foetus
and forces it through the passag^e, and as far as he can into the belly • and
there he retains it, while, with the other hand, he endeavours likewise to
force up the smaller horn, and the mouth of the womb. He will find
considerable difficulty in effecting this, for the strainings ao-ainst him will
often be immense, and sometimes when he thinks he has attained his object
the whole will again be suddenly and violently expelled. A bleedino- from
the jugular, and the administration of a couple of drachms of opium, will
materially lessen these spasmodic efforts. The surgeon must, in spite of
fatigue, patiently persist in his labour until his object is accomplished ; and
he will be materially assisted in this by having the cow either standino-,'or so
placed on straw that her hinder parts shall be considerably elevated?'
The practitioner should be careful that the parts are returned asnearlv

as possible into their natural situation, and this he will easily ascertain by
examination with the hand. Much of the after quietness of the animal
and the retention of the womb thus returned, will depend upon this
Although the return of the parts to their natural situation may be' toler-

ably clearly ascertained, yet it will be prudent to provide against a fresh
access of pain and another expulsion of the uterus. For this purpose it

has been usual to pass three or four stitches of small tape through the lips
of the bearing; but this is a painful thing and sometimes difficult°to accom-
plish

;
and the cases are not unfrequent when these stitches are torn out,

and considerable laceration and inflammation ensue.
A collar should be passed round the neck of the cow, composed of the

kind of web that encircles the neck of the horse when he is confined for
certain operations : a girth of the same material is then put round the
body behind the shoulders, and this is connected with the collar, under
the brisket and over the shoulder, and on each side. A second girth is
passed behind the first, and a little anterior to the udder, and connected
with the first in the same way. To this, on one side, and level with the
bearing, a piece of stout wrapping cloth or other strong material, twelve
or sixteen inches wide, is sewed or fastened, and brought over the bear-
ing, and attached to the girth on the other side in the same manner. A
knot on each side will constitute the simplest fastening, and this pressino-
firmly on the bearing will effectually prevent the womb from again pro'^
truding. If It should be necessary, another piece maybe carried from below
the bearing over the udder to the second girth, and a corresponding one,
sht in order to pass on each side of the tail, may reach from above the
bearing to the upper part of the second bandage.

The cow should be kept as quiet as possible
; warm mashes and warm

gruel should be allowed ; bleeding should again be resorted to, and small
doses of opium administered if she should be restless, or the pains should
return ; but it will not be prudent during the first day to give either those fever
medicines, as nitre and digitalis, which may have a diuretic effect and excite
the urinary organs, or to bring on the straining effect of purging, by admi-
nistering even a dose of saline medicine. Should twenty-four hours pass
and the pains not return, the stitches may be withdrawn from the bearino-
or the bandage removed.

RtJPTURE OF THE UTERUS.

Another more serious evil sometimes accompanies inversion of the
womb, namely, a laceration or rupture of that organ, effected either by the
unusually strong contraction of the womb, or by the violence with which
the feet of the calf are drawn forward in the unskilful treatment of false
presentation, or by the general concussion which accompanies the expul-
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sion of the womb. The laceration is sometimes a foot in length, and is

generally found on one side, and not far from the bottom of the uterus.

The animal needs not to be abandoned even in such a ease, although

there will be considerably more difficulty in returning the womb, because

the same pressure cannot be made with the doubled hand on the bottom of

it, and that difficulty may be increased by the furious state of the beast

sufferin"- such intensity of pain, and the whole frame disordered by such

an accident. No time should be lost in vain efforts to bring the lacerated

parts tof>'ether and secin-e them by stitches; but, the womb having been

well cleaned, the placenta removed, and the bleeding somewhat stayed,

it must be returned as well and as speedily as can be managed, and the

bandage applied, or the lips of the bearing secured by stitches : the cow

shoukfthen be bled, and opiates administered. Nature will often do wonders

here—the mischief will be repaired—the uterus will become whole again,

and that without a tenth part of the fever that might be expected
;^
and

there are instances upon record in which the cow has suckled her calf, and

produced another a twelvemonth afterwards*

Rupture of the uterus may occur without protrusion of the part, from the

too powerful action of that organ. The symptoms are obscure—they have

not yet been sufficiently observed. They would probably be gradual ceas-

ino- of the labour pains—coldness of the horns and ears and mouth—-

paleness of the mouth—a small and accelerated pulse—swelling of the

bellv and the discharge of bloody, glairy, fetid matter from the shape.

Nothino- can be done in such a case.

PROTRUSION OF THE BLADDER.

In long protracted labour, accompanied by pains unusually violent,

the bladder has protruded, A practitioner mistook it for the water-bag,

and punctured it. If the calf is not already born, it must be extracted as

quickly as the case will admit, and that without scrupulous regard to the

safety of the cow; for the protruded bladder can never be returned to its

natural situation—in consequence of pain and inconvenience the animal

can never afterwards carry high condition, but will be a miserable and

disgusting object as long as she lives.

RETENTION OF THE FCETUS.

It may happen that the pains of parturition gradually abate, and at

lenn-th cease. If the cow has been much exhausted or injured by the con-

tinuance of the labour, or the efforts made to relieve her, and the foetus

has been wounded or broken, and considerable inflammation and fever

have been set up, she will probably die ; but if she is no more exhausted

than may be naturally expected, and the fever is slight, and she eats a little,

she should not be abandoned.
^ _ r .v • , •

Mr. King, sen., of Stanmore, relates an instructive case ot this kmd:

A few years ago I was called to see a heifer which appeared to be

rather losing condition, and which had been observed occasionally to void

some offensive matter from the vagina. Before I could get to her, some

portion of a calf's fore extremity came away. The owner was very appre-

hensive of her doing well, and earnestly pressed the extraction of the re-

mainder of the foetus.
j .u * t

' On examination I found the os uteri so small and contracted, that I

could not pass my hand ; and as the beast ate and drank, and was so little,

either locally or constitutionally, disturbed, I persuaded him to leave her to

nature, watching her in case of assistance being required. He consented,

* Veterinarian, October, 1828. Rec. de Med. Vet. 1828, p. 365, and 1833, p. 294.
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and, by degrees, and in detached portions, the greater part, or perhaps the
whole of the calf (she was not confined) came away, and she did well, and
became fat, and was sent to Smithfield market ^.'

The same gentleman relates another which occurred in Stanmore
some years previously. • A cow, healthy, fine, and fat, was slaughtered.
The uterus was found to contain the skeleton of a calf almost entire, all
the soft parts having separated, and wholly escaped,
history was known t/

Nothing of her

ATTENTION AFTER CALVING.

Parturition having been accomplished, the cow should be left quietly
with the calf

; the licking and cleaning of which, and the eating of the
placenta, if it is soon discharged, will employ and amuse her. It is a cruel
thing to separate the mother from the young so soon; the cow will pine
and will be deprived of that medicine which nature designed for her in the
moisture which hangs about the calf, and even in the placenta itself; and
the calf will lose that gentle friction and motion which helps to give it the
immediate use of all its Hmbs, and which, in the language of Mr. Berry, ' in-
creases the languid circulation of the blood, and produces a genial warmth
in the half exhausted and chilled little animal/ A warm" mash should
be put before her, and warm gruel, or water from which some of the cold-
ness has been taken off

J. Two or three hours afterwards it will be pru-
dent to give an aperient drink consisting of a pound of Epsom salts and
two drachms of ginger. This may tend to prevent milk fever and garget
in the udder. Attention should likewise be paid to the slate of the udd'er.
If the teats are sore, and the bag generally hard and tender, she should be

* Veterinarian, January, 1S34.
t There is an instance on record of the head of a calf (all the oUier parts havinjr passed

away unobserved) beinj^ retained in the womb ei^^hteen moaths. Pains resembling those
of parturition then came on. The veterinary surgeon, on examination, detected a hard round
body which he mistook for a calculus, and which was so firmly imbedded in the womb that
he wascompelled to have recourse to a bistoury in order to detach it. In afortnight she seemed
to be well.—Instruct. FttfrAom, iv. p. 265. Amore singular case is related by M. Cofjuet, in
the same work, vol. ii.p.3 17. A farmer in the neighbourhood of Neufchatel purchased a cow
that did not appear to be well ;~her excrement was liquid, and she had excessive thirst ; she
gradually got worse, the appetite was lost, and the diarrhoea became more violent and offen-
sive. Un careiuUy examining the excrement, the farmer recognised pieces of bone. He
sent for a vetermary surgeon, who picked out portions of ribs, bones of* the le-, and an
entire under jaw-bone. She died three weeks afterwards. The colon, at its last curva-
tare, was very much enlarged

; its walls were thickened, black, and gangrenous • and
it was perforated on the inferior and right side

;
it contained a considerable mass of bones

particularly a pelvis, which, unable to follow the curvature of the intestine, had been im-
bedded there, and had also nearly penetrated through the intestine. The womb at that
placewas hard and thickened, and engorged with blood; the peritoneum was also inflamed
and there was considerable bloody and purulent effusion in the belly. It was evident
that, on the death of the foetus, whether by accident or in the i)rocess of parturition, inflam-
mation of the womb and the intestine had followed; adhesion had taken place between
them

; suppuration, perforation, and the passage of the foetus from the one to the other—
that portion of the intestine being placed under that cornu of the womb. The uterus
having got rid of that which it contained, closed and healed; but the bones of thefcetus
gradually separating, and passing along the mucous coat of the intestine produced a
constant state of irritation, and at length the pelvis becoming imbedded there a de*Tee
of inflammation was set up which speedily destroyed the animal.

X Can anything be more unnatural, absurd, or dangerous, than the following direc-
tions? * After a cow has calved, it is advisable to let her have an opportunity of drink-
ing as much co/d water as she will, but by no means warjn water; the latter opening
the pores and letting in cold air: warm water is diluting, cold is bracing. It may be
observed, that when cows calve in pasture^ if* there be water in the place, they are almost
sure to calve near it. Nature has taught them what they want. By drinking much cold
water their urine is increased, and the continual straining to void it causes them to forcetheu cleansing,'—Parkinson's Treatise on Live Stocky vol. i, p, 1120.
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BLEEDING (FLOODING) FHOM THE WOMB. 45

gently but carefully milked three or four times every day. The natural,

and the effectual preventive of this, however, is to let the calf suck her at

least three times in the day if it is tied up in the cow-house, or to run with
her in the pasture, and take the teat when it pleases. The tendency to

inflammation of the udder is much diminished by the calf frequently
sucking; or should the cow be feverish, nothing soothes or quiets her so
much as the presence of the little one.

THE CLEANSING,

^fi

after the calving. It soon begins to act upon the uterus as a foreign body,
producing irritation and fever ; it likewise rapidly becomes putrid and noi-
some, and if it is then retained long, it is either an indication of a weakly
state of the cow, or it may produce a certain degree of low fever that

will interfere with her condition. Every cowleech, therefore, has his

cleansing drink ready to administer; but it is too often composed of
stimulating and injurious drugs, and which lay the foundation for after

disease. The aperient drink recommended to be given after calving, with
the addition of half a pint of good ale to it, will be the best assistant in

this case and the only thing that should be allowed.

Should the cleansing continue to be retained, some have recommended
that a weight of six or eight ounces should be tied to the cord, the gentle

and continual action of which will usually separate the placenta from its

but if the after-birthrisk of hemorrhanfe*

;

adhesions, without any

should still remain in the womb, and decomposition should evidently

commence, the hand must be introduced into the passage, and the sepa-

ration accomplished as gently as possible.

There is, however, a great deal more fear about this retention of the

after-birth than there needs to be ; and it is only the actual appearance of

inconvenience or disease resulting from it that would justify a mechanical

attempt to extract it. It is occasionally retained seven or eight days with-

out any dangerous consequence.

BLEEDING (FLOODING) FROM THE WOMB.

This, although rarely, may follow natural parturition. It is oftener seen
when the uterus has been wounded in the forcible extraction of the calf,

and it still more frequently follows the long retention and mechanical sepa-

ration of the after-birth. The application of cold to the loins will be most
serviceable in this case. A pound of nitre should be dissolved in a gallon

of water, and the loins and bearing of the cow kept constantly wet by means
of cloths dipped in the solution. If the season of the year will permit,

the water yielded by the melting of pounded ice mixed with salt may be

used, being colder, and therefore more effectual. The cow may now
drink cold water, and in any quantity that slie may be inclined to take^

and large doses of opium (two drachms every second hour) should be

administered. The hinder parts of the cow should be elevated, in order

that the blood may be retained in the womb, and coagulate there. She

should be kept perfectly quiet, and the calf not permitted to suck.

There are few hemorrhages from the womb, except those produced by

absolute rupture of it, which will not yield to this treatment.

* There is no objection to this method of proceeJing when the after-birth is actually-

retained ill the uterns h)nger than it shouhl be, but tlie cominou notion of its pveventin

the return of the cord into the womb is absurd,
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MILK (puerperal) EEVER. DROPPIxXG AFTER CALVING.

Although parturition is a natural process, it is accompanied by a j^reat

deal of febrile excitement. The sudden transferring- of powerful and accu-
mulated action from one organ to another—from the womb to the udder

must cause a great deal of constitutional disturbance, as w^ell as liability
to local inflammation.

The bitch, a few days after pupphig, pants, heaves, refuses her food,
becomes delirious, convulsed, and, unless speedily relieved, dies.

The ewe, soon after lambing, heaves at the flanks, separates herself from
the flock, reels, falls, and dies, -

So (he cow, after parturition, is subject to inflammation of some of the
parts the functions of which are thus changed : it is mere local inflam-
mation at first, but the system speedily sympathises, and puerperal fever

^fi
appears

cess, and one of the prominent symptoms of the complaint is the loss of
power over the motion of the hind limbs, and conseqnent inability to
stand. In a great number of cases, loss of feeling- accompanies that of
Tolnntary motion

; and no sense of pain is evinced, aithough the cow is

deeply pricked in her hind limbs.

There are kw diseases which tlie farmer dreads more, and that for two
reasons

;
the first is, that the animal now labours under a high dcg-ree of

excitement, and every local inflammation, and particularly n'ear tlfe parts
in which the sudden change of circulation and of function has tahen
place, assumes a peculiar character, and an intensify, obstinacy, and fatality,

unluiown at other times : the second reason is, that from his inattention
to the animal, or his ignorance of the real nature of the diseases of
cattle, he does not recognise this malady until its first and manageable
state, that of fever, has passed, and the strength of the constitution has
heen undermined, and helpless debility has followed. The first symp-
tom which he observes, or which the practitioner has generally the
opportunity to observe, is the prostration of strength which violent fever
always leaves behind it. The early deviations from health are unob-
served by the agriculturist, and probably would not always attract the
attention of the surgeon.
Ih s d sease is pnmanly inflammatipn ofthe womb, or of the peritoneum,

Z !• ^^l^'^'^r^l' ",f
""^^^ '^•-' intensity of character truly specific. The

afiection is origmally that of some particular viscns, but it soon is lost
in a peculiar general inflammatory slate, as rapid in its progress as it

is violent iti its nature, and speedily followed by a prostration of vital
power that often bids defiance to every stimulus.
Cows in high condition are most subject to an attack of puerperal fever.

Their excess of condition or state of plethora disposes them to atfections of
an inflammatory character at all times, and more particularly when the
constitution labours under the excitement accompanying parturition. The
poorest and most miserable cattle have, however, someUmcs dropped after
calving; and they have partichlarly done so wlsen, on account of the
approach of this period, they have been moved from scanty to luxuriant
pasture, or from low keep to high stall feeding*.

* Mr. Hales very properly remarks, that '• droppliia; after calvin.r ]iapp»ns to cows
that are very fresh and fat, and particularly to those that calve far on iii the season in hotweather; but cows that are too fat often drop after calvinjr in the winter- and it isObserved that the cases that occ.r in the winter will frecp.ently recover, while the animalsthat are thus attacked ,n h.ot weather too generally di^:'~feterimnan, Au,M,st, 1831.

^r. ^torryofPickenng very justly observes in a letter with which he favoured the

editor.
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A cow is comparatively seldom attacked with milk fever at her first

calving, because in the present system of breeding: she has seldom attained

her full growth, and therefore the additional nntrimeiit goes to increase of

size instead of becoming the foundation of disease. Cases, however, do
occur, in which cows of three years old have been speedily carried off by
this complaint, but then they had been most injudiciously exposed to the

influence of the forcing system.

Much depends on the quantity of milk which the cow is accustomed to

yield ; and great milkers, although they are not often in high condition,

are very subject to this aflection. All cows have a slight degree of fever

at this time ; a very little addition to that will materially interfere with the

secretion of milk, and, perhaps, arrest it altogether; and the throwing

back upon the system the quantity of milk which some of them are disposed

to give, must strangely add fuel to fire, and kindle a flame by which the

powers of nature are speedily consumed. Whether the present improved

method of selection, whereby the properties of grazing and giving milk are

united in the same animal, will increase the tendency to inflammation, and

particularly to this dangerous species of fever, is a question deserving of

consideration. It used to be objected to the Short Horns, that they were

more liable to puerj^eral fever than the Long Horns were ; and that it was

oftener fatal to them. Much of this arose from the unfounded prejudice

which existed against the Short Horns, when they were first introduced;

yet the principle which has just been hinted at should never be forgotten

by the breeder of short-horned cattle, that in a disease the early and

almost uniform symptom and the most dangerous part of which is the

suppression of the secretion of milk, that danger must increase in propor-

tion to the quantity of the secretion thus suddenly arrested.

Puerperal fever sometimes appears as early as two hours after parturi-

tion ; if four or five days have passed, the animal may generally be

considered as safe: yet Mr. Leaver relates a case in which a fortnight

elapsed between the calving and the dropping of the cow'^

The early symptoms of dropping after calving are evidently those of a

febrile character. The animal is restless, shifting her feet, pawing, and

she heaves laboriously at the flanks. The muzde is dry and hot, the

mouth open and the tongue protruded. The countenance is wild and the

eyes staring. She wanders about mournfully lowing; she becomes irri-

table ; she butts at a stranger, and sometimes even at the herdsman.

Delirium follows ; she grates her teeth, foams at the mouth, throws her

head violently about, and, not unfrequently, breaks her horns. The udder

becomes enlarged, and hot, and tender, at the very commencement of the

disease. This^is always to be regarded as a suspicious circumstance in a

cow at that time ; and if this swelling and inflammation are accompanied, as

they almost uniformly are, by a partial or total suspension of the milk, that

which is about to happen is plain enough.

The disease is an inflammatory one, and must be treated as such, and

being thus treated^, it is generally subdued without difliculty. The animal

should be bled, and the quantity of blood withdrawn should be regulated

by that standard so often referred to—that rule without an exceptiori—the

impression made upon the circulation. From six to ten quarts will pro^

bablybe taken away, depending upon the age and size of the ammal,

editor, that it often arises from the ^S'Gvv comfortable drink'' which so many cow-

leeches absurdly administer, before or after calvint,^. In throe cases which had occurred

a Utile while before he wrote, he traced it to the freely giving of bean-iT^eal to the cows

on Ihe day of pinturilion.

* Veteriaaiiaa, Au/^. 1S31.
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before the desired effect is produced. There is no malady whicli more
satisfactorily illustrates the necessity of endeavourinn^ to subdue as quickly

as possible every inflammatory complaint of cattle by the free use of the

lancet; for all of them run their course with a rapidity which a person
unaccustomed to these animals, and which the human practitioner espe-
cially, would scarcely deem to be possible. To-day the cow is seen with
the symptoms just described—she is bled, and she is relieved ; or she
is neglected, and the fever has sapped the strength of the constitution,

and left a fearful debility behind. The small bleedings to which some
have recourse are worse than inefficient, for they only increase the natural

tendency of these maladies to take on a low and fatal form.

A pound, or a pound and a half of Epsom salt, dependent on the size

of the beast, must next be administered, with half the usual quantity of
aromatic ingredients ; and half-pound doses of the same must be repeated
every six hours. Should not the medicine soon begin to act, the usual
quantity of aromatic medicine must be doubled, for in addition to the con-
stipation usually attending fever, there is that which arises from the occa-
sional state of the rnmen, and the passage leading to it, and that in-

sensible stomach must be roused to action and excited to dischara'e its

contents, in despite of the stimulating influence of the spice on the con-

stitution generally. The boioels mvst he opened^ or the disease will run
its course ; and^ purging once established in an early stage, the fever will,

in the majority of instances, rapidly svibside, leaving the strength of the

constitution untouched^.
After the physic has begun to operate, the usual sedative medicines

should, if necessary, be given.

In a great number of cases, however, this adbimportant period will have
passed away, and the practitioner will be called in to witness the fatal

winding-up of the affair, and perhaps to be censured for his want of skill,

when he is vmable to accomplish impossibilities.

The digestive function first of all fails w^hen the secondary and low state

of fever comes on. The rumen ceases to dischar^-e its food, and that
emg retained, begins to ferment, and the paunch and the intestines are

inflated with foetid gas, and the belly of the animal swells rapidly.
Next, the nervous system is attacked—the cow beo-ins to stan-o-er. Tlie

weakness is principally refbrrible to the hinder quarters, and rapidly in-

* The following testimony of Mr. Bainbridge of SafFron-Waldeu to the general
efficacy of this mode of treatment is too important to be omitted, although ])erhaps the
extent to which he carried the bleeding might not ahvays be justifiable. ** The months
of February and March, 1S33, afforded me several cases of dropping after calving. I

immediately bleed to the amount of two gallons^ or, in some cases, more^ and give a
draught composed of Epsom salts lb. i, spirits of nitre jss,^ and linseed oil lb. i^ in

plenty of thin gruel. I also order from four to six ounces of salts to be given in gruel

every six hom-s afterwards; some ginger being always boiled with the gruel. If my
patient is not relieved in twenty-four hourSj and her state permits it, I bleed again, and
repeat the salts^ oil, &c. Out of six cases in the last two months five perfectly re-

covered."— ^f/^/'/war/a;2_, February, 1834, p. 74,

Mr. Friend considers this disease as closely connected with a disordered state of tlie

digestive organs, and is a strenuous advocate for purgatives. He says, ** Kpsom salts

in largo quantities, Croton seed and sulphur are most to be depended upon. The salts

act immeiiiately on the abdomen and intestines, and are excellent pioneers for the Croton,
whose action is more upon the other stomachs, and consequently very valua])le. I dare
not depend upon either alone ; on the salts, because they are apt to pass the three first

stomachs too quickly; or on the Croton, because it is so much slower ia its operation, and
cannot be so immediately extended in its effects. In conjunction they will perform
wonders. Common salt is an excellent medicine, but rather objectiona])le v/here milk is
an object, it having u tendency to diminish the secretion of that fluid."

—

Fetennarian.
June, 1833,
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creases. She reels about for awliile, and then falls ; she gets up, falls

once more, and at length is unable to rise ; her head is bent back towards

her side, and all her limbs are palsied ; and now, when in too many cases

.no good call be done, the proprietor, for the first time, begins to be

alarmed.

This portion of the ''Farmer's Series" will not have been written in vain if

it induces an earlier attention to the diseases of domesticated animals.

The duration of this second stage of puerperal fever is uncertain; but

althou'^-h it is usually more protracted than the first, the period in which

Iiopc may be reasonably encouraged is short indeed. If the cow is

seriously ill, and off her feed, and does not get up again in two or three

days, the chances are very much against her; the author, however, knew
one that was saved after she had suffered considerable fever, and had been

down nine days ; and w^here debility is the principal symptom, and the

cow seems to lie tolerably comfortable, and without pain, and picks a

little, she may occasionally get up after she has been down even longer

than that.

The treatment of this stage of the disease, although there has been a

great deal of dispute about it, depends on one simple principle, the

existence and the degree of fever. Notwithstanding there is debility,

there may be fever j although the strength of the constitution may have

been to a great degree wasted, there may be still a smothered fire that

will presently break out afresh. In another point of view, much of this

apparent weakness may be deceptive; it may be the result of oppression

and venous congestion, and not of exhaustion.

The pulse will be the guide, and should be carefully consulted. Is it

weak, wavering, irregular, dying away, pausing a beat or two, and then

weakly creeping on again?

cations of debility that cannot be mistaken—nature wants to be supported,

stimulated, not still further weakened. The abstraction of blood would

settle the business at once.

Is the pulse small, but regular, hard, wiry, and quickened—or is it full

and quickened? Blood should certainly be taken away. These are as

plain indications of secret and destructive fire as can possibly be given.

The practitioner should bleed, but with the finger on the pulse, anxiously

watching the effect produced, and stopping at the first falter of the heart.

Many a beast has been decidedly saved by this kind of bleeding in drop-

ping after calving; and many have been lost through neglect of bleeding.

Some may have perished when the bleeding was carried too far, and some,

if the animals w^re bled when the pulse gave indications of debility, but

none when the pulse indicated power, and the possibiUty of febrile action.

There is a great deal of disgraceful dispute about the propriety or

We These are indi-

impropriety of bleeding in dropping after calving. One practitioner

aflirms that he never bleeds, and another that he always bleeds in this

disease. One thing, however, is certain, that when the proprietor, or

attendant on the cattle, hazards a random or sweeping assertion in this

case, either for or against bleeding, he stands in need of a great deal of

information with regard to the dis^eases of cattle ; and when a professional

man commits himself in this way, he proves that he is perfectly ignorant

of his business and cudit to no to school again. The propriety and

circumstances which vary in every case, and in

impropriety of the abstraction of blood depends on the state of the pulse

and the degree of fever

same case, and which accurate observation alone can

defernune.

Kextjin order of time, and first of all in importance in this stage of the

didcrcnt stages of th
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disease, stands physic. The bowels must be opened, otherwise the animal
\vill perish ;

but the fever having' been subdued by a judicious bleeding",

and the bowels after that being excited to action, the recovery is in a
manner assured. The medicine should be active, and in sufficient quan-
tity

;
for there is no time for trifling here. A scruple of the farina of the

Crotou-nut, and a pound of Epsom salt, will constitute a medium dose.
For a large beast the quantity of the neutral salt should be increased.
Doses of half a pound should afterv/ards be given every six hours until

purgation is produced. The usual quantity of aromatic medicine should
be added. Here, too, the constitution of the stomachs of cattle should
not be forgotten. If twenty-four hours have passed, and purgino* has not
commenced, even after the administration of such a drug as the Croton-
nut, there is reason to suspect that the greater part of our medicine has
not got beyond the rumen; and on account of the cuticular and com-
paratively insensible lining of tliis stomach strong stimulants must now
be added to the purgative medicine, in order to induce it to contract
upon and expel its contents. Two drachms each of ginger, gentian,
and caraway powder, with lialf a pint of old ale, may,\vith advantage,
be given with each dose of the physic.

It would seem superfluous to recommend the diligent use of injections
in order to hasten the operation of the medicine had not some of the
writers on cattle-medicine strangely objected to them*. Warm water,
with Epsom salt dissolved in it, or warm soap and water, will form the
best injection, and should be thrown up frequently, and inconsiderable
quantities.

Should the constipation obstinately continue, it may be worth while to
inject a considerable quantity of warm water into the rumen, and thus
soften and dissolve the hard mass of undigested food, and permit the
medicine to come more effectually into contact with the coats of the sto-

macli. The warm water would also stimulate the stomach to contract,
and thus get rid of a portion of its contents, either by vomiting or purg-
ing. In the first case, there would be room for the exhibition of more
purgative medicine

; in the other, the effect most of all desired would
have been obtained.

The rumen will often annoy the practitioner in another way in this com-
plamt: either on account of a vitiated secretion in that stomach, or from
the retention of the food, which^ exposed to the united influence of warmth
and moisture, begins to ferment, there will be considerable extrication of
gas, and the animal will swell with even more rapidity and to a greater
extent than in simple hoove. The flanks should immediately be punc-
tured, or the probang introduced, in order to permit the carburelted hydro-
gen to escape. A dose of the solution of the chloride of lime, as already
recommended under " Hoove," should be given to prevent the extrication
of more gas

; and a greater quantity of aromatic and fever medicine sliould
be added to the purgative, that the stomach maybe roused to healthy
action.

Ere this the practitioner will have thought it necessary to pay som.e
attention to the comfort of the patient. This part of medical treatment is

lid ridiculous caution against the use
"^ Mr. Knowlsoa has the following suiguLir ;

of injections in (lroppin_<^ after calvini; :^-'" Many are fur givin*^ clysters, and I have
Known th*.!m [^iven in this complaint until the animal has been blown as full of wiiul as
^he couhl hold, which was the direct way fo cure her, for t!ie cl^'sfers and air nuist fill
tne bowels, and ^et some of these people call tluMUielves cow-dociors. It is difficult

^iell
'^' ^y'^^^^^^ ^^'^^^^^^^^ giving hi'r bO many clvsters as to cause her to
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too often neglected. She should have been watched before she actually

dropped, and g'ot as soon as possible into the house, and well and warmly

littered np. If she drops in the field it wiU always be difficult to get her

home ; and if she continues out, and bad weather comes on, she will

assuredly be lost. She should be placed on one side, or, if possible, on

her belly, inclining a little to one side, and, as much as can be managed
in her usual position, and with her fore parts a little elevated, and she

should be secured in that position by trusses of straw. She should be

moved or turned morning and night, iu order to prevent soreness and

excoriation. Warm gruel and water should be frequently offered to her,

and if these are obstinately refused, she should be moderately drenched

Bean and malt mashes may be given with a little sweet

hay: but it must be remembered, that while moderate nourishment is

necessary to recruit her strength, and support her through such a disease,

yet the digestive powers have usually shown that they have shared in

the debility of the frame, and must not be too early, or too much taxed.
^

Having w^ell opened the bowels and subdued the fever, the future pro-

ceedings of the surgeon must be regulated by the state of the patient. In

general, little more wiU be necessary than attention to diet and comfort.

At all events, tonics and stimulants should not be too hastily thrown in.

It should be recollected, that the disease was essentially of a febrile

nature. Experience will convince the practitioner, that there

remains a lurking tendency to the renewal of febrile action, and he will

beware lest he kindles the fire afresh 3 but if the cow should continue in a

with thick gruel.

long-

low and weakly state, and especially if her remaining streno;th should

seem to be gradually declining, gentian and ginger may be administered

twice in the day, in dosesof half an ounce of the first, and a quarter of an

ounce of the second, and given in good sound ale; but the outrageous

quantities of aromatics and bitters, and ardent spirits, that are occasionally

given, cannot fail of being injurious.

It occasionally happens that the cow appears to recover a portion of

strength in her fore-quarters, and makes many ineffectual attempts to rise,

but the hind-quarters are comparatively powerless. This partial palsy

of the hind extremities is the natural consequence both of inflammation

of the womb and of the bowels. The best remedy is the charge which

is generally applied to the horse. Ail em.brocations are thrown away on

the thick skin of the cow, and the consj^ant stimulus of a charge and the

mechanical support afforded by it, will alone effect the desired purpose. A
week or ten days should be given to the animal, in order to see whether

the power of voluntary motion in these limbs will return ;
but should the

paralytic affection then remain, a sling must be contrived by which she

may be supported, and during the use of which she may be enabled gra-

dually to throw a portion of her weight on these legs, and reaccustom

them to the discharge of their duty.

A very singular variety of the disease has already been hinted at. The

cow is down, but there is apparently nothing more the matter with her

than that' she is unable to rise ; she eats, and drinks, and ruminates as

usual, and the evacuations are scarcely altered. In this state she con-

tinnes from two days to a fortnight, and then she gets up well ".

There is a common consent among the different organs of the frame

both under healthy and diseased action. It has been stated that a partial

or total suppression of the secretion of milk is frequently an early symp^

torn, and, in some stage or other, an almost invariable one of the dis-

ease. Experience likewise shows that if the secretion of milk can be

* Veterinarian; August, 1831.
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recalled, the restoration of the use of tlie limbs is not far distant. The
teats should be frequently drawn, and the discharge of milk industriously
solicited. This is a simple method of cure, but it is a far more effectual
one than many imagine.

That milk-fever is sometimes epidemic there is every reason to suppose.
The practitioner may, perhaps, be long without a case, but if one comes
under his notice, he has reason to suspect that it will soon be followed by
others. The contagious character by which it is so fatally distinguished
in the human subject is not, however, so decided; but this is a^subject
wliich well deserves lurther incpiiry.

That there is a constitutional tendency to this complaint cannot be
denied. Beasts In high condition are i)eculiarly subject to it ; and an
animal that has once experienced an attack of it becomes exceedingly
liable to the disease at her next, or at some future calving. Agricail-
turists are perfectly aware of this; and if a cow recovers from ''puer-
peral fever, her milk is dried, and she is fattened and sold without much
Joss of time.

Something may be and is done by many graziers in the way of preven-
tion. If the cow is in a high, and consequently a dangerous state of
condition, and has been fed on luxuriant pasture, it will be\ery proper, as
has been already slated, to bleed her, and give her a dose of physic; and
remove her to a field of shorter bite, a little before her expected time of
calving. Many valuable animals have been saved by this precaution "^.

SOKE TEATS.

Cows are very subject to inflammation of the udder soon after calving.
The ne\v or inereased function which is now set up, and the sudden dis-
tension of the bag with milk produce tenderness and irritability of the
iidder, and particularly of the teats. This in some eases shows itself in
the form of excoriations or sores, or small cracks or chaps, on the teats,

.and very troublesome they are. The discharge lil<ewise from these cracks
mingles with the milk. The cow suffers much pain in the act of milking,
and is often unmanageable. Many a cow has been ruined, both as'^a
quiet and a plentiful milker, by bad management when her teats have
been sore. It is folly to have recourse to harsh treatment to compel her
to submit to the mfliction of pain in the aet of milking, she will only be-
come more violent, and probably become a kicker for life ; if bv soothincr
and kind treatment she cannot be induced to stand, nothin^r else will efleet

it. She will also form a habit of retaininri- her milk, and which very
speedily and very materially reduce its quantity. The teats sliould be
fomented with warm water, in order to clean them and get rid of a por-
tion of the hardened scabbiness about them, the continuance of which is

the cause of the greatest pain in the act of milking ; and after the milk-
ing, the teats should be dressed with the following ointment :—Take an
ounce of yellow wax, and three of lard, melt them together, and when they
begin to get cool, well rub in a quarter of an ounce of sugar of lead and a
"drachm of alum finely pow^lercd.

* There are many abyurtl notions aLoiit this disease, prevailing in different districts,

"bid none so ridiculons as M. Gelle describes as existing in La Vendee. A cow that lie

had attended, labonrin^ mider pnerperal fever, died. The pretended medical man of
the place declared that she had been killed by bleedin<r, and that there were hedgehogs
which were the cause of her complaint, and which ought to have been taken away from
ber. If a cow in calf pastured, before the sun had risen, on any herb over which a hedge-
hog had passed, she would have a parcel of little hedgehogs in her womb with the calf,
rhese wise men mistook the cotyledons found in the uterus of ruminants for little licdge-
hogs, and introdnced the hand and tore them off without mercy as soon as the cow
dropped.—Journal rratif|iie, 182G. p. 477.
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Too often, however, the inflammation assumes another and worse cha-

racter: it attacks the internal substance of the udder—one of the teals or

the quarters becomes enlarged, hot, and tender— it soon begins to feel

hard, it is knotty ; it contains within it little distinct hardened tumours

or kernels. In a short space of time, other teats, or other quarters pro-

bably assume the same character. The milk has coagulated in the bag to a

certain degree, and it has caused local inflammation where it lodges. This

occurs particularly in young cows after their first calving, and when

they are in a somewhat too high condition, and it is usually attended by

a greater or less degree of fever.

The most effectual remedy for this, in the early stage of the complaint,

is a very simple one : the calf should be put to the mother, and it should

suck and knock about the udder at its pleasure. In most cases this will

relieve her from the too great flow of milk, and disperse all the lumps.

If the inflammation continues or increases, or the bag should be so

tender that the mother will not permit the calf to suck ; and especially

should the fever evidently increase, and the cow refuse to eat, or cease to

rimiinate, and the milk become discoloured, and mixed v/ith matter or

with blood, the case must be taken seriously in hand. The cow should

be bled; a dose of physic administered; the udder well fomented ; the

milk drawn geully, but completely off', at least twice in the day, and an

ointment composed of the following higredients, as thoroughly rubbed

into the bag as the cow will permit. (Rub down an ounce of camphor,

having poured a tea-spoonful of spirit of wine upon it ; add an ounce of

mercurial ointment, and half a pound of elder ointment, and well incorpo-

rate them together.) Let this be apphed after every milking, the lulder

beinir well fomented with warm water, and the remains of the ointment

washed off' before the next milking.

If the disease does not speedily yield to this treatment, recourse must

be had to iodine, which often has admirable effects in diminishing glan-

dular enlargements. The only objection to iodine, and which renders it

advisable to give the camphorated mercurial ointnient a short trial, is that

while, by its power of exciting the absorbents of the glands generally to

action, it causes the dispersion of unnatural enlargements, it occasionallyP
acts upon, and a little diminishes the gland itseh. This, however, rarely

happens to any considerable degree, and will not form a serious objection

to its use when other means have failed. It should be applied externally

in the form of an ointment (one part of the hydriodate of potash being

well triturated with seven parts of lard), one or two drachms of which

should be rubbed into the diseased portion of the udder, every morning

and night. At the same time the hydriodate may be given internally in

doses o-radually increased from six to twelve grains daily.

The udder should be frequently examined, for matter will soon begin to

form in the centre of these indurations, and should be speedily evacuated

lest it should burrow in various parts of the bag, and, when at length it

does find its way to the stufacc and bursts through the skin, irregular

ulcers should be formed, at all times difficult to heal, and sometunes in-

volving the loss of more than one of the quarters. A\ henever there is

any appearance of suppuration having commenced, (a muiute observa-

v;ill enable the practitioner to discover the very spot at which the

tumour is preparing to point,) the diseased part should be freely and

deeply lanced, and an immense quantity of nuitter will often be dis-

charo-ed. It is generally bad practice? to cut off the teat
5
not only is it
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cifterwards missed in the milking, but the quantity of the milk is usually
lessened to a greater or less dea'ree.

" "

Should the tumour have been left to break, a deep and rao-o-ed ulcer
will then be formed, and must immediately be attended to, for^ the
bour.no- part will be rapidly involved. Half of the ba- has

neio'h-
L_

ni some casesbecome mortified in a few days, and diseased portions have either dropped

the gang, ene. The chloride of hme is an invaluable apphcation hereThe wound should be well cleaned with warm water, and then a dihU^
solution of the clonde freely applied to every part of it ; not only will theunpleasant smell from the ulcer be immmediately got rid of but its
destructive progress will be arrested, and the wound will speedily take ona healthy character. When this is effected, recourse may be had to the
Friar's balsam

;
but the occasional use of the chloride will be advantageous

until the bag is perfectly healed.
ivanta^eous

Chronic indurations will sometimes remain after the inflammation ofgarget has been subdued
; they will be somewhat tender, and they willalways lessen the quantity of milk obtained from that quarter

lodme will seldom fail of dispersing these tumours.
The

however, the most manageable and the most effectual
iodine.

,-,,,, X o The ointment iust
recommended should be well rubbed in twice every day, and if the enlaro-e
ment does not speedily subside, the hydriodate should also be oiven hi-

T^r7; ;
Christian, of Canterbury, and the author's friend, Mr Alav

of Maldon, relate two cases of chronic garget, in one of which the indur^I
tion had existed four months, and occupied two of the quarters, and was
accompanied by the occasional discharge of blood ; and in the other it had
been observed more than a twelvemonth, and was increasino-. An oint-ment was used by Mr. Christian, in the form of the iodine itsdf triturated
with lard

;
and a liniment composed of the tincture of iodine with soot by

IVir. May. In the course of three weeks, the udder was in both cases
as well as if it never had been diseased *. The hydriodate of potash is

preparation of

'!i^''' ^'''^i'''^
""^ S^^^S^t ^re various : the thoughtless and unfeeling expo-sure of the ammal to cold and wet, at the time of, or soon after narturi-tion the neglect of physic or bleeding before calving, or suffj^^ 'o- Tcowget into too_ high condition, are frequent caused So ^o ve^fa i^^^^ktter one, that instancies are not unfrequent, of cows that have for some tirne

been dried, and of heifers that have never yielded milk, havino- violent
inflammation of the udder f. The hastily drying of the cow has o-iyen
rise to indurations in the udder that have not easily been removedAn awkward manner of lying upon, and bruising the udder is an occa-
sional cause; and a very frequent one is the careless habit of not milkino-
the cow clean but leaving a portion in the bag, and the best porlion of the
imJk too, and which gradually becomes a source of irritation and inflam-
niation m the part. Connected with this last cause is the necessity of
the advice already given, to milk the cow as clean as possible at least twice
ni the day, durmg the existence and treatment of garget.

THE COW-POX.

The consideration of this disease may be conveniently introduced here

* It often happens to fatteninfr cows, but more in certain districts than dlso mv.ch so, that on some marsh lands in the county of Lincoln, a cow cinnof h, f'!"f

'

Wd x.or even a heifer that has never given milk; an ox has there L' Vnexhdnt symptoms of garget.-Parkinsun on Live Cattle, vol. i. t 245
"'"'' ^'

T Vetenuaviau, Jan. 1830, and May, 1833.
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Cows are subject to two distinct species of pustular eruption on tlie teats.

Little vesicles or bladders appear ; they often differ considerably in size

and form, and are filled with a purulent matter. In the course of a few-

days a scab forms upon them, which peels off, and the part underneath is

sound. If the pustules are rubbed off in the act of milking, or in any other

way, small ulcers are left, which are very sore, and sometimes difficult

to heal.

The best treatment is washing" and fomenting-; a dose of physic, and

the anplication of the ointment for sore teats recommended in page 552.

The ^cause, like that of many other pustular eruptions, is unknown
;

except that it is contagious, and is readily communicated from the cow to

the milker if the hand is not quite sound, and from the milker to other

cows.

There is another kind of pustular eruption, of a more important charac-

ter, and with which the preceding one has been confounded. It also con-

sists of vesicles or bladders on the teats ; but they are larger, round, with

a little central depression ; they are filled at first with a limpid fluid, which

by de<^Tces becomes Oi)aque and purulent, and each of them is surrounded

by a broad circle of inflammation. This is more decidedly a constitutional

disease than the former. The cow exhibits evident symptoms of fever ; she

does not feed w^ell ; sometimes she ceases to ruminate, and the secretion

of milk is usually diminished.

These pustules go through a similar process with the former ones—they

dry up, and at length the scabs fafl off leaving the skin beneath sound;

but if they are broken before this, the ulcers are larger, deeper, of a more

unhealthy character, and generally far more difficult to heal. This is the

genuine cow-pox.

The treatment is nearly the same, except that being accompanied by

more constitutional disturbance, an aperient is more necessary, and it may

occasionally be prudent to abstract blood. The frequent application of a

Goulard's lotion, with an equal portion of spirit of wine, will, at least

in the early stage of the ulcer, be preferable to the ointment ; but better

than this, and untU the tdcers are beginning to heal, wiU be the dilute

solution of the chloride of lime. If the teats are Vv^ished with this before

the cow is milked, it will go far towards preventing the communication of

the disease.

There is some difficulty respecting the cause of this disease. It is as

contagious as the other, and, perhaps, usually propagated by contact;

but it occasionally appears when there does not seem to have been a possi-

bility of contact, directly or indirectly, with any other animal previously simi-

larly affected. It was the opinion of Jenner, and is still the opinion of

many medical men, that the cow-pox originated from infection by the

matter oi^ grease in horses, and which liad been conveyed to the teat of the

cow by means of the unwashed hands of some one who had the care of the

horses while he was occasionally employed in the dairy* This, when

brought to the test of experience, has been proved to be altogether erro-
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neous.

The (

A pustular disease has been communicated by contact with the
matter of grease, but it resembled far more the spurious vesicle that has
been described in the last page than the genuine cow-pox In a o-reat
many instances, however, nothing that could be considered as bearing any
analogy to the true vaccine disease followed inoculation with the matter ofgrease Woodville, Simmons, Professor Coleman of the Veterinary Col-
lege, Jiartholmi, and others, failed entirely in producing cow-pox in thisway; and Dr. Pearson very satisfactorily proved that the cow-pox was oc-
casionally found in diseases where the attendants on the cows could have
had no communication with greasy horses, nor, in fact, with any horses sick
or well; and where the cows, likewise, had no access to pastures on which
horses had fed for many years before. Whatever may still be the opinion
of a few medical men, it will be difficult to find a veterinary suro-eon whose
life is spent amidst these diseases, and who ought to be well acquainted
with their nature, causes, and effects, who believes that grease is

thern"^'"
°^ '"'^'P°^' °' ^^^^ ^^^^« '' '^'^ ^'i^Mest connexion between

_

next interesting circumstance connected with this pustular erup-
tion is, that the persons on whom it appeared were, for a considerable
period, (It was once thought, during life,) protected from the small-pox.
ilus was known among farmers from time immemorial, and that not only

w ,j^ rrl'
""""^ ''^™°'^^ ""^^^""y P^^^ "^ ^^^"^ continent, but also in the Nevv

World, ihe majority of medical men, however, had regarded it as a mere
poj)ular error, and to no one, whom experience had convinced of the active
protective povyer of the cow-pox, had it occurred to endeavour to ascer-
tain whether It might not be " possible to propagate the affection by in-
oculation from one human being to another, and thus communicate secu-
rity agamst small-pox at will."

To the mind of Mr. Jenner, then a surgeon at Berkeley in Gloucestershire
the prooabihty of accomplishing this, first presented itself. He spoke of it
to his medical friends

; but from every one of them he met with discourao-e-
meat. They sportively threatened to banish him from their club if lie

'e-ul'T'
^"^

^^T ^^T '''^'' ^'^ '''^'^ speculations.
,
For more than Iwenty

to o^nose^f^l't? !^ '"I"^''''
"''" ^" '""''^'^ ^""^"^"'^ ^''^''^'^'^ resolution

lly Cma -hi ' tl . T "'''"'' "^' ^^'^ ^''^"^^^ ^"^^ "^ <^^« profession gene-id
y b5 makmg the decisive experiment. At lenoth he inocuhted X bovwih he matter taken from the hands of a milkmlxid/whTra bl^ •"!

fc'cted by her master's cow. The disease was communicated, and wUh i

the immunity which he expected. He multiplied his experiments and hewas successful in all of them; and, although his brethren and the public
were slow to believe him, heat length establislied the power of vaccination
and proved li-niseli; to be one of the greatest benefactors to the human race
that ever lived t- This account of the progress of vaccination is not out of
place, since the prophylactic against that destructive scourge of the human
race, the small-pox, was derived from the animal to the consideration of

t on both sides Iii

X Jambes.

* See a very candid and satisfactory statement of the argument on
Dict.omian-e de Med._ et de Chirurgie Vet. par Hurtrel d'Arboval, Eaux aux jAMBi-s

t liie lollowing pichire of what passed in his mind before he had quite accom„lVshcd
his object cannot fail of being interesting to the reader. " While the vaccine discovervwas progressive, the joy felt at the prospect before me, of being the instrument destinedto take away from the world one of its greatest calamities, blended with the fond lumo fenjoymg independence and domestic peace and happiness, were often so excessive tl, fpursuing my favourite subject among the meadows, I have sometimes found' mysd in a
evout .,T'"';

/t IS pleasant to me to recollect, that those reflections always en ednr

4
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whose general and medical treatment this work is devoted ;
and some prac-

titioners of no little eminence have recommended (and perhaps it deserves

more consideration than has been given to it) a return^ to the primary

fountain for a recruit of power and energy after the lapse of a certain

period, and the prosecution of a certain number of successive experiments.

I

It was

CHAPTER XVIII.

THE GENERAL DISEASES AND MANAGEMENT OF CALVES.

The management of the calf, so f\ir as the profit of the farmer is concerned,

belongs to the work on '•' British Husbandry," this volume having re-

lation'^to that only which is connected with health, or disease, or general

welflire, or improvement. In whatever manner the calf is afterwards to

be reared, it should remain with the mother for a few days after it is

dropped, and until the milk can be used in the dairy. The little animal

will thus derive the benefit of the first milk, that to which nature has given

an aperient property, in order that the black and glutinous feces that had

been accumulating in the intestines, during the latter months of the foetal

state might be carried off. The farmer acts wrongly when he throws

away as lie is too much in the habit of doing, the hcastings, or first milk

of the cow.

* Good's Studies of Medicine, vol iii. p. 55; Gregory-s Report, April, 1821.

the opinion of Jenner, and it is slillthe behef of some sportsmen, that the cow-pox is a

preventive airainst the distemper in dogs. It might he observed, that there is not the

slit-htest similarity between the two diseases, but that, on the contrary, they affect per-

iecnly different textures ; it mi^ht also be urg-ed that the description given of the distemper

in dogs, by the advocates of the power of vaccination, is alto[^ether so erroneous that no

dependence can be placed npon it : the most satisfactory appeal, however, is to fact.

There is very great caprice with regard to the contagiousness of distemper, whether

depending on certain modifications of the disease; or a certain degree of predisposition

or the want of it in the animals exposed to the contagion ; or on different states of atmos-

pheric influence. The reason of it has never been sufRciently explained, but the fact

admits of no denial, that during two or three successive years there may be isolated cases

of it in a certain kennel, but the inhabitants of that kennel generally seem to possess a

kind of immnnity against its power; but in other years, no sooner does the distemper

appear, than it rapidly spreads among tha dogs, and carries of!* the majority of them.

There is also no fact better known among sportsmen than that much of the snsceptdjihty

of infection depends on the breed. Some dogs, bred too much in and in, can scarcely be

reared at all, while in others the disease can scarcely be distmguished Irom common

catarrh. It was probably at some of these periods of security, or the subjects of his ex-

periments belonging to some of these privileged breeds, that Dr. SaccO_ of Milan inocu-

lated two hundred and thirty dogs with vaccine matter, and only one of them afterwards

had the distemper and died ; and it was probably when the contagions influence of the

disease was more powerful, or the breed predisposed to take on the disease in its most

fearful character, that Dr. Valentin of Nancy lost from distemper two dogs out of three

\

\

^

lllULlUilluu iiiuii; man niAij? vh/j^.j) "• - ---i

matter neither destroys the contagion, nor mitigates the disease.

Numerous experiments were made on tlie effect of inoculation with ilie vaccine mat-

ter, in preventiuL' or mitigating the scab in sheep, and the strangles m horses, ihe

accounts given hy the experimentalists are inconsistent to a degree scarxely credible
;

but public opinion seems to have decided that liere too it was powerless It was only in

one of those moments of " reverie" pardonable in a mind enthusiastically devoted to the

pursuit of a benevolent and noble object, and when the « wish is lather to many a con-

clusion, that it could be believed that, the cow-pox would afh)rd protection against
pui

cl

rabies. Diet, de Med. et de Chirurgie Vet., Vaccination

t
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NAVEL-ILL.

The calf being deaned and having- begun to suck, the navel-strino-
should be examined. Perhaps it may continue slowly to bleed In this
case a hgature should be passed round it closer, but, if it can be avoidednot qu,te close to the belly. Possibly the spot at which the diviln of hecord took

_p
ace may be more than usually sore. A pledget of tow wellwetted with Fnar's balsam should be placed over it, c^onfined with abandage, and changed every morning and night ; but the caustic applica-

tions, that are so frequently resorted to, should be avoided
Sometimes when there has been previous bleeding, and especially if the

caustic has been used to arrest the hemorrha-e, and at other times when
all things have seemed to have been gohig on well, inflammation suddenly
appears about the navel between the third, and eighth, or tenth dayThere is a lit le swelling of the part, but with more redness and tendernessthan such a degree of enlargement would indicate. Although there maybe nothmgm the first appearance of this to excite alarm, the navel-iuTa
Jar more serious business than some imagine. Mr. Sitwell, an intelli^^ent
breeder at Barmcor Castle in Northumberland, says, - that in his pari ofthe country as soon as the calf takes on this disease, they consider it asdead

;
and butchers and graziers will not purchase any calves until the

usual time for haying the disorder is passed *.- Fomentation of the part
in order to disperse the tumour,-the opening of it with a lancet i^f it
evidently points and the administration of two or three two-ounce doses
of castor O.I, made into an emulsion by means of an egg, will constitute the
first reatment

;
but if, when the inflammation abates, extreme weakness

should come on, as is too often the case, gentian and laudanum, with,
perhaps, a small quantity of port wine, should be administered.

CONSTIPATION.

If the first milk or beasiings has been' taken from the calf, and consti-
pation, from that, or from any other cause, succeeds, an aperient should

bow """"Jlf''
T^^l'"''*

^'^^^- '^^^ '^'^''^y ^^'''^^' ^==^^s, with which the

oiT s tlio.r' f ^''^y-bfn calf are often loaded, must be got rid of. Castoroils the safes and the most effectual aperient for so vouno- an animalIt should be gxven mixed up with the yilk of an egg,-or in" thick -1
in doses of two or three ounces

; and even at this e.AyL-e the carminatvewhich forms so usual and indispensable an ingredient in the physic of cattle
must not be omitted—a scruple of ginger should be added to the oil.

Constipation of another kind may be prevented, but rarely cured If the
weather will permit, and the cow is turned out during the day, and the
calf with her, the young one may suck as often and as much as it pleases—
the exercise which it takes with its mother, and the small quantity of o-reen
meat which it soon begins to crop, will keep it healthy ; but if it is under
shelter with its dam, and lies quiet and sleepy the greater part of the dav
some restraint must be put upon it. It must be tied in a corner of the
hovel and not permitted to suck more than three times duiino- the day
otherwise it will take more milk than its weak digestive powers will be able
to dispose of, and which will coagulate, and form a hardened mass, and fill
the stomach and destroy the animal. The quantity of this hardened curd
which has sometimes been taken from the fourth stomach almost exceeds
belief. This IS particularly the case when a foster mother, that probablyhad calved several w-eeks before, is given to the little one, or the calf hasloo early been fed with the common milk of the dairy. Tiie only chance

* British Farmer's Jlap-azlue.
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ounces of Epsom salt being dissolved in

m

of success in this disease lies in the frequent administration (by means of

tbe stomacli-pump, or the drink poured gently down from a small horn)

of plenty of warm water, two "^ ^

the quantity used at each administration.

At a later period, the calf is sometimes suffered to feed too plentifully on

hay, before the manyplus has acquired sufficient power to grind down tlie

fibrous portions of it. This will be indicated by dulness, fever, enlarge-

ent of the belly, and the cessation of rumination, but no expression of

extreme pain. The course pursued must be the same. The manyphis

must be emptied either by washing it out, by the frequent passage of

warm water through it, or by stimulating it to greater action, through the

means of the sympathetic influence of a purgative on the fourth stomach,

and the intestinal canal.

A tendency to costiveness in a calf should be obviated as speedily as

possible—it "is inconsistent with the natural and profitable thriving of

the animal, and it can never long exist without inducing a degree of fever,

always dangerous, and generally fatal. The farmer is sadly inattentive

here, and loses many of his best young stock, for they are generally the

most disposed to costiveness.

DIAURHCEA.

Tlie disease, however, to which calves are most liable, and which is most

fatal to them is pur^^^infi^. It arises from various causes—the milk of the

mother may not agree with the young one ; it may be of too poor a nature,

and then it produces that disposition to acidity, which is so easily excited

in the fourth stomach, and the intestines of the calf; or, on the other hand,

it may be too old and rich, and the stomach, weakened by the attempt to

convert it into healthy chyle, secretes or permits the development of an acid

fluid. It is the result of starvation and of excess—it is the almost neces-

sary consequence of a sudden change of diet; in fact^ it is occasionally

produced by every thing that deranges the process of healthy digestion.

' The farmer needs not to be alarmed although the fa.-ces should become

thin, and continue so during two or three days, if the animal is as lively as

usual, and feeds as he was w^ont ; but if he begins to droop, if he refuses

his food, if rumination ceases, and he is in evident pain, and mucus, and

perhaps blood, begin to mingle with the dung, and that is far more foetid

than in its natural state, not an hour should be lost. The proper treat-

ment has already been described inider the titles of diarrhoea and dysentery,

pp. 475, et scq. A mild purgative (two ounces of castor oil, or three of

Epsom salt) should first be administered, to carry away the cause of

the disturbed state of the bowels. To this should follow anodyne and

astringent and alkaline medicines, with a mild carminative. The whole

will consist of opium, catechu, chalk, and ginger. The union of these

constitutes the medicine known under the name of the ** Calves' Cordial
;''

but the carminative generally exists in unnecessary and dangerous pro-

portions. The -proportions of each have already been given in p. 476,

when describing' the treatment of diarrhoea. The use of this mixture

should be accompanied by frequent drenching with starch or thick gruel

;

by the removal of green or acescent food, and by giving bran mashes,

with a little pea or bean flour.

IIOOSK.

A sufficiently alarmhig view has been given of this disease in adult

cattle, but c^dves are even more subject to it : it takes on in them a more
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dangerous cliaractor, and more speedily terminates in wasting and in death.
Hoose often assumes an epidemic form in cattle of a twelvemonth old and
upwards

;
it often appears as an epidemic among calves, and carries ofF

great numbers of them. The treatment recommended for o-rown cattle
under the article Hoose, in p. 378 et seq., should, with such "deviation as
the difFerent age and situation of the beast require, be adopted here. The
bleeding, perhaps, should not be carried to so great an extent, and even
somewhat more attention should be paid to the comfort of the animal.

^

CASTRATION.

There used to be a strange difference of opinion among- farmers as to
the time when this operation should be performed. In some parts of tlie
north of the kingdom it is delayed until the animal is two years old' but
this is done to the manifest injury of his form, his size, his propensity to
fatten, the quality of his meat, and his docility and general usefulness as a
working ox. The period which is now pretty generally selected is between
the first and third months. The nearer it is to the expiration of the first
month, the less danger attends the operation.

Some persons prepare the animals by the administration of a Jose of
physic

; but others proceed at once to the operation when it best suits
their convenience, or that of the farmer. Care, however, should be taken
that the young animal is in perfect health. The mode formerly practised
was simple enough :—a piece of whipcord was tied as tightly as possible
round the scrotum. Tiie supply of blood being thus completely cut off, the
bag and its contents soon became livid and dead, and were suffered to
hang, by some careless operators, until they dropped off, or were cut off on
the second or tliird day.

It is now, however, the general practice to grasp the scrotum in the
hand, between the testicles and the belly, and to make an incision on one
side of it, near the bottom, of sufficient depth to penetrate through tlie inner
covering of the testicle, and long enough to admit of its escape. The
testicle immediately bursts from its bag, and is seen hanging by its cord.
The careless or brutal operator now firmly ties a piece of small string
round the cord, and having thus stopped the circulation, cuts throuo^h the
cord half an inch below the ligature, and removes the testicle. He! how-
ever, who has any feeling for the poor animal on which he is operating,
considers that the only use of the ligature is to compress the blood-vessels
and prevent after hemorrhage, and therefore saves a great deal of un-
necessary torture, by including them alone in the ligature, and afterwards
dividing the rest of the cord. The other testicle is proceeded with in
the same way, and the operation is complete. The length of the cord
should be so contrived that it shall immediately retract into the scrotum,
but not higher, while the ends of the string hang out through the wounds.
In the course of about a week the strings will usually drop off, and the
wounds will speedily heal. It will be rarely that any application to the
scrotum will be necessary, except fomentation of it, if much swellino-
should ensue.

^

A few, but their practice cannot be justified, seize the testicle as soon
as it escapes from the bag, and, pulling violently, break the cord and
tear it out. It is certain that when a blood-vessel is thus ruptured,
it f)rcibly contracts, and very little bleeding follows ; but if the cord breaks
high up and retracts into the belly, considerable inflammation has occa-
sionally ensued, and the beast has been lost. This tearino- of the cord
Ji^ay be practised on smaller animals, as pigs, or lambs, or^rabbits • the
vessels are small, and there is but little substance to be torn asunder:

I
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iron or

but even there the knife, somewhat blunt, will be a more surfrical and

humane substitute. This laceration should never be permitted in the

castration of the calf or the colt.

The application oHorsion, or the twisting of the arteries by means of a

pair of forceps which will firmly grasp them, promises to supersede every

other mode ofcastration, both in the larger and the smaller domesticated

animals. The spermatic artery is exposed, and seized with the forceps,

which are then closed by a very simple mechanical contrivance; the vessel

is drawn a little out from its surrounding tissue, the forceps are turned

round seven or eight times, and the vessel liberated. It will be found

perfectly closed; a small knot will have formed on its extremity ; it will

retract into the surrounding substance, and not a drop more blood will

flow from it: the cord may be then divided, and the bleeding from any

little vessel arrested in the same way. Neither the application of the hot

of the wooden clams, whether with or without caustic, can be

necessary in the castration of the calf*.

* In many parts of France the bull-calf is castrated by means of a curious species of

ori-iW, termed hhtournage. The animal is thrown and secured; the operator places

himself behind the animalj and opposite to the tail; he seizes the testicles with both

his handSj and ])ushes them violently upwards and downwards several times, in order xo

destroy their adhesion to their coverings. He continues this manipulation until he thinks

that he has produced sufficient lenj^thening of the cords, and dilatation of the bagltself

;

he then pushes tip the left testicle as nearly as possible to the rinrr, leaving the right one

low in the bag; he seizes the cord of the right testicle between the finger and thumb of

the left hand"^ about an inch above the testicle^ and gi-asping the bottom of the scrotum

with his right hand, he turns the testicle, and pushes it forcibly upwards, until he has re-

versed it, and its inferior extremity is uppermost. Some little practice is required in order

readily to effect this. Then, the right hand holding the testicle while the left hand raises

the cord, the testicle is turned round from right to left four or five, or six times,, until there

is a degree of tension and difficulty in the turning, which indicates that the spermatic

vessels are so far compressed or obliterated as to be deprived of the power of secreting or

conveying the seminal fluid. The testicle is by this means brought up nearly to the

abdoininal ring, where it is retained by turning the scrv)tum over it, while the left testicle

is brou*»-ht down, reversed, and turned in the same manner. Last of all, in order to

prevent"the untwisting of the cords and the descent of the testicles, the operator grasps

the bottooi of the scrotum in his left hand, and holding one end of a piece of cord,

eighteen inches in length, and about as large as a quill, between his teeth, and having

the other end in his right hand, he makes with it several turns round the scrotum with

considerable firmness below and close to the testicles, yet not so tightly as quite to stop

the circulation of blood through the bag. This is taken away at the end of the second

day, after which the testicles will remain fixed against the abdomen, and will gradually

wither away. The animal is usually bled after the operation, and half of its allowance

of food is for a while taken away, and it may be sent to pasture on the second or thu-d

day, if the weather is favourable,
^ _

i
•

i

This mode of castration does not appear to be very painful to the animal, an^i is rarely

attended hy any dangerous results. It is, however, principally adapted for young cattle
;

for when the muscle of the scrotum is powerfid, especially in cold weather, and when

there is much adhesion between the testicle and its surrounding tunics, the torsion of

the testicle is scarcely practicable. The animals that are thus emasculated are said to

preserve more of the form of the bull than others from whom the testicles are excised :

they also'reUin more of the natural desires of the bull, and are occasionally very trouble-

some among the cows.—Diet, de Med. et Chirurg. Vet. Castration.
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Chapter XVIII

DISEASES OF THE MUSCULAR SYSTEM AND OF THE EXTREMITIES.

RHEUMATISM.
Although some writers have been strangely averse to acknowledge the

existence of this disease in the horse, no farmer has a doubt of its frequent
occurrence in cattle. It is inflammation of the fascia, or cellular coat of
the muscles, and also of the ligaments and synovial membranes of the
joints. If a cow has been necessarily, or carelessly and cruelly, exposed
to unusual cold and wet, particularly after calving, or too soon after recorery
from serious illness, she will often be perceived to droop. She becomes list-
less, unwilling to move, and by degrees gets off her feed. If urged to more,
there IS a marked stiffness in her action, at first referrible chiefly, or almost
entirely, to the spine

; and she walks as if all the articulations of the back
and loins had lost their power of motion. She shrinks when pressed on
Uie loins

;
and the stiffness gradually spreads to the fore or hind limbs.

name of joint fellon, and
become.

fellon

worse, unless care is taken, it speedily will
Some of the joints swell: they are hot and tender; the animal

can scarcely bend them
; and he cannot move without difficulty and evi-

dent pain.
"^

Wh
human being will produce it also in the quadruped ? ....._ ,^ ^,,„,, ,,,,
proof or the probability of exemption ? Thus we find rheumatism in cattle

Wh

chiefly prevalent in a cold, marshy country
coldest winds •

•
-

- ^ in places exposed to the
in spring and in autumn, when there is the greatest vicis-

situde of heat and cold in animals that have been debilitated by insuffi-
cient diet, and that cannot withstand the influence of sudden chanoes of
temperature—in old cattle particularly, and such as have been worked

Ein""^ K ^i"™'"^""^
^"^'^ ^^^'^^^^ ^'^' ^'^h the perspiration stillnanging about them. ^

does i'nX l^nmirr-'^' ^??:'" ^"^ '^^ ^^••^'"^ f«'«i -^^ evidently as itdoes m the human being. One animal will labour under considerable
fever ;Jie will scarcely be able to move at all. or when he doe^t extorl:
trom him an expression of suffering. Another seems to be gay and well
when the air is warm and dry ;;but as soon as the wind shifts, or imme-
diately before it changes, he ]s uneasy, and comparatively helpless. On
some portions of a farm, nothing seems to ail the cattle ; on others, lower
moister, or more exposed, the cattle crawl about stiffly and in pain. In
some extreme cases, the quantity of milk rapidly diminishes, and the cow
wastes away and becomes a mere skeleton.
The rheumatism in ^cattle, as in the human subject, may be palliated,

""'' The treatment of it consists in making the animal
but rarely removed.
comfortable

her a warm ape

In sheltering her from the causes of the complaint
)erient, which, while it acts upon the bowels, ma

in ffivinff

may determine
to the skin, as sulphur, with the full quantity of ginger. The practitioner
will afterwards give that which will yet more determine to the skin as
antimonial powder, combined with an anodyne medicine, almost any pre-
paration of opium,;-and he will have recourse to an embrocation stimu-

caSo?i J '^'"' ^"^.^^"' P^'^^^^^y '^"'^^'"^ t'^^ deeper seated pain, ascamphorated oil, or spirit of turpentine and laudanum.
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SWELLINGS OF THE JOINTS.

These are usually the consequence of rheumatism. Small tumours
appear m the neio^hbourhood of the joints that were most affected. They

at first to belong to ' '
"

at hand •inflammation of the lungs or bowels

the muscles; but they increase : they involve
the tendons of the muscles, and then the ligaments of the joints, and the
lining membrane of the joints. When this^is the case, other diseases are

,
but, oftenest of all, rheu-

matism degenerates into palsy *.

The superficial veins in the neighbourhood of the joints sometimes
become full and large; they grow decidedly varicose. When the causes
of rheumatism are removed, the situation of the animal changed, and the
weather has become more congenial, the lameness decreases, the swellings
diminish, but the varicose veins remain.
The enlargements of the joints connected with, or the consequences of

rheumatism are removed—but in the majority of cases only temporarily
by stimulating embrocations, of which spirit of turpentine or the com-
pound one of turpentine, ammonia, camphorated spirit, and laudanum, is
the most effectual. - -

cation of the cautery.

Some, however, will not disappear without the appli-

There are other tumours about the joints, and particularly the knees of
cattle, which are not necessarily connected with rheumatism, and in many
cases quite independent of it, although they are found only in beasts that
are out at pasture.'

They are of two kinds. The first occupies the fore-part of the knee
and g:enerally one knee at a time. A fluid collects in the tissue immel
dialely beneath the skin, and which yields to the pressure of the fino-er.
Ihe pressure causes no pain, nor is there any inflammation of the skin, but
there is some degree of lameness. The tumours insensibly increase

;

they still contain a fluid. Inflammation is now sufficiently evident ; the
lameness is very great; the animal is incapable of work, and the motion
of the joint is almost destroyed.

Frictions with turpentine and hartshorn are often employed : sometimes
one composed of tincture of cantharides is used. These occasionally dis-
perse the tumours for a while, but they'speedily re-appear. The budding

Mr. Tait of Portsoy gives an interesting account of these afFections of the joints, under
B designaion of '• Crochlesr He says that the early symptoms are pains in the feet,

and particularly the fore-feet, with enlargement of the joints ; the hind-quarters particu-
larly hecoming so weak and contracted that the animal can scarcely stand ; and some-
times she lies for many weeks without the power of moving. If she is neglected she
certainly dies ; and then the cartilages of the joints are always ulcerated, and sometimes
nearly destroyed. Mr. Tait has no faith in any medicine or external application • but
he believes that the removal of the animal to a more comfortable situation, and particiilarlv
to a drier pasture, will, m the early stages of the complaint, be attended with decided
good etiect. It is a very simple remedy, and is worth a trialA brother practitioner related a_ very curious anecdote of" the occasional treatment of
this disease, which Mr. Tait gives m his own words:-'' Soon after commencing practice
in this district, I was particularly struck with the appearance of a cow belonging to a
cottar. Un inquiring into the cause of the animal's apparent helplessness, my informant
stated to me that ' she had had the crochles, but was now in a way of getting better, aman having pared out the worm that was the cause of the awful complaint ; that theman knew the very spot where the worm lodged, and that he appeared to have great
experience, having travelled much as a beggar: In fact, he had sawn off two inches
trom each claw of her feet. The cow was in a woful plight ; her joints enlarged, her
muscles shrunk, and her skin clinging to her bones."

^
After remonstrating with the cottar on his folly, Mr. Tait's friend persuaded the cottar

to remove her to a farm which the disease had never visited. The animal in a very
short time began to move about, and would have become perfectly sound, had not " thebeggar

'
removed a part of the bones of her feet along with the worm.^Veterinarian

August} loJ4i^ '
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.

iron is a more effectual remedy. If the tumour is pierced with it, a glairy

fluid escapes, and the swelling subsides. A blister should then be ap-

plied, and the animal kept in the cow-house. The tumour does not often

return, but it is a considerable time before the lameness quite disappears.

A more frequent species of tumour is of a hard character. It does not

yield at all to pressure ; it evidently causes considerable pain, and the

animal is very lame. These tumours a;e almost invariably confined to

one knee. Here, neither frictions nor perforation with the budding-iron

will be of material benefit, although deep firing has sometimes succeeded.

Other tumours, sometimes immediately on the joints, and at other

times at a greater or less distance from them, and of variable degrees of

hardness; Sometimes adhering to and identified with the substance be-

neath, and at other times more or less pendulous, do not appear to give

much pain to the animal, nor do they often interfere with the motion of

the joints, but they are a great eyesore, and, in a few instances, they sud-

denly take on a disi)osition to increase with great rapidity. These have

been blistered without effect—setons have been passed through them with

variable result, and occasionally recourse has been had to excision.

Some surgeons have very lately begun to treat them with iodine;

the ointment of the hydriodate of potash has been well rubbed into the

tumours and the neighbouring parts ; and the hydriodate has at the same

time been administered internally. The success of this treatment with the

two last species of tumours, has been almost as great as the practitioner

could desire. They have uniformly very much diminished in size: and

in the great majority of cases they have disappeared. The ointment

should be composed as already recommended, and six grains of the

hydriodate given morning and night in a mash. On the first species

of tumour unconnected with rheumatism, the iodine has seldom had

decided effect.

ULCEUS ABOUT THE JOINTS.
T-

These tumours sometimes assume very much the appearance of

farcy in the horse. They run in lines, they follow the apparent course

of the veins, but they belong to the absorbents. They frequently ulcer-

ate—the wounds are painful, deep, and spreading. They have already

been described (p. 313,) when the question of farcy in cattle was con-

sidered.

The dilute solution of Ihe^ chloride of lime will form the best appli-

cation, and will usually be successful; especially if occasionally aided by

some caustic wash, as a solution of blue vitriol, or dilute nitric acid.

OPENED JOINTS.

These sometimes occur from the injudicious lancing of the first kind

of tumour, but oftener from accident. The principle of the treatment of

open joints is the same as was recommended in the "Treatise on the

Horse," p. 242, namely, to close the orifice as soon as possible, and

before the secretion of the joint oil is stopped, and the cartilages of the

opposing bones rub on each other, and the delicate membrane which

lines these cartilages becomes inflamed, and the animal suffers extreme

torture, and a degree of fever ensues by which he is speedily destroyed.

The wound is best closed by means of the^firing iron. For a description

of the operation the reader is referred to "the Horse," under the title

•' Broken Knees."
SPRAINS,

[ t
Working oxen, and those that have been driven long journeys, are liable
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^

to s]7rain,and particularly of the fetlock joint. The division of the lower
part of the cannon or shank bone, in order that it may articulate with the
two pasterns into which the leg is divided renders this joint particularly
weak and susceptible of injury. The treatment is the same as in the horse,
and consists of fomentation of the part, to which should succeed band-
ages very gradually increasing in tightness, cold lotions, and afterwards, if

the deep-seated inflammation cannot otherwise be subdued, stimulatino-
applications, blistering, or, as the last resource, firing. The inflammation
attending sprain of this joint is often very great, and enormous bony
enlargement and anchylosis are not unfrequently seen. They embrace
the fetlock joint ; they frequently include the pastern : but oftener, the
inflammation and bony enlargement extend up the leg, and particularly

the posterior part of it almost to the knee ; for the division of the flexor

tendons, in order to reach both toes, takes place considerably above the
fetlock (the precise place varying in different animals), and these, from
the oblique direction which they take, are peculiarly liable to strain, with
probability of serious injury. The firing iron must be severely applied
before the mischief has proceeded to this extent.

DISEASES OF THE FEET.

These are numerous and serious. The leg of the ox is divided at the
fetlock. There are two sets of pasterns, two coffin bones, and two hoofs

The shank-bone is double in the foetus, but the cartila-
to each leg.

ginous substance between the two larger metacarpals is afterwards
absorbed, and they become one bone ; the lower bones, how^ever, con-
tinue separate. Each division has its own ligaments and tendons, and
is covered by its own integument. This gives rise to various inflam-
mations and lamenesses, which have been confounded under the very
objectionable term of

FOUL IN THE FOOT.

Hard and irritating substances often insinuate themselves between
the claws, and becoming fixed there, and, wounding the claws on one
or both sides, become a source of great annoyance, pain and inflam-
mation and the beast suddenly becomes lame, and the paste'rns are much
swelled. Ihey should be carefully examined, the interposed substance
should be removed, the wound washed thoroughly clean, and a pledget
of low dipped in friar's-balsam, or covered with healing ointment, in-
troduced between the claws, and there confined by means of a roller.

Lameness from this cause will, in general, be readily removed.
The foot being thus divided, and the ox unexpectedly treadino- on an

uneven surface, or being compelled long to do so when ploughing^ steep
field, the weight of the animal will be unequally distributed on the
pasterns, and severe sprain will be the result. This is indicated by the
sudden lameness which comes on, and by the swelling and heat and
tenderness being confined to one claw, and referrible to the fetlock or
pastern, or coffin joints. Rest and fomentation, or the application of
cold, with bleeding from the veins of the coronet will usually remove this
kind of lameness. The bleeding may be easily effected by means of a
small fleam or lancet, for the veins of the foot of the ox are larger and
more tortuous than those of the horse, and rise more distinctly above the
coronet, and climb up the pastern. It is the increased vascularity which
often gives so serious a character to sprains of the coffin or pastern joints
in the ox, and disposes to anchylosis of these joints much oftener than in
the horse.
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The foot of the ox, or that part which is inclosed within the horny box,

is liable to the same injuries and diseases as that of the horse; but they

generally are not so difficult to treat, nor do they produce such destruct-

ive consequences, because the weight of the animal being divided

between the two claws, the first concussion or injury was not so great,

and the animal was able afterwards to spare the injured claw, by throw-

ing a considerable portion or the whole of the weight on the sound one.

Injuries of the feet arise from pricking in shoeing, wounds from nails or

glass, or from the sole being bruised, and sometimes the horn being worn

almost through, by travelling or warking on hard roads.

It is generally believed that there is a constitutional tendency to dis-

eases of the foot in cattle, resembling the rot in sheep; but this has never

been satisfactorily proved*, and the simplest explanation of the matter

is, that inflammation was produced by some external cause; that it ran

its usual course ; that suppuration followed, and matter was formed

;

that it burrowed in various parts of the foot, and broke out at the coro-

net ; that sinuses remained ; that the ulcer took on an unhealthy character;

fungus shooted vip, in short there was the quittor or canker of the horse,

but on a smaller scale and more manageable. This is a simple view of

the case, and at once points out a mode of treatment, intelligible and

generally successful.

It is true that foul in the foot is most prevalent in low marshy countries
;

but the hoof is there softened, macerated by its continual immersion in

moisture, and rendered unable to resist the accidents to which it is

occasionally exposed. It is there that canker and quittor are most pre-

valent in the horse, and most difficult to be treated.

When a beast becomes suddenly lame he should be taken up, and, if

necessary, secured. The lameness will generally be referrible to one

claw. The heat, and tenderness, and redness, and enlargement round

the coronet will prove this. The foot should be carefully examined—is

there any prick or wound about the sole? if so, let the horn be pared

away there—let the matter which is pent up within escape—let the horn
be removed as far as it has separated from the sensible parts beneath
let a little butyr of antimony be applied over the denuded part—let a
pledget of soft dry tow be bovmd tightly upon the part, and let the animal
be placed in a dry yard or cow-house.

If there is no evident wound, let the foot of the beast, like that of

the horse, be tried round with the pincers; and if he decidedly flinches

when pressed on a particular part, let the foot be opened there—let the

coronet be closely examined—is there any soft reddish shot upon it? if so,

freely plunge the lancet into it.

If the examiner is foiled in this attempt to discover the seat of mischief,

let him envelop the foot in a poultice; that will soften the neighbouring

parts, and cause even the horn to be a little more yielding, and will abate

the inflammation ; if it should be pure inflammation without previous mecha-

nical injury, that will hasten the process of suppuration, and the matter will

more quickly, and with less destruction to the neighbouring parts, find

its way to th^ coronet. As soon as it does so, the soft projecting red or

black spot should be opened, and a probe should be introduced into the

* M. Pavre of Geneva, instituted numerous experiments, in order to ascertain whether
the foot-rot in sheep, and foul in the foot in cattle, were the sanie or similar diseases.
He inoculated sheep with the matter taken from between the claws, and with some from
the denuded surface of the sole, and some also which he had taken from a sinus run-
nmg deep into the foot : in neither case did he produce anything analogous to the
foot-rot.—Journal de M4d. Vet. et Comparee, 1826; p. 319. ^
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opening; and the sinuses " carefully ascertained, and every portion of
detached horn removed from above them, and the healthy horn around
thinned and smoothed. It will always in these cases be prudent to admi-
nister a dose of Epsom salt.

The character of the surface exposed should now be considered. If,

the matter having been all evacuated, the wound or wounds have a
tolerably healthy appearance, a light application of thebutyr of antimony,
and that repeated daily, will soon induce a secretion of new horn ; but if

there is a portion of the surface^ that looks black or spongy, or the ed^-es

of which are separated from the parts around, here was, probably, the

original seat of injury—the life of that portion has been destroyed and it

must be removed

—

it must slough out. A poultice of linseed meal, with

changed twice

light

a fourth part of common turpentine, must be put on,

in the day, and continued until the separation is complete. A
application of the butyr should then follow, or in favourable cases, a
pledget soaked in friar's balsam should be placed on the wound, bound
tightly down, and daily renewed ; the removal of every portion of detached
horn, dryness, firm, but equable pressure on the part, and moderate
stimulus of the exposed surface, are the principles which will carry the
practitioner successfully through every case of foul in the foot.

Nothing has been said of the fungous excrescence between the claws, in

order to remove which, as well as to stimulate the surface beneath and dis-
r

pose it to throw out healthy horn, the cart-rope or the horse-hair Hne used
to be introduced between the claws, and drawn backwards and forwards,
inflicting sad and unnecessary torture on the animal.
rarely make its appearance, if the horn, which had lost its attachment to

the hving surface beneath, yet still continue to press^ upon it, has been
carefully removed. If any fungus appears
means of a sharp-knife, and the caustic applied^.

This fungus will

it should be levelled by
There can be no

doubt, that pure inflammation, without wound or mechanical injury, does
sometimes attack the feet of cattle, especially of those that are in high
condition. On one day the beast is perfectly free from lameness, or
illness of any kind ; on the following day probably the foot is swelled, the

claws stand ajoartfrom each other, they are unusually hot, and the animal
can scarcely rest any portion of his weight on one foot ; he is continually
shifting his posture, or he lies down and cannot be induced to rise. If
the beast is neglected, the inflammation and swelling increase until an
ulcer appears at the division of the claws, and which cannot be healed

until a considerable core has sloughed out.

A linseed-meal poultice should be applied to the part as soon as this

inflammation is observed, and it may be easily retained in its situation bv
means of a cloth through which two holes have been cut to admit the
claws. This will either abate the inflammation or hasten the suppuration

;

and as soon as the swelling begins to point it should be opened. The
poultice must be continued until this sloughing process has taken place, or

to have a healthy surface, a little common turpentine

My

the ulcer begins

* The following recipe is copied as a perfect unique in veterinary practice ; _ ^,^^

father's method (of curing foul in the foot) was to cut up a sod where the diseased foot
had trodden, and either turn it over sward side downwards, or hang it on a hedge in that
position. I am unable to account for this cure; to me it is incomprehensible; but in
all the experiments 1 have tried/this remedy, so simple and cheap, has proved the best.
The first year I was at Siane, we had many cattle troubled with this complaint; I
apphed nothing else but what may be called a charm, and they all more readily
recovered than when I used severer applications; therefore, in future, I mean never
t6 have recourse to any remedy but the sod, though probably rest is the great restorative.''

—Parkinson on Live Stock, vol. i. p. 245, .
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having been added to it. Proud flesh must be subdued by the caustic;
parts of verdigris and sugar of lead will constitute the

application for this purpose. Foul and foetid discharge must

equal best

be cor-
rected by the chloride of lime ; and when the ulcer looks healthy, the
tincture of myrrh or friar's balsam must be used.

By this mode of treatment the disease will readily be subdued, but the
application of corroding caustic substances in the early stage of it will

add fuel to fire; and the suffering the abscess to remain unopened until
the pus has burst its way through the thick skin of the leg will produce
sinuses that will run in every direction, remain open month after month,
and leave permanent lameness behind. Some have imagined that this
variety of foul in tlie foot is contagious. That is not quite ascertained
although there are some suspicious cases on record; the farmer, therefore
will act prudently who immediately separates the lame beast from the
herd.

In one respect, these diseases of the feet of cattle differ materially from
quittor or canker in the horse. There is a laminated connexion between
the hoof of the ox and the sensible parts beneath as in the horse ; but the
horny plates of the hoof and the fleshy ones of the substance which covers
the coffin-bone are not so wide or so deep, and therefore the attachment
between the hoof and the foot is not so strong. Thence it happens that
the matter finds great difficulty in forcing a way for itself in the foot of
the horse, and deep sinuses are formed which reach to, and corrode the
bone, and there is sometimes core upon core to be detached, and portions
of bone to be thrown off, and whence results the cankered state of the
foot, and the difficulty of cure. In cattle less resistance to the progress
of the matter is experienced; the hoof is more easily separated from the
parts beneath, and that which would produce deep ulceration and caries
in the one, rarely to be perfectly repaired, leads to the casting of the hoof
in the other, while the foot has received comparatively little injury.
The form of the foot, in these cases, is much changed, and all its

functions impaired in the one ; in the other a new hoof speedily covers
a foot that has escaped all serious detriment, and the animal becomes as
useful as he ever was. Cases, however, do sometimes occur in which
the hoof is lengthened and curved, and twisted in a very curious way,
and the coffin bone takes on a similar distortion.

There is no frog in the foot of cattle, nor are there the provisions for
the expansion and elasticity of the foot which we admire in the horse •

therefore there is not any disease that can be considered as correspond-
ing with the ^^ thrush-' in that animal, but there is occasionally somethino-
not much unlike grease, A sore appears upon the heel, not however so
much in the form of a crack as of a circular superficial ulcer. It has
a brown unhealthy hue; fungus often springs from it*, and it causes con-
siderable lameness. It is best treated with the chloride of lime, or that
and a strong solution of alum may be alternately applied,
should seldom be used because it can scarcely be put on without elc-

coriating the parts and increasing the evil, and because the ox is much
more impatient of the restraint of the bandage than is the most fidgetty or
vicious horse.

Constant pain seems to prey more speedily and injuriously on cattle

* Where the case has been neglected^ projection of the fungus sometimes hardens
and acquires a resemblance to the grapes on the heels of greasy horses; more frequentl}^,
however, it becomes like a seedy wart, and is very tender and troublesome, and bleeds

for th
^^^Shtest totxch. The chloride or butyr of antimony is the best remedy

A bandage
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than on the horse—ruminants have not the courage and endurance of
this noble animal, and therefore it is that these diseases of the feet

soon beg-in very materially to interfere with the condition of the beast.

It has been remarked (p. 304), that '* there is not a farmer that has not
had cows in his dairy that have lost for a time full half of their milk on
account of the pain which tender and diseased feet have occasioned ; the
grazier sometimes loses the advantage of three or four months' feedino-

I'rom the same cause, and in London dairies, tender feet are often a most
serious ailment, and compel the milkman to part with some of his best

cows, and that in very indifferent condition." These things would indi-

cate the propriety of having recourse to the operation of neurotomy. It

is an operation which, resorted to in proper cases, will never be under-

valued as it regards the horse ; and the time is not far distant, when vete-

rinary surgeons, better instructed in the anatomy and ailments of cattle,

will often practise it to relieve the torture, and to improve the condition

of ruminants.

SHOEING.

tenderness of froir.

This, as in the horse, is a necessary evil A beast used for road work
would soon be crippled and rained without shoes ; and the farmer would
find it his interest never to send an ox to plough unshod. He w^ould
be well repaid for the expense of shoeing by the increased speed, the
greater capability of work, the endurance and the superior condition of his
cattle. Little skill is required in the smith in order to adapt the shoe to
the foot of the ox; there is no weakness of particular parts, no corn, no

no disposition to contraction to be studied ; the
simple principle is to cover the sole effectually. Around the outer rim the
shoe should follow the line of the foot—it should somewhat project in-
wardly towards the toe, and be rounded towards the heel, with the pro-
jection likewise inward. It should be fastened by three nails on the outer
edge, the posterior nail being about the middle of that edge. The nails

should be thin, and flat-headed^ so that when driven close they shall

occupy a considerable portion of the ground surface of the fore part of the
shoe. Both the ground and foot surfaces should be flat, and the shoes
made of good iion, but thin and light. The only difference between the
fore and the hind shoe is that the hind shoe is thinner and lighter, not
quite so broad or so much curved, and, particularly, more pointed, and
more turned up at the toe,
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A, The grountl-surface of the fore-shoe.

B. Do. of the hind shoe.

Some farmers shoe the fore feet only, others take in the two outside claws
of the hind feet; but it would be little additional trouble or expense to
shoe them all roujid, and then they would be safe.
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The principal objection to shoeing- the ox arises from the difficulty of
puttuig the shoes on. The beast will seldom submit quietly, and recourse
must be had to the trevis, or to casting- him. The latter is dan"-erous
and frequently accompanied by accident either to the ox or the^'smith'
The best trevis is that recommended by Bakewell, a description and en-
g-raving of which may be found in the " British Husbandry," p 221Much of the unruhness of the beast, however, might be overcome by kind
treatment, and by often handling the steer, and lifting his feet, and strik-
ing- them gently with a hammer. Finding that no harm is done to him,
be will permit this without fear, and he will be likely to submit to the
apparently similar process of shoeing. It is fear, and not natural indo-
cility, which causes the resistance of the beast.

Chapter XIX.

A

<

m.

I

^
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THE DISEASES OF THE SKIN.

The skin of the ox differs Httle from that of the horse, except that it is
thicker, and apparently less sensible ; therefore for some observations on
the structure and functions of the skin, the reader is referred to the Trea-
tise on the Horse, p. 369 ; they apply equally to the greater part of our
domesticated animals.
The horseman properly attaches great importance to the state of theskm in that animal. If it is hard and dry, and unyielding, he says that

the horse IS out of condition; and then he knows full well that althou-h
the animal may have no decided disease about him, yet he is scarcely
capable of discharging his ordinary duty, and altogether unequal to any
extraordinary exertion. Graziers know as well that the beast whose skin isnot sott, and mellow, and elastic, can never carry any profitable quantity

more bv the hf'.r'^":?" ^^^ j"^^^ «^ ^^^ ^^'^
'^

' the anim\l evenmore by the hand mg- than they do by the conformation of parts

oilv fl',-d If r ' ^'f
i---nerable little glands which' pour out an

oily fluid, that softens and supples it, so that we can easily take it between
the finger and thumb, and raise it from the parts beneath

; and while
^^e are doing this, we are sensible of its peculiar mellowness and elasticity
At anothei*time or in another animal, the skin seems to cling to the muscles
beneath, and feels harsh and rough when we handle it: but the skin is not
aJtered or diseased, it is this secretion of oily fluid that is suspended.
V^e attach the idea of health to the mellow skin, and of disease to the
harsh and immoveable one, because the experience of ourselves and of
everybody else has confirmed this connection; and the principle is thatwhen one secretion is properly discharged, the others' will generally be soand when one IS interrupted the harmony of the system is too much
disturbed for the animal to thrive or to be in vigour.

Then, as a symptom of a diseased state of the^onstitution generally, the
attention is first directed to

b j: ^

The term is very expressive
to the muscles and bones.

HIDE-BOUND.

the hide seems to be bound, or to din or

It does not actually do so, but it has lost its

A
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softness, and we can no longer raise it, or move it about. The secretion

of the oily fluid which supples the skin is disturbed ; this argues dis-

turbance elsewhere, and the feeling of the skin usually indicates the degree

of that disturbance.

"With hide-bound is connected a rough and staring coat. The surface

of the skin is become hard and dry ; the minute scales with which it is

covered no longer yield to the hair, but separating themselves in every

direction, they turn it in various ways, and so give to it that irregular

and ra£ro-ed appearance which is one of the characteristics of want of

condition.

These two circumstances—hide-bound and a staring coat—are unerring

indications of evil A cow may be somewhat off her feed—she may

hoose a little—she may have various little ailments; they should not be

neolected ; but while the skin is loose and the hair lies smooth the farmer

has not much to fear : if, however, the coat begins to stare, and the skin to

clino- to the ribs, it behoves him to examine into the nnatter. What dis-

ease^unobserved has been preying upon the constitution ?—has hoose been

deo-eneratino* into phthisis?—has some chronic affection of the liver been

welikening The strength of the digestive organs? or what has been wrong

in the management of the beast? Has she been unnecessarily and

cruelly exposed to cold and wet—has she been fed on unwholesome pro-

vender, or has she been half starved ?

If the thrifty appearance cannot be traced to any evident cause, still

there can be no doubt that something is wrong. Hide-bound is rarely

a primary disease ; it is a symptom of disease, and oftener than of any other

disease of the digestive organs. A dose of physic should be given (eight

ounces of sulphur, with half an ounce of ginger), and a few mashes should

be allowed. After this medicines should be administered that have a ten-

dency to rouse the vessels of the skin to their due action, as sulphur,

nitre, and antimonial powder, with a small quantity of ginger. No
direct tonic should be administered while the cause of this want of con-

dition is unknown, but warm purgatives and diaphoretic medicines will

often have a good effect.

MANGE.

This is the most serious among the diseases of the skin in catde. The

first symptom is a constant itchiness. The cow eagerly rubs herself

against everything that she can get at. The hair comes quite off or gets

thin on various parts of the body. There are few scabs or sores
;
but either

in consequence of the rubbing, or as an effect of the disease, a thick scur-

finess appears, particularly along the back, and in patches on other places.

It is first seen about the tail, and thence it spreads in every direction. The

cow soon begins to lose condition, the ridge of her back becomes promi-

nent, and her milk decreases, and sometimes is deteriorated in quality.

The causes are various ; they are occasionally as opposite as it is pos-

sible for them to be. Too luxuriant food will produce it ; it will more

certainly follow starvation. The skin sympathizes with the over-taxed *

powers of digestion in the one case, and with the general debility of the

frame in the other: and nothing is so certain of bringing on the worst

kind of it as the sudden change^ from comparative starvation to luxuriant

food. Want of cleanliness, although highly censurable, has been oftener

accused as the cause of mange than it deserves ;
but to nothing can it

more frequently be traced than to contagion.

The treatment is simple and effectual. The diseased cattle should be

removed to some distant stable or shed where there can be no possible
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communication with the others. The disease, however produced, must
be considered and treated as a local one. The scurfiness of the skin must
first be got off, by means of a hard brush, or a curry-comb, somewhat
lightly applied. To this must follow the application of an ointment
which appears to have a specific effect on the mange, and which must bo
well rubbed in with a soft brush, or, what is far better, with the hand
morning and night: there is no danger of the disease being communicated
to the person so employed. That ointment must have sulphur as its basis,
aided by turpentine, which somewhat irritates the skin and disposes it to
be acted upon by the sulphur ; and, to render it still more efficaciou<; a
small portion of mercury must be added. The following will be a safe, aiid
very effectual application—there are few cases which \vill resist its power
" Take of flowers of sulphur a pound, common turpentine four ounces
strong mercurial ointment two ounces, and linseed oil a pint. Warm the
oil and melt the turpentine in it ; when they begin to get cool add the
sulphur, and stir the ingredients well together, and afterwards incorporate
the blue omtment with the mass by rubbing them together on a marble
slab.''

Vast numbers of cattle have been lost by the use of stronger and poi-
sonous applications. Corrosive sublimate, in the form of an almost
saturated solution of it, is a favourite lotion with many practitioners *.
Arsenic—hellebore—tobacco t have had their advocates, and have murdered
thousands of cattle.

The practitioner must not, however, confine himself to mere local treat-
ment, physic should always be administered. Sulphur, in doses of eio-ht
ounces every third day, will materially assist in effecting a cure ; a'nd
on the intermediate days nothing better can be given than the powder

every night.
(p Mashes also should be allowed

LEPROSY.

Mange neglected or improperly treated may degenerate into a worse
disease, but fortunately not one of frequent occurrence. The scurf will
be succeeded by scabs—there have been cases in which the scabs have
appeared from the beginning-aud the skin becomes thickened and cor-
rugated, and covered with scales, and occasionally the scales peel off, and
corroding ulcers appear beneath.

* The author of this Treatise attended five cows belonging to a gentleman that were
afflicted with bad mange. He api)]ied the ointment and the powders here recommended
and the case was going on slowly hut satisfactorily. He did not wish to make too much
haste in the business, for the disease had been of considerable standing, and the animals
had been much reduced by it. He was afraid of a worse evil if he repelled this con-
firmed and general cutaneous eruption too quickly. The gentleman, however, was im-
patient; the cowherd was more so, and the case was put under the hands of a farrier.He brought a groat bottle of some lotion ; he applied it freely about them : he used
almost the whole of it. In a little more than twelve hours one of them b^gan to foam
at the mouth—she staggered, fell, and died. In less than twenty-four hours they were
all dead. 1 he first practitioner was sent for in great hasfe, and arrived just in time to
witness the death of the last cow. He secured the bottle : it contained a stron^' solution
of corrosive sublimate mixed with some nnknown vegetable decoction.

°

f A friend of the Editor was requested to see four cows tliat had been dressed for
mange. One of them was dead when he arrived; another died afterwards; the other two
recovered, and were found to be cured of the mange. Another friend who sometimes
uses a decoction of tobacco, says that he is sometimes thorouglily frightened by it—thatthe animal breaks out into profuse perspiration, and falls and rolls%nd theie is m-eat
prostration of strength ; and that nothing should induce him to have recourse to thisnioue of treatment, except in his own stables, and under his immediate inspection

I>
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nose

The same ointment, but with double the quantity of mercury, must be

used for this a^i^ravated state of the disease, and a stronger alterative

powder, consisting of two drachms of Ethiop's Mineral, added to the one

already recommended. AH this mercury, however, must be used with

caution, for it is not a drug that always agrees with the ruminant; and

salivation would, temporarily at least, and in most cases permanently,

injure the beast, both for the dairy and the pasture.

In those sadly aggravated cases that come under the observation of the

practitioner, in which the whole of the skin is thickened and corrugated,

with deep chaps running down on either side, or uniting together in various

directions— when within the substance of the skin numerous tubercles can

be felt, varying from the size of a millet-seed to that of a kidney-bean

when the eye-?ids are swelled so that the animal can scarcely see, and a

great quantity of mucus is discharged from them—when the nostrils and

fins are thickened, and dense and yellow mucus runs from the

when, beo-inning from the knees, and reaching almost to the hoofs^ the

intervals between the chaps are occupied by tuberculous

ferent sizes, and some of which discharge a serOus fluid
;

the surgeon may well be puzzled what to do.

The "animal must be bled and physicked; but his strength must be

supported by mashes and plenty of fresh green meat : he must be fomented

all over many times every day, and he must be kept where he cannot com-

municate the infection. If the inflammation does not begin to subside, he

must be bled again and again ; the physic must be repeated ;
sulphur will

constitute the best physic here, and he must be kept under ^its purgative

influence: and, at length, the skin beginning to supple-

inflammation having, to a considerable degree, subsided

and the powder recommended for mange must be used. Should they

not have sufficient eff'ect, recourse must be had to the stronger ones pre-

scribed for leprosy. Previous, however, to the use of either of the oint-

ments, and after the inflammation has abated, the solution of the chloride

of lime may be applied on two or three successive days with much advan-

grapes, of dif-

in such cases

the cutaneous

the ointment

tage

LICE.

Connected with mange, the usual accompaniment, and probably the

occasional cause of it, is the appearance of vermin on the skin. It cannot

be supposed that they are originally produced by any disease or state of

the skin ; but the ova (eggs) of these animalculae, floating in the atmo-

sphere fi'nd in the skin of cattle, under certain circumstances, and under

those alone, a proper nidus, or place where they may be hatched into life.

A beast in good health and condition will not have one of those insects

upon him unless he mixes with lousy cattle ; but if he is turned out in the

straw-yard in winter, and is half-starved there, and his coat becomes

rough, and matted, and foul, they will soon swarm upon him. By the

constant irritation which they excite, they will predispose the skin to an

attack of mange from other causes, if they do not actually produce it.

He who had not personal observation of the fact, would hardly believe

how numerous they soon become. There are myriads of them on the hide

of the ill-fated beast. They keep him in a constant state of torment, and

are, in a manner, devouring him before his time. It cannot be surprising

* For illustrations of this form of the disease, the reader is referred to a Memoir, by

M. Santin, on Elephantiasis in cattle, and also to the Journal Pratique for 1829, p. 421
;

and for 1831, p. 10. A useful paper will also be found in the Rec. de Med. Vet.^ 1830,

p. 42.
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574 CATTLE.

that they rapidly spread from one animal to another. The slio^htest con-
tact, the lyinp: on the same lair, or the feeding on the same pasture, is suf-
ficient to enable them to be communicated from the infected beast to all

the rest. The animalcule thrives everywhere, although the ovum did not
find a proper nidus on the skin of the healthy beast; and the vermin,
once established there, soon change the character of the skin, and cover it

with scurf and mange.
Various powders and lotions have been recommended for the destruc-

tion of these parasites. A powder can scarcely be brought into contact
with a thousandth part of them; nor can a lotion, unless used in a quan-
tity sufficient to kill the beast as well as those that are feeding upon him.
An ointment is the most convenient application, and by dint of rubbino-, a
little of it may be made to go a great way. The common scab ointment
for sheep (one part of strong mercurial ointment and five of lard) will be
effectual for this purpose ; and if a little of it is well rubbed in, instead of
a great deal being smeared over the animal, there will be no danger of
saHvation.

WARBLES.

!i

^

Tow^ards the latter part of the summer and the beginning of autumn,
and especially in fine and warm weather, cattle out at pasture are fre-
quently annoyed by a fly of the Diptera order and the CEstrus genus, that
seems to sting them with great severity. The animal attacked runs bel-
lowing from his companions, with his head and neck stretched out, and
his tail extending straight from his body, and he seeks for refuge, if pos-
sible, in some pool or stream of water. (The fly seems to fear, or to
have an aversion to the water, and cattle are there exempt from its attack.)
The whole herd, having previously been exposed to the same annoy-
ance, are frightened, and scamper about in every direction, or, one and
all, rush into the stream. Under the excitation of the moment, they dis-
regard all control ; and even oxen at work in the fields will sometiuies
betake themselves to flight with the plough at their heels, regardless of
their driver or of the incumbrance which they drag behind them.
The formidable enemy that causes this alarm, and seems to inflict so

much torture, is the (Estrus Bovis, the Breeze or Gad-fly, which at this
time is seekmg a habitation for its future young, and selects the hides of
cattle for this purpose. It is said to choose the younger beasts, and those

There has evidently been considerable
exercise of selection, for a great many of the cattle in the same pasture
will have only a few warbles on their backs, while others will, in a man-
ner, \)e covered by them.

Naturalists and agriculturists are indebted to Mr. }3racy Clark for a
very accurate account of this fly ; and the author acknowledges his obli-
gations to this celebrated veterinarian, and more particularly to that excel-
lent French entomologist, M. Reaumur, for much of that which he is

enabled to offer respecting the history of this insect.

The cestrits bovis is the largest and most beautiful of this genus. Its
head is white, and covered with soft down—its thorax yellow anteriorly,
with four black longitudinal lines—the centre of the thorax is black, and
the posterior part of an ashen colour—the abdomen is also of an ashen
colour, with a white black band in the centre, and covered posteriorly with
yellow hair. It does not leave its chrysalis state until late in the summer,
and is then eagerly employed in providing a habitation for its future pro-
geny. It selects the back of the ox, at no great distance from the spine
on either side, and alighting there it speedily pierces the integument,

that are in highest condition.
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WARBLES. 575

deposits an egg in the cellular substance beneath it, and probably a small

quantity of some acid, which speedily produces a little tumour on the

part, and accounts for the apparent suffering of the animal*.

The e"-o- seems to be hatched before the wound is closed, and the larva,

or mao-p-ot, occupies a small cyst or cell beueatii it. The tail of the larva

projecrs^int'o this openins", and the insect is thus supplied with air, the prin-

cipal air-vessels being placed posteriorly ; while with the mouth, deep at

the bottom of the abscess, it receives the pus, or other matter that is

secreted there. A fluid, resembling pus, can always be squeezed from the

tumour, and increasing in quantity as the animal approaches his change

of form. In its early stage of existence the larva is white, like that of

most other flies; but as it approaches its maturity, it becomes darker and

at length almost black. These little tumours form the residence ot the

larva, and are recognised by the name of warbles.

The abscess having been once formed, appears to be of little or no in-

convenience to the beast on whose back it is found. It certainly does not

interfere with his condition t, and the butcher regards the existence of

these warbles even as a proof of a disposition to thrive. The injury to the

skin however, is another affair, and the tanner would probably tell a dif-

ferent story. The larva, if undisturbed, continues in this cyst, until the

month of June or July in the following year, and then forces itself through

the aperture already described, and the accomplishment of which occupies

two days. It is soft when it first escapes, but it soon hardens ; and if it

is fortunate enough to escape the birds which are on the look-out for it,

or if it does not fall into the water, which the cattle seem now instinc-

tively to seek, as it were to destroy as many of their enemies as possible, it

conceals itself in the nearest hiding-place it can find, where it remains

motionless until it changes to a chrysalis, which is speedily effected
;

it

continues in its new form about six weeks, and then bursts from its shell

a perfect fly.
""

n , ^ r -^

It is a very singular circumstance, that the escape of the larva trom its

prison on the back of the ox always takes place in the morning, and

between six and eight o'clock. Is the mysterious prmciple of instinct

already at work ?
' Does the maggot know, that if it forced itself through

the hole in the warble at a later period, the heat of the sun would destroy

it ; or that if it fell during the night, it would perish before it could

reach a place of refuge ? .
• •

i,

Being also exposed to many dangers in its chrysahne state, it is then

covered with a scaly box of great strength, and from which it would seem

impossible for it ever to make its escape; but when its change is com-

plete and it begins to struggle within its prison, a valve atone end of its

narrow house, and fastened only by a slight filament, flies open, and the

insect win"-s its way, first to find its mate, and then to deposit its eggs

on the cattle in the nearest pastures.

Some farmers are very careless about the existence of these warbles ;

others very properly endeavour to destroy the grub that inhabits them,

* The weapon by means of which the perforation is efFected is a very singiilar one.

It seems to be formed of three different pieces, inclosed the one within an ottier, like

the divisions of a telescope, and from the farthest and smallest the true auger, oi per.o-

'"t'liflS? and 1824, however, the oestri were so numerous in the department of

Loiret, in France, and the tumours accumulated to that extent on the cattU^ that they

occasioned fever, inflammation, and death. There was a disposition to inflammatory

fever prevailing at the same time amongst most species of domesticated animals.-Rap-

port a la Societe Royale et Centrale_d'Agriculture, 1826,
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576 CATTLE,
This is effected in various ways—a little corrosive liquor is poured into

^X\Te:::ftti^^^^^^^^^
^' c:u:he':ro:trced

the wirbir s a ki.K of n f^Z '?^
l^""^''"

^'^'^^^S'h the existence ofme waible is a kind of proof of the health and condition of the animal vetniere IS no reason why the best beasts should be torment d by the o-adfly,_or the strono^est and best hides be nPrfnrni..! .n^ ;^I 13.^"^..hides be perforated, and, in a manner,

durinL t'h.f
""'

"""T
'''^'''^''^ '^'' ''«'^-^ ^^^'^ ^"'^ scarcei; filled u

th hid Ind'^r
' v' 7"' ' twelvemonth afterwards, a weakness jfthe ,de, and d.spos.tmn to crack, will show where the bot has beenIf all farmers could be induced to search for and destroy the i sect'

ANGLE-BERRIES, OR WARTS.

^Cattle are subject to various excrescences o-rowin^ from the cuticle n^

f'm h t 7rf ^
't"''^'

"'^"^ ^^^ ^™^ ^'^'" They^ssuL ma, ;^ mf
imTs bv fh i ^'''''' ^'" '^^^ ^'"^'^"^^^^' ^"d accompanied some-'tunes by chaps and sores, to fungous -rowths, of diiferent size indhardness, and bearing (he character of warts. Th y are occas^na! v v' vnumerous and exceedingly troublesome

; and they are .nost' rerouVnndexceedingly troublesome about the teats. When [hey grow abou tl'^ ehds they are a sad nuisance to the beast
^

When there are only exfoliations and scales of the cuticle frictionw.th camphorated oil will occasionally remove them. I ha b n knowto disperse the warty excrescences. Mercurial preparations wheth "b ueonitment, or corrosive sublimate and soap, are daiterou bu the v wiUusually get rid of the angle-berries. Wt
''''^^''''''' "^"^ ^hej will

ciilnrlv nhnnt ih^ . A^
s - "-—

.
.,,,cu uiity are numerous, and partcularlj about the udder, the practitioner will probably try to remove thlarirest of thpm hv mo^jno ^f .. i;„„....„ ._ i J . ^.

'^"love mo

and recourse must
This,however, will often be an almost endless affii,,, ana reconrse ,ni,s(be had to the k„,fe and the cautery. The cautery will stop the beer^^

nS of sTv' ;
" :' ,f! ^'"L^-'fI"'!''

"""''-d "y means of the

they are few and disircio;^r'^'^'J"'y "''•>'''"
^ ""«'' f"™' if

attributed to various causes, as contusions, slfuVs oM^-secf, ^^atrf ^^dilton, n,flamraal,on of the skin ; but in most cases the actual cause Iunknown. '-cuibe is

.ntto^.-.!^""''',-"'' ""i!^''
periodical appearance of warts occurred in theauthors practice. At uncertain intervals, from six to nine or ten monthVa cow suddenly lost flesh, her coat stared, she would s"Lly t ancU^ngth, rummat.on was entirely suspended ; then would appear ^d n arWall over her and particularly about the udder and in the mouth' 2l on the

tS b'ulV Sh""^'
'' -arts varying from the size of a mille^s;ed tTwicethat bulk. She was well physicked, and mashes were o-iven to her—

:trrn?hrS?ey:e?eCr"'
''''''' ''' ^'^ '^^^^ ^° ^^^^'^ -^ i.^

Mr. Starks of Westwoodside, Lanark, relates a somewhat si
-

He had a cow mostly of a white colour with some black spots

SZ^J^:iJnVn^.''^^-.^-^^ supposedL^. appetite

She be-

sunk,- t^y^'^^l'^"^™'^-'^^"^^'^^"^^ exceedingly weak, and her evessunk in their sockets-the pulse was sixty-the skin^arm-the extreLSescold. She soon became hide-bound, and her skin was strangSy Ta d
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She was bled and purged, and sulphur was given daily as an alterative,

and she was well rubbed with oil in order to soften the skin. In a little

while the cuticle, or outer layer of the skin, began to separate from the

cutis or true skin beneath ; the hair separated along with it, until from the

mouth to the tail, and halt-way down the legs, there was not a particle of

hair remaining, except where there had been a spot of black, and on that

place it continued quite soft and healthy. From the moment of the falling

of the hair, the cow began to get better, and speedily recovered her appe-

tite, and yielded her usual quantity of milk ; the hair, likewise, was by

degrees reproduced on every part but the shoulders*.

i
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CHAPTER XX

A LIST OF THE MEDICINES USED IN THE TREATMENT OF THE DISEASES Ol?

CATTLE.
\

In the present imperfect state of the knowledge of the diseases of cattle

and th.eir remedial treatment, it may be supposed that many gross errors

are committed—many inert or injurious mediciites administered—many
complaints aggravated, and thousands of animals lost. The pharmaco-

'

poeia of the cow-leech does not indeed contain a numerous list of drngs,

but a considerable proportion of them are either useless or dangerous,

or administered in ineffectual or destructive doses. It is not, however,

the object of the editor of this work to draw up a catalogue of errors and
abuses in cattle-practice, although he might easily present one, ridiculous

and disgusting to an almost inconceivable degree ; but to describe the pro-

perties, and doses, and combinations of those medicines which the ex-

perience of rational practitioners in former times, and the inquiries of

scientific men in these later years of veterinary improvement, have sanc-

tioned.

Alcohol.—There are two circumstances which not only render the prac-

tice of giving stimulants to cattle far more excusable than in the horse,

but absolutely necessary: the first is the disposition which all the inflam-

matory diseases of cattle have to take on a typhoid form, and assume a

malignant character;—and the second is, the construction of the stomachs

of these animals, in consequence of which a considerable portion of the

medicine falls into the comparatively insensible paunch. Hence, inflam-

mation bavins: been subdued, the practitioner is always anxious to support

thestrength of the constitution ; and even while he is combating inflamma-

tion he cautiously adds a stimulant to the purgative, in order that he may
dispose the tissues with which that purgative may come into contact to be

affected by it. Hence ginger forms an indispensable ingredient in every

aperient drink ; hence the recourse to wine in many cases of low fever ; and

hence also the foundation of, and the excuse for, the custom of adding the

sound home-brewed ale to almost every purgative, and especially tor young

and weakly cattle, when evident inflammatory action does not forbid it.

The fiery spices and the almost undiluted spirit administered by the

cow-leech can never be justified
;

yet, in catile-practice, the beneficial effect

of the aperient often depends fully as much on the carminative by which

it is accompanied, as on the purgative power of the drug itselr.

* Veterinamn, Feb. 1834, p. 97
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578 CATTLE.

Aloes.—This is the best, and almost the only purgative on which de-
pendence can be placed in the treatment of the horse ; but it holds a secon-
dary rank, or might be almost dismissed from the list of cattle-aperients.
It is alvviiys uncertain in its eflfect, and sometimes appears to be absolutely
inert. Six ounces have been given without producing any appreciable
effect

;
and, in another case, a similar dose was given, which was followed

by considerable irritation and fever, but it did not purge. The animal was
destroyed on the following day, in order to ascertain how far this apparent
inertness might be attributed to that state of the cesophagean canal in
which the greater part of the medicines administered enters the rumen,

cannot possibly produce its destined effect.
A very small quantity of the drug; was found in that stomach. Still, how-
ever, as there is no cafee on record in which it has destroyed the ox by super-
purgation, as it too often has the horse, and as occasionally it does seem to
exert some purgative effect, it may be admitted in combination with, or
alternating with other purgatives when constipation is obstinate: few,
however, would think of resorting to it in the first instance.
The Barbadoes Aloes should be selected, for the horse ; and

and being detained there

on ac-
count of the construction of the stomachs of ruminants, it must be always
administered in solution, for a ball would break through the floor of the
cesophagean canal and be lost in the rumen. Two ounces of aloes, and one
ounce of gum-arabic (in order to suspend the imperfectly-dissolved portion
of the aloes) should be put into a pint of boiling water, and the mixture
frequently stirred during the first day ; then two ounces of tincture of
ginger are to be added, not only to prevent the mixture from fermenting,
but because that aromatic seems to be so useful, and in a manner indispen-
sable in cattle purgatives. The dose should consist of from half-a-pint to
a pint of the solution, or from four to seven or eight drachms of the aloes.
Some persons boil the aloes in the water, but the purgative effect of the
drug is much lessened by this.

Aloes are very useful in the form of tincture. Eight ounces of pow-
dered aloes and one ounce of powdered myrrh should be put into two
quarts of rectified spirit, diluted with an equal quantity of water. The
mixture should be daily well shaken for a fortnight, when it will be fit for
use. Jtis one of the best applications for recent wounds; and in old
wounds especially, accompanied by any foulness of them, or discharge of
foBtid pus, nothmg will be more serviceable than equal parts of this tincture
and a solution of the chloride of lime.

I

Alteratives.—These are medicines that are supposed to have a slow
yet benefidal effect in altering some diseased action of the vessels of the

To a cow with yellows,
or mange, or that cannot be made to acquire condition, or where the milk
IS diminishing, small quantities of medicine are often administered under the
tempting, but deceptive, term of a/^emit/t'es. They had much better be
let alone in the majority of cases. If a cow is really ill, let her be treated
accordingly

;
let her be bled or physicked, or both ; but let her not be nau-

seated, or her constitution ruined, by continually dosing her with various
drugs. The want of condition and thriving in cattle is far more connected
with a diseased state of their complicated stomachs, and particularly with
obstruction in the manyplus, than with any other cause ; the alteratives,
then, should be small quantities of purgatives, with aromatics, as Epsom
salt, or sulphur with ginger

; or, what would be still preferable, rock salt
in the manger for them to lick, or common salt mingled with their food.
-I here can, however, be no doubt that in many cutaneous affections, and

skin or of the organs of circulation or digestion.

especially where mange is suspected, alterative medicines will be ver
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beneficial. They should be composed of yEthiop's mineral, nitre, and
sulptmr in the proportions of one, two, and four, and in daily doses oftrom halt an ounce to an ounce.
ALUM.—Tiiis is a useful astringent in diarrhoea, and especially in the

piirg-.ngof calves. It is best administered in the form of alum whey,
which is composed of two drachms of powdered alum, dissolved in a pint
ot hot milk

;
a drachm of ginger may be added ; and, if the pur-ino- jg

violent a scruple of opium. Alum is rarely used externally in the" treat-
ment of cattle, unless for canker in the mouth, and as a useful wash after
the tongue has been lanced in blain ; and unless in the form just mentioned
the less it is used internally the better.

'

^
Ammonia is not frequently used. In the form of hartshorn it enters

into the composition of some stimulating liniments, as in cases of palsy,
i he carbonate of ammynia has been extolled as a specific for hoove,
Ihe author always doubted this ; he put it to the test, and it failed. Itwas administered on a chemical principle, it being supposed that the alkaliwould neutralise the acid gas that was extricated from the fermentincr
food; but It has been proved that this gas consists chiefly either of car-
buretted or sulphuretted hydrogen : besides which there is another consi-
deration that, except administered by means of Read's pump, not onedrop of the ammonia would find its way into the paunch.

in wh!T?f~'^i' ''"^^''"' y'"^ ^" cattle-practice is opium. The doseg

L nnt -""'^ ' 'T'?^"^
^^""^ already been pointed out when treat-ing ot the diseases in which it is indicated.

Antimony.—There are but three preparations of it that can be useful tothe practitioner on cattle. The first is
^Emetic Tartar, which, in doses from half a drachm to a drachm, andcombined wih nitre and digitalis, has great efficacy in lowering the circu^
auon ot the blood m inflammation of the lungs and every catarrhal affec-
lion, and particularly in that species of pleurisy to which cattle are so sub-
ject, l^metie tartar, rubbed down with lard, constitutes a powerful and
very useful stimulant when applied to ihe skin.
Antimonial PowDER~the powder of oxide of antimony with phos-

phate of hme It is frequently sold in the shops under the name of

drr^^frf"'Sl?.E!ll^l^'L^^^l-?P-t-°f «-t more expensive
drug*.

nauseate the beast to too g-re'^at a degree.

It is a useful febrifuge in cases where it may not be advisable to

(B Where it Is wished that a caustic
shall act only superficially, this is the most useful one that can be em-

^ur^lu "^fl^-^^

a^strong affinityJor water, and therefore readily combines
AA/if I i ^ .,..1. -k.T .„ .u„

part to which it is applied, and so
Avith the fluids belono;inrr to 'the

becomes diluted and comparatively powerless, and incapable of producinffany deep and corroding mischief. It has also the advantage, that, by thtchange of colour which it produces, it accurately marks the extent of
us action, and therefore forms an unerring guide to the surgeon. For
warts tout in the foot, cankered foot, and for some indolent and un-^
healthy wounds, it is a valuable caustic and stimulant.
Antispasmodics.—Opium, for its general power, and particularly for

Its ethcacy in locked jaw, stands unrivalled. The spirits of turpentine and
nitrous ether are useful in cases of colic.

AsTRiNGENTs.—These are few in number, but they are powerful : alum,
catechu, opium (an astringent because it is an anodyne) and blue vitriol
comprise the list

; the first used both externally and internally ; the two
next internally

;
and the last internally, but chiefly powerful as arrest*

jng nasal discharge.
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The farina

CaoTOM Seeds.—These can scarcely be admitted into practice on

ordinary occasions, or as a usual purgative; but in cases of phrenitis,

tetanus, inflammatory fever, and in those strange constipations which so

often puzzle and annoy, the croton seed, in doses of from ten to sixteen

grains, may be allovi^ed. The bowels having been opened, the prac-

titioner will keep up the purgative action by means of a milder and safer

aperient. The seeds should be kept in a close bottle, and when wanted,

should be deprived of their shells, and pounded for use.

soon loses its power, and the oil is shamefully adulterated.

Diaphoretics.—The thick hide of the ox forbids us to expect much
advantage from those drugs which are supposed to have their principal

influence determined to the skin, and thus to increase the sensible and
insensible perspiration

;
yet emetic tartar and sulphur are, to a con-

siderable extent, valuable in cases of fever—and the latter most certainly

in cutaneous eruption and mange, by opening the pores of the skin, or

exciting its vessels to healthy action* One, however, of the best diapho-

retics is that which has been comparatively lately introduced in the general

management of cattle, viz., friction applied to the skin. It needs but the

sh"n:htest observation to be convinced that the health of the stall-fed beast,

a,nd his thriving and getting into condition, are materially promoted

by the liberal use of the brush, and sometimes even of the curry-comb.

Digitalis (Foxglove).—The leaves of this plant, gathered about

the flowering season, dried, kept in the dark, and powdered when
wanted, are most valuable in diminishing the frequency of the pulse,

and the general irritability of the system in cattle. A reference to the

treatment of almost every febrile disease will illustrate this. The dose is

from half a drachm to a drachm, with emetic tartar, nitre and sulphur,

and administered twice or thrice in the day, according to the urgency of

the case. The practitioner must not be alarmed at the intermittent pulse

which is produced. It is by means of certain pauses and intermissions

i.n the action of the heart, that the rapidity of the circulation is dimi-

nished when this drug is exhibited. The intermittent pulse is that

which the practitioner will be anxious to obtain, and which he will

generally regard as the harbinger of returning health.

Diuretics.—These fortunately are not so much used in cattle-practice

^s in that of the horse; they are, however, allowable and beneficial in

swelled le^'s, foul in. the foot, and all dropsical atiections, while they

advantageously alternate with other medicines in the treatment of mange,

and all cutaneous affections, and in cases of mild or chronic fever. Nitre

and liquid turpentine are the best diuretics, and almost the only ones on

which dependence can be placed. The doses have been already pointed

out.

Drinks. It is needless again to explain the reason why all medicines

that cannot be concealed in the food must be administered to cattle in the

form of DRINKS. If they are exhibited in a solid form, they will break

through the floor of the oesophagean canal, and enter the rumen. Far-

riers and cow-leeches, however, often give to their drinks the force and

momentum of a ball, by the large vessels from which they are poured all

at once down the throat. There are few things of more consequence than

attention to the manner in which a drink is administered.

Elder.—The leaf of this tree is used boiled in lard. It forms one of

the most soothing and suppling ointments that can be applied. The prac-

titioner should make his own elder ointment, for he will often receive from
the druggist an irritating unguent farmed of lard coloured with verdigris^

instead ot' the emollient one furnished by the elder^

Epsom SALT.~See Magnesia,
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ioMKNTATiONs.—If, owing; to tile greater thickness of the skin, these are
not quite so effectual in cattle as in the horse, yet, as opening; the pores of the
skin and promoting- perspiration in the part, and thus abating local swellings,
and relieving pain, and lessening inflammation, they are often exceedingly
serviceable. The practitioner may use the decoction of what herbs "he
p-eases, but the chief virtue of the fomentation depends on the warmth of
the water.

Gentian.—An excellent stomachic and tonic, whether at the close of
Illness or as a remedy for chronic debility. Its dose varies from one t6
tour drachms,^ and should be almost invariably combined with ginger.
Ginger.—The very best aromatic in the list of cordials for°caUle', and

with the exception of carraways, superseding all the rest. The dose will
vary from half a drachm to four drachms.

Goulard's Extract,—See Lead.
Hellebore, Black.—The root of it forma an excellent seton when

passed through the dew-lap; it produces plenty of swehing and dis-
charge, and rarely or never runs on to gan"-rene.
Iodine.—The use of this mineral is limited to a few cases, but there its

effect IS truly admirable. It will scarcely ever fail of dispersing enlarge-
ments o. the glands, or hardened tumours, whether under or at the side'of
tlie jaw, or round the joints. One part of hydriodate of potash must be
triturated with seven parts of lard, and the ointment daily and well rubbed
on and round the part. Indurations of the udder seldom resist its power,
unless the ulcerative process has already commenced.

There is a still more important use to which this drug may be applied
It possesses some power to arrest the growth of tubercles in the hin'rs and
even to disperse them when recently fbrmed. It is only since thelormer
part of this work was written that the attention of the author has been so
strongly directed to this property of iodine, and that he has had such exten-
sive opportunities of putting it to the test. He will not say that he has
discovered a specific for phthisis or consumption in cattle, but he has saved
some that would otherwise have perished, and, for awhile, prolonged the
existence and somewhat restored the condition of more. He would uroe
the proprietor of cattle, and more especially his fellow-practitioners, 'to
study closely the symptoms of phthisis, as detailed in page 410; to make
themselves masters of the inward, feeble, painful, hoarse, gurgling cough
of consumption

; and as soon as they are assured that this termination, or
consequence of catarrh, or pneumonia, or pleurisy, begins to have exist-
ence—that tubercles have been formed, and, perhaps, have beo-un to
suppurate, let them have recourse to the iodine, in the form of the hydrio-
date of potash, given in a small mash in doses of three grains mornino- and
evening at the commencement of the treatment, and gradually increased
to SIX or eight grains. To this should be added proper attention to com-
fort, yet not too much nursing; and free access to succulent, but not
stimulating, food; and the medicine should be continued not only until
the general condition of the beast begins to improve, but until the cha-
racter of the cough has been essentiatly changed.

Ipecacuanha.—This drug is used in the composition of the Dover's, or
compound ipecacuanha powder, which has been recommended by some
practitioners in the treatment of dysentery. It is thus made— ' Take
ipecacuanha root powdered, and opium also in powder, of each a drachm
and sulphate of potash an ounce. Rub them together to a fine powder »

The dose is from two to four drachms. This, however, is not an efficient
medicine for such a disease.

;
Lard.—This is the principal basis of all ointments,
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The chalk, or the

.
LaudanuiM.—See Opium.

Lead, Sugar of—(Superacetate of Leap.)—This, mixed with the

snbacetate of copper (verdigris, which see), forms a useful caustic for

the destruction of fung:ous growths. :

Goulard's Extract—(Liquor Plumbi Superacetatis.)—"When the

sldn is unhroken, this preparation of lead is completely thrown away,

whether used either as a lotion to subdue inflammation, or to^ disperse

tumours or effusions. It is principally serviceable, applied in a very

dilute form, to abate inflammation of the eye.

White Lead (Surcarbonas Pjajmbi) is the basis of acooling*, drying

ointment, us^ed chiefly for excoriations, or superficial wounds.

Lime. Cakbonate of Liivie, Chali^.—This is a useful ingredient in

all the drinks given in diarrhoea or dysentery. Li every stage of these

diseases there is a tendency in the fourth stomach, and perhaps in the

intestines, to generate a considerable quantity of acid, than which a

greater source of irritation can scarcely be imagined.

alkali of the chalk, will unite with this acid, and neutralize it, and

render it harmless. In the diarrhcea of the calf it is absohitely indispen-

sable, for there the acid principle is frequently developed to a

degree. The dose will vary from a drachm to an ounce.

Chloride of Lime.—The list of medicines for cattle does not contain

anything more valuable than this. As a disinfectant,—if the walls, the

floor, and the furniture of the cow-house or stable, are twice or thrice

well washed with it, the sound cattle may return to the building with

perfect safety, however contagious may have been the disease of those that

had previously perished there. Applied to the pudenda of the cow that

has aborted, it destroys that peculiar smell which causes abortion in

others, more readily than any preparation of the most powerful oi nau-

seous ingredient. In blain, garget, foul in the foot, and sloughing ulcers

of every description, it removes the foetor ; and, if the process of decom-

position has not proceeded too far, gives a healthy surface to the ulcers

which nothing else could bring about;—and, administered internally in

blain, in the malignant epidemic, and in diarrhoea and dysentery, it is of

essential service. In the last disease it is particularly beneficial in chang-

great

ing the nature of the intestinal discharge, and deprivin^i' it of Us putridity

and infection, and disposing the surface of the intestine to take on a more

healthy character. Half an ounce of the powder, dissolved in a gallon of

of sufficient stren^^th, both as a di^'^infectantwill "rive a solutionwater,

applied to the cow-house, and for external and internal use as it regards

the animal.

Linseed.—Nothing can compare with the linseed meal as an emollient

poultice—if the ulcer is foul, a little of the chloride of lime should be

mixed with it. If the object of the poultice is to bring an ulcer into a

proper state of suppuration, a little common turpentine may be added
;

but the cruelly-torturing caustics of the cow-leech and the farrier should

never disgrace the regular practitioner.

An excellent mash in cases of catarrh or sore-throat, and as an emollient

in any intestinal affection, is made by adding bran to an infusion of

linseed.

Linseed Oil.—This is little inferior to castor-oil as a purgative;

it is much cheaper, and it is equally safe. Where the case seems to indi-

cate an oily purgative, and the first dose of castor-oil fails, it may be

followed up by smaller doses of linseed-oil, until the desired effect is pro-

duced.

Magnesia, Sulphate of. Epsom Salt.—This may be regarded as

^1
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the staple purgative of cattle. It is as safe as Glauber's salt ; it is more

certain, and it will dissolve in one-third of the quantity of water. The
first dose of physic should always consist of the Epsom salt, quickened in

its action, in extreme cases, by the farina of the croton-nut ; the purga-

tive elfect may be kept up by means of sulphur or Epsom salt, in doses

of six ounces of the former, or eight of the latter, as the state of the animal

may appear to require. The medium dose is about a pound, with a

quarter of an ounce of ginger, but a pound and a half may be given to a

large beast without the slightest danger.

Mashes are very useful in cattle-practice, not so much to prepare for

physic, or to get into condition, as to form a soothing and cooling substi-

tute, when the case requires a temporary abstinence from' dry and stimu-

They may be composed, like those of the horse, of bran

only^with hot or cold water; or of bran with a decoction of hnseed. In

cases of debility, steeped or ground oats may be mixed with the bran, or

malt may be used as a substitute for the bran and oats.

Mercurial Ointiment.

latinii' food.

Mekcurv.
cautious in his use of this on cattle.

The practitioner should be very

Indeed, it is scarcely allowable

except in a very diluted state, and with the common sulphur ointment, in

bad cases of mange ; or a small quantity of it may be mixed with lard for

the destruction of vermin.

^THIOP'S Ml A very useful altera-

tive combined with sulphur and nitre, where there is any cutaneous affec-

tion. The circumstances under which it may be administered, and the

doses, will be found in various parts of this work.

Proto-chloride of Mercury. Calomel.—This should rarely be

given to cattle, and never as a purgative. In chronic inflammation of the

liver, it often has a decidedly injurious effect: in jaundice, caused by a

gall-stone obstructing the biliary ducts, or in that of a more chronic

nature accompanied by debility and declining condition, the experience

of the writer will not warrant him in recommending the administration

of calomel: he would, on the contrary, be disposed to confine its use to

dysentery, in which, combined with and guarded by opium, irritation is

allayed, while the natural action of the bowels is promoted.

Bichloride of Mercury. Corrosive Sublimate.—This drug may
almost be dispensed with by the practitioner on cattle. It can never be

_ _ ^ ^ ^ -H.

administered internally ; it is highly dangerous used externally in consi-

derable or efficient quantity for the cure of mange or any cutaneous erup.

tion, and as a caustic there are many as good.

]\Iij^-x.—An infusion or decoction of this plant will be a useful vehicle in

which other medicines may be administered for the cure of diarrhoea or colic.

Myrrh.—The tincture of myrrh is a useful application to wounds, and
IS also applied to the cankered mouth ; but it contains nothing to render

it preferable to the tincture of aloes in the former case, or a solution of

alum in the lalter.

. Nitre.— See Potash.
Nitrous Ether, Spirit of.—A favourite medicine with many practi-

It is said to rouse, to a certain

degree, the exhausted powe'rs of the animal, while it rarely brings back the

dangerous febrile action that was subsiding. It is not, however, a stimu-

iant to which the author has often dared to have recourse, except in the

advanced stages of epidemic catarrh, or the malignant epidemic. The dose

should not exceed half an ounce.

Nux Vomica.—This is not introduced from any experience which the

author has had of its efficacy, but from the favourable opinion which some

tioners in the advanced stages of fever.
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continental veterinarians have expressed of it in the cure of palsy. The
doses which they gave consisted of more than an ounce. 'J'he author

has tried the nux vomica, and its essential principle, the strychnine, as a

cure for palsy in the dog", but never with success.

Opium.—As an anti-spasmodic, an allayer of irritation, and an astrin-

gent because it does allay irritation, opium stands unrivalled. It is that

on which the chief, or almost the only dependence is placed in locked jaw,

A cholic drink would lose the greater part of its efficacy without it ; and if

it were left out of the medicines for diarrhoea and dysentery, almost every

other drug would be administered in vain. It is most conveniently given

in the form of powder, and held in suspension with other medicines iu

thick gruel.

The tincture of opium (laudanum) is useful in inflammation of the eyes
;

and a poultice of linseed meal made with a decoction of poppy-heads often

has admirable effect when applied to irritable ulcers, or to parts labouring

under much inflammation.

Pitch,—This is only useful as the principal ingredient in charges, so

useful in cases of palsy, or sprain, or chronic local debility.

Potash, Nitrate of. Nitre.—As useful to cattle as to the horse. It has

an immediate effect in abating inflammation, and it is a mild diuretic. The
dose would vary from two to four drachms. When dissolved in water it

much lowers the temperature of that fluid, and therefore the solution, applied

immediately after it is made, forms an excellent application in cases of

sprains, or where there is much superficial inflammation without any lesion

of the skin. Combined with antimonial powder, or emetic tartar and digi*

talis, it forms an almost indispensable ingredient in every fever drink.

Sulphate of Potash.—An ingredient in the Dover's powder.

Poultices.—These are justly valued for abating inflammation, cleansing

wounds, and disposing them to heal. In some cases of foul in the foot,

and especially in that most painful, and occasionally fatal variety whose
immediate seat is at the division of the pasterns, also in ulcers about the

throat or joints, and in garget, poultices can scarcely be dispeilsed with.

The basis will generally be linseed meal, rendered even more soothing by
opium

; or to which activity may be given by the addition of common tur-

pentine or chloride of iime.

Rye, Ergot of.—The spurred rye has lately, and with considerable

advantage, been introduced into veterinary practice in protracted or difii-

cnlt parturition, in order to stimulate the uterus to renewed and increased

action, when the labour pains appeared to be subsiding. For the testi*

luony in favour of and against the ergot, (he reader is referred to p. 535 of

this work.

Setons.—The use of setons in practice on the diseases of cattle is in a
manner limited to the passing of a piece of hair, rope, or of black hellebore

root through the dewlap ; and, as exciting inflammation in the neigh-

bourhood of the diseased part, and thus lessening the original one, and
causing a determination of blood to a greater or less extent to this

^ K

new seat of irritation, they are useful both in acute and chronic inflam-

mation of the respiratory organs. In young cattle rapidly thriving, and
placed in pasture perhaps a little too luxuriant, permanent setons are

highly beneficial. They act as a salutary drain, and prevent that accu-

mulation of the circulating fluid, which is the usual cause of inflammatory
fever and other fatal complaints.

Sulphate of Soda, Glaubers Salt.—A very common purgative for
cattle, and a very good one, but inconvenient on account of its requiring
three times its weight of water in order to dissolve it, and also on account

t

)
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of its so readily eftloroscing when it is exposed to the atmosphere, and, in

its state of efflorescence or pov^der, becoming more purgative than when

in its crystalline/orm. The practitioner sometimes finds it a Httle difficult

to calculate the 'amount of the dose which he should give, on account of

this variation in form and effect ; and this may explain the occasional

uncertainty of the Glauber's salt. The Epsom salt, a very little dearer,

dissolving in its own weight of water, and retaining the same form and the

same purgative power under every state of the atmosphere or of exposure

to it, is now rapidly superseding the Glauber's,

Chloride of Sodium. Common Salt.—The experience of almost every

farmer will now confirm the benefit derived from the mixture of salt with

the food of cattle. It appears to be the natural and universal stimulus

to the digestive organs of animated beings. In this place, however,

its raedicmal power alone is the subject of consideration. It is a purga-

tive, second only to the Epsom salt in the first instance ; and, whether

ft*om the effect of the change of medicine, or of some chemical compo-

sition or decomposition which takes place, it is the surest aperient that

can be given when the Epsom salt has failed ; but the writer does once

wore indignantly protest against the disgraceful, beastly menstruum in

which it is frequently administered. It is a tonic as well as a purgative, and

therefore perhaps somewhat objectionable in the early stage of fever. It

frequently recalls the appetite more speedily than any stomachic. When
a dose of it is given to the animal recovering from acute disease, debili-

tated, listless, careless about or refusing its food, it sometimes has an

almost magical effect in creating a disposition to feed. It is a vermifuge

which, in cattle, seldom fails.

Silver, Nitrate of. Lunar Caustic.—Used for the destruction of

warts either in its solid state, or that of a strong solution ;
and, from the

full command which the operator has over it, and the firm eschar which

it forms, is the very best caustic that can be applied to a wound inflicted

by the bite of a rabid dog*.

Sulphur.—A very good aperient when the object is merely to evacuate

the bowels, or when there is any cutaneous affection ; but not sufficiently

powerful incases of fever: yet even there purgation, once established,

may be kept up by means of it.

ounces. As an alterative for hide-hound, mange, or a generally unthrifty

The dose varies from eight to twelve

^tl

it constitutes the basis of every ointment for the cure of mange.

Tonics.—These are indicated in cases of great, and especially of chronic

debility, but, administered injudiciously, they have destroyed thousands of

beasts. They have done so when they have been poured in while the

fever continued, or too soon after the subsidence of the fever, and when

too great a disposition to its reappearance prevailed. When disease has

been once removed, the powers of nature are usually sufficient to re-

establish health. Gentian, calombo, and cascarilla, are the best, and

almost the only safe tonics for cattle.

Turmeric, or coloured pea-flour, for it is seldom anythnig more, is

fit only to give that yellow colour to cattle-medicines, which long usage

has accustomed the cow^-herd and the cow-leech to consider as indis-

pensable.

Turpentine.—Several of the products of the fir tree are more or less

useful in the medical treatment of cattle.

Tar, spread upon coarse cloth, is the best covering for broken horns,

and excludes both the fly and the atmospheric air. It is useful for the

same purpose in cases of wounds puncturing the belly or chest. Alone,
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or in combination with some greasy matter, it is used to defend sore or
diseased feet from becoming- wet or bruised.
PiTCH is the principal ingredient in charges.
Common Liquid Turpentink is useful "as a digestive, or to produce a

healthy appearance or action in wounds, and dispose them to heal. For
this purpose it is added to the linseed poultice or to the simple ointment,
feome practitioners administer it as a diuretic, and with good effect.

Oil, or Spirit of Turpentine, is applied as an exteaial irritant, either
alone, or m the form of a tincture of cantharides. It is administered
interna iy in colic ; and some give it in red-water with a view to cause
tiie debilitated blood-vessels to contract, and thus arrest the pac^^ive
hemorrhage which they imagine is then taking place. From the raniditv
and great extent with which it is taken up by the absorbents, and carried
into the circulation, and the destructive effect which it is known to have
on intestinal worms when otherwise brought into contact with them, the
trial of ,ts power would be justified in bronchitis, the too frequent and
latal concomitant of which is the presence of thousands of worms in
Ine air-passages.

Resin is often used to give consistence to plasters, where the deo-ree
of irritation which it might produce is not regarded, or would be^be-

This used to be considered almost a specific in distention
ot tfie rumen with gas, but on what principle it would be difficult to;
explain. It has also been given with manifest impropriety in cases of
tever. On the thick skin of the ox it can have little preference to hot
water as a fomentation, and may with no great loss be erased from the
list of medicines.

Wax,— Its only use is to give consistence to ointments and plasters.

_

Zinc. Native Carbonate of Calamine.—This is the basis of an
ointment which, from its soothing, and, at the same time, drying qualities
IS termed, in various parts of this work, " the healing ointment "

It is

uu iias Deen subdued, and debility of the vessels aloneremains. It is particularly useful after inflammation of the Wc:;- 'theeye. borne administer it in red-water, and others in dysentery, very im-
properly. As a general caustic it is superseded by many others.'

neficial.
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Aeekdeenshike cattle, description of the,

103,106
-5 t>rigin of the pre-

,'^

sent breed of, 105

polled cattle^ account of
the, 106

Ahomasum, the internal structure of, 423,
424, 426, 428

, diseases of the, 455
Abortion, the symptoms of, 527

, the usual causes of, 530—
f precautions to prevent the recijr-

rence of, 532
Abyssinian cattle, enormous length of the

horns of, 282
African ox, description of the, 4, 5
Age, the natural, of cattle, 323

y as indicated by the horns, 279
by the teeth, 318

, the proper, for breeding, 526
Alderney cattle, account of them, 267
Allinson, Mr., his favourable opinion of

the action of ergot of rye, 535
Althorp, Lord, description of his bull Fir-

by, 241, 368, 371

, cuts and description of his
• cow and heifer, 236, 237
Aloes, not a good purgative for cattle, ^77
Alteratives, their nature, and the best com-

position of them, 578
Alum, the medicinal properties of, 678
Ammonia, the medicinal properties of, 579
Anglesey may be considered as the native
" country of the Welsh cattle, 59
. cattle, description of, 61
. . comparison between them

and the ficotch, 61

Angus cattle, description of the horned
breedof, 113,114

farmers, a curious description of

them in 1760 and 1790, 113

polled cattle, 166

,
difference between

them and the Galloways, 167, 169

, Mr. Watson's breed,

a very superior one. 1 (i7

-, curious anecdote re-

specting them, 171

Antimony, the medicinal properties of, 579
Antrim, the principal improvers of the

breed of cattle in, 182
Apoiilexy, symptoms and treatment of,

294, 296
Appetite, voracious, in oxen, curiously ac-

counted for, 454
Argyleshire sheep-husbandry, first intro-

duced by John Campbell, 78
, North, description of the

cattle and their management, 7B, 79

, South, the cattle of, 80

Arran, the great improvement effected

there by the Duke of Hamilton, 74
, description ot* the cattle, 75

Arteries, their structure and i'luictions, 353
, the smallness of, in the ox, com-

pared with the veins, 346
Assynt, the breed of cattle in, 94
Astringents, the best for cattle, 574
Aylesbury, vale of, the fertility of, 214
Avrshire cow, Mr. Aiton's description of

her, 127

, origin of, 128, 130
, the present, 131

, compared with the Alder-

ney, Holderness, and Devon, 132
cow, the quantity of her milkj

and the quantity of butter, 131, 132

Backlev, the African, interesting descrip-

tion of, 5

Badsworth, Mr. Milton's old bull, descrip-
tion of, 250

Bagot, Lord, a patron of the Staffordshire

long-horns, 223
Bakewell, Mr., the great improver of the

long-horns, 190
his supposed principles, as

stated by Mr. Marshall, 191
• , description of his cattle, 192

, his benevolent character, ib.

, the practice of letting bulla

orii^inated with him, 195

Banff cows, the superiority of, 101

Barbs in the mouth, treatment of, 337
Bars of the mouth, description of, ib.

'^

Bedford, Francis, Duke of, used to be a
zealous breeder of Devon cattle, 21

J
the Herefordshire cattle of the

present Duke of, 211
Bedfordshire, the breeds of cattle in, 210
Belfast, the present state of cattle, 186
Berkeley, the vale of, history of the manu-

factory of cheese in, 37
Berkshire cat'.le, account of, 214
Berry, the Rev. H., his admirable^account

of the short-horns, 226
^ extracts from his Prize

Essay on Breeding, 522, 525,526

Berwickshire, the cradle of Scottish agri-

culture, 150
turnips, introduced there in

1755, 150

, the rapid progress of agri-

culture after that, 151

Bile, the composition and uses of, 459, 469
Black quarter, the nature and treatment

of, 356
Black water, the treatment of, 512
JJladder, inversion of the, 521
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690 INDEX.

Bladder, oil nipfiire of the, f>20

} stone iu the, symptoms and treat-
ment of, 518

Blain, the symptoms and treatment of, 326
, contagious, 328 *

—

~, sometimes epidemic, 327
Bleeding, the rule by -which it should be

guided, 348
places, the preferable, ib.

Blisters, the difficulty of raising- them in
cattle, 401

Blood, determination of to the brain^ 294
Blown—See *' Hoove."
Bloxedge, the sire of the long^horns, an ac-

count of him, 190
Bolinbrpke, an early short-horn bull, an

account of him, 230
Bone of the heart, description of the^ 353
Booth's establishment for fattenintr cattle

account of, 255
'^

Boyening, description of, 132
Brahmin cattle, an account of the, 269
Brain, description of the, 285

, determination of bhiod to, 294
, inflammation of the, 269
, hydatids in the, 294

Breast, the projecting and wide, advanfao-e
of, 14, 368

""

•• bone, description of the, 369
Brecknockshire cattle, description of, 58
Breeding, the principles of, 191, 522

:

—-> ^he grand principle of it, that
.. like produces like, 522

-, comjjarative influence of the sire
and dam in, 523

in and in, 525
-, the value of good keep in, ib.

, the proper age for, 526
Bridgewater chee.^e, account of, 30
Brisket, description of the, 370
'-"

-i remarkable deepness of, iu some
cattle, ib.

'

British cattle, earliest history of, 4
' "

.

;
> *^« original were probably

middle-horned, 9
Bronchitis, nature and treatment of, 397
-—.

^ the air-passages filled with
worms in, 398

Buchan cattle, description of the, 107
""^

; , calculation of the value of
their produce, 109

Buckinghamshire cattle, description of, 2 14
Buffalo cattle, an account of, 269
Bute, description of the cattle of, and their
management, 77

Butter, experimentsto ascertain the various
quantities of, from different breeds, 245

'

, extraordinary quantity of, yielded
by a Sussex cow, 45

CjKcvMy description of the, 467, 469
Caesarian operation, description of, and
when justifiable, 539

Caithness, description of the old cattle, 87
'^

, the improvement effected there
t^y Sir John Sinclair, 88

present state of the cattle of, ib.

; nuukets and trysts of, 89

Calamine, the basis of the best heaW
ointment, 588

Calculi in the rumen of cattle, 435 496
in the kidney, composition, symp^

toms, and treatment of, 5i6
-, urinary, ditto, ib.

Caledonian dairy, account of the, 146
Calombo, a useful tonic, 579
Calomel, the cases in which it should ba

used, 585
Calves, diseases and management of, 557
Calving, the treatment of the cow before it,

533 '

, natural, the treatment of, 535
,the power of ergot of rye in ex-citmg the labour pains, ib.

,
the management of unnatural pre-

sentations, 536

when the calf should be cut away,
and description of the operation, 540 .

, on retention of the foetus, 543
,
attention to the cow after it, 544

Cambridgeshire, the breeds of cattle in, 209
"; '

' butter, account of, ib.
Camphor, its medicinal properties, 580
Cancer of the eye, treatment of, 293
Cantharides, the basis of the best blister^

application, 580
Capillary vessels^ description of them, 353
Cardiganshire cattle, description of, 57
Carmarthenshire, the hill breed, an indif-

ferent kind of cattle, ib.

J
description of the differ-

. ent breeds of the vale districts, ib.
Carnarvonshire cattle, a smaller and in-

ferior variety of the Anglesey s, 62
Carotid artery, description of the, 335,346
Carraway, a useful aromatic, 580
Castor oil, the use of it as a medicine, ib.
Castration of calves, the various methods

of, 560

will often remove rupture in the
^
calf, 502

Cataract, treatment of, 293
Catarrh, nature and treatment of, 376--—-,the necessity of attention to it

its tirst appearance, 377
, epidemic, symptoms of, ib.

Catechu, its useful astringent properties, 580
Cattle, British, the number slaughtered

"

—

> t^e :iggregate value of, ib.

, average mortality of, ib.

-, the diseases of, too much neglected
by all veterinary writers, ib.

ditto, in the principal Eni^hsh
veterinary school, 394

,
the state of, in the middle ages, 7

,
the average weight of, in"l710

and 1830, 257
, the proper points of, generally, 12
, the intelligence of, 285
, wild, account of, 7-—
; dealing system of, in the south of

Scotland, 138, 162
Caustics, those used in cattle practice, 580-
Cavan, the principal improvers of the breed

uf cattle iuj 182 ,
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Chalkj Its utility in the treatment of dy-

sentery and diarrhcea, 485, 5S4
Chamomile, its tonic properties, 580
Charge, Mr., an account of his fat seven-

yeur-old ox, 235
Charges, the use of, and the method of

applying, 580
Cheese, Cheddar, an account of, 30

, Cheshire, account of, 207

Gloucesterj history of the manu-
facture of; 38

7—, shigle and double, the

difference between, ib.

,
North Wiltshire, account of, 218

Cheshire cattle, account ot* the^ 205

, the short-horns, introduced

with doubtful advantaj^e, 206
Chest, the advantage of a capacious one in

cattle, 12
.

, the proper form of, 367
Chloride of lime, the value of, 584, 443
Chlorine gas, might it destroy worms in the

bronchial tubes ? 399
Choking ill cattle, treatment of, 415, 418
Chyle, Its nature and formation, 468
Clackmannan, account of the cattle of, 121

Clare, the principal improvers of the breed-

of cattle in, 183
Cleansing.—See Placenta.
< drink, the best, 545

Cleveland, character of the cattle in, 249
Clouted cream, description of, 23

Clue-bound, treatment of, 449, 451
Clydesdale.—See Lanarkshire.

Clysters, the benefit of, 580
Coates, Mr. G., the author of the ' Short-

Horned Herd Book,' 234
Colic, flatulent, its symptoms, nature^ and

treatment, 488
, spasmodic, its symptoms, nature, and

treatment, 489
, too often leads on to

strangulation of the intestines, ib.

Colling, Mr. Charles, at the very head of

the improvers of the short-horns, 228

, supposed })iincipally

to aim at their improvement by reducing

the size of the breed, ib.

, an account of the cross

of his cattle with the Galloway, 230
. a detailed account of

his sale of the improved short-horns, 231

,
Robert, a successful improver of

J r

the short-horns, 233
, the sale of his stock, ib.

Colon, description of the, 467, 470
Colours, the prevailing ones of cattle, 242
Constipation, the treatment of, 495, 558
Consumption, nature and treatment, 409

, the peculiar cough of, 411
^ delusive character and pro-

gress of, 412
Copper, the compounds of, used in cattle

practice, 581

Cordials, the use and abuse of, ib.

Cords, the nature and treatment of, 490

Cork-screw probang, description of the, 419

Cornish cattle, description of the native^ 24

Cornwall, a sketch of its agriculture and
commerce, 24

, management of dairy cows in, 25

, method of rearing calves in, ib.

Corrosive sublimate, its use in cattle prac-

tice, 581

, the treatment of poi-

soning by, 448

Coryza, the nature and treatment of, 312
Corstorphine cream, account of the, 146

Cottar, the Scotch, description of the, 112

Cows, Swiss, their vanity, 6

, . poetical description of, 245
Cows' commons, description of the, 219
Cow-club, an account of the, 251

Cow-pox, distinction between the trxie and
the false, 545

-, history of its establishment as a
preventive against small-pox, 555

has not its origin in the grease

of horses, ib.

no preventive against the dis*

temper in dogs, 556
ditto rabies, 557

Cow-quake, description of the, 118

Craven, the native country of the long-^.

horns, 188
Cravens, two distinct breeds of, the smalleX

and larger, 189,251
Crochles in cattle, symptoms and treat*

ment of, 563
Cromarty, general history of, 95

Croton, a powerful purgative, 581

Cruelty to cattle in Smithfield, 259

Cud, loss of the, treatment of, 445

Cumberland, the native breed of, was long**"

horned, 247

, history of the establishment

of the short-horns there, ib.

D, Mii. Bakeweli/s bull, account of, 193,

198
Dairy cows, the number of, kept in Lon*

don, 255

, the kind of, preferred, 261

, the system of management, ib., 2G5

Denbighshire, the cattle of, 63

Derbyshire cattle, account of, 204
;
—

.J
crosses with, ib., 224

Devonshire cattle, 23

,
general experience is against

them for the dairy, 20

ox, his activity his most va-

luable quality, 18

J
his qualities for grazing, 19

, trial of his fattening pro-

perties with different breeds, 19, 31, 41

Devon, South, the cattle of, 22, 23

,
comparison between them

and the North Devons, 22

nats, account of the, 179

Diaphragm, rupture of the, 503

Diarrhoea, acute, the nature and treat-*

ment of, 475^
, distinction between it and dy-»

sentery, ib.

, chronic, the nature and treaU
ment of; 476

1
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692 INDEX.

Dian-hfjeaj in c.uves, nature and trcatmLUit

of, 559
Digitalis, its medicinal properties, 582
Distention ot* the rumen by food, nature

and treatment of, 435
^ . , gj^g^ nature

and treatment of, 438
Doncaster Agricultural Society, account of

the. 251

Donegal, the cattle of, 184
Dorset ox, description of the, 26
.

, crossed with the Devon and
Durham advantageouslj^, ih.

Dropsy, general remarks on the causes
and treatment of, 497

Drying a cow, the proper period for, 534
Dumbartonshire, the cattle of, 122
Dumfries, the Galloway K. for grazing, and

the Ayrshires for the dairy there, 16^
Dun, Mr. J)avid, the Scottish Balcewell, ac-

count of, 119

Dung, the different qualities of that of
cattle and horses, 470

Dunlop chee.se, account of the, 125, 137
Duodenum, description of tl)e, 467
^ ; inflammation of the, 487
Durliam ox, an account of the, 229
Dysentery, causes and symptoms of, 477

, appearances of, after death, 478
' is inflammation of the mucous
membrane of the large intestines, 480

, treatment of it, 481
•, the value of the chloride of lime

in the treatment of it, 484

Ear, description of the, 287
, the form and shape of, connected with

the beauty of the animal, ib.

—, the diseases of the, 288
Earth, the eating of it, prevents the fer-

mentation of the food, 317
the quantity of, eaten daily by the

Kintore ox, 104
East Indian cattle, an account of the;, 268

- Lothian, the breeds of cattle of, 148

, the short horns introduced by

Mr. John Reunie, ib.

Edinburgh, the Veterinary School at, has

improved the treatment of cattle, 394
Edinburghshire.—See Mid Lothian.

Elgin, description of the cattle in, 100
Elder, the leaves of, make a good soothing
' ointment, 582
Embr3'otomy, when justifiable, and a de-

scription of the operation, 540
Emetic, tartar, the use of, 579
Enteritis, symptoms of, 472

j appearances after death, 473
-, causes and treatment of, 474

Epidemic catarrh.— See Catarrh,

Epidemics.—See Murrain,
Epiglottis, difTerence between that of the
- horse and the ox, 373
Epile[)sy, the treatment of, 300
Epping, the manufactory of butter at, 254.
Epsom salt, the best purgative, 585
Krgot of rye, its power iu stimulating the
womb to action, 535

Essays on ved-watir, 51

1

Essex has no distinguisliing breed of cattle,

253
•

. manai::ement of calves in, 254
marshes, the principal mode of feed-

ing on, ib.

Exeter, description of the vale of, 23
Eye, general description of the, 288

, inflammation of the, the nature and
treatment of, 292
—, worm in the, treatment of, 293

, wounds of the, management of, 289 •

Eyelids, description of the, 290

, diseases of the, ib.

Farcy in cattle, supposed causes of, 313
Eardel-bound, description of it, 449

J
several cases of, 451

Falkirk, account of the trvst at, 120
Feet, the, description of, 272

', diseases of the, 565
Ferrying cattle, the method of, from the

Scottish islands to the mainland, 81
Ferocity, occasional, in cattle, 296
Fever, intermittent, its symptoms and treat-

ment, 355
-:

, pure or idiopathic, does often exist in
f' cattle, 354

; its symptoms and
treatment,, ib.

, symptomatic, frequent and danger-
ous, 355

J
inflammatory, its nature and treat-

ment, ib,

, typhus, its nature and treatment, 363
Fife cattle, description of the old breed^

115

crossed with the short-horns, 116
., many of the Durhams have now es-

tablished themselves there, 117— bull, admeasurement of one, ib.

cattle, the mingling with the native

breed the origin of the Aberdeens, 105

Findlater, Lord, accornit of his improve-
ments in Banff, 101

Firby, tlescriptiun of Lord Alihorp's bull,
241, 368, 371

Firing, an advantageous mode of, for some
bony tumours, 289

Fits, the treatment of, 300
Fitzwilliam, Earl of, an accoimt of his East

Indian cattle, 270
Flintshire cattle, description of the, 64
Flooding after calving, treatment of, 545
Fiuke-u'orm, tlie, a cause of jaundice, 464
Fffitus, retention of it for a long time with-

out injury, 543
Food, its changes in the stomachs, 429

, how conveyed into the reticulum, 430

, the difference iu the quantity of, very
trifling in animals of different sizes, but
of the same breed, 246

Ferehead of a bull, the, should be short

and broad, 274
of Firby, description of the, 274

the Devon, description of, 14
the North Highlanders, do., 97
thtioldBanffjdo., 101

\
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Foul in the foot, description of, 565

,
*j most prevalent in low,

marshy countries, 566

—, mode of treatment of, 566

—
,

probable advantage of

neurotomy in, 568

Fowler, Mr., an improver of the long-horns,

193, 219

,
account of the sale of his

stock, 194

Free martens usually barren, 538

—J dissections of three, ib,

-, a few cases in which they

have bred, 539

French cattle, the chronic pleurisy to which

they are subject, 407

Frontal sinuses, description of, 273, 274

.. : , use of the, 275, 276

, inflammation of the, na-

ture and treatment of, 275

—, worms in the, 276

Galla oxen, the enormous horns of, 282

Gall-bladder, the structure and use of, 459

Gall-stones, their composition, 462

J
a frequent cause of jaun-

dice, 463
Galloway, the greater part of the cattle

were horned at the middle of the last

century, 154
,
the present breed of, 156

bull, a perfect one seldom found,

161
cows not good milkers, ib.

occasionally have horns, 282

farmers, description of, 163

Galloways, Mr. Cidley's description of, 157

Gangrenous inflammation of the lungs,

symptoms and treatment of, 402

Garget, the cause of, 552, 554
.

, the efficacy of iodine in, 553, 554

, the state of the veins of the udder

in, 367
Gas, the kind of, extricated in hoove, 443

Gavel-kind, its impediment to the improve-

ment of agriculture, 182

Gentian, the best tonic, 582
Ginger, the best aromatic, ib.

Girth, the, of cattle, should be both deep

and wide, 12

Glamorganshire cattle, early history of, 50
^ .

J
deteriorated when

they were neglected for the growth of

corn, 51

-, again gradually im-

proving, ib.

— hill cattle, description of

them, 55

Glanders in cattle, on, 313
Glauber's salt, inferior to the Epsom, 586
Gloss-anthrax, the symptoms and treat-

ment of, 326
Gloucestershire cattle, description of the

old breed of, 35
,, history of the pre-

sent breed in the hilly country, ib.

cheese, the good quality of

it depends more upon the pasture than

the breed of cows, 38

Gloucestershire cheese, single and double,

the difference between, 38

Grains, the best method of keeping them,

on a large scale, for dairy cows, 255, 264

Grainsick, the treatment of, 435

., part of the food discharged by

vomiting, 437
Gutta serena, cause and treatment of, 293

Gut-tie, the nature and treatment of; 490

Haddington.—See East Lothian.

Hair, cattle should be covered with a thick

pile of, 13

Hamilton, Duke of, the valuable improve-

ments he effected in Arran, 74

Hampshire, the breeds of cattle in, 215

Haunch, description of the, 272
Haw, description of the, 290

, inflammation of the, ib.

-, method of extirpating the, 291

Head, section of the^ 273

Healing power in animals, illustrations of

the, 501

Heart, description of the, 349

.-, theory of its action, 351

•, the muscular columns and tendinous
cords of it stronger in the ox than the

horse, 351
, a muscle running across the right

ventricle, peculiar to the ox, 352

, description of the bone of it, 353
Hebrides, history and description of the, 65

^ the inner, the number and value

of the cattle, 67
, , disgraceful manage-
ment of cattle formerly, ib.

,-, accounts of the misery of the

cattle and the cottagers in the winter, 68

-, reasons of this strange misma-

nagement, ib.

J
present management, 69

-, no crosses with any other breed

has succeeded in these islands, ib,

management of the dairy in

them, 71

.-, 20 000 cattle annually exported

from them, ib.

-, the outer, description of the cattle

of, ib.

—, mode of treatment, 72
Hellebore, black, makes the best seton,

300, 583
Hemlock, the treatment of poisoning by,

446
Hemorrhage from the nose, on, 311

after parturition, the treatment

of, 545

Herd-book, the short-horned, compiled by

Mr. G. Coates, 234

Herefordshire cattle, description of the, 31

. , comparison between

them and the Devons, 19, 31, 32

, their propensity to fat-

ten, 31
comparison between

the old and new breed, ib.

, have been crossed with
advantage by the Devons, 32
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Herefordshire cattle^ Mr. C alley's erroneous

opinion of, ib.

cow, inferior in shape to the
ox, ib.

35
not good for the dairy,

Hernia^ the nature and treatment of, 500
, in calves, management of, 501

Hide of cattle, should be thin, mellow, and
not too lean, 13

Hide-boundj the treatment of, 570
Highlanders, comparison between them

and the Welsh cattle, 61

Hips, the, of cattle should be large and
round, 12

Hiring husbandry-horses, the old system of,

in Ayrshire, 1 38
Hock, description of the, 272
Holderness cattle, the old, 248

, their improvement ib.

Holmes, the, among the Shetland islands,

description of the, 85
Homer, his account of murrain, 581
Honeycomb.—See Reticulum,
Hooped form of the barrel, in cattle, im-

portance of, 12
Horns, description of the, 272

are elongations of, and hollowed
like, the frontal bones, 278

the different breeds of cattle dis-

.tiuguishedby, 9, 281

, description of, in foreign cattle,

282
•j beautiful ones, manufactured, 281
', the influence of sex on the, 282

as connected with the age of the
beast, 279

, the uses of, 283
, the danger of cutting them, 276

, fracture ofthem, how treated, 278
, the degree of fever, how estimated

by means of them, 280
tenderness of the roots accounted

for, ib.

Horned and hornless breeds, comparison
between them, 283

Horny covering, composition and growth

of the, 279
Hoose.—See Catarrh.

, in calves, the treatment of, 559
Hoove, the cause of, 438

, symptoms and treatment of, 438—— , medicines administered in, do not

enter the stomach, 440

—, objections to puncturing the rumen
in, ib.

, danger of a large incision, 441

., when the rumen is punctured, it

should be witli a trocar and canula, ib.

—, the use of the probang, or stomach-
pump, recommended^ 442
—, the nature of the gas which is extri-

cated in, 443
— , the treatment of, when the gas has

escaped, 444

, a singular case of, ib,

Howell the Good, his laws respecting
cattle, 6

1

Howick red ox, an account of, 235
Hubback, the father of the improved short-

horns, account of him, 229
Humble-cows, Dr. Johnson's curious deri-

vation of the word, 150

Huntingdonshire, breeds of cattle in, 209
Hydatids in the brain, symptoms and treat-

ment of, 294
, numerous, found in the liver of

a cow, 460
Hydrocephalus, treatment of, 295

Ileum, description of the, 407, 467
In-and-in, the principle of breeding adopted
by Bakewell, 192

1 ,
the question considered, 525

Indian cattle, an account of the, 270
Inflammation, the nature and general

treatment of, 355
Inflammatory fever, causes, symptoms, and

preventions of, 356

, treatment of, 357, 359
Intelligence of cattle, the com.parative de-

gree of, 286
Intestines, description of the, 467

, the diseases of the, 471

, inflammation of the external
coat of the.—See Enteritis,

' mticous coat
of.—See Diarrhoea and Dysentery.

Inverness, description of the cattle of, 81
Inversion of the rectum, 494

womb, 544
Iodine, the admirable use of, 583
Ireland, the establishment .of the short-

horns in, 183
Irish butter, account of, 188

cattle, the middle horns an aboriginal
breed, 179

, long-horns, probably derived
from Lancashire, 182

, two different kinds
of, 183

., numbers of, imported into Eng-
land, 186

Islay, island of, superiority of the cattle
there, 66

Jaundice, causes of, symptoms and treat-

ment, 462
Jejunum, description of the, 467, 469
Jenner, Dr., his discovery of the preventive

power of the cow-pox, 556
Joint murrain, its treatment, 356
Joints opened, the treatment of, 564

, swellings of them, the causes and
treatment of, 562

Journeys of the Scotch cattle to the south,
description of the, 122

Jugular vein, description of the, 335

Kent, description of the various breeds
in, 46

Kerry, the cow of, description of, 179
Kidneys, anatomical structure of the, 503
'

, inflammation of the, causes,
symptoms, and treatment of, 514

-, calculi in, symptoms and treat-

1

4

i

ment of, 516
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KincardIneshire»-^-See Mearns."
Kinross^ account of the cattle of, 121
Kintail, account of the cattle in, 96
Kintore ox, description of the^, 103
Knee, description of the, 272
Kyle Rhea, description of the ferry of^ 81
Kyloe, origin of the term, 66

LANARKsiimE cattle, account of the breeds
of, 139

Lancashire, the various breeds of, 200

, many short-horn breeders in
the central districts, 201

-,the long-horn breed has gra-
dually declined in value there^ ib.

. fruitless experiments to restore
them, 203

Laryngites, the treatment of, 395
Laycock, Mr., an account of his dairy,

262, 263
Lead, the usual preparations of, 583
Legs, the, of cattle should be short, 12
Leicestershire, account of the cattle in, 208
Leicester new breed, inquiry into the value

of, 196

, improved the whole
breed of long-horns, 198

-, superseded by the short-

horns, 199

Leprosy, the nature and treatment of, 572
Letting bulls, the system originated with

Mr. Bakewell, 195

, the advantages andjdisad-
vantages of the system, ib.

Lice, how produced, and the method of
destroying them, 573

Like produces like, the grand principle of

breeding, 522
Lime, the chloride of, an excellent disen-

fectant, 361
Lincolnshire cattle, description of, 242, 251

, an account of the Turnhill
cattle, 252

Linlithgowshire.—See West Lothian.
Linseed, experiments on its fattening pro-

perties, 213
meal, excellent for poultices, 584

• . oil, a good purgative, ib.

Lip, upper, the use of the numerous glands
m

J
316

Lips, description and use of, 315
Liquids, the circumstances under which

they enter the rumen, 432
Liver, the structure and functions of, 458

5 on inflammation of the, 459
a case of enormous enlargement and

disease of, 460
the difficulty of detecting chronic

inflammation of, 461
,
on hemorrhage from it, 461

, a case of abscess in, 460
Lochabar, description of the cattle of, 81
Long-horns, the, appear to have originated

in Craven, 188

, two distinct breeds of, ihe
smaller and the larger, 189

, Mr, CuUey's account of the
old, 189

Long-horns, the, history of the improve-
ment of, 190

Loss of cud, nature and treatment of, 445

, more a symptom of disease

than a separate disease, ib.

Lungs, the, their structure, 375, 400

, inflammation of, symptoms and
treatment of, 400

j

', acute and epidemic,

its occasional devastations, 401, 403

Madness, causes and treatment of, 306
Mandana ox, account of its docility, 5,

315
Mange, the nature and treatment of, 571

Manyplus, internal construction of the, 423,

424, 426, 428, 449
, the manner in which it reduces

the food to a pulpy mass, 433
_^

—

J
the diseases of, 449, 451

, the occasional strangely har-

dened state of its contents, 450

Mawbound, the symptoms and treatment

of, 435
Mearns cattle, description of the, 110

Meat, the average quantity of, annually

consumed in London, 257
Meath, the improvement of Lish cattle

commenced in, 182

Mercury, the different preparations of it

used, 585

Merionethshire, an inferior variety of the

Angleseys in the hill district, 62

^ description of the better

breeds of the vale, 61

Mesenteric glands, their structure and use,

471
^ enlargement of them, ib.

Mesentery, description of the, 467, 468

Middle-horns, the, were probably the ori-

ginal cattle, 10

Mid-Lothian, description of the cattle of,

145

Milch-cow, the cottar's, interesting descrip-

tion of the, 112
Milk, the average quantity of, yielde dby

the Yorkshire cow, 245

fever, its nature and treatment, 546

J
the importance of purging in,

548, 550
'

trade, the, in London, 261

vein, description of the, 340

— , importance of a large one, 244

Montgomery cattle, small in the hill dis-

trict, 63
. , in the lower country,

fair milkers and good feeders, 63

Moor-ill, the nature and treatment of, 474

Morgan, Sir Charles, introduced the short-

horns into Monmouthshire, 56

Motor organic nerves, account of the, 335

Mouth, account of the bones of the, 314
Murrain, the nature, symptoms, and treat-

ment of, 379, 380
.

, accounts of its early appearance

in Europe, 383
'

, spreads in England, 386—, contagious as well as epidemic, 388
2 Q 2
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Murrain, experiments on inoculation with

its virus, 389
., ^ its devastations led to the founda-

tion of veterinary schools, 393

Nairn, description of the cattle of, 99

Nagore cattle, an account of, 269

Navel-ill, the nature and treatment of, 557

Neck of cattle, description of^ 332, 338,

340, 343, 345
:

.J
comparison between it

and that of the horse, 343
^

Nerves of the leg, cuts of, 305

Net or knot, the nature and treatment of,

489
, ,,,

Neurotomy might be practised on cattle,

203
, . r -. '

., the probable advantage ot it in

foul in the foot, 568

., description of the operation, 304

, cuts illustrative of, 305

Nitre, its value in cattle practice, 586

Nitrous ether, spirit of it, when useful, 585

Norfolk, the native cattle of, 17 1
^

. polled cattle, their origin, ib.

Galloway Scots, principally grazed

there, 172
^ ^ ^^

-, its supply of fat cattle for the

INDEX.

Smithfield market, 258

Northamptonshire, breeds of cattle in, 209

_- , its supply of fat cattle

for the Smithfield market, ib.

North Uist, the island of, comparison of

breeding and grazing there, 70

Nose, bleeding from the, 311

., leeches in the, ib.

-, polypus in the, ib.

-, its membrane, inflammation of, 312

CEsoPHAGKAN caual, cuts of it, 423, 424

CEsophaguSj the structure of, 414,426

-, obstruction in the, treatment

of, 415

choking, 420
', the manner of opening in

^ rupture of the, 421

, stricture of the, ib.

(Estrus bovis, the history of its several

states 574
Opened joints, the treatment of, 564

Ophthalmia, its nature and treatment, 292

Opium, the best anodyne, antispasmodic

and astringent, 585

Orkney Islands, the cattle of, and their

treatment, 86

Ox, zoological description of, 2

.-, the degree of intelligence which he

possesses, 4

, British, early history of, ib.

__-j African, docility of, 4, 5

Oxfordshire, description of the cattle of,

214

Pad on the upper jaw, description and use

of the, 317
Palsy, causes and treatment of, 301, 303

Pancreas, the structure, functions, and

diseases of, 466

Panta;^, the nature and treatment oP, 474

Papillae of the rumen, description of them,

and of their uses, 430

Paps in the mouth, treatment of, 337

Parotid glands, inflammation of the, symp-

toms and treatment of, 335

Parturition.—See Calving.

Paunch.—See Rumen.
Pembrokeshire cattle, description of, 48

Pericardium, inflammation of the, 350

, the, often penetrated by sharp

substances that have been taken into

the rumen, ib.

Perthshire, an account of the various breeds

of cattle in, 118
Pharyngites, the symptoms and treatment

of, 394, 395
Pharynx, description of the, 337

, inflammation of the, 394, 395

.-, the mode of puncturing it in ab-

scess situated there, 396

Phrenzy, symptoms and treatment of, 296

Phthisis.—See Consumption.

Placenta, the retention of it, in abortion,

532
.-, the, should be discharged soon

after calving, 545

^-, method of separating it from the

womb, ib.

Pleurisy, its symptoms and treatment, 405

, chronic, symptoms and treatment

of, 407
Pleuro-pneumonia, intereshng account of

it, ib.

Pneumonia, the symptoms and treatment

of, 400
, acute and epidemic, 40

1

Points of cattle, a description of the prin-

cipal, 12

Poisons, a list of the various; and the mode

of treating them, 445

Polled cattle, an account of the, 154

- and horned cattle, a comparison be-

tween them, 283
Polypus in the nose, on, 311

Poultices, when useful, 586

Probang, the use of, in hoove, recom-

mended, 442

Pregnancy, the usual period of, 527

symptoms of, 533

Presentation, natural, the management of,

534
-, unnatural, do., 536

Puck, the disease so called, 362

Puncturing the rumen in hoove, objec-

tions to, 441

Puerperal fever.—See Milk Fever.

Pulse, cause of the, 353
—— , importance of attention to the, ib.

Purgatives, the usual beastly method of

administering them, 330

Purging cattle, the occasional difficulty of,

accounted for, 431,496
_- , the method of proceeding

when this occurs, ib.

QuARTEKs, Importance of their being long

and full, 15
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Quarter-evil, Us nature and treatmeutj 356

a peculiar kind of, in the

362North Riding of Yorkshire,

Queen of Scots, Mr. Mure's

heifer, a description of her, 166

beautiful

Rabies, the causes and symptoms of, 306

Radnorshire cattle, much crossed with the

Herefords, and a valuable breed, 58

Rectum, description of the, 467, 470

,

J
the treatment of inversion of, 494

Red-water, the nature and causes of, 504

has more to do with the diges-

tive organs and the food than any other

cause, 505
is most frequent in low marshy

^yoody countries, ib.

., acute, the nature and treatment

of; 506, 507
-, the importance of bleedmg and

purging in, ib., 510

, chronic, the nature and treat-

ment of, 508, 509

., the prize essays on it in the

* Quarterly Journal of Agriculture,' 511

Renfrewshire, the old breed there super-

seded by the Ayrshire, 125

Reticulum, the interior construction of it,

424, 426, 427
, the action of it in the return of

the food to the stomach, 424, 430

the diseases of the, 448

Rheumatism, the cause and treatment of,

561

Rhodes, Messrs., an account of their dairy,

262, 263
Ribs, the number and proper form of, 367

Ribbed home, the importance of being, 12

Riding oxen in Mandara, an account of

the, 5, 315
Rings, the, on the horn, as indicating the

279,ge

_, .
, uncer-

tainty of, 80 -

Ross, description of the cattle in, 95, 97

, the different crosses of cattle in, 97

the cattle generally more adapted for

grazing than the dairy, 98

, average produce of the cows, ib.

Rottenness.—See Dysentery.

Rumen, the, viewed externally, 422, 423

. internally, 424, 426

, general description of it, 425, 427

, description of its papillse, and their

uses, 429
^, the fluid sAvallowed sometimes

enters it, 431, 496

, this accounts for the occasional

difficulty of purging cattle, 431, 496

, an account of the diseases of it, 433

, the strange substances often found

Rumination, description of it, 432

Rupture of the parietes of the abdomen.

See Hernia.

in it, ib.

, calculi in the, symptoms of, 434

, the efi'ect of, 435

., distention of it by food, the symp-

toms, and treatment of^ 435, 436
gas, 438

•, inflammation of the, 436

421

of the bladder, symptoms of, 520

oesophagus, treatment of,

- womb, treatment of, 542

Rutlandshire has no peculiar breed, 208

Rye, ergot of, its use in parturition, 586

Salivary glands, description of the, 332

gait, its use in food as a medicine, 556

Sapped.—See Constipation.

Saphena vein, the, when it should be

opened, 348

Scotch cattle, description of their journey

to the south, 122

Scott, Sir Robert, first introduced turnips

into Kincardineshire, 112

Selkirkshire, the original breed of cattle

in, li^a

Septum, the nasal, why not perfect in the

ox, 309
Setons, their occasional use, 586

Shealings, description of the, 72, 81

—, Mr. McLean's admirable re-

marks on them, 82
Sheep husbandry compared with that of

cattle, unanswerable defence of, 117

Sheeted ox, description of it, 28

Shetland Islands, general description of

them, 84 '

description of the cattle

there, 85
., treatment of the cattle.

ib.

Shewt of blood, its nature and treatment,

356
Shoe of the ox, description of it, 569

Shooting.—See Dysentery.

Short-horns, the, history of, 226

. . supposed to be originally im-

ported from the Continent, ib.

-, description of the old unim-

proved ones, 227
- the commencement of their

improvement, ib.

., the mode in which their im-

provement was eflected, 228

, their excellence consists in a

combination of qualities before believed

to be incompatible, 226

, the question of their capacity

for work, 241

, their early maturity should

preclude their being put to work, ib.

, the prevailing colours of, 242

Short-horned bulls, the advantage of cross-

ing different breeds with them, 240
^

cow, her milking qualities

much improved lately, 246

. an account of the cross be-

tween it and the Kyloe, 247

Short-sighted, many cattle appear to be,

392
Shoulders, a slanting direction of them, the

importance of, 14

Shropshire cattle, the old; 225

1
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Shropshire cattle, the cross hehveen them
and the Holderness, 225

,
the Herefords prevail through

the whole of the county^ ib.

Silver, nitrate of, its use as a caustic, 587 .

Sinclaii'j Sir John, the great improver of

cattle in Caithness, 88
Skeleton of the ox, cut of the, 272
Skibo, description of the small breed of

cattle so called; 94
Skin; the cause and importance of its soft

mellow feeiing-j 570

, diseases of the, ib.

Skull, cavity of the, cut of; 273

J
fracture of the, treatmeut of, 293

, almost invariably fatal.

ib.

SiinkintT. See Abortion,

SmeUing, on the sense of, 309
Smitlifield, the average number of cattle

and sheep annually sold there, 256

, the yearly numbers of cattle sold

there from 1732 to 1830, ib.—

—

J
parts of the kingdom by which

it is supplied at different periods of the

258year

, the mode of sale there, ib.

, cruelties practised there, ib.

Snake, a, in the gullet of a cow, the cause

of hoove, 444
Soft palate, description of the, 337
Somerset, Mid., description of the cattle-,

28
, North, ditto, ib.

, West, ditto, ib.

, principally devoted to grazing,

29
Sore teats, treatment of, 552

throat, the symptoms and treatment

of, 395
Speed, the disease so called, 362
Spinal cord, the comparative smallness of,

accounted for. 287
Spine, comparison between it in the ox and

horse, 372
Spleen, structure and function of the, 457

i^ , hemorrhage from the. 458

Sprain in the leg and foot, symptoms and

treatment of, 564, 565

Staffordshire, the old cattle of, 222
, history of the improvement of

the cattle, 222
description of the present

long-horns^ 223
. , a cross betvveen them and the

Derbyshire cattle, 224
Staking, several cases of, 451
Sternum, description of the, 367

, the width of the, sometimes com-
. pensates for flatness of the sidtis, 371

Stimulants, the propriety of administering,

when it is difhcult to purge cattle, 431

Stirlingshire, the general management of

cattle in, 119
Stomachs of cattle, cuts of them, 422,

423, 424, 426
Stomach-pump, the iiS8 of it in hoove re-

commended, ib.

Stone in the bladder, symptoms and treat-

ment of, 518
in the kidneys, ditto and ditto, 516

—

:

ureters, ditto and ditto, 517
'- urethra, ditto and ditto, 519

St. Pancras, the establishment of a veteri-

nary school at, 394
Strangulation of the intestines, symptoms

and treatment of, 489
Strangullion, description of it, 336
Strathaven, the management of calves

there, 140

3 the cruelty sometimes practised,

141
', account of extraordinary calves

reared there, ib

Stricture of the oesophagus, treatment of,

421

Subcutaneous abdominal vein, the question

when it should be bled from, 348
. the ana-

tomy of it, 349
Subhngual glands, description of the, 337
Submaxillary vein, description of the, 335

artery, ditto, 335
SuflFolk cattle, were originally duns, 174

^ description of the, ib.

-^ .

, milking properties of, 175

, the bull cast off far too early,

177
Sulphur, an excellent purgative and altera-

tive, 587
Summerings of cattle in Wexford, descrip-

tion of them, 184
Surrey has no distinguishing breed, 265

Sussex oxen, description of the, 40

, resemblance and difference

between them and the Devons, ib.

•

, ditto, Herefords, 41
, their ^vorking qualities consi-

dered, 42

of one, 43
, curious instance of the speed

, average weight of, ib,

cow, description of her, 44
, not good for the dairy, ib.

, extraordinary quantity of milk
and butter yielded by one, 45

, a breed of black cattle in, 46

~, West, no distinguishing breed in,

ib.

Sutherland, general description of, 91

, decrease of the breed of cattle

in, ib.

, strange increase in the number
of sheep in, ib.

, comparison between the former

state of cattle husbandry and the present

state of sheep husbandry, 92

, the manner in which the change
was effected. 93

, its happy effects, ib.

——
, description of the breed of cattle

in, 93
Sweetbread, description of the, 375
Swelling of the joints, the causes and treat-

ment of, 562
Swiss cattle, illustrations of vanity in, 6
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Swiss cattle, curious account of, as con-,

nected with consumption, 413
Switzerland, the disposition of cows to abor-

tion at the settinj>* in of hoar frost, 533
h

TaiLj description of the houes of the, 272
, shoiddbe level with the boiies of the

back, 15

5 description of it generally, 302
slip, ridiculous notions of it, 301

Tankerville, Lord, account of the wild cattle

in his park, 8

Tape-worm, an account of the, 497
Tapping in dropsy, a description of the

operation, 493
Tar, its use in cattle practice, 587
Taunton, the vale of, description of the

cattle in, 27

Tavistock, the South Devons purest about,

22
Teeth, the form and structure of them, in

ruminants, 318
, regarded as indicating the age, ib.

, cuts of them, at different ages, 319,
&c.

., curious process of diminution of, com-
mencing at three months, 319

, when the mouth can be said to be
full of, 322

, the grinders, the age imperfectly

estimated by, 324
Tempest, Sir H. Vane, first introduced the

short-horns into Ireland, 184
Temporal artery, description of the, 335, 337
' bone, description of the, 372, 374,

384,315
vein, description of the, 335

Tetanus, symptoms and treatment of, 298
Thighs, they should be iull, long, and close

together when viewed from behind; 12,

15

Thigh-bone, description of the, 272
Thrush in the mouth, symptoms and treat-

ment of, 331
Thymus gland, description of the, 365
Tibia, or leg-bone, description of the, 272
Tipperary, description of the cattle in, 185
Tongue, description of it and its uses, 324
' of the hor.se, reason of its being

tied down by the spur of the os-hyoides,

326— ox, reason of its not being
tied down, 326

, method of distinguishing between
that of the horse and ox, 373

Tonics, when admissible in the treatment of
distemper, 486, 587„

Torsion, the method of castration by, 560
Trachea, description of the, 373
Tracheotomy, description of the operation

of, 374
, cases in which it should be

performed, ib.

Trysts, the, of Inverness and the North, de-

scription of them, 83
Tumours, bony, about the eve, management

of, 289

Tumours, bony, about the eye, an advan-
tageous way of firing, 289

Turnhill cattle, description of the, 252
Turnips, history of the first introduction of,
them into the Mearns, 112

., introduced into Berwickshire in
1755,150

Turpentine, liquid, its uses as a digestive

and a diuretic, 587

•, oil of, its medicinal use, 587— might possibly destroy the
worms In the bronchial tubes, 399

Typhus fever, nature of the, 363
frequently follows inflam-^

matory fever, 364
•, symptnms of, ib.

•, treatment of, 365
•, the kind of cattle most sub-

ject to, ib.

—
,
prevention of, ib.

Tyree, the island of, comparison between
the profits of breeding and grazing there,

Twopenny, Mr. BakewelPs bull, account
of, 193

Udder, description of the, 245
Ulcers, foetid, use of chloride of lime for,

361

University of London, the establishment
of a veterinary school at the, 394

Upper jaw-bone, description of the, 272,

309,314
Ureters, description of the, 515

, larger than in the horse, ib.

, stone in the, symptoms and treat-

ment of, 517
Urethra, description of its curve, ib.

, stone in the, symptoms and treat-

ment of, 519
Urinary calculi, symptoms of their pre-

sence, 516, 517

, composition of, 516
Urus, account of the ancient, 3

Vanity, illustrations of, in cattle, 6

Veins, the largeness of, in the ox, compared
with the arteries, 374

., description of the, 366

., varicose, the nature and treatment oF,

ib.

Verdigris, its use in cattle practice, 584
Vertebrae of the sj)ine, description of, 272
Veterinary schools, their origm, 2, 393
.

, their establishment put
an end to the epidemics which devastated

Europe, 393
., establishment of that

at Edinburgh, 394

eras, ib.

-, St. Paa-

—.tlie Uni-
versity of London, ib.

Vinegar, of little use in cattle practice, 588
Virgil, his beautiful description of the mur-

rain, 381

Vitriol, white, the use of, 588

\
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^*^ Voice of Humanity/' the, recommended,

259
Vomiting, how far it may be produced, 456

true, rare and attended with

danger, ib.

-J
a case of, 457

Waistell, Mr., the original proprietor of

Hubbuck, 229
, account of his fat four-

year-old ox, 235

Waller, Messrs., the first improvers of Irish

cattle, 182
Warbles, how produced, 574

, history of the fly and its several

states, ib.
. -^n

Warts, their nature and treatment, 0/ b

Warwickshire, the cattle of, 220

.J
the long-horns still pre-

valent there, ib.

W^ater in the head, symptoms and treat-

ment of, 295
. drop-wort, the treatment ofpoisoning

by, 446

Webster, Mr., of Canley, an improver of the

long-horns, 190, 220

Wilby, a farrier, stands first among the

improvers of the long-horns, 190

Welsh cattle, the, were some of them white

with red ears, 48

Western counties, their supply of fat cattle

for the Smithfield market, 258

West Highland cattle, the points in which

they are valuable, 67— , the secret of profit-

ably breeding and grazing them, 79

West Lothian, description of the cattle, 144
.. , management of them, 144

Westmorland cattle, account of the, 200

Wexford, management of cattle in, 184

Wicklow, description of cattle in, 34, 185
Wight, Isle of, description ofthe cattle, 215
Wild cattle, account of, 7

Wiliowbauk, account of the dairy at, 141

Wilioughby, Sir C, first introduced the

short-horns into Oxfordshire, 219

Wihshire, North, description of the cattle

there, 215
, «

J
until lately occupied by

the long-horns, 217

, value of the present

cross-breed, ib.

217
-, method of rearing in.

, cheese equal to the

Gloucester, 218
, South, description of the cattle

of, ib.

Wind-pipe, description of the, 373
Wintering grounds of Dumbartonshire, de-

scription of, 122

Withers, hollowness behind them, disad-

vantage of, 15

Womb, inversion of the, treatment of, 541
, rupture of the, ditto, 542

Wood-evil, nature and treatment of, 474
AYorcestershire, description of the cattle of,

221
contains some of the best

Herefords, 221
the Herefords and Dur-

hams struggling for superiority on the

grazing lands, 221
Worms in the frontal sinuses of cattle, 276

in the eye, treatment of, 293
' ', an account of the various intesti-

nal ones, 496
Wortley farmers' club, an account of the,

251

Wounds of the eye, management of, 289

Ykllows, the (see Jaundice), 462
Yew, the treatment of poisoning b}*, 446

eaten wuth impunity by the cattle in

Hanover and Hesse, 447
mixed with other food may be eaten

without dano-er, ib.

Yorkshire cow, the history of the establish-

ment of the present one, 243
5 description of her, 244
average quantity of milk

yielded by her, 245, 261

, the question of the average
quantity of butter, 245

, East Riding, an account of the

cattle of, 251
—, North Riding, description of the

cattle of, 248

of, were long-horns, ib.

, the native cattle

account of the

first Holderness established there, ib.

improvement, ib.

ment of, 249

, history of their

', general manage-

, the cows princi-

pally supply the iiietropolitan dairies, ib.

', West Ridingj description of the

cattle of, 250
•, the prevalence of

the half-horns accounted for, ib.

Young calves, the danger of taking them
too soon from their dams, 310

. _ ; -^tw

Zinc, the preparations of it which are used

medicinally, 338
Zygomatic arch, the peculiar construction

of it in the ox, 277
Zygom aliens muscle, description of the,

338
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